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NOTE ON PART VI.

The two Parts comprised in Vol. II. cover twenty-four years, 1849 to

1872. The Author much regrets that this period was not divided into

three Parts, of about eight years each. As it is, the Parts are too long

and full, and the chapters overlap more than is desirable. For example,

the reader will find himself in the Revival period of 1860 at home before

he comes to events abroad ten years older ; and Dr. Pfander's later work

at Constantinople has to be taken before his earlier work in India. But
there need be no confusion if the dates are carefully noted.

The first two chapters of Part VI. deal with the Environment. Many
of the events recorded in Chap. XXXIII., the Gorham Judgment, the

Revival of Convocation, &c., are the commonplaces of modern Church

Histories ; but those of Chap. XXXIV., the new Evangelical Movements
and their eftect upon the Church, although equally important, are

generally ignored. Chap. XXXV. introduces the Perso7tnel, as in

previous Parts. Chaps. XXXVI. and XXXVII. also introduce persons

—the candidates from the Universities, and the Islington men—with

many biographical details. Then, in turning to the Missions, we take

New Zealand first, because we have to review Bishop Selwyn's plans for

Church organization and the resulting controversies, thus continuing

certain discussions in Chap. XXXIII., the first in this Part.

The rest of the Part, comprising twelve chapters, is devoted to the

Mission-field. Chap. XXXIX., on West Africa, touches interesting

points, the interest taken by the Queen and Lord Palmerston in African

aftairs, the eft'orts of H. Venn to promote industry and commerce, and

the brief episcopates and deaths of the first three Bishops of Sierra

Leone. Chap. XL. introduces the story of East African exploration
;

and Chap. XLI. the " proselytism " controversy regarding Bishop Gobat,

and the British relations with Turkey after the Crimean War.
Chap. XLIX. also touches political matters, in reference to China, the

T'aip'ing Rebellion, and the Opium Controversy ; but Chaps. XLVIII.
and L., on Ceylon and North-West America, are purely missionary.

But the six chapters on India, taken together, form one of the most
important sections of the whole History, including the great epoch of

Dalhousie's Governor-Generalship (XLII.), the conquest of the Punjab
(XLIV.), the Mutiny (XLV.), the Neutrality Controversy in both India

and England (XLV., XLVI.) ; with the remarkable development of

Missions during the period, both in the North and in the South,

especially in Tinnevelly and Travancore (XLIII.) ; the work of Pfander

and French at Agra (XLII.), of Noble at Masulipatam (XLIIL), of

Leupolt and Long in the North (XLVII.) ; and above all, the thrilling

story of the cunnnencement in the Punjab and on the Afghan Frontier

(XLIV.) under the Lawrences, Edwardes, Montgomery, &c.
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Rome and B. Noel to the Baptists—The Papal Aggression

—

Attitude of C.M.S.—Movements for Revival of Convocation

—

Third Jubilee of S.P.G.—Colonial Bishoprics Bill— Missionary
Bishoprics Bill—Attitude of C.M.S.—New Bishoprics—Bishop
Gray and C.M.S.—Bishop Wilberforce's Missionary Speeches

—

The Universities' Mission to Africa—When should a Mission
have a Bishop ?—Bishop Mackenzie's Consecration—His Death.

" Walk about Zion, and go round about her."—Ps. xlviii. 12.
'^ And Saul armed David ivith his armour. . . . And David said unto Saul

,

I cannot go with these; for I have not proved them."—1 Sam. xvii. 38, 39.

EOM the Jubilee to the New House."—Such is the Part VI
title given to this Sixth Part of our History. At 18-49-61

first sight it might seem that the mere moving of ^'^^P-
^"

the Society's office to a house next door was not an
event of sufficient importance to mark the close of

one of our periods. But it has proved convenient to divide Henry a New
Venn's thirty-one years' Secretaryship into three periods ; and as

^^"°'^-

the first naturally ended with the Jubilee, it w^as necessary to find

some point at which the twenty-four years between that celebration

and Venn's death could be suitably divided. The year 1861
would make an equal division ; and as no great epoch in missionary
history occui's about that time, the Society's entrance into its new
House—the first that was really its own—in March, 1862, has
been adopted as sufficiently convenient for a dividing point. We
therefox'e now proceed to review thirteen years, from 1849 to 1861
inclusive.

All writers on the Church History of the century agree that
this period was one of marked development on what are commonly
known as Anglican lines. But few seem to be aware of a
simultaneous development on distinctively Evangelical lines which ^^s

began in the course of the period, and has continued ever since.

Both these movements affected the Church Missionary Society
in different ways, and therefore call for some notice in the
present History. Two chapters are accordingly devoted to them.
But first we must just glance at two events which caused great
excitement at the time ; for although they belong to neither

B 2
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category of developments, they had some influence in both
directions ; and they coincided with the opening of om' period,

and of tlie Society's second half-century. These were the Gorham
Judgment and the Papal Aggression.

The Eev. G. C. Gorham, formerly Fellow of Queens' College,

Cambridge, an Evangelical clergyman in the Diocese of Exeter,

was presented by the Lord Chancellor for the living of Brampford
Speke, in the same diocese. The Bishop, the militant Henry
Philpotts, examined him before institution upon his views on
baptism, and on the word " regenerate " as used in the Baptismal
Service. The examination lasted six days, and at the end of it

the Bishop declined to institute him. Mr. Gorham thereupon
applied to the Dean of Arches for a monition requiring the Bishop
to institute. The Bishop pleaded Mr. Gorham's unsoundness in

doctrine ; and the case was heard in the early months of 1848.

The judge, Sir H. J. Fust, took a year and a half to consider

the arguments, and then, in August, 1849, pronounced in favour

of the Bishop. Mr. Gorham appealed to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council ; and the Court, consisting of six lay judges,

with the two Archbishops and the Bishop of London, reversed the

previous decision by a majority of seven to two. Bishop Blomfield
and one lay judge dissenting.

The day on which this final judgment was pronounced was a

memorable one in the history of the Church of England. The
case was regarded as of supreme importance, and the decision

had beeii awaited on both sides with the keenest anxiety. As
Canon Perry says,-' "the two great systems or conceptions of

theology were brought face to face." Were the Sacraments
channels of grace absolutely or conditionally ? Was I'egeneration

given in baptism, unconditionally and always, ex opere opcrato,

or was the word in the Service used hypothetically and subject

to conditions ? Canon Perry adds, " It was to be decided which
of these two views a clergyman was bound to hold "; but this

was not the case. Bishop Philpotts, indeed, contended that Mr.
Gorham was bound to hold the one view ; but Mr. Gorham did

not raise the question whether the Bishop was bound to hold the

other : he only pleaded that his own view was consistent with
the Prayer-book, and that therefore he had a right to be instituted

to the living. The Dean of Arches, however, did adjudge that

the Church unequivocally taught " baptismal regeneration," and
that Mr. Gorham was unsound ; and great were the appre-

hensions of the Evangelical clergy. Were they to be expelled

from the Church ? Should they secede ? The recent Disruption
in Scotland seemed to form a precedent for secession. Henry
Venn was prominent in the anxious conferences that took place.

His pi'ivate journal at the time is full of notices of meetings
and consultations among the brethren. He prepared a private

* Student's Enr/Jish Church History, Third Period, p. 274.
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paper, reviewing all possible contingencies, and proposing plans. Part VI.
in case of an adverse decision, by which the Evangelicals should ^849-61.

cleave to the Church of their fathers until they were turned out.
Chap. 33.

Through the overruling providence of God, however, no such
contingency occurred. The Gorham Judgment proved to be the
charter of the Evangehcal body in the Church. Not that their
doctrine of baptism, or their view of the Baptismal Service, was
formally adjudged to be the teaching of the Church. "This
Court," said the Judgment, " has no jurisdiction or authority to
settle matters of faith, or to determine what ought in any par-
ticular to be the doctrine of the Church of England." What was
decided was that Mr. Gorham's views were "not contrary or Decision

repugnant " to the doctrine of the Church. Henry Venn in his p^^^v^
diary gives a graphic account of the scene at the delivery of the Council.

Judgment. A dense crowd surrounded the entrance to the
Privy Council Chamber, and when the doors were opened a great
rush ensued :

—

" It was long before I could realize the solemnity of the scene after Scene at its

the pressure and confvxsion we had endured. Lord Langdale read the delivery.

Judgment with great clearness and emphasis, and, in that part which
quoted the Biu-ial Service, the recollection that those words had been on
the previous day pronounced over his brother Edward Bickersteth gave
a sacred interest to the reading.* . . . The various emotions depicted
upon the countenances reminded me of Raffaele's cartoon of Paul
Preaching at Athens. My own mind was in a kind of trance at hearing
such sound and Protestant sentiments propounded by the highest
judicial authority of the kingdom. The Judgment was a more decided
and complete vindication of the liberty of our Church than I had dared
to hope for."

It should here be added that although Evangelical divines
were all alike opposed to the High Church doctrine of vmcon-
ditional "baptismal regeneration," they were not entirely at one
in their own views ; and two of the most prominent leaders in
this History were representatives of two finds of interpretation. Two views

Edward Bickersteth, while holding strongly to the spiritual E^^an?
doctrine of the new birth by the Holy Ghost alone, considered geiicais.

that the Eeformers, in the language of the Baptismal Service,
had used the word " regenerate " in a lower sense, as implying
admission to the privileges of membership in the Visible Church

;

and justified this view by several examples in Scripture of the
twofold use of important words. Henry Venn, on the other
hand, in common with the majority of Evangelical writers,
considered that the Eeformers used the word in the highest
spiritual sense, but sacramcntally ; and his paper on the subject
is one of the ablest expositions of this view in a brief form that
has ever been put forth. t He argues that it is not true that

* Lord Langdale was brotlier of E. Bickersteth. Bickersteth's funeral was
on March 7th, and the Judgment was given on March 8th.

t Printed in the Ajjpendix to the Memoir of H. Vtnn, p. 479.
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Part VI. the High Church explanation of the Baptismal Service is the
isj;9-t)i. natural one, and the Evangelical one possihly admissible but

"^^''

'

rather forced ; but that, on the contrary, having regard to the

whole structure of the Service, the High Church view is not

natural, not logical, " not allowable."
Effects The excitement caused by the Gorham Judgment was intense.

Judgment. Not Only the Tractarians, but a large portion of the more moderate
Anglican school, were aghast. The time, it will be remembered,
was one of agitation and revolution on the Continent, while

England remained at peace ; and a facetious Frenchman observed

that " there was no revolution in England but the revolution of

/e jfere Gorham." Protests burst forth from the clergy all over

the country ; and the Bishop of Exeter publicly repudiated all

communion with Archbishop Sumner, who had concurred in the

Judgment. Although the Court had in no way condemned High
Churchmen, some of the Tractarians took the opportunity to join

secedesl^ the Cliurch of Rome. Among these was Archdeacon Manning,
afterwards Cardinal. INIanning was a clergyman of gi'eat ability,

eloquence, and influence, and he had formerly been strongly anti-

Roman. For instance, on November 5th, 1843, at a time when
Newman was all but gone, he preached, apropos of the Gunpowder
Plot, what came to be known as his " No Popery Sermon." He
had been no Oxford recluse like Newman : he was indispensable

in great Church movements. His speech at the meeting that

started the Colonial Bishoprics Fund in 1841 was the most
powerful of the day.''' So his loss was severely felt by many, and
not least by Bishop Wilberforce, who was his brother-in-law.

Wilberforce, indeed, had heavy trials to bear at this time. His
three brothers, his two brothers-in-law, his only daughter and her

husband, one by one all joined the Church of Rome.
One secession had previously occurred in the opposite direction.

On Christmas Day, 1848, while the Gorham Case was still

pending, Edward Bickersteth wrote in his journal, " The triumphs
of the Jubilee are accompanied by one humbling lesson to us all.

Baptist
^^ly Baptist Noel has left our Church." Baptist Noel had been

secedes. one of the most ardent of C.M.S. men, and his Exeter Hall speeches

for the Society, and his St. Bride's sermon, have come under our

notice ; but he was never a strong Churchman, and at length,

just after the Jubilee commemoration, he joined the Baptists, and
published a book vigorously denouncing the Church as a State

Establishment. " Most of the arguments," wrote Bickersteth,
" would apply to the Divine ordinance of marriage. There are

so many unhappy marriages, and so many bad husbands and
wives : therefore marriage is very mischievous." Noel's secession

* Manning's biographer says he used to speak for "the Bible Society for

Foreign Missions," and alludes also to the same Society as "for the Propa^ja-

tion of the Bible in Foreign Parts," and again as " the Foreign Bible Society
"

(Life of Cardinal llanninq, vol. i. pp. 117, 126. 220). Does lie mean the

B. & F."B.S., or the S.P.G.'?
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caused a sensation among Evangelicals little less than that of Part VL
Newman among High Churchmen ; but whereas Newman was 1849-61.

followed to Rome by a crowd of distinguished Tractarian clergy- ^ "^P- ^^-

men, Noel took no Evangelical brethren with him. It was a
striking object-lesson as to which were the true English Church-
men.
The Papacy, indeed, had at this time high hopes of the The Papal

conversion of England ; and hence came the second of the two fifn!^^^'

events that opened the period we are now reviewing—the Papal
Aggression. In October, 1850, the Pope, who had not long
before returned, under the protection of French bayonets, from
his retreat at Gaeta to the Vatican, issued a Bull, creating an
archbishopric of Westminster, and twelve diocesan bishoprics

taking their titles from Liverpool, Birmingham, Nottingham, and
other important English towns. The new Roman Archbishop,
Dr. Wiseman, at the same time put forth a pastoral, dated
from " the Flaminian Gate," in which he spoke in triumphant
tones of " Catholic England" being " restored to its orbit in the
ecclesiastical firmament." An outburst of indignation arose in- Protestant

stantly from the whole country. Nothing like it, certainly, has ^s'^^^^'o"-

been seen in England since. From the Tweed to the Lizard rang
the cry of " No Popery." Great meetings v^ere held everywhere
to protest against the " insolent and insidious" aggression of the

Papacy, as the Premier phrased it. For Lord John Russell,

seizing the opportiinity to secure popularity for a weak Ministry,

put himself at the head of the agitation by inditing a vehement
letter to Bishop Maltby of Durham ; and in due course he intro-

duced the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill into Parliament, forbidding,

under heavy penalties, the use of such titles as the Pope had
conferred. The strong opposition to this Bill, however, which
was offered by a resolute minority in the House, of whom Mr.
Gladstone was one,* led to the Government altering the Bill until

it became obviously a mere hrutum fulmen ; and this it was that

occasioned Punch's memorable cartoon of Lord John as "the
naughty boy who chalked up ' No Popery ' and then ran away."
Bishop Wilberforce, who supported the Bill in the House of

Lords, warned the Government that to pass a measure " promising
much and performing little " would only weaken the Church in

its conflict with " its subtle, powerful, merciless foe." But the
emasculated Bill passed—and remained a dead letter. The Roman
Bishops took no notice of it, but quietly assumed their titles

;

and nobody ever thought of prosecuting them.
It was not Rome only at which this Protestant uprising was Against

directed. The imitations of Roman ways in which the Tractarians i^gJ^^a"'

were indulging came in for their full share of indignant denuncia- well as
'^ ® ® Rome.

* Mr. Gladstone said, '' It wounds me as a member of the English Church to

see this rival hierarchy spread over the land. With the protests I sympathize.
But I protest also against all attempts to meet the spiritual dangers of the
Church by temporal legislation of a penal character."
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tion. In the Durham Letter, Lord John Eussell asked, " "What
is the danger to be apprehended from a foreign prince of no great

power compared to the danger within the gates from the unworthy
sons of the Church of England herself? "•—but declared that he
"would not bate a jot of heart or hope so long as the glorious

principles and the immortal martyrs of the Eeformation " were
held in reverence by "a nation which looks with contempt on
the mummeries of superstition, and with scorn at the laborious

endeavours now making to confine the intellect and enslave the
soul." And in many of the public meetings held, similar feelings

were expressed. It was at this time that the Eev. W. J. E.
Bennett, then Incumbent of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge, afforded

the first prominent example of modern Eitualism at the new
church built by him, St. Barnabas, Pimlico. Bishop Blomfield
and Mr. Bennett were at open war all through the period of

the Papal Aggression agitation. The Bishop's Charge in 1850
denounced the innovations as "rendering the Church service

almost histrionic." " I really," he added, " cannot characterize

by any gentler term the continual changes of posture, the frequent

genuflexions, the crossings, the peculiarities of dress, and some
of the decorations of churches, to which I allude." He declared
that these things, as w^ell as the more serious doctrinal errors

that accompanied them, "prepared those who took a delight in

them to seek a further gratification of their tastes in the Eoman
Communion." Such persons had been "led, sitep by step, to the

verge of the precipice, and then, to the surprise of their guides,"

had "fallen over." At length Mr. Bennett resigned, and the
Bishops (March 29th, 1851) put forth an united pastoral con-
demning the introduction of Eomanizing ritual. After the ex-

perience of the last half-century, we may safely say that this

pastoral, excellent as it was, proved as distinctly a dead letter as

Lord John Eussell's Bill.

The Church Missionary Society was appealed to by some of its

supporters, in the midst of this crisis, to present an Address to

the Queen protesting against the Papal Aggression, as a vast

number of other bodies of all sorts had done. To do this the

Committee declined. They always have declined, as a Society,

to take a direct part in controversial movements at home, however
warmly they may, as individual members of the Church, have
sympathized wdth them. But they issued a solemn and powerful
address to their own constituency, expressing deep thankfulness
for the Protestant spirit aroused in the country ; reminding their

friends that the same " assumption and aggression " had been
directed by Eome against the C.M.S. Missions in various parts of

the world, especially against those that had been most successful,

in New Zealand, in Bengal, in Tinnevelly, in Eupert's Land

;

and appealing to them, " while giving expression to their views
in the way of public addresses and petitions," to " guard against

the temptation to expend and exhaust their efforts upon an
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immediate pressing evil, so as to neglect a special opportunity of Part VI.

advancing the cause of Christ." " Let them, as members of the i^'^^^^o

Society, still keep in vieio the great missionary effort to ivhich the ^_
present crisis calls and invites us

"—and these words, alone in the Neglect not

v^^hole address, which occupies five columns of the CM. Record
"u'tTe's."^'^^

(March, 1851), are italicized. In the concluding words of the

Eeport presented in the following May, the aggressions of Eome Rome

in the Mission-field were still more powerfully denounced, and Miss^on-

the hollowness of her missionary successes exposed ; while the ^^s''^-

one point in which Protestant Missions suffer by the comparison

was, in conclusion, faithfully pointed out :—
" There does appear to be a greater readiness in the devotees of Rome Rome

to go abroad at her bidding to the Heathen. There does appear a respect an
compai-ative reluctance in the members of a pure faith to leave the example.

Church at home, and to labour for the Church abroad. Here is the

great want of the Protestant Missions—the want of men. . . . Inviting

fields of missionary labour in India, in Africa, in China, send forth tlieir

loud cry to men of experience and talent, ' Come over and help us !
'

. . .

Oh that the Lord might put it into the hearts of many to ofter them-
selves willingly to the work ! Oh that He might pour down upon all the

Spirit of grace and supplication, so that they may give Him no rest till

He thrust forth labourers into His harvest !

"

At the Annual Meeting at which this Eeport was presented, no
scruple prevented the speakers from expressing their feelings

very plainly. Even the gentle and always moderate President

himself spoke out on the subject of Eome's aggression ; while

Lord Harrowby, Bishop Carr, Francis Close, and Hugh Stowell,

roused the assembly to enthusiasm by the unshrinking Pro-

testantism of their addresses.

The vehement controversies of the time, on the Gorham
Judgment, the introduction of mediaeval ritual, and a third

matter, a little earlier in time, the appointment of Dr. Hampden
to the Bishopric of Hereford, led to one important event in the

history of the Church of England, the revival of Convocation. Movement

For one hundred and thirty years Convocation had been silenced, corfvo'ca-

It was regularly elected with every new Parliament ; it regularly t^°"-

met at the beginning of the Parliamentary Session, but was
immediately prorogued. " A few clergymen, chosen they knew
not how, met two or three bishops they knew not wdien, and
presented an address to the Crown, for what purpose they could

not tell." '' But now, the revolt of the younger High Church-
men against the Erastianism that had reigned throughout the

Hanoverian period, together with their discontent with the Whig
ecclesiastical appointments and the virtual adjudication upon a

doctrinal question by a lay court, resulted in an agitation for the

restoration of the only legal assembly by which the clergy could

* Warren's Synodalia, quoted in Perry's Student's 'English Church History,

Third Period, p. 294.
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make their voices heard in Church affairs. Immediately after

the Gorham Judgziient, Bishop Blomfield brought a Bill into the
House of Lords, transferring cases affecting doctrine from the
Privy Council to the Upper House of Convocation. He was
defeated by 84 to 51 ; but it is surprising that so large a minority
should have voted for such a revolution. Only four bishops,

indeed, voted for it. Bishop Wilberforce was more astute. He
aimed at getting Convocation to move gradually within its

existing powers, taking one step at a time without attracting

much notice. How he sought to influence Lord Derby through
Mr. Walpole during the short life of the Conservative Ministry
of 1852 ; how he got at Lord Aberdeen, the Premier of the
Coalition Ministry of 1853, through the latter's son, Mr. Arthur
Gordon ; how he constantly stirred up Mr. Gladstone, then
Chancellor of the Exchequer ; how he gently but persistently

tried to overcome the scruples of Archbishop Sumner, who above
all things dreaded the activity of the rising High Church party

;

how he contrived to get leave for the two Houses to debate for

two days in November, 1852 ; how he struggled against opposing
influences in 1853 ; and how from 1854 onwards he succeeded
gradually in obtaining for Convocation the liberty of speech it

has enjoyed ever since, and on more than one occasion "letters

of business" from the Crown authorizing it to proceed to

action ;— all this is told in the Bishop's own letters and journals

published in his Life.'''

In a previous chapter we saw how free the Evangelical leaders

before this time were from any prejudice against a revived Con-
vocation. The words quoted from Henry Venn's celebrated
" Appendix to the 39th Eeport," and Francis Close's great sermon
at St. Bride's in 1841, are decisive on this point. f The Christian

Observer, then the weightiest Evangelical organ, took the same
line, observing that "national establishment does not require

the obliteration of the Church's spiritual functions." I But ten

years of gi-owing sacerdotalism wrought a great change, and
while Bishop Wilberforce was using every possible means to

restore liberty of speech to the long-silenced Assembly, the

Record and Lord Shaftesbury were denouncing his proposals in

the strongest terms ; the Christian Observer also now" joining in,

though more mildly. Its new editor, John Cunningham, said,
'

' We are anxious rather to wait in hope than precipitatelj" to
Why Con- condemn." § The fact is that every suggestion for giving the

disliked. Church as such, either in England or in the Colonies, some voice

in her own affairs, w^as regarded as an attempt to limit the

power of the State, to infringe the Royal Supremacy,
ij
and to

Attitude
of Evan-
gelicals.

* See also Perry's Student's Et^c/Jish Church Histoni, Third Period, cliaps.

xvi. , xviii.

t See Vol. I., p. 387. t Christian Observer, October, 1842.

§ Christian Observer, September, 1854.

11 The Evangelical leaders always strongly upheld the Supremacy. But tliey
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subject the laity to clerical, and especially episcopal, domina- Part VI.

tion. At a great public meeting in November, 1852, to protest i!^"^^"^,!."

against the revival of both Convocation and the Confessional
'^^^'

'

—which, not quite fairly, were assumed to be parts of one

and the same movement,—Lord Shaftesbury, who presided,

said that Convocation meant priestly despotism, and that

priestly despotism would certainly use the Confessional as its

most potent engine. But, just before the meeting, he had
received a letter from Mr. Gladstone, entreating his co-operation

tov^^ards obtaining some power of speech and action for the

Church, includhuj the laity ; and perhaps it was this that led

the Earl to disclaim, in his address, any desire to object to

such a plan as that. Of course the real difficulty was, and "^^^V '^'*y
£^

. .
•' .. not in Lon-

is, that the British Constitution assumes that Parliament vocation,

represents the laity and Convocation the clergy, so that the

admission of the laity to the latter body would involve an
important constitutional change. It was to meet this difficulty

that Archbishop Benson, at a much later period, established the

voluntary and extra-legal House of Laymen. Meanwhile Con-
vocation did regain its vitality, notwithstanding all opposition

;

and a fair and unprejudiced review of the past forty years calls

for a frank acknowledgment that it has won for itself a position

that is respected, and that if it has not effected very much, it has

done some good and very little harm.'''

While the Anglican party were thus vigorously pushing forward
^JJf^|^^1„

the development of Church organization at home, they w^ere not Missions,

unmindful of what they regarded as its necessary development
abroad. But before we notice their plans in that direction, let us

glance at an event which marked a distinct advance in their

missionary zeal. This was the third Jubilee of the S.P.G. Third

In previous chapters we have observed from time to time the s.p.g.

rapid rise of the venerable Society in vigour and efficiency.

Founded, as we remember, in 1701, it had celebrated its first

Jubilee in 1751, in the very middle of the deadness of the

Georgian period. Its second Jubilee, or Centenary, in 1801,

were not open to the charge brought against thorn by both Tractarians and
Dissenters, of looking to the Queen as " Head of the Church." " She is

supreme," said Hugh Stowell at the Anniversary of the Church Pastoral

Aid Society in 1851, " over all causes ecclesiastical ; but she is not the Head
of the Church. That title was arrogated by Henry VIII., who was neither

more nor less than a Pope himself. He was no real Reformer. He died

a Papist. We give him over to Rome. He belongs to her, not to us. But
Queen Elizabeth refused the title. 'It belongs,' she said, 'to no mortal, to

none but Christ Himself.' My friends, we would never give our Queen, much
as we love and revere her, the title of Head of the Church. The Lord Jesus
Christ alone is our Head." Quoted in the Missinnary Register, 18.51, p. 372.

* It is interesting to observe that the Latin Sermon at St. Paul's, at the

opening of the new Convocation in 1859, was preached by one of the most
decided Evangelicals of the day, a brilliant Oxford man, the Hon. and Rev.
Samuel Waldegrave, afterwards Bishop of Carlisle,
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fell when its own depressed condition was at the lowest. No
greater contrast can be conceived than between its position at

those two periods and the position to which it had attained when
the third Jubilee arrived. Its influence had spread all over the

spreading British Colonies ; it was doing extensive work among
Heathen peoples also, especially in India ; at home it had ralhed

to itself the support of thousands of parishes ; and it was
spending an income of some £90,000 a year. Moi-eover, there

was now a College for its candidates, not indeed its own, but

virtually at its service. St. Augustine's College, Canterbury',

established largely owing to the liberality of Mr. Beresford Hope,
was opened in 18i8. Assuredly there was abundant cause for a

thankful celebration of the third S.P.G. Jubilee.

The original charter of the Society was conferred on June 16th,

1701. On June 16th, 1851, a special service was held in West-
minster Abbey, when Bishop Blomfield preached, and five

hundred worshippers communicated. Next day the Jubilee

Meeting was held in St. Martin's Hall ;

'' and the Prince Consort

occupied the chair. It is interesting to observe that one of the

speakers w^as the President of C.M.S., the Earl of Chichester,

who thus showed his sympathy with the elder Society ; and two
others were conspicuous C.M.S. men, the Earl of Harrowby and
Sir E. H. Inglis. The other speakers were the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Bishops of London and Oxford, the Duke of

Newcastle, Earl Grey, Lord John Eussell, and Mr. Sidney
Herbert. Prince Albert's address was an excellent one. Naturally

his mind was full of the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park, then at

the height of its success. That Exhibition he described as " a

festival of the civilization of mankind"; "and," he went on,
" this civilization rests on Christianity, could only be raised on
Christianity, can only be maintained by Christianity." Then he
referred significantly to the "internal dissensions" that afilicted

the Church. "I have no fear, however," he added, "for her

safet}' and ultimate welfare, so long as she holds fast to what
our ancestors gained for us at the Eeformation—the Gospel, and
the unfettered right of its use."

The celebration was general throughout England, and round
the world ; much more general than that of the C.M.S. Jubilee.

Most of the Bishops preached in their cathedrals. The record of

observances is a most striking illustration of the astonishing

growth of S.P.G. work within a few years.

f

* Not the present St. Martin's Town Hall, but a hall then standing in Lon^
Acre.

I Several columns of the Missionary Begister in 1851 and 1852 are devoted -

to the accounts briefly summarized above. Another Jubilee took place two
years later, that of the Bible Society. On March 7th, 1804, the Society had
been founded at the London Tavern, Bishopssate Street. On March 7th, 1853,

the Committee commenced the fiftieth year by meeting in the same room.
Next day, the Jubilee Meeting was held in Exeter Hall, Lord Shaftesbury
presiding. Among the speakers were the Bishop of Winchester (C. Sumner),
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In the promotion of their plans for the development of Church Part VI.

organization and the Episcopate abroad, the Anglican party—if the 1849-61.

term may be allowed—came repeatedly into direct conflict with P"

the Church Missionary Society ; and it would be natural in this proposed

chapter to detail the controversies of the period ; but important
chur"ch^

phases of them must be reserved for a chapter on New Zealand, legislation.

Some, however, may receive brief notice here. In 1853, Bishop
Wilberforce passed through the House of Lords a Colonial

Churches Bill and a Missionary Bishops Bill ; but both were
defeated in the Commons (one withdrawn and the other thrown
out), mainly by the efforts of Mr. Arthur (afterwards Lord)

Kinnaird, who acted in behalf of the Evangelical leaders. The
Colonial Churches Bill proposed to authorize bishops, clergy, and
laity in the Colonies to meet together and make whatever ecclesi-

astical regulations they might deem necessary, provided that the

standards of faith and worship and the supremacy of the Crown
were duly maintained. Against this scheme Henry Venn wrote a

powerful pamphlet, in which, inspired (as his private journal shows)

by the legal members of the C.M.S. Committee,* he strongly

urged that the resolutions of such Colonial Synods should have to

go before the Colonial Legislatures to be confirmed. In a preface

to Venn's pamphlet. Bishop Perry of Melbourne suggested, in

lieu of this, an Act by the Colonial Legislature giving general

sanction beforehand to the Synod passing its own measures ; and
this alternative plan was supported by John Cunningham in the

Christian Observer. i Venn, however, held to his own view ; and
his extant correspondence on the subject is voluminous.]: As we
all know, the Colonial Churches have long since come to be

purely voluntary bodies, and hold their synods without any
authority from either the local Legislature or the Imperial

Parliament.

Against the other Bill, for Missionary Bishoprics, the C.M.S.
fj°^^^^}^

Committee presented an important petition ; and a strong letter sionary

against it from Sir James Stephen, then Under-Secretary in the
bishoprics

Colonial Office, had great influence in defeating it.§ Bishop

the Duke of Argyll, the Earl of Carlisle, Dr. Alexander Duff, Hugh Stowell,

&c. On the 9th, the Archbishop of Canterbury preached at St. Paul's a

sermon of which Henry Venn wrote that " the tone, the spirit, the substance,

the construction, were altogether worthy of the occasion." {Memoir of

H. Venn, p. 226.) The text was from Isaiah xxxii., " Blessed are ye that sow
beside all waters."

* But he sometimes got his inspiration from them in a way worth noting.

In 1852—"Went to a consultation of lawyers at Dugmore's chambers.

Present, O'Malley, Sidebottom, Fitzherbert, Grane, Bridges, and Tebbs.

Gained very little from their wisdom, except the hint that it is better to set

six lawyers talking against each other, and pick out what you want for your
purpose, than to sit and hear one dogmatize." (Private Journal.)

f Christian Observer, April, 1856.

X This correspondence includes autograph letters to Venn from Mr.

Gladstone.

§ See Life of Bishop Wtlherforce, vol. ii. pp. 190—194, 201.
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Part VI. Wilberforce made similar attempts in 1861 and 1862, but again
1849-61. unsuccessfully. The Society incurred considerable reproach for
Chap. 33.

^]^g Yx^Q it took ; and it was constantly attacked in the High
Church organs, the Christian Bemembrancer and the Colonial

Church Chronicle—to say nothing of the Guardian,—as an
enemy of Episcopacy and the Episcopate.''' The battle was
vigorously fought by Venn in various published statements and
pamphlets, and by Eidgeway in the pages of the Intelligencer.

The reply was conclusive up to a certain point. The Society

Attitude of was no enemy to Episcopacy, nor to a well-considered extension
c.M.s. qI the Episcopate ; but it did object to the particular plans

propounded for extension. (1) In the first place, it set forth the

Powers of extreme uncertainty that existed touching the powers of a
bishops bishop in foreign countries, and argued (a) that if, on the one

defined.
^ hand, the rubrics and canons of an Established Church had force

abroad, they were singularly ill-adapted to the necessary elasticity

of missionary work in its earlier stages ; and (h) that if, on the other

hand, they had no force, then the bishop's power was unfettered

and might conceivably be misused. The Committee therefore

urged that some steps be taken to define the powers of the

Episcopate, and the position of the clergy and laity, in a missionary

diocese—particularly in India,—before more liishops were actually

sent ovit. (2) In the second place, the Committee were opposed

Bishoprics to bishoprics being established without endowments, on the

endowed^ ground that without these the bishops would have to be supported

by annual grants from societies or other parties in England, and
that this would destroy their independence.! This is a curious

fact ; for in later years the Society took exactly the opposite view,

objecting to endowments for missionary bishops, but offering to

pay annual grants from its own funds for bishops over its own
Missions, and recognizing the corresponding right of other societies

to do the same ; and at the present time many bishops are actually

supported in that way. (3) In the third place, when a particular

A bishop in Scheme for a bishopric in Tinnevelly was put forward by the

shouurbea S.P.G., the Socicty opposed it on the ground that when the
Native. Native Church was ripe for a bishop of its own, he ought to be a

Native. The advocates of the scheme urged that a Native
Episcopate being at present unattainable—however desirable,—

a

Missionary Episcopate should be established first, by way of

preparation. The CM. Intelligencer rejoined that this, so far

from preparing the way for a Native Episcopate, would render it

"for ever unattainable." :[ Whatever reason there may have
been for saying so at the time, it would certainly not be said now.

* It is a curious fact that at this time the High Churcli organs also attacked
the Society for its manifesto against polygamy ! (Seep. 111.) The Christian

Remernhrancer (July, 18.")8) quoted on the other side Archbisliup Whately,
Bishop Hind of Norwich, and Bisliop Colenso !

t See CM. Intelligencer, August, 1858, p. 175.
+ Ihid., December, 18(31, p. 277.
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It can l)e frankly acknowledged that while there was crudeness Part VI.

and inconsiderateness in the proposals of Bishop Wilberforce 1849-61.

and the Colonial Church CJirunicle, there wslq on the part of the Chap. 33.

Society—chiefly owing to the excessive caution of some of its

leading lawyers—an undue backwardness to perceive the signs of

the times, and to recognize the absolute necessity of Church
developments which are now, and have been long since, recog-

nized without reserve.*

Meanwhile, notwithstanding all difficulties, the extension of the

Episcopate abroad went on ; and the Chiirch Missionary Society

had no small share in effecting it. In 1849 were constituted the New
Bishoprics of Victoria (Hong Kong) and Eupert's Land, and in founded!'^^

1852 that of Sierra Leone, largely through the influence of the

Society, and, in the two latter cases, with endowments contributed

to in no small degree by its friends. In 1854, it promoted the

establishment of the Bishopric of Mauritius. The new Bishoprics

in New Zealand, in the formation of which it also assisted, will be
noticed more fully in another chapter. But all these were in the
British dominions, and there were no serious legal difficulties.

A bishop, however, was wanted for Borneo, where the S.P.G.
had taken under its wing a Mission originally started inde-

pendently, t and w^orked under the protection of that strange man
Eajah Sir James Brooke. It was primarily with a view to obtain-

ing this bishop that the Missionary Bishops Bill of 1853 was
introduced, the Act of 1841 (commonly called the Jerusalem Act)

being objected to on account of certain provisions to w^hich Bishop
Wilberforce thought it undesirable to submit ; and its failure

to pass led to the clergyman chosen. Dr. Macdougall, being Bishopric

consecrated at Calcutta, in 1855, with a title derived from the°fLabuan.

little island of Labuan, which was a British possession.
:[; It is

curious that permission should have been obtained for the cere-

mony to be performed by the Indian Bishops, who of all bishops

were the most tightly tied and bound by official state regulations
;

but the fact remains that the first consecration of an Anglican

bishop ever perfoi'med outside the British Isles was performed
at Calcutta by three decided Evangelicals, Bishops Daniel Wilson,
Dealtry of Madi'as, and G. Smith of Victoria, Hong Kong.vj

Another of the new Colonial Bishoprics at this period—that of Bishopric

Natal—calls for special notice, both in view^ of subsequent history,
°f ^atai.

and because, in connexion with the original plans for it, the

C.M.S. again incurred reproach. In 1852-3, at the time of the

conflict over the first Missionary Bishops Bill, Bishop Gray of

Cape Town was in England. Since the foundation of that see in

1847, Gray had worked with the indomitable energy that marked

* See further, Cliapter XXXVIII. f !^-P.G- Dvjest, p. 683.

X This diocese is now called " Singapore, Labuan, and Sarawak."

§ An interesting account of this consecration appears in a long letter from
Bishop G. Smith on his journeys to and from China and India, printed in the
C-Jf. Intelligencer, June, 1856.
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Part VI. his whole career ; and now he was planning large extensions in
1849-61. South Africa. Part of his scheme was the establishment of two
Chap. 33. ^^g^^, bishoprics, Grahamstown and Natal ; and on St. Andrew's

Day, 1853, Dr. Armstrong and Dr. Colenso were consecrated for

these sees. Bishop Wilberforce preached on the occasion, on the

woi'ds, " Separate Me Barnabas and Saul for the w^ork where-
unto I have called them." '' Bishop Gray also wanted funds for

the extension of the Missions in South Africa. The S.P.G. was
Bishop their chief supporter, but he applied also to the C.M.S. for a gi'ant

a'^^iTesto
°^ £1000 a year. It is rather surprising that he should have

C.M.S. done so ; for, a year or two before (1850), he had written to a

friend in England who had proposed to apply to the Society in

his behalf, as follows :

—

" Nothing could induce me to submit to any dictation or interference

on their part. The whole Mission shall in every respect be managed by
the Church here, or there shall be none. I have seen enough since I

have been out here of the working of Societies to make me loathe themf
—always excepting the dear S.P.G., which seems to be mercifully

preserved from the Society spirit. ... If the C.M.S. will not help me
without annexing conditions Avhich the Chiu'ch here will not assent to,

and if the S.P.G. cannot assist us further, we must look to God for

supplying us the means m other ways."
;j;

However he did apply when in England in 1852. The Com-
mittee explained that the Society only raised money for the

support of Missions carried on under its own direction and by
men chosen by itself ; and that therefore they had no alterna-

And re- tivc but to decline. Naturally, the Bishop was not pleased.

refusVi^^'''
^^ Whit Sunday, 1852, he assisted at the consecration of Bishop
Vidal for Sierra Leone ; and he wrote :

—

" Told Venn my mind about the C.M.S. declining to aid my Zulu
scheme. He said the Society deeply sympathized, but give nothing.
' Be ye wai'med and filled,' &c.''

Up and dow^r the country, at S.P.G. meetings and elsewhere,

Bishop Gray denounced the C.M.S. for its stinginess ; and at

length the Committee had to issue an explanatory statement,

which satisfied the Society's friends, but, as might be expected,

did little to convince its critics. It is a curious thing that so

many people object to a society keeping its own rules and working

Was the on its own lines. It w^ould have been quite reasonable for Bishop
refusal Gray to object altogether to the C.M.S. and its ways; only then

abie^r^°"' why did he apply for the £1000 a year? There are funds belong-

ing to High Church organizations which are just as jealously

guarded ; and it is perfectly reasonable that they should be so

* In after years, when Bishop "Wilbei-force and Bishop Gray were the lead-

ing opponents of Colenso, Mr. Haldane, in the Record, never tired of quoting

this text against them ad invidiam.

t It does not appear what societies he referred to. The C.M.S. was not

in South Africa.
+ Life nf Bishop Gray (Abridged Edition), p. 107.
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guarded. Suppose an application were made to the proprietors of Part VI.

Hymns Ancient and Modern for a grant from the large funds out 1849-61,

of which they so effectively assist movements and agencies of an C!nap^3S.

advanced type, in aid of a church the patronage of which was in

the hands of the Simeon Trustees, would it be reasonable to

complain of the certain refusal ?

The zeal of High Churchmen in the cause of Foreign Missions
was now growing. Bishop Wilberforce spoke in all parts of the Bishop

country at S.P.G. meetings ; and his published speeches are ^ce's*^'

among the most powerful and moving utterances to be found speech,

anywhere on the subject.''' Naturally, and rightly, the Bishop
descants upon the special claims of the S.P.G. as a society working
in the Colonies ; but when he speaks on the claims of India or
Africa, he does so with a cogency, an eloquence, and a fertility of

ilhistration rarely equalled and never surpassed ; when he calls on
Englishmen as apostles of commerce and civilization to be apostles
of Christianity, he does so with irresistible force ; and the ordinary
stock objections to missionary work generally he refutes in

masterly fashion. Another remarkable utterance of the period was
that of Bishop Selwyn of New Zealand, in his Four Sermons before
the University of Cambridge in Advent, 1854. Selwyn, indeed,

spoke with power all over the countiy ; with noble generosity, too,

not shrinking from doing justice to the C.M.S. work in New Zealand, f

To the combined influence of these two great men, together
with that of Bishops Gray and Colenso, may be traced the origin

of the Universities' Mission to Central Africa, the foundation of The

which dates from our present period. Charles Frederick Mac- tieT'^^*^^'"

kenzie, of Caius College, Cambridge, Second Wrangler in 1848, was, Mission to

in 1853, asked by another Caius man, J. S. Jackson, to accom- Africa,

pany him to India under the S.P.G. Mackenzie records how this

invitation sent him to Henry Martyn's Life for guidance, and
Martyn's fervour is reproduced in Mackenzie's reflections on what
he read. But it was not to India that God was calling him.
Bishop Colenso asked him to go to Natal as Archdeacon, and
Bishop Selwyn's Advent Sermons in 1854 decided him to accept
this call.;]: To Natal he went, unconscious of the higher post, and
the early death, that awaited him. In 1857, Dr. Livingstone Appeal of

arrived in England after his earlier great journeys, § and appealed ^onV^'"^'

* Speeches on Missions, by the Right Rev. S. Wilberforce, D.D. Edited by
the Rev. H. Rowley. London, 187-i.

t Some of Selwyn's friends did not like this. John Keble wrote, "Impos-
sible as it is not to admire and love him, he makes me shiver now and then
Math his Protestantisms, crying up the Ch. Miss. Soc," &c.—Sir J. T.
Coleridge's Memoir of Kehle, jp. 398.

X It may here be mentioned that John Cunningham, in the Christian
Observer, frequently at this time spoke witli sympathy and appreciation of

Bishops Wilbei'force, Selwyn, Gray, and Colenso.

§ This was long after the still earlier travels of Krapf and Rebmann, which
have yet to be narrated. See Chapter XL.
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to the flower of English youth at Oxford and Camhridge to plant

a Mission in the vast regions of Southern Central x\frica which he
had been traversing. "I go back to Africa," he said, "to try to

make an open path for commerce and Christianity. Do you carry

out the work which I have begun. I leave it with you." The
enthusiasm thus aroused was directed into a practical channel by
Bishop Gray, who again visited England in 1858, and launched a
definite scheme for a Mission to the Zambesi. Bishop Wilberforce

took up the cause, and delivered in its behalf some of his finest

speeches, to immense audiences at Manchester, Liverpool, and
other great centres. Here is a specimen of his eloquence and
felicity of illustration. It was a time when the EiVer Thames
received, as it passed through London, the whole drainage of the

city, and men were beginning to realize, by the frightful odours
which it gave forth in hot Weather, and which made the Houses
of Parliament in July almost intolerable, what a danger was thus

involved to the health of the population :

"

—

" Commerce with Africa has been for years, to a great extent, that
commerce in the bodies of men which God's Word so emphatically
condemns. Svirely, then, commerce has there been made most emphati-
cally an instrument of evil. Those engaged in it have pursued a course

resembling that which has been taken with regard to that noble river

which flows through our metropolis. God gave us that noble river, not
merely that we might freicfht upon it the riches of all lands—that we
might i^eceive on its broad breast from other countries the raw materials

of our manufactures, and despatch and exchange the manufactured
goods of our own country ; but that it might bear upon its bosom health
and strength to thousands of our working population. And what, with
all our boasted civilization, have we done with respect to it ? We havo
made it a receptacle for all the pollutions of a great city, and have turned
God's blessed instrument from a minister of strength and good, into a

minister of disease, weakness, and evil. That was what we did in our
commerce with Afi'ica. God meant England's commerce with Africa to
bear upon its bosom the blessed light of Christianity—meant it to carry

to those distant nations a national liberty—meant it to teach them to

respect the rights of their fellow-men, and to entertain a high value for

human life among each otlier. Instead of all this, commerce was turned
to eveiy evil account to which the human heart was capable of applying
it. You made your commerce with Africa a commerce of crime

; you
charged that great institution of Providence with a message of wrong to

the countless tribes of that country ; and therefore, I say, there is a

special reason why your commerce with that land should now be made
to aid Christianity, in the fact that what God meant to be a harbinger of

good has been so long made an instrument of working the foulest evil."

It was not at first intended to form a new society. Bishop
Wilberforce in one of these great speeches explains that only

a temporary Mission was proposed, and that when the country

had been opened up, the S.P.G. and the C.M.S. would be asked

to take over the work of evangelizing Central x\frica.f This, very

* It was not until a few years after this that the Main Drainage and the
Tliames Embankmeut were undertaken.

I Speecloes of Bishop Wilbcrfurce, pp.201—204.
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wisely, was never done. The history of the Universities' Mission Part VI.

is a striking example of the successful application of a principle 1849-61.

which is the very principle advocated and represented by the Church Chap. 33.

Missionary Society, viz., that the Church's work is best done by xhe uni-

bands or associations of Churchmen who are united in doctrinal versities*

views, ecclesiastical sympathies, and missionary policy. founded on

The establishment of the Universities' Mission emphasized prhi^pfe
another great principle with which the Evangelical body at the
time, and the C.M.S. Committee in particular, did not agree.

This was the principle that every new Mission should, from its Should

earliest inception, be headed by a bishop. Let the Church, it was mII^oh be

said, be planted in its integrity. On the other hand, it was ai-gued ^^^^^ ^^

that the Episcopate was not the commencement but the com-
pletion of Church organization, and that until converts had been
gathered, and Church organization, with the episcopal functions of

confirmation and ordination, had therefore become necessary, a
bishop was not needed, and would have little to do. This latter Evan-

view, which was strongly urged in the Evangelical organs, and f|y,'^Not

now and then also advocated (though with much less vehemence) necessary,

in the CM. Intelligencer, was quite a natural one at the time, in

view of the actual history of some of the most successful Missions,

such as West Africa, New Zealand, and Eupert's Land, which
had been greatly blessed many years before the Episcopate was
extended to them. Yet after all, this only proved that God would
not let His own word return unto Him void ; and the fact that
Missions could win thousands of Heathen to Christ without a
bishop—as indeed the success of Nonconformist Missions shows

—

supplies no answer to the question whether, in the Missions of

an Episcopal Church, the episcopal supervision of a Mission is

not a more natural and efiective plan. Certainly the appointment
of a bishop is a sure way of attracting more missionaries ; and this

was a consideration constantly urged. Bishop Wilberforce, how-
ever, whose speeches in favour of Missions being headed by
bishops are very powerful," declined to rest his argument on any
merely utilitarian ground, but declared boldly that it was the Bishop
Scriptural and Apostolic method. This the Evangelicals disputed, wiiber-

The fact is that the New Testament gives us examples of both Yes,

methods. The Mission to Antioch (Acts xi.) was founded, not by Scriptural,

apostles, not, apparently, by any who could even be called (in

modern phrase) clergymen ; and the Apostles sent a bishop, in the

person of Barnabas, when a Church had been established. On
the other hand, St. Paul was both a pioneer missionary and a

missionary bishop, as indeed were all the Apostles. If, however,
a Mission is to be really headed by a bishop, it is obvious that the But what

bishop should be one who is in entire harmony with the general b?Ihop .'

plans and policy of the Mission. This remark, of course, does not

apply to the Colonies, and to the older Indian dioceses, where
Church organization and the Episcopate are provided primarily

* Speeches of Bishop Wilberforce, pp. 285—304.

c 2
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Part VI. for the white population, and where the bishop is not specially
1849-61. identified with particular Missions that may be carried on within
iap^^3.

j^-g f[iQc^,gy_ although he will exercise over them ordinary episcopal

supervision. But a real missionary bishop in a foreign land like

China or Japan or the unsettled parts of Africa is in fact a mis-
sionary in episcopal orders, and only confusion would result if a
bishop confessedly belonging to one school in the Church were
sent to direct in detail a Mission confessedly belonging to another
school in the Church. Subject to this contingency being provided
against, the Church Missionary Society has long since come to

approve of Missions being from the first under episcopal super-

vision, as its own action has again and again proved ; but it has
often incurred reproach for its resolute adherence to the principle

just enunciated, although the Universities' Mission has never been
blamed for exactly the same thing.'''

Bishops Wilberforce and Gray, and the Council of the Uni-
versities' Mission, had no difficulty in selecting a man to be the

Bishop Bishop of the new Mission to the Zambesi. Archdeacon Mackenzie
the new was a true missionary, and an ideal choice for the post. But how
Mission, was he to be consecrated? The "Jerusalem Act " of 1841 was

available as an authority to the Crown to authorize the Archbishop
of Canterbury to consecrate a bishop for foreign parts ; but the

Buf.how to rising spirit of Church independence represented by Bishop

crated"' Wilberforce objected to some of its provisions as implying that the

Church had no power to extend its own Episcopate even where its

State connexion did not reach. f Bishop Gray,moreover, objected

to a South African bishop taking the oath of canonical obedience

to the See of Canterbury, as the Act of 1841 required, because he
upheld the independence (within certain limits) of each Eccle-

siastical Province, and contended that the allegiance of a South
African bishop should be given to the Metropolitical See of Cape
Town. On the other hand, the Crown lawyers and Bishop Tait

of London, backed by Lord Shaftesbury and the Record, protested

against any liberty to consecrate bishops without the Queen's
license, that is to say, the sanction of the Ministry of the day.

Bishop Tait— " that enemy of God's truth " (so the Church Times
once called him)—said in Convocation (June 21st, 1861) :

—

Bishop " One difficulty which I always felt was that a Missionary Bishop stood

view^ ^° much by himself, that if in the course of time he happened to be a man

* " The Committees of the Oxford and Cambridge and London branches of

the [Universities'] Mission met under the pi-esidency of the Bishop [Wilber-

foi'ce], when it was decided to invite Archdeacon Mackenzie . . . to htad theneiv

Mission as Bishop."—Life of Bishop S. Wilberforce, vol. ii. p. 432. This sen-

tence is commended to the notice of some critics of C.M.S. !

•}• " The Bishop of London [Tait] presses proceeding under the Jerusalem
Bishopric Act, to which I simply refuse to go because it proceeds on the most
vicious fallacy of assiiming that the Queen has spiritual power external

to her dominions and jurisdiction by it." (Bishop Wilberforce to Mr. Glad-

stone, November 6th, 1861.

—

Life, vol.iii. p. 39.) This letter refers to another
proposed bishopric, that of Honohilu.
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of eccentric modes of proceeding, he might, upon his own respousibihty, Part VI.

compromise both the Church at home and the Church in the Colonies, 1849-61.

and yet have no authority to represent the one or the other. At tlie Chap. 33.

same time, neither the Church of England nor the Colonial Church near

which he was labouring would hav^e the power of applying to him any
sort of restraint ; and in point of fact, you might in the course of time
have Bishops of the most vinsound opinions representing the Church of

England, and carrying on in apostolic succession, it might even be, an
altogether heretical Church. ... I can conceive a provincial Synod
throwing itself so completely into a mediteval view of the Church as to

make it very different from that wide and tolerant and wise system
which we have inherited from our forefathers."

Bishop Gray had to learn by sad experience in two cases that And

Tait's fears of difficulties with bishops were not imaginary. Gray°s ex-

Neither case, however, was one of " medigevahsm." In one, periences.

which involved grave moral questions, resignation saved further

trouble. The other was that of Dr. Colenso.

Difficulties similar to those we have been considering were, at

the very same time, being grappled with by Bishop Selwyn in

New Zealand, as we shall see hereafter, when the subject will

be more fully entered into. Suffice it here to say that ultimately,

after long delays and vexatious difficulties, the consecration of Bishop

Mackenzie took place at Capetown on January 1st, 1861, kenzie's

Bishop Gray being assisted by two other Bishops of his own consecra-

Province, Colenso of Natal and Piers Claughton of St. Helena.

In after years, the royal license was occasionally granted for the

consecration of a bishop without requiring him to take the oath

of obedience to Canterbury. This was the case with Bishops
Tozer and Twells in 1863.

Meanwhile, into the fever-stricken swamps of the Zambesi and
the Shire went the devoted Bishop Mackenzie and his missionary

band, led by the intrepid Livingstone ; and there, exactly thirteen

months after, on January 31st, 1862, Mackenzie laid down his life And his

for Africa. It is much to be deplored that a more generous spirit

of sympathy in this overwhelming trial was not manifested by
Evangelical Churchmen. The period was one of bitter con-

troversy, when neither party seemed able to entertain any
brotherly feeling towards the other, quite compatible as it would
have been with frank and firm opposition on either side to the

views and plans of the other side if felt to be called for. We are

not always exemplary in this respect now ; but certainly there is

an improvement, and for this we may thank God. Truth is

never helped forward by a refusal to speak kindly of those from
whom we honestly differ.
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Part YI.
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Chap. 34.

The Pal-
merston
Bishops.

Palmer-
ston and
Shaftes-
bury.

Palmerston and Shaftesbury—The Palmerston Bishops—H. Venn on
the Issues at Stake—Bishop Tait— Religious Worship Bill

—

Islington Societies—Exeter Hall Services— St. Paul's and the

Abbey—Tait's Charge—Theatre Services—Mr. Pennefather's Con-
ferences—Conversion of S. A. Blackwood—Work of Miss Marsh

—

The Revival of 1858-60—Radcliffe's and Blackwood's Meetings

—

Venn on the Revival—The Ludhiana Appeal for Prayer—Revival in

Tinnevelly-—Liverpool Missionary Conference.

" Go out into the highways and hedges."—Luke xiv. 23.
" I ivillie as the dew unto Israel: he shall grow as the lily, and cast forth

his roots a.s Lebanon."—Hos. xiv. 5.

E now tiu'n to the second class of Clnu'ch developments
during our period. They are almost wholly ignored

by Church writers generally, and indeed seem to be
unknown to them. It is recognized that the advent
of the " Palmerston Bishops " was an event of some

importance ; but that episode is usually regarded as a dark but
passing shadow long since dispelled, and which had little prac-

tical effect beyond temporarily checking some developments of the
onward Chm-ch movement. That it was such a check is un-
questionable ; that it was only a temporary one is equally

unquestionable. But there was a simultaneous Evangelical
movement, only partially connected with the " Palmerston
Bishops," which did not trouble itself with opposition to Angli-

canism, but went its own way, and has gone on its path of

blessing from that day to this. Let us now look at its beginnings.

First, however, the " dark episode " claims attention.

In 1855, in the midst of the Crimean War, Lord Palmerston
became Prime Minister. Lady Palmerston was the mother of the

Countess of Shaftesbury ; and even apart from this, Lord Shaftes-

bury was intimate with the new Premier. He was, in fact, twice

offered Cabinet office in the Ministry, but begged oft' in order

that his philanthropic and religious work might not be interrupted.*

From the first, however, he exercised almost unlimited influence

* " Begged ofE '" is the correct phrase. He did not definitely refuse; but
he expressed such strong reluctance to taking office, that Lord Palmerston
was constrained to look elsewhere. See Life of Lord Shaftesluri/, vol. ii.

,

chap. xxii.
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over Lord Palmerston in respect of ecclesiastical appointments. Part YI.

It is curious that this influence came to him quite unexpectedly. 1849-61.

When the Ministry was formed, he wrote :

—

lap^si.

" People will expect that Palnierston's Church nominations will differ

much from Aberdeen's, being influenced by my opinions. There could
not be a greater error. He has never in his life, and never will, so long

as he has breath, consult me on anything. It is not very likely that he
will consult anybody ; but if he do, it will not be one connected with the
Evangelical party." *

And again, a few days later :

—

" I much fear that Palmerston's ecclesiastical appointments will be
detestable. He does not know, in theology, Moses from Sydney Smith.
The vicar of Romsey, where he goes to church, is the only clergyman he
ever spoke to ; and as for the wants, the feelings, the views, the hopes
and fears, of the country, and particularly the religious part of it, they
are as strange to him as the interior of Japan." f

But Palmerston had some common sense, and he knew that his

kinsman understood Church matters, and could be trusted to

nominate good men ; and to him accordingly he turned, as soon

as vacancies began to appear. The first appointments suggested The first

by Lord Shaftesbury were in 1856, viz.. Bishop Longley of Eipon
^J'ntT.'^'

translated to Durham ; Dean Tait of Carlisle appointed to London
;

the Hon. and Eev. H. Montagu Villiers to Carlisle, the Eev.
Charles Baring to Gloucester and Bristol, and the Eev. Eobert
Bickersteth to Eipon ; and in the following year, the Hon. and
Eev. J. T. Pelham (brother of the C.M.S. President, Lord
Chichester) to Norwich. The four latter had all been active and
successful parish clergymen in London, and all were decided

Evangelicals. So few men with parochial experience had been
raised to the Episcopate, that a chorus of praise arose fi-om the

newspapers for these appointments, quite apart from the question

of the doctrinal views of the new bishops. " The days of Greek-
play bishops," they said, " and of mere family interest, are over."

And while in this History full justice has been done to the

efficiency as bishops of such men as Blomfield, S. Wilberforce, and
the Sumners, it is simple matter of fact that Lord Palmerston's

first appointments set at once a new standard of qualification for a new
the Episcopate, which has been a recognized standard ever since ;

standard,

and this, let it be repeated, independently of the particular theo-

logical position of the nominee. About the same time^ Francis

Close of Cheltenham was appointed Dean of Carlisle, and Henry ^ galaxy

Alford, the Greek Testament commentator, Dean of Canterbury, of good

Later appointments included the promotion of Bishop Longley to

the Archbishopric of York, and afterwards to that of Canterbury

;

the promotion of Bishop Villiers and Bishop Baring in succession

to Durham ; the appointment of the Hon. and Eev. S. Waldegrave
to Carlisle, and of Dr. W. Thomson to Gloucester and Bristol, and

* Li'/e of Lord Shafteshury, vol. ii. p. 490. t I^'td., p. 50.3.
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they good
men 1

Venn at
Pelham's
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tion : the
real issue
at stake.

the latter' s translation to York ; the appointment of the Eev.
J. C. Wigram to Eochester ; of Dr. C. J. Ellicott to the Deanery of

Exeter, and afterwards to the Bishopric of Gloucester and Bristol

;

of Dr. Jeune to the Deanery of Lincoln, and afterwards to the

Bishopric of Peterhorough ; of Canon Harold Browne to the

Bishopric of Ely ; of Dean Trench of Westminster to the Arch-
bishopric of Dublin ; and of Drs. Gamier, Goode, Jeremie, and
Law, and Viscount Midleton, to the Deaneries of Eipon, Lincoln,

Gloucester, and Exeter. A few other appointments by Lord
Palmerston were made independently of Lord Shaftesbury.

No greater falsehood is current in the Church than that these

appointments were not, as a whole, and viewed with strict

impartiality, good ones. The men were not High Churchmen :

that was their one fault. But at least one-half of them belonged

in no sense to the Evangelical party. Almost every one had a

distinguished University record, and some who were most decided

as Evangelicals (Waldegi-ave, for instance) a brilliant record
;
yet

because one of them had only taken a pass degree, the Saturdaij

Review affirmed that the Palmerston Bishops could not read

Greek ! As regards practical work, some among them found
their dioceses barren wastes, and left them fruitful fields. For
example, did ever a new Bishop have a harder task than Pelham
had at Norwich ? And has there ever been a Bishop who has

gone in and out for years among the hundreds of parishes in his

diocese, carrying blessing wherever he went, and refusing all calls

outside his diocese, quite in the way that Pelham did '? Henry
Venn was the preacher at Pelham's consecration ; and an extract

from his sermon is worth quoting here, as it sets forth so fear-

lessly the real issues at stake in the controversies of the day :

—

" I have spoken of the possible conflict between spiritual and eccle-

siastical principles. I will venture also to indicate what will be the
l)attle-oroiaid of this conflict. It will be, as it seems to me, the question

—In what way can a sinner obtain pardon and peace with God 't Other
great questions agitate the minds of the few ; this is the great personal

question with every man whose conscience is awake. Every Church and
every minister of a Church must give a distinct answer to this inquiry

;

in seasons of religious conflict this question is sure to be uppermost, and
by the answer given every Church or minister will stand or fall. Men
cannot unite upon other points while they disagree in this. The true

answer to the inquiry constitutes, as we trust we have shown, the
treasure.- By whatever variety of expression the truth of the Gospel
may be indicated : whether as the doctrine of the cross of Christ, whether
as justiflcation by faith only, whether as the Atonement, whether as

redemption through the blood of Christ, it has ever encountered
opposition. It was ' to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the Greeks
foolishness.' In the earliest ages of the Church and ever since, the
struggle has been going on within the Church, to tear from this blessed

truth its significancy or its simplicity ; to substitute a way of salvation

more in accordance with natiu-al reason and human prejudices. Popery
worships the shadow but denies the substance of the truth, by setting

up the doctrine of human merit, of works of supererogation, and of the
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mediation of saints. Superstition substitutes sacramental grace. Yet, Paet V].
this truth, though ridiculed by the profane, though cavilled at by others, 1849-61.

is cherished as the life of the soul by all who receive it. When received, Chap. 34.

it frees a man from the slavery of the world ; it gives him power ; it is

accompanied by a change in the moral character which cannot be mis-
taken.

" This cardinal truth brought the Reformation. It has revived our
Church. If its enemies are now mustering their forces, so are its friends.

Its influence, blessed be God ! increases daily. Presuming only to speak
from personal experience, I hesitate not to say, that where one heart was
swayed by its influence when I first entered the ministry of the metropolis
thirty-seven years ago, hundreds might now be counted. At home it is

becoming more and more the rallying-point for all who are zealous on
the Lord's side. It is the line of advance of all our social improvements.
Abroad, it is evangelizing the world. It is easily apprehended and
cordially embraced by thousands of the Negroes of Africa, of the Hindus
of India, and of the islanders of the Pacific. It has raised them into the
brotherhood of Chribtendom." *

On the most important of all these appointments, that of Bishop

Archibald Campbell Tait to London, something more must be said. London.

We now for the first time in this History meet the man who had
inspired the famous Protest of the Four Tutors against Tract XC,
who had succeeded Arnold at Rugby, and whose excellent work
as Dean of Carlisle was cut short by the terrible visitation that

took from him, in one short month, five of his six little daughters.

Tait was not in any way identified with the Evangelical body. He
was a decided Protestant, but he was a recognized member of the
" Broad " school of which Arnold had been the chief representa-

tive. But he had already manifested some interest in Foreign
Missions. While a Tutor at Balliol, he had formed a little private

association, with three other Tutors,! to meet fortnightly for

reading papers on missionary subjects. In 1855 he spoke at

Exeter Hall, at the C.M.S. Annual Meeting, with characteristic

force and weight. When he became Bishop, he appointed the

Rev. William Knight, then a C.M.S. Secretary, as one of his

chaplains
; | and a few days before his consecration he and Venn and

Henry Venn were brought together at Addington by Archbishop
Sumner. Of the interviews on this occasion Venn gives an
interesting and thankful account :

—

" Thursday, Oct. 30^/?, I806.—Proceeded to Addington at one o'clock.

At two the party assembled for luncheon, and afterwards the Archbishop
proposed that Dr. Tait and I should walk with him in the park. We
remained out for more than two hours, sauntered about the grounds,
and sat on the benches, and I was permitted to join in a deeply-

* Memoir of H. Venn, p. 140.

I E. C. Woollcombe, E. A. Litton, and E. M. Goulbum (afterwards Dean
of Norwich). Life of ArchbisJiop Tait, vol. i. p. 100.

t Among the others were G. E. L. Cotton, afterwards Bishop of Calcutta,

and F. Gell, afterwards Bishop of Madras. It is worth recording that Stanley
(afterwards Dean of Westminster), who was also a chaplain, recommended
for the office three young Cambridge men, Lightfoot, Westcott, and Benson.

{Life of Archhislwp Tait, vol. i. p. 207.)
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^'^Q fii
''^^*^'i'6sting conversation upon a variety of points connected with the

]849-bl. future duties of the Bishop-elect. On many matters more immediately
Oliap^

. connected with the C.M.S., such as the ordination of candidates, the
principles upon which Missions must be conducted, &c., I received the
most cordial and satisfactory assurances. We also discussed the
questions connected with City Missions, open-air preaching, lay assis-

tance, &c., and I felt very thankful for the prospects of the diocese
under its new supermtendence." *

We shall now see what a momentous event Tait's appoint-
ment to the Bishopric of London proved to be.

The Evan- The year 1856, marked as it thus was by the appointment of
geiistic several Bishops of virtually a new type, begins an important epoch
ment. in the history of the Church of England. From that year dates

the commencement of the great Evangelistic Movement which
has really been the salt that has preserved the Church. Although
this Movement, in its more developed forms, owes little to the

Bishops, or to the official recognition of the Chuixh in any shape,

there can be no doubt that, not only did its commencement
coincide in time with the appointment of the first " Palmerston
Bishops," but the very first steps in it were taken by some of them.
A happy preparation for the coming Movement had been made

in the previous year, by the passing of Lord Shaftesbury's

worlhip^ Eeligious Worship Bill. Up to that time it was illegal for any
Bill. religious meeting to be held in an unlicensed place, or for even

twenty persons outside the family to pray together in a private

house. The old Conventicle Act had been amended in 1812 in

certain respects, but these disabilities still remained. No doubt
the Act was generally regarded as obsolete, and many meetings
took place which might have been stopped by an appeal to it. As
we have before seen, the S.P.G. had ventured to lead the way in

breaking the law by opening its public meetings with prayer, and
the C.M.S. had followed suit.f But the Act was not dead ; and
in 1854, a county magistrate who gave a cottage lecture at his

park gates was threatened with its penalties. Lord Shaftesbury,

therefore, in 1855, brought in a Bill to remedy the evil ; but it

was strongly opposed by several of the Bishops, led by Blomfield

and S. Wilberforce, on the ground that it would injure the

parochial system, and give undue liberty to Dissenters. Ulti-

mately Lord Shaftesbury, after consultation with Archbishop
Sumner, brought in another Bill instead, which was more care-

fully guarded ; and this he was successful in passing. :[ About the

_ same time, or a little before, a few clergymen in London began to
Open-air

i
•

i
• it e ^

•

preaching, preach \\\ the open-au', to the dismay of the more conservative ; §

* Memoir of 11. Venn, p. 235. f See Vol. I., p. 280.

X Interesting details are given in the Life of Lord Shaftesburi/, chap. xxii.

§ It is believed that the first clergyman to preach in the open-air systemati-

cally was the Rev. William Vincent, Incumbent of Holy Trinity, Islington.

His station was a dead wall at the bottom of Pulteney Street, in what is now
St. Thomas' Parish.
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and the London City Mission and the Eagged School Union had Paet VI.

been at their unobtrusive but admirable work for some years. 1849-61.

Bishop Tait's first public appearance in London was on a
^^^'

'

'

memorable occasion. There had been in Islington for four or five

years an organization called the Islington Church Home Mission, lP,''"sl°"

to provide additional clergy and Scripture-readers, and to arrange Home "

for services in mission-rooms and for the visitation of the cattle- "^'ssion,

market, the omnibus-yards, &c. The work of this Mission among
a rapidly-increasing population led to the conviction that a further

agency was needed to provide more churches. The Islington

Church Extension Society was accordingly established, in that and

memorable year, 1856, with the object of building ten new Extension

churches in six years ; and at its inaugural meeting Bishop Tait Society,

made his first public speech in London. Three circumstances in

connexion with this movement are worth noting. First, the scheme
was successful : ten churches were built, in little more than the

period named.* Secondly, Bishop Tait was so struck by the

usefulness of both the societies that he afterwards established two a model

diocesan institutions on their model. The Islington Church Tai^'^'^°''

Home Mission and the Islington Church Extension Society were
the direct progenitors respectively of the London Diocesan Home
Mission and the Bishop of London's Fund. Thirdly, the certainty

that zeal for Foreign Missions enlarges the heart to care for Home
Missions (while the converse is by no means true) is illustrated

by the fact that the originators and leaders of these movements
in Islington were—with the Vicar, Daniel Wilson-^-three men
identified with foreign work. They were—C. F. Childe, Principal

of the Church Missionary College ; Mesac Thomas, Secretary of

the Colonial Church Society ; and Henry Venn. The two latter

actually became Hon. Secretaries of the new Church Extension

Society ; and Mr. Thomas held office for several years, until his

appointment to the Bishopric of Goulburn.f
To revert to Bishop Tait. He was not content with patronizing Tait as a

good enterprises by presiding at public meetings. He preached dist.^'

himself in ragged-schools, in omnibus-yards, in the Docks,

in Covent Garden Market, in the very streets themselves

;

scandalizing some of his clergy by what one of them called " the

Bishop's undignified and almost Methodist proceedings." \ In the

meanwhile, special popular week-night services for the working-

classes had been begun by Dr. Miller at Birmingham, and in some
other towns ; and then, in 1857, came the famous Exeter Hall Hau^''

Services. C. H. Spurgeon, then a young man, had used the Hall church

with great success, and subsequently the Surrey Gardens Music

* They were not the identical ten that were projected. For one, which was
to have been named St. Titus, the C.M.S. Committee granted a site on the

edge of the College grounds ; but this one was never built.

t One of the lay secretaries associated with Mr. Thomas was (a little later)

the Author of this History.

X L^fe of Archbishop Tait, vol. i. p. 255.
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:

Part VI. Hall, prior to the building of his Tabernacle. But in 1857 twelve
1849-61. Sunday Evening Church Services were held, arranged by a
Chap. 34. committee headed by Lord Shaftesbury ; and the first and the

last were conducted respectively by two of the new " Palmerston
Bishops," Montagu Vilhers of Carlisle and Eobert Bickersteth of

Ripon ; while among the other preachers were Deans Close and
Alford, Hugh McNeile, Hugh Stowell, J. C. Miller, W. Cadman,
&c. Lord Shaftesbury wrote of the first service :

—

" Last Sunday [May 24th] a glorious triumph for religion and the
Church of England. Blessed be God ! a splendid proof of the use and
value of the Religious Worship Act passed two years ago ! Under the

powers of this Act, in Exeter Hall, an evening service was conducted by
the Bishop of Carlisle in full canonicals, for the benefit of all-comers who
were ' not habitual church or chajDel goers '—such was the advertisement.

An attendance of more than three thousand—order, decency, attention,

and even devotion. They sang well and lustily, and repeated the
responses with regularity and earnestness. Villiers preached the sermon,
on 'What saith the Scripture!"' practical, pious, affectionate, true;

delivered with dignity and power, and deeply impressive.''*

The Ser- But it turned out that the Act of 1855 was incomplete, and left

bidden'by it Open to the lucumbent of the parish in which Exeter Hall
the Vicar stands to prohibit the preachers from intruding into his domain

;

Parish. and wlieu a second series of services was arranged, he put

his veto in force, despite the remonstrances of Bishop Tait.

Thereupon Lord Shaftesbury brought in a Bill to abolish the

Incumbent's right of veto ; but it was vehemently opposed, and
not by High Churchmen only, for it called forth, wTote the Earl,
" an immense amount of sacerdotalism even among the Evan-
gelical clergy." I Ultimately a counter Bill passed, which provided

The veto for the veto being over-ruled by the bishop of the diocese. It
over-ruled. ^^^^^ regarding a private meeting of the Bishops on this question

that Bishop AVilberforce wrote thus concerning Lords Palmerston
and Shaftesbury and the new Bishops :

—

" The Bishops have been sitting in conclave for hoiu's. Our wild

elephants seem every now and then a little tamed, and, if the ' Bishop-
maker' were dethroned by the fall of Pam, might, I think, become
manageable. At present it is sad work—such ignorance of first prin-

ciples ! " X

The Exeter Hall Services were but temporary ; but they led to

iervices at
'"^^ important and permanent development in the Church. Bishop

St. Paul's Tait, encouraged by their success, obtained, with great difficulty

Abbey? '^nd after strenuous effort, 5 the opening of St. Paul's and West-
minster x\bbey for Evening Services, which was an absolute

* hije of Lord Shafteshury, vol. iii. p. 47. t Ihid., vol. iii. p. 53.

X Life of Bishop S. Wilherforce, vol. ii. p. 376. So likewise wrote Bishop

Gray, in 1864 -.

—" Referring matters to the Bishops would hardly set us right,

unless we could mend the Bisho2:)-makers : there eventually will be the tug-of-

war." Life of Bishop Gray, p. 254.

§ Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. i. p. 259.
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novelty. The idea of using cathedral naves for Sunday Evening Part VI.

Services had been suggested to Tait when he became Dean of 1849-61.

Carlisle by an Evangelical clergyman who afterwards was a P" •

" Palmerston Bishop," Samuel Waldegrave.''' On the other hand,
many High Churchmen looked askance at it. In Convocation,

elderly heads were gravely shaken. Dr. Jebb considered that

such services were " subversive of the ancient order which had
obtained in our cathedrals "—which w^as true enough !—and
Archdeacon Denison took much the same line.t Advent Sunday,
1858, when St. Paul's was thus used for the first time, is a
memorable date indeed. At first the services were only for a few
Sundays in each case ; but the overflowing congregations that

gathered every time constrained the Deans and Chapters, after

a few years, to adopt the Sunday Evening Service as a regular

function. But let it never be forgotten to whom, and to what,
this great development of Church work and influence in London
was originally due.

It was a particularly appropriate coincidence that, only just a

fortnight before the first Sunday evening service at St. Paul's,

Bishop Tait had delivered his Primary Charge under the Dome. J^^*^"?

No such Charge had yet been delivered by an English bishop, charge.

About one thousand clergymen, and an immense number of

churchwardens and others, filled the vast space as it had never
l)een filled before ; and for five hours the strength and the voice

of the Bishop held out while in w^eighty language and animating
tones he bade his hearers be up and doing for the evangelization

of London. Some strong words were used against the confessional,

which had lately been practised by a curate at Knightsbridge in a

way that had aroused general indignation ; but for the most part

the Bishop dwelt upon the practical duties of clergy and laity.

Probably this is the only Episcopal Charge ever honoured by being

the subject of a cartoon in Fundi

!

—a serious and admiring sketch

by Tenniel himself.

Then, in 1860, came the Theatre Services ; and these unques- Theatre

tionably attracted a much lower stratum of the population than
either St. Paul's or Exeter Hall. Men and boys came in their

shirt-sleeves ; women without bonnets and with babies. Loud
was the outcry against what many regarded as a travesty of

religious w^orship ; and on February 24th a great debate ensued
in the House of Lords, on which occasion Lord Shaftesbury
delivered perhaps the most eloquent of all his speeches. For
three hours he enthralled the House by his descriptions of the

London poor and their religious, or rather irreligious, condition
;

and Archbishop Sumner and Bishop Tait threw over him the

shields of their approval. The House of Lords, however, never had
an opportunity of hearing of what was much more important,—

-

* Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. i. p. 150.

t In Convocation, June 23rd, 1859.
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Part YI. the approval of the Lord Jehovah Himself as manifested by the
1849-61. subsequent results upon individual souls. Mr. Eeginald Eadcliffe,

P" who conducted the first service at the Victoria Theatre in Lambeth,
met in after years, in all parts of the world, converted men and
women who were the direct fruit of the work of the Holy Ghost
at that one service.'''

The year 1856 saw also the commencement of another phase of

what may be called the New Evangelical Movement, the results

of which, direct and indirect, though utterly ignored by, and indeed
unknown to, the ordinary Church historian, have been quite

Mr Penne- incalculable. In August of that year, the Eev. William Penne-
Confer- father. Incumbent of Christ Church, Barnet, held the first
ences. gathering, of about one hundred and twenty Christian men and

women, which in after years grew into the Mildmay Conference

—

the progenitor of all other similar united assemblies in all parts of

the world. All the best of God's works begin quietly. " The
Kingdom of God cometh not with observation." And here was
an almost unknown clergj^man—a man whom no one would have
thought of asking to speak at (saj^) the Church Congi'ess, had it

then existed—who held no position even in the Evangelical body
—who was never asked to speak, for instance, at the C.M.S.
Anniversary, or even to join the C.M.S. Committee—yet honoured
of God to be the initiator of a movement which has, in its issues,

rendered immense service to the Church of England, to the

Evangelical cause, and to the Church Missionary Society.! Mr.
Pennefather did not even begin by planning an annual Con-
ference ; and it was not held in the following year ; but after the

second one, in 1858, it was never again allowed to drop. From
the very first, the Evangelization of the World was not forgotten.

At the first gathering, in 1856, while the meetings in the daytime
were devoted to purely spiritual topics. Foreign Missions were one
of the subjects in the evening.

Yet another event signalized the year 1856, which, though
apparently only of a personal character, had in its issues a real

influence in the New Evangelical Movement. This was the con-

- * Mrs. "Weitbrecht, the widow of the venerated C M.S. missionary of

Burdwan, used to say that never in her life had she so jelt the presence and
power of the Spirit in a meeting as that night at the Victoria Theatre.

f A striking illustration of Mr. Pennefather's freedom from prejudices is

found in a letter of his in 1849. In those days cathedral services were not so

familiar to people brought up in Evangelical surroundings as they are now

;

and anthems were generally disapj^roved. Pennefather was present at

Canterbury Cathedral when it was used for a consecration for the tirst time
for three centuries, on the occasion of the first Bishops of Yictoria and
Rupert's Land being consecrated; and he wrote of "the thrilling effect of

Handel's ' How beautiful upon the mountains ' sung by a single voice, which
penetrated to the remotest corners of the spacious edifice ; and then the clear

intonation of Samuel Wilberforce, reading the inspired farewell of St. Paul
to the elders of Ephesus ! It was almost too touching to bear."

—

Memoir of

W. Pennefather, p. 233.
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version of Stevenson Arthur Blackwood.* His earlier religious Part VI.

impressions were largely due to the agency of his cousins the 1849-61.

Wrights of Derbyshire—which family afterwards gave so devoted ^^P"
'

a Secretary to the Church Missionaiy Society. Indeed, when, conversion

just as this very year opened, he retmiied from the Crimea—
B^jfck^'

where he had done splendid service in the Commissariat Depart- wood,

ment,— Henry Wi'ight himself was one of those who fostered the

new life awakened in him. On June 27th, at a ball in Willis's

Rooms, " standing under a chandelier," he yielded himself finally

to the Lord ; and on the 29th, a hymn t sung during the morning
service in Mr. Pennefather's church at Barnet was used of God to

give him that blessed assurance of salvation which thenceforward
never left him, and which was the spring of his honoured and
useful Christian life. No one who reflects that the real progress

of the Kingdom of God in the world depends, after all, not upon
external organizations, but upon the consecration to His service

of individual souls, will fail to see in the conversion of a man who,
directly or indirectly, became the means of the conversion of

(literally) thousands more, an event of the first importance in that

memorable year 1856.

Another notable feature of the period was the sudden develop- work of

ment of woman's w^ork in winning souls for Christ. This may be women,
said to have begun with the devoted and self-denying labours of

four ladies. Miss Marsh among navvies and soldiers, Mrs. Bayly
in the "ragged homes" of a slum district beyond Notting Hill,

Mrs. Ranyard in organizing the London Bible-women, and Mrs.
Wightman in the temperance cause at Shrewsbury. The sister-

hoods that attracted ladies of a different religious type began about
the same time ; and Miss Nightingale's heroic enterprise in

nursing the sick and wounded soldiers in the Crimean War
started the immense development in later days of nursing as a

sphere for Christian women. But while all the world knows of

Miss Nightingale and Miss Sellon, the not less remarkable work
of the ladies just mentioned is rarely noticed, although it has
led on to an equally great and widespread movement. Miss
Marsh's books, too, should not be forgotten. English Hearts and
English Hands, describing the navvy work, had an immense
circulation ; and still more had her Memorials of Hedley Vicars,

a biography second only to Henry Martyn's for its influence on
young men.

Simultaneously, though independently, good men were now
promoting and developing evangelistic work, and uniting together

* See his Life, pp. 129—135.

t The hymn was, " Rejoice, believer, in the Lord," by John Newton. The
third line of the second verse is, "Your life is hid with Christ in God," an
exact quotation from Colossians iii. 3. It pleased God to use that fragment
of His inspired Word, embedded in an uninspired hymn, to bring eternal peace

to Blackwood's soul. The hymn will be found in the Third Edition of the

Hymnal Companion, No. 293.
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Part YI. in prayer for the outpouring of the Spirit of God. And the
1849-61. blessing was not withheld. As usual, it came in unexpected ways.

^P" God did not use official channels, nor great and honoured leaders.

Prayer for Where He used men at all, they were mostly obscure and unknown
revival.

i^i^xi ; but in no small degree He acted direct, without any
Revival in apparent human agency. In 1858 a " revival" of unusual extent
America,

.^^id, depth occurred in the United States. In New York, Boston
and other large cities, as well as in smaller towns, business was
almost at a standstill while the business men were at Gospel
services and prayer-meetings. The practical results were seen
three j^ears later. When the Civil War broke out, magnificent
work for both the bodies and the souls of men was done in the
contending armies, very largely by men who had been blessed
during that revival season. In 1859, a similar movement appeared

Ireland
Unexpectedly in the North of Ireland ; and while there were,
natm'ally enough, features in this revival among an emotional
people which were regrettable—for there is never a work of God
but the Enemy of souls seeks to mar it,—there was abundant
evidence that it really was a work of God in the main, and now,
after forty years, those who know something of the inner religious

history of the United Kingdom can trace to it gi'eat and lasting

results for which they can and do praise the Lord.

And in For the movement quickly spread to England ; and the year
England. I860 Opened with the holding of numerous united prayer-meet-

ings, which were thronged by believing and expectant souls, and
proved the starting-point of spiritual and evangelistic work of all

kinds. At the same time, as already mentioned, the Theatre

Reginald Serviccs Were commenced ; and Mr. Eeginald Radcliffe, Mr.
Radchffe. Brownlow North, and other free-lance evangelists, began holding

meetings all over the country for the straight and simple preaching
of the Gospel ; and it is indisputable fact that thousands at

these meetings received lasting blessing. Still more remarkable
gatherings followed. To bring the Gospel in a simple and direct

way before the upper classes, by the preaching of laymen known
Blackwood lu society, it was arranged that Stevenson Blackwood, and

Rooms'^^ Captain Trotter of the 2nd Life Guards,* should give a series of

addresses at Willis's Eooms ; and cards of admission were sent

all over the West End. The success of these meetings was
extraordinary. The street was blocked with the carriages of the
" upper ten," and the large ball-room was crowded. Blackwood's
first address, under that same chandelier beneath which he had
given his heart to God five years before, was on May 11th, 1861.

The next morning an officer from India called at the Treasurj%

and begged to see him for five minutes. " Sir," he said, " I was
at Willis's Rooms yesterday "—and bm-st into tears. He became
a consistent Christian ; and he was only one of many who " owed
their own selves " to those and similar gatherings.

By the great majority of Churchmen, of course, these move-
* See Vol. I., p. 379.
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ments were ignored, and even unnoticed ; and the Evangelical Part VI.

clergy themselves, for the most part, stood aloof.* But there i^"^^"^^"

were a few who, more wisely, stepped forward and took the ^P'

lead ; and among these perhaps the most conspicuous was the

Eev. Samuel Garratt (afterwards Canon Garratt of Ipswich).

Henry Venn, cautious man as he was, and the last to be attracted Attitude of

by a mere emotional religion, wrote as follows, with a wisdom H.venn.

that one could wish had sometimes been exhibited by other good

men in similar circumstances :—
" We closed our Association Secretaries' Meeting at 10 p.m. last night.

The party seemed pleased and encouraged by our Conference. But I

was by no means satisfied, especially on the subject of revivals. Nearly
all our Secretaries seem to have thought little ahout them. Yet I am so

confident that we must either rise on the wave or be overwhelmed by
it, that I sliall propose on Monday to send over a special deputation
to Ireland to the revival region, to visit the great towns, and to obtain

the prayers, sympathy, and hearts and hands, if possible, of some of the

awakened servants of God. I am anxious thus to connect the revival

with missionaiy zeal, for the sake of the revivalists themselves, as well

as for our cause." f

It so happened that on the very next day after writing this Venn

letter, Sunday, January 8th, Venn had to preach at St. Paul's cathetfrai

as Prebendary :— clergy.

" The Dean and Melvill were the clergy in residence. I brought forward

the Revival pretty strongly. Upon coming into the vestry afterwards

with them, we all unrobed in civil silence ; and the Dean, with some
remark about the effect of the stoves, quickly took his departure. I did

not let Melvill off so, and therefore asked him whether he took my view
of the Revival. ' Oh,' he exclaimed, ' you seem to think there is some-
thing in it,' in a tone worse than the Dean's indifference." %

The connexion desiderated by Henry Venn between Eevival

movements and Foreign Missions was illustrated by two
occurrences in India at this very time. In 1859, a little band of

American missionaries at Ludhiana, in the Punjab, sent round Ludhiana

the world an invitation to united prayer for the outpouring of the to Unit°d

Spirit in the first week of January, 1860. It was, in fact, this Prayer,

invitation that led to the prayer-meetings begun in that month, as

already mentioned. They were held in the first week of the year

in response to this call, and then continued under the general

influence of the Eevival Movement. And they actually were held

all round the world. The C.M.S. periodicals at the time contain

notices of gatherings as far east as Shanghai, and as far west as Eed
Eiver. The Week of Prayer thus inaugurated has been observed

ever since ; and although in later years it has been overshadowed

at home by other movements, it is still a much-valued season

* When Mr. Reginald Radcliffe held a series of meetings in Islington, only

two local clergymen supported him. But many more attended the crowded
united prayer-meetings.

t From a Private Letter, Jan. 7th, 1860.

X From another Private Letter.

VOL. II. D
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Part VI. in many parts of the Mission-field. Then, almost immediately,
1849-61. the sovereignty of Divine grace, and the significance of our Lord's
Chap. 34. -vYox-ds, " The wind bloweth where it listeth," &c., were illustrated

by a sudden and unlooked-for spiritual awakening among the
Revival Native Christians of Tinnevelly ; and the revival scenes that had

veiiy?"
' been witnessed in Ireland, and that at that very time were being

enacted in many parts of England, were reproduced in that

remote corner of India. Sober and thoughtful missionaries like

David Fenn and William Gray, and Native clergymen like W. T.

Satthianadhan, testified to the depth and reality of the w^ork ; and
their first letters were dated March in that very year 1860. More-

And over the work of the Spirit appeared among the English soldiers

EngHsh i^^ India, and much disconcerted some of the chaplains. Bishop
soldiers in Cotton would probably be called a moderate " Broad Churchman,"

and certainly was one not easily led away by excitement ; but

he wrote to a chaplain who complained to him,— " Considering the

amount of godlessness and careless living which prevails, especi-

ally in the army, I could not speak of a revival as you do, as I

often think that something extraordinary is required to awaken
nominal Christians from the sleep of death." '•' Could anything

be more wisely said ?

Meanwhile, at home, an event took place which showed that

the Eevival would have its influence upon Foreign Missions.
Liverpool In the Same year, 18G0, the first united Missionary Conference

ary Confer- was held, at Liverpool. It w^as not promoted by the Societies,

either Church or Nonconformist, but by a few friends more or

less identified with the Eevival Movement. Nor was it a very
large gathering ; but it prepared the way for the more important
Conferences of the same kind in London in 1878 and 1888. The
chairman was General E. Alexander, a prominent member of the

C.M.S. Committee. There was one large public meeting, at

w^hich Lord Shaftesbury presided, and Sir Herbert Edwardes was
the chief speaker.

But the more important effects of the Eevival Movement upon
the Missionary Enterprise w^ere not seen till long afterwards.

These we shall have to trace out in future chapters. Meanwhile
w'e may recall some pregnant words WTitten by Mr. Eidgeway a
few years earlier. At a time when more missionaries were
urgently needed, and the C.M.S. Committee were asking for

special prayer that they might be raised up, Eidgeway reminded

thing^^^ the Society that what was really wanted was another Pentecost :

—

neede . <.
rjj^g

^yaiit of missionaries is no dovibt the point of immediate pressure,

but that can be met only by increased effectiveness on the jMvt of the whole
spiritual body, more singleness of dedication to the Lord's work, more
holy energy, more true devotedness : and how shall these be, except by
a renewed efiusion of that Spirit "Who is the Mover and Promoter to all

godly action, and the Dispenser of all needful gifts and graces ? ''

t

* Memoir of Bishop Cott-jn, p. 1.54.

t CM. Intelligencer, 1854, p. 101.

ence.
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Part VI. Coolie Mission, the Mauritius Mission, the Fuh-kien Mission, the
1849-61. Saskatchewan Mission, the Moosonee Mission, the Athabasca
Cliap^35.

]\/[ission, and the North Pacific Mission.

And it was a period of enlarged faith and hope. Eeport after

Eeport winds up with most stirring words of appeal for more men.
T*ie Policy \^ 1853, indeed, the closing words are quite startling to a reader

1853. who imagines that the Society's policy of faith is a new thing.

"The Committee state," w^e read, "in the presence of this vast

meeting, and before the Church at largej their willingness to

accept any number of true missionaries, who may appear to be

called of God to the work. They ivill send out any number,
trusting to the Lord of the harvest. Whose is the silver and the

gold, to supply their treasury ^vith the funds for this blessed and
glorious undertaking."

Venn Throughout this period Henry Venn pulled the labouring oar.

coUeagues: There w^as no such departmental division of work then as has
Tucker, been rendered unavoidable by later development. The other

Chapman, clerical Secretaries, able men as no doubt they were, seem to have
^^- been virtually only assistants to Venn. John Tucker, who was

appointed just before the Jubilee, was Fellow of Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, and the friend of Keble and Arnold; and his

extraordinary influence while at Madras has before been men-
tioned ; but he only stayed in office four years. William Knight,

who svicceeded him, was Fellow of Worcester College, Oxford,

and in after years one of Archbishop Tait's chaplains. John
Chapman, who was locum tenens for Knight while the latter was
sent for a time on special business to Ceylon and India, and who
afterwards was full Secretary for a few years, was Fellow of St.

John's, Cambridge, before he went to Travancore as Principal of

the Cottayam College. All three were excellent Secretaries, and
Knight's services in drawing important Minutes and other work of

a literary character, were especially valuable ; but the longest of

the three periods of service, Knight's, was only ten years ; and
Venn's greatness really made all others look small. Nor did the

Lay Office weigh even that scale down. Major Straith went to

live out of town, and though he retained the title of Hon. Lay
Secretary, he did not superintend the office. To do this Major
Charles Graham was appointed, but he only stayed a year or two

;

and then Mr. Myrie HoU became Assistant Secretary, in which post

he did good and useful service. In 1859, a new Lay Secretary was
found in Colonel Michael Dawes, who, says a surviving colleague,
" did the executive work of his department exceedingly well, but

took small part in the general administration"; but Major Straith

still retained his honorary office, so that for a time the Annual
Eeport exhibited the names of six Secretaries, viz., Venn, Knight,

Chapman, Straith, Dawes, and Holl. And this was without

counting the Editorial Secretary and the Central Association

Secretary, who were not in those days memliers of the Secretariat

proper. These tw^o posts were occupied by the Eevs. Joseph
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Eidgeway andJ. B. Whiting. Mr. Eidgeway's important work will Part YT.

be noticed presently. Mr. Whiting virtually succeeded the layman, i«-i9-6L

Mr. Greenway, mentioned in a former chapter as a kind of central "^'' "'

agent for deputations.

The staff of Association Secretaries at this time comprised The asso-

several men who afterwards became well known in more I'^cre"

important positions. Among the names during our period are taries.

those of A. M. W. Christopher, since so conspicuous a figure at

Oxford; W. E. Light, afterwards of Dover ; John Mee, afterwards

a full Secretary of the Society ; C. F. S. Money, afterwards Hon.
Canon of Eochester ; Gordon Calthrop, afterwards of Highbury

;

George Knox, afterwards Editor of the Cluirch Missionari/ In-

tclUijenccr ; Eobert Long, now Archdeacon of Auckland ; E. C.

Billing, afterwards Bishop of Bedford ; Charles Marson, afterwards

of Clevedon ; Henry Sutton, afterwards one of the full Secretaries,

now Vicar of Aston and Hon. Canon of Worcester. Another
Association Secretary at this time was W. Pakenham Walsh,
afterwards Bishop of Ossory, who had charge of Ireland. The c.m.s. in

Hibernian Auxiliary was going forward, and a striking account is
'''^^^"'*-

given by Mr. Walsh of the interest in Missions to the Heathen
displayed by the converts from Eomanism of the Irish Church
Missions. Trinity College, Dublin, was also alive, headed by its

Eegius Professor of Divinity, Dr. Singer, who in 1852 became
Bishop of Meath.

Eeturning to Salisbury Square, and scanning the lists of the
^^^^^,^^5,

Committee, we find our period one prolific of new names of im- of com-

portance, especially of laymen. John Sperling and E. Prance "™i"ee.

were practical business men, and much valued as such. P. F.

O'Malley and Eussell Gurney were distinguished Queen's Counsel,

and the latter became Eecorder of London ; and both of them
rendered valuable service. But Anglo-Indians continued, as ever,

to form the backbone of the Committee. Throughout the period,

J. M. Strachan retained his leading position ; while the new
names included those of Colonels Hughes and Smith, Generals

Alexander and Clarke ; George Arbuthnot, the Madras banker
;

John Fryer Thomas, Secretary to the Madras Government ; Henry
Carre Tucker, Commissioner of Benares at the time of the Mutiny ;

Huddleston Stokes, and Arthur Lang. In 1860 came James
Stuart, formerly of Calcutta, and afterwards one of the founders

of the Church of England Zenana Society ; and Sydney Gedge,

the solicitor, who quickly became Venn's regular referee in legal

matters, and w4io alone survives of all the lay Committee men of

tliat day. The conspicuous clerics are not so numerous. The And
*' -L T clerics

principal new names are those of C. Smalley, ]un., respected son

of a respected father before mentioned ; Vincent Eyan and C. E.

Afford, successive Principals of what was then Highbury Training

College, and who afterwards became Bishops respectively of

Mauritius and Victoria (Hong Kong) ; J. H. Titcomb, afterwards

first Bishop of Eangoon ; and Dr. L. B. White, now Secretary
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Part VI. of the Eeligious Tract Society and Eector of St. Mary Alder-
1849-61. mary.
^^^'

'^' An interesting notice of the Committee at this time occurs in

Dr. Duff the Life of Dr. Duff, who was received by them on February 10th,

^if^'^f^!!!^^ 1851, and who wrote to a Scotch friend as follows :

—

the Lorn- '

mittee.
" I had a grand meeting with the leading men of the Church Missionary

Society. Between forty and fifty assembled during the business hours
of the day. That so many influential laymen should so assemble to hear
about their Indian Missions and raise suggestions concerning them, was
one of the pleasantest and healthiest symptoms I have yet met with.

Truly when the Church of England people are devoted, their devotedness
is of a rarely simple, graceful, and winning order. The flower of English
devotional piety woven around the sturdy trunk of our Scottish ortho-

doxy would give us the highest attainable relative perfectionism of the
Christian man. To see men like Lord H. Cholmondeley, Sir Peregrine
Maitland, Admiral Hope, and others of like rank, enter with childlike

simplicity into missionary details—not as a dry matter of business, but
of hearty love—was a cheering spectacle not soon to be forgotten." *

Presidents ^^ would be wearisomo to give the names of the many new Vice-

Presidents and Honorary Governors for Life. Twenty-five Bishops
accepted the former office within tlie period, among the names of

whom perhaps the most noticeable is that of Walter Kerr
Hamilton, of Salisbury, who had been (as we shall see) C.M.S.
Secretary at Oxford, but who was now more closely identified with

the Tractarian party than any other Bishop on the Bench. Among
the laymen appointed to the same office the most distinguished

were the Dukes of Devonshire and Marlborough and Sir John
(afterwards Lord) Lawrence.

Deaths

:

Death, during our present period, claimed a heavy tribute from

Bic^e/- the ranks of old and valued friends. First of all, and greatest
steth. Qf losses, Edward Bickersteth was taken. To the last, he was

untiring in his labours in behalf of Christian enterprises of all

kinds, travelling over the country to preach or speak, not only for

the C.M.S. , but for the Bible Society, for the Jews' Society, for

the Pastoral Aid Society, and especially for the Irish Church
Missions, the foundation of which has been before mentioned,
and in which he took the liveliest interest ; and to the last, his

sunny spirit diffused brightness wherever he went. "We have seen

that his last C.M.S. speech in London was at the Jubilee Meeting.

In the following May, at the Bible Society's iVnniversary, he
carried, against the Executive, the motion which led ultimately

(though not till 1857) to the opening of that Society's meetings
His last with prayer. His last public speech in London was in the next

addre'sses. November, when Alexander Dallas came from Ireland to tell of

the victories of the simple Gospel in the far West. While the

British nation was paying for the training of Eoman priests at

Maynooth, the Protestant Bishop of Tuam was confirming hun-
dreds of those who had learned from the agents of the Irish

* Life of Alexander Duff, vol. ii. p. 190.
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Church Missions to know the Great High Priest—a work which Part VI.

won eulogies even from Bishop Samuel Wilberforce, when, 1849-61.

two years later, he visited Ireland.''' Once more Bickersteth Cliap^S.-j.

addressed the Evangelical clergy, at the January Islington meet-

ing ; but that gathering, which now fills a large hall to overflowing,

and is reported at length in the newspapers, was then held

privately in Daniel Wilson's library in Barnsbury Park. His
subject was the Dangers of Eationalism, then beginning to be

realized. That same evening he preached for the C.M.S. at St.

Mildred's, Bread Street—his last sermon in London. Thi'ee days
afterwards, that young but brilliant and beloved clergyman,

Spencer Thornton, dropped dead in the street. Bickersteth

wrote an " In Memoriam " of him for the Christian Observer ; and
he had only just corrected the proofs when his own fatal illness

struck him down. The last entry in his personal journal refers to

Thoniton's sudden call, and then adds, concerning himself and
his own labours, " Oh that the Lord should ever condescend to

use one so sinful and unworthy. The 51st Psalm is the Scriptural

prayer that most suits me." This was the true spirit of the Old
Evangehcals. He died on February 28th, 1850 ; and then it was
noticed that the text of his last sermon, preached in his own His last

church at Watton on January 27th, had been, " Come, ye blessed ^"*-

of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the

foundation of the world." If Henry Venn holds the first place

among the home saints and heroes of C.M.S. history, and Josiah

Pratt the second, the third place, without controversy, is held by
the devoted, loving, large-hearted Edward Bickersteth.

In the following year, 1851, died Lord Bexley, the Vansittart Lord

who had been Chancellor of the Exchequer under Lord Liverpool, ^^ ^^'

and who had given the Society such valuable counsel on financial

matters.! His death vacated the Presidency of the Bible Society,

to which was elected Lord Shaftesbury, who had just succeeded

to the earldom. Another veteran friend called away was the

Eev. J. Fawcett, of Carlisle, the last survivor of the original Fawcett,

members of the Society, whose presence at the Jubilee Meeting

as the only representative of the earliest fathers has been before

mentioned. Then, in 1852, died Samuel Lee, the distinguished ^^°^^^®°'"

Oriental scholar and Professor of Arabic at Cambridge, who owed
his start in life and his university education to the Society

; | and in

1853, Mr. Eobert Merttins Bird, one of the Anglo-Indian rulers who R. m. Bird,

had joined the Committee on his return to England, and of whom
Sir Eichard Temple says, " He was a born leader of men, and in

his day there was no civil officer in Northern India equal to him
in reputation." § In 1854 were removed Sir Peregrine Maitland,

^j^^i^^d
the noble Commander-in-chief at Madras whose resignation

brought about the cessation of British salutes in honour of Indian

* Life of Bishop S. Wilherforce, vol. iii. p. 29.

t See Chapters X. and XXXI. t See Chapter X.

§ James Thoiimson, by Sir R. Temple, Bart. (Oxford, 1893.)
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Part YI. idols ; and James Haldane Stewart, one of the first to go on
1849-61. deputation for the Society in 1813, and whose annual invitation
C hap. 3o.

|.Q ^^Qi|;g(j pi-ayer for an outpouring of the Holy Spirit was a service

Haldane greater in results to the Church than many of a more conspicuous
Stewart, type.
Sir Robert The year 1855 saw the death of Sir Eobert Harry Inglis, M.P.
ing IS,

£^^. Oxford University, w^ho had spoken nine times at the Anni-

versaries, and who, in Parliament, and in negotiations with the

Foreign and Colonial Offices, had earnestly promoted the cause of

the Gospel and of the Society ; and of the faithful and tender-

w.jowett, spirited William Jowett, whose important services as the first

Cambridge missionary, the first to seek the enlightenment of the

Eastern Churches, and afterwards Bickersteth's successor in the

Secretariat, have been fully noticed before. In 1859 died two
leading clerical members of the Committee, Bishop Carr aiid

Cornwall Smalley the elder ; and in 1861 Bishop Montagu Villiers

of Durham, and the Society's wise counsellor and eloquent

John Cun- advocate, John William Cunningham, Vicar of Harrow, notable
ningham,

ggpggiaHy ^^s before mentioned) for having been the most frequent

of all the speakers at the Anniversaries.
John Finally, in that same year, 1861, the Society lost its venerable

Treasurer, John Thornton. He was nephew of Henry Thornton,

the ally of Wilberforce in all his Christian enterprises, who had
been the first Treasurer ; and son of Samuel Thornton, another

of the original Vice-Presidents. He became a member of the

Committee in 1810, and succeeded his uncle as Treasurer in 1815.

For forty-six years, therefore, he held that office, and all the while

he was a faithful supporter and sagacious adviser.

The numerous deaths of missionaries and others in the field

—

particularly of Bishop Daniel Wilson of Calcutta, of the three first

Bishops of Sierra Leone, of Weitbrecht of Burdwan, and of Paley

and others in West Africa—will be noticed in subsequent chapters.

Preachers Most of the Preachers at St. Bride's during the period were

Bride's. interesting men ; but only two or three of the Sermons are of

exceptional merit. In 1849, the Eev. John Harding, afterwards

second Bishop of Bombay, preached ; in 1854, Bishop Carr, who
had been the first Bishop ; and in 1850, the Archbishop of York,

Dr. Musgrave, one of the prelates who had joined the Society in

1841. In 1853 and 1855, two much-esteemed London clergymen
Champ- were chosen. One was Canon Champneys, for many years
^^y^- Rector of Whitechapel, and afterwards in succession Vicar of St.

Pancras and Dean of Lichfield. He was never much identified

with the Evangelicals in party polemics, though unmistakably one
with them in doctrinal views ; and he was in no way specially a

C.M.S. man. But at Whitechapel he made his mark as a model
parish minister, and his sermon—which, unlike all the others, has

a title to it, " The Great Magnet " (John xii. 32)—is an interesting

specimen of the teaching of a man accustomed to talk to the poor
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and the young. The other was a remarkahle man, W. B. Mackenzie, Part YT.

the first Incumbent, and Incumbent for thirty-two years until his 1849-61

.

death in 1870, of St. James's, Holloway ; who, by the way, when ^P" '

at Oxford, had been a Sunday-school teacher under Champneys. Mackenzie.

His only curacy was at Bristol under Biddulph. In 1838 he was
appointed to the new church at Holloway, and for some years his

life was a struggle. But gradually he built up a congregation of

2000 persons, which, for a quarter of a century, crowded the

church. There was no space to enlarge the building on the floor,

so gallery after gallery was added to accommodate the throngs

that attended. Yet Mackenzie was no genius ; he had no natural

eloquence ; he always read his sermons, and they were not marked
by special depth of thought. But he knew the human heart as

few men did ; he knew the real difficulties and temptations of

business men ; and lawyers, doctors, merchants, went Sunday
after Sunday to learn how to live during the coming week ; while

a stream of young men and women came to him privately day by
day for spiritual help and counsel. He was in fact the great

Evangelical " confessor "
; and hundreds did he lead to the true

Divine Priest Whose absolution is final and infallible.'-' His
St. Bride's Sermon, on " Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do? " is

chiefly notable for its masterly review, from intimate knowledge,

of the whole Mission-field.

Perhaps the greatest sermon of the period, at least the most ^i||^9P ,

weighty for reading now, was preached in 1851 by Dr. O'Brien, Sermon.

Bishop of Ossory and Ferns, the author of the important standard

treatise on Justification. In a year when all men's thoughts were
concentrated on the Great Exhibition and the epoch of peace and
progress which it was supposed to inaugurate, his text was one of

singular appropriateness : just the brief sentence in Col. i. 18,
" That in all things He might have the pre-eminence." The
sermon is considerably longer than E. Bickersteth's in 1832,

which, it will be remembered, occupied an hour and three-

quarters in delivery ; and it is not likely that a venerable bishop

—even an Irish one—would emulate the eager rush of Bicker-

steth's utterance. Bishop O'Brien, as became a profound
theologian, expounds at length the whole scheme of Divine
Eedemption as revealed in Scripture, and draws a solemn picture

of the mighty conflict going on in the present dispensation between
Heaven and Hell. To the vicissitudes of that conflict he attributes

the seemingly slow progress of the Gospel and the frequent

disappointments in actual missionary work. But the victory, he
shows, is certain. "In all things" Christ shall "have the pre-

eminence." "Wherefore "—so he closes his triumphant argument—" comfort one another with these words."

* His two next successors at St. James's %Yere W. Boyd Carpenter, now
Bishop of Ripon, and E. A. Stuart, now Vicar of St. Matthew's, Bayswater.
It is rare that a church holding two thousand is crowded under three successive

Incumbents.
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Part VT.
] 849-61.

Chap. 35.

Joseph
Fenn's
Sermon.

H. V.
Elliott's
Sermon.

Two of the preachers (besides Harding and Carr) belonged to

the inner C.M.S. circle, Joseph Fenn and H. V. Elliott. Fenn,
one of the famous trio of Travancore (Bailey, Baker, Fenn), was
the third St. Bride's preacher who had been a missionary; '• but

in 1856, when he was appointed to fulfil this office, he had been
for nearly thirty years a regular and influential member of the

Committee. His sermon, an exposition of John xvii. 20-23, is

a plea for unity among Christ's servants as the essential pre-

requisite to missionary success ; and it embodies a delightful

picture of that spiritual and invisible Church of true believers which
is the real Body of Christ. " I am speaking," said the old veteran,

t

quoting Hooker, " of that society of which it hath been well

said that ' it cannot be sensibly discerned by any man, not only

because parts thereof are in heaven already with Christ, but also

because the rest that are on earth, albeit their natural persons be
visible, we do not discern them under this property whereby they

are truly and infallibly of this body.' Of this society it is well

said that ' it needeth no external polity '
: it is ' the mystical body

and the invisible spouse of Christ.' " Not that he depreciates

the visible Church or Churches : quite the contrary ; but he relies

for that " oneness " which is to make the world know that

the Father sent the Son, not on "grand schemes of external

ecclesiastical union," but on the true " unity of the Spirit " among
the true members of Christ. Henry Venn Elliott, who preached
in 1860, was a son of the Mr. Charles Elliott w^ho was one of the

original members of the Committee, and brother of the learned

author of Horte Aj)ocaly'pticee. He was Incumbent of St. Mary's,

Brighton, and Hon. Sec. of the flourishing Church Missionary

Association in that rapidly-growing town. The subject of his

sermon was "the things which happened" falling out "rather
unto the furtherance of the Gospel " (Phil. i. 12), a suitable topic

for the years following the Indian Mutiny. He applies the text

to four matters of controversy at the time, all of which will come
before us by-and-by :

—

" If we are calumniated as enemies to Church order and Episcopacy,;};

or as careless and wasteful of the funds entrusted to us §— if it be pro-

posed to dissolve before the time our connexion with stations which our
niissionaries originally occupied with their lives in their hands ||—if the
first impulse of some civil and miUtary officers in India was to lay the
Mutiny at the doors of our missionary operations ^—let none of these

things move us. False accusations bring out the truth. Trials of

temper happen to us ' rather for the furthei-ance of the Gospel.'

"

* Jowett and Tucker had preceded him. There has been only one since,

French.
"j" He was sixty-six then, but he lived to attend the Committee nearly twenty

years more.

\ Referring to the attacks of the High Church organs at this time. See

p. 14.

§ Referring to S.G.O.'s criticisms. See p. 378.

II

Referring to Bishop Selwyn's proposals. See p. 94.

^ See Chapters XLA- . and XLVI.
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Four of the preachers belong to that group of good men who Part VI.

are often so unjustly disparaged, the " Palmerston Bishops." 1849-61.

One of them, indeed, the Hon. and Eev. J. T. Pelham, brother of ^^^^35.

the Earl of Chichester, preached in 1852, four years before the Peiham's

succession began, and five years before his own appointment to Sermon,

that Diocese of Norwich where he was for so long a time so great

a blessing. His sermon is one of the best of the series. The
text, 2 Cor. x. 15, 16, is, as it staiids, an uncommon one, notwith-
standing the familiarity of the two words " regions beyond"

—

" Having hope, when your faith is increased, that we shall be
enlarged by you according to our rule abundantly, to preach the

Gospel in the regions beyond you." These words Mr. Pelham
expounds as a direct appeal to the Church at Corinth to help

St; Paul in his projects with men and with means (" enlarged hij

you"), and dwells on the condition pre-requisite to such help
being "abundant," viz., " when your faith is inci-eased." The
application is very impressively drawn out. The other three

preachers, selected after they became Bishops, were Montagu Vil-

liers of Carlisle (afterwards Durham), Eobert Bickersteth of Eipon,
and Tait of London. None of the three sermons is intrinsically

notable ; all three are short, and with little reference to the actual

circumstances of the Society ; and the St. Bride's congregation
has always preferred a long sermon teeming with allusions to

current events. Tait, however, was not open to criticism on this Bishop

latter point. The Annual Service fell in his year, 1859, on the ||rm^on
day following the National Thanksgiving for the final restoration

of peace and order in India after the Mutiny. That Thanksgiving
Day was Sunday, May 1st, and one of the Psalms for the day
was the Second. Bishop Tait, in avowed allusion to this, took

the eighth verse as his text, " Ask of Me, and I shall give Thee
the Heathen for Thine inheritance." His exposition of this

Messianic Psalm is entirely on orthodox lines, and, though too

brief, is very much ad rem.

But the most powerful of these thirteen sermons in respect of

eloquence and appropriateness at the time, is unquestionably
that preached in 1858 by Dr. John C. Miller, of Birmingham. Dr. j. c.

Miller was really a preacher of the first class, and into the sermon |^rmon.
on this great occasion he threw his whole strength. For it was
a great occasion. Our Indian Empire was the one paramount
subject in the thoughts of all men. As we shall see in a future

chapter, a grand manifesto by the Society was called for ; and a

grand manifesto indeed Miller put forth. Some of his utterances

on the Indian Question must be noticed hereafter ; but the sermon
was by no means confined to that subject. It opens with a

singularly beautiful setting forth of " the unsearchable riches of

Christ " (the text was Eph. iii. 8). It bristles, moreover, with

allusions to public matters of interest. For instance, the intensely

thrilling story of the first attempt to lay a telegraph cable under
the Atlantic had appeared in the Times a few days before. " The
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Part YI. mightiest projects of man's enterprise," exclaimed the preacher,
1K49-BK " in which tlie daring experiments of a marvellous science and
Cliap. 3o.

^j^g y^.'sX resources of a country's capital and the bold venture of

a speculative age are in combination — what are these beside the

grandeur of the missionary cause?" And there is a stirring

passage on the rising Neologian or Broad Church School, which
is at least as applicable now as it was then :

—

" ' The signs of the times ' among us are portentous. A deadly leaven

is at work. On the one side, the Scylla of excessive ritualism and
symbolism, combined with a bigoted exclusiveness ; on the other, the

Charybdis of a churchmanship and a Christianity so broad, tliat our
' most holy faith ' is enervated and lost amid the unsatisfying subtleties

of a negative theology—a Neo-Platonism and a Pantheism savouring of

the schools of Alexandria rather than of the school of Christ. If India

will never be enriched by a sacramentarian Gospel, so neither by mis-

sionaries who shall present the written Word of God as other than a

volume of infallibty inspired truth. If the authority of that Word,
and the humbling truth of the death-darkness and corruption of un-

regenerate and mieulightened man, are to be lost amid the jargon of

' inner light ' and ' moral consciousness,' by which man is to be guided

in his selection or rejection of the teachings of the Holy Spirit, and to

pronounce that here Paul may be followed, but that there he was
mistaken ; if the inspiration of men ' moved by the Holy Ghost ' is to be

confounded with the genius of a Homer and a Milton ; if, in place of

the one ' full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction
'

of the great Sin-bearer, and the special and unique design of His
precious blood-shedding and fulfilment of the law, missionaries are

to recite the stoi-y of the Crucified as of one whose sacrifice of Him-
self differed in degree only from the self-sacrifices of heroic men ; if

Immanuel is no longer 'the Lord our righteousness.'—where are the
' unsearchable riches ' ? And if the benevolence and love of God are to

he exalted at the expense of His holiness, His justice, and His truth
;

and fire which He threatens as unquenchable, and a worm which He
threatens as undying, are to be argued and explained away that a

stumbling-block toman's pride of reason maybe removed and a specious

Universalism substituted for ' the smoke of their torment ' which
' ascendeth up for ever and ever

'
; if the offices and work of God's most

blessed Spirit in the hearts of God's chosen are to be confounded with

other workings of His power which involve no bestowal of saving grace ;

if Christ's brotherhood to God's sons and daughters, bone of His bone

and flesh of His flesh by reason of their mystic oneness with Him, is to

be merged into a universal brotherhood to man, flowing from the simple

fact of His Incarnation ; if Christ's return is not to be presented in its

literality and personality, not only as the blessed hope of His Church,

but as a day of judgment on quick and dead,—then indeed we have a

broad ChrktianiUj, but it is the breadth of a Christianity from which

spiritual truth has been eliminated—a caput mortuum—another ' Gospel

'

—a magnet with no attractive virtue—a Gospel which must fail to

enrich man and which will bring no glory to God. From such a Church-

manship and from such a Gospel may God preserve the Church
Missionary Society.''

Speakers The list of speakers at the Annual Meetings during this period

HaiL^
^"^

has a very different appearance from tliat of earlier times. There

was a much larger field of selection, and few men were asked on two
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occasions. Before the Jubilee, the names of Bishops Eyder, C. Part "VI.

Sumner, and. J. B. Sumner, the Marquis of Cholmondeley, Lord 1849-61.

Calthorpe, Sir E. H. Inghs, Daniel Wilson the elder (before he Chap. 35.

went to India), Edward Bickersteth, Gerard and Baptist Noel, '

Professor Scholefield, and above all J. W. Cunningham, occur
again and again. Of these, the majority do not reappear after the
Jubilee. Bishop C. Sumner spoke twice more (making fourteen The most
times in all) ; his brother the Archbishop did not speak again. Sir frequent

E. Inglis spoke once more (making nine times), and Scholefield

once more (making six times). Lord Cholmondeley, though not
again on the programme of the Meeting, constantly presided at

the Evening Meeting, which, however, was of little account in

those days. Bishop Longley, of Eipon, who spoke three times
before the Jubilee, does not appear again, nor does he as Arch-
bishop of York. In a later year he does as Archbishop of

Canterbury. But there is one name that is conspicuous in both
periods, that of Hugh Stowell. To his eleven speeches before the
Jubilee he added six afterwards, his total being thus only second
to John Cunningham's nineteen. Bishop C. Sumner, with his

fourteen, ties with Bishop Eyder for third place, and Bishop
J. B. Sumner is No. 5. No. 6 in the whole list of the century is

an unexpected name, that of Dr. Tait, who spoke once as Dean
of Carlisle, five times as Bishop of London, and four times as

Primate ; but this carries us beyond our present period. Dean
Close comes next, tieing with his nine speeches Sir E. Inglis

;

and then follow other older speakers. It is surprising to find that

Hugh McNeile only spoke five times.

Among other prominent men who spoke each once within our Leading

present period should be named the Duke of Marlborough, the ^"^ ^^^
Earl of Shaftesbury, the Earl of Carlisle, the Earl of Harrowby speakers.

(father of the present Earl), Viscount Midleton, Lord Haddo,
Lord Benholme, Sir E. N. Buxton (son of the first and father of

the second Sir Powell), Bishop Hinds of Norwich, Bishop Singer of

Meath, Bishop Perry of Melbourne, Bishop Mcllvaine of Ohio,
Bishop Anderson of Eupert's Land, Bishop Cotton of Calcutta,

Bishop Carr of Bombay, Bishop Payne of Liberia, S. Waldegrave
(afterwards Bishop of Carlisle), C. Baring (afterwards Bishop of

Durham) ; while Bishop E. Bickersteth of Eipon, Bishop Smith of

China, Bishop Vidal of Sierra Leone, and the Hon. A. (afterwards

Lord) Kinnaird, spoke twice each. So did the venerable Dr.
Marsh, who appeared for the last time on an Exeter Hall platform
at the C.M.S. and Jews' Society Meetings in 1858, in his eighty-

third year. Bishop Montagu Villiers spoke three times. E.
Hoare, J. C. Miller, and J. C. Eyle, were also speakers, but their

more prominent time was later. Three distinguished foreigners Foreigners

appear in the lists, viz.. Baron Bunsen, the famous Prussian Am-
bassador, and virtual founder of the Jerusalem Bishopric ; Dr.
C. G. Barth, of Stuttgardt ; and Dr. Tyng, of New York. Of ^^ j^
Anglo-Indians there were Archdeacon Pratt, of Calcutta (son of in"cfians.
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Part VI.
1849-61.
C'liap. 35.

Mission-
aries.

Valedic-
tory
meetings

Josiah Pratt) ; Mr. J. F. Thomas, Secretary to the Madras
Government ; Mr. Macleod Wylie, of Calcutta ; Major Edward
Lake (afterwards General, and Hon. Sec. of the Society) ; and,

above all, Colonel (afterwards Sir Herbert) Edwardes, whose
memorable speech in 1860—which will be noticed hereafter—has
always been regarded as the greatest ever made at a C.M.S.
meeting. The missionaries are again in this period but meagrely
represented. Dr. Duff spoke again in 1851 ; and of C.M.S. men
there were John Thomas of Tinnevelly, Cobbold of China, Hunter
of Eupert's Land, Bowen of Palestine (afterwards Bishop of

Sierra Leone), Townsend of Abeokuta, Cobb and Leupolt of

Benares, Jetter of Smyrna, Kobert Clark and Fitzpatrick of the

Punjab, and French of AgTa ; but in three several years no
missionary at all spoke.

During our period, there was another class of meetings, of no
less intrinsic interest, though not attracting crowds like the Anni-

versaries. It will be remembered that the Society's earliest large

public gatherings were Valedictory Dismissals ;
* and we all

know that in the present day these are the most attractive of

all our assemblies. But for many years the Farewell Meetings
were technically open Committee meetings, and were sometimes
held in the ugly and incommodious old parish schoolroom
of Islington, before noticed ; t sometimes in the Liverpool Eoad
Schools; sometimes in the Children's Home at Highbury; some-
times in the Church Missionary College ; although a good many of

the most interesting Dismissals took place at actual Committee
meetings in Salisbury Square—as indeed is still the case when
there are only two or three going. But some of the Dismissals

during our period deserve notice, either here or in future chapters.

Before glancing at them, however, we must introduce the mis-

sionaries themselves.

Of 246 names that came on the roll in the thirteen years from
1849 to 1861 inclusive, sixty-two are those of University men,
seventy-two of Englishmen trained at Islington, forty of Germans
and Swiss (most of whom were also at Islington), and seventeen

of women. The remainder comprise several young laymen
trained by the Eev. Thomas Green at Friezland in Yorkshire,

some schoolmasters from Highbury Training College (the Principal

of which, the Eev. C. E. Alford, made special arrangements for

C.M.S. candidates X), and a few engaged in the Mission-field.
University The high proportion of University men will be noticed. Indeed,
'"'^"'

in the first five years following the Jubilee they exceeded in

number the Islington men ; but this lead was not long maintained.

In the whole of our period they included thirty-five men from

* See Chapter X. t See Vol. I., p. 493.

t There was a great demand at this time for trained schoolmasters in the

Missions ; and in 1853-4, no less than twelve were sent out, to West Africa,

India, Ceylou, New Zealand, and Rupert's Land.

The new
mission-
aries.
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Cambridge, of whom twenty-five had graduated in honom-s Part VI.

(eight were Wranglers) ; twelve from Oxford, of whom six were 1849-61.

honour-men ; fourteen from Dublin, some of whom also had a ^^^P- ^*'*

high academical record ; and one from London University.

These graduate missionaries need not be named here, as a later

chapter is devoted to them. Islington, too, supplied first-rate men others,

at this time ; but, for the same reason, it is not necessary now
to specify them. The miscellaneous list also has good names :

John Horden (afterwards Bishop of Moosonee) ; W. Duncan, of

Metlakahtla; T. S. Grace (a clergyman from St. Bees'), of New
Zealand ; S. Coles, of Ceylon ; G. Candy, formerly an officer in

the army, then a missionary of S.P.G., and aftei-wards of C.M.S.

;

and Colonel Martin, the devoted founder and benefactor of the
Amritsar and Peshawar Missions, and afterwards an honorary
missionary. The few single women sent out were mostly school- Women,
mistresses; bvit two must be specially mentioned, viz.. Miss
Louise EUwanger, a lady from Wurtemberg, who worked in

North India for thirty-six years, and Miss Jane Hooper, who went
to India with her brother, the Eev. Dr. W. Hooper, in 1861, and
laboured for just the same period,—latterly, as Mrs. Low, in

Palestine.

Many of the recruits of this period served twenty, thirty, and Long

forty years ; and no less than twelve of that period are still in the
^^'^"^^^•

field, viz.. Bishop Stuart (already 48 years), E. Clark (already 47
years). Bishops Burdon and Williams (each already 45 years).

Bishop Moule (40 years), Higgens (47), Zeller (43), Alexander
(41), Clarke, Coles, Simmons, Wolters (each 38), and Wolfe (37).

It will be readily understood how deeply interesting some of the someme-
Valedictory Meetings must have been at which men like these were |^°e^^n
taken leave of. It is true that in most cases the futui'e course of gatherings,

the young recruit could not be foreseen. But to many of the men tuuctlons
considerable interest attached before they started ; sometimes the ^y Venn,

new work to which this or that one was designated invited special

attention ; and sometimes other circumstances made the gathering
notable. Thus, on October 5th, 1849, the second and third African
clergymen, G. Nicol and T. Maxwell (S. Crowther having been
the first), who had been educated at Islington and ordained by
Bishop Blomfield, were included in the Dismissal, and so were
three young Negro women, trained in England as schoolmistresses

;

and on the same occasion four men vv'ere commissioned to accom-
pany Bishop G. Smith (the second C.M.S. missionary raised to

the Episcopate) to China, three of them (Gough, Moncrietf,
Welton) clergymen of^ University standing and some ministerial

experience, and two of them to start a Mission at Fuh-chow.
On August 20th, 1850, two men of high academical distinction

were sent forth to found a new College at Agra. The project

was an important one, and Venn's Instructions laid down valuable
principles regarding Educational Missions ; but none knew that

day the lustre that would afterwards attach to the names of French
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Part VI. and Stuart. The remarkable circumstances attending the dis-

ls-i9-6l. missal of Dr. Krapf for East x\frica, on January 2nd, 1851, will
C hap. 3o. appgar hereafter ; and we shall also have to refer to Venn's

Instructions delivered on June 20th in that year to E. Clark and
Fitzpatrick, going to start the Punjab Mission. A leave-taking of

several missionaries for different fields in June, 1852, was notable

for the presence of the well-known New Zealand Christian chief,

Tamihana (Thompson) Te Eauparaha, whose speech (translated)

was reported verbatim, and for a powerful address by Francis Close

on "the Preaching of the Everlasting Gospel"; and a meeting on
November 1st in the same year has a historic interest as the

farewell to (among others) Mrs. x-^-nna Hinderer. On April 8th,

1856, another Maori Christian chief of high reputation, Hoani
Hipango (John Williams), who had been presenting the kingly

insignia of several of his brethi^en to the Queen, took leave of the

Society. In September, 1860, at a time when political perplexities

of various kinds prevailed in India, China, Africa, and Turkey,

Venn delivered his memorable and weighty Instructions on the

relation of missionaries to political questions, and to the rulers of

the countries in which they labour—Instructions that have been
again and again referred to and quoted from ever since. ''

From the Missionaries and the Valedictory Meetings we should

pass naturally to the Church Missionaiy College ; but as a

separate chapter is devoted to it, we go on to the Society's

The Mis- Other liomc institution, the Missionaries' Children's Home. This,

chiidr'^n's
^^ before mentioned, was one memorial of the Jubilee ; but such

Home. an institution had been thought of before, so far at least as one
half of its work was concerned. On the death of Josiah Pratt, in

1814, it was proposed to raise a fund in memory of him for the

establishment of a home for missionaries' daughters, to be called

the Pratt Female School. Only about £800, however, was con-

tributed, and the project was therefore merged in the larger one
announced at the Jubilee, f In order to begin the work experi-

mentally, three houses in Milner Square, Islington,;]: were rented

in the first instance ; and the Home was opened with fifteen

children, under the charge of the Eev. S. H. and Mrs. Unwin.
On March 7th, 1850, the President and Committee met in one of

the houses, and dedicated the Home, thus modestly commenced,
to the service of the Lord. Applications for admission quickly

H^m at
came in ; a fourth house was added ; and at length a piece of

Highbury, grouud was purchascd in Highbury Grove, and a commodious

* See Chapter XLIX.

i"
Being in North Wales for a holiday, Venn in^-ited three boys at King

William's College in the Isle of Man, who were sons of missionaries, to join

him. This led to the train of thought whence came the idea of the Children's

Home.
J Twenty years afterwai-ds, one of these houses was taken by the Author of

this History, in complete unconsciousness of its former connexion with tlie

Society.
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building erected to accommodate about eighty boys and girls, at a Part VI.

total cost, including fittings and furniture, of about £19,000. To 1849-61.

defray this sum, the Jubilee Fund was drawn upon for £8237, Chap^35.

to which was added the Pratt Fund contributions, and a legacy of

£5000 bequeathed for the purpose by Miss Cook, of Cheltenham
;

the balance being obtained from a surplus in the Capital Fund
account. The new building was opened on April 8th, 1853, with
addresses by the President, the Director (Mr. Unwin), the Eev.
E. Auriol (who spoke to the children), the Eev. B. Bailey (repre-

senting the missionaries), and the Eev. J. W. Cunningham.
Seventy children were already in the Home, and ere long it became
quite full. In the following year, Mr. Unwin retired, and was
succeeded as Director by the Eev. W. G. Barker.

The Children's Home has all along proved the greatest possible Value of

boon to the missionaries. It is, as a rule, most undesirable to ^
°'"^'

rear and educate English boys and girls in tropical countries ; and
as a matter of fact New Zealand is the only country occupied by
the Society in which the missionaries have felt able to keep their

children with them. The Society's Home does not, it is true,

even now in the large building at Limpsfield, accommodate all

who are eligible ; and many parents prefer to take the small sum
allowed them towards the maintenance of children, and place

them under the care of relatives or friends. But other parents

have no relatives or friends who are able to receive them ; and in

these numerous cases the Home is highly valued. Not a few
missionaries now in the field are the sons and daughters of mis-

sionaries, and were themselves educated at the Home ; but no
attempt has been made to press the children into the Society's

service. A hereditary " missionary caste " would be a perilous

experiment. Many of the boys have, by their talents and energy,

afterwards achieved for themselves academical and other distinc-

tions. The present Public Orator at Cambridge, Mr. Sandys, is

a distinguished example. Altogether, the words of Ps. cii. 28,

adopted from the first as the motto of the Home, have been
abundantly fulfilled, " The children of Thy servants shall continue,

and their seed shall be established before Thee." ''•'

There is yet another branch of the Society's work at home. The Pubii-

concerning which little has so far been said in this History.
'=^^'°"^-

This is the department of Publications. In early days. Publica-

tions were regarded as an important part of the missionary work
abroad in which the Society was to engage ; and considerable

sums were spent upon the production of linguistic works in various

languages, grammars, dictionaries, primers, tracts, and transla- Foreign

tions of the Scriptures, the Prayer-book, &c. This work, of tions.^'

course, is still as important as ever it was ; but the Society itself

* A lady sent Venn a small contribution to be used in some kind of

decoration in the Home. With it he had this text painted in a little recess

opposite the entrance.

VOL. II. E
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Paet VI. does not take a large share in it. So far, that is, as the expense
1849-61. is concerned ; for as regards the writers and translators, they are
C hap. 3o.

q£ necessity supplied from among the missionaries. But the

arrangements are for the most part made, and the funds supplied,

by the Bible Society, the S.P.C.K., the E.T.S., and the Christian

Literature Society for India. The word Publications, in the

Society's later sense of it, means missionary literature for circula-

tion at home : reports, periodicals, tracts and booklets, and
occasional larger works.

Periodicals Confining our attention just now to Publications of this kind,

we find that for the first few years the only information published

was in the Annual Eeport, which itself only occupied a few pages ;

nor did other societies, the S.P.G., the L.M.S., and the Baptists,

do any more. The real start was made by Josiah Pratt when he
The " Mis- began the Missionary Begister in 1813. Of this remarkable work
Register." ^ fuH account has been given in the chapter on " Forward Steps,"

for a very important forward step it really was. The Begister

was, as we have seen, not an official C.M.S. publication; but for

several years the Society purchased a large number of copies for

distribution. After Pratt retired from the Secretaryship, the

Committee began to think that, good as the Begister was, the

Society needed a periodical of its own. A small four-page Quarterly
PajJer ha,d been begun in 1816, for humbler contributors ; and now
for a short time a small Monthly Paper was issued. In 1830
this was enlarged, and started under the new title of the Church

The ''CM. Missionary Becord, 24 (afterwards 32) pages octavo. The price

was threepence, but it was for the most part supplied free, as the

Begister had been, to subscribers and collectors. A few copies of

both Quarterly Paper and Becord were sold ; but taking at random
the year 1836 as a specimen, we find £1500 spent upon them, and

The "CM. only £41 received. In 1838, a small paper called the Missionary
eaner.

i

Qi^^^^g,^ ^^^ started by Charles Hodgson, and in 1841 the Society

adopted it, as a twopenny magazine, twelve pages octavo, with a

woodcut on the first page. In the following year, the importance
of Juvenile Associations was set forth in a special circular, and

"Juvenile with a view to foster them the Church Missionary Juvenile

ton""'^ Instructor was commenced, which soon became affectionately

known as the " Little Green Book," and attained a circulation

of 80,000 copies a month. It also was at first free, but in 1847
the price of a halfpenny was put upon it. It circulated for the

most part among the childi'en of the educated classes ; and for

free distribution among Sunday-school subscribers of a farthing a
week, the Quarterly Token was begun in 1856.

Meanwhile, immediately after the Jubilee, the Committee
The "CM. formed plans for the issue of a superior monthly publication, for

gem:er." the use of educated men and women, in which articles on the
geography, ethnology, religions, &c., of the various mission-fields

could appear, and what may be called the science of Missions
discussed ; and in which important missionary letters could be
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piiblished at once, instead of awaiting, perhaps for some months, Part YI.
their turn in the systematic reports seriatim of the various Mis- 1B49-61.

sions given in the CM. Record. Accordingly, in May, 1849, ^'^'^P- •^•'^

appeared the first number of the Church Missionary Intelligencer,

consisting of twenty-four pages royal octavo, printed in double
columns, as all the leading magazines were in those days.

It is a fact of historic interest that this first number contained a interest of
letter which proved to be one of the most important communications ^*^ ^""^^

ever printed from a foreign land. It contained John Eebmann's
"""^

announcement of his discovery of the snow-capped mountain
Kilimanjaro." That announcement was the commencement of

the long and thrilling story of Central African exploration, and
actually led, in its ultimate issue, to the partition of Africa among
European States in our own day. Accompanying the letter is a
good-sized folded sketch map, drawn by Eebmann himself, and
dated September 22nd, 1848, in which for the first time a rough
attempt is made to indicate the geography of East Africa.!

The first Editor of the Intelligencer was the Eev. Joseph TheEditor,

Eidgeway. He had been Eector of High Eoding, Essex, and in
•|^°d^''e'^a

1845 had become an Association Secretary of the Society. In
1850, he was appointed Editorial Secretary, which office he held
for twenty-one years, until his death in 1871, though for a
considerable portion of the time he also had an incumbency
at Tunbridge Wells. During the w^hole period he edited the
Intelligencer ; and the CM. Becord and other smaller papers were
prepared under his supervision—except the Juvenile Instructor
and Quarterhf Token, which were long conducted by Charles
Hodgson, and the former afterwards by E. C. Billing (subse-
quently Bishop of Bedford) and by Miss E. S. Elliott.

When the Intelligencer w^as fairly started, the price of the Prices and
Becord was reduced to twopence, and that of the Gleaner to a ^^'^^•

penny, and so they continued for many years. The total cost for

(say) 1852 was no greater than it had been for 1836, notwith-
standing the new charge for an editorial salary ; for the sales of

the Intelligencer, Gleaner, and Juvenile Instructor, brought in

£2400 to set against the increased expense. It is worth noting
that the Intelligencer was announced as having the advantage of

being " stamped," so that it could be sent by post to missionaries
and others abi'oad. This intimation reminds us how differently

we are served now. In those days, every copy of a registered

newspaper or periodical had to go to the Government Stamp
Office to be stamped wnth a crown in red ink, each " stamp "

costing a penny. Of course penny newspapers did not then
exist. The Times was bd. unstamped, or Qd. stamped, and the
same price was put on the Intelligencer. Cheap magazines like

the Becord and Gleaner could not afford to have a penny added

* See p. 127.

f Of this map a facsimile is inserted in the present Volume.
E 2
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Mr. Glad-
stone,
offended
by the
' Quarterly
Paper,"
leaves
C.M.S.

to their price for stamping, and therefore could not pass through

the post, but had to be sent in parcels.

An extremely curious incident belongs to the history of the

periodicals at this time. In 1850, one of them, and that the one

intended for the humblest supporters, caused the withdrawal of

Mr. Gladstone from the Church Missionary Society ! In the

Quarterly Paper for Christmas, 1849, there was a small and rough
missionarj' map of the world—not a coloured one, but shaded

with dark lines in different degrees. On so small a scale, and for

the inferior printing of a very humble paper, only four grades

could be given. Heathenism was quite black, and Protestant

Christianity quite white. Mohammedanism was represented by
a very dark shade ; and there remained one lighter shade to stand

for Eoman and Eastern Christianity. Mr. Gladstone was offended

by the Eoman and Greek Churches being represented by the

same shade. The former he thought might well be dark, but the

latter should be much lighter. In point of fact, a more exact

gauging of the different degrees of orthodoxy was not possible in

such a paper ; but although Mr. Venn earnestly pointed out the

narrow-mindedness of discarding a great work for a cause so

small, the future Premier was inexorable, and from that time

ceased to subscribe to the Society.

The Church Missionaries' Children's Home, Highbury Grove, opened 1853.



CHAPTEE XXXVI.

Some Recruits from the Universities.

C.M.S. at Oxford and Cambridge—Venn at Cambridge— Cambridge

CM. Union—Fox and Noble—Ragland—Cambridge Men of the

'Fifties: Gough, Paley, Greaves, &c.—The Oxford Men: French

—

H. Wright's Offer—The Dublin Men : Bowen, Fitzpatrick, &c.

" By faith. Ahraham, when he iras called, obeyed."— Heb. xi. 8 (R.V.).
" Covsideriny the issue of their life, imiiate their faith."—Heb. xiii. 7 (R.V.).

HAELES SIMEON'S reply to the inquiries for men Part VI.

sent out in the earhest days of the infant Society will 1849-61.

not have been forgotten—"I see more and more Chap^36.

IVJio it is that must thrust out labourers into His

harvest." -'' Although the first offer of service the

Society ever received came from a Senior Wrangler, the Universi- The Uni-

ties were slow in sending forth men to go on their Lord's sfow'\o^

errand to the Heathen He came to save.f We have seen that give men.

William Jowett was the first, in 1815 ; that fifteen others from

Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin went out between that year

and 1840 ; that sixteen others went out in the eight years

1841-48; and that among those thirty-two were several who
became devoted and distinguished missionaries, and four who
became bishops, W. WiUiams, Hadfield, G. Smith, and Eussell.

In our present period of thirteen years, 1849-61, we have seen

that sixty-two University graduates came on the roll, nearly double

the number of the whole half-century preceding.

But it is remarkable that Oxford and Cambridge were ready to But ready

give money when they were slow at supplying men. The mo^ney.

beginnings at Cambridge were described in our Eleventh Chapter,

when we saw that the Association was founded in 1818, and that

zealous undergraduates, bearing names afterwards highly honoured,

had collected on a large scale before then. The Eev. W. Mandell,

Fellow of Queens', and the Eev. W. Scholefield, Fellow of Trinity,

* See Vol. I., pp. 74, 81.

t The East India chaplains, however, sent forth by Charles Simeon, must
not be forgotten. Besides H. Martyn, the names of Thomas Thomason and
Daniel Corrie reflect honoiir on Cambridge. Thomason was Fellow and
Tutor of Queens'. Corrie became the first Bishop of Madras ; and his

brother, the late Master of Jesus College, smwived to our own day.
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Part VI. and afterwards Regius Professor of Greek, continued joint

1849-61. secretaries for twenty-six years. In 1844, Mandell's name dis-
Chap. 36. appears, but Scholefield continued to hold office till his death in

Secretaries 1853. He was One of the ablest and truest friends the Society
at Cam- gyg^. \^q^^_ It was ouce said of him by way of complaint, "That

man never gets beyond Christ." * It would be well for both

Cambridge and Oxford if the same thing could have been
said, and could still be said, of all their Professors. The Rev.

C. Clayton, Caius College, joined Scholefield as Secretary in 1850,

And con- and succceded him when he died. The list of contributors year
tnbutors.

j^y ^qqx is a vcry interesting thing to examine, containing as it

does scores of names that have become well known since. For
instance, in 1842, " G. G. Stokes, B.A., Pembroke," begins to

subscribe ; in 1843, " Rev. J. W. Colenso, St. John's "; in 1847,
" B. P. Westcott, Trinity." From 1837 onwards there was a

younger secretary for the University, in addition to Mandell and
Scholefield. " J. S. Howson, Trinity," appears as holding this

office in 1840; "Andrew Jukes, Trinity," in 1841-42; " T. G.

Ragland, Corpus," in 1843-45. Then comes " T. Y. Nicholson,

Emmanuel," who afterwards joined Clayton as General Secretary,

and was a most active worker for some years.
Secretaries \^ Oxford there was no Association till 1825, but the Rev.

John Hill, Vice-Principal of St. Edmund Hall, had collected in

the University for the Society for ten years before that. He
became Secretary of the Association when it was founded, and
continued so till 1851. He, therefore, at Oxford, and Scholefield

at Cambridge, were the leading C.M.S. workers for just the same
period, about thirty-six years. Sometimes he had co-secretaries,

and among these were some notable men. John Henry Newman
appears for one year, in 1830 ; Walter Kerr Hamilton (afterwards

Bishop of Salisbury), in 1839-41 ; Samuel Waldegrave (afterwards

Bishop of Carlisle), in 1844; E. Meyrick Goulburn (afterwards

And con- Dean of Norwich), in 1845. The two brothers Newman appear
tributors.

together as subscribers from 1825 to 1830, when F. W.'s name
disappears, but J. H.'s continues to 1835. It is curious that

just when Francis Newman drops out, owing to his joining the

Plymouth Brother, Anthony Groves, the name of Benjamin Wills

Newton, the well-known Plymouthist leader in after years, takes

exactly the same place in the alphabetical list. In 1835 and
following years appear together R. W. Church, G. Moberly, and
F. Oakeley ; in 1837, J. T. Delane (the great editor of the Times)

;

in 1838, A. H. Clough, W. C. Lake, A. P. Stanley, and A. C.

Tait ; in 1842, W. Walsham How ; in 1850, Charles Voysey.

These notable names, some so unexpected, suggest grave

reflections.

When one's eye runs down the long lists of guinea subscriptions

(or more) from graduates and half-guineas from undergraduates

—

* Christian Observer, August, 1853, ]}. 562.
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such subscriptions being far more numerous then than now,— it Part VI.

is impossible not to feel surprised that so few men seem to have 1849-61.

thought of personal service. And yet the surprise is lessened Chap. 36.

when one reads an incident recorded by Henry Venn.* A why not

Cambridge graduate appeared before the Committee, with an offer persona^i

of himself.! When he left the room, some of the Committee-men
said, " A man with so many accomplishments should go out as a

chaplain, not as a missionary "
! One only voice, that of the Lay

Secretary, Coates, "was lifted up to testify that the office of a

missionary deserved the consecration to its use of the highest

intellectual acquirements." " But the first sentiment prevailed;

an Indian chaplaincy was procured. The aspirant for missionary

labours was lost to the work." " With such inadequate notions

at headquarters," remarks Venn, "it is not to be wondered at

that within the Universities themselves the missionary spirit was
at so low an ebb."
When Venn became Secretary, one of his first thoughts was, h. Venn

how to quicken missionary zeal in Cambridge, his own alma bridge!"

mater. In 1843 he spent several days there, consulting with

Heads and Fellows and Tutors who had been his own contem-
poi'aries. Mr. Carus, the Senior Dean of Trinity College, who
had succeeded Charles Simeon at Trinity Church, had begun
periodical missionary meetings at the " Black Bear," but these

were not specifically for gownsmen. It was, however, arranged

that terminal visits should be paid by representatives of the

Society, and men be gathered in the rooms of some leading friend
;

and the first to receive Venn in this w^ay, soon afterwards, was
Eagland, Fourth Wrangler and Fellow of Corpus, who was already
" University Secretary," and who quickly set the still brighter

example of going himself to the mission-field. " We began," says

Venn, " in Eagland's rooms with ten to fifteen collectors. The
number greatly expanded in the rooms of Nicholson of Emmanuel,
till we were forced into the larger capacity of public rooms in the

Town Hall or the Eed Lion." I "I have a most happy recollection

of those meetings," says the Eev. John Barton, then an under-

graduate of Christ's College. §

In 1857-58, two events occiu-red which led to an important step

forward. First, on December 3rd, 1857, David Livingstone paid Living-

his memorable visit to Cambridge, one result of which, the foun- Cambridge
dation of the Universities' Mission to Africa, has been noticed in

our Thirty-Third Chapter. Secondly, a few months afterwards,

Nicholson left Cambridge to take a college living ; and so keen
w^as the sense of the value of his services to the missionary cause,

* In an address at Cambridge in 1870. CM. Intelligencer, November, 1870,

p. 350.

t The name and date are not given, but it would be some time between
1835 and 1845, for Venn and Dandeson Coates were both present.

t CM. InfeUigencer, 1870, p. 352.

§ In a paper read at Cambridge in 1894. CM. Intelliyencer, February,

1895, p. 94.
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Chap. 36.

Cambridge
University
CM.
Union.

Some of
the men
\A^ho did
go out.

Fox and
Noble.

At School.

that a sum of £250 was quickly collected in the University as a

testimonial, which was given to the Society, and used towards the

establishment of the Divinity School in Travancore, called after

him the Cambridge Nicholson Institution. Livingstone's visit and
Nicholson's departure combined, says Mr. Barton in the paper
already quoted, "to originate the idea of a Missionary Union, to

be officered and mainly conducted by undergraduates." The idea

came from the Eev. W. Monk, then curate to the Eev. J. H.
Titcomb, Vicar of Barnwell (afterwards first Bishop of Rangoon).
It was Mr. Monk, indeed, who had brought Livingstone to Cam-
bridge. The Cambridge University Church Missionary Union
therefore, was established, and started in 1858 with ninety-two

members. Monk, however, says Mr. Barton, " forsook his

bantling, and threw his energies into the Universities' Mission "
;

but Barton himself took up the Union, and started it again in the

October term of that year in the Hall of St. Catherine's. From
that day to this it has been a power in Cambridge. Its later

history wall come before us by-and-by. No similar story can be

told of Oxford ; and the number of Oxonians joining the Society

has never equalled those hailing from the Cam, though there are

brilliant names among them.
Let us now glance at some . few of the men who came forward

from both Universities in the 'forties and 'fifties, tracing briefly

such particulars as we can find of their early training and subse-

quent personal careers, but leaving any accounts of their work
itself to their proper places in the history of the several Missions.

And we will begin with those two distinguished comrades in arms,

Henry Watson Fox and Eobert Turlington Noble. Fox's career,

indeed, we have already seen closed by his early death ;
'•' but

we cannot fairly think of his comrade Noble without a passing

reference to him also.

Fox and Noble are both illustrations of the unspeakable value

of early dedication to the Lord, and also of the blessed influence

which a sister may exercise. Fox was a Rugby boy, in the sixth

form under Arnold ; and his position in the School is shown by
his being President of the Debating Society. Apparently his first

religious impressions were derived from a schoolfellow, but the

influence of his sister Isabella and his brother George (afterwards

the much-respected Rev. G. T. Fox of Durham) is evident from
the correspondence in his Memoir, f Dr. Arnold himself, however,
by his noble character and simple, manly teaching, also did much
towards developing all that was good in him ; and Fox always
regarded the great head-master with the deepest reverence and
afl^ection. Robert Noble owed still more to his sisters. He was
the boy at Oakham School w^ho was awakened early in the morning
to see his young married sister, Mrs. Palmer, on her way to

Africa, and who was enjoined by her, as her parting message, to

Vol. I., p. 501. I Memoir of H. W. Fvx, pp. 3-40.
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read his Bible;" and from his elder sister came the care, and the Part YI.

money, which maintained him at school and college, and which ^^^'^^^:

were a help and support to him all through his missionary life. ^ ''"^^ ^

He, too, was fortunate in his school. The head-master of Oakham,
Dr. Doncaster, added to high academical distinction a personal

influence the results of which were seen in the lives of many of

his pupils in all parts of the world. + Home affections and school

life—what can they not, by Divine gi'ace, effect, if their influence

is cast on the right side ?

What, again, can be greater than the power upon the after-life

of the quickly-passed years of University study ? To Fox, his At College.

Oxford days were not his best. The principle of noblesse oblige,

which had helped to give him a sense of dignity and responsibility

as a praepostor under Arnold's system, no longer availed when he

became an undergraduate at Wadham ; and his passion for boat-

ing seems to have led him into company uncongenial to his

Christian \\ie.X Noble, on the other hand, could look back on his

Sidney Sussex days as "the most profitable portion of his life."

I found Christ," he says, "to be indeed precious "; § and the

breakdown of his health, which involved his losing a high place

in the classical tripos and a fellowship to follow, which his tutor

(one of the Examiners of the year) confidently predicted for him,

he regarded as the Lord's interposition to prevent University

claims standing in the way of his dedication to a missionary

career. Fox, again, came to some small extent, for a short time,

under the influence of the Tractarian leaders, and his brother and

biographer attributes to this some drdling of his spiritual percep-

tions ; but Noble never wavered in his onward and upward
progress in the old paths.

A small point of likeness between the two—yet not an un- How the

interesting one—is the fact that both received the definite call to \l both?^

the Telugu Mission in the same place, Brighton, and at the same
time, though each was unacquainted with the other, and unaware

that the other was also being called. Fox was with H. V. Elhott

at the time, and Noble with Sir T. Blomefield, to whose family he

was deeply attached. More important is another contrast between

them. Fox was ordained at the earliest canonical age, married

nine days after, and went to India within three months at the

age of twenty-three. Noble, though nine years older, had only

just been ordained, having, with an over-sensitive scrupulosity,

thought himself unworthy to enter the sacred ministry till

he attained the age at which our Lord Himself, and John the

Baptist, began their public lives ; and with the high motive of

giving up all for Christ, he deliberately put aside the thought of
f^^°^^^

marriage, encouraged by the example of Charles Simeon, and by celibacy,

the signal influence which Simeon, as a bachelor, had attained

* See Vol. I., p. 177. t Memoir of R. T. Nohlc, p. 23.

X :\Iemoir of Fox, pp. 43-456. § Memoir of Noble, p. 33.
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Part VI. at Cambridge. "I have felt it," Simeon said to him, " a great
1849-61. sacrifice ; but I have never regretted it ; and if, to be more useful
C hap. 36. g^g ^ missionary, you determine on a life of celibacy, God can and

will support you, and you will be blessed in the deed." In fact

both types of missionaries are wanted ; and if it be true that

among some sections of the population of India an unmarried
missionary is regarded with exceptional respect, it is equally true

that among African tribes his celibate life is not undei'stood.

The married woman, too, is needed in the mission-field as well as

the single woman ; and the example of Christian home-life is,

especially among barbarous people, of inestimable value.
Fox and ^he Careers of Pox and Noble were very different. Fox laid
IN ODiG in *•

India. the foundation of the Village Mission in the Telugu country,

buried his wife at Madras, brought his two young children to

England, went out again, broke down himself in health,

came home again, and died a few days after his thirty-second

birthday ; leaving, however, a bright memory in India—Eagland
wrote of him, " I never met with any one so like an angel,

so sensible and able, so loving and gentle and holy"; leaving,

moreover, the little son and daughter to be eminently used
of God in after years—the son to become Honorary Secretary

of the Church Missionary Society. Noble started his famous
school, had not registered a single convert when Fox died, but

laboured patiently for twenty-four years without once coming
home, and died at his post, leaving several spiritual children,

gathered from the highest castes, who became the leaders, lay and
clerical, of the Telugu Native Church.

Character Eobert Noblc was of the stuff of which great missionaries are

made. Such men are not always popular. They will work in

their own way, confident that they are right ; and generally they

prove to be right in their own case, though their course may not

be the best for others. The men who administered the C.M.S.
Missions in South India from the headquarters at Madras,
Eagland, Eoyston, and W. Gray, did not find Noble easy to

manage, though they honoured and admired him. One great

controversy, which nearly led to his retirement, will be noticed

hereafter, when we glance at some of the problems of Missionary
Education. Another time, the commissary of the Bishop of

Madras, during the latter's absence in England, withdrew Noble's

license, because on the occasion of the C.M.S. Jubilee he invited

some godly English people at Masulipatam to join the missionaries

and Native Christians at a special Communion Service in the

mission chapel, thereby intruding into the province of the chaplain

of the station ; but the license was restoi'ed by a new Bishop
(Dealtry) who just then succeeded to the see. Noble's very de-

cided character as an Evangelical, and his very marked separation

(on the same principle as his celibacy) from all that was of " the

world," made him obnoxious to many of the civil and military

officers and chaplains ; but there were always some among them,

01 Noble.
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spiritually-minded men, who loved him and clung to him all the Part VL
more for his staunchness. The Bible-readings and prayer-meetings, |8-i9-61.

however, which he arranged for these latter, exposed him to the P"

complaints of chaplains who regarded extempore prayer irregular,

and excluded him from any share in the English services in

the Fort church. But this he did not mind, as he held very
strongly that missionaries who took part in them could

scarcely help neglecting, more or less, their primary duty among
the Natives.

Eobert Noble's great work we shall see more fully hereafter.

But these personal features of his character and career are too

interesting to be passed over.

Our next Cambridge missionary, Thomas Gajetan-'= Eaglaud, Ragiand.

was indebted, not like Fox and Noble, to a sister, but to a cousin
who was both mother and sister to him (he being an orphan from
infancy) ; and also, like them, to the excellent schools at which
he was educated. He, too, was under the influence of Divine
grace from very early years. While a schoolboy of fifteen he in early

taught in a Sunday-school. He was an enthusiastic student of '
^"

the histories and genealogies of the Bible before he learned to

appreciate its deeper teachings ; and the accurate knowledge thus
gained proved of great help in after years. Another element of

value in his early training was the experience of business
gained in his uncle's mercantile house at Liverpool, in which
he worked up to the age of twenty-two. But w^hen his

uncle proposed to retire and leave the business to him, his

sensitive conscience told him, w^hile not condemning others,

that in his own case Christian principle would forbid customs
that seemed essential to success ; and he then resolved to

go to Cambridge, with a view to holy orders. He knew And at

nothing of mathematics, and he had no thought of reading for a
Cambridge

tripos ; but Carus, to whom godly undergraduates looked much for

advice at that time, always urged them to aim at honours, and
under this influence he set to work. The result w^as that he
came out Fourth Wrangler,! and w^as speedily elected Fellow of

his college. Corpus. Spiritual growth, however, and work for

Christ, were meanwhile not neglected. He joined a freshmen's
prayer-meeting—not so common a thing then as since,—taught in

Jesus Lane Sunday-school, and regularly visited the village of

Barton with tracts. But when he was a Fellow and Lecturer
himself, if a freshman asked his advice on this matter, his first

question always was, " How will it affect your reading?
"

After his ordination in 1841, Eagland served as curate in

Cambridge, part of the time at St. Paul's, under the Senior Nothought
Wrangler of an earlier year, Charles Perry, afterwards Bishop of of a mis-

Melbourne. He had no thought of a missionary career. " He career.

* So named after his grandmother, an Italian lady, Lucretia Gajetani.

t Sir G. G. Stokes was Senior Wrangler ; Dr. Boultbee, Principal of

Highbxiry, Fifth ; Professor Swainson, Sixth.
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Part VI. even occasionally," writes his friend W. S. Dumergue, " repressed
I84y-61. the ardour of some of his companions on the subject, urging that
Chap. 36. there was plenty to do at home." He disliked travelling, and

had no desire even to visit foreign lands. The voice of the Lord
first came to him through a letter he read from H. W. Fox, then
in India. Then, as before mentioned, he became University

Secretary for the C.M.S., and in that capacity received Henry
Venn at the first undergraduates' meeting, in his own rooms, in

the Lent term of 1845. In the next term, Venn attended the

usual Anniversary of the Cambridge Association, in the Town
Hall. He observed two clergymen holding the plates at the

door, Eagland himself and E. L. Allnutt of Peterhouse ; but it

did not occur to him that both of them were then solemnly con-

Yet he sidering the question of personal service. It was on that night,

mi^ss?onary ^^^-Y 19th, however, after that meeting, that Eagland opened his

mind to the specially dear cousin before alluded to ; and on
June 2nd he wrote to Salisbury Square. He then consulted his

Vicar, Mr. Perry, who, " with moistened eyes, said that so

deeply did he feel the need of men offering themselves, he would
not hold back the dearest friend he had in the world." On
November 20th in that same year, he sailed for India ; and in the

following July, Allnutt followed him thither. The latter' s health

soon broke down, and he had to return ; in after years giving, in

the person of his son, a valuable missionary to the Cambridge
Delhi Mission connected with the S.P.G. Eagland was privileged

to labour devotedly for thirteen years, notwithstanding the

gi-adual advances of lung disease, and then died at his post. He
was for six years Secretary at Madras, in succession to John
Tucker ; for which office his mercantile training specially fitted

him. He afterwards initiated the North Tinnevelly Itinerant

Mission, of which more hereafter.

Character Eagland was a man of singular humility, of even excessive
ofRagiand. lowliness, if such a thing be possible. " His complete self-

abasement," wrote his friend and fellow-worker at Madras,
Colonel C. A. Browne, "appeared almost to subject him to the

spirit of bondage, and to deter him from realizing the spirit of

adoption. No one ever cast himself more absolutely on Christ

;

but he was as one lying low down with his mouth to the very
dust before the cross, and forgetting to lift up his eyes to the

Cri;cified One." His austere habits made his friends think that

in the Middle Ages he would have been a singularly holy monk.
He was not quite happy in so leading a post as he occupied

at Madras. He wanted to give it up, and go and live in two
rooms in Black Town, among the lowest of the people ; and at

one time he thought of going to Japan—then absolutely closed

—

and meeting a cruel death there for Christ's sake. " Gradually,

however," says Colonel Browne, " his sky brightened up, and he
learned to joy in God ; and though always softly, he ever after-

wards walked peacefully." His own account of himself was, "I
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am sometimes in the clouds, sometimes in the dust ; but generally Part VI.

\Yith my hand locked in the hand of my gracious Savioicr."
'''- 1849-61.

Eagland's portrait now hangs in the hall of Corpus ; and that "P' ^^'

college has given more men to the Mission-field than any other

college at an English University, Trinity only excepted; and even

Trinity, with its immensely larger number of men to draw from, is

only a little ahead. " Of all plans," wrote Eagland to E. Clark,
" for ensuring success, the most certain is Christ's own—becoming

a corn of wheat, falling into the groimd, and dying."

The next Cambridge man after Eagland and Alhiutt did not go

forth direct from Cambridge. E. M. Lamb was a Trinity man, other

but he had been for some time Incumbent of Over Darwen, ^^^I'r'^i^j^

Lancashire. He had been born at Meerut in North India, and Lamb,

baptized by Henry Martyn ; and this led him, when a special

appeal was put forth for the Meerut Mission, then in a desolate

condition, in 1846, to offer to give up his parish and go out

himself. He laboured with much blessing for ten years, when,
just after the breaking out of the Mutiny, he was killed by a fall

from his horse.

The next in order of sailing was M. J. Wilkinson, also of

Trinity College, son of one of the early missionaries trained by
individual clergymen, Michael Wilkinson of Gorakhpur. He
worked at Benares six years. And then E. H. Cobbold of Peter- cobboid.

house. Curate of Melton Mowbray, one of the pioneer C.M.S.
missionaries in China, and Archdeacon of Ningpo under Bishop
Smith. In later years he was Eector of Eoss and Prebendary of

Hereford, and the chief friend and supporter of the Society

in that part of England.
China also claimed the next Cambridge recruit. In the year

following Eagland's sailing for India, six or seven undergraduate

friends were meeting on Saturday evenings for Bible study and
prayer: among them, Frederick Foster Gough, a Foundation f. f.

Scholar of St. John's ; also Edmund Carr and J. W. Consterdine,
^°^^^-

who, though they never became missionaries themselves, have

both, in these latter days, given sons to the foreign field. But
Gough went himself, and so, a few years later, did one whom, as

a young freshman, Carr introduced into that praying band, George

Evans Moule. Gough was a thorough scholar, and became a

perfect master of classical Chinese, exasperating the Bible Society,

says Bishop Moule, by his minute aiid elaborate corrections

of the " Delegates' Version." But his thirty-two years' work for

China will come before us in another chapter. Here it need

only be added that it was Gough who suggested the establish-

ment of the Cambridge University Prayer Union, started in 1848,

and now numbering ovei' 1500 members in all parts of the world.

While at St. John's, he had a small prayer-meeting in his rooms

* These imrticulars of Ragland's earlier life, and of his character, are

gathered from the deeply-interesting biography of him by Archdeacon T. T.

Perowne (London, 1861).
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Part VI.
J.S4.9-U1.

Cliap. 86.

Welton.

Fearnley.

R. Clark.

The
brothers
Fenn.

Meadows.

at 6 a.m. on Sundays, and this led him to propose that, when
they left Cambridge, they should not cease praying for one
another. ''=

Then on the roll comes the name of William Welton, one of

the first two missionaries to Fuh-chow. He was a Caius man,
but not of this period, as he was forty years old when he went
out, and had, before his ordination, been a surgeon in Suffolk

for twelve years. He laboured seven years at Fuh-chow without
seeing any fruit to the Mission ; came home in broken health

;

and died, leaving £1500 to the Society. With him may be
mentioned Matthew Fearnley, of St. John's College, 19th Wrangler
in 1847 ; as he also went to Fuh-chow, and worked four years,

but retired before the first converts were gathered.

The years 1851-52 brought a group of young Cambridge men
in whose accession to the ranks Venn's journal shows that he
greatly rejoiced. First, Eobert Clark, of Trinity College, 28th
Wrangler, who, after forty-seven years' service, is still in the

field. Then came the two brothers, Christopher and David
Fenn, sons of the veteran Travancore missionary and honoured
member of the Committee, Joseph Fenn, and brothers of men
of mark in the home Church. C. C. Fenn t was a Scholar of

Trinity, and graduated in 1846, being in the first class of the
Classical Tripos, as well as Senior Optime. David, three years
his junior, took, in 1849, the same mathematical position, but a

second in classics. Then E. E. Meadows, Scholar of Corpus,
and Superintendent in his day of Jesus Lane Sunday-school

; \

then Clement F. Cobb, Scholar of Trinity, who had been captain

of Marlborough School ; then E. C. Palev, of Peterhouse, grand-

* See an In Memoriamoi Goiigh, by Bishop Moule, in the CM. Intelligencer

of October, 1889.
j" " I have never met with a more ingenuous, simple-minded, and straight-

forward candidate."—H. Venn's Private Journal, January 11th, 1850. "A
young man of great intellectual activity."—/(;«/., January 17th. "He was
subjected by our Clerical Sub-Committee to a suspicious cross-examination on
doctrinal points, but I trust all will end well."

—

[bid., February 4th, 1851.

X This seems a convenient place to enumerate the C.M.S. missionaries who
have been teachers in this most famous of all Sunday-schools. Meadows is

the only one who was Superintendent ; but Dr. T. Maxwell was Superintendent
of the " Choristers' Section," and F. H. Baring was Treasurer. The other
names ai'e—F. Owen (one of the original teachers when the School was
started in 1827), G. Valentine, R. L. Allnutt, T. G. Eagland, C. C. Fenn,
F. F. Gough, B. Davis, R. Clark, C. F. Cobb, H. D. Hubbard, G. E. Moule,
R. C. Paley, R. P. Greaves, P. S. Royston, H. C. Milward, R. E. Clark,

S. Attlee, J. M. Speechly, R. R. A. Doolan, J. H. Bishop, G. Ensor, R. F.

Trench, R. Young, E. K. Blumhardt, M. G. and H. D. Goldsmith, W. Jukes,
T. Bomford, H. E. Jennings, J. H. Horsburgh, J. C. Hoare, R. Shann,
F. Nevill, F. N. Eden, W. L. Groves, E. Bellerby, P. I. Jones, A. J. Shields,

G. H. Pole, E.Corfield, H. Sykes, W. Weston, B. F. Buxton, C. E. R. Romillv,
H. J. Tanner, H. P. Napier-Clavering, J. Neale, C. J. F. Symons, C. F. H.
Battersby, W. J. Humphrey, A. I. Birkett, J. Cropper, E. S. and D. W. Carr,

E. F. E. and B. E. Wigram, C. B. and A. C. Clarke, F. N. Askwith, W. F.

Cobb, A. H. Sheldon, R. W. Ryde, E. Millar, E. A. Henslev, R. S. Hevwood,
A. W. Crockett, H. W. Weatherhead, H. W. Moule, E. W. Mathias.
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son of Paley of the Evidences. Among the names in the next Part vr.

few years are those of Arthur Stock, of Pembroke, afterwards 1849-61.

Archdeacon in New Zealand; A. H. Frost, of St. John's, a <^hap- 36.

Yorkshire rector, who had been 11th Wrangler in 1842 ; E. other
Collins, of St. John's ; Henry Whitley, of Queens', a Leicester- honoured

shire curate of singular devotion," who went to Galle Face Church, " "^^^^

Colombo, and five years after was killed by a falling wall ; Peter

S. Eoyston, of Trinity, Classical Tutor at the C.M.S. College,

and in after years Bishop of Mauritius and Assistant Bishop at

Liverpool ; E. P. Greaves, of Corpus ; H. C. Milward, of Christ's,

33rd Wrangler; H. W. Shackell, of Pembroke, 10th Wrangler,
first class in Theology and second in Classics ; George Evans
Moule, of Corpus, afterwards Bishop in Mid China ; Brocklesby ^
Davis, Scholar of Peterhouse, Browne University Scholar, and
21st Wrangler in 1849, and Fellow, who laboured in East End
slums for some years before going out ; E. C. Macdonald,
Foundation Scholar of Sidney Sussex ; Eoger E. Clark, of

Trinity, brother of Eobert Clark ; E. B. Batty, Fellow and
Tutor of Emmanuel, 2nd Wrangler and 2nd Smith's Prizeman
in 1853 ; T. K. Weatherhead, of St. John's ; John Barton, of

Christ's, in after years Vicar of Trinity Church, Cambridge, and
then Secretary of the C.P.A.S. ; J. M. Speechly, of St. John's,

afterwards first Bishop of Travancore and Cochin ; and Dr. A. A.

Harrison, of Trinity, 24th Wrangler and 1st Class Nat. Sc.

Tripos in 1853, the medical missionary of Abeokuta elsewhere

referred to.f

Of the forty-two Cambridge men enrolled in the twenty-one The men
years, 1841-61, twenty-eight graduated in honours, nine being

^J^^*^^"^
Wranglers. But apart from academical distinctions, what a

noble band it is ! We think of Christopher Fenn's work in

Ceylon, and then for over thirty years as Secretary ; of the North
Tinnevelly trio, Eagland and Meadows and David Fenn ; of the

episcopates of Eoyston and Speechly and Moule ; of the

educational work done by E. Noble and Cobb and Frost and
Collins and B. Davis, the last-named for nearly forty years ; of

Greaves' s deliberate conviction that the foreign field might justly

even claim clergymen already in important home spheres, and his

consequent exchange of Lancashire for Bengal ; of the simplicity

and liberality of Shackell, sent forth to bring his learning to bear

on the educated Hindus, and presently burying himself among
the uncultivated Santals, and establishing a station at his own
expense ; of Barton's influence both at Calcutta and at Madras

;

of the pioneer labours of the four men in China, Cobbold, Gough,
Welton, Fearnley ; of the deaths, at their posts, of such bright

young missionaries as Paley and Batty and Eoger Clark ; and
we praise God for them, and for all the Cambridge recruits of the

two middle decades of the century.

Of two of these, Eichard Charnley Paley and Eichard Pearson R.c. Paiey.

* See CM. htteUigencer, March, 1861, p. 55. f See Chapter XXXIX.
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Part VI.
1849-61.
Chap. 36.

" Paley's
Evi-
dences."

His early
death, and
his wife's.

R. P.
Greaves.

Greaves, something more may be said. Paley and E. E. Meadows
were special friends at Cambridge. Both were active in Sunday-
school work and district visiting, each being superintendent of his

school ; and both offered to the Society together, for Africa.

Paley is an illustration of the good influence of Sunday-school
interest in Missions, not on the scholars only, but on the teachers

also. His scholars had contributed towards the building of a
church at Abeokuta ; and the missionary's letter acknowledging
the money, which Paley had to read to them, proved a message to

himself. The two friends were the first men from an English

University to offer for Africa ; but Meadows was refused by the

doctors for that climate, and went to India instead. Paley was
appointed to start a training institution at Abeokuta for Native

evangelists and teachers. In the Committee's Instructions to

him, the prestige of his grandfather's name was felicitously alluded

to. That name was connected with " the noble achievement of

communicating to the youthful mind clear and simple, yet acute

and profound, knowledge of the Evidences of Christianity "
; and

the Committee hoped the grandson would be enabled to teach the

youth of Africa " to build their hopes of salvation upon the solid

foundations of reason and fact," and " to own the religion of

Christ to be the only ' reasonable, service.' " The question of

Paley's ordination cost some little trouble. Bishop Blomfield,

always so ready and kind about ordaining C.M.S. candidates,

refused him, pronouncing him unsound on " baptismal regenera-

tion." ''' However, he allowed the newly-consecrated first Bishop
of Sierra Leone to ordain him, as he was going to that diocese

;

and in November, 1852, Paley and his young wife sailed with the

Bishop and Mrs. Vidal ; Mr. and Mrs. Hinderer, three young
Germans, a missionary surgeon, and one of Mrs. Paley's Sunday-
school girls going out to teach the infants, being also of the

party. They arrived in due coui'se at Abeokuta ; but from the

first, both Paley and his wife were continuously down with fever.

On April 1st he " gently breathed his life away," wrote Mrs.

Hinderer. The poor young widow was tenderly carried through

the African forest to Lagos, and put on board ship ; but on
May 6th, at sea, she too " finished her course."

The other whose offer of service may be noted here, E. P.

Greaves, was an example of a successful parish clergyman leaving

his parish to go abroad. In his case, as in so many others, the

environment of his childhood spoke to him of Christ's service, and
of the mission-field. Though English by parentage, he was born

at Basle, and in childhood knew many of the men training in the

Missionary Seminary there. His heart was early given to the

Lord, and of his school-days afterwards in this country the master

testified that " he was a boy who always turned his back upon
evil." After taking his degree at Cambridge, he worked as a

* See next Chapter.
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curate at Bolton, and then became Incumbent of St. Peter's, Part VI.

Manchester. There he laboured with great devotion for a few 1849-61.

years ; and he was just such a man as most people would keep at ^P"

home, and in just such a position as seemed to claim the con-

tinuance of his services. But after long and calm consideration of

the relative claims of the thousands at home who have the Gospel
at their doors and the millions abroad who have never heard it, God
led him to the right decision. His period of service was only

fourteen years ; but when the Lord took him, he left behind in the

Bengal Mission a bright memory of whole-hearted faithfulness.

Eidgeway in the Intellnjencer, commenting on his career, said,

" A Babel-like determination to build up the Church at home,
''uisteadof 'replenishing the earth,' m a preference of man's wisdom
to God's command." '•'

We now turn to Oxford. Its recruits were not so numerous, Oxford

but they were emphatically men who made their mark. Of '"^"'

Fox we have already spoken. To Part V. of our History belongs

also George Smith, of Magdalen Hall, who subsequently became
the first English Bishop in China. Among the twelve names
in our present period, 1849-61, we find those of T. V. French,
of University College, of whom more presently ; W. Leonard
Williams, of Magdalen Hall, now Bishop of Waiapu, who has

been mentioned before in this History, and will appear again
;

W. Keene, of Brasenose, who laboured thirty years among the

Sikhs ; T. Tuting, of Lincoln, who, like Eoger Clark, lies in the

Peshawar Cemetery ; E. L. Puxley, of Brasenose, previously an
officer in the 4th Light Dragoons, and afterwards founder of the

Santal Mission ; and then, in the last year of our period, 1861,

three men who sailed in the same month, viz., W. E. Eowlands,
of Worcester College, who both by personal service and by liberal

gifts, has done so much for Ceylon ; John Sharp, of Queen's, the

Eugby boy who became the first Bughy " Fox Master " at Noble's

School, and is now Secretary of the Bible Society ; and W.
Hooper, of Wadham, a first classman and Boden Sanscrit scholar,

one of the most learned of North India missionaries, and still in

the field. These again are men to praise God for.

Of Thomas Valpy French, the most distinguished of all C.M.S.
J;.J^^'py

missionaries, something more must be said. His diversified and
devoted labours we shall trace in future chapters. As an Oxford

recruit we must look at him now, guided by Mr. Birks's admirable

biography.!

Like some of the other missionaries mentioned in this chapter,

French owed much to his home training. His father, the Eev.

Peter French, Vicar of Burton-on-Trent for forty-seven years,

was a staunch Evangelical, a vigorous and successful parish

clergyman, and a recognized leader in the Midlands ; while the

* CM. Intelligencer, March, 1871, p. 95.
j- Life and Correspondence of T. V. French, First BisJiop of Lahore. By tlie

Rev. Herbert Birks. Murray, 1895.

VOL. II. F
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Part VI. "sweetness and gentleness " of his mother was of no ordinary
1849-61. kind. The place of his birth, a quiet old abbey by the Trent, only
C hap. 36. ggpai-ated from the bustling brewing town by its own wall, was
His early tvpical of the future bishop's own life, passed amid incessant and
years. pressing occupations, yet marked by a certain aloofness and

ecclesiastical quietism which made him bi'eathe the atmosphere of

the venerated past even in the environment of the m'gent present.

Touching his boyhood, mention is made of " his keen interest in

the various deputations who came to plead the cause of Missions,

his carefulness to mention their names in his prayers, and his

own early wish to 'teach the little black boys about Jesus.'"
At Rugby Like Fox, French was a Eugby boy under Arnold ; and the great

Oxford. headmaster's sermons rather perplexed him, as, despite their

manly earnestness, not quite " the Gospel " he was familiar with
at Burton Vicarage.''' At Oxford he was a thorough student,

while teaching in the Holywell Sunday-school under E. M.
Gouiburn (afterwards Dean of Norwich) ; and he obtained a first

class in "greats," along with Coningtou, Bright, and Ince—all

of whom became Professors,—and subsequently won the coveted

Chancellor's Latin Essay Prize, and was elected Fellow of his

college. The influence of Arnold at Eugby, and that of the

Tractarians at Oxford, were not without effect upon him, though
he himself said, long afterwards, that he owed much to that of

Samuel Waldegrave, which no doubt kept him staunch to the

essentials of Evangelical truth, while in non-essentials he much
bi'oadened as the years went on.

The missionary spirit of his childhood did not evaporate. At
Oxford he was a collector for the C.M.S. ; and he formed—" it is

believed," says Mr. Birks—a little missionary union, one of the

members of which was A. H. Mackonochie, then reputed as an
His mis- Evangelical, but afterwards of St. Alban's, Holborn. The Di^'ine
sKjnary ^.^ ^^ himself to go forth came in different forms. First, H. W.

Fox, during his first visit to England, addressed a breakfast

party of men in Trinity College ; and Canon Curteis, who was
French's contemporary at University College, and was taken by
him to the breakfast, writes that he " can hardly doubt that that

addi-ess made a permanent mark" on his "sympathizing and
enthusiastic soul." Then Fox, on his return to India, wrote to

French, and begged him to come out. This letter f is a most
powerful one. It urges that the Gospel is thoroughly preached
in England ; that evangelization is Christ's command, and He
never told us to preach over and over again to the same people

till they were converted ; that the joy of His felt presence is as

great in India as in England ; and then :

—

" Now what I ask of you is carefully to search and examine, that it

* Mr. Birks inserts a very interesting sketch of French at Rugby, by the

Rev. G. P. Pownall, afterwards Dean of Perth, Western Australia, and then
Vicar of Hoxton. French, Pownall, and R. A. Cross (now Lord Cross), used
to study together. f Lije of French, p. 17.
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may not be through unfaitlifuhiess that you det-hne to enter on an Part VI.

apostle's work. The excuse of the wants of England seems to me one of 1849-01.

the most unfaithful excuses a Christian can give ; it implies a direct Chap. 36.

unbelief in God's promise of blessing the liberal. If God's promise be

true, the more men come out the more men will He raise up to bless the

Church with, which out of its poverty gives its best to His cause."

Then came a great speech by Bishop Wilberforce, appealing to

Oxford men to go out ; which French himself looked back to in

after years as having brought him to the point. He and a friend

prayed together over it, and that friend, Arthur Lea, was killed in

a railway accident soon after. "The one was taken," says Mr.

Birks, " and the other left, and so their mutual vows of consecra-

tion appeared to him doubly binding "; and he at once put himself The can

in communication with the C.M.S. Two years, however, elapsed tof''°"

before he actually went out. He sailed September 11th, 1850,

commissioned to establish a new Mission College at Agra. Of
that great work a future chapter will speak.

Another inquiry from Oxford is alluded to in Henry Venn's

Private Journal, which did not lead to a definite offer, but which
is of deep interest in view of the then unknowai future :

—

{Friday, December 12tk, I806.) " Had a long conversation with a Henry
^

young Oxford man, the second son of Mr. Wright of Derbyshire, a man ^"^.s*^*^'^

of enormous wealth. He has long wished to go out as a missionary,

but his father would prefer his labouring as a missionary at home
among the colliers and miners of his estate. I was greatly interested by
his ingenuousness and simplicity ; but feeling that there would be some
difficulties in paying a missionary stipend to a wealthy man, I suggested

that he should go out at his own charges for a few years, either to

Jerusalem or Calcutta, placing himself altogether under the direction

of the Society. He was to confer with his father on the subject."

That is all. But how little did Venn think that day that he

was talking to his successor ! It is curious, by the way, to see

that the Society then did not seem to understand that a man
could be altogether on its missionary staff and yet be at his own
charges.

Ireland was not behind in the supply of missionaries. It

contributed a fair share of men for training at Islington or

otherwise ; and Trinity College, Dublin, though it did not rival trinity

Cambridge in the number of its recruits, exactly equalled the Duwfn.'

total from Oxford from the beginning to 1861, twenty-two from
each. Among the earlier names, those of J. H. Gray of Madras,

E. Maunsell of New Zealand, T. McClatchie of China, and
W. A. Eussell (afterwards Bishop), are especially notable.

Eussell was a son of a gentleman in Tipperary, and had dedicated Russell,

himself to missionary work from boyish days, along with his

schoolfellow D. T. Barry, who went to India in middle life,

thirty years later. Eussell owed much spiritually, while at

Trinity College, to John Gregg, afterwards Bishop of Cork. In

our present pex'iod we find men much honoured for their work.

F 2
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Part "VI. First, in 1849, John Bowen : lie was the son of a Welsh gentleman
LS4f)-6l. of some property, and had spent part of his youth in the wilds of

'"''•

'

^' what was then an unsettled part of Canada, on the hanks of Lake
Bowen. Erie ; and there he was brought to Christ by the instrumentality

of an S.P.G. clergyman, the Eev. C. B. Gribble, afterwards a
chaplain at Constantinople. Giving up his backwoodsman life,

he returned home, and studied for orders, graduating at Dublin,

and beginning to think of the foreign field. When Captain Allen
Gardiner was planning his expedition to Patagonia, he asked
Bowen to go with him ; but the Divine Hand did not seem to

point in that direction. After a meeting at York in connexion
wnth the C.M.S. Jubilee, at which Edward Bickersteth spoke, he
mentioned to Bickersteth his readiness for the mission-field. In
due course he went as a kind of special commissioner to the East,

as we shall see hereafter. On his return, he became Rector of

Orton Longueville, Hunts ; then went out again to Palestine, and
started the Nazareth Mission ; and ultimately became Bishop of

Sierra Leone, but died after a short episcopate of twenty months."^'

Stuart. Then, in 1850, appeared Edward Craig Stuart, fresh from a

sheaf of academical honours, and offering to accompany French
to India. With French he worked at Agra ; like French, after

many years' service in other parts of India, he became a bishop,

being consecrated in the very same month, December, 1877,—
only in New Zealand, for the see of Waiapu ; like French, after

a laborious and fruitful episcopate, he laid down his dignity and
authority ; and, like French, he went forth again as a simple

missionary, to devote his latter years to the evangelization of the

Mohammedans of Western Asia.
Fitzpatrick In the next year, 1851, came Thomas Henry Fitzpatrick.

Educated for the law, the young Gray's Inn student had been
converted to Christ (like R. W. Stewart long afterwards) just

when about to be called to the bar, and then (like Stewart) chose
holy orders instead. After taking a theological course at Dublin
and his degree, he became curate at Bishop Ryder's Church,
Birmingham. One day, just when it was known that the Punjab
was open for a C.M.S. Mission, he was startled by an old clergy-

man laying his hand upon his shoulder, and saying, " Fitzpatrick,

you are wanted there !
" The arrow went home : he offered to

the Society ; he was appointed, with Rol^ert Clark, to begin a

Mission in the Punjab, where he laboured with unstinted self-

sacrifice for several years. Illness at last drove him back :

and after a fruitless attempt to work again in India, he took a

Cumberland parish, married a sister of John Barton, and died

a few months after, in 1866. After he had been in India two or

three years, he wrote home as follows :

—

" If any of my younger brethren in Orders, or any of onr University
men ready for Orders, ask you, ' Does Fitzpatrick still think he was right

* See further. Chapters XXXIX. and XLI.
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in his leaving his curacy in a district of 10,000 poor in the town of Part VI.
Birmingham, to go to preach Christ to the Heathen of India ? ' tell them 1849-61.

he can never be too thankful for it. And if they ask, ' Would he venture Chap. 36.

to say that others similarly circumstanced should do likewise ":"

' say it is

one of his most freqvient and most earnest prayers that they may have
grace to do so."

In 1857 came John Ireland Jones, who laboured thirty-five J- i- Jones,

years in Ceylon, and F. W. N. Alexander, who has already been
forty years in the Telugu Mission, and still w^orks on. Mean-
while, a Scholar of Trinity, a Gold Medallist, and a First Class-

man in Logic and Ethics, William Gray, had in the preceding w. Gray,

year gone to Madras as Vice-Principal of the Doveton College

;

and on New Year's Day, 1858, he joined the C.M.S. Mission,

shortly afterwards marrying, in Madras, the sister of Peter

Koyston, who was then C.M.S. Secretary there. Together they

joined the North Tinnevelly Itinerancy, just then bereaved by the

death of Eagland ; and Mrs. Gray was the first lady in India

to live in tents as an itinerant missionary. Gray's later valuable

services, in three forms of secretarial work, at Madras, at

Nottingham, and in Salisbury Square, cover five-and-thirty years.

That same year, 1858, saw the accession to the ranks of

Eobert Bruce, whose conspicuous labours, first on the Afghan Bruce.

Frontier, and then as the founder of the C.M.S. Mission in

Persia, will command our attention by-and-by ; and in 1860 was
enrolled Joseph Welland, afterwards the highly-valued Secretary "Weiiand.

at Calcutta, whose su.ccessful ministry at the " Old Church,"
recalled the former days of David Brown and Thomas Thomason,
and who held the honourable post of Domestic Chaplain to two
Viceroys, Lord Lawrence and Lord Northbrook. Once more, for

these and other " T.C.D." men, we may well praise the Lord.

This chapter has been mainly occupied with biographical

details. But Biography makes History ; and a Society consists

of its Members ; and perhaps these brief notices of the early days
of some of our missionary heroes and the varied and prolonged

services of others, may be privileged to stir the hearts of readers

to " follow in their train."

Let one more personal circumstance be added. It is an The

additional cause of thanksgiving to Him who prepared so many g^'S'^'°"*''>'

of these His servants by godly influence and environment in

their childhood, that so many of them in their turn became the

fathers of missionaries. Of those we have specially noticed in

this chapter, the following are, or have been, represented in the

Mission-field by sons or daughters :—Barton, Clark, Cobb, Davis,

Fitzpatrick, Gough, Gray, Greaves, Jones, Maunsell, Moule,
Eowlands, Eoyston, Stuart, Weatherhead, and Williams. Again
we may quote the motto of the Missionaries' Children's Home

—

" The children of Thy servants shall continue, and their seed

shall be established before Thee."

aucces-
sion.
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Islington College and its Men.

Variety of Men—Graduates—Basle Men—Africans—Other Non-Euro-
peans—Returned Catechists : Ronaldson— English Non-Graduates :

Long, &C.-—Bishop Blomfield's Examinations—Childe and Green-
Green's Catechists—The Students in the Angel Courts—" Look
out !

"

Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. 87.

The " In-
stitution."

The
" College.

Childe's
period as
Principal.

" ife . . . calleth unto Him, whom He would: and they came unto Him."—
St. Mark iii. 13.

" That they should he with Him, and that He miijht send them forth to

preach."—Ver. 14.

HIS seems a convenient place in our History to give
" the Institution " a chapter to itself. " The Institu-

tion "—for the word "College" is of much more
recent date. The Committee of former years always
disclaimed the idea of the Society carrying on a

college ; and it will be remembered that some difficulty arose in

the days of Pearson's principalship, owing to Edward Bickersteth

and other friends desiring to emphasize still more than was
already the case the family character of the "Institution." Not
for nearly fifty years after that, in Mr. Barlow's time, was the

word College officially recognized—a change symbolized to the

outward eye by the adoption of caps and gowns for the men. But in

qiute early times, as Mr. Childe tells us,* " the natives "—i.e. the

people of Islington—" would have it that it ^vas a college," and
the builders of the street behind named it " College Street."

In former chapters we have seen something of the Society's

early difficulties in the training of its candidates, and how the

"Institution"—or College, as we may now not shrink from
calling it—came to be established.! The twenty years of Mr.
Childe's principalship, 1838-58, were a period of much interest in

the history of the College, during which a remarkable succession

of good and able men were sent forth from it ; and a brief notice

of it, and of them, at this period, will throw not a little of side-

light on the history of the Missions to which they went.

* In some MS. " Reminiscences," read at a meeting in the College a few
years ago. From this MS. several particulars in this chapter are gathered,

t See Chapters VIII., XVIII., XIX.
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One of the most serious difficulties in the conduct of the Part VI.

College has always been the extremely diverse degrees of educa- 1849-6].

tion in the candidates ; and this difficulty was far greater of old
ap^37.

than it is now. There was no Preparatory Institution, to serve Difficulties

as a sieve through which men might fall out whose training, after °^^y
a few months' trial, it seemed imadvisable to continue, and also to

prepare the " fittest " who " survived " for the systematic teaching

of the College. Accordingly, in Mr. Childe's words, "We had to

carry on the several works of an English School, a Grammar School,

and a Theological College, at one and the same time in one and
the same place." Besides the Principal and two Tutors, there

was then, he says, " a worthy man who used to attend as a sort

of male daily governess, to perfect our new recruits in the Three
E's, and especially to improve their style of composition." But,

he adds, " it used to be a matter of daily wonder to mark the

intellectual vigour, and the rapid progress, of some whose
previous culture had been the most slender. Again and again I

found myself saying, ' If So-and-so had enjoyed my advantages he
would have far outstripped me in the race of scholarship.' It

was impossible not to recognize in their success the blessing of a

faithful God, in answer to believing prayer."

The variety in the type of men will be better realized by Varied

observing Mr. Childe's classification of the students in the College men^^^
°'

during his term of office :—(1) Eeturned catechists, (2) English

non-graduates, (3) Graduates, (4) Germans, (5) Africans, (6) other

non-Europeans. Of course the second of these classes were the

normal type, for whom the College was intended ; but Nos. 1, 3,

and 4 were all of them important groups. No. 3 has always

been a specially interesting one. University graduates have University

often found it a great help to take a year's theological course
g'^^'^^atss.

at Islington ; and some of our best men in an academical

sense have done so with much profit—W. Hooper, for in-

stance, fresh from his first class in " greats " at Oxford. Mr.
Childe specially mentions David Fenn, John Ireland Jones,

W. Keene, R. R. Meadows, E. C. Paley, and W. A. (afterwards

Bishop) Eussell.

The No. 4 Group comprised the large majority of the men Men from

from the Basle Seminary. A few, like Krapf, went straight from seminary,

Basle to the field. Others, like Pfander, were missionaries of

the Basle Society itself, and joined the C.M.S. in India, receiving

English orders there. But most of them came to Islington for a

year's (or more) instruction in English Church doctrine and
practice, and to be presented to the Bishop of London for

ordination. Among the very first students in the College, when
it was opened in 1825, were two Basle men of high reputation in and after-

after years, Samuel Gobat,''' who became Anglican Bishop in ^?i^n|ton

* See Chapter XXIV. for notices of Gobat at Isliugtou and in Salisbury

Square.
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Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. 37.

Gollmer.

Weit-
brecht and
Leupolt.

Isenberg.

Africans :

Samuel
Crowther.

Jerusalem, and J. E. T. Lieder, who held the fort for forty years

at Cairo. Both these, however, laboured for some years before

receiving English orders. Of the men regularly prepared for

ordination at their first residence at Islington, special mention

should be made of J. J. Weitbrecht and 0. B. Leupolt, identified

respectively with Burdwan and Benares ; C. W. Isenberg and

C. H. Blumhardt, of Abyssinia and India; G. A. Kissling, of

Sierra Leone and New Zealand, afterwards Archdeacon ; J. P.

Schon and C. F. Schlenker, great West African linguists ; J. H.
Bernau, the one missionary on whose account the British Guiana

Mission is still remembered by some old friends. These were

before Childe's days. Then under him were C. A. Gollmer and

D. Hinderer, of Yoruba ; J. Eebmann, who laboured in East

Africa twenty-nine years without once coming home ; S. W.
Koelle, Ph.D. (Tiibingen), the celebrated author of Polyglotta

Africana, and afterwards at Constantinople ; J. J. Erhardt, the

constructor of the famous map that led to the first geogi-aphical

explorations of Central Africa, afterwards stationed in North

India ; F. A. Klein, who discovered the Moabite Stone, and

J. Zeller, both of Palestine ; H. Stern, of Gorakhpur ; J. G.

Deimler, of Bombay ; and many others not less excellent, though

with less familiar names.
Those of whose early life particulars are available seem all to

have had the untold blessing of pious parents. Certainly it was
so with Weitbrecht, Leupolt, Isenberg, and Gollmer. The last-

named was born on St. Andrew's Day, 1812, and was named
Andrew accordingly ; and we are told that his father and mother

constantly prayed that he might be an Andrew indeed. There

was something very beautiful in the simplicity of what was known
as " Pietist " religion in Germany, particularly in the kingdom of

Wurtemberg—whence the majority of Basle men came,—and
this was so, not only with the humljle poor, but with families in

good position. Weitbrecht and Leupolt were of gentle birth.

All the four became earnest Christians in early youth. They
knew what conviction of sin is ; they knew what a well-grounded

assurance of salvation in an all-sufficient Saviour is ; they longed

to tell others of Him they loved. They were well-furnished, too,

mentally : their education was marked by German thoroughness.

Of Isenberg it is recorded that he was at different times under the

instruction of Stier, Neander, Hengstenberg, and Schleiermacher.

Weitbrecht studied English, Arabic, Amharic, and Tigr6 simul-

taneously ; and when he went up for the Bishop of London's

examination, as his English was still imperfect, he was allowed to

give his answers in Latin. After all, he was appointed to Bengal,

and thereupon at once took up Bengali.

Of No. 5 Group, Africans, the typical example is of course

Samuel Crowther. " He came to us well-grounded at Fourah
Bay College," says Mr. Childe, " and entered at once upon the

theological course ; and he proved a diligent and successful
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student." When Dr. Scholefield, the Eegius Professor of Part VI.

Divinity at Cambridge, conducted one of the annual examinations ^^'^~^h
at Ishngton, he took away with him Crowther's answers to the

^^^'"

paper of questions set on Foley's Evidences, saying, " I should

like to show these to some of our Trinity Fellows who maintain

that the African mind is incapable of appreciating, or even appre-

hending, an argument." Other w^ell-known Negro clergymen

trained at Islington and ordained by the Bishop of London
in our present period, were George Nicol and T. Maxwell.

Henry Johnson and Dandeson Coates Crowther will be men-
tioned hereafter. Others were educated in the College, but

ordained in Africa ; for instance, J. S. Wiltshire, a Jamaica
Negro, and James Quaker, the successful Head Master for

many years of the Sierra Leone Grammar School. Others,

again, lived in the College, and received some little instruc-

tion, while engaged in medical and other studies elsewhere. The
following letter from the now venerable Eev. George Nicol,

J^J.o°}gc.

written on hearing of Mr. Childe's death, gives a striking tions.

picture of his old Principal. Mr. Nicol, it may here be added,

married a daughter of Bishop Crowther :

—

" Oxford Street, Hefjent Square, Sierra Leone, April 29tk, 1898.

"I ought not to withhold my pen, though at this distance, from
recording my own grateful recollections of the spiritual benefits which,

imder God, 1 received from that good man. I entered the CM. College

along with another friend in 1844, and returned to Sierra Leone ; went
back in 1848 with a view to ordination. It was then that Ave Avere

placed more immediately under the influence of Mr. Chikie in our
theological course. From the first, he was keen enough to discover that

my predominating aim was the mere acquisition of intellectual knoAV-

ledge, especially mathematical and scientific pursuits ! SomehoAV he
found out that I was in the habit of rising early, say 4 or o a.m.,

lit my fire, even in winter, and commenced reading. This, of course,

would have simply ruined my health, and defeated the great object of

my visit to England. True, I knew what was the object the Committee
had in view in sending me to England. True, also, I felt in some degree
my responsibility ; but I must confess that Divine light had not beamed
into my soul : it Avas within the Avails of Islington College that my heart
was warmed by Divine grace. And tAvo circvunstances combined, under
God, to produce the desired effect.

" (1) Good Mr. Childe, in one of his private interviews, called me into

the Library one morning for prayer. I can never forget his eyes peering

through his spectacles :
' I am afraid you are sacrificing real spiritual

knoAvledge, which alone can qualify you for usefulness to your country
and people, and glorify God, for mere intellectual pursuits

—

Bene ordsse,

est bene tstudisse.'

" (2) Then, again, we had a very earnest and prayerful student named
Jerrom, a hard-working, plodding man. I believe he commenced Greek
at the College ; but he Avas remarkably clever. His mental powers were
of a high order. He could master any subject he took up. He took a
liking to me, and his room was a few doors from mine. He had asked
me one day to go out for a Avalk with him. After hurriedly putting
aside my books after lectures, I went to his room and knocked at his
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Part VI. door ; but there was no answer. I fancied I heard groans. I said to

1849-61. myself, What could be the matter with Jerrom ? After awhile he
Chap. 37. opened the door and said, ' Oh, please excuse my keeping you waiting ; I

was engaged.' Jerrom was praying aloud. That settled the point with

me. I endeavoured by God's gi-ace to follow, though, alas ! with

faltering steps, the good hints of dear Mr. Childe and the example of

my friend Jerrom."

Other non- Qf No. 6 Gi'oup, " other non-Europeans," who have resided for
uropeans.

^ \_[t^~^q ^t Islington, Mr. Childe mentions the two famous Maori

Christian chiefs, Tamihana (Thompson) Te Rauparaha and Hoani
Wiremu (John Williams) Hipango.'-' Both, at different times,

came to England to do homage for their respective tribes to the

Queen. " Hipango, especially, was a disciple of ripe experience

and exemplary walk." Among other of these " irregulars" were
Chun de Quang, a youth attached to the Chinese court in the

Great Exhibition of 1851, and afterwards tutor at St. Paul's

College, Hong Kong ; William Sandys, a Burmese from Calcutta,

named after the veteran missionary there, afterwards employed as
Nehemiah ^ catechist in North India ; and Pundit Nehemiah Goreh, the

distinguished Indian clergyman, afterwards a " Cowley Father " at

Poona.i Of him Mr. Childe writes, " He came to this country

as Pundit in the suite of the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh. He was a

man of superior intellectual power, but with a metaphysical turn

of mind, which was a source of the most distressing experience to

him. I believe we had few more genuine Christians in our body,

but we had none so sorely exercised with speculative doubts."

Mr. Childe also mentions " a Turk and an Egyptian," who are

un-named
; X and he speaks with special affection of the only Eed

Indian from North-West Canada received at the College, Henry
Henry Budd, junior, son of the Eev. Henry Budd, senior, the first Native

'^""' clergyman in Eupert's Land. " We never had a pupil who wrote

more beautiful English than this Eed Indian, full of poetry and
pathos ; and he held his own in all our classes. To our deep

regret, for he was much beloved, he had to leave before the com-
pletion of his course ; symptoms of consumption having appeared.

His farewell letter to his fellow-students was touching in the

extreme." He was ordained in his own country by Bishop
Anderson, but died while still young.

Returned The class of " Eetumed Catechists," No. 1 Group, was a very

important and interesting one. Men of humble attainments,

though of true missionary spirit, received what is now called a
" short course " at Islington, and then w^ent as catechists or

schoolmasters, chiefly to Africa. Some of them were men of even

a heroic type ; and they needed to be. On one occasion, the first

Principal, Mr. Pearson, mustered the body of students in the hall,

* See pp. 319, 638.

t See Chapter XLII. The Committee, in 1855, presented Xehemiah with a

watch. X B^t see p. 154.

catechists.
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and said, " The Committee have just received tidings that six Part VI.

more men have been removed from their posts at Sierra Leone 1849-61.

by death, and two by dangerous attacks of fever. I am instructed
^ap^av.

to ask v/hether there are any of our number who will volunteer

to supply the vacancies." Four men stepped forward, then and
there ; and two others volunteered next morning. Mr. Childe

compares this scene with that well-known picture of the gladiators,

about to be "butchered to make a Eoman holiday." "Their
attitude is striking, as they stand looking up to the chair of

state, in which the emperor is seated, waiting for the savage

combat to begin. Whilst with uplifted hands grasping their

flashing swords, and with a resolute and almost joyous expression

of countenance, they pay their final homage, they are supposed
to raise the united shout, Ave, Gsesar I^nperator ; moritttri te

salutant."

One of these volunteers was Henry Townsend, who lived to give

forty years' service to Africa. But sometimes the humble warriors Catechists

of the Lord did go only to die. " In my second year, 1839," says
^(|i°return

Mr. Childe, " two young brethren, Murphy and White, sailed

together for Africa, whose period of service was reckoned by
weeks. In the following year, the catechist Reynolds and his

wife arrived in the Colony, whose span of labour was measured
only by days, since they died within a month, and within four

days of each other. The world," he adds, "makes absolutely no
account, and the Church sadly too little, of these ' holy and
humble men of heart '; but the memory of such men would shed
a hallowed lustre upon any Society, and the College from which
they went forth may well regard it as a sacred inheritance."

Now it was some of those whom God spared for longer service. And who
who, when they had purchased to themselves a good degree by '^"^•

good and faithful work, were invited home to receive further

training with a view to ordination ; and these it was who formed
" the class of Eeturned Catechists." " They were not eminent,"

says Mr. Childe, " in the world of letters. I more than doubt
whether one of them ever composed an Alcaic stanza or wrote a

Greek Iambic. Nevertheless, they were men of thoroughly

vigorous minds and solid sense, of single eye and steadfast pur-

pose, Bible-read and Spirit-taught." Two of this class became Two future

bishops in after years, J. W. Weeks and Edward Sargent. Of ^^'shops.

two others, whose names are probably unknown even to the most
diligent students of C.M.S. history, Mr. Childe supplies some
interesting particulars. One, Edmund Eeynolds, was originally Dr. Long-

a footman in the house of Dr. Longley, Head Master of Harrow, man.*^°°*'

afterwards Archl)ishop of Canterbury. Longley prepared him for

confirmation, and his instructions were blessed—as such instruc-

tions so often have been—to the young man's conversion of heart

to God, and to his dedication of himself to missionary service.

After some little training as a schoolmaster, he was sent in that

capacity to Jamaica ; and when some of the stations in that island
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Part VI. were being transferred to the Colonial Church, he was recalled
iS49-t)l. and received into Islington. In due course he was ordained by
C hap. 37. j3ig]-iop Blomfield, and sent to the then expanding Krishnagar

Mission. After two years his health failed, and he returned home.
He eventually closed his ministry as Incumbent of St. Andrew's,

Whittlesey.
W.Ronald- The Other case was that of William Eonaldson. He, like so

strange^ many others, had the blessing of godly parents ; but, unlike others
career. wc liavc secn, he rejected their counsels, ran away to sea, and

shortened his praying mother's days with grief of heart; and for

years he lived a wild and reckless life. Ultimately, a ship he was
serving in before the mast was wrecked olf the coast of New
Zealand ; every soul on board was lost except Eonaldson, and he
was washed ashore almost lifeless, and lay on the sand " like a

piece of human seaweed." Consciousness returned, and, on
opening his eyes, he saw a little company of dark-skinned tattooed

men kneeling over him, and one of them apparently praying in a

strange tongue. They chafed his limbs, clothed him with their

own blankets, and carried him to a hut ; and he recovered. But
that Maori prayer had gone to his heart, and his restored life he
yielded to the Lord he had so long forgotten. He engaged him-
self as farm-servant to an English settler, but lived as much as he
could among the Maori Christians, learned their language, and
presently, at the request of the local chief—who w\as the very

man that had offered that prayer—became their teacher. By-
and-by he went to Bishop Selwyn's College, and then into C.M.S.
service as a catechist under the Rev. R. Taylor. During Mr.
Taylor's absence he was in charge of the district, and for his

conduct during some disturbances he received the thanks of the

British Government. In 1851, he was invited to England by the

Committee and sent to the College. In due course he was
ordained by Bishop Blomfield, and returned to New Zealand,

where he laboured for several years, and then joined the Colonial

Church. The presence in the College of a man with such a

history must have been a great encom-agement to the students of

that day. What a testimony, too, to the reality of God's work in

New Zealand !—a testimony that was emphasized in a striking

way during Eonaldson's time at the College ; for that praying

chief himself, Hipango or John Williams, was brought to England
at that very time, and, as before mentioned, was likewise an
inmate of the College !

English The men of mark in Mr. Childe's time in the principal group,

students, ^o. 2, are too numerous to claim more than passing mention.

When he became Principal, the most notable student was James
James Long, the "Irish Mezzofanti." "Long," said the outgoing

^" Principal, Pearson, to his successor, "is a remarkable fellow,

undoubtedly clever and original. They tell me that he knows
nine languages, but I am not prepared to vouch for the fact!

"

Mr. Childe says he trembled at the thought of having such a
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pupil, but that he proved "too sensible to give himself airs." Part VI.

Long's career was quite unique. In the whole succession of ^.^'''^-^l"

C.M.S. missionaries, there has been no one quite like him. But ^^'^' ''

we shall meet him again. Another student was described by Abraham

Pearson to Childe in these terms: "He is a mason by original ^°'^'^^"

calling, and he is able either to build a stone wall, or to go through

one, as occasion may require." "This judgment," says Childe,

" was quite correct." The student in question was well known in

after years as Archdeacon Abraham Cowley, and laboured in

Manitoba for nearly half a century.

Looking for other names as we glance through the roll, we find A^iong^iist

those of J. T. Tucker, of Tinnevelly, who in twenty years baptized Islington

two thousand persons with his own hands, and built forty-eight '"^"•

village churches ; the brothers Hobbs, Stephen and Septimus,

both also of Tinnevelly, but the former afterwards Archdeacon of

Mauritius and the latter in Ceylon ; Henry Baker, junr., of

Travancore, the apostle of the Hill Arrians ; James Hunter, of

Rupert's Land, the pioneer to the extreme north, and Arch-

deacon ; Samuel Hasell, of Bengal, in after years the able and
beloved Central Home Secretary of the Society ; W. Clark,

successively in Tinnevelly, Ceylon, Travancore, and Bombay;
Robert Hunt, a sharer of Allen Gardiner's sufferings in Patagonia,

afterwards a pioneer in Rupert's Land, and by-and-by, in his

retirement, the first chaplain at Mr. Pennefather's Deaconess
Institution at Mildmay, and the author of a syllabic system for

reducing languages to writing ; Robert Bren, of Ceylon, after-

wards in charge of the Society's Preparatory Institution at

Reading ; R. Pargiter, also of Ceylon, afterwards Association

Secretary, and father of two missionaries ; George Parsons, also

of Ceylon, and also the father of a missionary ; W. Salter Price,

first the head of Sharanpur, in India, where he trained Living-

stone's " Nasik boys " and other liberated East African slaves, and
afterwards the founder of Frere Town and organizer of the East
Africa Mission,—he, too, a missionary's father ; E. T. Higgens,

the veteran of Ceylon, still labouring after forty-seven years'

service, and father of missionary daughters ; J. Pickford, another

Ceylon man; E. A. Watkins, the first missionary of the

Church of England to the Eskimo; A. P. Neele, of Bengal;

J. S. Burdon, pioneer at several new China stations, and after-

wards Bishop of Victoria, Hong Kong ; James Sheldon, of

Sindh, another missionary's father ; James Leighton, French's

comrade at Agra, afterwards Incumbent of Nelson Cathedral,

New Zealand, now Rector of Harpurhey ; Charles Every, the

Exeter solicitor's son, Ragland's much -loved fellow-worker in

Tinnevelly; Ashton Dibb and James Vaughan, friends when
young men at Hull, fellow-students at the College, and both

able and devoted workers for many years in Tinnevelly and
Bengal respectively ; Samuel Dyson, Professor of Logic and
Philosophy in the Cathedral Mission College, Calcutta, then
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Part YI. Principal of tliat College, and now for many years Vice-Principal
l8-U-t)i. yf Islington College ; Henry Andrews, of Travancore, who was

'^P' led to offer for missionary service by reading H. V. Elliott's

preface to the Memoir of H. W. Fox ; * A. B. Valpy, of

Tinnevelly, now Eector of Stanford Dingley, father of two
missionary daughters ; W. T. Storrs, the evangelist of the Santal

people, now Vicar of Sandown, father of four clerical sons,

two of them missionaries ; John Gritton, of Tinnevelly, after-

w^ards Secretary of the Lord's Day Observance Society ; C.

Tanner, of the Telugu Mission, father of a son now in the same
Mission; C. C. McArthur, the C.M.S. representative of the island

of lona, who, after a period of service in Ceylon, was for many
years the much-valued Association Secretary in Norfolk : E.
Champion, founder of the Gond Mission ; James Hamilton, after-

wards Archdeacon of Lagos and Association Secretary at home
;

George Smith, of Fuh-chow, to whose importunity was due the

Society continuing its then fruitless Mission there, and who soon
afterwards baptized the first converts ; Alfred Menzies, of both

West and East Africa.

The foregoing completed their course under Mr. Childe. It is

worth noting that four of them had been under him as boys
when, before he came to Islington, he was Head Master of Walsall
Grammar School, viz., W. S. Price, J. Sheldon, E. A. Watkins,
and A. P. Neele. When he retired in 1858 he left some men in

the College whose names have since become very familiar

;

among them, T. T. Smith, of Rupert's Land, afterwards Associa-

tion Secretary in Lancashire and Yorkshire ; E. H. Weakley, of

Constantinople, a reviser of the Turkish Bible ; W. J. Edmonds,
the first missionary to the Koi tribes on the Godavery, now
Canon of Exeter ; Nigel Honiss, of Tinnevelly and Mauritius

;

J. D. Simmons, still labouring—and his son too—in Ceylon
;

A. E. Moule, of Mid China, Archdeacon of Ningpo, father of

three missionary sons ; and John E. Wolfe, the missionary par
excellence of Fuh-kien, and father of two missionary daughters.

At this point our enumeration must stop for the present.

Successive Bishops of London have expressed their satisfaction

with the Islington men presented to them ; but at one time there

B!^^°ff Id
^^'^^ imminent danger of real difficulty in obtaining ordinations

and the for them. This was after the Gorham Judgment, referred to in

men.^*°" our Thirty-third Chapter. Bishop Blomfield was much exercised

* He was struck by Elliott's adiiptation of Horace's Ode, Quern tv, Melpomene,
semel ; " tte sentiment of which," wrote Elliott, "is that when the muse
has once fixed her eyes on a youth, and marked him for her own, in vain
to him will any other coiarse of life display its honour.s or attractions. His
destiny is fixed. That beautiful fiction of poetry is in the history of Missions

a reality. He that is called of God to be a missionary, ' by His Spirit

Avorking in due season, will through grace obey the calling.' " " How little,"

he wTote afterwards, " did the Epicurean infidel imagine that an ode of his

would move a Christian missionary to go out and preach the Gospel of a
crucified Jew on the shores of the Indian Ocean !

"
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about that judgment, and his examining chaplains, taking the cue Part VI.

from him, put what Mr. Venn called " entrapping questions " to 1^-49-61.

the Society's candidates about baptismal regeneration. The men '^P" '•

generally got through successfully by resolutely adhering to the

ipsisshna verba of the Prayer-book and Articles. But on one
occasion, in 1852, two men, " conceiving," says Mr. Childe, " that

they were directly challenged to bear witness to the truth," gave
answers directly in the teeth of the examiner's known views ; and
the result was that the Bishop I'eported to Venn that he must refuse

both candidates for unsoundness in doctrine. It so happened
that both of them were Cambridge graduates, R. R. Meadows and
R. C. Paley, though they had been reading theology at Islington.

Venn warmly took their part, and assured them that he " would
stake the reputation of the Society upon their answers." Ulti-

mately the Bishop yielded as regards Meadows, though he still

refused Paley ; but on further representation he so far yielded

again as to give letters dimissory to the newly-consecrated Bishop
of Sierra Leone, Dr. Vidal, to ordain him as a man going to his

own diocese. It rounds off the story well when we find that one
of the chaplains who harassed C.M.S. students was the Rev.
T. W. Allies, who had given Bishop Wilberforce of Oxford much
trouble,'" and who ultimately went over to Rome.

In 1858, Mr. Childe resigned the Principalship on his appoint- The two

ment to the rectory of Holbrook, Suffolk. He left fully recognized chude'^and

as one of the ablest men who ever served the Society. He was a Green,

ripe scholar, a sound divine, a singularly instrvictive preacher. He
was regarded as a somewhat strict disciplinarian, but his strictness

—if such it was—arose from the intensity of his feelings regarding

the duty of the missionary candidate to subordinate everything

that was of self to Christ's claims and commands ; and it cer-

tainly produced a remarkable succession of self-denying, patient,

courageous missionaries. His successor, the Rev. Thomas Green,

was a very different man, gentle and tender, less exacting, and
exercising an influence perhaps less bracing upon the men under
his care. A combination of Childe and Green would go far

to make a perfect Principal.

Mr. Green had been Incumbent of Friezland, near Manchester.
Under his influence several young men, " Lancashire lads " and Green's

others, had dedicated themselves to foreign missionary work
; J^^"'^^^'^"'^^

but their education had not been such as to prepare them for the

College. What was to be done with them ? Mr. Green himself

trained them, in a simple way, for simple service as lay catechists

in Africa, His success in this work no doubt led, in part, to his

appointment as Principal. After he came to Islington, a " Supple-
mental Class" was formed for the same purpose, under the

leadership of the Rev. S. D. Stubbs, which was a kind of pre-

cursor of the Preparatory Home afterwards established at Reading,

* Life of Biiihop Wilberforce, vol. ii. , ch. i.
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Part VI. and now at Clapham. Twelve of the men prepared under this

184&-61. original scheme of Mr. Green's appear in the Eegister of
Chap. 37. Missionaries, several of whom did excellent service, and six were

afterwards ordained. The most important name is that of

J. L. B. Jonathan L. Buckley Wood, who achieved the almost unique dis-
^°°^-

tinction of lahouring in Africa forty years, his only rival in this

being Henry Townsend.
Mr. Green's annual reports on the College and its students

were always specially interesting documents, and were generally

printed in the Society's Eeport. In 1861 he presented a list of

Callings of the Callings of fifty-five students who had been under him for
the men.

^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ whole of the year. There were five University

graduates, one solicitor, six sons of missionaries, three Scripture-

readers, four school-teachers, two professors of music, two
printers, one landscape-painter, four chemists, three farmers, ten

clerks, one manufacturer, one builder, one soldier, one domestic

servant, three tradesmen, seven artizans.

Tutors. Under both Childe and Green, the Eev. J. G. Heisch was
second in command at the College, being appointed Tutor in

1842, and Vice-Principal in 1858. The latter office he re-

tained, to the gi'ateful satisfaction of both the Committee and
the missionaries, until 1879. P. S. Eoyston, also, afterwards

Bishop of Mam-itius, was Tutor in the College for two years,

1853-55, and was succeeded by G. F. W. Munby, now Eector

of Turvey.
The In our Thirty-fourth Chapter we have seen how prominent a part

NHssufn in Mr. Childe took in the establishment and working of important

l^^ ,,, Home Mission organizations in Islington. The same thing may
courti! be said of all the Principals and Tutors. But Home Mission work

also formed—and still forms—a definite part of the College

curriculum. The late Graham Wilmot Brooke used to say that

the best training the men could get for foreign work, particularly

among Mohammedans, would be by joining the evangelists of

the Irish Church Missions in Dublin and Cork. But the

Islington students for many years had a precisely similar sphere

of labour. The College definitely undertook the charge of one

of the worst districts in London, known as the Irish Courts, seven

in number, near the " Angel." These courts were crowded with

the lowest class of Eoman Catholic Irish, a lawless, drunken, and
quarrelsome population, among whom no policeman used to go
alone. They were regularly visited by the students, and day-

schools, Sunday-schools, and Sunday services were set on foot.

The services were held in a large upper room approached by an
outside staircase, which was familiarly called by the men " St.

Patrick's Cathedral." The "cathedral " windows were now and
then broken by stones, and the " cathedral " doors battered, and
once nailed up. The visiting was certainly no bad preparation

for Inland China or the Afghan Frontier. Ashton Dibb, who
was some six feet in height, was confronted one day by an Irish
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virago waving a red-hot poker. " Yer see this here poker, don't Part VI.

yer? Well, I've hotted it a purpose for yer; an' ef yer don't p^'^^^o^'

make yerself scarce this blessed minnit, by the holy Vargint, I'll _y_'_

do, and I'll do, and I'll do." Another member of the same Perils of

agreeable sisterhood poured a kettle of boiling water down the sio™ work"
stairs when a student was going up. Nevertheless, the work
went bravely on, and such an influence was gained over the

people, especially the children, that the Mission was publicly

denounced from the altar in the large Roman Catholic church
in Duncan Terrace. And denounced by whom ? By the Very
Eev. Canon Frederick Oakeley, once, when an Oxford under-

graduate, as we saw in the preceding chapter, a member of the

Church Missionary Society !

One of the interesting MS. addresses by Mr. Childe, from
which a good deal in this chapter is borrowed, closes with the

quotation of two "plain directions " in the New Testament; and
our chapter may appropriately close with them likewise. The first

is, " Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that He will send
forth labourers into His harvest." The second is embodied in

one word, 'ETrto-Kei/'ao-^e, " Look out." As the Apostles bade
the whole Church " look out " among its members " seven men
of honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and of wisdom," for

certain Church work, so the aged former Principal, speaking

primarily ad clcrum, but really to us all, bade us "look out"
for men now, so that the College might be continually replenished

with fit persons to serve in the sacred ministry—or ministries—
of the Church.

" Look
out."

The Church Missionary College, Islington.

VOL. II.



CHAPTER XXXVIII,

Church Organization : The Church of New Zealand.

The Church, Visible and Invisible—The "Euthanasia" of a Mission

—

Native Christians in a Colonial Church— C.M.S. Views and Aims
—Bishop Selwyn struggles for Liberty—The Synods and C.M.S.

—

Plans of Bishops Selwyn and Perry-—The Colonial Office gives

way—New Bishops—William V/illiams and the Diocese of V/aiapu
— Should C.M.S. Withdraw ?—Bishop Patteson— Further Steps to

Freedom—The Privy Council Judgments.

" That the Church may receive edifying."—1 Cor. xiv. 5.

" For this cause left I thee in Crete, that thou shouldest set in order the things

that are wantivg."—Titus i. 5.

Part YI.
l»49-t;i.

Chap. 3S.

HE object of a Mission in tlie present dispensation may-

be said to be twofold : (1) the preaching of the Gospel
as a witness

; (2) the gathering out of the Ecclesia,

The ^^ay«3 the " called out " Church of God. But in fulfilling

vi^iwe and *^^ sccond purposB we have to bear in mind the
Invisible, character of the dispensation. As in the Jewish period, so in the

Christian period, there is the Visible Body, and there is the

Invisible Body. Under the old dispensation, " all were not
Israel who were of Israel." Under the new dispensation, the

visible and external Christian " Church " is not identical or co-

terminous with the invisible and spiritual " Chiu'ch " which is in

the highest and fullest sense the Body of Christ. The distinction,

indeed, is not admitted by modern High Church writers. On the

contrary, they strongly protest against it. But they thereby only
show how far they have diverged from genuine Church of England

^e^'^Qf'fhe teaching. The high authority of Hooker, who was no "Low
matter. Churchman," is against them. His famous passage on the subject

is very familiar, but it can never be quoted too often. Of the

Invisible Church he says :'•'

—

" That Chiircli of Christ which we properly term His Body mystical,

can be but one ; neither can that one be sensibly discerned by any man,
inasmucli as the parts thereof are some in heaven already with Cln-ist,

and the rest that are on earth (albeit their natural persons be visible)

7ve do not discern under this property whereby they are truly and
infallibly of that body."

* Eccl. Pol. iii. 1.
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But the Visible Church he describes as " a sensible known Part VI.

body":— 1849-61.

Chap. 38.
" The unity of which Visible Body and Church of Cln-ist consisteth of

that uniformity which all several persons thereunto belonging have, by
reason of that one Lord, whose servants they all profess themselves

;

that one faith, which they all acknowledge ; that one baptism, wherewith
they are all initiated."

Is it possible, he asks, that baptized men who are wicked belong
to the Church of Christ ?

—

" Unto that Church which is His mystical Body, not possible ; because
that Body consisteth of none but only . . . true servants and saints of
God. Howbeit of the Visible Body and Church of Jesus Christ, those
may be, and often-times are."

But it is not wrong to apply to the Visible Church, in a lower visible

sense, the language that is in strictness only applicable to the mu^^be
Invisible ; for St. Paul does so repeatedly. While, therefore, we built up,

may rightly express the second object of Missions in the words
used above, "the gathering out of the Ecclesia, the 'called

out ' Church of God," these must be taken in both senses. The
members of the Church Missionary Society have been wont to

think most of (1) the salvation and (2) the edification of individual
souls as the chief object of their continual prayers. That is

right ; but it is not all. Along with the conversion of individuals,

the outward profession of Christianity grows and spreads ; and
along with the "edifying" or "building up" of the converted
souls, the outward and visible Church must be "built up" and
organized. So, as regards both the spiritual Church and the
visible Church, there is, as we saw in our First Chapter, not
only the " fishing " but also the " shepherding." " This ought ye
to have done, and not to leave the other undone."
"The object of the Church Missionary Society's Missions, One object

viewed in their Ecclesiastical aspect," says the Society's official Mi*^s^n^"
paper on Native Church Organization, "is the development of to'^fv^'op

Native Churches, with a view to their ultimate settlement upon a churches,

self-supporting, self-governing, and self-extending system. When
this settlement has been effected, the Mission will have attained
its cuthana&ia, and the Missionary and all Missionary agency can
be transferred to the regions beyond." The formulating of plans
towards the attainment of this euthanasia was one chief work of

Henry Venn's life. Before he gave his mind to the subject, no
one had done so. It was an untrodden field. We may search
missionary papers during the first half of the nineteenth century,
and search in vain, for any signs that the matter was even
thought of. Noiv, in almost all Missions, the principles laid down
by Venn are accepted, and his plans to a large extent followed,
though adapted to the varying circumstances of different peoples.
A later chapter, however, will introduce us more closely to

these principles and plans, as applied to purely Native Churches,
G 2
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Part YI. There is something in this chapter to come first. Colonial Church
1849-61. Organization comes hefore Missionary Church Organization, both

^P" in order of time and in order of thought. It is the latter that has
Difference owcd SO much to the wisdom and resourcefulness of Hem-y Venn.

Co^i^nia"
"^^^ former, as we now see it in many Colonies, w^as mainly the

and Native work of BishoD Perry of Melbourne and Bishop Selwyn of New
Churches, r? i t

^ *' r J

Zealand.

With Colonial Church Organization this History is only in-

directly concerned. The C.M.S. was not established to provide

ministrations for British settlers abroad. Its purpose is the

evangelization of Native Races. The S.P.G. performs both
functions; the C.M.S. only one. But in so far as the C.M.S.
works among Native Races within British Colonies, it necessarily

has relations with the Church in those Colonies.

And here we see a broad distinction between the euthanciHia of

a Mission in a Colony—that is, in a Colony such as Canada or

New Zealand, in which the British settlers become the majority

of the population—and the euthanasia of a Mission in China or

India or Equatorial Africa, where the white man is only a
traveller or a sojourner. In the former case the Native Chris-

tians, necessarily, naturally, rightly, become absorbed in a Church
the bulk of whose members are of British descent. The latter

case is quite different, and far more complicated. The Church to

be organized should be, eventually at least, native in character.

Venn and It is to this latter case that Venn's principles and plans apply.
Selwyn.

j|. ^^..^^ ^j^^ former problem that Bishop Selwyn had to tackle in

New Zealand.

It is not easy in the present day, when we see flourishing self-

governing Colonial Churches, or Branches of the Church of
Organiza- England, all round the world, to realize the perplexities that

Colonial attended their foundation. The Church of Ireland has given us

di'fficuit^^
an object-lesson of the success of even an ancient Church in

governing and providing for itself on the withdrawal of State aid

and recognition. But in 1841 there were no precedents for

guidance. In India, the Church, as represented by the Bishops
and chaplains, was little more than a department of the State.

In Canada and Australia, the Church had been provided with
State endowments ; the S.P.G. work was auxiliary to them ; and
there was no thought of local self-government. Mr. Tucker, in

his Life of Bishop Sehcyn/''- thus forcibly describes the condition

of things :

—

" It needed but the throwing out of swarms from the mother-country
to prove how lamentably deficient is the Church of England in powers
of self-government and of adaptation to the varying necessities of a
rapidly-changing order of things. At home, with the support of endow-
ments and the influence of State connexion, these deficiencies are not so

Ut^^lte patent, although anything like unusual tension brings them into promi-
connexion. nence ; but when the mother-Church, awaking from her slumbers,

* Vol. ii. p. 84.
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and regarding the daily exodus of her children to all parts of the world, Part "VI.

followed them with the fulness of her organization, it was no longer 1849-61.

possible to conceal how inadequate was the provision for the due Chap. 38.

administration of her discipline and the maintenance of her position,

both in the Colonies and among the Heathen.
" At first, it is true, this was not revealed in the full light of its neces-

sity. In India, which was treated as a garrison,—in Australia, which
was regarded as a large convict station,—in Canada and the West
Indies, where the Church was an appanage of the State and maintained
by subsidies in the shape of either lands or money voted from the public
treasury, the life of the Church and its inherent powers were sup-
pressed in consideration of the material aids which the civil power
secured to it.

" But there came a time when Colonies outgrew the stage in which
Imperial nursing was possible. For a time they had been appendages to
the Colonial Office and had been governed from Downing Street ; but
when the claim for local self-government in matters civil could no longer
be resisted, the value of Letters Patent, on which the coercive jurisdic-

tion of the Episcopate had depended, was discredited on the first

occasion on which it was tested, and the Church was found to have
fallen between the two systems, and to be given up to anarchy almost
without power of extricating herself."

Bishop Selwyn, from the first, contemplated a different order Seiwyn's

of things in New Zealand. He perceived that Establishment a"free^^'

would give the Church there no advantages ; and he was not dis- church,

posed to submit to its disadvantages. His views on the general

subject, prior to any attempt to carry them out in New Zealand,
may be seen from some incisive letters of his to friends in

England, not primarily regarding his own diocese, but a i^vopos

of a scheme before Parliament in 1846 for endowing a new
bishopric for Manchester with the income of two of the Welsh
sees, to be abolished for the purpose. This scheme he earnestly

o^Dposed, on the ground that the " spiritual existence " of the sees

was quite independent of their temporalities, " as the soul of man
is exempt from the power of the gaoler who may confine his body,
or the hangman who may put an end to his life " :

—

" Let the State, if it pleases, be the gaoler or the hangman of the even if

body of the Church ; let it suspend or alienate its revenues at j^leasure,
^espoiled

provided always that the soul of the Church, its living principle, its state,

scripless and purseless spirit, its divine origin, its holy and inward
energy, be not confounded with such beggarly elements as seats in the
House of Lords, and thousands a year, and parks and palaces, things
which statesmen love to ' touch, and taste, and handle,' but which
' perish in the using.'

" The true essence of the Church, which man can neither give nor
take away, [is] that patrimony and perpetual inheritance which it

possessed, even when its Founder had not where to lay His head, when
His disciples had but a few tattered nets and leaky boats, and had left

even them, and when they went out without scrip or purse, and yet
lacked nothing." *

In another letter he refers to the ardent young Tractarians

* Life of Bishop Seluyn, pp. 214, 215.
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Part YI. who were dissatisfied with the Erastianism of the EstahHshed
1849-61. Church, and who, professing to be longing for opportunities of a
Chap. 38.

Y\{q of austerity and self-denial, talked of retii'ing into monasteries

A chance ^nd hermitages. Could they not, he asks, try a missionary life

in New in New Zealand ?
Zealand for

^°
h'orites.

" I ^^^ve at command," he says, " a rill of water, a shady wood, a

rocky cave, and roots of fern, for every one of these would-be anchorites

who desires to walk in the steps of St. Winfrid or St. Dunstan."

And they should find a Church to which their complaints would
not apply :

—

" My desire is, in this country, so far as God may <i;ive me light and
strength, to try what the actual system of the Church of England can

do, when disencumbered of its earthly load of seats in Parliament,

Erastian compromises, corrviption of patronage, confusion of orders,

synodless bishops, and an unorganized clergy. None of these things

are inherent in our system, and therefore are not to be imputed as

faults." *

At the present day, with the lives and labours before us of a

Patteson and a Hannington, a French and a Horden,—to say

nothing of living men like Bishop Bompas,—we have got far

beyond the old coach-and-six notion of episcopal dignity ; and

Alarm at Sclwyn's bold words do not shock us. We may not concur in

boia'pians every expression, but we can all admire their spirit. But half a

century ago they were courageous indeed ; and we need not be

surprised if their author was in some quarters dreaded as half

a Papist and half a Political Dissenter. It must be confessed

that the vision of a ship-load of Tractarian anchorites from

Oxford arriving in New Zealand was not calculated to com-
mend the Bishop's plans to Evangelical missionaries ; but

there was one fear that haunted them, and haunted the C.M.S.
Committee at home, which was undoubtedly due to at least

Fear of partial misconception. That fear was the fear of Episcopal

lutoc°raf
Autocracy.

au ocracy.
^^ ^^ ^^ Established Church, as in England, Episcopal

Autocracy is avoided by means of the legal rights of clergy and
laity conferred by Establishment. In a non-established Church,

the true preventive against Episcopal Autocracy is the very thing

that was feared as likely to introduce it—Synodical action. The
Letters Patent given to the early Colonial Bishops practically

endowed them with autocratic power. Bishop Perry, of Mel-

bourne, said, " The government of the Church of England in this

Colony is a pure autocracy"; and he complained of the result,

namely, that men of good standing in England would not go out

Seiwyn's ^^ sphcrcs in which they were subject to the will of an indi-

aimjust vidual.f What was Bishop Selwyn's view of the matter ? "I
tra^ry?"" believc," he said, " the monarchical idea of the Episcopate to be

as foreign to the true mind of the Church as it is adverse to the

* Ll^e of Bi>^liop Selwyii, vol. i. pp. 199, 200. t Ibid., vul. ii. p. 88.
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Gospel doctrine of humility." By " monarchical," of course, Part VI.

he meant "absolutist" or "autocratical"; for constitutional lf^49-6l.

"monarchy" was what he aimed at. "I would rather resign
^ "^P- ^^-

my office," he continued, " than be reduced to act as a single

isolated being." •- To obviate the risks of Episcopal Autocracy,
therefore, was one purpose of his efforts to organize the Church
of New Zealand.

In passing, let it be observed that, years after, when Selwyn
became Bishop of Lichfield, he worked for the same object, so

far as was possible in an Established Church, by forming a
Diocesan Conference of clerical and lay representatives. The
same dread and suspicion arose, and as needlessly. Gradually,

in the course of twenty years or so, every diocese in England
imitated the plan ; and though in England such Conferences have
no power, and only limited influence, they have unquestionably
done good by familiarizing the lay mind with Church affairs.

We may now proceed to review briefly the steps actually taken Seiwyn's

by Bishop Selwyn in New Zealand. steps.

In 1844 he summoned an informal synod of the clergy at First quasi

Waimate. This, tentative and informal as it was, is interesting
^>'"°'^-

as being the very first experiment of the kind in the Anglican
Church. The meeting was attended by three archdeacons, four

other presbyters, and two deacons ; most of them being C.M.S.
missionaries. The object of the gathering was " to frame rules

for the better management of the Mission and the general govern-
ment of the Church," and the discussions were limited to

questions of Church discipline and Church extension, particularly

practical matters such as sponsors in baptism, the admission of

polygamists to the Church, &c. This is exactly the sort of

meeting that is now universally recognized as most useful and
desirable ; but the news of it, on reaching England, threw the
legal members of the C.M.S. Committee into transports of alai-m. Alarm in

The royal supremacy was being invaded by priestly assump- "^ ^"

tion ! We can afford now to smile at these fears ; but they
were excusable at the time. The legal mind is always cautious,

and keen to see difficulties; and here was a distinct "innova-
tion"—no doubt "the thin end of the wedge"! The mis-
sionaries themselves, though not sympathizing with the Bishop
in all his designs, did not share the fears of the Committee at

home.
In 1847, a second informal synod of clergy was held ; on which Second

occasion Selwyn delivered his Primary Charge, a very able and synod,

comprehensive address, in which he expounded at length his

views on the whole subject, and upon the Church controversies

of the day in England. It need not now detain us.t In 1850

* Address to his tentative preliminary Synod in 1847. ii/e, vol. ii. p. 89.

"I"
One sentence, a propns of the Oxford Movement and Newman's secession,

is worth quoting :
—" Three mighty nien . . . when they found us hemmed in

with enemies, and thirsting for Catholic unity, went forth to draw water for
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Part VI. he attended an Episcopal Conference—again the first of its

1849-61. kind—convened at Sydney by Bishop Broughton, which was
Chap. 38. attended also by four recently-appointed Australian Bishops,

Conference Melbourne, Adelaide, Newcastle, and Tasmania. This Con-
°f|'shops ference led to important results. The six Bishops resolved to
^ ^ ^ '

act on the advice given shortly before to the Church in the

Colonies generally by Mr. Gladstone, that in view of the rapid

removal of the seeming support of the civil power, they should

"organize themselves on that basis of voluntary consensual compact

lohicJi ivas the basis on tchich the Church of Christ rested from the

first." Some of them, indeed, sought to obtain legal sanction,

first from the British Parliament, and then, failing that, from

the Colonial Legislatures, for the synodical action and other

arrangements for self-government which they contemplated ;

'•'

but Bishop Perry was the only one who succeeded in organizing

his diocese upon the basis of legal authority derived from the

Colonial Legislature.! On the other hand, the example of adopt-

ing Mr. Gladstone's counsel in its entirety was set by Bishop

Sehvyn.
More fears Not, however, immediately. The C.M.S. lawyers were again
at home,

frightened ; and in 1851 the Committee sent out instructions to

the missionaries to keep aloof from the proposed Church organi-

zation. They did not condemn it per se ; they gave no opinion

as to its applicability to a Colony where the clergy w^ere in no
way dependent upon the mother country ; but they considered

that missionaries supported from home were not free to join in a

scheme which might separate the Church in New Zealand from
the Home Church. We may again regret that the Society should

have stood in the way of a development that was rapidly becoming,

not only desirable, but absolutely necessary ; but we can scarcely

be surprised at the hesitation of a law-abiding Committee in the

uncertainty whereunto the Bishop's schemes would grow-. More-
over, Selwyn himself did not yet see that State authority might

safely be dispensed with. In an important circular issued in

1852, he urged "the necessity of applying to the heads of the

State and of the Church in England for authority to frame, under
their sanction, a form of constitution for the Branch of the

Seiwyn's English Church " in New Zealand. And to obtain this authority

England, he proceeded to England in 1854.

At this very time the Church in the Colonies had been before

Parliament. Mr. Gladstone had introduced a Bill, and failed to

carry it. Archbishop Sumner had introduced a Bill, and failed

us from the well of primitive antiquity; but one was taken captive by the

foreign armies which had usurped the well."— Quoted in Life of Bishop Sehcyii,

vol. i. p. 24-0. Is it necessary to interpret the alhision to Keble, Xewmau,
and Pusey ?

* See aide, Chapter XXXIII., p. 13.

f The M'hole history of the eilorts made by various dioceses to organize

themselves in various ways is ably summarized in Canon Goodman's Church
in Victoria during the Episcoj^atf cf Biahoji Piny (London, 1892).
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to cany it.''' It was becoming more and more evident that Church Part VI.

legislation in Parhament would soon become almost an impossi- i^"*^"^],"

bility. And Bishop Selwyn could get neither an Act nor a Eoyal ^^'

Charter to enable him to organize the Church in New Zealand.

But his visit bore important fruit in other ways. For one thing,

he was joined by John Coleridge Patteson, with a view to woik
in Melanesia. For another thing, his great course of Advent
Sermons in the University Church at Cambridge resulted in the

offer, for missionary work in South Africa, of C. F. Mackenzie,

afterwards the first Bishop of the Universities' Mission. But
what more immediately concerns this History was his concordat

with the Church Missionary Society.

On June 23rd the Committee received Bishop Selwyn and Sir Seiwyn

George Grey. It was on this occasion that the request for
^"

Archdeacon Henry Williams's reinstatement was made, as related

in our Twenty-eighth Chapter. The Bishop presented an im-

portant memorandum, embodying many questions as to the future

course of the Society in New Zealand. At subsequent meetings

this memorandum w^as carefully considered, and the result was a

series of resolutions w4iich appear to have been very satisfactory

to the Bishop. As regards a Church constitution, the Committee
now understood that no separation from the Church of England
was intended, that the Queen's supremacy was recognized, that

questions of doctrine and ritual would be excluded from the

purview of the Synods, and that the interests of the Maori
Christians would be cared for ; and they cordially withdrew their

instructions to the missionaries of three years before, and approved New

of their joining with the Bishop in the work of organizing the
'^°"'^°''

Church. The Bishop having proposed to divide his diocese into

four, and to obtain the appointment of three of the missionaries as

bishops of the three new dioceses, the Committee agreed to con-

tinue their stipends, and also to contribute land endowments for

them. (But this fell through, as the Colonial Office refused leave

for the new bishoprics.) A great many other resolutions were
come to, which need not detain us ; but the two following should

be put on record :

—

" 7. The Committee do not wish their missionaries to be regarded as

a sepa rate body in the New Zealand Church. It has pleased God to

make them mainly instrumental in the introduction of the Gospel into

the land, and there is therefore every reason why they should identify

themselves with its rising Church, and assist the Bishop and clergy in

consolidating and establishing it upon that Protestant and Evangelical

basis upon which all its prosperity, under God, depends."
" 19. The Committee wish that the trust under which they hold their

lands should be generally known and understood in New Zealand,
namely :

—
' That, as the land held by the Society in New Zealand was

acquired by the Committee solely for the purposes of the Mission, and
the possession of it intended to promote, through the Mission, the spiritual

* See Chapter XXXIII.
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Part VI. welfare of the Natives, it be appropriated, under the direction of tlio

1 849-61. Committee, to endow, or aid the endowment of, a bishopric, if necessary

;

Chap. 38. of a parochial ministry in connexion witli our Church, when the state

of the Mission shall be sufficiently advanced to admit of the Mission
stations conveniently assimiing the parochial form ; of educational and
collegiate establishments ; and to other objects of permanent benefit to
the Natives, at the discretion of the Committee, to the extent to which
the land so held by the Society shall be of value to efi'ectuate some or all

of the objects above referred to, in whole or in part.'"

Chi^ch°"^'^
Still, the problem remained, Where was the authority to

organiza- organize the Church to come from ? In the following year,

author- Bishop Perry, of Melbourne, bent on the same quest, came to
ized? England, and applied to the Colonial Office for the royal assent to

an Act of the Legislature in the Colony sanctioning his plans
(which, as before-mentioned, differed from Selwyn's plans). Lord
John Eussell, at that time again Colonial Secretary, said No.
Lord John just then went out of office, and was succeeded by
Sir William Molesworth, w^ho said Yes for himself ; but the law
officers of the Crown said No. Suddenly Sir W. Molesworth
died, and Mr. Labouchere (afterwards Lord Taunton) came into

office ; and he not only obtained the royal assent to the Melbourne
scheme, but got a permissive Act passed for the Canadian Church,
and moreover, by a single sentence in a despatch to Canada,

The key : provided Selwyn with a key to the solution of the problem. The

compact.^ sentence was simply this :
—" I mn aware of the advantages which

miijht belong to a scheme under which the binding force of such
regulations should he simjdy voluntary." '' It is curious that such
simple and natural words should have proved so powerful. But
they opened men's eyes instantly. There could be nothing illegal

in any society, whether a cricket club or a Church, making rules

for its own members, provided that they bound no one who did

not voluntarily submit himself to them. " All at once," writes

Dean Jacobs, "but upon some sooner than others, the light of

their actual freedom dawned, and they saw that their bondage had
been mainly self-inflicted ; like some bedridden hypochondriacs,

they suddenly believed that they could rise and walk, and they

did so." f
5^onference Accordingly, in May, 1857, the Bishop summoned a Conference
constitu- at Auckland to draft a constitution for the Church. There were

two Bishops, Dr. Harper having come out as Bishop of Christ-

church, a new diocese formed for a rising Colony in the Middle

* It would appear from the Letters of Lord Blackford, tliat he, then Sir

Frederick Rogers, and an Under-Secretary in the Colonial Office, was the real

author of this more liberal policy. He was an active High Churchman, and
one of the founders of the Guardian. H. Venn wrote in his diary (February
13th, 1856), "The Archbishop showed me copies of despatches sent by Mr.

Labouchere to Canada and to Melbourne giving the Queen's consent to the

Melbourne Church Act, and enunciating precisely the principles advocated in

my pamphlet." {Life of H. Venn, p. 234.)

t Church History of New Zealand, p. 167.

tion
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Island; eight clergymen, of whom five were C.M.S. missionaries, Part VI.

viz., the brothers Wilhams, Brown, Hadfield, and Kissling—all i^"^^"^!"

five of them archdeacons then or afterwards ; and seven laymen. ^P' "

Bishop Periy's constitution for Melbourne was already at w^ork : Bishops

the first meeting of his fully-organized Synod had been held there
||[,J|^yn"'^

in the previous year ; so that to him must be awarded the honour

'of having first presided over the Synod of a Colonial Church. To
him, also, w^as largely due the scheme of representation of the

laity which, in substance, is now generally adopted. Bishop

Selwyn's task, however, was more difficult, owing to the existence

of a Maori section of the Church, and to the fact of a great

English missionary society having large interests in connexion

with it. Into the details of the New Zealand constitution it is

needless to enter here. No special provision for the Maori

members of the Church was made at that time. Their share in

its affairs will come before us much later in this History. Suffice

it to say that the constitution was drawn with much skill ; and
although it afterwards underwent some hostile criticism from the

High Church clergy of Christchurch Diocese (who all along were

far more troublesome to Bishop Selwyn than the Church
Missionary Society, vide Dean Jacobs's History, passim), it has

proved eminently w^orkable to this day. It ow^ed something to the

American Church, w^iose constitution Selwyn had studied ; and
in its turn it proved of great value as a pattern to other Colonies,

and also to the Church of Ireland.

The first General Synod under the new constitution met at The first

Wellington in March, 1859. There were now four bishops to olnerli

attend. Three new dioceses had been formed, Wellington, Synod.

Nelson, and Waiapu. Selwyn had originally nominated Hadfield

for a bishopric, in accordance with his arrangement with the

C.M.S. ; first to Christchurch, then to a proposed diocese of

" Wellington and Nelson," and thirdly to Wellington alone; but

Hadfield declined all three times. So three old Etonians had The new

been procured, H.J. C. Harper =^= for Christchurch, C. J. Abraham '''^^°p^-

for Welhngton, and E. Hobhouse for Nelson. For Waiapu, the

eastern diocese of the North Island, w^hich was in the main a

Maori sphere. Archdeacon William Williams, who had been for

twenty years the chief missionary in that part of the country,

was selected, as had all along been intended ; and he was conse-

crated during the session of the Synod, by the other four.

The Synod was opened by Bishop Selwyn with a masterly

address.! It was, of course, chiefly occupied with questions of

practical organization, with which we are not now concerned.

But one passage must be quoted, which admirably embodies the on the"

true view of the externals of Church arrangements and machinery :— of the"""'^

" There is but one doubt of any importance, which I have heard Church.

* Harper had not been an Eton boy, but he was a private tutor tliere.

Selwyn said, "We must naturalize him."

f Printed at length in the Life, vol. ii pp. 108—126.
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Part VI. expressed on the subject of Church Constitutions, and that is, that we
1849-61. may be tempted to rely on mere external and material ors;anization.
Chap. 38. instead of resting on the one foundation-stone of Jesus Christ, and

seeking for the quickening influences of His Holy Spirit. But is not
this a danger inseparable from our mixed nature in its fallen state ? As
the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and these are contrary the one to

the other, so must everything that is outward and visible endanger the
purity and vitality of that which is spiritual. However precious may be
the ointment, a dead fly might cause it to stink. The brazen serpent
might be made into an idol. The sacrifice of the Paschal Lamb might
become an empty form. The temple of the Lord might be made
a den of thieves. The word of God may be the letter that' killeth,

instead of the Spirit that giveth life ; the savour of death unto death,
instead of the savour of life unto life. We may have the form of godli-

ness while we deny the power thereof. The tables of stone may draw
away our thoughts from the Holy Law of God written on the tables of

the heart. Prayer, Baptism, Confirmation, Communion, every ordi-

nance that has a form of words or an outward sign, is liable to the same
danger ; and even where no foi"m of words is used, the lips may still

draw near to God, while the heart is far from Him. If every sacramental
sign were removed, formality would still grow up from the dead
heart within.

" The danger then, which is feared, of trusting to external organiza-

tion, rather than to the inward life of the Spirit, is not peculiar to our
present work, but is the besetting danger attendant upon every religious

ordinance, and common to the Church at large, and to all its members.
It would be vain, then, to seek for spiritual life by rejecting outward
organization."

The only other portion that need he referred to is the Bishop's

argument against seeking from the Colonial Legislature a legal

status for the Synod, similar to that which Bishop Perry had
obtained for Melbom^ne. " We should," he observed, "incur all

the liabilities of a Church established by law, while at the same
time, in the eye of the Colonial Legislature, we should only be as

one of many denominations, all equal to one another." The
authority claimed by the C.M.S. over its missionaries, too, would,

he thought, be interfered with under any other system than

that of mutual voluntary compact.

William The most interesting incident of the session was the consecra-
wiiiiams

tJQi-^ of "William Williams. The other bishops had all been
crated first consecrated in England ; and all had received Letters Patent,

Wa^apu°^ which SO closely attached them to the Established Church that

they could not proceed to a legal consecration themselves without

the consent of the Crown and the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The necessary commission, however, arrived from England during

the sitting of the Synod ; and no time was lost in acting upon it.

On the very next day, Sunday, April 3rd, 1859, the four bishops

solemnly laid their hands on W'illiam Williams, and he then took

his episcopal seat as first Bishop of Waiapu. No man, next to

Samuel Marsden, more deserves to be called the Apostle of the

Maoris. He and his brother Henry had for thirty-four years

been the leaders of the missionary band ; but William had
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certainly had the larger share in the actual work of evangeliza- Part YI.

tion. If Henry by his great energy had, as we have before seen, 1849-61.

made enemies as well as friends, William by his gentleness had ^^'
'

won only friends. He was faithful to Evangelical truth, and at

the same time a loyal supporter of Selwyn in his plans for

organization. Twelve years before, Selwyn had written of him,
" He is an episcopally-minded mail, and it would give ine great

pleasure to divide my diocese with him. Yea, let him take all,

as I cannot pretend to equal his piety or maturity of wisdom."*
Bishop Broughton had said of him, " He is the man I should like

to have with me when I am dying." \

There is a tradition that when Selwyn, at his interview with Good

the C.M.S. Committee in England, proposed four new bishoprics,
'^^^^

John Tucker of Madras drew a little picture of four lights at four

corners being extinguished by four mitres ! It was a significant

illustration of the fear that many good people have always had,

that organization may stifle life. So, undoubtedly, it may ; but

not necessarily ; and assuredly the mitre of Waiapu did not.

One consideration which much influenced the Society in desiring

to see missionaries at the head of new dioceses was that the result

would be the ordination of more Maori clergy. Selwyn's back-

wardness in this respect, and his reasons for it, have been noticed

in our Twenty-eighth Chapter. Up to the time of the General

Synod, when he had been seventeen years in New Zealand, he had
only ordained two Maori deacons, Eota (Lot) Waitoa and Eiwai

(Levi) Te Ahu. Bishop Williams, soon after his consecration. More

gave priest's orders to Eota and ordained six new deacons, two ^rdahfe^d.

of whom were advanced to the higher degree a year or two later.

Bishop Sehvyn was now encouraged to go forward a little ; and
in the same years, 1860-64, he ordained five Maori deacons ; but

he did not give any of them priest's orders within that period,

and indeed only two before he finally left the Colony. The
CM. Intelligencer again and again argued the question, and
urged the provision of more Native clergy, so that the now
numerous congregations might be duly shepherded, and in par-

ticular that they might at least have the Holy Communion
administered once a quarter ; but this was a counsel of perfection

except in the new diocese of Waiapu.
Before the next triennial General Synod was held, the Diocese ^^°^^ j^

of Waiapu had further signalized itself by holding, in December, v/aiapu

1861, a Diocesan Synod conducted entirely in the Maori language. ^^°^^^^-

It was attended by three English and three Maori clergymen,

and seventeen Maori lay delegates ; and several practical resolu-

tions were debated and passed, one of which is worth quoting, as

showing that a Maori Synod could take a wider view of its

responsibilities than most English Church assemblies :

—

" That in the judgment of this Synod it is the duty of those who

* Life, vol. i. p. 249. f Ihld., p. 250.
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Part VI. enjoy the blessiiif^s of the Gospel to use their exertions to send the

184.9-61. Gospel to the nations who are sitting in darkness."

' Henry Venn, in the next Annual Eeport, enlarged with ex-

cusable pride upon this memorable Maori Synod :—

•

Venn's " The missionary who, twenty-five years ago, first carried the message
retrospect, ^j t^^ Gospel to the Eastern division of the Northern Island has been

preserved to rejoice in its complete trimnph. In the year 1840, Mr.
Williams was the solitary missionary in the Eastern District, and he
wrote, ' The size of my parish is two degrees and a half. My present

condition is solitary. Here I am, holding on, not to the wreck, but on
the spoil ; and by God's assistance I will hold on till you send the

required help.' In 1861 the same veteran missionary presided as Bishop

over a Synod of the Native Church, surrounded by his Native Clergy

and Laity, and with his own son in the flesh and in the Gospel, born on

the spot, as his Assessor. Such an instance of signal blessing upon the

labours of a faithful missionary can scarcely- be paralleled in modern
times. The mind is carried back to primitive ages, when the "Word of

God grew mightily and prevailed, and forward to the predicted latter

season when a nation shall be born in a day."

That "own son in the flesh" was destined, after thirty-three

years, to be elected third bishop of the same diocese ; and three

years later he appeared in England as a member of the Lambeth
Conference of 1897.

But before passing from the first General Synod of 1859, there

is one more matter to refer to, which is omitted both by Mr.
Tucker and by Dean Jacobs. When Bishop Selwyn was in

England in 1854, one of the subjects discussed between him and
the G.M.S. Committee was the expediency of the Society gradually

withdrawing from New Zealand, and accomplishing what at the

beginning of this chapter we have seen to be its view of the

euthanasia of a Mission. Now both the Bishop and the Com-
mittee wished for the withdrawal, and yet both deprecated it.

How was that? The Bishop wished the Society's control with-

drawn, and its men, its money, and its lands handed over to the

Colonial Church. The Committee wished to withdraw (gradually)

the Society's money, in order to employ it in still unevangelized

countries ; but, so long as the missionaries remained, to retain

them in C.M.S. connexion, and so long as this continued, to

retain control over the lands and their produce. Mr. Eidgeway,

in the CM. IntclUgencer, ^vl-ote article after article '= dwelhng on

the need of still caring for the Maori converts ; in other words,

of still following up the past "fishing " by watchful " shepherd-

ing." And this all the more because of the serious declension

in the Native Christian community consequent, as before ex-

plained, upon the growth and prosperity of the colonial population.

Th- Synod Now at the General Synod, the Bishop proposed that the Society
rejects

^
j-jg communicated with, " in order to ascertain whether they would

proposal! be willing to resign into the hands of the clergy and laity of [the

Could the
C.M.S.
now with-
draw ?

* See especially the numbers for December, 185-4, and July, 1856.
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dioceses] their present charge of the native settlements, and upon Part VI.

what conditions they would assist in iorming a fund for the 1^^9-61.

permanent endowment of native parishes and schools."' ''' Full ^^^"

discussion ensued ; and ultimately the proposal was not accepted,

but a resolution was passed nmi. con.—by the Synod of five

bishops, ten clergymen, and thirteen lay,iien, twenty-eight in all,

only six of whom were connected with the Society :

—

" That since the colonization of New Zealand, there has never been a
period when the native race more urgently required the undiminished
efforts of the Church Missionary Society than at the present moment."

A more complete, and unexpected, justification of the Com-
mittee's policy could not be conceived.

When the second General Synod met in 1862, it was joined by
a sixth bishop. This was Bishop Patteson of Melanesia, who Bishop

had been consecrated in the previous year, and whose island
^^"^5°"-

diocese w^as included in the Ecclesiastical Province of New
Zealand. Of Patteson's noble and devoted life it is not the
province of this History to speak in detail, although every reader
of these pages honours the man and thanks God for his example.
But the difficulty of getting him consecrated cannot be passed Problem of

over, as it illustrates so significantly the general subject of the crat^on.^^"

present chapter. Although the organization of the Church was
now free, the Bishops themselves were still tied by their Letters
Patent ; and although, as already explained, they had received
State sanction for their consecrating W. Williams, it was quite

another thing to get leave to send a bishop into a sphere outside

the British dominions. There was, indeed, the Act of 1841
(commonly called the Jerusalem Act), which authorized the
Queen to authorize the Archbishop of Canterbury to do this

dreadful thing ; but that Act was held not to apply to the case
before us. Bishop Wilberforce, as we have seen, had failed, some
few years before, to pass a more elastic measure. Long nego-
tiations ensued between Bishop Selwyn and the Colonial Office

;

and the former suggested to the Government four alternatives. How the

which are worth citing to illustrate how easy it is to devise wassoKed
methods of circumventing what is supposed to be the law. They
were—(1) to give the new bishop a fragment of territory at the
north end of New Zealand, which, being within the Empire,
might be his nominal diocese, and from whence he could visit the
islands as Selwyn himself had done

; (2) to issue special Letters
Patent, similar to the commissions by which authority is given to

Consuls over British subjects abroad
; (3) to separate Norfolk

Island from the Diocese of Tasmania (to which it then belonged),

and make it the see of the new bishop
; (4) to permit the New

Zealand bishops simply to exercise the inherent rights of their

episcopal office, and consecrate a bishop if they pleased without

* This proposal is mentioned in the Life of Bishop Selwyn, but the result is

not given.
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Part YI.
1849-61.

Chap. 38.

Mistaken
policy of
Evangeli-
cals.

Changed
view now.

Effects of
Privy
Council
judgments
on Colonial
Church.

definite sanction from the Crown. The Colonial Secretaiy then

was the Duke of Newcastle, an adherent in Church matters of

Mr. Gladstone, w^ho was also in the Ministry (it was the period of

his great budgets) ; and we can scarcely be wroiig in seeing Mr.
Gladstone's influence—and perhaps that of his friend Bishop
Wilberforce—in the Duke's choice. He chose the fourth alterna-

tive, only expressing a doubt whether the bishops had not better

go and do the extra-legal act on one of the islands, rather than on
British soil ! Bishop Selwyn, however, was determined to make
full use of the leave given, and having been assured by the

Crown lawyers in New Zealand that the consecration, though
extra-legal, would not be illegal, he, as he said, " no longer felt

any scruple, but went forward with a conscience void of offence "
;

and Patteson was consecrated at Auckland on St. Matthias' Day,
1861. It is noteworthy that the consecration, in the same w'ay,

of Bishop Mackenzie for Central Africa, took place at Cape Town
in the same year. " Thus slowly," says Dean Jacobs, " but at

leiigth completely, did the obstinate traditions of the Colonial

Office, the unreasonable obstacles they put in the way of

Church progress, and the imaginary difficulties they were in

the habit of raising, give way before common sense and deter-

mination." *

It must be candidly confessed that all this was very distasteful,

not to the C.M.S. missionaries in New Zealand—they (or most of

them) were in sympathy with it,—but to Evangelical Churchmen
in England. The Record of that day saw nothing but the cloven

foot of sacerdotalism in all these movements to shake oft" State

fetters. The tyranny exercised in the Middle Ages by the Church
over the State had given the pendulum a long swing the other

way ; and the policy alike of Tudor, Stuart, and Hanoverian
dynasties was for the State to tyrannize over the Church. One
could wish that the universal recognition of the rights of the

Church—subject always, in England, to the Eoyal Supremacy,

—

which obtains now among Churchmen of all schools, had been
initiated, like so many other Church improvements and develop-

ments, by large-hearted and far-seeing Evangelicals. But it w^as

not so. We unquestionably owe it to the High Church party

that we can all now view with satisfaction the consecration of

(say) Bishop Clifford in India, Bishop Leonard Williams in New
Zealand, and Bishop Grisdale in Eupert's Land—to name those

who happen to have been C.M.S. missionaries,—and that Evan-
gelicals, at all events, have given enthusiastic approval to the

action of Archbishop Plunket in consecrating Bishop Cabrera.

Two more steps in what may be called the complete enfran-

chisement of the Church in New Zealand should be recorded

here, though their dates were a little later than the present section

of our History. First, in 1863, the Judicial Committee of the

Church History of New Zealand, p. 260.
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Jr'rivy Council, on a South African ecclesiastical case,"'' decided Part VI.

once for all the position of the Church in self-governing Colonies I8i9-(il.

such as Austraha, New Zealand,! Cape Colony, and Canada, or
Cbap^S.

in Crown Colonies where disestablishment has been effected, as

now in Ceylon. The following sentence in the judgment may
be regarded as the charter of the Colonial Churches :—

" The Church of England, in places where there is no Church esta-

blished by law, is in the same situation with any other religious body, in

no better but in no worse position ; and the members may adopt, as the
members of any other Comnumion may adopt, rules for enforcing disci-

pline within their body, which will be binding on those who, expressly
or by implication, have assented to them."

"Thus," remarks Dean Jacobs, :[ "was the ancient bugbear
finally demolished." The judgment enabled the New Zealand
Chiu'ch to modify its constitution in certain respects, to which it

IS needless to refer. But a second step was taken two years
later which completed the Church's independence. In 1865, the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council gave another important
judgment, § affirming that the Crown had no power to create

territorial dioceses, or grant to bishops ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

in Colonies possessing independent legislatures ; and that there-

fore all Letters Patent which had been granted to colonial bishops
after legislative independence had been conferred on the Colonies

they worked in were null and void. Since then, no Letters Letters

Patent have been granted ; and all that the Crown does, whenever d^carded.
a colonial bishop is consecrated in England, is to give the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, being a State officer, authority to perform
the ceremony. But Bishop Selwyn and his suffragans felt them-
selves in a certain sense still morally bound by the possession of

their Letters Patent ; and they therefore took the remarkable
step of petitioning the Queen for permission to surrender them.||

Apparently, no answer to this petition was received; but the

Bishops regarded themselves now as free from any possible

restrictions imposed by the discredited documents.
It should be understood that the non-established Colonial Freedom of

Churches are not exempt—as of course they ought not to be chur"'hes

exempt, nor have wished to be exempt—from the ordinary pur-
"g°s\Jfg^s

view of the law in the same way as it takes cognizance of other

voluntary societies. An individual member of any such Church
can sue or be sued in the case of a breach of contract or trans-

gression of a bye-law, just as would be the case witli a railway

* The Appeal of the Rev. W. Long v. the Bishop of Cape Town, June 24th,

1863.

t New Zealand was at first a Crown Colony, but received powers of local

legislation in 1852.
+ Church History of New Zealand, p. 273.

§ In the case of Bishop Colenso, March 20th, 1865.

11
The Petition is printed in extenso in the Lije uf Bishop Seluyv, vol. ii.

p. 135.

VOL,. II. H
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Part VI. company and its shareholders or servants or passengers ; and
1849-61. from the Colonial Courts an appeal lies to the Privy Council.
C hap. 38. rjij^g Anglican Church, as the judgment of 1863 expresses it, is

" in no better but in no worse position " than any other religious

body. For example, if a Colonial Church—as is the case in New
Zealand—has a clause in its constitution forbidding it to alter the

Prayer-book, except that it may adopt an alteration legally made
in England, then any attempt to do so could be stopped by an
appeal to the local Courts and ultimately to the Privy Council.

The Church constitutions in the Colonies generally contain both
"fundamental provisions" and "provisions not fundamental,"
with a clause (as in New Zealand) forbidding even the General
Synod to " alter, revoke, add to, or diminish " any of the former.

Thus the liberty of the Anglican Church in the colonial possessions

of Great Britain is not a liberty that can degenerate into license,

but a liberty strictly guarded against any tendency to break away,
in doctrine or in discipline, from the ancient Mother Church of

England. And that the various branches of the Church in all

parts of the world are so skilfully united with it as to combine
reasonable elasticity with full communion is largely due to the

vigour and resourcefulness of Bishop Selwyn.



Part VI.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

West Africa : Three Missions and Three Bishops.

Sierra Leone—Growth of the Native Church—Fourah Bay College

—

Dr. Koelle's Linguistic Work—Temne Mission—Yoruba Mission

—

S. Crowther at Abeokuta—The Egba Chiefs and Queen Victoria

—

Revival of the Slave Trade—Lord J. Russell, Lord Palmerston, and
H. Venn—Dahomey—Sarah Forbes Bonetta—Dahomian Attack on
Abeokuta—Lagos captured by the British—H. Venn's Plans for

promoting Lawful Commerce—Mr. Clegg and the Cotton Trade

—

S. Crowther received by the Queen and Prince Albert—Crowther
and Palmerston—Crowther's Yoruba Translations—The Hinderers,
Van Cooten, Dr. Irving—Progress of Mission—^John Baptist Dasalu
The Niger Attempt of 1854—The Niger Mission of 1857—The Three
Bishops, Vidal, Weeks, Bowen.

" Queevs thy nursing mothers."—Isa. xlix. 23.
" White cloth, of green [cotton, marg.'], and of blue."—Esth. i. 6, R.V.
" And he died . . . and he died . . . and he died."—Gen. v. 5, 8, 11, &c.

'HE Three Missions are Sierra Leone, Yoruba, Niger.
Jr'AKiT V X

The Three Bishops are Vidal, Weeks, Bowen, who 1849-61.'

all were consecrated, laboured, and died, within our Chap. 39.

present period. But the latter Three are not to be
thought of as corresponding with the former Three.

All three Bishops were Bishops of Sierra Leone ; all three visited

the Yoruba Mission, which was an offshoot from Sierra Leone ;

but the Niger Mission was only founded during the episcopate of

the third Bishop, and it remained beyond the limits of episcopal

journeys until, some years later, it had a Bishop for itself.

During our period, the Colony of Sierra Leone itself was pro- progress

gressing year by year, materially and socially ; and not less
Leorfe^'^*

gratifying was the growth of the Native Church. Every Annual
Report tells of increasing numbers, regular church attendance,

and tokens of spiritual life. The health of the missionary staff

was better preserved than of old ; several men completed long
periods of service ; and for some years there were no deaths.

There were often ten or twelve ordained missionaries at work, and
nearly the same number of lay men and women. Scarcely any of

their names are familiar now, even to well-instructed readers of

missionary reports; but those were the days of Young, Warburton,
Sch6n,Biiltmann, Beale, Peyton, Denton, Frey, Rhodes, Ehemann,
Reichardt, Schlenker, Graf, whose respective periods of service Long
lasted from sixteen to twenty-seven years. Three ladies also service of

were enabled long to carry on schools for African girls, viz. Miss aries.

H 2



loo West Africa:

FartYI. Hehlen, 1846-62; Mrs. Clemens, 1848-64; Miss Sass, one of

l8-i9-6l. the noblest of the Society's female missionaries, 1848-69. In
Ohap. 39. 1857-8 began the equally lengthened missionary careers of Hamil-

ton, Nicholson, and Menzies, which belong more properly to a

later section of the History.

Henry Venn's Annual Eeports are especially interesting on
West Africa. His heart was there in a peculiar sense ; and his

statesmanship is manifest even in so seemingly simple a thing

as the selection for publication of passages from the missionaries'

letters, and, naturally, still more so in the accompanying comments.
They were meant, evidently, not merely for home consumption,

but to convey suggestions to the field. From 1850 onwards, he

H.Venn's regularly, and significantly, divided his report on Sierra Leone,

fh^w°?k°*^
into three parts, viz., (1) Pastoral Work within the Colony,

(2) Educational Work in the Colony with a vino to the Interior,

(3) Extension beyond the Colony. The first reminded the reader

that the pastoral work was to be gradually handed over to the

Native Church. The second continually laid stress on the fact

that the Society's plans for higher education were not for the

Colony itself chiefly, but specifically to prepare Native evangelists

to go forward into the hinterland. The third naturally pointed

the same application.

Pastoral (1) The gradual withdrawal of the Society from the pastoral

Nltive^*^^ care of the Native Church was steadily aimed at in all the
Church. measures initiated by Venn. It was with a view to this especially

that the Society persistently pressed on the Government the

necessity for a bishopric. For nearly forty years the Mission in

West Africa had been carried on ; but none of the thousands of

Negro Christians had been confirmed ; and the only three Negi'o

Native clergymen had been educated in England and ordained by the
clergy. Bishop of Londou. These were Samuel Crowther, George Nicol,

and Thomas Maxwell ; the two latter of whom had received

deacon's and priest's orders in the year following the Jubilee.

The Bishopric of Sierra Leone was established in 1852. The
Bishops individually w^e will notice presently. Within our

present period four held the oflice, and short as the careers were of

the first three, their good influence upon the whole Mission, and
particularly on the Native Church, was very marked. The first

Bishop, Vidal, confirmed three thousand candidates, all of them
already communicants ; and the second Bishop, Weeks, fourteen

hundred, most of them younger people. In 1854, two Africans

w^ere ordained by Bishop Vidal, but these were for missionary

w^ork in the Yoruba country. In 1856-7, Bishop Weeks ordained

seven for Sierra Leone and three for Yoruba, and also a Negro
from Jamaica named Wiltshire, who had been at Islington, for

the hinterland of Sierra Leone. In 1859, Bishop Bowen ordained

two, and in 1861, Bishop Beckles thi'ee, for Sierra Leone itself.

Even before the ordinations for the Colony had begun, several of

the congregations were virtually ministered to by the men who
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were afterwards ordained, under the superintendence of the Part W.
missionaries. From the very commencement of the Mission, the 18-49-6]

.

people had been taught to contribute weekly to the Church funds. ^^'

The weekly offertory, which some in England were opposing as a Native

Tractarian innovation, was a matter of course in Africa. The
ti° n^g''^"'

church service would have been thought incomplete without an
offering to the Lord. In 1854, the entire cost of the village

schools, including the pay of sixteen Native masters and mistresses,

and amounting to £800 a year, was thrown by the Society on the
Native Church. A School Committee was formed of some of the Native

best hwmen, and it is a striking fact that most of those chosen teac°hers.

were " Johnson's men," that is, they were the fruits of the revival

at Eegeut in 1817-19. Some of them were elderly men with sons
engaged as catechists and schoolmasters ; and at the meeting
held to inaugurate the new educational regime, they said, " If any
one had told us in Johnson's time that we would have our own
sons to teach and preach to us, we could not have believed it."

The year 1859 was a year of sickness and death ; and this led

the Society to push forward with increased energy its plans
for Native Church organization and self-support. In 1860, church

a provisional constitution which Venn had drafted eight years tion.

before was, with much care and pains, completed, and approved
by the Archbishop of Canterbury ; and on All Saints' Day,
1861, nine parishes in the Colony were formally declared to

belong to the Church of Sierra Leone, each with its Native pastor
supported by Native Church funds, and responsible, no longer

to the Society, but to the Bishop and the Church Council only.

Venn rejoiced greatly over this " great and blessed consummation
of missionary labours." The general subject of Native Church
organization will come before us hereafter. Here it is only

necessary to record the fact.

The change came at a happy time. First, in the preceding
year, the African subjects of the Queen had for the first time set

their eyes on royalty. Prince Alfred (afterwards Duke of Edin- ?rj-"'^f,

burgh) visited Freetown, and was presented with an address by visit,

twenty-three Negro gentlemen of position, the representatives of

the lil^erated slaves whom England had rescued from hopeless

captivity. " That the people of Africa," replied the young Prince,
" may continue to enjoy the blessings of Christianity and freedom
is the hope of the British nation." Secondly, a schism that might
have been sadly serious had been averted. A Eoman Bishop, and
several priests and sisters, had landed in the Colony, to work

—

as is so often the case—among an akeady Christian people ; but
several had sickened and died, and the rest had left Africa.

Thirdly, and above all, Sierra Leone had joined in the Week of week of

Prayer in January, 1860, in i-esponse to the Ludhiana invitation
;

Jrom three to five a.m., every day, the people had crowded the
churches ; and a general revival of spiritual life and love and zeal

had ensued. And thus hopefully the first real Native Church
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Part VI. gathered out of Heathendom, in connexion with the Church of
1849-61. England, started upon its new career.
Oiapj^j.

^2) We go back to the Society's educational measures. First

Industrial of all, the ucio liberated slaves that were still occasionally landed
education.

^^^ Sierra Leone by the British cruisers—for not till 1861 was the
sea-going slave-trade finally suppressed, as we shall see—con-

tinued to be taken charge of by the Society ; and for their benefit

industrial schools for boys and girls w^ere established. Two
practical German mechanics, from the St. Chrischona Institution

near Basle,''' Bockstatt and Knodler, were sent out to conduct the

boys' schools, and did excellent service. From Germany also had
come the ladies in charge of the girls, f But of greater importance

Higher Were the three higher educational institutions : the Female
education. Institution (afterwards the Annie Walsh), under Miss Sass ; the

Grammar School, under Mr. Peyton, and afterwards conducted
for many years by an excellent African clergyman, the Rev.
James Quaker ; and the Fourah Bay College, for w^hich new
buildings were opened on the day of the Society's Jubilee,

November 1st, 1848. Of this College, during the whole of our
present period, the Eev. Edward Jones, a coloured clergyman
ordained in the United States, was Principal ; and sometimes
European missionaries were tutors under him. Of these, the most

Dr. Koeiie. remarkable was Dr. S. W. Koelle, a learned and accomplished
man from the Basle Seminary, who, after further theological

instruction at Islington, had been ordained by Bishop Blomfield.

He was a Semitic scholar, and started a Hebrew class at Fourah
Bay ; and very soon African youths, the children of liberated

slaves, could be seen reading the Old Testament in the original.

His great Dr. Koclle was encouraged by Venn to pursue investigations

wo?k.'^^"^ into the languages of West Africa on an extensive scale, with the

object already referred to, of preparing the way for Missions in

the Interior. He threw himself into the w^ork with characteristic

German energy and accuracy, and produced his famous Poh/glotta

Africana, a comparative vocabulary of three hundred words and
phrases in one hundred and fifty languages and dialects. This he
brought to England ; and the following entry appears in H. Venn's
private journal, March 5th, 1853 :

—

" Went with Mr. Koelle to breakfast at Chevalier Bunsen's. Ex-
hibited to him the wonderful results of Mr. K.'s investigation of the
languages of Africa. . . . We stayed with him till past 1:^, and then
went to Mr. Edwin Norris, Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, who
. . . was fully jirepared to appreciate Mr. K.'s labours ; but, as he said,

he was perfectly overwhelmed at the magnitude and importance of

them."

^rize!°'"^^ This great work obtained the Volney prize annually awarded by
the French Institute to the best linguistic publication of the year.

* Not to be confused with the Basle Missionary Seminary,

t One of these was the Mrs. Clemens before mentioned. Another became
Mrs. Hamilton.
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The same honour was gained in 1877 by the Haiisa studies and Part VI.

translations of J. P. Schon, who was engaged upon them during 18^^9-61.

the period now under review. Thus the competition instituted in ^^P''
'

honour of an infidel brought reward to the work of two missionaries

of Christ.

It was with a view to gradual advance into the interior, that a Extension

Mission had been begun, as far back as 1840, among the Temne intedor.

people; Port Lokkoh, sixty miles up the Sierra Leone River,

being occupied for that purpose. C. F. Schlenker, a scholarly

German missionary, resided there ten years, and did remarkable
linguistic work. Svibsequently the Jamaica Negro clergyman,

J. S. Wiltshire, laboured among the same people at Magbele in the

Quiah country ; but in 1860 his house was attacked and plundered,

and he had to fly for his life. The Mohammedans from the

interior were found by no means bigoted. Mr. Schon had much
intercourse, at Sierra Leone itself, with traders who had come
from Timbuctoo and Bornu, and even from Tripoli and Egypt.
" They would sit for hours talking of Ibrahim, Ishak, Yakub,
Musa, Daibid, and Isa." '^~ Venn's ardent hopes, therefore, were
not unwarranted. Yet the hinterland was never really penetrated.

Again and again, good plans came to nought, for lack of men.

But the Mission on which the eyes of the C.M.S. Committee Yoruba

rested with most eager expectation was that in the Yoruba
country. Here was a real advance, a thousand miles beyond
Sierra Leone, into the districts which more than any others had
suffered from the slave-trade.

What led to this Mission we have before seen. In our Twenty-
ninth Chapter we left Henry Townsend and Samuel Crowther
entering the great Egba town, Abeokuta, on August 3rd, 1846.

Very hearty was their welcome, from the Sierra Leone Christians

already settled there, from the chief Sagbua, and from the people

generally ; and forthwith began a work which quickly attracted

to itself a large part of the prayerful sympathy and interest of the

C.M.S. circle at home. It began with one of the most touching

incidents in missionary history. Before Crowther had been three Samuel

weeks in the town, he came across his mother, from whom he had m'c^uier"
^

been torn just a quarter of a century before. For a large part of found,

the time she had been in slavery, though never exported from the

country ; but she had been redeemed by her two daughters. It

was on August 21st that the meeting of mother and son occurred
;

and Crowther noticed that the text that day in the CJiristian

Almanack was, " Thou art the helper of the fatherless." Afala

—

that was the mother's name—proposed to offer a special sacrifice

to her gods in gratitude for the discovery of her long-lost son

;

but on being assured that it was to the Christians' God that she

* Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, David, Jesus.—Mr. Scbon gave interesting

illustrations of this at the Mohammedan Conference held at the CM. House
in 1875.
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owed this great mercy, she consented to be put under Townsend's
instruction, to learn of Him ; and on February 6th, 1848, when
the first six new converts of Abeokuta were admitted to baptism,

Afala herself was one of them, receiving, as the mother of

" Samuel," the appropriate name of Hannah. Month by month,
the work now expanded and prospered, notwithstanding frequent

severe persecution from some of the chiefs ; and on August 3rd,

1849, Crowther w^'ote :

—

" This Mission is to-day three years old. What hath God wronglit in

tliis short interval of conflict between light and darkness ! We have
oOO constant attendants on the means of grace, about 80 communicants,
and nearly 200 candidates for baptism. Others have cast their gods
away, and are not far from enlisting under the banner of Christ."

Meanwhile, the Yoruba chiefs and people were beginning to see

the value of lawful commerce with the outer world. At the port

of Badagry, some of the Sierra Leone merchants had settled, and
they were ready to buy the palm-oil, nuts, indigo, cotton, &c.,

which the Yoruba country produced. But at Lagos, the chief

port, which is nearer and more convenient, the ruler was a slave-

trading king, and they could only obtain English ironware and
other articles from Portuguese slave-traders, who would only take

slaves in exchange. When, therefore, Townsend was leaving for

a visit to England in 1848, the chiefs took the opportunity to

send by him a letter to the Queen, with a piece of cotton cloth

made in the country, not doubting that she could interfere, and
" open the road " to Lagos. The letter is worth quoting :

—

" The words which Sagbua, and other chiefs of Abeokuta, send to the
Queen of England.

" May God preserve the Queen in life for ever ! Shodeke, who com-
municated with the Queen before, is no more. It will be four or five

years before another takes his office.

" We have seen your servants the missionaries, wdiom you have sent

to us in this country. What they have done is agreeable to ns. They
have built a House of God. They have taught the people the Word of

God, and our children beside. We begin to understand them.
" There is a matter of great importance that troubles us : what nuist

we do that it may be removed away ? We do not understand the
doings of the people of Lagos, and other people on the coast. They
are not pleased that j^ou should deliver our country-people from slavery.

They wish that the road may be closed, that we may never have any
intercourse with you. What shall we do that tlie road may be opened,
that we may navigate the River Ossa to the River Ogun ? The laws
that you have in your country we wish to follow in the track of the
same—the slave-trade, that it may be abolished. We wish it to be so.

The Lagos people will not permit : they are supporting the slave-traders.

We wash for lawful traders to trade with us. We want, also, those who
will teach our children mechanical arts, agricultiu'e, and how things are
prepared, as tobacco, rum, and sugar. If such a teacher should come to
us, do not permit it to be known, because the Lagos people, and other
people on the coast, are not pleased at the friendship you are
showing to us.
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" We thank the Queen of England for the good she has done in Part VI.

dehvering our people fi-om slavery. Respecting the road, that it should 1849-61.

not be closed, there remains yet much to speak with each other." Cliap. 39.

This letter and present Lord Chichester was permitted to The

present in person to the Queen and Prince Albert at Osborne
; lip^y"

^

and received the royal command to send a gracious reply, which
LoTd^*^

he accordingly did, as follows :

''

—

Chichester.

" I have had the honour of presenting to the Queen the letter of

Sagbua and other chiefs of Abeokuta, and also their present of a piece

of cloth.
" The Queen has commanded me to convey her thanks to Sagbua

and the chiefs, and her best wishes for their true and lasting

happiness, and for the peace and prosperity of the Yoruba nation.
" The Queen hopes that arrangements may be made for aft'ording to

the Yoruba nation the free use of the River Ossa, so as to give them
opportunities for commerce with this and other countries.

"The commerce between nations, in exchanging the fruits of the earth,

and of each other's industry, is blessed by God.
" Not so the commerce in slaves, which makes poor and miserable the

nation which sells them, and brings neither wealth nor the blessing of

God to the nation who buys them, but the contrary.
" The Queen and people of England are very glad to know that

Sagbua and the chiefs think as they do upon this subject of commerce.
" Blit commerce alone will not make a nation great and happy, like

England. England has become great and happy by the knowledge of Secret of

the true God and Jesus Christ. greflnefs!
" The Queen is therefore very glad to hear that Sagbua and the

chiefs have so kindly received the missionaries, who carry with

them the Word of God, and that so many of the people are willing

to hear it.

" In order to show how much the Queen values God's Word, she sends
with this, as a present to Sagbua, a copy of this work in two languages—

•

one the Arabic, the other the English.
" The Church Missionary Society wish all happiness, and the blessing

of eternal life, to Sagbua and all the people of Abeokuta.
"They are very thankful to the chiefs for the kindness and protection

afforded to their missionaries, and they will not cease to pray for the

spread of God's Truth, and of all other blessings, in Abeokuta and
throughout Africa, in the name and for the sake of our only Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ.

(Signed) " Chichester."

With this letter were sent two handsome Bibles, English and ^he royal

Arabic, for the chiefs, and a steel corn-mill from Prince Albert.

It fell to Samuel Crowther to read the letter at a great assembly
of the chiefs and people of Abeokuta, translating it sentence by
sentence ; and then, " holding the Bibles in my hand," he writes,

" I spoke on the prosperous reigns of the kings who feared God,
David, Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, Josiah." " After this," he goes

* This letter is interesting as the origin of the popular legend that the

Queen handed a Bible herself to an African chief, saying, " This is the secret

of England's greatness." The story has more than once been contradicted on
authority ; but it will be seen that it is not quite unfounded.
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on, " the mill was fixed ; some Indian corn, having heen got

ready, was put into the funnel before them, and, to their great

astonishment, came out in fine flour by merely turning the handle
of the machine."

At this very time, the slave-trade had been reviving and
increasing. This was, in part, an unexpected result of the

new Free Trade policy inaugurated by Peel when he repealed
the Corn Laws, and applied to sugar in the same year by his

successor in the Premiership, Lord John Eussell. "With a view
to cheapening that important article to the consumer, the

differential duties on slave-grown sugar were abolished ; and
the immediate result was an impetus to the sugar-planting of

Cuba and Brazil. This increased the demand for slaves, the

market-price for whom at once rose twenty per cent. ; naturally,

the slave-traders, incited by the hopes of larger profits, became
more active than ever in their hateful traffic ; and in one year
the number of slaves shipped more than doubled. " Sugar,"
piteously WTote Mr. Ridgeway in the Intelligencer, " has been
cheapened to the individual purchaser, but the cost of the

reduction has fallen upon Africa. A greater measure of sorrow
has been wrung from her, and as our sugar cheapens, her
sufferings increase." Then another peril to Africa threatened.

For forty years British cruisers had watched the "West African

coast, and, as we have before seen, had captured many slave-

ships and released thousands of slaves ; but the revived activity

of the trade was seized by the opponents of so philanthropic a

policy as an excuse for moving to withdraw the squadron, on the

ground of its ineffectiveness ; which motion was backed by econo-

mists like Joseph Hume, to save expense. Mr. Ridgeway's retort

was obvious : W^ould an increase of crime be a good reason for

abolishing the police ? The controversy became acute in 1850
;

and the Society used its utmost efforts, through its Parliamentary
friends, not only to get the motion defeated, but to obtain more
vigorous measures to put the slave-trade down. Venn's private

journal gives vivid glimpses of his activity in the matter, and
of the Society's deputations to Ministers :

—

" Tuesday, December ^, 3849.—Foreign Office as the clock struck five.

Found Lord Waldegrave, Sir R. H. Inglis, Sir E. Buxton, Sir T. Acland,
Messrs. Hutton (African merchant), Townseiid, Golhiier, Major Straith.

Waiting tliree-quarters of an hour. Sir R. H. Iiighs obUged to leave.

Then introduced to Lord Pahnerston. Lord Waldegrave briefly stated

the matter, and then referred to me. I pointed out on the map the
situation of Abeokuta, and the importance of securing the present
opening for legitimate commerce by a British Resident at Abeokuta,
an armed boat on the lagoon, or a fort at Badagry. Lord Palmerston
asked many questions, and different members of the deputation took
their part in the conversation, which lasted an hour. Lord P. seemed
inclined to send an envoy to Abeokuta, and wait for his report before

further steps are taken."
" Saturday, December lo, 1849.—At the Colonial Office at 3 o'clock.
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Deputation to Lord Grey, cnnsistincj of Sir R. H. Inglis, Sir E. Buxton, Part VI.

Mr. Hutton, Mr. Golhner, and myself. Sir Robert opened the l)iisiness. 1849-61.

I was astonished at the clearness and forcibleness with which he stated Chap. 39.

the case, going at once to the point of establishing armed forts on the

lagoon. Lord Grey entered intelligentlj^ and warmly into the business
;

spoke of the effectiveness of establisliing British forts, and his hope that,

if the forts we proposed could be established, the slave-trade would be
suppressed north of the Line.''

" Tuesday, March VI, LSr^O.—To breakfast at Sir T. D. Acland's ; a West
African party—Lord Ilarrowby, Sir R. H. Inglis, Sir Edward Buxton,
Captains Denman, Pelham, Trotter, INIr. Evans. The consultation was
to be upon the Parliamentary tactics in reference to Mr. Hutt's motion
next Tuesday for the removal of the squadron. A request was sent to

Lord Palmerston at about 10 o'clock to see some of the party on the

subject. The answer was that his lordship was not up, upon which the

messenger was sent back to ask for a note. The answer returned was
that he would be ready to see us at 11.30, at which hour we all went in a

body to his private residence, Carlton House Terrace, except Lord
Harrowby. Lord P. received us in his dining-room as cheerfully as if

the Greek affair existed only in Herodotus.* We sat round a table. Sir

T. Acland opened the business admirably, putting a few strong points Another

tersely. Lord Palmerston's answers were frank and very satisfactory ; ^ifh^pg^
the maintenance of the squadron was a Govei'nment question ; it was to merston.

be stated in the House that the measure had been successful to a great

extent, but that our experience had taught us that it might be rendered

more effectual by new arrangements, without an increase of expenditure

;

that Lord P. was to write a despatch explaining the law respecting

property employed in the slave-traffic—that it might be seized and
destroyed, as well as the barracoons. Lord P. engaged to consider of a

modification of the head-money upon captured slaves, so as to make it

equally profitable to the squadron to prevent the embarkation of slaves

as to capture a full slave-ship ; also to devise some means of personal

punishment of the captain and mates of captured slavers, ' by which,'

said Sir Robert, when he ultimately read the memorandum, ' I mean
hanging.' Lord Palmerston agreed with us that we should see the First

Lord of the Admiralty on the same subject before Tuesday."

When the hostile proposals came on for discussion in March,
Lord John Eussell and Lord Palmerston stood firm ; and the

former concluded one of his greatest speeches with words rarely Lord John

heard in the House of Commons. In allusion to the tranquillity great

England had enjoyed amid the revolutionary turmoil on the Con- speech,

tinent, to the victories in the Punjab, and to the disappearance of

the cholera scourge, he said :

—

" Sir, this country has been blessed with great mercies this year.

More thsin once we have thanked God for the dispensation of those

mercies. But if this nation were now to say that the unhallowed and
cruel traffic in man should be revived, we could no longer have a right

to expect those mercies. After all it is the high Christian and moral
character of a nation that is its main source of security and strength."

The motion was defeated, and the danger averted. Lord

* The "Greek affair" was Palmerston's quarrel with the Government of

Athens in the case of Don Pacifico, which led to the combined attack upon
him by Conservatives and Peelites, and his victorious defence.
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Palraerston fulfilled his promise, and sent Captain Beecroft as

Consul to Abeokuta. The Consul arrived there at the beginning
of 1851, and found Abeokuta in the midst of a new danger. The
various slave-trading chiefs and tribes were combining to destroy

a place which they perceived was a standing menace to their evil

deeds, and to drive all Englishmen out of the country. At the
head of this confederacy were Kosoko, king of Lagos, and Gezo,
the bloodthirsty tyrant reigning over the neighbouring warlike

kingdom of Dahomey. Commander Forbes, who had visited Da-
homey just before, gave a most shocking account of the l^arbarities

prevailing in that kingdom. There was a large army of trained

warriors, men and women, the " Amazons " being especially famous
for their courage and cruelty ; and this army had devastated most
of the neighbouring countries. The women and children were
taken into slavery, and the men put to the sword. Abomey, the
capital, was a city of human skulls. " They are stored up in

thousands, and brought forth on state occasions, the heads of

kings in large brass pans. Skulls form the heads of walking-
sticks and distaffs, ornament drums and umbrellas, surmount
standards, decorate doorways, are built into walls, crown the

ramparts of the palace, form the footstool of the king's state

chair. The very drinking-cups which the ladies of the royal

harem carry at their girdles are polished skulls."''' Had Gezo
succeeded in destroying Abeokuta, the future Bishop Crowther's
skull would prol^ably have adorned the palace at Abomey.
The great Dahomian attack on Abeokuta, by an army estimated

at 15,000 warriors, took place on Monday, March 3rd, 1851. On
the previous Sunday night special prayer-meetings had been held
by the Christians ; and on the Monday morning, the men among
them joined the defending army on the low mud walls and at the

gates. A desperate struggle ensued, which ended, through the good-

ness of God, in the total defeat of the Dahomians, who ultimately

fled, leaving hundreds, of " Amazons " particularly, dead upon the

field. The Egba chiefs, Heathen as they were, ascribed the

* CM. Intellifjencer, May, 1851, p. 101. (From Commander Forbes's Tiro

Misf^ions to Dahomey.) Forbes brought home from Dahomey a Yoruba girl

nine years old, who had been carried away captive when the Dahomians
killed her parents, and who had been given him by the king. When she
arrived in England, the Queen was interested in her, took her into

Buckingham Palace, and then handed her to the Church Missionary Society
to be educated, paying all expenses. She was sent to the Female Institution

at Sierra Leone, then brought back to England, and placed under the charge
of Mr. and Mrs. Schon at Chatham. The Queen often sent for her, and gave
her valuable presents from time to time. When Mr. Schon's daughter
became Mrs. Higgens (now of Ceylon) in 1858, Sarah Forbes Bonetta—her
baptismal name—-was one of the bridesmaids. She was married herself in

1862, at Brighton, to a leading Negro merchant at Lagos, Mr. J. P. L. Davies
;

Henry Venn performing the ceremony. The Queen was godmother to her
first child, who was baptized at Lagos by the name of Victoria, Captain
Glover representing Her Majesty on the occasion. Mrs. Davies died in 1880.

Venn was a father to her all through her younger days, and fi-cquently wrote
to her to Lagos after her marriage.
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victory to the God whom their Christian subjects worshipped ; and Part VI.

the result was a real impetus to the whole work of the Mission. 1849-61.

But now the chief of Lagos, Kosoko, attacked the other port, '^P- ^^-

Badagry ; and though he was repulsed, Commodore Bruce, the Fighting at

commander of the British squadron, acting under orders from Lagos.

England, resolved to put an end to his slave-trading and cruelties.

A force was landed from the squadron, and after a severe conflict,

in which more than a hundred English were killed and wounded,
Lagos was taken. Kosoko, who was but an usurper, was de-

throned, and the rightful king, Akitoye, reinstated. With this

restored ruler a treaty was concluded, suppressing the slave-trade

altogether, and making Lagos an open port for legitimate trade

with the Yoruba country. The Commodore and the Consul then

begged the missionaries to occupy the once great emporium of

the slave-traffic without delay. A Native catechist, James White, Lagos

was immediately sent there ; and on January 10th, 1852, he m"°^n^
*

preached the first Christian sermon at Lagos, in the presence of station,

the king. Mr. Gollmer followed as soon as possible from
Badagry ; and from that time Lagos has been a C.M.S. station,

though the period of its real importance, as a commercial port

not dependent on the slave-trade, did not begin yet. Akitoye

died; his son, Docemu, failed to fulfil his obligations; and the

slave-traffic continued to be carried on clandestinely.

Meanwhile, Venn's fertile and vigorous mind was running on Venn's

the possibilities of superseding the slave-trade by legitimate com- promote

merce, as a more permanently effective plan than merely sup- lawful

pressing it by force. An interesting memorandum describing his

efforts in this direction, by his son and namesake, the Rev.

Henry Venn,''' appears in the Appendix to his Memoir. " You
must show the Native chiefs," Venn used to say, " that it is more
profitable to use their men for cultivating the ground than to sell

them as slaves. When once the chiefs have found that lawful

commerce pays better than the slave-trade, the work of the

squadron will soon be at an end." This, it will be remembered,
was the view of Sir Fowell Buxton, and the motive of the Niger
Expedition of 1841. The failure of that Expedition had put an
end, for the time, to the plans for planting " the Gospel and the

Plough" in the hinterland of the Slave Coast; but Venn's in-

domitable spirit declined to abandon the hopes that had been
raised. He went to work, how^ever, in a quieter way. He deter-

mined to find out for himself what were the natural products of By

the country ; he got the missionaries to send him samples of dyes, expl^i"-^

cotton, ginger, arrowroot, pepper, coffee, palm-oil, ivory, ebony, ment.

&c. He submitted these samples to produce-brokers and other

experts. " Amongst his papers," says his son, " we found letters

from Sir W. Hooker, Director of Kew Gardens, from brokers in

London and Manchester, from timber merchants, from wholesale

* Xow Vicar of WaWier.
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druggists, and many others, reporting upon various articles from
Africa." He himself invested, as an experiment, in 400 lb. of

arrowroot and 300 lb. of ginger, and it was due to him that the

former article, from the West Coast, became a staple of commerce.
He formed a small but influential committee to assist him, com-
prising Lords Shaftesbury and Harrowby, Sir T. D. Acland, Sir

E. H. Inghs, Sir E. N. Buxton (son of Sir Fowell), &c. He
arranged for two or three Negroes to be trained at Kew Gardens,
and for others he provided a medical education. At the same
time, he was strongly of opinion that trade was not the work of a

missionary society, and these plans and experiments were kept

entirely distinct from C.M.S. affairs. Only a few even of the

Committee knew anything about his efforts. Moreover, " he was
very jealous of allowing trade to occupy the time or the thoughts
of the missionaries, and carefully impressed this upon those

friends who helped him." In his private journal (November
28th, 1852) we find him " expounding to three missionaries the

principles upon which they were to encourage native industry

and lawful commerce, without involving the Mission in the charge

of trading."

But his most remarkable effort in this direction was in the

promotion of a trade in cotton. For this " he saw that it was
absolutely necessary to interest some religious Manchester mer-
chants. He knew that one word from Manchester would do more
than two hundred letters from him." The help thus needed came
spontaneously from a cotton-merchant, Mr. Thomas Clegg, who
heard him preach in a Manchester church, and who w'rote to the

Vicar saying that " if Mr. Venn wanted to promote Christian

civilization in Africa, he had better teach the Natives not to

waste the products of their country." A small attempt had been
made before this. Venn sent out the first cotton-gins ever used
at Abeokuta, which were given him by Miss (now the Baroness)
Burdett Coutts. When dining at Mr. Samuel Gurney's, he told

him he had sent out a press and machinery to the amount of

£200. " Is it paid for?" asked the generous Quaker. "No,"
said Venn, " only half." " Then," rejoined Gurney, " I will give

thee the remainder, Henry Venn, on one condition, that thou
wilt apply to me for another £100 whenever thou w^antest it." *

Mr. Clegg, however, went into the business on a somewhat
larger scale; and Venn's journal gives an interesting account of

one of his visits to that good man at Manchester in 1856, and his

interviews with Mr. T. Bazley, Mr. J. Pender, and other well-

known Lancashire magnates. Then

—

" We set to work upon Mr. Clegg's ledgers, to ascertain the state of

his African trade ; for hitherto he had treated Africa as though it were
a single port like the port of Liverpool, and orders from places loOO
miles apart had all been put down luider the general head of ' Africa.'

Sixty-three native correspondents had done business with him, and his

* Private Journal, December 11th, 1852.
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consignments of goods had often been made to missionaries, when he Part VI.
could not make out the native names of his correspondents ; and his IHiQ-Sl.
book-keepers regarded the petty transactions of this branch as unworthy Chaii. 39.

of their attention ! We spent six hours upon these books, to dis-

entangle the accounts, and show that the Church Missionary Society
was in no way involved in commercial responsibilities. We found that
though for the first two or three years he had sunk £500 or £600, he
was now rapidly recovering it by the extent and profits of the trade.
His desire, however, was simply to benefit the Natives, and to secure no
more profit to himself than a bare commission on the transaction." *

Small Industrial Institutions were established, by the Society
at Lagos and Abeokuta, at which instruction was given to Native
workmen ; but as the business grew, and was able, so to speak, to success of

walk alone, they were transferred to other parties. In 1859, Yomba
cotton

Venn wrote, " There are now 200 or 300 gins at work at Abeokuta,
and five or six presses, chiefly in the hands of Natives. Cotton
is flowing to England in a stream widening every day, and
Abeokuta is rising rapidly in every branch of commerce." The
extensive trade now carried on between England and the port of

Lagos is thus largely due to the initiation of the Honorary
Secretary of the Church Missionary Society.!

Another important subject which engaged the attention of the
C.M.S. Committee at this time was that of polygamy, and the
question of baptizing polygamists. After much deliberation, a
valuable memorandum by Venn was adopted and published. It Minute on

took the same ground that was taken thirty years later by the
^°^^^^"^y-

Lambeth Conference of 1888, and confirmed the previous practice

of the Yoruba missionaries, agi'eed to by them unanimously and
with the sanction of the Bishop of Sierra Leone ; which was
" that while the wives of a polygamist, if believed to be true con-
verts, might be received to baptism, since they were usually the
involuntary victims of the custom, no man could be admitted who
retained more than one wife." It is printed as an appendix to

the Eeport for 1856-57.1

But we must go back to 1851, at which time Yoruba affairs, as we
have seen, were commanding considerable attention in England.
In that year, after the Dahomian repulse, Samuel Crowther visited Samuel

this country ; and a graphic account by him of his reception by ^ec°eh?*ed

*"

the Queen and Prince Albert must here be given : S

—

by the^
.

Queen and
'' Windsor, November 18th, 1851. Prince

" At 4.30 p.m. Lord Wriothesley Russell kindly took me to the Palace
^'^.^rt.

to see Prince Albert by appointment. On our arrival at the Palace the

* Private Journal, November 15th, 1856.

t In 1865, when the condition of the West African Colonies was again
before Parliament, Venn compiled a valuable pamphlet for the use of M.P.'s
and others, entitled Notices of the British Colonies on the West Coast of Africa,
showing their growth in civilization and commercial possibilities. (London,
Dalton & Co., 1865.)

X The curious circumstance of the High Church organs opposing the
C.M.S. action against Polygamy is mentioned at p. 14.

§ From the Memoir of H. Venn, p. 275.
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Part VI. Prince was not in ; the servants in waiting went about to seek him. In
1S49-61. abont ten minutes he sent to ask us into his private room. We met
Chap. 39. him standin"; by his writing-table. Lord Wriothesley made obeisance

and introduced me to the Prince. A few words of introductory remarks
led to conversation about West Africa, Abeokuta particularly. The
Prince asked whether we could find the place on any map, or there-
abouts. I then showed the large map from the Blue Book which was
opened partly on the table. About this time the Queen came in, and
the Prince, looking behind him, introduced her to Lord W. Russell, but
in so quick a way that I could not catch the sound. The Queen and he

studi?"the 'tiirned towards the map to find out Abeokuta—Sierra Leone—where the

map, slaves are liberated ; the Queen joining him.
" I produced the small map which Sanuiel [Mr. Crowther's son] made

from the large one ; the places were found better. I told them the
tradition which is in If^, as to its being the first place in the world where
all mankind derived their origin, as Avell as the new moon, the stars, the
sea, and all rivers took their rise, which amused them very much. As
Lord W. Russell doubted whether I was aware that the lady who took
so much interest in the interview was the Queen, he made use of the
words ' your Majesty ' once or twice that I might take particular notice,

especially as she did not come in state, but simply like any other lady.

The Prince was anxious to find other places in the large map, but the
lamp was not bright enough, so he requested the Queen to raise it, which
she did. When the Prince wanted to open the map wider it blew the
lamp out altogether ; there was a burst of laughter from the Prince, the
Queen, and Lord W. Russell. She hastened to the chimney-piece, and
got two candles lighted immediately, and advised the Prince to remove

r"ht th
^'* ^ I'li'^er table in the centre of the room. Lagos was the particular

candles, object of inquiry as to its facility of trade, should the slave-trade be
abolished, which I pointed out as I did to Lord Palmerston and Sir F.

Baring. She asked what did Lord Palmerston and Sir F. Baring say '^

I told her that they expressed satisfaction at the information. The
Prince said, ' Lagos ought to be knocked down by all means ; as long as

they had the lake, as he called it, to screen themselves, and the men-of-
war outside, it is of no use.' I related the mischievous disposition of

Kosoko, his combination with the King of Dahomey against Abeokuta.
When the slave-trade was much crippled by the ships of war—then
came the attack of the King of Dahomey upon Abeokuta. She was
surprised to hear of the courage of the Amazons, but when she heard of

their slaughter, she was moved with sympathy. Every mention of the

dislikes King of Dahomey was heard with expressions of dislike at the cruelty
Dahomey, of the barbarous king,

" In looking on the small map again they were surpi'ised to find such
populous places still in West Africa, especially Ilorin, estimated at

70,000. The Prince asked whether the people of Abeokuta were content
at merely getting something to eat, and merely having a cloth to cover

themselves. 1 told him they were very industrious, and are fond of

finery, as well as inquisitive to get something new. He then said, ' That
is right, they can easily be improved.'

" I told them of the reception of Mr. Beecroft, the British Consul, by
Sagbua. On our visit to him the chief first seated !Mr. Townsend, and
then addressed himself to the missionaries, ' I consider you as my
children '

; but when he turned to Mr. Beecroft and embraced him, said,

' You are my father,' and that the general i-equest of the chiefs, both
in public and in private, was, if he was in earnest to produce legitimate

trade, he should abolish the slave-trade at Lagos as soon as possible.
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" Lord Wriothesley tlien introduced the subject of the persecutions at Part YI.
Abeokuta, especially the firmness of the female Christians. The Queen 1849-61.

was highly pleased to hear of it. Lord W. Russell then mentioned my Chap. 39.

translations into the Yorul^a language. He told the Queen the proverb -^

—

about the Agiliti, which he requested me to repeat to her Majesty, that
p"g'|,ggd ^^

she might hear the sound of tlie language, which I did. I repeated the firmness of

Lord's Prayer in addition, that she might hear it better. She said it persecuted

was soft and melodious, and asked with what language it was classified.

I replied, ' Mr. Vidal has not been able as yet to classify it with any of

the languages, on account of its peculiarity.' Lord Wriothesley men-
tioned Mr. Vidal as an extraordinary linguist. I told them that he was
very clever indeed, that even now the proofs of my translations are sent

to him to revise before they pass through the press, which quite

astonished the Queen and the Prince. Lord Wriothesley then said to

the Prince, ' It is not the Germans alone who have the talent for

languages, but Englishmen also.' The Prince did not reply much to that.
" The Prince's attention was again directed to the map. AVhen we

were finding out places the Queen and Lord Wriothesley were engaged The Queen

in conversation about a certain pamphlet and the Bishop of about Evangeli-
five minutes. They ended with a smile, and the Queen said, ' I hope cal views.

Mr. Vidal is not going to teach that in Afiica.' As Lord Wriothesley
looked towards me, as Avishing me to say something, I said, ' I believe

Mr. Vidal is truly evangelical in his views,' and that I believed he would
be truly a nursing father to our West African Mission.

" Lord Wriothesley informed the Queen of my having seen Sir H.
Leeke, who rescued me from slavery many years ago, wliicli interested

her very much. She was told that Mrs. Crowther was recaptiu-ed in the

same way. The Queen then asked whether Mrs. Crowther was in

England. She inquired of Lord Wriothesley of my family, and of Sally

Forbes Bonetta, of whom I told her. They asked whether she was a

princess. I told her she was in no way related to the King of Dahomey,
but may be related to some Yorviba chiefs. The Queen then withdrew
with a marked farewell gesture.

" The Prince and Lord Wriothesley took up the conversation of the Prince

squadron—its narrow escape from being withdrawn some two years ago.
^^^^^^Jg

Lord Wriothesley said :
' My brother stood firm with Lord Palmerston strong

for it.' The Prince said : 'Yes, they helped me.' He then looked into measures

the map again, and, pointing to Lagos, asked :
' What is now to be f^e slave-

done ?
' I said :

' Nothing more than what the chiefs and people of trade.

Abeokuta have requested Mr. Beecroft to do, in order to introduce

lawful trade—remove the slave-traders from Lagos, introduce lawful

trade there, and the resources of the country up to the banks of the

Niger will be called forth.' I told him of the increase of our palm-oil

trade at Badagry since the establishment of our Mission there ; whereas,

before that time, nothing scarcely was exported from that place. With
this our conversation concluded, the Prince withdrew, and we returned

home. Lord ^Vriothesley could not restrain himself from breaking out

on the way with expressions of thanksgiving to God for the success of

the proceedings of the day, and for thekind and attentive reception of

both the Queen and the Prince. Lord Wriothesley said the Queen was
not much short of half an hour with us, and we were an hour and a

quarter together with the Prince."

Lord Palmerston also gave Crowther an interview, and entered

carefully into the political and commercial relations of Abeokuta,

Lagos, &c. In the course of the conversation, Crowther chanced

VOL. II. I
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to allude to his own experience of slaveiy. "What!" cried

Pahnerston, who only saw before him a well-dressed clergyman
with a black face, " do you mean to say that you were a slave?

"

It is worthy of note that a speech of Palmerston's to his Tiverton

constituents in which strong words occurred about the slave-trade,

was delivered only a few weeks after this interview. When
Crowther was leaving England, Pahnerston addressed to him the

following letter :

—

^'Foreign OJfice, December '[Sth, 1851.
" Sib,—I have been informed by the Church Missionary Society that

you are about to return to your native country ; and I am glad to have
an opportunity, before you leave England, of thanking you again for the
important and interesting information with regard to Abeoknta and the
tribes adjoiniug that town, which you communicated to me when I had
tbe pleasure of seeing you at my house in August last.

" I request that you will assure your countrymen that Her Majesty's
Government take a lively interest in the welfare of the Egba nation,

and of the community settled at Abeokuta, which town seems destined

to be a centre from which the lights of Christianity and of civilization

may be spread over the neighbouring couiatries.
•' Her Majesty's Government trust that the measures which the

British Commodore on the African station has been instructed to take
in consequence of the attack made last spring by the Chief of Dahomey
against Abeokuta, will prevent the recurrence of such an unjarovoked
and barbarous expedition, and will have the effect of promoting the
security and well-being of the Egba nation.

"I am, &c.,

(Signed) " Palmerston."

An incident of this period is worth mentioning. One day,

when Crowther w^as sitting in the CM. House at his translational

work, a gentleman walked in. Crowther sprang to his feet,

rushed at him, and embraced him, much to the visitor's astonish-

ment. It was Sir Henry Leeke, who had been captain of the ship

that rescued the slave-boy Adjai thirty years before ; and Crowther
had never seen him since. Sir Henr}^ invited him to his country-

house in Kent, and in the parish church there the Negro clergy-

man preached in the presence of his deliverer on the liberty

wherewith Christ makes His people free.

This visit of Crowther to England, the first since his ordination,

was notable also on other accounts. It was on this occasion that,

addressing a gathering of men at Cambridge, and referring to St.

Paul's vision of the man of Macedonia, he said,—" But it is no vision

that you see now ; it is a real man of Africa who stands before

you, and on behalf of his countrymen invites you—Come over unto
Africa, and help us." It was just after that meeting that a

Cambridge graduate, E. C. Paley, offered for Abeokuta.
The visit was also important in regard to linguistic work.

Crowther had already made preliminary translations of parts of

the New Testament into the Yoruba language ; and it was
specially with a view to work of the kind in West Africa that Venn
had, with infinite pains and patience, obtained the concurrence of
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other missionary societies in a standard system of orthography Part VI.
which he himself had assisted Professor Lepsius of Berhn to 1849-61.

devise. This system has never come into the general use it was Chap. 39.

designed to attain ; and upon the wilfulness of translators who
prefer some private system of their own, and thus give great

additional trouljle to the Bible Society's printers, Dr. Cust
remarks severely.* It has, however, been very useful in the
Yoruba Mission at least. Crowther brought home with him a
draft Yoruba Vocabulary ; and with a view to preparing it for the
press, he was introduced to a Sussex clergyman whose leisure

hours had been given to linguistic study, and, among other
languages, to the Yoruba. That clergyman, O. E. Vidal, was
chosen in the following year to be the first Bishop of Sierra

Leone. Perhaps the most interesting part of Crowther's work,
however, was his translation of the Prayer-book, as will be The

gathered from a letter of his, which Venn mentions having shown bookin'
to Bishop Blomfield, to the latter's immense satisfaction :

—

Yoruba.

" Some translated portions have been upwards of five years in use,

and have had a fair trial among the people. The devout language and
comprehensive prayers of our excellent Liturgy are becoming those of

the people who hitherto knew no other prayers than the like recorded in

the eighteenth chapter of the first Book of Kings, ' O Baal, hear us,'

give us a long life, give us children, give us money, and kill all our
enemies !

" The most bigoted idolaters who attended our Church Service were
struck with the charitableness of Christianity, and remarked, on the use
of the Litany, ' They pray, not only for themselves, and for all in

general, but specitically, and for their enemies also.'

" My attachment to the use of the Liturgy has not in the least abated,
but, on the contrary, since I have been sifting various portions in trans-
lating them into my native tongue, I have found its beauty s^jarWes
brighter and brighter ; scriptural in its language, and very well adapted
for Public Service, and I can find no substitute for my countrymen."

The year 1852 is memorable in the history of the Yoruba
Mission for the going forth of a Christian woman whose Memoir
has made her name one of the best known and most honoured
among those of missionary heroines—Mrs. Anna Hinderer. The Mrs. Anna

Rev. David Hinderer was one of the Basle men who had been
further educated at Islington, and been ordained by the Bishop of

London. He had first gone out in 1848, being one of the party
whose farewell formed part of the Jubilee proceedings. He was
commissioned, after a short time of preparation at Abeokuta, to

go forward into the further interior and try and reach the Moham-
medan Hausa people. This he did not succeed in doing ; but on
May 20th, 1851, he was the first white man to enter the great Hinderer

town of Ibadan, the name of w^hich was afterwards to be insepar- ^ ^
^"'

ably associated with his own. In the following year he visited

England, and married Anna Martin, a, protegee of the Eev. Francis

* Modern Languages of Africa, vol. i. p. 77.
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and Mrs. Cunningham of Lowestoft,''' a young lady of great devo-

tion and ability, and a leader in most of the good works in the

parish. Shortly before they sailed, Mrs. Hinderer happened to see

a chronological chart of the Society's missionaries which had been
prepared in connexion with the Jubilee. Against each name was
entered the length of service, and as she read against many West
African names such entries as " one year," " five months," " six

weeks," and so on, a cloud came over her face, and, turning to

her husband, she said, " I do trust that God will give us a little

longer than that to live and work for Him : don't you hope so ?
"

His reply is surely worth pei'petuating in these pages :

—

'' I will tell you how it is. There was a city. It was ' large and strong,

and fenced up to heaven.' An army encompassed that city, to besiege it

and take it. For long years they fought, but still thej"" took it not. It

was destined that thej^ should conquer, and they knew it. But yet, long
time passed ; whole ranks of the army fell ; and that cit}^ stood yet
untaken. Xow this was the reason wherefore they could not prevail

against it. Round about the city was a very large trench. So deep and
wide was it, that because thereof the army could not approach near
enough to throw down the walls. Still, they would not raise the siege,

until, at last, they found that that mighty trench had been quite tilled

up with the dead bodies of their fellow-soldiers, who had fallen in the
tight. Then they marched over them and they took the city.

" Now, so it is with Africa. Long time, our brethren have been
attacking the strongholds of Satan there, though as yet they have not
stormed it. But we, who come after, will conquer by the grace of God.
Look [and he pointed once more to the names], those are only the bodies

of our soldiers, tilling up the trench. \\e will not fear them. We \\W\

step over them boldly, in the name of our God, and we will take the
city, will we not ?

"

" Yes, dear, w^e will," was the satisfied and ardent reply; and
David and Anna Hinderer went forth, to labour many years

among the people of Ibadan, and to bequeath to the Church of

God a bright example of whole-hearted missionary consecration.

But with them there sailed another young coiiple, whom we have
met before, Eichard and Louisa Paley, and against their names
had soon to be written, to indicate the length of their missionary

careers, " three months " and " four months." Which couple was
the most highly favoured, who shall say ? Three other young men,
Wurtembergers like Hinderer, were also of the party. One died

in a year and a half, and another in two years and a half. The
third, J. A. Maser, lived to labour for more than thirty years.

Before this, indeed, the Yoruba Mission had, like Sierra

Leone, yielded its tribute to death. Another Wurtemberger
J. C. Miiller, who had served both in Abyssinia and at Sierra

Leone, reached Badagiy in January, 1848, lost his wife within a

* Mrs. Cunningliam was Richenda Gumey, who, with her sisters, is so

vividly pictured in Mr. Augustus Hare's fascinating book, T7ie Gumeys of

Earlham. Miss Martin was highly esteemed by the Guniey clan, who often

resorted to Lowestoft ; and her marriage was the occasion of a great gathering.

The Author of this History was present at the wedding breakfast.
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month of' their landing, laboured most zealously at Abeokuta for Pakt YI.

two years, and then followed her to the " better country." At 1849-61.

the time of the Jubilee, there was in the Islington College a young P" ^ '

Dutch svirgeon, Eugene Van Cooten, of whom it was said that Eugene
rarely had such a " burning and shining light " appeared among

^^^j.

the students. Several owed their manifest growth in grace to

the example of his beautiful Christian character and fervent spirit.

His missionary call had originally come from a young lady in

Suffolk, whose sister he was attending medically ; and that sister,

on his appointment to the Yoruba Mission, accepted his proposal

to her to accompany him. Venn's private journal exhibits him
instructing Van Cooten how to use his medical skill as a passport
for the Gospel in the interior of Africa. The young surgeon and
his young wife landed at Badagry in March, 1850. Within two
months she was at rest ; and ten months after, his body also was
laid by her side. What his brethren thought of him, and of the

position he had already taken in the Mission, may be gathered
from the words that opened the letter announcing his death.

They were, " How are the mighty fallen !

"

Three other medical men sent to the Yoruba Mission during Three

our period fulfilled but a short period of service. Mr. W. C. 5L°tors
Hensman had been a surgeon with the Niger Expedition in 1841.

In 1851 he joined the Society, and went to iVbeokuta ; and there

he died within eighteen months. Dr. E. G. Irving, M.D., E.N., Irving,

had been a naval surgeon on the West African station for nine

years ; and he and Captain Foote went to Abeokuta on a Govern-
ment mission in 1852. Of this visit he wrote a most graphic

account, the best description of the Yoruba country and people
then extant."-'' On his return to England he retired from the
navy, joined the C.M.S., and sailed for Lagos on Christmas Eve,
1853, commissioned " to act as an adviser of the missionaries in

temporal matters, to relieve them from the various political rela-

tions in which the Mission is necessarily involved, and to give

them the benefit of his medical skill." For a year and a half he
worked usefully at diiiferent stations, and then succumbed to

dysentery at Lagos. Dr. A. A. Harrison, who w^ent out towards Harrison,

the close of our present period, in 1861, was a Cambridge man of

some distinction, being 24th Wrangler, and in the 1st class in the

Natural Science Tripos, in 1853. He labovired at Abeokuta three

years and a half, and was then invalided home, but died on the

voyage. His wudow, who was a daughter of Isaac Taylor, author
of The Natural History of Enthusiasm, afterwards married the

Rev. S. D. StublDs, and their house has been well known ever

since as a hospitable rendezvous for West Africans.

Four other missionaries of the period should be mentioned: ^S'"'**^'

Isaac Smith, who went to Sierra Leone in 1837, was transferred Buhier,

to Yorul:)a in 1847, retired in 1855, but lived on nearly forty years J- b.Wood.

* Printed iu the CM. Inttllijencer, June, Auyust. and October, 1853.
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Part YI. after that, dying in 1894 at Clevedon ; Adolphus C. Mann, another
1849-61. of the many Wurtembergei's trained at Basle and Ishngton, who
Ch-ip. 39.

^ygj^i; out in 1852, laboured thirty-two years, and still sui"vives in

Germany ; Gottlieb F. Blihler, another Wurtemberger, though
not from Basle, who was at Abeokuta from 1855 to 1865, and
trained several of the best x\fricans who became ordained pastors

and evangelists ; and Jonathan L. Buckley Wood, whose forty

years began in 1857, so that he belongs rather to a later period.

But of all the Yoruba missionaries, the man after Venn's own
Henry heart was Henry Townsend We have already seen him going
Townsend, out to Sierra Leone, and being the first to visit Abeokuta ; and

we shall meet with him again. Here let us notice an allusion to

him in Venn's journal :

—

" Dec. 2-i:fh, 1849.—Townsend called : he exhibited a fine determined
spirit for penetrating into the interior of Africa. Mrs. T. Avas quite

ready to go with him. I felt I could lay no restrictions upon him, but
assured him that if he felt he was called of God to the interior he must
go, and the Lord be with him. I have seldom parted with a missionary

with the same feelings. It was as if I had parted with Paul after he
had said, ' I am ready not only to be bound, but to die also at

Jerusalem.'

"

Progress of Up to the year 1860, the Yoruba Mission continued to grow

M°ission. ^i^id prosper. There were about a thousand communicants, which
would indicate double that number baptized, and four or five

times that number of adherents. Not only were Lagos, Badagry,
Abeokuta, and Ibadan occupied, but also, for a longer or shorter

time, several other towms, Otta, Oshielle, Ijaye, Ishagga, Ogbo-
mosho, Oyo ; and even the great Mohammedan city of Ilorin was
visited. Besides the missionaries already named, several others,

young men trained by the Eev. T. Green (as mentioned in our

Thirty-seventh Chapter), went out; and although death frequently

removed one and another, the leaders, Townsend, Gollmer, Maser,

Mann, Hinderer, were graciously preserved ; and several Native

clergymen and catechists were doing excellent work. Among the

smaller tokens of progress was .the establishment at Abeokuta of

a Christian new^spaper, called live Irohin. Translations of the

Scriptures also went forward, the Yoruba clergyman, the Eev.

T. King, being especially useful in this direction.

One incident of the period must not be omitted. When
John Dahomey attacked Abeokuta in 1851, an Egba Christian, John

Dasaiu*s Baptist Dasalu, once a slave-dealer, but then a faithful though
strange ad- severely persecuted servant of the Lord, was supposed to have

been killed ; his brother identifying as his a headless body found
among the dead. Some time after, a ransomed Egba prisoner

said he was alive, in captivity at Abomey ; but all efforts to hear

of him further, or to obtain his release, failed. When Miss
Tucker's delightful little book, Ahcol-uta, or Sunrise within the

Tropics, was published in 1853, his fate was still unknown ; but

his name and story became familiar in England, and " prayer was
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offered continually unto God for him." In 1855, there arrived at Part VI.
Plymouth, from Cuba, a party of fifty " emancipados," men, 1849-61.

women, and children. The "emancipados" were Negro slaves '^'^'^P-^Q-

in the Spanish West Indies who had, by dint of strenuous labour
through many years, worked out their freedom, under an arrange-
ment extorted from Spain by the British Government. As soon
as they were free, they set about earning enough to take them
back to Africa ; and these fifty were the first to get away. Henry
Townsend, who happened to be in England, went to Plymouth
to see them, and found that they were Yorubas ; and the elder of

them, who were African-born, were overjoyed to meet a man
who could speak their native tongue. But when he told them
his name, they recognized it at once, having heard it in Cuba
from a recently-imported slave there ; and that slave was John
Baptist Dasalu, who had been carried across the Atlantic in a
Spanish ship. They knew from him what had been going on at

Abeokuta, and something, too, of the Christian religion. In due
course they sailed for Lagos ; but now the Church Missionary
Society moved the Government to obtain Dasalu' s release from
the Spanish authorities. This was granted ; the British Consul
at Havana, with some difficulty, discovered him there ; he arrived
in England in August, 1856, was warmly welcomed, and sent on
to Africa ; and at length, after an absence of five years and a half,

he reappeared in Abeokuta, to the astonishment and joy of the
people. For years afterwards, no story was more often told at

missionary meetings.

In 1860, a calamitous war broke out within the Yoruba country,
particularly between the Egbas and Ibadans ; and fresh attacks

on Abeokuta were made by Dahomey. These events, and the
trying period that ensued to the Mission, will come more con-
veniently in a future chapter. Meanwhile, in 1861, Lord
Palmerston aimed a final and successful blow at the traffic in End of the

slaves. He dethroned the slave-trading king of Lagos, seized the Tra'dTe.

Island, and made it an integral part of the British Empire. Then,
at last, the West African sea-going Slave Trade came to an end.

The Niger Mission, too, though begun in 1857, must be left for The Niger,

further treatment in a future chapter. But it must here l)e

related that, after the lapse of thirteen years since the ill-fated

Expedition of 1841, a second Expedition was at last determined Second

on. No grand flourish of trumpets announced it. No great ^on.^'^'"

meeting at Exeter Hall, with Prince Albert in the chair, inaugu-
rated it. No Prime Minister honoured it with his patronage. It

consisted of a single steamer, the Pleiad, fitted out at the expense
of that tried friend of Africa, Mr. Macgregor Laird, commanded by
Dr. Baikie, and accompanied by the same African Christian who
had been up with the first Expedition, and who was now the Eev.
Samuel Crowther. This Expedition was a signal success. The Snnaii, but

Pleiad was up the river one hundred and eighteen days, yet not one
^"'^'^^^^
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man died, nor was there any serious sickness. It had occurred to

Crowther that the mortahty in 1841 might have been due to the

noxious vapours generated by the raw and green firewood with

which the bunkers had been loaded; and he suggested that it

should now be kept in the canoes accompanying the steamer, and
only be taken on board as it was wanted. This was done ; and
he has always attributed the good health enjoyed by the party

to this cause. In other ways, he was of essential service to the

Expedition ; and on its return, Dr. Baikie wrote to him as

follows :

—

" Your long and intimate acquaintance with Native tribes, and your
general knowledge of their customs, peculiai'ly fit you for a joui'ney

such as we have now returned from, and I cannot but feel that your
advice was always readily granted to me, nor had I ever the smallest

reason to repent having followed it. It is nothing more than a simple

fact, that no slight portion of the success we met with in our intercourse

with the tribes is due to you."

Geographi- Tlie geographical results of this Expedition were important.
cai results. ^^ ^ point 230 miles from the mouths of the Niger, the channel

divides. To the left appears the Kworra, or Niger proper, coming
from the north-west ; to the right is seen the Tshadda, or Binue,

flowing from almost due east. The Natives, fancying they can
see a difference in the colour of the two streams, call the former

"the white water" and the latter "the black water." Before

1854, only the Kw^orra had been explored. It was the Kworra
which Mungo Park had struck in 1797, at a point something like

2000 miles further up its mighty course. It was the Kworra on
which, only some 300 miles above the confluence, he had been
afterwards killed. It was the Kworra which the Landers had
descended. It was the Kworra which the Albert had ascended
in 1841. But the Pleiad, on reaching the confluence, turned

The Binue eastward, and explored the Binue for nearly 400 miles ; and it

might have gone further but for the failure of fuel.

Very encouraging were the openings for missionary effort.

Crowther wrote to the Society, " The reception we met with all

along, from the kings and chiefs of the countries, was beyond
expectation. I believe the time has fully come when Christianity

must be introduced on the banks of the Niger. God has provided

instruments to begin the work, in the liberated Africans of Sierra

Leone who are Natives of the Niger territories." Yes: the wise
purpose of God in leading the Society to Sierra Leone was now
revealed. The work among the freed slaves settled in the Colony,

W'hich had been carried on for forty years under great trials of

patience, and with heavy sacrifice of life, was now bearing noble

truit. By a marvellous providence, the slave-trade itself had been
made the instrument of gathering representatives of a hundred
tribes and languages to a common centre, whence, redeemed from
heathenism and ignorance as well as from slavery, they could be

sent forth again to carry the Gospel to the countries whence they

explored
for 400
miles.

Openings
for mis-
sionary
work.
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had been kidnapped. " Our God had turned the curse into a Part VI.

blessing." The flourishing Yoruba Mission was already one 1849-61.

example of good brought out of evil by these providential circum- "1^"

stances. The Niger Mission was now to be another.

Yet not without further delays. The problem was, how to get Third

up the river. Trading steamers had not yet begun the regular Expedi-

visits which have now for years past made the Niger a highway t'°n-

of commerce. Mr. Laird pressed the Government to send a

small steamer up yearly, as a beginning ; but the Crimean War
then filled all thoughts and taxed all energies, and there was no
time to attend to Africa. Dr. Earth's travels in the Soudan,
however, emphasized, just at this time, the importance of evan-

gelizing Hausa-land. On July 18th, 1856, after the conclusion

of peace, the C.M.S. Committee presented a memorial on the

subject to Lord Palmerston, the result of which was an agreement
between the Government and Mr. Laird to carry out his proposal

;

and when the next 18th of July came round, the Dayspring was
steaming up the river, with Samuel Crowther on board, com- crowther

missioned by the Society to start the Niger Mission. M^Iston.^

We must close this chapter with a glance at the short careers Three

of the three first Bishops of Sierra Leone. si'e^ra^^
°

The Society's efforts to obtain a bishopric for West Africa have Leone,

already been mentioned more than once. At length, mainly by
Venn's exertions, an endowment was raised, and placed in the

hands of the Colonial Bishoprics Fund ; and to this the Govern-
ment added an annual grant for chaplain's duties. The clergyman
selected to be the first Bishop, Owen Emeric Vidal, was the Bishop

Sussex Eector with singular linguistic gifts whom we have already vidai.

seen helping Crowther with his Yoruba translations. Vidal had
previously learned Tamil, that he might correspond with the

Native Christians in Tinnevelly ; when the Borneo Mission was
started which was afterwards taken up by the S.P.G., he edited

for it a Malay grammar ; and he was at this time studying the

East African languages in correspondence with Krapf. He was
consecrated on Whit Sunday, 1852. He began to execute his

episcopal office before leaving England, by ordaining Mr. Paley,

the Cambridge man for Abeokuta already mentioned ; and on
February 20th, 1853, he held, at Sierra Leone, in the presence of His work

an immense and deeply-interested congregation of Negro Chris- '" Africa,

tians, the first ordination in West Africa—of three young German
missionaries. He himself preached the ordination sermon, from
the significant and solemn words of 2 Cor. iv. 12, " Death worketh
in us, but life in you." He completely won the hearts of the

people. When he visited a village church to preach, " they did

not want to go home : they would like to remain in the church
all night." The importance of white men in West Africa fre-

quently taking change to England was then beginning to be

realized ; and in 1854, Vidal brought his sick wife home, and
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spoke at the C.M.S. Anniversary. After a few months, he sailed

again, straight to Lagos, to visit the Yoruba Mission ; and
although the work there was still so young, there were, at Lagos,
Abeokuta, and Ibadan, six hundred candidates for confirmation.

He also ordained two Negroes from Sierra Leone who had joined
this Mission, Thomas King and Thomas Babington Macaulay,
who were thus the first Africans admitted to the ministry of the
Church upon their own soil. At Christmas, the Sierra Leone
people were expecting their Bishop back from Lagos. On the
26th, the ship hove in sight, but with its flag at half-mast. The
Bishop had died on board, on Christmas Eve, after a few hours'
illness.

When the ne^ys reached England, the question was, "Who
would go next ? Venn's eyes turned to a Lambeth Incumbent.
John William Weeks had been already a missionary at Sierra

Leone. He was of humble origin, being a block-maker in Corn-
wall ; and he had gone out in 1824 as a mechanic and evangelist.

For twenty years he laboured most faithfully in both capacities at

first—it was he who taught S. Crowther carpentering ; and after-

wards as a clergyman, being ordained by Bishop Blomfield during
a visit to England. He married twice, and in each case the bride

had been already twice a widow—one of the startling results of

the terrible mortality of West Africa.* The first husband of the

second Mrs. Weeks had been that Mr. Davey whose work had
been so highly valued, and whose grievous fall had so sorely

tried the Mission and the Society. When Weeks retired in

broken health in 1844, he was appointed to a new parish in the

slums of Lambeth, St. Thomas's ; and it is specially interesting

to find that when he set about building a church, his old African

flock sent to England a contribution to its cost. It was with
great reluctance that he accepted the Bishopric, feeling himself

utterly unworthy of such an office ; and he stipulated that he
should never be called "my lord." But a truer Bishop in the

Church of God never walked this earth ; and from the day of his

consecration. Ascension Day, 1855, to the day of his death,

March 24th, 1857, he was a bright example of simplicity and
devotion. His reception at Sierra Leone, from the people who
knew him so well, was overwhelming. His confirmations, and
the ordination of eight Africans on Trinity Sunday, 1856, have
been already mentioned. Like Vidal, he proceeded to visit the

Yoruba Mission ; like Yidal, he was a means of blessing to the

people at Abeokuta ; like Yidal, he was taken ill on the voyage

* The record is a very significant one. 1820, Mr. and Mrs. Davey to

Africa. 1823, Mr. and Mrs. Pope (she had been a widow) to Africa. 1824,

Mr. Weeks to Africa ; Pope died. 1826, Weeks married Mrs. Pope. 1829,

Mr. and Mrs. Graham to Africa. 1831, Mrs. Graham died ; Davey died.

183-, Graham married Mrs. Davey. 183-, Graham died. 1839, Mrs." Weeks
(Pope) died. 1840, Weeks married Mrs. Graham (Davey). 1857, Bishop
Weeks died. 1866, Mrs. Weeks (Davey-Graham) died.
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back ; unlike Vidal, he lived to be carried on shore at Sierra Part VI.

Leone, but there, a few days after, the Lord took him. 1849-61.

Again the urgent question presented itself. Who will.be Bisliop ^^P^ J-

of Sierra Leone '? and again a happy choice was made, though a

very different one. John Bowen was in England, after his Bishop

Oriental journeys : why should not he go ? His friends, per-
^°^^"-

ceiving the value of his Oriental experience and knowledge of

Arabic, urged him to refuse ; but he replied,—" If I served in the

Queen's army, and refused to go to a post of danger, I should be
disgraced in the eyes of men. Were I offered a bishopric in

England, I might feel at liberty to decline it ; one in Sierra

Leone I must accept." He was consecrated on September 21st,

1857 ; and before sailing, he married Miss Catherine Butler,

daughter of the Dean of Peterborough and sister of the present

Master of Trinity.

Like Vidal and Weeks, God made him a channel of blessing to His good

Sierra Leone. Like them he visited also the Yoruba Mission,
^

and greatly cheered the brethren and sisters there. But unlike

them he also visited the Delta of the Niger, at a time when there

w^as no Mission there, though Crowther had just begun higher up
the river. Unlike them, he returned to Sierra Leone in ap-

parently vigorous health. Unlike them, there was no wife to

welcome him, for she had already been called away from his side.

Unlike them, he delivered an episcopal charge, the first in West
Africa. But at length the resemblance was resumed. The
captain of a ship, taking leave of him, noticed that his hand was
" as hot as fire." " My dear Bishop, come to sea with me : it is

your only chance." " Too late, thank you : if I have the fever,

all is over ; meanwhile, I may as well do what I can in the way ^'^ '^^*
' ^

*j J sermon,
of duty." He arose, walked from Fourah Bay to Freetown, and
preached in the cathedral on " Set your affection on things above,

not on things on the earth." It was his last sermon. On the

following Saturday, May 28th, 1859, he entered into rest, in his "'^ ''^^^^•

forty-fourth year. Sierra Leone wept as it had scarcely ever

wept before. All the three Bishops were loved, but Bowen most
of all. He was truly a great man even from a human point of

view ; and his great quahties were sanctified by the Spirit of God
to the service of his Lord."

Very felicitously does the author of The Finished Course, the

book that formed the basis of our fourteenth chapter, characterize

the three Bishops whose brief careers have thus been briefly

sketched :
" The gentle, talented, spiritually-minded Bishop

Vidal ; the holy, humble-minded Bishop Weeks ; the noble-

hearted, energetic, practical Bishop Bowen." This witness is true.

" Diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit "—" the same God that

worketh all in all."

* The Memorials of Jolni Boicen (London, 1862) is a deeply-interesting book,
though somewhat voluminous if judged by a modem standard.
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Krapf and Rebmann—Rabai and the Wanika—The First Convert

—

The Snow-capped Mountain—Krapf's Travels—His Great Plans

—Krapf in Europe—H. Venn's Manifesto—Krapf's Attempt and
its Failure—Further Journeys—Krapf's Counsels—Erhardt's Map
—"The Great 'Slug'"—Expedition of Burton and Speke—The
Victoria Nyanza—Speke and Grant in Uganda.

" Because thou hast asl-ed this thing, and hast not asked for thyself . . .

hehold, I have done accordinj to thy words . . . and I have also given thee that

which thou, hast not asked."—I Kings iii. 11—13.
"^ Thou shalt see the land iefore thee; hut thou, shalt not go thither."—

Deut. xxxii. 52.

N January 2nd, 1851, Henry Venn uttered these

words :
—" If Africa is to be penetrated by European

missionaries, it must be from the East Coast." At
that time, although many travellers had explored

large sections of the Dark Continent from the north,

south, and west coasts, only two men had attempted to reach

the interior from the eastern side. These were two German
missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, John Ludwig
Krapf and John Rebmann. The marvellous discoveries of the

last forty years were then in the future. Even Livingstone's

more important journeys had scarcely begun. And it is a

remarkable fact that the most famous and successful travellers

since that time have almost all proved the truth of Mr. Venn's
dictum by starting on their journeys from the Zanzibar coast.

Livingstone, Burton, Speke, Grant, Van der Decken, Thomson,
as well as other more recent explorers, all travelled from east to

west ; and from east to west both Cameron and Stanley made
their gi-eat marches " across Africa." What led to this notable

new departure in the direction taken by African exploration ?

Confessedly, the impulse was given by the ti'avels and researches

of Krapf and Rebmann. Now Krapf and Rebmann were before

all things missionaries. " We came to Africa," wrote the latter

in 1855, "without a thought or a wish of making geographical

discoveries. Otu* grand aim was but the spreading of the King-

dom of God." And ^-et they take high rank in the long roll of

African explorers. God's words to Solomon are indeed appli-
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cable to them—"Because thou hast asked this thing, and hast Part VI.

not asked for thyself [fame and honour] . . . behold, I have 1849-61.

done according to thy words . . . and I have also given thee ^ ^ap. 40.

that which thou hast not asked."

We have already seen how Krapf, expelled from Abyssinia,

made his way to the East Coast, and established himself at

Mombasa ; how his young wife's grave was made by him the

solemn text of a fresh and memorable appeal to the Church to

evangelize Equatorial Africa ; and how he patiently worked on
alone two years, till John Rebmann joined him. Meanwhile he
continued at Mombasa as his headquarters, "prosecuting with
great zeal," he says, " the study of the Swahili language, into

which by degrees I translated the whole of the New Testament,
and composed a short grammar and dictionary ; continuing like-

wise my geographical and ethnographical studies, in the certain

conviction that the time would come when Eastern Africa, too,

would be drawn into European intercourse, and these intro-

ductory studies would be made available, even if for the present

no great missionary result would be attained." That is the true

missionary spirit—to be content to sow that others may reap, in

the undoubting assurance that a day is coming when both he
that soweth and he that reapeth shall rejoice together.

" At last," says Krapf, " on the 10th of Jiuie, 1846, my dear and Rebmann

long expected fellow-labourer, Rebmann, arrived at Mombaz." Krapf.

The time had now come, he felt, to establish the Mission on the
mainland. The place fixed upon was Rabai Mpia (New or Little

Rabai) ; and the Wanika chiefs there, upon being applied to,

gave ready assent to the proposal. The sickness of both the
missionaries caused some delay, but at length August 25th was
fixed on as the day for their formal entry into the village. On
the morning of the day, Krapf had another severe attack of

fever, but he persisted in going. " Whether the result be life or Mission

death," he said to himself, "the Mission must be begun "
; and ^g^^^kness.

riding, in great pain, on an ass, he with difficulty ascended into

the hill country, by a path which, he says, even without a rider

the ass could scarcely have mounted. Rebmann, too, could only
clamber up by the most wearisome exertion. "Scarcely ever,"

writes Krapf, "was a Mission begun in such weakness; but so

it was to be, that we might neither boast of our own strength,

nor our successors forget that God sanctifies even our human
infirmities to the fulfilment of His ends."

In much bodily weakness they set about building a house in

which Eui'opeans could safely live. This task took them two or

three months, during which time they dwelt in native huts. " In
every interval of rest," says Krapf, " I persevered with my transla-

tions, though often, during the renewed attacks of fever, the

thought would arise that even before the commencement of my
proper missionary work I might be summoned into eternity. I

prayed fervently," lie goes on, " for the preservation of my life in
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Part VI. Africa, until at least one soul should be saved ; for I was certain
184.9-61. that if once a single stone were laid in any country, the Lord
Chap. 40.

^yQ^ji(]^ bless the work and continue the structure, by the con-
version of those now sitting in darkness and the shadow of

death."
Character The Wanika were found to be very much like most tribes low

warfika ii^ the scalc of civilization, careless and good-natured, and generally
people. friendly, but immoral, grossly superstitious, and emphatically "of

the earth, earthy." About six months after their settlement at

Rabai, Krapf and Rebmann went to Zanzibar for a few days to

recruit their health, and visited the Sultan. He told them the

Wanika were "bad people," and they ought not to have gone to

live among them, but have remained at Mombasa ; to which Krapf
replied that the South Sea Islanders had been worse, but had
been completely changed by the Word of God. " If that be so,"

rejoined Said-Said, "it is all right: stay among the Wanika as

long as you choose, and do whatever you please." The "bad
people," however, had little consciousness of the evil of their

doings ; and one day, when Krapf had been speaking of the

wickedness of human nature to two old women, " as self-righteous

as any persons in Europe could be," one of them exclaimed,

"Who has been slandering me to you? I have a good heart,

and know of no sin." After a time it was laid upon Krapf

—

"inwardly made manifest to him" in his own expression—that

he had '

' attacked too fiercely the heathen customs and supersti-

tions of the Wanika, the sight of whose abominations moved him
to indignation," and that he "ought to preach more the love of

the Redeemer for His sheep lost and gone astray, or taken captive

by Satan, showing more compassion, and letting his words be full

of commiseration and pity." Perhaps it was owing, under God,
to the more tender character of his teaching from that time, that,

within a few weeks after, one of his hearers gave evidence of a
The first change of heart. This was the cripple Mringe, the one convert
inquirer,

g^yg^ j^q ]-^jj-^-^ ^^ ^j^g immediate visible reward of his East African

labotu-s. Interesting notices of this poor creature occur in the

journals. Let us quote one, for the glimpse it gives of the true

missionary spirit that breathed in Krapf :

—

" 29th November, 1848.—Mringe was with me during the night. We
discoursed towards midnight about tlie world to come and the City of

God ; about the occupations of the blessed, and the incorruptible body
of our future state, and many other things. My poor cripple devoured
the words as they fell from my lips ; and I saw that they made an
impression on him, and felt happy indeed, for it is at moments hke these

that one feels the importance of a missionary's calling. A missionary
who feels the working of the Spirit within him, and is upheld in its

manifestation to others, is the happiest being upon earth. In his sight

what are royal and imperial honours compared with the office of a

preacher in the bush or lonely hut ? And sure it is, that unless a

missionary feels ennobled by his calling, he will forsake his post, or

become an unprofitable labourer in the vineyard."
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Six important journeys were made during the period under Part VI,

notice, besides occasional visits to the Taita country and Mount 1^-19-61

Kadiaro, &c. These were, three expeditions by Eebmann to Jagga ^P'
'

or Cliagga ; and three by Krapf, viz., (1) to Usambara, in July Krapf

and August, 1848
; (2) toUkambani, in November and December, ^"'^ ^,^^"

1849
; (3) down the coast, as far as Cape Delgado, in February journeys,

and March, 1850. In a geographical point of view, the first

of the six was the most important. It was on May 11th, 1848, Discovery

that Rebmann saw afar off the snow-clad dome of Kilimanjaro. Kiiima-

The fact was communicated in the simplest possible way, in the "J^''"-

middle of a journal published, without any flourish of trumpets,

in the very first number of the Church Missionary Intelligencer,

which appeared in May, 1849."''' But the news soon got abroad,

and the discovery excited the greatest interest in Europe, though
received in many quarters with incredulity. The scientific

journals of both Germany and "England discredited the idea that Scepticism

mountains covered with perpetual snow could be found just under '" Europe,

the equator, and the suggestion was offered that the summit seen

—if seen at all—must be " a cone of porphyry." Rebmann, on
hearing of these doubts, simply replied that, having passed some
years of his youth in Switzerland, he was not likely to make a

mistake about a snow-peak ! And Krapf, who afterwards saw it

on several occasions during his journey to Ukambani, treated the

sneers of the geographers very quietly. On this journey he saw
another huge mountain mass, Kenia, also snow-clad. Both his

journals and Rebmann's were then subjected to treatment of the

kind known as " higher criticism," in a book entitled Inner Africa

Laid Open, by W. D. Cooley. All sorts of supposed discrepancies

were pointed out, and Krapf was roundly accused of what in plain

English would be called lying. Mr. Ridgeway in the Intelligencer

(October, 1852) replied to the criticisms point by point, exposed

their absurdity, and suggested that the title of the book ought
rather to have been Inner Africa Shut Up. The travels of Baron
Van der Decken in 1863 subsequently satisfied the world of the

reality of the discovery ; and it need scarcely be added that both

mountains are now well known. Eebmann was informed that a

previous king of Chagga had once sent a large expedition to African

ascertain what the white substance on the former mountain was, '^^^^^ °^

hoping it might prove to be silver ; but that only one of the party

returned, with his hands and feet bent inward and stiffened (frost-

bitten), and announced that his companions had died of cold and
of terror—which fate was attributed to evil spirits. But others

said they had filled a calabash with " that white thing," placed

it on the fire, and in a few minutes drunk water from it ; and
others, that they had put a large load of it on their shoulders

to carry it off", and it all crumbled away

!

Krapf s travels took him also into regions never before visited

* Together with the first rough map of East Africa ever made ; a fac-

simile of which is here inserted.
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Part VI. by the white man. Usamliara, the territory between the Umba
1849-61. and Pangani rivers, which occupies the greater part of the coast

'^' between Mombasa and Zanzibar, proved to be a most inviting

Usambara. country, both physically and on account of the intelligence of the

people. The king, Kmeri, received the missionary with much
kindness, despite an opposition from Arab traders which reminds
us of more recent experiences in Uganda ; and as the royal

friendship was found sufficient to ensure protection and provision

anywhere in the kingdom, Krapf came to the conclusion that

despotism might in some respects l^e more favourable to missionaiy
effort than the republicanism of the Wanika, among whom each
petty chief was wont to do that which was right in his own eyes,

and was apt to be suspicious of a white man living with his next-
ukambani. door neighbour. In Ukambani, some two hundred miles to the

north-west of Mombasa, which Krapf next visited, he found the

other extreme. There was practically no government at all. But
the Wakamba were great traders in ivory and other produce, with
which they made long journeys, and therefore it seemed of great

importance to gain an entrance among them for the Gospel.
The mis- For it was not geographical discovery that Krapf and Rebmann
rea"alm? Set before them as the object of their travels. Again and again do

their journals and letters reiterate their determination to make
everything subordinate to the great end of their mission, the

salvation of souls. We can now look back over the years that

have passed away since those intrepid exploratory journeys were
made, and see that Grod's design for them was that they should do
little more than a preparatory work in addition to their bright

example of faith and courage ; but that design they themselves
could not see, and their ardent longings and constant prayers were
for the conversion of Africa to Christ. To give but one instance

:

—" My spirit often urged me," says Krapf, with reference to his

first visit to Usambara, "to go behind a large tree at a little

distance from the village, where I could see into the valleys, as

well as the distant Wakuafi wilderness, and look upon the high

mountains around me, to weep and pray that the Redeemer's
kingdom might soon be established in these heights, and that His
songs might be heard on these lofty hills ; and in full reliance on
the promises of God, I took possession of the pagan land for the

militant Church of Christ."

Their appeals to the Society to strengthen the Mission to this

end were responded to in 1849 by the despatch of the Rev. J. J.

Erhardt Erliardt and Mr. Johannes Wagner. Their arrival at Rabai,

Wagner, howcver, turned the mission-house into a hospital, as Krapf
expresses it. Both were stricken down with severe attacks of

Death of fever, and Wagner succumbed to the disease. Even in this
Wagner, dispensation Krapf could trace a merciful purpose :

—

" Incomprehensible at first appeared to us this guidance which so

quickly took from us oiu- newly-arrived fellow-labourer ; but his very

death has brought a blessing to the Wanika, and although dead, he still
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speaks to them ; for they have now, for the first tune, seen the death Part YI.

and burial of a Christian, whose joyful hope is in Christ, the life, and 1849-Gl.

the resurrection. After I had read the funeral service of the English Chap. 40.

liturgy, translating it into the Kinika language, I spoke to those present

and those who had dug the grave, on 1 Thessalonians iv. 13, and finally

we sang some verses of a hymn. From all this the Natives were enabled

to recognize the marked distinction between Christianity and the horrible

wailing and other dark practices of Heathenism ; and so in this way, our

departed friend did not come in vain into this benighted land."

Soon afterwards, Krapf and Erhardt made the journey already

indicated down the east coast to the Portuguese boundary, every-

where gathering important information
;
particularly with regard

to Lake Nyassa, the existence of which they made known some
years before Livingstone visited it ; after which Krapf left for

Europe, with the twofold design of recruiting his health and
laying before the C.M.S. Committee his plans for the extension of

the Mission. He reached his home in Germany in June, 1850.

The reports brought home by Dr. Krapf excited the keenest Krapf in

interest in missionary circles in England, and the impression w^as "^ *" '

deepened by personal intercourse with the man, whom the Com-
mittee and their friends now saw face to face for the first time,*

and whose ardent enthusiasm and single-eyed devotion to the

Lord's service kindled all hearts with hope that the time to

favour Africa, yea the set time, had come. It was just at this

period, too, that the Yoruba Mission was expanding, and pre-

senting so hopeful a field that it stood quite first in the sympathy
and interest of the Society's friends. Krapf 's magnificent con- His great

ception of an equatorial line of Missions stretching right across P''°J^'^^s.

the continent did not seem so far from realization as hard ex-

perience has since shown it to be. " Our brethren tell us," said

the Intelligencer, "that the Lord has opened Africa; and we
should feel that in such a declaration we are summoned to imme-
diate work—a work honourable, but perilous." It was determined
accordingly to send out with Krapf three additional missionaries,

making six altogether, and also three Christian mechanics, " that

in temporal as well as spiritual things, the improvement of the

Natives might be prosecuted."

Krapf was not idle during his brief stay in Europe. He passed His

through the Tiibingen press his well-known Vocahulary of Six w'J,fk'^*'*^

African Languages, viz., Kiswahili, Kinika, Kikamba, Kipokomo,
Kihiau, Kigalla ; and also his translation of St. Mark's Gospel
into Kikamba, and an outline grammar of Kiswahili. His lin-

guistic labours and his great missionary scheme attracted atten-

tion in the highest quarters. Prince Albert sent for him, and Prince

entered with great interest into his plans; and with a view to jnte^rested.

* Krapf originally, in 1837, went direct from Basle to Egypt and Abyssinia,

although a C.M.S. missionary. He was one of the few Basle men not brought
to England for further training at Islington.

VOL. II. K
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Part VI. siipporting the influence of the Mission at Zanzibar, his Royal
184SM)1

. Highness entrusted the doctor with some royal presents for the
C li^ip^40.

jj^-j.'^j-fj^
<<

g^g g^jj ackno^Yledgment of the kindness shown by him
to the missionaries." '' Here, too, may be introduced a graphic

And the account of his interview" with the King of Prussia and Baron

Pmfs?a Humboldt at Berlin, which is preserved in the journals of Henry
and ' Venn. The account was given to Mr. Venn by Chevalier
Humboldt, t-,

o J

Bunsen :—
" Immediately upon Dr. Krapf's arrival at Berlin, Eitter met him, and

took him to Baron Humboldt. After the first words of sakitation,

Humboldt asked him about the snow mountains, and live minutes'

animated conversation took place ; when Humboldt expressed himself

quite satisfied that it was snow, and as pleased at the establishment of

the fact as a little child with a new toy. The Baron is eighty-four.

The King was apprized of Dr. Krapf's arrival, and invited him to dinner
next day. Tlie phice of honour is that opposite the King and Queen,
who sit together ; Dr. Krapf was placed there ; liitter being on one side

and Humboldt on the other. The conversation Avas almost entirely

between Krapf and the King, upon geographical and linguistic subjects.

After dinner the King took Dr. Krapf aside, and then, Bitter said, the

conversation was upon more religious subjects ; he was not a party to it

himself, but it was evident that both the King and Dr. Krapf were
delighted with each other. The King, at jiarting, said that he must
give Dr. Krapf a souvenir, and asked him what would be useful to him.

Dr. Krapf said that every want had been abmidantly supplied by the
Society, and the King therefore presented him with a gold medal of the
highest order of merit."

Between the resolve to strengthen the East Africa Mission and
the departure of the missionaries, an event occurred in England
which the editor of the Intelligencer turned to excellent account
in further enlarging upon the Society's plans. That event was

The Papal the Papal Aggression, noticed in oiu' Thirty-third Chapter. It
Aggres- -^y^g ^ Mission—a Mission on a gi'and scale—a Mission for the

conversion of benighted England—a Mission of a semi-political

character in respect of its assumption of English territorial titles

for Eomish episcopal sees. Now it so happened that the year

1850 saw a larger number of missionaries, Eui'opean and Native,

ordained in connexion with the C.M.S., than any previous year

in the Society's history ; and 1851 opened with the departure of

the new East African expedition. That, wrote Mr. Eidgeway,
is our answer to Eome. " We will show her that, although

rotten branches may fall off, the English nation, like our own
country oak, is sound at heart ; that there is life in the English

Church, for there is growth in the extremities." The remark was
no mere word of momentary defiance : it embodied a principle

Missi^ons which is of true and deep importance. The most eifective weapon
the best jj^ Cliurch Defcucc is Church Extension ; and it is this principle

Defence, that has made the Church Missionary Society such a tower of

* Krapf's Travels and Researches, published ten years afterwards, were
dedicated to the Prince Consort by special permission.
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strength to evangelical truth in the Church of England. Its Part VI.

work is abroad ; but no less real is its reflex influence at home, 1849-61.

The Valedictory Dismissal of Krapf and his brethren, held in
Cbapjto.

the old Parochial Schools at Islington on January 2nd, 1851, Krapftakes

was an occasion of remarkable interest. The Instructions of the le^^e.

Committee were one of Henry Venn's most powerful productions.

They struck the key-note of the Society's purpose in the very first Venn's

sentence. " The East Africa Mission "—these were the opening
ti"n*J"o'

w'ords—" is invested with a special interest in the eyes of many him.

of our supporters. But there must be no mistake as to the

grounds on which that interest rests. These are not the adven-
titious attractions of the geographical and linguistic discoveries

which have resulted from this particular Mission. The true

friends of the Society exercise a holy jealousy of much that is

attractive in the eyes of the world, lest it compromise the

Christian simplicity and divine character of the work. Long Spiritual

before the fame of this Mission had gone abi-oad, the lively sym- *'"^ ^^^^'

pathy and earnest prayers of Christians had been engaged on
its behalf. And this interest sprung from the principles upon
w^hich it was founded, and the spirit in which it has been con-

ducted." Then follow^ed a masterly review of Krapf 's previous

labours in Abyssinia and on the East Coast, and of the chain of

providential circumstances which had led to his settlement at

Mombasa ; after which his large proposals were discussed, " It

was not merely a lodgment upon the coast, or the evangelization

of one tribe, at which the Mission aimed ; but the missionaries

were enabled, by the grace of God—to which be all the praise !

—

to open in faith the Continent of Africa. Like Abram of old, God's call

they lifted up their eyes, and looked from the place where they

were, northward, and southward, and westward, and claimed it

all as included in the covenant . . . and the very command
which was the token of Abram's faith— ' Arise, walk through the

land in the length and in the breadth of it, for I will give it thee

'

—they have fulfilled." Then Mr. Venn went on to explain that

the Committee had regarded it as their duty "rigidly and faith-

fully to try the question whether these extensive aims were the

dreams of enthusiasts or the sober calculations of wise men."
They would not have discharged their trust had they " been

led aw^ay, by gi'and schemes, foolishly to risk the lives of mis-

sionaries and the expenditure of sacred funds." But the more
closely they considered the matter, the more they " assuredly

gathered" that the Lord had called them to go forward. The
grounds of this confidence were then stated, viz., the comparative

healthiness of the climate, the peculiar openings reported in

both Usambara and Ukambani, the close connexion together

of the various languages, the friendship of the Imam, &c. The
actual Instructions followed, which entered into details to w^iieh

it is needless now to refer; but one section deserves notice. The
J^tuj'seuie

missionaries were directed distinctly not to foUow the ordinary down.

K 2
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Part VI. methods of conducting a Mission, not to settle down at one place,
1849-61. establish schools, and collect a nucleus of adherents round them,
Chap. 40. ^^^ ^Q ,, i^j^a^nch out far and wide, witnessing to the Truth in

successive tribes and countries, assured that if the Spirit of God
blessed their word by an awakening at any particular point, the

Providence of God would provide for the sustaining such fruits."

The Gospels, they w^ere reminded, recorded many sermons
preached by Christ "from the little ship, in the temporary abode,

iDy the wayside—only one in a synagogue."

These Instructions '' are far from having a merely archaic

interest. They have an unmistakable bearing on the great

undertaking in Central Africa in which the Society has been
engaged in the past twenty years. For it is not enough to say

that the enterprises are similar. They are actually identical.

We are but now carrying out the scheme which Krapf suggested

and Venn planned.

Krapf's reply to the Instructions was remarkable for the com-
bination in it of humility and faith. He said that he had " always

been disappointed when he trusted in himself," but had " never

been ashamed, nor confounded, nor dismayed, when trusting in

the might and help and power of God." Bishop Carr of

Bombay gave the address to the missionaries, and the Eev. Lord
Wriothesley Eussell said a few words wdth reference to Prince

Albert's interest in the undertaking ; after which the Eev. John
Hambleton, of Islington, offered the intercessory prayer.-j-

Krapf Two days after the Dismissal, Krapf left England, accom-

dtsaVpoint- panicd by the Eevs. Conrad Diehlmann and Christian Pfefferle,
ments both of them alumni of Basle and Islington successively, and

both ordained by Bishop Blomfield. The three mechanics, also

Germans, joined them at Trieste. The number, it will be seen,

was one short. One of the three missionaries at first selected

had been withdrawn. A further reduction of the party took

place at Aden, where Mr. Diehlmann refused to go further. The
Intelligencer of that day significantly quotes Acts xiii. 13 :

" When
Paul and his company loosed from Paphos, they came to Perga
in Pamphylia : and John departing from them returned to

Jerusalem." Whether Diehlmann " returned " there is no record.
" So early," continues Eidgeway, " did the work, in its resump-
tion, experience the hindrances of Satan." And these proved

only the first of a long series of hindrances. Months passed

away before any further tidings of the Mission reached England

;

and then the summary of news in the Intelligencer ran as

follows: "Death and danger and disappointment have marked
the course of our East Africa Mission ; our promising young
missionary, Mr. Pfefferle, is no more ; of the three mechanics,

two have returned to Europe ; our dear brother Krapf himself

* They are printed in extenso in the CM. Intelligencer of February, 1851.

f This Valedictory Meeting is another of my early recollections.—E. S.
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has been subjected to clangers and privations severe beyond Part TI.

anything he had previously experienced, so that his escape with ^^'*^~^^-

life is a marvel ; and our projected new stations are as yet ^^'
'

uncommenced.

"

The party reached Mombasa in April. Krapf found that

Eebmann and Erhardt had purchased a considerable piece of

land at Eabai, for a larger station, and were building on it a new
house for two families. This was the station whose name is now
so familiar to us. He also found that the first fruit of the Mission Baptism

had been already garnered. The poor cripple, Mringe, had died arRabal*^
in peace, trusting in Christ, after being baptized by Mr. Eeb-
mann. Another of the Wanika had since given evidence of a

renewed heart, Abe Gunga, who from that time became a stead-

fast adherent of the Mission. Within a fortnight of their arrival,

all the four new labourers were attacked by fever. On May 10th,

it pleased God to call Pfeiferle to Himself. He was buried in

the newly-purchased ground; " and thus," wrote Krapf, with his

wonderful capacity for seeing a right purpose in every trial

—

which is a much harder and rarer thing than mere submission

—

" the first resident of the new Mission ground is a dead person

of the missionary circle ; our God bids us first build a cemetery God's plan,

before we build a church or dwelling-house ; showing us by this gr^®^^'^^
lesson that the resurrectio7i of East Africa 7nust be effected by our

cum destriiction." Of the three mechanics he wrote on Ju^ne

20th, " They have lain since Good Friday [two months] upon a

bench, ill of fever, where they linger on, neither dead nor alive."

" That is a fine business, you will say," he goes on ;
" the heavy

part of the army is beaten, and the light division completely

unnerved, and yet you will conquer x\frica, will draw a chain of

Missions between the east and the west !

"

Krapf's letters at this time are truly wonderful. It is clear

that he was beginning to see that his great scheme was not to be

worked out fully yet—perhaps not in his own lifetime ; but his

faith and ardour remained exactly the same. " Though I also Krapfs far-

should have to fall," he wrote, " it does not matter ; for the Lord fifth.
'"^

is still King, and will carry on and complete His cause in His
own good time. The idea of a chain of Missions will yet be taken

up by succeeding generations, and carried out ; for the idea is

always conceived tens of years before the deed comes to pass.

This idea I bequeath to every missionary coming to East Africa.

Every one who is a real patriot, and is indifferent to life and death

for his Master's honour, will open this bequest, and take his

jMrtion out of it, as a fellow-partaker of the tribulation, of the

patience, and of the kingdom of our Lord." And again: "Our
sanguine expectations and hopes of immediate success may be

laid in the grave, like Lazarus, yet they shall have a resurrection,

and our eyes shall see the glory of God at last."

The very fact of his now realizing that the work would be a

work of years, and perhaps of generations, enhances the faith and
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Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. -1(3.

Krapf
starts
alone.

Lost in
African
forests.

Failure of
the project,

Krapf
returns
home.

courage with which, deprived of all his companions, he resolved
to go forward alone and endeavour to establish a Mission among
the Wakamba. Nor was this a resolution only. Without a day's
unnecessary delay he put it into execution. He had arrived from
England in April. He had buried Pfefferle in May. He had
nursed the mechanics two months. And on July 11th he started

for Ukambani, with only Wanika attendants. This expedition

proved most calamitous, and, as already mentioned, Krapf's
" escape with Hfe was a marvel." When near the Eiver Dana,
the party was suddenly attacked by robbers. The greater part
of the caravan was instantly dispersed ; a friendly chief who was
guiding them w^as killed with his immediate followers ; Krapf
fired his gun twice, but into the air, " for," said he, " I could
not bring myself to shed the blood of man "

; and then he found
himself in the bush, separated from both friend and foe, and
flying in what he supposed to be the best direction. For some
days he was literally lost in x\frica, during which time his adven-
tures were of an extraordinary character. Being near the Dana,
he filled his gun-barrels with water, but afterwards lost the

greater part of it, and suffered sorely from thirst until the chatter-

ing of monkeys guided him to a pit dug by them in the sand for

water— as he knew to be their habit. Then, in the extremity of

his hunger, he ate his gunpowder mixed with the j'Oung shoots

of a tree—which, however, proved bitter and unwholesome ; and
at another time he " broke his fast on ants." x\t length he
reached a Wakamba village ; but there he was accused of having
caused the chief's death, and condemned to die also. At midnight
he managed to escape, but his perils were now greater than
before, as he was in an inhabited country, and feared to travel by
day lest he should be detected and murdered, while at night , he
frequently missed his way, and in the dense darkness of the
forests his compass w^as of little use. At last, in despair, he
surrendered himself to some Wakamba, who, though they treated

him badly, conducted him to a place whence he could find his

way. Another fortnight's painful march, with many privations,

brought him, weary, wounded, and in rags, home to Eabai.
" You will now ask," wrote Krapf, after describing these adven-

tures and trials, "what I intend to do in the future. My answer
is, that we must put off the Mission to Ukambani for three or four

years more, and first possess a nearer station. This station must
first be established, and bear some fruit, before we can plant a
missionary tree in Ukambani. The chain of Missions will yet be
completed when the Lord's own hour is come. His mills gi-ind

slowly, indeed, but beautifully fine." But what led him to this

conviction ? Was it any desire to avoid hardship for himself ?

Not at all ; it was of others he was thinking : "I clearly see," he
said, " that not every missionary could undergo such fatigue."

Further travels and trials completely shattered Krapf's health,

and he left for Europe in the autumn of 1853. He reached home
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by Christmas, and early in the next year came over to England to Part VI.

discuss his future plans with the Committee. It was natural that p^'*^'^'

some discouragement should be felt at the result so far of the
'^^^'

large designs formed for the evangelization of Africa ; but after the

most anxious and careful review of all the circumstances of the

Mission, the Committee felt that the disappointments hitherto met
with must be regarded rather as a trial of their faith than as an

indication of God's will that the enterprise should be abandoned.

They accordingly appointed a Basle student just ordained by the

Bishop of London, the Eev. J. G. Deimler, to accompany Krapf Deimier.

on his return to East Africa, and resolved that another vigorous

attempt should be made to plant stations in the Taita country and
Usambara. Deimler, however, did not get beyond Bombay, and ulti-

mately that city, and not East Africa, claimed the service of his life.

Meanwhile, Mr. Erhardt had proceeded to Usambara in 1853, Erhardtin

and remained there some months ; and it was hoped that one of

the new Missions was at last established. But his health failed,

and other difficulties arose ; and he returned in 1855 to England.

He was afterwards transferred to India, where he laboured for five-

and-thirty years. In after years Usambara was occupied by the

Universities' Mission, and an important w^ork is now carried on
there under the direction of the Bishop of Zanzibar.

Krapf never rejoined the Mission. He started from England Krapfs

with Deimler, but, with the Society's sanction, went first to
^^^^'' ^^^''^'

Abyssinia, his old field, to conduct thither six students from the

St. Chrischona Institution, who were going to found an Industrial

Mission under the auspices of Bishop Gobat. It was his design

then to make his way overland southward, through the Galla and
Somali countries, to Mombasa ; but this proved impracticable,

and after a further series of " journeyings oft" and perils

of all kinds, he reluctantly bade farewell to Africa, and finally

retired to his own fatherland of AVurtemberg in September,

1855. In after years, however, he twice revisited the Dark
Continent. First, in 1861, he conducted to the Wanika country a

party sent out by the United Methodist Free Churches, and

settled them at "Eibc, inland from Mombasa ; and he found

Kebmann still quietly at work at Eabai. Again, in 1867, he

accompanied the British army under Sir E. Napier to Abyssinia

as interpreter. But the great occupation of his later years was
lingvxistic, and a vast amount of work of this kind he successfully

accomplished. The Paris Geographical Society conferred silver

medals upon both him and Eebmann ; but this was a small com-

pensation to a true missionary for the postponement of his ardent

hopes.

*Meanwhile Eebmann continued in East Africa, and fulfilled an R^bmann

uninterrupted service of twenty-nine years, generally alone, with- ^°^^

out once coming away, until, in 1875, he was brought home blind

and a wreck. It is perhaps the most remarkable instance on

record of just " holding the fort,"
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Part YI. At this point let us read some striking counsels given by Krapf
1849-61. in those old days to young missionaries in Africa :

—

Chap. 40. J J o

" 1. Resist with all the power of faith, of prayer, and of truth, that mood

cmansels
*^^ despondency and faint-heartedness, which is disposed to say with the

to mission- men sent to spy out the land of Canaan, 'We be not able to go up
aries in against the people ; for they are stronger than we.' . . . Let your first

'^"^^"
care be to convert the heathen within your own heart, your self-confidence,

your self-love. Be modest, but not faint-hearted, and the Lord will

show you His mercy

!

" 2. Seek in East Africa to root out all longing for a life of ease and
comfort, and accommodate yourself to the lowliest. . . . The wish to

settle down as comfortably as possible, and to marry, entangles a mis-
sionary in many external engagements which may lead him away from
his Master and his duty. This wish naturally prompts him to trouble
himself about irrelevant or subordinate matters, such, for instance, as

house-building, all sorts of colonizing schemes, and scientific labours
;

till by degrees he puts the chief matter of all, the promulgation of the
Gospel, on the shelf. . . .

" 3. Be not either wearied by or angry at the annoying mendicancy of

the Natives. . . . Do not expect to receive as a matter of covu'se from
the bounty of the people and its chiefs such things as water, wood,
shelter, &c. ; but be grateful for everything, and show that gratitude by
plentiful acts of love. . . .

" 4. Respect an old and experienced missionary, even although he shovdd
take little heed of your thoughts and suggestions as those of a novice.

... If, at the commencement of his course, a young missionary can
humble himself among others, good will come of him ; but if, at starting,

he insists on criticizing everything, and on having everything done
according to his own fancy, he will bring ruin upon himself and the
Mission together. No wonder that God arrests many a one in his course
by an early death. Better death than a fall, or backsliding, and a
slackening of his pace in his spiritual career. . . . Many a one need not
have died, and many a one could have died more blessed, if he coidd
have separated himself from himself, and have committed himself to the
mercy and power of God ; in one word, if he could have made his Ego
to disappear so that Christ might have dwelt within him. , .

."

Such counsels are by no means out of date. Many a missionary

in Africa, or for that matter in other countries too, would be the

happier, and the more successful, if with all his heart he could

adopt them.

Explorer It was now the turn of the Explorer. The Missionary had
Mis°sTon- pointed the way ; the Missionary had opened the door ; the
^^y- Explorer then entered in.

Erhardt's Jn 1855, Erhardt constructed a provisional map of Equatorial
map. . .

-*-
. ^ ^

,

Africa, based on information gathered from Native traders. This
map was sent by Eebmann to a German missionary paper, the

Cahver Missionsblatt ; and it appeared, with a letter from him, on
October 1st in that year. This map was reproduced in the CM.
Intelligencer (August, 1856) ;

* and an enlargement of it was
prepared by the Eoyal Geographical Society, and exhibited at one

* A facsimile of this map is inserted in the present volume.





Facsimile of the famous Map by Erhardt and Rebmann. showing the supposed great Inland Sea, 1856.
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of that Society's meetings. The result was the expedition of Part VI.

Captain Burton and Captain Speke in 1857 ; and it was that
pf'*^~^'

expedition that opened Central Africa to the astonished gaze of
^^^'

the civilized world. Speke afterwards wrote :—
" The missionaries are the prime and first promoters of this discovery.

They have for years been doing their utmost, with simple sincerity, to
Christianize this Negro land. They heard from Arabs and others of . . .

a large lake or inland sea. . . . Not being able to gain information of

any land separations to the said water, they very naturally, and I may
add fortunately, put upon the map that monster slug of an inland sea
which so much attracted the attention of the geographical world in

1855-6, and caused our being sent to Africa." *

What was this "monster slug of an inland sea"? We have The great

already seen that Krapf, on his first voyage down the East African th^e Nile

coast in 1843, heard of " a great lake" in the far-off country of sources.

" Uniamezi." In 1849 he wrote a wonderfully prophetic letter

on the probability of the sources of the Nile, the Congo, and other

rivers, being found near each other in the heart of the continent.-)-

Again, on that disastrous journey in 1851 mentioned above, he
heard of tw^o lakes beyond Mount Kenia, one of which, the Natives
said, " had no end," or "it would take one hundred days to see

the end." Upon this information Mr. Eidgew^ay based a remark-
able article on " The Nilotic Eegions of Africa." \ He recalled

the fact that although caput Nili quierere was an ancient proverb Ancient

to denote an impossible undertaking, yet the geographer Ptolemy fhersVight

described the Nile as issuing from tw^o great lakes at the foot ^^^^^ ^^^

of the Mountains of the Moon ; that the Arab geographer Abul-
feda, in the twelfth century, had asserted, on the authority of a

traveller named Ibn Said, that the Nile flowed from a lake with
the enormous dimensions of nine and a half degrees ; and that

Pigafetta the Italian, in the sixteenth century, in a work on the
Kingdom of Congo, had again affirmed, on the authority of Duarte
Lopez, a Portuguese, the existence of Ptolemy's two lakes. Only
the year before, in 1851, the President of the Royal Geographical
Society, in his annual address, had said that " all beyond the
coast of Central and Southern Africa " was " still a blank on our
maps." But, wrote Ridgeway, " recent discoveries may serve to

show us that old geographical traditions, confirmed by a variety of

native testimony, ought not to be entirely discredited."

Meanwhile Krapf and Erhardt continually heard of the great The

inland sea. Wherever they went down the coast. Native traders slug."

told them of it as lying directly towards the setting sun. Naturally

they came to the conclusion that one mighty lake lay in the heart of

Africa. As the southern end of Lake Nyassa was known to the

Portuguese, and that from it flowed a river which, nearer the sea,

joined the Zambesi, they concluded that this was the outflow of

the one mighty lake ; that the Mountains of the Moon—of which

* Speke, Nile Sources, p. 3f54.

t CM. Intelligencer, November, 18.50, p. 4.50. X Ihid., April, 1852.
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Part YI. Kilimanjaro and Kenia would be outlying spurs—must bound the
184.9-61. lake on the north ; and that from the other side of these mountains
Ch ap. 40. ^j^g '^'\\q issued northwards. Hence Erhardt drew the lake in the

shape of a " monster slug," tapering towards the outflow at the

south end of Lake Nyassa. Its name, in its larger and more
northerly part, was stated to be Niandscha ; but curiously enough,
it does not seem to have struck any one at the time that Nyassa
and Niandscha were different forms of the same word, meaning a

large expanse of water.''' Erhardt also called it the " Sea of

Uniamezi," but added it that the people of that country, the
" Waniamezi," called it " Ukerewe." No wonder the geographical

world was on the qui vive when the " monster slug " appeared on
the walls of the Eoyal Geographical Society's lectvire-room ; and
in September, 1856, the CM. Intelligencer announced that an
expedition was to be sent out by that Society to explore the

wonderful regions thus indicated.
wherewas g^t it may be asked. Where was Livingstone all this time?
stone ? Livingstone was still in South Africa, and still a missionary of the

London Missionary Society. His discovery of Lake Ngami in 1849
had excited great interest ; but that discovery now scarcely counts.

At the time that Erhardt was constructing his map, Livingstone
was crossing Africa for the first time, and determining the course

of the Zambesi ; but not for some years after did he visit Lake
Nyassa, then only known to the Portuguese. It was, however,
that great journey through the Zambesi region that established

his fame. The news of it wa^ announced in the same number of

the Intelligencer that inserted Erhardt's map ; and Livingstone came
to England just when Burton and Speke were going out. His
main object was to stir up Christian Englishmen to evangelize

Africa ; for, said he, in a letter written before he started home-
w^ard, " The end of the geographical feat is but the beginning of

the missionary enterprise." When, in 1859, he discovered the

comparatively small lake Shirwa, in the Shir6 highlands, he wrote
a letter to the editor of the Intelligencer, in which he said, " This
is what the Church Missionary Society has been thinking of for

many years—a field in Eastern Africa for planting the Gospel
beyond the unfriendly coast tribes." But that country was taken
up in after years by the Universities' Mission and the Scotch
Presbyterian Churches. The Church Missionary Society's sphere
proved to be the " Sea of Uniamezi," far to the north,—the great

Victoria Nyanza, discovered just a year before, though Living-

stone had not yet heard of it when he wrote that letter.

Journey of Burtou and Speke started from the coast opposite Zanzibar in

an"d Speke. 1857, and travelled due west. At the end of the year they reached
Lake Tanganyika, striking it at Ujiji, the now well-known centre of

Arab trade. But being informed by the Arabs that this was not

* Even now we speak of Lake Nyassa, and of the Nyanza Lake, though in

reality it is tautology, and we might as well speak of the Mnre Sea or the Sea
of Mer.
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the Sea of Ukerewe, which hiy further north and west, Speke, on Part YI.

the return journey, turned northward at Kazeh (Unyanyembe), if^'^i'
another trading centre ; and on July 30th he struck a sheet of '^P'

'

water, which proved to be the southern inlet of the great lake,

afterwards known as Jordan's Nullah. But on August 3rd " the Discovery

vast expanse of the pale-blue waters of the Nyanza " burst victoria

suddenly on his view. Looking northward, he could only see a Nyanza.

sea horizon, and on inquiring about the breadth of the lake, his

guide " kept throwing forward his right hand, and, making
repeated snaps of his lingers, endeavoured to indicate something
immeasurable ; and added that nobody knew, but it probably
extended to the end of the world." From the Arabs, however, he
learned that beyond the lake lived " the Wagandas," in a country
called "Uganda." "Of this kingdom of Uganda," wrote Speke, Speke

" we hear from everybody a rapturous account. It swarms with u^gandl.
people who cultivate coffee and all the common grains, and have
large flocks and herds." Moreover, a great river was stated to

flow forth northward, " generally called the Usoga river because
it watered that district." "This," wrote Speke, " I now believe

to be the Nile itself." " What a field," he added, " is open to the
world, if England does not neglect this discovery! " He named
the great lake the Victoria Nyanza. Tanganyika retained its native

name. The " monster slug " had been resolved into ttco splendid

inland seas, and within a few years Lake Nyassa proved to be a

third, worthy to take rank wdth the other two.

In 1861, Speke started again, with Colonel Grant, made straight

for the Victoria Nyanza, travelled round its western side, and, in

1862, stayed some months with Mtesa, King of Uganda. Then Speke

having seen with their own eyes the Nile flowing out of the great Uganda,
lake, they followed its course till they reached Khartoum, and
safely came down into Egypt. The telegram sent from there

laconically announced that " the Nile was settled."

The news came in May, 1863. When fuller particulars were
received, the liveliest interest w^as excited. Speke's narrative of

his life in Uganda was most graphic, and all the w^orld wondered
at the organized nation of comparatively intelligent and civilized

people thus found in the heart of the Dark Continent. Krapf
wrote from his retreat at Kornthal in Wurtemberg to remind the

Society of the once-contemplated "chain of Missions across

Africa." " The discoveries," said the Intelligencer, " summon the shaii

Church Missionary Society to prepare itself for an advance into ^Vward^"
the interior." But Venn was now an old man. The men that

were by-and-by to inaugurate a forward policy had not yet come ^°^ y^^-

into office. For twelve years no other European stood on the

shores of the Victoria Nyanza. Livingstone had to die, and
Stanley to visit King Mtesa, before the day came for the Mission

to Uganda.
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Jerusalem and Constantinople : The Jew, the Turk, and
THE Christian.

Bishop Gobat—Tractarian Attack—Gobat and the Jews' Society

—

Bowen's Journeys—C. M.S. Palestine Mission—Gobat, C.M.S., and
the Four Archbishops—C.M.S. Policy in Palestine—The Crimean
War—The Hatti Humayun—^Jetter's Tour of Inquiry—Constanti-
nople Mission: Pfander and Koelle — The " Mizan-al-Haqq

"

—Turkish Converts—Persecution and Intolerance—The False
Prophet still in Possession.

" WeforhaJ, him . . . But Jesus said, Forhid him not."— St. Mark is. 38, 39.
" r/ioM shalt speak My irords unto them, tvhetlier they tvill hear, or lohether

fhey will forbear."—Ezek. ii. 7.

Part YI.
18-i9-61.

Chap. 41.

The old
Levant
Mission
not to be
revived.

Yet two
events led
to its

revival.

HEN the Society celebrated its Jubilee, there was no
thought of reviving and developing the old " Mediter-
ranean Mission." It was fully recognized, as the

Jubilee Statement expressed it, that " the first hopes
and expectations" had "not been fulfilled." The

Eastern Churches, which had seemed to be ready for enlighten-

ment and revival, had " set themselves against the introduction
of Scriptural light." The Eoman Propaganda, which had been
supposed to be "well-nigh extinguished," had risen from what
were thought to be its ashes, and was more vigorous than ever.

The Mohammedan populations were as fast bound in fanatical

bigotry as they ever had been, and were practically unapproach-
able. The Society still had three stations, the Island of Syra,

the important commercial port of Smyrna, and Cairo, the capital

of Egypt : and at these were four German clergj'men in English
orders, Hildner, Wolters, Kruse, and Lieder, and also a learned
Polish layman. Dr. Charles Sandrecski, who had been a judge
under King Otho of Greece, and a Eoman Catholic, but had been
converted to Scriptural Christianity—indeed to Christ—through
reading the Bible. Very little aggressive missionary work, how-
ever, could be done. There were schools ; there was distribution

of Scriptures and tracts ; there were conversations with thought-
ful Greeks, Armenians, Copts, Turks, and Arabs ; but there was
nothing to encourage the Society to send new men to the East.

Two events, however, led to fresh work being undertaken.
These were (1) the appointment of Samuel Gobat to the Anglican



BISHOFf EOWEN'.S REV. DR. C. G. PFANDER,
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John Bowen, Missionary in Turkey, 1849-185C; Bisbop of Sierra Leone, 1857-18o9.
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John Relimiiiui, Jlissicumrv in Kast Afi-ica, 1S1G-1S75.
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bishopric in Jerusalem
; (2) the Crimean War. The former led Part vr.

to the Palestine Mission ; the latter to the Constantinople Mission. 1849-61.

The history of the foundation of the Jerusalem Bishopric has ^l^^P-^l-

been given in our Twenty-seventh Chapter. The first bishop, Dr. second"
Alexander, only survived his consecration four years. He had bishop of

been appointed by the British Crown; the turn, therefore, for "^*
^'"'

nomination now fell to the King of Prussia. Under the advice
of the Chevalier Bunsen, then Prussian Ambassador in London,

—

who no doubt consulted Lord Ashley and others likely to know
something of the C.M.S. missionaries who had worked in the
East,—the choice fell upon Gobat. After the breakdown of his s. Gobat.
health in Abyssinia, Gobat had been employed by the Society in
various ways, at Malta, and on visits of inquiry to Syria ; but he
was now head of a new institution, the Malta Protestant College,
established under the auspices of Lord Ashley and Dr. Adair
Crauford, after the C.M.S. withdrew from Malta, as a centre and
rallying-point for evangelical work of all kinds in the Mediter-
ranean. For this purpose he had been ordained deacon by
Bishop Blomfield, but had not yet received priest's orders. On
his applying for these, with a view to his consecration to the
episcopate, Blomfield put into his hands an elaborate indictment
against him, presented by some of the Tractarian party, based
upon his own language in his published Journals of the Abyssinian
Mission. Gobat had no difficulty in satisfying the Bishop of his
soundness in the faith. The only doubtful point was concerning
" baptismal regeneration," and as on that question Gobat was
prepared to use even stronger language than Blomfield himself,
the matter was soon settled.* But the Bishop chanced to hear
that the critics had instructed a lawyer to attend the ordination Blomfield
at St. Paul's, and publicly protest against Gobat receiving priest's £^7^^ h'""

orders. He therefore ordained him, with some others, separately, ord«-l.^

at Fulham ; and a few days afterwards, on July 5th, 1846,
Archbishop Howley consecrated him Bishop in Lambeth Palace Howiey
Chapel, the sermon being preached by Bishop Daniel Wilson of

^onse-

Calcutta, who was then on his one visit to England. Bishop.""

The position in Palestine was not now so hopeful as it had Doubtful

seemed to be when the bishopric was first established. At that
fn°Pare's''-^

time it was hoped that the European Powers, having saved Syria ^'"e-

from the attacks of the rebel Pasha of Egypt and restored it to
the Sultan, would be able to supervise the government of the
Province and put an end to Turkish oppression. But, as ever on
the Eastern Question, the Powers w^ere not agreed among them-
selves, and the result was that Turkish misrule was fastened on
the unhappy land more firmly than before. Then again the
Jewish Mission had not continued to prosper as it seemed to do
at first, notwithstanding the excellence and devotion of the
missionaries, among whom special mention may be made of Miss

* Memoir of Bishop Gobat, p. 209.
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Part YI. Cooper, a lady of private means, who had gone out independently,
1849-61. but worked in co-operation with the London Jews' Society. The
Chapel. gQj;^ygj;tg "vvere few, and not all satisfactory; while the building of

the church on Mount Zion had been impeded by Turkish obstacles,

and it was in fact not consecrated till 1849. The prospects of a

"Church of the Circumcision" under the "successor of St. James"
—which, as w^e saw in our Twenty-seventh Chapter, was the origi-

Gobat and nal design—were not encouraging. Gobat did not entirely please
tne Jews,

^j^g fricnds of the Jewish cause in England. They, on prophetical

grounds, expected the return of the Jews to Palestine while still

unconverted, and in their ardent love for the Chosen People were
willing to assist with liberal gifts any plans to promote this move-
ment. Among other things, they wished institutions to be
founded, agricultural settlements, hospitals, &c., from which the

New Testament should be excluded, for fear of offending the

Jews thus to be attracted to the Holy Land. But Gobat could

think of nothing else but the true conversion of individual Jews to

Christ ; and in aiming at this, he, from sad experience, exercised

a caution in receiving professing inquirers which seemed to

fervent souls who did not believe that a Jew" could be a deceiver

rather unsympathetic. At the same time, Gobat found that the

distribution through so many years of the Scriptures and Christian

tracts (chiefly from the old C.M.S. Press at Malta) had produced
its effect, and a good many members of the Eastern Churches
were seeking more light. Naturally, therefore, his heart and his

Appeals to enci'gies turned also in their direction ; and he appealed to his old

from'
' Society to come to his help.

Eastern j^ ^vas just at the time when the Jubilee was being observed
' that the C.M.S. Committee received Gobat's appeal. By a

coincidence that compelled grave attention, the Foreign Office, at

that very time, communicated to the Society two despatches, one
from the British Consul-General in Spia, representing openings
for English Church Missions in the Lebanon, and the other from
the British Consul at Mosul, describing similar openings among
the Assyrian and Nestorian Christians ; and this was followed

by a direct appeal from the Chaldaean Christian Church itself,

asking for the Scriptural instruction of their people. And yet

another coincidence. x\s before mentioned, a young clergj'man
Bowen's at Knaresborough, the Eev. John Bowen, stirred by Edward
° ^'^'

Bickersteth's speech at the Jubilee meeting at York, offered at

this time to go at his own charges on a visiting mission to any
part of the world. The Committee could not doubt that the

Lord's hand was in all this ; and although, as the Annual Report
presented in the following May expressed it, "the Society's

past experience rendered them very cautious of trusting to

apparent openings among the Eastern Churches," they felt con-

strained to take advantage of Bowen's offer. They accordingly

sent him on an extensive mission of inquiry to the East ; and
they appointed Dr. Sandrecski, the lay missionary before men-
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tioned, who was familiar with several Oriental languages, to Part VI.

accompany him. 1849-61.

Bowen's tour, with his lengthened sojourns at various impor- Chap. 41.

tant centres, extended over two years and a half. His journals, Bowen's

which are given at great length in his Memoir,* are extremely ^'y^'^^''"

interesting. They show that there really was a widespread desire

for better instruction than the Greek, Armenian, or Syrian priests

—most of them ignorant and superstitious—could give. At the

same time it was evident that discontent with the tyranny and the

exactions of many of the priests was not always accompanied with

more spiritual aspirations ; and a recent firman issued by the

Sultan enabled any Greek or other Christians who wished to

secede from their Churches to organize themselves into Protes-

tant communities which the Government would recognize. This,

be it observed, was no proof that Mohammedan bigotry was giving

way. It rather suited the Turks to foster further divisions among
the Christians. There were already extensive Missions carried on
by the American Congregationalists and Presbyterians in many
parts of the Turkish Empire; Constantinople, Smyrna, Trebizond,

Erzeroum, Aleppo, Beyrout, and many other places being

occupied ; and splendid educational and literary work was being

done. But thoughtful observers felt that the Eastern Churches openings

were more likely to be permanently influenced by an Episcopal
Episcopal

Church with liturgical services ; and as a matter of fact, the Arabic church.

Prayer-books liberally supplied to Bishop Gobat by the S.P.C.K.

were doing a remarkable work in opening the eyes of their more
intelligent members. The American Ej)iscopal Church had a

bishop at Constantinople for several years ; but he had lately gone
home, and the only Mission of that Church was a small one at

Athens.
One result of Bowen's inquiries, confirming as they did Bishop c.M.s.

Gobat's representations, was the resolution of the C.M.S. Com- m^ces
mittee to open a Mission in Palestine ; and in 1851 the Eev. P. A. Palestine

Klein, a Basle and Islington man oi'dained by Bishop Blomfield,

was sent to Jerusalem, and Dr. Sandrecski was instructed to join

him. As soon as this became known, the same parties who had
already assailed Bishop Gobat came forward to attack the Society Attack on

for its intended aggression on the ancient Churches of the East, c.m.s.

They approached Bishop Blomfield, and the Bishop referred their

letters to the Society. Henry Venn responded in an able letter,

in which the question is fully discussed. He said :f

—

" It has appeared to the Society to be a legitimate and Christian object Venn's

to endeavour to raise these lapsed Cliuvches, by circulating amongst them Reply,

the Word of God and Scriptural truth, and promoting the education
of their children ; but when, in addition to this object, regard is had to

the vast heathen popidation of Asia and Africa, in contact with these

* Memorials of Bo iv en, chap. v.

f The whole letter is printed as an Appendix to the Annual Kcport for

1851-2.
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Chap. 41.

Oriental Christians, with many of whom they have a common language,

and amongst whom they are scattered by commercial transactions to the

utmost limits of Asia, it will be seen that the Mediterranean Mission has

an important bearing upon the conversion of the Heathen. But more
especially Turkey must be regarded as the centre of Mohammedanism.
The Mohammedan population, comprising throughout the world a

hundred millions of people, present everywhere the greatest obstacles to

the advance of Chi'istianity amongst the Heathen, and are themselves
the most manifest objects of missionary labours. It is clear that if any
impression can be made upon Mohammedanism in Turkey—and such an
impression, it clearly appears from information before us, is being made
—towards a more favourable view of Christianity, the effects would be
felt throughout the world. There is no country so favourable for pre-

senting Christian truth to the Turks as those provinces of their empire
in which the Arabic language is spoken, and no locality so advantageous
as Syria and Jerusalem.

" Such is the vast field and scope for missionary exertion in Asia Minor,
Syria, Palestme, and Egypt, to which the efforts of the Mediterranean
Mission are directed. The nature of such a work prescribes special

modes of operation, somewhat different from those adopted in the case

Objects of of a heathen country. It has never been the object of the Society to
C.M.S. in form among these Oriental Christians congregations according to the
the East,

j^^^ifigj pf -^he Cluu'ch of England, as in heathen countries : our object

has been, by journeys, by the press, and by education, to disseminate

the knowledge of Scriptural truth throughout the country, in order, by
God's grace, to raise the tone of Christian doctrine and practice. For
this purpose our missionaries have visited persons of all ranks, including

many of the highest ecclesiastics ; they have distributed the Holy Scrip-

tures and religious books in all languages.
" We leave to other agencies, under the providence of God, the work of

settled pastoral ministrations and parochial education. We rejoice

especially whenever a priest of their own communion can be found among
them to supply his people with Scriptural instruction and pastoral care."

And in the next Annual Eeport, the Committee officially stated

their case as follows :

—

Prosely- " The Committee cannot conclude their Report of the Mediterranean
tism

:

how ^yjission without noticing the charges which have been brought against

templated ? the Societj^ in some quarters, of seeking to proselyte the members of

other Christian communities. The Society aims at a far higher object,

from the pursuit of which it cannot desist, even though proselytism

should be a consequence. Its aim is to give the Bible to Oriental

Christians—to help them to ' read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest ' its

pure doctrines, and to lead each humble inquirer to the Sa\aour of

sinners. Compared with this object, proselytism to any particular

ecclesiastical commmiion sinks into secondary impoi-tance.
" The Chiu"ch Missionary Society may well appeal to the history of

half a century, as a proof that it has always paid due respect to con-

stituted ecclesiastical authorities. No turn of affairs would afford them
gi-eater satisfaction than for the rulers and priests of the Oriental

Churches to become themselves the leaders of an enlightened movement,
and to take in hand such modifications of their system as a thorough
reformation maj^ require. The Committee have solid grounds for be-

lieving that the coiu'se they are at present pursuing is the one most
likely to lead to this blessed result ; and they will not spare any efforts

which it is possible for them to employ towards its accomplislmient.'"
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It will be observed that while the spirit of these utterances is Part VI.

identical with that expressed thirty years before in the earher 18-19-61.

days of the Mediterranean Mission, the position taken is not P"

quite the same. Tlien, the sole purpose of the Mission was to

influence the bishops and clergy of the Eastern Churches in

favour of spontaneous and internal reform, and with this view to

circulate the Scriptures and the Anglican Prayer-book. 'Now, it

was further proposed to preach the Gospel to individual souls,

even at the risk of their being in consequence constrained to

leave their own Churches. This was Bishop Gobat's course.

He had already, again and again, been charged with " prosely-

tizing "—not indeed by the Oriental bishops themselves, but by
the Tractarians in this country. But at his consecration Gobat
had expressly asked Archbishop Howley for instructions on this

point. Venn, in the letter to Bishop Blomfield, says :

—

" When Bishop Gobat, upon his consecration, applied to the late Archbp.

Archbishop of Canterbury for his Grace's judgment upon this very point ,^°truc^
^

•—whether he was at liberty to receive into communion with the Enc'lish tions to

Church those members of the Greek and other Churches who might be ^^^\
led conscientiously to separate from their own Church—the late Arch- prosely-

bishop unequivocally declared that such individuals ought to be so tizing.

received.
" His Grace, however, pointed out an important distinction to be

observed in such cases ; namely, that it would not be advisable to receive

whole villages, or masses of people, if they should apply, because no
reliance could be placed upon the purity of their motives. The Bishop
has acted upon this principle ; and the result has been, that in several

instances large parties, and lately a whole village, Beit Jala, near Beth-
lehem, have gone over to the Church of Rome from the Greek Church,
after in vain applying to the Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem to receive

them."

And Rowley's successor. Archbishop Sumner, took the same line. Archbp.

In a statement signed by him and Chevalier Bunsen jointly, dated takes the

October 16th, 1850, he said :-— ^^'"^ •'"^-

" The difference is great between an aggressive system of polemical

efforts to detach the members of a communion from it, and a calm ex-

position of Sci'iptural truth and quiet exhibition of Scriptural discipline.
" Duty requires the latter, and where it has pleased God to give His

blessing to it and the mind has become emancipated from the fetters of

a corrupt faith, there we have no right to turn our backs upon the

liberated captive, and bid him return to his slavery, or seek aid else-

where.
" It is desirable, nevertheless, wherever a sufficient number of in-

dividuals may have left the Greek Church, to form a separate congregation

of the Church of England, and to assist them in the compilation and use

of such a Liturgy as may best suit their circumstances, and to let it be

understood that if ministers in English Orders minister among them, it

is to prevent their entire destitution ; but that if any of their own priests

should become of like mind with themselves their ministrations would be
made available."

* This "Declaration" is printed in full in the CM. InteWgencer oi April,

1887, p. 208.
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The attacks on Bishop Gobat were not put an end to by these

statements ; and in 1853 a memorial was prepared, signed by one

thousand English Churchmen, and sent direct to the Eastern
Patriarchs and Synods. Upon this being published, a very re-

markable thing was done. The four Archbishops of the (then)

United Church of Englaiid and Ireland issued a joint Declaration

in defence of Gobat, as follows :

—

^'^Declaration of the Four Metropolitans of the ZTnited Church of England
and Ireland.

" Whereas certain clergymen have addressed a memorial to the Oriental

Patriarchs and Synods, in which the Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem is

accused of having exceeded the proper objects of his mission, and of

introducing schism into the Eastern Churches:
" And whereas some of the names affixed to the said document are the

names of persons who hold official stations in the United Church of

England and Ireland, and it might be supposed, at least in foreign parts,

that a censure of the Bishop, as having acted without due authority

from his Chiu'ch, would not be made by persons who were themselves
acting without such authority :

" Therefore we, the Metropolitans of the United Church of England
and Ireland, deem it expedient to make this public declaration, that the

said memorial does not in any manner emanate from the said Chm-ch, or

from persons authorized by that Church to pronounce decisions.
" We are induced to take this step, first, in order to guard against the

danger which might arise to our OAvn Church from the example of the

irregular and unauthorized proceedings of the memorialists ; and, further,

because we s^Tupathize with our brother, the Anglican Bishop in

Jerusalem, in his arduous position, and feel assured that his conduct,

under the circumstances in which he is placed, will be guided by sound
judgment and discretion.

"J. B. Cantuar.
T. Ebor.
John G. Armagh.
Richard Dublin."

It must be confessed, however, that the High Church protests

W'Cre not unnatural. Bishop Gobat's position was a very peculiar

one. He w^as not merely an Anglican bishop. Under the agree-

ment with the King of Prussia, he was at the same time Chief

Pastor over the Prussian ministers in the East, " w^ho had sub-

scribed to the Confession of Augsburg, who had been ordained in

Germany, and who used in then- German services the Book of

Prayers and Hymns drawm up by Bunsen for the Prussian

Embassy at Rome, and containing, for use at the celebration of

the Lord's Supper, Lutheran and Eeformed Prayers, to be selected

at the discretion of the officiating pastor." - In fact he was
between tw^o fires. " Did he desire to ordain priest of the Church
of England some candidate from Switzerland who had already

received a quasi ordination at home, the step was disapproved at

Berlin. Did he permit a non-episcopally ordained functionary to

Memoir of Bishop Gohat, p. 287.
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preach \\\ Christ Church, this was turned to his reproof in Part YI.

England. For the Germans he was too AngHcan ; for the 1849-61.

Anghcans he was too German." * With all this, however, the t^tiap^l.

Church Missionary Society had nothing to do. The Society had
not had any hand in the original establishment of the bishopric,

nor any voice in the appointment of Gobat. But with the question
of proselytism it was directly concerned ; and this question has
always been a troublesome one to the Committee. The course Reai aim
has been consistently followed of preaching, not Protestantism, o^^"^-^-'

but Christ. " The best hope of reviving the ancient Churches," sion to

says the Eeport of 1853-4, "is to preach and teach the Word of
^*^"^^-

God to the people generally, and to provide the means of grace
for those who cannot with a safe conscience continue in their

own communions. If this be called proselytism, the Society will

not refuse the name." The Society's principle of action was
admirably expressed by Bishop Gobat in these words, written in

1848, before the Mission began :
—

" It ought never to be the preacher's aim to convert people to this or
that Church, but to lead them to the source of all truth and life, even
to the Lord Jesus, and to teach them to yield themselves to His guidance.
This having been efl'ected, let them remain in their respective Churches,
and there confess their Saviour and His truth. If they are able to
do this, then I do not wish a single one of them to come over to our
Church." f

But then, were the Christians thus enlightened "able to do Dilemma

this"? In another letter he mentions having refused to receive ughlened
many Greek and other congregations that had sent memorials and christians,

deputations to him, exhorting them " to persevere in reading the

Word of God and to remain in their Churches, seeking at the

same time to purify them." But then these people were enjoined

by their priests to give up reading the Scriptures, and, if they

hesitated to obey, were excommunicated. " Some conscientious

people have on that account for a year or two been unable to

receive the Communion, and now they implore my help, begging
for clergy who will administer to them the Lord's Supper":—

•

" And now what am I to do 'i I have never wished to make converts
from the old Churches, but only to lead to the Lord and to the knowledge

* Memoir of Bishop Gohat, p. 287. In another part of ttie Memoir (pp. 305,

313-15) there is curious evidence that Bishoi) Wilberforce and Mr. Gladstone
had some g^round for their hope, mentioned in Chapter XXYII., that tlie

Jerusalem Bishopric might lead to the adoption of the Historic Episcopate by
the Lutheran Church. In 1856, the King of Prussia wrote to Bishop Gobat
through the Court Chaplain, Dr. Hoffmann, proposing that he, "as the only-

Prussian Bishop living" (though Gobat was neither a Prussian nor a
Lutheran!), should combine with himself two Moravian Bishops, and thus
canonically consecrate Lutheran Bishops. Gobat forwarded this letter to the

Archbishop of Canterbury, but at the same time expressed his own view that

a wiser plan would be for some well-chosen Lutheran clergymen to go over to

England and receive conseci'ation from the Anglican Bishops. It does not
appear that any further step was ever taken.

t Ibid., p. 248.
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Part VI. of His truth as many as possible. From henceforth I shall be obliged to

1849-61. receive into our communion such as are excluded for Bible-truth's sake
Chap. 41. from other Churches; and I trust that in doing so, even though men

should blame me for it, the Lord will grant His blessing."*

Ultimate Tliis also was the Church Missionary Society's pohcy. Never-

c"m°s^,°^ theless the Committee frequently in the Eeports reminded their
to reach friends that the ultimate purpose of all the C.M.S. Missions in

the Levant was the evangelization of the Mohammedans. For
instance, " The pastoral care of nominal Oriental Christians who
may wish to declare themselves Protestants would of itself form
no proper branch of the labours of this Society." In other words,

if there had been no Mohammedans in the Turkish Empire, the

Society would never have been there at all.

Mission Several stations were successively occupied, and other mission-
eniarged,

^ries w^ere added to the staff. Among others, John Bowen went
out a second time, and took charge of Nazareth for a while.

Kruse, from Egypt, was posted at Jaffa. Dr. Koelle, whose health

had failed in West Africa, went to Haifa. John Zeller, a new
Basle and Islington man, began his long service (forty-three years

already, and still unfinished) at Nablus, but moved to Nazareth
when Bowen left ; and J. J. Huber, a Gei*man layman, assisted

—and him there. In 1861, however, only Jerusalem and Nazareth re-
reduced,

ixiained in occupation, and for many years the Palestine Mission
was carried on upon a reduced scale.

Turkeyand Meanwhile, the time and the opportunity had come for a direct
ussia.

missionary attack upon Mohammedan Turkey. The immediate
cause of the Crimean War was a quarrel between Eussia and
France about the " Holy Places " at Jerusalem. The Greeks and
the Latins—to say nothing of the other Christian Churches—were
continually in conflict there, the Turkish troops keeping the peace

between them ; and as Eussia was protector of the Greeks and
France of the Latins, local disputes were apt to become inter-

national. If the Porte gave a firman for some special purpose to

the Greeks, France was insulted ; if it conceded something to the

Latins, Eussia took offence. But apart from this, there was in

England an increasing fear of the growing power of Eussia.

Turkey was no longer regarded in Europe as a dangerous foe of

Christendom. The Ottoman power was manifestly decaying; and
the Emperor Nicholas had made confidential proposals to the

British Ambassador at St. Petersburg for the partition, when the

time came, of the " sick man's " possessions. But England
thought Eussia a more serious enemy than Turkey had ever been.

Her conquests in Central Asia were bringing her nearer India

;

and if she obtained Constantinople and the Dardanelles, she could

threaten the " Overland Eoute " to our great dependency. The
Suez Canal was still in the future ; but the regular route to India

* Memoir of Bishop Gohcit, p. 265.
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was now not round the Cape, but "overland" across Egypt. Part VI.

Hence it came to pass that England viewed all Kussian advances p^*^~^"l'

with suspicion ; and the belief grew up that the maintenance of
^^'

the Ottoman Empire was essential to British interests. So
strangely had public opinion changed since the days of Lord
Byron, the Greek War of Independence, and the Battle of

Navarino ; and, it may be added, since the Emperor Alexander
(as we saw in our Seventeenth Chapter) had been the friend of

British philanthropists and the patron of Bible societies. So
when war once more broke out on the Danube, England with Crimean

enthusiasm joined Prance to protect Turkey against Muscovite
aggression ; and London, after forty years' peace, saw, in March,
1854, the strange sight of the proclamation of war in the Queen's
name from the steps of the Eoyal Exchange.
The Crimean War had an important influence indirectly upon ^^^'".

Church affairs at home. The victory of the Alma, the magnificent fluence

but disastrous charge at Balaclava, the heroism of Inkerman, the
a°'^h^°me

patient courage of the besiegers of Sebastopol, were all marred
by the terrible mismanagement that nearly destroyed the army

;

the pulilic indignation swept away Lord Aberdeen's Ministry
and brought in Palmerston ; and then began the period of the

Shaftesbury Bishops, of which a previous chapter has treated.

And when we remember that the Crimean War added to biography
the widely-blessed Memoir of Hcdlcy Vicars, and was the occasion

of awakening from a godless life Stevenson Arthur Blackwood,
and, above all, that through the labours of Florence Nightingale

it inaugurated the whole system of Christian lady nurses at home
and abroad, we see another instance of "our God turning the

curse into a blessing." But we must now observe its effect upon
Missions in the East.

When the War was drawling to a close, and peace negotiations

were pending, the relations of the Porte to its Christian subjects Turkey

came under discussion. Russia was a beaten foe, and could do christian

nothing ; but England was not going to allow Turkey to take subjects,

advantage of this. There was indeed cause for interposition. In

1843, an Armenian and a Greek, who had been lured—in one case

by drink—into professing Mohammedanism, but who had recanted

and again embraced Christianity, had been beheaded. This led,

even at that time, to joint remonstrances from Great Britain and
Russia ; and after a sharp diplomatic struggle. Sir Stratford

Canning, the British Ambassador (afterwards Lord Stratford de
Eedcliffe), obtained, in response to his peremptory demands, the

following pledge :
—" The Sublime Porte engages to take effectual

measures to prevent henceforward the execution and putting to

death of a Christian who is a renegade." But it will be observed
that these words were ambiguous. They might be held to apj)ly

only to cases like the above-named, where the converts had been
born Christians; and as a matter of fact, in 1852-3, two men,
Moslems from birth, who became Christians, w^ere executed at
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Part VI. Alepj^o and Aclrianople. Therefore, when England and France
1849-61. \ya,^ dehvered Turkey from the Eussian invader, advantage was

taken of the situation to press the matter still more strongly on
the Porte. Lord Clarendon, on September 17th, 1855, referred

to the " gigantic efforts and enormous sacrifices " then being made
in the cause of Turkey, and wrote :

—

" The Christian Powers are entitled to demand, and Her Majesty's
Government do distinctly demand, that no punishment whatever shall

attach to the Mohammedan who becomes a Christian, whether originally

a Mohammedan or originally a Christian, any more than any punishment
attaches to a Christian who embraces Mohammedanism. In all such
cases the movements of the human conscience must be free, and the
temporal arm must not intei'fere to coerce the spiritual decision."

After long negotiations, in which the skill and firmness of Lord
Stratford de Eedcliffe were tested to the utmost, the famous
proclamation by the Sultan, called the Hatti-humayiin, was put
forth on February 18th, 1856. This decree established, on paper,

religious liberty throughout the Turkish Empire. Christians were
to have equal rights with Moslems, and to be eligible for all

offices of State ; and mixed tribunals—i.e. Moslem and Christian

judges sitting together— were to try all causes between the

professors of the two religions. The clause originally inserted

about converts was not considered satisfactory by Lord Stratford.

It ran thus :

—

"As all forms of religion are and shall be freely exercised in the
Ottoman dominions, no subject of His Majesty the Sultan shall be
hindered in the exercise of the religion he professes, nor shall be in any
way disquieted on that account ; and no one shall be compelled to change
his religion."

Obviously this clause left an opening for the persecution of a

man who changed his religion voluntarily ; and the Porte pleaded
that the Sultan had no power to alter the law of the Koran, which
punishes a "renegade" with death. Lord Stratford, however,
declined to approve of the decree until he had an official letter

from the Grand Vizier, solemnly assuring him that in practice it

should apply to " all renccjadcs." That is to say, not only should

a Christian turning Mohammedan have protection—of which there

was of course no need,—but a Mohammedan tiuiiing Christian

should be protected likewise. The '* divine " law was laot

altered, but the Porte undertook not to act on it. With this the

Ambassador, and the British Government, had to be content."'

The news of the proclamation was received with enthusiasm in

England. The Turk had fully justified the expenditure of British

^ blood and treasure in saving him from the Eussian Bear. Very
different were the feelings of Bishop Gobat and the Palestine

* The whole story of the negotiations, gathered from the blue-books, and of

the subsequent events, was told in the CM. Intelligencer in September,
October, November, and December, 1864.
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missionaries. They knew well that the Hatti-humayun pro- Part VI.

claimed in state at Constantinople under the eye of the British i^^^"^^*
Ambassador was one thing, and that the same decree as inter- ^P'

preted by pashas and cadis in a distant part of the Empire was
quite another thing. The average Moslem at Nablus or Hebron
knew nothing of the real facts of the War. His version of the

matter was this :
—" The Muscovite Giaour had the temerity to

menace the Padishah. Whereupon the Caliph ordered his

vassals, the English Giaour and the French Giaour, to come and
conquer him. They obeyed the Padishah's command, and drove

the Muscovite Giaour back." In many places the carefully-di-awn

provisions of the decree were a dead letter ; and sometimes when
it was actually promulgated, riots broke out, as at NablAs, where
the Mission-school and agent's house were destroyed with perfect

immunity. Nevertheless, the good hopes of Christians in Eng-
land were to some extent confirmed by Mr. Jetter, the former Yet im-

Smyrna missionary, who left his Shropshire parish for a few ^rolpfcts.

months, at the Committee's request, to go out and report on the

prospects of a new Mission to the Turks. He visited large centres

like Constantinople and Smyrna, and there he certainly found a

more favourable tone of feeling towards the English, being greeted

in the streets, not as "Infidel" or "Giaour," but as "Bono
Inglese." He found the Turks quite ready for conversation ; and

incidentally he mentions the curious circumstance that the people

were surprised when he happened to mention an English house :

they thought the Enghsh had no dwellings on land, but lived on
board ship, and only came ashore in bad weather ! There was
also a keen interest to see the Bible, the sacred book of Christians

who did not worship images like the Latins or pictures like the

Greeks.
Thus encouraged, the Society determined to begin a Mission at c.m.s.

Constantinople. The first missionary chosen for this most constant;"

important and difficult work was Dr. Pfander, who had returned "opie.

home from India. We shall come across his earlier missionary

career there in the next chapters ; but this seems the most con-

venient place to introduce the man. Karl Gottlieb Pfander was pfander.

one of those many Wurtembergers who had dedicated themselves

to Christ's service in early years, and had gone to the Basle

Missionary Seminary. He was not, however, like Weitbrecht,

Leupolt, Krapf, and many others, allotted by the Basle Director

to the English Society, but was sent out to Georgia, then a part of

the kingdom of Persia, as a member of the Basle Mission there.

He had an extraordinary gift for languages, and quickly mastered

Tartar-Turkish, Persian, and Armenian. For twelve years,

1825-37, he was travelling and labouring in Persia and the

adjoining countries, often cursed, stoned, and spat upon, but

always witnessing faithfully to the one Divine Saviour. It was at

this time that he wrote his famous book. The Balance of Truth, }}\z^^^^
-H m-

•

7 TT Tj. ' DOOK.
best known by its Hindustani name, Mizan-al-Jdaqq. It is a
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Part VI. defence of Christianity against Mohammedan objections. He
1849-61. -vvrote it originally in German. Then it was translated into
Chap. 41. pgpgj.^j^ . subsequently into English, Hindustani, Marathi, Turkish,

and Arabic. He also wrote the Miftah-al-Asrar (Key of Secrets)

and the Tariq-al-Hayat (Way of Life), the former on the Doctrine

of the Trinity, the latter on Sin and Eedemption. The account of

the writing and first translation of the Mizan-al-Haqq is worth
quoting. The book has for more than half a century been the

Origin classic work on the subject, and the circumstances of its origin

" Mizan- havc an interest for all who are engaged in, or who sympathize
ai-Haqq."

y^\]^\y^ Missions to Mohammedans :

—

" A few years' labour amongst the Mussulmans of those countries, and
travels in Persia, made him keenly feel the want of a work adapted to

the Mohammedan mind, which would treat in a proper way the various

important points at issue. Verbal discussion was altogether inadequate,
for the Mohammedan would not listen to any full and lengthened state-

ment of Christian doctrine, nor to any explicit argument in favour of

the Gospel, and in refutation of the Koran ; neither could such important
subjects be brought forward without constant interruptions from the
opponent. A book therefore, that would do this, appeared to be an
essential requisite for the eflective prosecution of missionary work. The
library in possession of the missionaries was an extensive one, but such
a work was vainly sought for among the German and English books
of which it was composed. None of those which treated on the

evidences of Christianity were found adapted to this speciality, and
no alternative remained but that a book should be written expressly to

meet it.

Dr. Pfander, being the youngest of the missionaries, had not for an
instant entertained the idea of attempting it himself. He pressed the
subject on those of his brethren whom he considered to be more able to

inidertake it, and many an evening at home in the mission-house, and
many an hour when riding along the mountain-paths of those countries,

when out on missionary tours with one of his brethren, were spent in

discussing the necessity and natiue of such a book. Finding them not
prepared to undertake it, he then proposed to write down his ideas, in

the hope that one of them would improve upon and organize them ; but,

as might be expected, they very justly considered that the individual

with whom the idea had originated was the best fitted to matiu'e it, and
he was induced to make the attemjDt. To his surprise, and contrary to
his expectation, his pen ran freely

;
page after page was filled, his heart

warmed, and the evenings and nights spent in writing were hours of

blessing and enjoyment to his own spirit. As chapter after chapter was
laid before them, the brethren fully approved of them, and the Mizcm-ul-
Haqq was completed before the close of 18:29. It was written in German,
and afterwards translated into Persian, with the assistance of the
munshi of the missionaries, a converted Armenian, who, in his youth,
was carried away as a slave into Persia and made a Mohammedan.
The final revision was accomplished during one of Mr. Pfander's

sojourns in Persia, when he emploj-ed a liberal Persian munshi, and a
learned orthodox mullah, to whom he had to send the sheets, as he would
not come to him. The former was delighted with it, and as he advanced
to the end, repeatedly said that it would cause consternation among the
bigoted, and joy among the liberal Persians, expressing his hope that the
assistance which he had given might never be known. The mullah, as he
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came to the last part of the work, sent word to Dr. Pfander that he was Part VI.

very sorry to find it so much against tlie Koran, and that if he had found 1849-61.

this out sooner, he would not have assisted in the revision."* Chap. 41.

When the Eussians conquered Georgia, they expelled the

Basle missionaries ; and, as before mentioned, four of them
found their way to India, and there joined the Church Missionary Pfander

Society. One of these was Pfander ; and in 1840 he was appointed c'.'ijf.s.

to Agra. There he laboured thirteen years, and then at Peshawar
three years ; and the Mizan-al-Haqq, and its author's verbal

teaching, were the instruments of important conversions from
Islam, as we shall see hereafter. After the Mutiny he visited

England ; and then the Committee eagerly chose so eminent a

Christian champion against the Mohammedans to commence the

Constantinople Mission. "Who that ever met him," said Sir Edwardes

Herbert Edwardes,

—

" can forget that burly Saxon figure and genial, open face, beaming
with intellect, simplicity, and benevolence ? He had great natural gifts

for a missionary, a large heart, a powerful mind, high courage, and
indomitable good-humour. And to these, in a life of labour, he had
added great learning, practical wisdom in the conduct of Missions, and
knowledge of Asiatics, especially Mohammedans. Indeed, his mastery
of the Mohammedan controversy was, in India at least, unequalled. He
had thoroughly explored it, and acquired the happy power of treating it

from Asiatic points of view, in Oriental forms of thought and expression.

His refutations of Mohammedanism, and expositions of Christianity,

were all cast in Native moulds, and had nothing of the European about
them. They might have been written by a mullah ; and yet mullahs
foinid that they set up the Cross, and threw the Crescent into eclipse. . . .

Pfander was the very man for a controversy. He not only was the
essence of good-nature, but looked it, and it was difficult for any one to

be angry with him for more than a passing moment."

Pfander took up his abode at Constantinople at the close of

1858. A year or two later he was joined by E. H. Weakley, Weakiey,

an Islington man who had already studied Turkish, and who o°Fiaherty

afterwards became a recognized Turkish scholar, and by Dr.

S. W. -Koelle, the distinguished linguist whose work in West
Africa we have before seen. A more efficient trio for such a

Mission could not be imagined ; and they engaged as lay assistant

a clever Irishman named Philip 'Flaherty, who had been a

sergeant in the British army in the Crimea, and, knowing some
Turkish, had been employed as interpreter. It was he who was
afterwards in Uganda. The work was begun with all possible

caution. There was of course no street-preaching nor obtrusive

book-hawking : these would not have been allowed. But quietly

and perseveringly, by the distribution of the Turkish Scriptures,

and by personal conversations, the knowledge of the Gospel was
disseminated ; and the Mizan-al-Haqq itself was actually sold in

the precincts of the Mosque of St. Sophia, the once-famous

* CM. hdelligencer, 1859, p. 47.
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church whose walls had heard the eloquence of Chrysostom.
Very soon the Spirit of God was manifestly at work ; many
inquirers came forward, and received private instruction ; and
the first Turkish convert of the C.M.S. Mission was baptized on
Easter Day, 1862. He had been an inquirer at Smyrna, and had
been twace arrested by the authorities—treaties notwithstanding,

—but had been liberated through the intervention of the British

Consul. His baptism passed off quietly, and it was followed

during the next two years by several others.

The S.P.G. was likewise doing excellent w^ork. Its valuable

missionary, the Eev. C. G. Curtis, was assisted by two Turkish

converts who had been trained at St. Augustine's College,

Canterbury, and ordained deacons, the Eev. Mahmoud Etfendi,

an ex-major in the Turkish army, and the Eev. E. Williams
(Effendi Selim)." The American Missions, Congregationalist and
Methodist, were also going on.

In the summer of 1864—if, to complete the narrative, we may
go beyond our present period—the brightest hopes were enter-

tained. One of the missionaries wrote, " Our work here now is

most interesting. We have had a visit from the Bishop of

Gibraltar, who confirmed many Turks [some of them S.P.G.

converts]. Our rooms are crowded with those who are willing to

hear the Gospel."

In one day all these hopes were shattered. On July 18th of

that very summer, " without the slightest warning or indication

that a change had taken place in the views of the authorities,"

the Turkish police suddenly attacked the premises of the C.M.S.,

the S.P.G., and the Bible Society, and forcibly closed them,

seized the Christian books, and threw some converts they found
there into prison. The immediate cause seems to have been the

confirmation of Turkish Christians alluded to above ; but it is

evident that the Porte was becoming alarmed by the manifest

effect produced by the Missions. One of the men seized was the

S.P.G. Turkish clergyman, Effendi Selim ; but he was released

after suffering abuse and insult for two hours. The authorities

even went the length of arresting Mr. Curtis, the S.P.G. mis-

sionarj'-, himself, which, under the treaties, was utterly illegal

;

but he too was of course quickly set free. The British Am-
bassador protested, and some compensation w^as exacted from

the Turkish Government, but the books were not restored. The
few Christian Turks who had been openly arrested were ulti-

mately released ; but a much larger number, converts and
inquirers, disappeared, until news began to come from Beyrout,

Kharpoot, and other places, of at least forty-seven of them being

condemned to the galleys.

Lord Stratford de Eedcliffe was not now Ambassador, and the

* S.P.G. Digest, p. 737. Mr. AVilliams was the Turk mentioned on

l)ago 74 of the present Volume as having been for a time in Islington College.
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Turks took advantage of the absence of his acuteness and tenacity. Part VI.

They presented the following memorandum, and Sir Henry 1^49-61.

Bulwer agreed to it :

—

ChaiK41.

" The Turkish Government will not allow any attempts, public, or Brj^ish^
private, to assail the Mussulman religion. Ambassa-

" They will not allow the missionaries or their agents to speak publiclv for yields

J- TV/r 1 1 •
J^ i -^ to Turkey,

aganist Monammetlanism.
" All attempts to convince Mussulmans that their religion is not of

God nnist be regarded by the Turkish authorities as an insult to the
national faith.

" They will not allow the sale or distribution, in public or private, of

any controversial works."

Mr. Eidgeway instantly added to the other interesting articles on c.m.s.

Turkey which appeared at this time in the Intelligencer (Oct., 1864),
p'"°'^^^*^«

an able paper on this theme,—"Missionary Work as regards
Mohammedans impossible if controversy be interdicted." "By
controversy," he wrote, "we miderstand, not acrimonious and
irritating recriminations, which, well aware how unbecoming and
injurious they are, the missionaries have always eschewed, but
that calm investigation of conflicting religious systems that is

indispensable to the decision of the important question—Which
is true and which is false?" And he went on to show from
history that Islam itself was originally an aggression upon
Christianity, and to argue therefore that Christianity had a right

to vindicate itself in the sight and hearing of the Mohammedans.
But the British Government were not prepared to risk inter-

national complications on this account ; and the blow of July
18th, 1864, proved to be permanently successful. The move- Mission

ment was suppressed ; and from that day to this there has never an e^^j'^**
been a revival of it. A few months later, the position was thus
reported:—"Missionary efforts at Constantinople are now met
by a systematized obstruction. The rooms, offices, and chapels
of the missionaries are beset with spies, so that no Turk can
approach them without being reported to the police." And the
position has never changed since.

In the following year, Dr. Pfander came to England in ill-

health, and died. Mr. Weakley, two or three years later, joined

the two Wolters', father and son, at Smyrna. Dr. Koelle con-
tinued to hold the fort at Constantinople, and from time to time
had secret inquirers. We shall meet him again.

The False Prophet still holds sway over the sacred Lands of

the East. Again and again Turkey has seemed to be breaking
up. Again and again she has been propped up by the mutual
jealousies of the European Powers. Perhaps the reign of Islam
over the cities and provinces dear to us for Christ's sake and the

Gospel's is to continue till the Lord Himself come. Meanwhile
the Church's business is still to bear witness to the truth, and to

gather out " the remnant," however small it be, from Jews, from
Turks, and from professing Christians.
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CHAPTER XLII.

India under Dalhousie ; and the Missions in the North.

The Marquis of Dalhousie—His Reforms and Developments—^James
Thomason—Bishop Wilson—Conversions at Calcutta—Progress
of Protestant Missions—S. P. G. at Delhi— C. M.S. in Bengal:
Weitbrecht's Death; Nuddea; Bhagalpur—Smith and Leupolt
at Benares—Converted Brahmans—Gorakhpur—The Agra College

—French and Pfander—Converts from Islam—The Agra Discussion
with Moulvies—^Jabalpur—Bombay—Appeal from Officers—Bombay
Converts—Anglo-Indian Contributions.

" We wrestle not against Jiesh and, Hood, but against principalities, against

powers."—Eph. vi. 12.
" Take the sicord of the Spirit, which is the Word of God."—Ver. 17.

UE last survey of the Indian Mission-field was taken

chiefly from the standpoint of 1841. We are now
approaching the great epoch of the Sepoy Mutiny of

1857, which divides the Indian history—at least the

North Indian history—of the century into two parts.

Let us therefore view the field, as it were, at the loeginning of that

fateful year, while peace was still undisturbed.

The youngest, and the most brilliant, of Governors-General, the

Marquis of Dalhousie, had just left India, after eight extraordinary

years of " expansion of territory, unification of territory, and the

drawing forth of material resources"—"conquest, consolidation,

and development." '•' " Small of stature, but with a noble

head . . .
' the little man ' of Government House first inspired

awe in those with whom he came in contact ; then trust ; and
finally an ardent admiration, in which loyalty to the master

mingled strongly with personal love. . . . During eight years of

trials, and sorrows, and successes, he presented to our countrymen
in India the loftiest type, I had almost said the apotheosis, of the

great qualities which in distant lands we love to associate with the

name of Englishman." f Dalhousie is worth introducing thus in

this History, for to him we owe the deliverance of Christian

convei'ts from grave disabilities, the commencement of a worthy
system of education, material developments which have greatly

* Sir W. W. Hunter, Rulers of India : Dalhousie.

t Ibid., p. 31.

P. 11.
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facilitated missionary enterprise, and the opening of at least three Part VI.

important Mission-fields to the preaching of the Gospel. 1849-61.

1. By both Hindu and Mohammedan law, a convert forfeited all P'
*

right to the inheritance of property, ancestral or acquired. An christian

attempt had been made in 1845, in an Act known as the Lex Loci, ri^^f^*^'
to abolish this disability ; but so loud were the protests of the secured.

Hindus that it had to be abandoned. In 1849, however, owing
in the first instance to strong representations by the Bishop of

Bombay touching some glaring cases of hardship in that Presi-

dency, a new Act was proposed, which would effect the same
result, but without particularizing any religion by name. Again
the Hindus protested, affirming that the inheritance of property
was necessarily conditional on the performance of certain cere-

monial duties which Christians could not and would not perform,
and that therefore the Government was interfering, contrary to its

loud profession of neutrality, with the religion of the country. But
now no less than twelve thousand Native Christians in Bengal
alone, " all loyal and respectable subjects of Her Majesty,"
memorialized the Government ; and not in vain. Dalhousie, in

an able Minute, said, " The Government will not do its duty if it

leaves unchanged any portion of that law which inflicts personal
injury on any one by reason of his religious belief." The Act
passed on April 10th, 1850, a great day for religious liberty in

India.

2. Just as the abolition of Suttee by Lord William Bentinck
preceded by three years the renewal of the Bast India Com-
pany's Charter in 1833, so did Lord Dalhousie's abolition of the

forfeiture of a convert's inheritance precede by just three years

the further renewal of the Charter in 1853. This was the fourth

renewal with which this History has been concerned, and it

proved to be the last. We have seen the vain attempt of Wilber-
force to open India to the Gospel in 1793, his successful attempt
in 1813, the good work of Charles Grant the Younger in 1833.

There was less cause for exciting debate in 1853 ; but there were
reforms and developments desired by the missionary societies,

and the S.P.G. and C.M.S. formed a joint Committee to agitate

for them. In particular, the great question of Government New Edu-

Education was in the front, and the discussions on the subject policy^

led to the famous Educational Despatch of 1854, drafted for

Sir Charles Wood, then Minister for India, by his Under-Secretary,
Mr. Baring, afterwards Lord Northbrook. The Education Ques-
tion, however, will come before us in future chapters ; we may
therefore leave until then the consideration of this memorable
manifesto, only noting as we pass that it was Dalhousie whose
energy started the new system.

3. The expansion of the British dominions which opened doors Annexa-

for missionary effort was on this wise. The system had prevailed Native

in India of forming protectorates over Native States, enabling the s*^^^^-

Government to exercise political control over them in their foreign
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Part VI. affairs without being burdened with the internal administration.
1849-61. This is a good system where the Native Government honestly
C ha]). 42. ggg]^g ^Q good of the people; and it still prevails over large

territories in India. But as a matter of fact, many of the Hindu and
Mohammedan Courts have been vicious, corrupt, oppressive, and
cruel, to a degree which filled the upright Englishmen who were
the Eesidents at them with sorrow and shame for the wickedness
they were helpless to deal with ; and the practical result was that

in some cases the British protectorate was protecting the rulers

from the punishment they would otherwise have justly received

from their subjects, while in no way protecting the subjects from
intolerable tyranny. Dalhousie put an end to this system in a

great many minor principalities, and incorporated them into

British India ; and he further annexed, one after another, four

great territories, viz., the Punjab, Nagpur (now the Central

Provinces), Oudh, and Lower Burmah,—leaving at the end of his

eight years the area under direct English administration nearly

half as large again as he found it. His methods of doing so were,

and still are, severely criticized ; and no opinion need here be
offered regarding them. An able defence of them is now accessible

to every reader in Sir William Hunter's masterly little book already

quoted from. How these measures opened up fields for missionary

effort will appear by-and-by.

4. Moreover, Dalhousie was the real creator of Modern India :

Railways of the magnificent system of railway and telegraph, of the cheap
g?aphs.^ post, of many great public works, of improved methods of

administration. In 1853 he penned his great Eailway INIinute,

embodying, observes Hunter, "one of the most comprehensive
and far-seeing schemes which ever issued from the human brain

"

—which scheme has been the basis of the whole railway system
of India ever since.* On April 16th, 1853, the first train in India

ran twenty miles from Bombay to Tanna. On February 5th, 1855,

the first sixty-seven miles of the great line that was to connect

Calcutta with the North-West were opened, to Burdwan ; Bishop
Daniel Wilson, at Dalhousie's request, offering prayer on the

platform before the train started. + Further, Dalhousie invented

and inaugurated the system of attracting private enterprise and
English capital for these public w^orks by a State guarantee of

reasonable interest on the outlay, which has given an enormous
impetus to industry and commerce. The establishment of

telegraphic communication was a difficult task, involving new^

inventions to neutralize the electrical disturbances caused lay the

tremendous storms of India ; but it was accomplished—and saved

* Dalhousie liad had no little share in arranging the railway schemes in

England. At the age of thirty-three, first as Vice-President of the Board of

Trade under Mr. Gladstone, in Peers Ministry, and then as President when
Gladstone resigned, he was overwhelmed with work in connexion with the
great Railway Mania of 184.5-6.

t Life of Bp. D. Wilson, vol. ii. p.|354.
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Indica when the Mutiny burst forth. " It is that accursed string Part YI.

that strangles us," said a mutineer being led to execution, pointing 1849-61.

to the telegraph-wire. And, to effect these and other great ^ P" ^^-

developments, Dalhousie organized the splendidly efficient Public

Works Department. But his mind and spirit were too energetic

for his bodily frame ; and the greatest of our Indian Proconsuls
left office a broken and tottering old man at the age of forty-four.

It was during Dalhousie's reign, in 1853, that James Thomason, James

Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces, died at his
°'"^^°"

post. " In civil administration," says Sir R. Temple, " on a vast

stage during a period of peace, he has never been surpassed in the
annals of the East, and was one of the most successful Englishmen
that have ever borne sway in India." '^' " His life was a pattern

of how a Christian Governor ought to live. His chai'acter, His

founded upon the Rock of Ages, naturally displayed calmness as and'^ser-^'^

a dominant quality ; and in subordination to this were patience, vices,

moderation of thought, and intellectual deliberation. . . . Though
outwardly he was never enthusiastic, yet an enthusiasm glowed
within him, and it was the enthusiasm of humanity. His cha-

racter was composed, so to speak, of two strata ; the first consisted

of enlightenment and sweetness, the second of resolution and
persistency. The two elements were joined together by the bond
of Christian faith. "f Mr. J. W. Sherer, formerly Assistant-

Secretary to the Government at Agra, was calling in later years

on Sir R. Montgomery in London. Seeing over the fireplace a

portrait of Thomason, he pointed to it and said, " I have never
found his equal." "Nor I—ever," was Montgomery's reply.

|

Now James Thomason's father was Thomas Thomason, Fellow
of Magdalene College, Cambridge, and curate to Charles Simeon,
who encouraged him to follow Henry Martyn's example and go to

India as a chaplain under the Company, which he did, taking his

four-year-old boy, James, Simeon's godson, wdth him. Thomas a fruit of

Thomason became Minister of the Old Church, and the organizer
^'("Jlf

°"^

at Calcutta of the C.M.S. Missions which Corrie was starting at

Agra, Benares, &c. James followed in his father's steps, and
all his life was a warm friend and supporter of Missions, and of

the C.M.S. in particular. He not only subscribed liberally; he
worshipped with the Native Christians when at stations where
there were Mission churches, and he translated the Psalms
into Hindustani for their use. This was the man who trained

the young civilians afterw^ards so great in the Punjab. John
Lawrence, R. Montgomery, D. McLeod, E. Thornton, R. N. Cust,

C. Raikes, and many others, went from him to the new Province
;

while there remained in his own Province such men as H. Carre

Tucker and W. Muir. And all this from Charles Simeon's

wondrous policy of faith in sending out men like Thomas Thomason

* Men and Events of My Time in India, p. 11.

t Ibid., p. 16. X Ibid., p. 132.
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Part VI. to India when Evangelical clergymen at home were so few and
1849-61. far between !

Chap. 42.

In 1857, Bishop Daniel Wilson was still at his post at Calcutta,

after an episcopate of a quarter of a century, and in his eightieth

year. At Bombay, Bishop Harding had succeeded Bishop Carr
in 1851 ; and at Madras, Bishop Dealtry, who had been Arch-
deacon at Calcutta, had succeeded Bishop Spencer in 1849.

Wilson's pet project of an Agra Bishopric had never come to

anything ; nor could he even obtain permission from the East
India Company to have a Coadjutor. But it is curious, as we
observed in Chapter XXXIII., that he should have been able to

consecrate at Calcutta a bishop for Borneo, the first Anglican
bishop consecrated outside the British Isles since the Eeformation.
That important ceremony was performed in the new cathedral,

which was another of Wilson's pet projects, a project which he
did carry to a successful issue. The first stone had been laid on
October 8th, 1839 ; the consecration of the cathedral was on
October 8th, 1847, just after Wilson's return from that one visit

to England which has been before mentioned. It cost nearly

£50,000, of which the Bishop gave a fifth. He also gave a second
£10,000 towards an Endowment Fund for a Dean and Canons

;

but he failed to get the necessary charter from the Company,
and the Fund became a Cathedral Mission Fund, to support
missionaries in the city. Ultimately, as we shall see by-and-by,
the greater part of the interest of this Fund was committed by
the Bishop to the administration of the Church Missionary
Society.

Some remarkable conversions of influential high-caste Hindus
had been taking place in Calcutta. There had been a succession

of baptisms of Kulin Brahmans, and of the sons of wealthy
merchants of less exclusive caste, in connexion with Dr. Duff's

new College—the Free Church Institution, started when the

disruption of the Scotch Kirk separated Duff from the scene of

his earlier labours. One lad of eighteen, married to a girl of

twelve, taught his child-wife from the Bengali Bible and Pilgrim's

Progress in the dead of night, until she one night exclaimed,
" Are not we lingering in the City of Destruction ? Is it not our
duty to act like ' Christian '—to arise, forsake all, and flee for our

lives? " On the next idol-festival, when a Hindu lady could go
out in a closed palankin, they quietly went off to Duff's house.

A tremendous uproar arose ; but the husband and wife were
baptized together while the crowd raged outside.* Other bap-

tisms of importance took place in connexion with the London
Missionary Society and also with the C.M.S. In 1852 a Hindu
gentleman of high family proclaimed his conversion, and his

thorough knowledge of Christianity, by giving a course of lectures

and
Mission
Fund.

High-
caste con-
verts at
Calcutta.

* Life of Alexander Duff, vol. ii. p. 55.
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on the Evidences in the Old Church parish-room ; and in 1853 Part VI.

a relative of his, a Brahmini lady of unusual intellectual gifts and 18-4&-61.

cultivation, was baptized in the Old Church itself. In 1854 Cliap^42.

occurred the commencement—for it was a long process—of the

unique conversion of the Dutt family, several brothers, with The Dutt

their wives and children. Their father, a Native Judge, was ^'"^ ^'

actually baptized on his death-bed, at his own earnest request,

by a son—who was not yet a Christian himself !—the Church
service being read, and the water poured over the dying man " in

the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ";

after which the sons and their families put themselves under the

instruction of the Scotch missionaries.''' Ultimately, though not
till 1862, they were baptized into the Church of England by the

Eev. C. Bomwetsch, one of the Germans from Basle and Islington,

who laboured as a C.M.S. missionary for more than thirty years.

While godless Englishmen were mocking, as usual, at the
" miserable failure " of Missions, the leading Hindus were taking Alarm of

genuine alarm. In 1848, a great meeting of the most learned '"
"^'

and powerful Brahmans was held to establish a Hindu Society,

whose members should bind themselves to oppose Christianity

in every possible way, and in particular to send no son of theirs

to a Mission-school ; and two years later, another meeting was held

to consider a proposal for counteracting the influence of Chris-

tianity by providing a way, easier than the almost impossible

penances that had been imposed for two thousand years, for

" renegades" to retiu-n to their old superstitions and regain their

forfeited caste status.

The early 'fifties are a memorable epoch in regard to work
among the women of India. Female Education was, of course. Female

still more backward than the education of men. The only women ^'^"'^^tion.

who were educated at all were the nautch-girls, so that for a

Hindu lady to be able to read and write was actually disreputable.

In this matter, as in others, the Parsees of Bombay and the

Christians of Tinnevelly were ahead of the Brahmans, Kajputs,

and wealthy Hindu landowners and merchants. The work begun
by Miss Cooke in 1822, described in our Fifteenth Chapter, was
among the lower classes ; and it was long before the higher-class

women and girls could be reached. But, as Dr. G. Smith well

observes, "the boys of 1830 were the men of 1850 ";i that is to

say, the boys who had come under Duff's influence at Calcutta,

though not Christians, had learned to feel the need of companion- its need

ship in their wives ; and a few of the more advanced began to see
'^^^^^

that women ought to be educated. A man like Krishna Mohan
Banerjea, who, though himself a Christian clergyman, had in-

fluence with his non-Christian fellow-countrymen, did much to

open their eyes on this point. And w^hile the more enlightened

public opinion was thus gradually changing. Christian people were

* Lije 0/ Alexand^er Duff, vol. ii. p. 2-i9. t Ibid., -p. 360.
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Part VI. taking steps to provide the teaching requii'ed. A school for high-
1849-61. caste ladies, strictly excluding religion, had been established by
Liap^^.

-j^j-j, Bethune, President of the Government Council of Education,
and a few girls had attended it, carefully conveyed to and fro in

closed carriages, and with every "purdah" precaution while
there ; but it was a premature attempt, and met with but partial

Calcutta success. In 1851, however, the Calcutta Normal School was
Schoof. founded, with the object of training female teachers, English and

Eurasian, who might then get inside the zenanas and teach
the ladies in their own homes. In 1854, a Scotch missionary,

the Eev. John Fordyce, organized a regular Zenana Mission, in

conjunction with Mrs. Mullens, wife of the eminent L.M.S.
missionary, and daughter of the same Society's devoted Swiss
preaching missionary, Alphonse Lacroix. The first Hindu gentle-

man to open his house for the home teaching of the female
inmates was Babu P. Cumar Tagore, and the first lady teacher

sent there was a governess in the Normal School, Miss Toogood,
who knew Bengali perfectly. In 1857, Dr. Duff took a further

School ^^®P ^^y opening a high-class ladies' school like Mr. Bethune's, but
with Christianity avowedly taught ; and it is remarkable that

many non-Christian Hindus who had distrusted the " neutrality"

of the Bethune School, patronized Duff's, because of the high
moral teaching they knew would be given. Miss Toogood became
headmistress, and the School floui-ished ; insomuch that when it

had been carried on for a year, an examination was held in a
Hindu millionaire's house, before the elite of Native society, and
no less than sixty-two young daughters of the Hindu gentry were
examined before a large gathering, English and Native, men in-

cluded. Meanwhile, in the same year, 1857—the dark year of

the Mutiny, too—the Normal School was amalgamated with the
old Calcutta Female Education Society which had carried on the
former work of Mrs. Wilson (Miss Cooke). In 1860, Miss Cockle,
the head of the School, was invalided, and Miss Jetter (daughter
of J. A. Jetter, C.M.S. missionary, and afterwards Mrs. Greaves)
was sent out as her successor. In 1861, the London Auxiliary
Committee of the School, of which Mr. and Mrs. (afterwards Lord
and Lady) Kinnaird were the moving spirits, and the Eev.
A. M. W. Christopher (now of Oxford) the Hon. Secretary,

Indian developed itself into the Indian Female Normal School and In-

NoTmai struction Society, with a view to combining with the Normal
School and Scliool an Organization for regular zenana visitation. By the end
Instruc- n

^ ^ "^
.

tion of that year, " twenty-two houses [in Calcutta], containing 160
Society. Native ladies and 150 little daughters, were open, principally of

the Brahman, writer, and doctor castes. Native female teachers

were employed in sufficient numbers to enable each house to be
visited daily, and instruction given for three or four hours ; while
once a week the English lady visitor examined and supervised the
results of the whole. The pupils consisted of grandmothers,
mothers, and little children. Christian book^ were introduced,
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and religious conversation encouraged." '• So began the wonderful Part VI.

work of the Zenana Missions. 1849-61.

Taking Protestant Missions generally, there was not, except ^ '^^'' *"

in one province, any very marked progress and extension during Progress 01

the earlier 'fifties. The various Societies whose work was briefly
^^s'sTo'ii"'^

summarized at the close of our Twenty-second Chapter were
continuing their work, with signs, more or less, of blessing. It is

not necessary to enumerate these Societies again ; and the only

addition to their number before the Mutiny was the American
"Dutch Eefonned Church," one of the numerous subdivisions of

the great Presbyterian body, which began a Mission in Arcot, south

of Madras, in 1854. This Mission is noteworthy for being carried

on for the most part by a single family, the Scudders. At one
time no less than seven men bearing the name of Scudder were
associated with it, besides wives and sisters. In 1853, Dr.

Mullens, of the London Missionary Society, Calcutta, published

the first of the regular Decennial Statistical Tables which we
now look for every ten years. It showed that in 1851 there were
in India 91,000 Native Christians registered by the different

Protestant Missionary Societies, of whom 15,000 were communi-
cants. In the decade we are now reviewing, these numbers
rose respectively to 138,000 and 25,000. Another sign of the

growing strength of the missionary body was the holding, for

the first time in India, of a General Missionary Conference, at First

Calcutta, in 1855, when fifty missionaries of various Societies ™^con"fer
met together for four days' conference. ence.

The one great exception to the general absence of extension at

this period is that of the Missions in the newly-annexed province

of the Punjab. First the American Presbyterians, and then the Occupa-

Church Missionary Society, invaded that inviting field in the punjab!*^^

name of Christ ; but to their enterprise a separate chapter will be

devoted. Here, however, may be mentioned one important step,

taken in 1854, which, after the Mutiny, added a famous S.P.G.

Mission to the Church's work in the Punjab, but which does not

in this period belong to Punjab history because the city occupied

was no new conquest, but had long been in British possession,

and was then included in the North-West Provinces. This city

was Delhi. The small work carried on there by the C.M.S. in

earlier years was mentioned in our Fifteenth Chapter ; but after

that, the Baptist Mission, under a very able man, Mr. Thompson,
was alone for some years, though Dr. Pfander, the great C.M.S.
missionary to Mohammedans, visited the city from Agra, and
disputed with the moulvies in the Imperial Mosque. The C.M.S.
Eeport of 1854, which mentions this, adds, "The Committee
rejoice to announce that the Society for the Propagation of the

^f.^^-
Gospel has commenced a Mission at Delhi, by which they trust Mission.

* CM. Intelligencer, June, 1863, p. 139. See also C.M.I, for April, 1863,

Deccm'uer, 1865, September, 1869 ; and Life of Duff, vol. ii. p. 360.
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Part YI. that this promising movement may be guided and fostered."

1849-61. The chaplain, Mr. Jennings, and other Enghsh residents, raised
Chap. 42. ^ fund for a Church Mission, and invited the S.P.G. to undertake

'

it ; and two missionaries were sent in that year, 1854. There

was akeady a httle band of Christians, and among them were
two distinguished men, Eam Chander, mathematical teacher

(afterwards Professor) in the Government College, and Chaman
Lai, an assistant-surgeon, also under Government. Both of these

had been Hindus of good caste, and had found Christ through

reading the New Testament. Chaman Lai had been in Duff's

College.''' The principal Native agent of the Baptist Mission

also, Wilayat x\li, a convert from Islam, was an exceptionally

able and zealous man. How several of these Christian workers,

English and Indian, fearlessly met death during the Mutiny, we
shall see hereafter.

C.M.S.
Missions.

Calcutta.

Death of

J. J. Weit-
Drecht.

We will now take a more detailed, and yet a rapid, survey of

the C.M.S. Missions in India at this period. Beginning at Cal-

cutta, we find the Eev. G. G. Cuthbert Secretary of the North
India Missions. Mr. Cuthbert was an excellent Irish clergyman,

a graduate of Dublin, who had refused preferment in order to go

out as a missionary. He was sent forth in 1845, being taken

leave of along with Eagland and Rebmann, and sailing with the

former. For thirteen years he held ofdce as Secretary at Calcutta

with general acceptance. In the city and district, among the

labourers at this time w^ere the veteran T. Sandys ; that unique

missionary, James Long, of whom more by-and-by ; two young
recruits, J. Vaughan and R. P. Greaves ; and several trusted

Eurasian agents. Nothing of special interest was reported of the

work, which consisted of evangelistic preaching in various ways,

schools, and the care of a few^ hundred Native Christians.

Burdwan had lost its revered missionary, Weitbrecht, after

listening to his earnest preaching for twenty years ; and A. P.

Neele had begun there a service that w^as to last a quarter of a

century. In February, 1852, Weitbrecht had been requested to

preach the sermon at the half-yearly conference of missionaries

at Calcutta. He arranged to go down thither, although ill at

the time ; and the Native Christians at Burdwan feared for him,

because, they said, " he had become quite perfect." He preached

the sermon in Trinity Church, from the words, " Be thou faithful

unto death." This was on Wednesday evening; and on the

Sunday evening he preached in another church, St. James's,

on " Surely I come quickly. Even so, come. Lord Jesus."

That night cholera struck him ; and next morning he entered

into rest, at the age of fifty. "Thus," said Leupolt, "did one
night's storm fell the goodly cedar which had stood many a

blast."

* A full accouut of their conversion, written by a British officer, is given
in the QM. lutMigcncer of November, 1852.
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In the Krishnagar district were labouring Blumhardt, Linck^, Part VI.

and other of the old German veterans ; and four or five younger
pf'*^'^];

men, German and English, among the latter being Samuel Hasell
'^^^'

and Samuel Dyson. The promise of the Krishnagar Mission Krish-

had not been fulfilled. The sanguine hopes to which Bishop "^ear.

Daniel Wilson had given utterance nearly twenty years before hopes"d?s-

seemed to mock the weary and almost heart-broken brethren who peiied.

remembered them only too well. The Annual Report of the very

year in which we are supposed to be taking this survey, 1857,

says, "The missionaries have written more and more discourag-

ingly each year of the state of their congregations. Several of

the out-stations have been reported as having relapsed into

former superstitions, and baptized converts have apostatized in

large numbers. Though there are individual cases of true con-

version, and some bright examples of the grace of God, yet, as a

Christian Church, the Krishnagar converts exhibit a near resem-
blance to the Churches of LaodicaBa or Sardis." The simple

fact that out of a community numbering 4500 souls, under 400
were communicants, speaks volumes of itself. The remarkable
thing is that disappointing as the condition of the Christians Yet better

undoubtedly was, independent onlookers did not take so de- thenism.

sponding a view of it as the missionaries. For instance, an
English gentleman in the district, an indigo-planter, told a

visitor in 1856 that he had heard and believed the unfavourable

reports until he went to live on his own indigo-estate, close

to Mr. Schurr's station at Kapasdanga ; but that then, "by
personal eyesight, and with the observation which his own know-
ledge of Bengali had enabled him to make, he had enjoyed
opportunities of beholding the actual fruits of the Mission, as

seen in the general improvement of the Natives around the

station, and was now conscious of the false estimate too generally

entertained." " He himself had seen sufficient to repay all the

labour and expenditure which the Society had ever incurred in

Bengal." And Leupolt, after visiting the district, said that he
only wished the Benares district were a second Krishnagar.

Such a remark, from a man of Leupolt's acuteness and large

experience, witnesses significantly to the immeasurable diiference

between even bad nominal Christians and the real Heathen ; and
the truth of it received a striking illustration when the testing time

of the Mutiny came, as we shall see hereafter.

The Krishnagar work was now not merely in the villages of

the poor ryots. Besides the town of Krishnagar itself, two
important but decayed towns had been occupied by Mr. Hasell, |1^^?" ^^

viz., Nuddea (or Nadiya), once the Oxford of Bengal, and a great ^ *^^'

seat of Brahmanical learning, and Santipur, an emporium of

trade. Hasell opened schools, which were at once attended by
large numbers of boys from the most exclusive Brahman families

;

and one conspicuous fruit from the Santipur school was gathered,

when the son of the most distinguished Brahman pundit in the
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Work
among the
Paharis.

Part VI. town, who first learned of Christ in that school, was baptized ten

^'^^''^"j.V
y^^^^ afterwards, with his wife, by Mr. Dyson. But the work

''^^' suffered severe loss in 1856, when a very able and zealous Native
evangelist, Koylas Chander Mukerji, died at the early age of

thirty-four. He had been a Kulin Brahman, and was converted
in one of the Society's schools, confessing Christ boldly despite

the violent opposition of his father and family.

Bhagaipur. At Bhagalpur, on the Ganges, in the province of Behar, we
find the Eev. Ernest Droese, an excellent Prussian minister who
had come to India under a Berlin society, but had subsequently
joined the C.M.S., and had received English orders from Bishop
Wilson ; and also Erhardt, the map-constructor of East Africa,"''-

transferred now to India. As far back as 1824, Bishop Heber
sent a young S.P.G. man at Calcutta, the Eev. T. Christian, to

Bhagalpur, with a view to his evangelizing the Paharis, or hill-

men, of the highlands south of that town ; but after a year or

two's zealous labours, both he and his wife were carried off by
the local fever. Some years passed away, and then a godly
chaplain, and a layman, who was a son of David Brown, the

Calcutta chaplain of earlier days, raised a fund to establish a

Mission, and invited the C.M.S. to undertake it. Droese was
accordingly sent there in 1850, and in his first three or four years

he baptized about a hundred of the hill-men. Subsequently, at

the invitation of the Government, he established schools among
the Santals also, and thus began the interesting Santal Mission.

Passing into the North-West Provinces, we come first to

Benares, the true capital of Hinduism. The veterans W. Smith
and C. B. Leupolt we find still at work after twenty-five years'

service. Smith preaching and preaching continually all round the

surrounding country, and Leupolt in the midst of the flourishing

schools, orphanages, and industrial agencies in the suburb of

Sigra, by which he was seeking to foster a higher life among the

Native Christians, and to educate both their children and the

waifs and strays brought to him from outside. Of this Mission,

and all its varied agencies, a most interesting account is given in

Leupolt's Recollections of an Indian Missionary and Further
Becollections.\ In 1848, a young civil officer who rose to high
distinction, Eichard Temple, was at Benares ; and thirty years

later he wrote as follows :

—

" Staying at Benares some little time, I observed the working of the
Mission belonging to the Church Missionary Society, and conducted by
the Reverend Missionaries William Smith and Charles Benjamin Leupolt.
The conversation of these self-denying and experienced men was most
instructive to a young officer. They impressed me with their charitable

considerateness towards the faults of the native character, and their

appreciative discernment of its virtues. They showed me what were

Benares

Sir R.
Temple on
Smith and
Leupolt.

* See Chapter XL.
t The older work (1843) has been long out of jarint.

published by Nisbet in 188-i.

The latter was
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the ways of native thought, and how those ways coukl best be approached Part VI.
by moral and rehgious influences. . . . The sight of their work taught 1M4.9-81.

me, at the outset of my career, tlie sahitary lesson that something more Chap. 42.

was to be expected from British rule tlian military success, political

management, material prosperity, and intellectual education. Then the
reflection was brought home to me that when England sent forth men
to the East, some to lead her armies, others to collect her revenues or
construct her public works, and again others to manage her trade or
industrial enterprises, she could also provide many for higher and more
blessed purposes than these." *

At our date, J. Fuchs, a Basle man, is assisting the two honoured
brethren ; C. F. Cobb and H. D. Hubbard, recent Cambridge
recruits, are working at Jay Narain's College ; W. T. Storrs has
just arrived ; and C. F. Eeuther, another Prussian, who had come
out with Droese under the Berlin society, who with him had
joined the C.M.S., and with him had been ordained, is at the

neighbouring town of Juanpur. At aiiother towai not far off,

Azamgarh, we find a good school under an excellent Native
master, Babu Timothy Luther, a brother of the well-known
Presbyterian Bengali, the Eev. Behari Lai Singh, and a convert

of Mr. Bowley's at Chunar. Other fruits of that good man's
work long ago are to be seen in two zealous catechists, Davi Zealous

Solomon and David Mohan, who are intended for ordination, and ^ents.
who—if we may come down two years later—were ordained in

1859 by Bishop Cotton. Two other catechists who were after-

wards ordained we find at Benares at this time, Samuel Nand
and Nehemiah Nilkanth, both Brahmans. One would suppose

that if there were a city in India where the conversion of a

Brahman would be more emphatically a miracle than it is every-

where, it would surely be Benares
;
yet in the Annual Eeports of

this period, year by year almost, we find reports of these true

miracles,—the results generally either of reading the Christian

Scriptures or of the teaching in Jay Narain's School. Of the

two just mentioned, whose stories are both most deeply interesting, f

Nand became in after years pastor of one of the Benares con-

gregations, and Nilkanth became the famous Padre Nehemiah Nehemiah

Goreh, who—as we have seen in our Thirty-seventh Chapter

—

was for some time in Islington College. Both their names occur

again and again in the Eeports, as of zealous and faithful evan-

gelists. J

* Men and Events^ of My Time in India, p. 31.

t The story of Nand's conversion was given in full detail in the CM.
Record of September, 1849. That of Nilkanth was the subject of a book
called Divij, by W. Smith. Both narratives appear in a condensed form in

the CM. Gleaner of April, 1875; and extracts from Dwij in the CM.
Intelligencer of February, 1866.

I In a journal of W. Smith's, printed in the CM. Intelligencer of January,

1855, occurs a most touching notice of the death of Nehemiah's wife

Lakhshmi, a few weeks after giving birth to a daughter :
—

"Decem'ier 1st, 1853.—This morning I baptized dear Nehemiah's and
Lakhshmi's fine little girl. The mother is, I fear, dying. . . .

''December 3rd.—Dear Lakhshmi died a happy and glorious death last
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Part YI. Of Gorakhpur and Meerut there is nothing to add to what was
• ] 849-61. said when we last noticed them. The former station, with its
Chap. 4^. agricultural Christian village, came in 1853 under the charge of

Stern at the Eev. H. Stern, a Basle and Islington man ordained b}^ Bishop
Gorakhpur. Blomfield, and remained under him for forty years, exhilaiting all

that time the best features of the old patriarchal system of

Missions which our German brethren loved, and w^hich is so

vividly pictured in Sir W. W. Hunter's admired book, Tlic Old
Missionary. Meerut was during our period the sphere of the Eev.
E. M. Lamb, the Cambridge man who gave up a Lancashire
parish to become a missionary, as mentioned in the Thirty- sixth

Chapter ; but its best days belong to a later period.

Agra. We come next to Agra, the most interesting station at this

period in North India. Here have been working all the four

Basle men expelled by the Eussians from North-Western Persia
;

but Kreiss is dead, and Pfander has gone to the Afghan Frontier,

leaving Schneider and Hoernle still at work, the latter in charge
of the interesting orphanage, printing press, and Christian village

at Secundra, five miles from the city.* But we also find the new
College, founded by French and Stuart ; and though Stuart has
left for work elsewhere, French is at his post, with J. Leighton
assisting him. This College, and Pfander's work among the
Mohammedans, must detain us a little.

Plans for Leading men at Agra, Government officials and others—in-

CoUege. eluding the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces,
Mr. James Thomason, and his successive secretaries, Mr. John
Thornton and Mr. (now Sir) W. Muir,—had for some time been
urging on the Society the importance of establishing a high-class

educational institution there on Dr. Duff's plan. The Society
already had Jay Narain's School at Benares ; but they wanted a
college superior to that. The Committee, however, had neither

the men nor the means at their disposal, until, in April, 1850, the
French offer of T. V. French, and that of E. C. Stuart just at the same

time, seemed to supply the one need, and the Agra friends raised

among themselves £1500 to supply the other—to which the

Committee felt justified in adding a similar sum from the Jubilee
Fund. In September of the same year French and Stuart sailed

together ; and while on then- voyage out they named the projected

college St. John's, after Henry Martyn's college at Cambridge,
"with additional reference to St. John as the Apostle of Oriental

Churches." f They began work by teaching in an existing

night, manifesting every mark of a real child of God. Spiritual in mind,
and with great love to her Saviour, she was a striking proof of what Divine
grace can effect on the mind of a Heathen in the space of fourteen months.
Much might be said of this lovely Christian."

The infant girl thus born and baptized, is now known all over the world as
Ellen Lalchshmi Goreh, author of "In the secret of His presence how my soul
delights to hide."

* The Secundra Press at this time was making £400 a year nett profit,

which was used in the Mission. f Life of Bp. French, vol. i. p. 23.
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Mission high-school while studying the languages ; and the new Part VI.

college buildings were not completed till nearly three years later, i^*^~^p'

being opened on December 16th, 1863.
^^'

From the first, the College was successful in attracting boys, st. John's

although there was a large Government College in tlie city. In opg^^,
that institution the Bible was not taught ; and intelligent parents

of a superior class, though they had no wish for their sons to

become Christians—and indeed no fear of their doing so,—did

wish them to learn truthfulness and honesty and the moral virtues •

generally ; and experience has show^n that it is alw^ays Christian

teaching that does that, even where there is no conversion. But
French, of course, aimed at conversions, and constantly prayed

for them ; and he soon discerned tokens of the Spirit's working
among his pupils. His boys, he told the English congregation

when preaching to them, knew Scripture better than the average

Oxford undergraduate ; and some of them, he said, though un-

baptized, had " endured more for Jesus " than any of the English

in Agi-a." But he longed to be training "the Native apostles, or French's

at least the Tituses and Timothys of India," and hoped that they
°^^^'

might come out of his first English class of ten boys. One of the

ten, baptized a few^ years later by Shackell, became the Eev.

Madho Eam, pastor at Jabalpur. Other conversions took place

from time to time, if not from the College, yet through French's

work : in one year three Mohammedan munshis were baptized,

of whom he wTote, " They have forsaken all for Christ, and have

suffered bitter reproaches for his Name's sake." For French did

not confine his labours to the College. His biographer well ^^^^^^"^^

pictures his varied efforts to spread the Gospel :i

—

" At one time he converses with a single aged blind man of eighty,

explaining about the vessel marred in the hands of the potter, and
awakening a desire for Christian truth ; at another, he gathers round
him a group of children in the street, and when a Mohammedan seeks

to drive them ofi', causes amusement by patting them upon the head
and calling them his own. At one time a party of young men beg him
to act as Pi-esident of their Deistic Literary Club ; at another he tries

what can be done by sitting down before the doors of the houses, and
talking with those of the inmates who are willing to converse on
religious subjects."

Agra w^as at this time the scene of much dialectical conflict Pfander.

between Christian missionaries and Mohammedan moulvies.

That prince among the assailants of Islam, Dr. Pfander, was
there from 1841 to 1854 (including a year on furlough). His
books, described in our Forty-first Chapter, had a great effect upon
the Moslem mind ; but you may convince the mind without touch-

ing the heart. Pfander's converts, nevertheless, brought to Christ converts.

* Life of Bp. French, vol. i. p. 59.

t Ihid., p. 73. But the most vivid account of French at Agra was given

by his colleague, the Rev. J. Leightou, in the CM. IntalUgeiicer of August,
1892.
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Chap. 4.2

A war of
books.

Part VI. either by his personal teaching or by his books, are continually
1849-61. turning up in the old Eeports. A Persian merchant from Teheran
'>,o,i j.->

^^.^^^ baptized at Peshawar ; a traveller from Central Asia at Agra
itself ; a Syud (supposed descendant of Mohammed) by the

Presbyterian minister, the Eev. Gopinath Nandi, at Farakabad

;

a Government official in Sindh, whom we shall meet again, at

Karachi ; a distinguished moulviefrom Delhi, at Amritsar. These,

and several others, were all converts from Islam, and all these

were led to Christ through reading Pfander's books. No wonder
the Mohammedans were stirred up to defend their faith. As
early as 1845, a Government official at Agra published the

Kitab-i-Istifsar (Book of Questions), a large work designed as a

reply to Pfander's Mizan-al-Haqq (Balance of Truth). Then a

Lucknow moulvie brought out a reply to Pfander's Miftah-al-Asrar

(Key of Secrets), called Kashf-al-Astar (Eevealing of Things
Hidden). Pfander rejoined by issuing the Hcdl-al-Islilcal (Solution

of Difficulties); and this was followed by a public discussion held

at Lucknow in 1848. Then the moulvies of Agra and Delhi

united in a thorough study of Christian books, including com-
mentaries and other critical works and the writings of German
neologians ; and at length an elaborate quarto volume appeared,

entitled Azalat-al-Auham (Destroyer of Imaginations), and also a

smaller book, Ibtal-i-Tathlith (Eefutation of the Trinity), both

\vritten by a young but eminent moulvie at Delhi, Eahmat Allah.

He received help in preparing these works from a sub-assistant

surgeon, Wazir lOian ; and these two, encouraged by the con-

sciousness of familiarity with various critical difficulties connected
with the text of the Bible, challenged Pfander and French to a

The great pubHc discussion at Agra, chiefly on the subject of " the Abroga-

arA?ra°" ^^'^^^ ^^^'^ Corruption of the Christian Scriptures."

This discussion is one of the famous incidents in the history of

Missions in India. The scene was a striking one. The meeting
took place in the C.M.S. school in the Kuttra, the mission com-
pound in the city. In that enclosure was to be seen the house
once occupied by the first C.M.S. agent in India, Abdul Masih,

Henry Martyn's convert from Islam and Bishop Heber's first

Indian clergyman, and the balcony from which he used to pro-

claim the unsearchable riches of Christ ; and close by was the

church built by Daniel Corrie when chaplain at Agra. The
schoolroom was crowded with Mohammedans, sitting cross-

legged on the floor. On one side sat Eahmat Allah and Wazir
Khan, and behind them a band of assistant students in the con-

troversy ; opposite were Pfander and French and their brethren.

Piles of English and German works. Home, Michaelis, Strauss,

and others, lay in front of the Moslem champions ; and the

biuthen of their attacks proved to be the various readings in the

MSS. of the Scriptures. The points adduced are familiar enough
to even elementary Bible students in Europe ; but the moulvies

had got hints of very damaging criticisms of the Bil:)le, and
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had spared no pains to search them out. And from whom Part VI.

did they get these hints? It is a humihating fact that they
^^^^ 42.

received them from the Eoman CathoHc bishop and priests ;
and L

the suggestions offered from that quarter were ilhistrated by Roman

the denunciations of Luther and other Eeformers that enUvened heip^tL

the speeches of the Mohammedan disputants. The discussion Moslems,

lasted two days, and, as might be expected, both sides claimed the

victory.
=' But not many years afterwards, two of the assistant

^^^^'^'^l^^^

moulvies, who at that discussion heard for the first time the

Christian argument put verbally by faithful servants of Christ,

came out and embraced the Gospel. One is Moulvie Safdar

Ali, Extra Assistant Inspector in the Education Department ; the

other is the Eev. Imad-ud-din, D.D., of Amritsar. Both have

now for thirty years steadfastly witnessed to the truth that Jesus

Christ is the Son of God and the Saviour of men. Eahmat Allah

never surrendered to Christ. Thirty-seven years after, just when
Bishop French landed in Arabia, on one side, at Muscat, he

arrived on the other side of Arabia, at Mecca ; and within a

fortnight of one another, both passed into eternity.

We shall meet Pfander again at Peshawar. His later work
at Constantinople we have already seen. Some years after his

death, French, preaching at Cheltenham, said :

—

" Dr. Pfander was a master of practical, straightforward Christian ^p"^^ °"

controversy, and far out-topped all the missionaries of his day as the

Christian champion against Islam. He has passed away, but the stir and
movement he excited has not passed. He has left an imperishable

monument of his life's labours, and bequeaths a rich legacy to other ages

of the Clnu-ch, in his clear, strong, nnembellished statements of Christian

truth and refutation of Mohammedan error. It was no small privilege

I had in being the disciple of Pfander, a worthy successor of the heroic

Henry Martyn." t

A long way south of the Gangetic Valley which we have been

traversing in thought, and almost in the very centre of India, we
find a new station, only opened in 1854, Jabalpur or Jubbulpore.

It is now in the administrative division called the Central Central
. , - - „ -, .

-i
Provinces

:

Provinces, but this division had not been formed at our period
; jabaipur.

and it is also now an important station on the great railway from

Calcutta to Bombay. Like so many other Indian Mission stations,

its estabhshment is due to Government officials on the spot.

In 1851, the district judge, Mr. Mosley Smith, began to invite

Hindus to his own house, and there read and taught the Bible to

them. In conjunction wuth an earnest chaplain, Mr. Daw^son, he

raised a fund to start a regular Mission, and then applied to the

C.M.S. for a man. In 1853, a Prussian catechist who had come
to India under Gossner's Mission, J. W. Eebsch, was engaged

* Pfander's account of the Discussion is printed in the CM. hitelligencer

of November, 1854.

t Life of Bp. French, vol. i. p. 70. One important result of Pfander's

inHueuce was Sir W. Muir writing his great Life of Moliammel.
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Part VI. and sent to Jabalpur. Two ^-ears later E. C. Stuart, French's
1H49-61. Agra comrade, proceeded thither ; and him we find in charge at
Li^ip^w. ^^ ^g^|.g q£ q^j, survey. Through Eebsch's instrumentahty the

first-fruits of the Mission had already been gathered, in the

persons of a learned Brahman pundit and his wife, who first

learned the Gospel some years before from a book given him at

the Hurdwar mcla by an unknown missionary. " One soweth, and
another reapeth." ''

Western Leaving the Punjab for a separate chapter, we may now come
to the Bombay Presidency. And in donig so, we may defer Sindh
also, although it is part of that Presidency, because, being in the

Diocese of Lahore, it is now coupled with the Punjab as a mission-

field, and because its annexation and missionary occupation
nearly synchronize with the annexation and missionary occupation
of the Punjab. It is true that if Sindh is excluded, the Bombay
Presidency hardly comes under the head of North India ; but still

less does it belong to the South, and therefore it has to be in-

cluded in this chapter.
Bombay: The Bombay Mission-field was, during the period now under

vviison." review, dominated in no small degree by one great personality,

that of Dr. John Wilson, of the Free Church of Scotland.

Though Wilson was not, like Duff, the apostle of a particular

method of missionary work with which his name is for ever

associated, he was as great a man as Duff, and in some respects a

greater. While not disapproving of Duff's English education as

a Mission agency, he rather threw himself into vernacular work,
using Marathi, Gujerati, Hindustani, and Portuguese ; with
Persian, Arabic, and Sanscrit for classical study,—all which
languages he himself mastered. He had accomplished colleagues

in R. Nesbit and J. Murray Mitchell. His Life, the first published
of those brilliant biographies which Dr. George Smith has given

to the Church of Christ, affords the best view of Bombay as a
sphere of Christian enterprise in the 'forties and 'fifties.! The

c.M.s. C.M.S. Mission, to which our present survey has to be confined,
IWission . • • • .

was, and is, but a small agency in Western India and its capital.

But there were some good men at work. The Secretary of the

Mission was the Rev. George Candy, formerly an officer in the

Bombay army, then an S.P.G. missionary whom we have before

met as the "beloved brother" of the C.M.S. missionaries, and
then, with the consent of the S.P.G. , taken into C.M.S. service.

Money Tlie important Robert Money School had lost two Principals in

succession by death, G. M. Valentine, a choice Cambridge man
long and deeply lamented, and T. Jerrom, a scarcely less choice

Islington man, whose widow worked zealously for eleven years in

* An interesting sketch of the origin and history of the Jabalpur Mission,
written by another Christian pundit, appeared in the CM. 01 (iner of

November, 1881.

I Life of .full n Wilson of Btimhay, by George Smitli, LL.D. London, 1878.

School.
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Bombay after his death, and whose daughters also did good Part VI.

service, one as Mrs. E. Eogers in the same Mission, and one in 1H49-61.

the Pmijab. Another lady must be mentioned, Miss C. White, ^'"^l'- *^-

whose name is not on the Society's roll, because she was born in

India and was locally engaged, but whose girls' schools were for

many years one of the brightest agencies in the city. The other
missionaries, as so often in small Missions, were frequently com-
pelled by the exigencies of sickness or furloughs to exchange
spheres of labour. There were C. C. Menge, J. S. S. Eobertson,
E. Eogers, W. Salter Price, A. Davidson, and A. H. Frost; all

Islington men except Frost, who had been a Cambridge Wrangler Frost,

and Yorkshire Incumbent, and who afterwards became an
Islington man in another sense, being Principal of the College
from 1870 to 1874. He was a great itinerating missionary, and
worked with much zeal and perseverance the system of systematic
village itineration usually identified with Eagland's name. But
seiiior to all these was C. W. Isenberg, the companion of Krapf in isenberg.

Abyssinia," who, when they were expelled from that country, had
been transferred to Bombay, where he laboured for many years
with true German thoroughness and simplicity.! The Bombay
Mission also owed another German brother to the East Africa
Mission in the person of J. G. Deimler, who had been appointed Deimier.

to work with Krapf and Eebmann, but w^as transferred to India
before he could enter on that service, and for many years carried

on a special Mission among the Mohammedans. How Western
India in after years more than repaid the debt to East Africa by
sending there W. S. Price and his " Nasik boys," we shall see

hereafter.

The stations occupied besides Bombay were Nasik, Junir, and
Malegam in Khandesh, all on the table-land of the Deccan. Near
Nasik, Price founded the well-known agi'icultural and industrial Price at

settlement of Sharanpur, w4iich became a village colony of Native
^^^'''

Christians, and in after years the refuge of liberated African

slaves. But the Western India Mission was, and always has
been, a small one as compared with those in North and South
India. Not for lack of influential appeals from the field. In
1855, for instance, a remarkable memorial w^as sent to the Society, Memorial

signed by the Bishop (John Harding), the Archdeacon, Admiral o^^'^^s to

Sir Henry Leeke, Commander-in-chief of the Indian Navy ; Mr. c.m.s.

(afterwards Sir) Bartle Frere, Commissioner of Sindh ; six other

high Government officials, ten less prominent officials, twenty-
three military officers, eleven merchants, and seven chaplains.

This memorial said :

—

" We plead on behalf of fifteen millions of the unevangelized Natives
of this land. . . . We grant that conversions are yet few ; but the pre-
paratory work is steadily advancing ; inquiry spreads ; missionaries are

* See Chapter XXIV.
t. See Bioijraphy oj Her. Charles Lscnberg, by Dr. Guiidert of Basle ; English

Translation published by C.M.S. , 1885.
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r\RT VI. welcomed. Everything invites to fresh eflort. The Lord is assuredly

1849-61. calling us to preach the Gospel unto this people, and we venture there-

Chap. 42. fore to add, in the language of urgent solicitation with the Society,
• ' Arise ; for this matter belougeth unto thee ; we also will be with thee

;

be of good courage, and do it.' " *

What might not the Mission have done if Christian England
had enabled the Society to respond to this appeal ! Moreover,

although it was true that " conversions were yet few," there had
Notable been some very notable ones. Deeply-interesting accounts of high-
converts

: ^^.^^^ convcrts of the Scotch Mission, from Parseeism, Hinduism,

and Mohammedanism, are given in the Biography of Dr. John
Wilson. The C.M.S. gleanings included, prior to 1850, Daji

Pandurang, Earn Krishna Antaji, Sorabji Kharsedji, and Appaji

Bapuji ; and in that year was reported the baptism of Shankar

Balawant ; and in 1856, that of Euttonji Nowroji. Sorabji and
Two Euttonji were Parsees ; the other four were Brahmans. All except

an^w Euttonji were the fruit of educational work. All became zealous
Brahmans. evaugelists, and all, except Eam Krishna, who died before his

proposed ordination rejoicing in Christ, became clergymen of the

Church of England and faithful ministers of the Gospel. The
narratives of their conversions, and of the terrible ordeal of

domestic persecution through which they passed, are very

moving. No human agency could have prodiiced such results

;

the grace of God alone achieved them. The only survivor now is

Euttonji, whose remarkable work at Aurangabad is well known,
and whose visit to England a few years ago will be remembered
by many ; but Sorabji lives on still in his revered widow and
brilliant daughters. George Valentine's career in India was a

short one ; but if he did nothing else than bring Sorabji to

Christ, he did a great and blessed work for his Divine

Master, t

One con- The Connexion of converts with one another is always interest-

or heips"^^ ing, and continually illustrates our dependence for success, under
another. God, upon their mutual influence. Shankar was brought to

Christ by Eam Krishna. Euttonji was a member of a deistical

society at Ahmednagar, consisting of young men dissatisfied with

their ancestral creeds ; which society was visited in 1856 by
Pundit Nehemiah, W. Smith's famous convert at Benares before

mentioned, who brought them the true Gospel. Several were
baptized in their own town by the American missionaries there

;

but Euttonji was sent away by his friends to Nasik. There, how-
ever, he came across Sorabji, who brought him to W. S. Price,

and the three prayed together daily for three months, until at

length Euttonji took up his cross, and left all to follow Christ.

* QM.S. Rci?ort, 185.5, ApiJendix, p. 184.

t An interesting sketch of the late Rev. Sorabji Kharsedji, by his friend

tlio Rev. Ruttonji Nowroji, appeared in the CM. InteUigcnar oi Boccmhcr,

1894. A beautiful booklet by his daughter, Miss Cornelia Sorabji, E.A.,

Hoiv an Indian Clergyman Died, is published by the C.M.S.
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After reading this chapter, will any one wonder that those among Part VI.

the English officers and civilians in India who were truly p^'*^"^!^'

Christian men were forward to advance such a work by their ^P'
'

influence and their contributions, and thus to take their pai't in Sympathy
winning to Christ such converts as have now passed before us '?

from*^^'^

And be it borne in mind that we have been reviewing the less English

flourishing of the India Missions. Far more visibly successful ° '"^'^^'

were those in the South, to be noticed in the next chapter. But
we have seen enough now to justify those godly men whose
energy had started most of the Mission stations, and whose sub-
scriptions to the work going on under their eyes were on a scale

almost unknown in England. In 1854, for example, taking that

year at random, the amount contributed by English friends in the
Bengal and Bombay Presidencies alone exceeded £14,000. And
in the army, it was not the officers only that subscribed. In 1851,
the Queen's 18th Eegiment sent to the Calcutta C. M.S. office a a" ^ from

contribution to the Krishnagar Mission, and the 70th Eegiment made soldiers,

a collection towards starting the Punjab Mission. In 1859, Eobert
Clark wrote from Peshawar that jive hundred lirivates at that

station alone were giving from 3s. to 24s. each to Missions ; and
that many of them were meeting every night for prayer, and never
forgot to pray for the Heathen around them. When an x\nglo-

Indian scoffs at Missions, as many do, the real question is. Has
he sufficient interest in Christ himself to know or care anything
about the extension of Christ's Kingdom?



CHAPTER XLIII.

India : The Missions in the South.

Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. 43.

Progress
in South
India.

Secretaries
at Madras.

Royston
and Gray.

The Madras Secretaries—Bilderbeck—Harris School—Telugu Mission :

Noble's First Converts—Tinnevelly : John Thomas at Mengnana-
puram ; Educational Institutions; Bishop Dealtry's Visits; The
Rev. Paul Daniel ; Bishop Smith on John Devasagayam

—

North
Tinnevelly: Ragland's Plans; the Itinerant Mission; Ragland's
Death; the Revival—Travancore : Native Clergy and the Syrian

Church ; Peet and Hawksworth ; the Slaves, and the Hill Arrians.

" Gwe me a hlessing ; for thou hciAt given me a south land; give me also

sp^'ings of water."—Josh. xv. 19.

E now pass from Bengal and Bombay to the Madras
Presidency ; and as the Mutiny did not touch South
India, we need not here hmit our reseai'ches to the

years l^efore 1857. We find the work in the South
much more forward. In this year, 1857, the returns

show that in the four South Indian fields, Madras, the Telugu
country, Tinnevelly, and Travancore, there are 35,000 Christian

adherents, including 10,000 catechumens ; that there are 5540
communicants ; and that there are 11,000 children in the

schools. It is the Tinnevelly Mission that is especially growing
;

but in Travancore also there is steady progress. The Committee
in their Reports again and again warn their friends, however, not

to boast of numbers, nor to picture to themselves large communi-
ties composed only of exemplary Christians. The too common
notion that missionary reports dwell unduly on the brighter side,

and thus mislead the reader as to the realities of the case, finds

no warrant in those prepared year by year by Henry Venn.
The Secretaryship of these Missions, at Madras, was held during

oiu' period, by Ragland, for six years ; by the Rev. N. J. Moody,
an Oxford man, for a year and a half ; when his health failed, by
Colonel C. A. Browne, a devoted Christian officer and member of

the Madras Committee, who threw himself into the breach in the

emergency ; then, temporarily also, by the Rev. W. Knight, one
of the Secretaries at home, who had been sent out to Ceylon and
India on special business ; and then for several years by the

Rev. P. S. Royston, who had been Tutor at the C.M. College,

and in after years became Bishop of Mauritius. Royston's sister

kept house for him, and this sister eventually married a future
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Secretary, a Dublin graduate of distinction, who had come out to Part VI.

Madras as Vice-Principal of an institution for Eurasian boys, 1849-61.

called the Doveton College—the Eev. William Gray. He joined
<^hap^43.

the C.M.S. on New Year's Day, 1858. There was also a Lay
Secretary at Madras for three or four years, Mr. (afterwards Sir)

Theodore T. Ford, subsequently Chief Justice of the Straits

Settlements.

The missionary work in the city of Madras suffered by frequent
changes aiid losses of missionaries. But there was one there at

this time who laboured twenty years without break, a very
remarkable man, the Eev. John Bilderbeck. He was originally Biiderbeck.

a Portuguese Eurasian, a Roman Catholic, and was educated for

the priesthood ; but he came under the influence of the London
Missionary Society's Mission, and was converted to a more
scriptural Christianity. He was ordained by Bishop Spencer in

1843, and two years later he joined the C.M.S. He was a rather
eccentric, but most devoted missionary to the Tamils, whose
language was his own vernacular. The Madras Committee found it

the wisest course to leave him alone, and let him work in his own
way ; but thus left, he did the work of two men. When he came
to England in 1858, Venn wrote of him, " He was apostolic in

his sentiments and manner, and electrified the whole Committee."
Another who should be noted was J. G. Seymer, an Oxford
graduate, totally blind, who went out under the C.M.S., then
became professor in the S.P.G. College, and afterwards rejoined

the C.M.S., and did valuable literary work in Tamil. Excellent
woman's service was fulfilled by Miss C. C. Giberne, who was
mentioned in a former chapter in connexion with Tinnevelly.

In 1855, an important agency was initiated for reaching the

Mohammedans of Madras, who had been much neglected.

Twelve years before, the Society had received a legacy of £1200
from the Hon. Sybella Harris, to be devoted to such work ; and
at length the Harris School for young Mohammedans was started, Harris

in a temporary house. On January 10th, 1856, the first stone ^ °°

'

of a permanent building was laid by Lord Harris, nephew of the

testatrix, then Governor of Madras. A Yorkshire clergyman
who had been a schoolmaster, the Eev. Luke Cradock, went
out as Principal. The work proved for many years very dis-

heartening. Education has never attracted the Moslems as it

has the Hindus ; and the number of boys attending was very
small, while those who did attend seemed hardened against all

Christian influence. With this School, in after years, was asso-

ciated the Eev. E. Sell, now so well known as one of the first

living authorities on Islam.

The new Mission in the Telugu country, which had been begun Teiugu

by Eox and Noble, was still reported on in 1854, when twelve ^'^^•°"-

years old, as "in an incipient state." Even in 1857, Eobert
Noble was the only English missionary there (i.e. sent out from

VOL. II. X
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Part VI. England). Two had come home after short periods of service,

1849-61. and two others, C. Tanner and F. W. N. Alexander, only went
Chap. 43. Q^i^ -y^ \^2X year. But there were two excellent clergymen born

Workers !» India and locally engaged, J. E. Sharkey and T. Y. Darling,
and fruits, upon whom rested the chief burden of the w^ork. About one

hundred and fifty people were the result of fifteen years' labours

;

but the very first convert, baptized in 1844, "a young man
remarkable for industi-y, honesty, and the diligent study of the

Bible," had fallen into sin and gone back to Heathenism, and
there was little to indicate the great ingathering which God was
to give the Mission in after years. There were, however, good
schools. Besides Noble's School at Masulipatam, Mrs. Sharkey
was carrying on an excellent girls' school in the same town ; and
an English School on Noble's plan had been started at Ellore.

A third station, Bezwada, was the centre of an itinerating

district ; and from it a particularly interesting work began in

Village 1860. Mr. Darling was preaching at a mda, when six men of

the Mala caste, or rather out-caste, who had heard of Christ

though they had never before seen a missionary, came to him
for instruction. They came from the village of Eaghavapuram,
near the borders of the territories of the Nizam of Hydrabad

;

and their leader's name was Venkayya. A widespread movement
was the result, which has since brought many hundreds of people

into the Christian Church.
Noble's Meanwhile, Noble himself was patiently working on among
School.

]^-g }3Qyg_ Clear and faithful were his Bible lessons ; loving and
attractive was his personal influence. Almost from the first,

many of the scholars evinced manifest interest ; the conduct of

not a few showed the moral power of the Word of God upon
their consciences ; and Noble never doubted that in due time
some would receive grace to make an open confession of Christ.

In 1847 one boy of high caste asked for baptism ; but the mere
fact of his doing so caused the immediate withdrawal of most of

the scholars, while the boy himself was carried off by his friends

to a distant town, and there died. Noble, however, always
regarded him as the first-fruit of the School. As he had not been
baptized, the scholars soon came back, and the work went on.

At last, five years later, and nearly nine years after the first

opening of the School, it pleased God to give His servant the

The first joy of admitting two of his oldest and finest pupils into the

lTr°ts'^°"'
Church of Christ. These two were Manchala Eatnam and
Ainala Bhushanam.
Eatnam was a Brahman ; Bhushanam was a Vellama, a high

division of the Sudras, almost as exclusive (in South India) as the

Brahmans. Both had for four or five years manifested their faith

in Christ and desired baptism ; but their youth was an obstacle,

and Noble was determined on acting with even excessive caution.

They were now both nineteen years of age, and of course married

men. On July 2iJtli, 1852, they fled from their homes spon-
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taneously, came to Noble's house, and asked for protection and Part VI.

for baptism. That night they were taken before the magistrate, 1849-61.

Mr. J. D. Lushington, who decided "that he could not interfere
Chap. 43.

further than to secure the peace, as evidently the youths were of

full age, in their right minds, and voluntary agents." On August
1st, Saturday night, they were admitted into the Church by baptism. Their

Next week the School was almost empty, only four attending out ^^p^'^""

of ninety-two scholars. On August 12th, another young Brahman
asked to be baptized. The public excitement was now beyond
control. An infuriated crowd pulled down the railings of Noble's

compound, and attacked his house ; but the police arrived, and
dispersed the people. The third convert, when brought before

the magistrate, gave in, and " went away sorrowful "
; but Eatnam

and Bhushanam stood steadfast, despite heart-rending trials, and trials.

Bhushanam's father came again and again after him, crying

bitterly, " My son, my son, would that thou hadst died ! Oh, my
son, my son! " Five months after, Noble wrote, "The two dear

young men have been going on in every way satisfactorily. They
are delightful characters, full of humility, patience, and faith."

Two years passed away before the School fully recovered its

position ; but gradually Brahmans, Vellamas, and Mohammedans
again filled its class-rooms. Then in 1855, three more converts Three

forsook all and followed Christ, viz., S. Mulaya and G. Krishnayya,
;;'e°rtl.'^°"-

Brahmans, and Jani Alii, a Mohammedan. Again the School

emptied ; but this time its recovery only took two or three

months.
What became of these five young men ? Mulaya was drowned

in the great cyclone of 1864, as we shall see by-and-by. All the

other four became faithful ministers of Christ and of the Church
of England. And there were yet " more to follow." So far we
are only at the beginning of the Telugu Mission.

Turning back again southward from Madras, we come to the Progress

large Christian community of Tinnevelly. We left it in the 'forties v"i7y""^'

a persecuted but growing Church. We now find it less perse-

cuted, and still growing. In 1855 there were 375 village con-

gregations, comprising 27,000 adherents of the C.M.S. Mission, of

whom about two-thirds were baptized, and nearly 4000 communi-
cants. There were now nine distinct Mission districts (not in-

cluding North Tinnevelly, to be mentioned presently), viz.,

Palamcotta, Mengnanapuram, Kadachapuram, Suviseshapuram,

Dohnavur, Paneivelei, Panikulam, Nallur, and Surandei. The
veterans, P. P. Schaffter, John Thomas, J. T. Tucker, E. Sargent,

W. Clark, were still at work, the four latter in the prime of their

missionary career ; while of younger men there were J. Pickford,

A. B. Valpy, H. Dixon, &c. One district, Kadachapuram, was in

the independent charge of a Native clerg^-man, the first ordained

in South India, John Devasagayani ; whose dark face and white j?''," „
surplice, as he ministered to the people sittnig on the floor ot his gayam.

K 2
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Tart VI. commodious but simple church, were presented for many years on
1849-61. the C.M.S. missionary-boxes, and became famihar to thousands of
Cliap.43. young and old, rich and poor, in our English parishes. Eight

other Tamils had been ordained, and all were working well

;

one of them the son of John Devasagayam himself, and known
for forty years as the Eev. Jesudasen John.

Palamcotta, being the seat of government of the province, w^as

the headquarters of the whole Mission, and the chief educational

institutions were there ; but of the Christian villages and village

districts the most interesting were Paneivelei and Mengnana-
puram, the scenes respectively of the labours of J. T. Tucker and
John Thomas. Let us look at the latter.

John John Thomas landed in India on Christmas Day, 1836. On the

M'lnTnana*. ^®^^ Christmas Day he preached his first Tamil sermon in a little

puram. " prayer-liouse," built, like others,"''' on the site of a devil-temple,

and with its materials—the step to the church being tlie, old stone

idol turned face doivnivards. That prayer-house w^as at one of the

new little Christian settlements founded by Ehenius's Dharma
Sangam (Philanthropic Society),! and named Mengnanapuram, or

Village of True Wisdom. In that village John Thomas laboured

for exactly one-third of a century, until his death in March, 1870.

It had few external attractions. It was in the midst of a sandy
desert, over which the wind sw^ept, parching up the country,

and enveloping everything in clouds of dust and sand. The
Natives called it saha nilam, "soil under a curse." Thomas at

once dug wells, and quickly created an oasis ; and very soon, both

physically and spiritually, the desert rejoiced and blossomed as a

rose. Not without labour ; not without prayer ; not without oppo-
sition and persecution, encouraged by the subordinate Heathen
magistrates. "A substantial bribe," wrote Thomas, "would
always keep them silent, even though a murder were committed,
as I have often known to be the case "

; but as bribes were not

given by Christian converts, they could scarcely hope for justice.

This, however, did not stop the work ; and in 1847, after ten

years' labour, Thomas had the joy of seeing an outward and
visible sign of the progress of the Gospel in the opening of his

splendid church, with its tow^er and tall spire, which remains to

this day the finest in South India. Like a true Welshman as he

St. David's w^as, he named it St. David's. :|:
Meanwhile the spiritual Church

Church. qI living souls was rising too, and when, in 1857, Thomas re-

viewed his work for twenty years, he was able to tell of 5500
Christians in that district alone, and of all the organization of a

large and scattered rural parish—large and scattered indeed, for it

comprised more than one hundred villages. Two years later, there

were over 10,000 adherents.

" I cannot account," he wrote, " for the great change in the moral

* See Vol T., p. 323. t -f^ic'-, P- 318.

X It was of a service in this church that Bisliop Cotton, long afterwards,
wrote liis memorable and graphiu description. See Chapter LIX.
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wilderness around me, compared with what it was twenty-one yeax's ago, Part VI.
upon any other principle than that of a Divine and gracious influence 1849-61.

poured upon us from on high. The full attendance at our chiu'ches and Chap. 43.

prayer-houses —the attentive and solemn interest with which our people
listen to the preached word—the increase in the number of our com- ^me"the
municants—-the far higher standard of attainments and piety among the fruits ?

catechists—the vigorous working of our schools by a trained agency—the
intelligent piety of the younger members of our congregations—all these
show most clearly that the work is the Lord's; and considering all

things, it is marvellous in our eyes."

Much the same could be said of the other districts, in their

measure. Let us just notice one evidence of hfe, the contribu- Contribu-

tions of the Native Christians. They increased year by year till christians!

in 1860 they exceeded £1000, mostly collected in minute sums by
means of small earthen collecting pots, which were annually
broken to remove the contents. In one of the less forward
districts, Dohnavur, it is mentioned that there were 300 of these

pots out. And the gifts were not wholly for their own Church
funds. When Bishop Smith of Victoria (Hong Kong) visited

Tinnevelly, he expressed a hope, at a meeting of Native agents,

that one day the Tamil Christians might help the work in his

Chinese diocese. Two pastors at once rose and informed him
that in the Kadachapuram district, under John Devasagayam,
collections had been made that very year in aid of the C.M.S.
China Mission.

The Society felt that the prosperity and growth of the Native Training

Church of Tinnevelly depended mainly, under God, upon the agents'.^^

Native clergy and catechists and schoolmasters ; and every effort

was made to train them well. There was now no Divinity School

at Madras for South India generally ; and it was thought that

for a large and simple village population men trained chiefly in

the vernacular Tamil would be the most suitable. A Preparandi

Institution was therefore established, under Sargent's charge, at

Palamcotta, and also a Training Institution and Normal School

for schoolmasters under T. Spratt ; and Seminaries for Christian

boys were maintained at several stations, not only for their own
sake, but as feeders to these Institutions. Mr. Cruickshanks's

English School was different, being mainly for Heathen boys,

with evangelistic purpose. The Institutions were strictly for

education, not for instruction only ; that is to say, the students

themselves engaged regularly in evangelistic preaching and other

similar work under their teachers' guidance, to prepare them for

future service. In 1858, a corresponding institution for training

female teachers was established by means of a fund raised in Girls'

memory of Miss Sarah Tucker, sister of John Tucker of Madras.
^'=*^°°^^-

Another interesting Girls' School, at Mengnanapuram, was named
the "Elliott Tuxford School," in memory of the deceased wife of

E. B. Elliott of Brighton, formerly Vicar of Tuxford. In the

various villages, simpler vernacular schools for boys and girls

were set on foot ; and in 1857 the Government Inspector specially
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Part VI. commended to the notice of the Madras authorities "the efforts
1849-61. of )3oth the great missionary societies"—for the S.P.G. was doing

P" the same work in its own districts—" as being full of promise."

In 1850, the Tinnevelly Christians, connected wdth both the
Tamil C.M.S. and the S.P.G. Missions, sent an address to the Queen,

address the " expressing their gratitude for the benefits they had derived from
Queen.

|_|^g Christian teaching which Her Majesty's English subjects had
afforded them." It w^as forwarded by John Devasagayam, and in

due course he received a letter from the Archbishop of Canterbury,

stating that " although the formalities of a Court did not allow

of a reply to such addresses," "the communication was most
gratifying to the Queen."
The Episcopal Visitations in Tinnevelly have always been

Bishop interesting. Those of Bishop Dealtry of Madras were especially

?on^firma^- valued. Not Only was he in spiritual character a true father in
tions, God, but his long experience as chaplain and archdeacon at

Calcutta made his judgment on practical missionary problems
most valuable. The first was in 1851, when he confirmed at ten

C.M.S. stations 2563 candidates, and at five S.P.G. stations 982

candidates. Let us hear the Bishop's opinion of them :

—

" I was especially struck with the readiness with which the candidates

replied to the questions proposed to them during my address. I

generally arranged my address as systematically as possible, for the
express purpose of assisting the memory of my hearers ; and I was
almost always surprised and gratified at the accuracy with which they
repeated the facts, explanations, reasonings, doctrines, duties, &c., when
catechized upon the subjects subsequently. It showed me, not only

that they had been attentive hearers of the Word, but that they had
an extensive knowledge of the Holy Scriptures. I confess that my
heart was often filled with gratitude, and I thought how few congrega-

tions in the populous villages in England could have answered with
equal credit to the interrogatories."

andordi- Five well-tried Tamil catechists (C.M.S.) received deacon's

orders, and two Tamil deacons (C.M.S.) priest's orders, on this

occasion, in the church at Palamcotta. The examining chaplains

were Caldwell (S.P.G.) and Eagland (C.M.S.) ; and the former

wrote of two of the men :

—

" They acquitted themselves in a manner which would do credit to

European candidates for the ministry, which was quite surprising in

them, considering that they were unacquainted with English, and had
but few educational advantages. Both seemed to speak and write with
the heartiness and power of men who had experienced in themselves the

truth of what they taught."

Bishop Dealtry thus summed up his general impressions :

—

The
_

" I must express to you the grateful emotions and feelings which have

Ss^Umony been called forth in visiting your Missions. It has exceeded all that I

had anticipated. When I think of the throngs which flocked to the

diflcrent churches, literally ' as doves to their wind<iws '; of the earnest

and devout manner in which they entered into the services of the

Church, both in the responses, in the prayers, and in singing to the
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praise and glory of God ; when I think of the fixed look and attentive Part VI.

manner with which they listened to the word of exhortation; and the 1849-61.

intelligence they manifested in the readiness of their replies when Chap. 43.

appealed to in confirmation of any doctrine, and of their knowledge of

any Scripture statement ; when, nioreover, I call to mind the numbers
of intelligent catechists and schoolmasters, the crowds of young people,

male and female, in the schools ; when I look at the churches, mission-

houses, school-rooms, prayer-houses, itc, which have arisen throughout
these districts—I say. If there is not reality, actual experience of

Christian truth, in all this, then there is no such thing as reality in the

world : all that we have taken for it is a name, a shadow, a delusion.

But I am satisfied that it is a real and abiding work—the work of God,
the power of His grace, the putting forth of His almighty arm in the

sight of the nations, as in days of old."

Three years later, the Bishop again visited Tiniievelly, and
confirmed nearly 4000 candidates from the two Societies ; and
again he wrote of the "cheering and delightful scenes" he had
witnessed. A third visit was in 1856, when he was accompanied
by the Eev. W. Knight, one of the C.M.S. Secretaries at home,
then on a visit to India. On this occasion the ordination was interesting

held at Mengnanapuram, in the great church built by John "['^M^ng-"

Thomas ; and both the Bishop and Mr. Knight sent graphic ac- nanapu-

counts of the ceremony. Eighteen hundred persons were present,
'^^'""

including Native clergymen and catechists (C.M.S. and S.P.G.)

from all parts of the province, and the students froDi the training

institutions of both Societies. The ordination office, translated

into Tamil, was printed and put into the hands of all the con-

gregation. The service lasted four hours, and included two
sermons, one in English (and interpreted) by Mr. Knight, and
one in Tamil by the Eev. A. F. Caemmerer, an able S.P.G.

missionary. Next day, Sunday, one of the newly-ordained

deacons, Paul Daniel, preached at the early morning service, on Rev. Faui

Eom. viii. 1, a sermon which seems to have created an immense *"'^ '

impression. It is interesting to see what the veteran Tamil

clergyman, John Devasagayam, thought of his younger and
newly-ordained fellow cleric. He said to Knight, " He has got

what you call eloquence. Sir. He expresses his ideas in rich,

suitable words. I give a thousand thanks to the Lord. It was
a pure Gospel sermon. Sir. His exposition of the doctrine of the

Cross, and the work of the Spirit, was beautiful." Of this

remarkable man, Paul Daniel, a word must be said. He was
one of Ehenius's converts five-and-twenty years before, and with-

out ever having any regular training (for there were no institutions

then) he became one of the ablest preachers and most devoted

evangelists Tinnevelly ever had ; for many years as catechist,

and then for four years as pastor. He died in 1860 of cholera,

three days after visiting a poor woman attacked by that fell

disease. " Mr. Thomas's account of him is very interesting.

While a catechist, he was wont to use the instruction^ he received

"with astonishing felicity and freshness." After his ordination
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" Mighty
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he was stationed at Satthaiikulam. Mr. Thomas thus descrihes

his preaching :

—

" As that district was under my care, I had to visit it monthly, for the
purpose of administering the Lord's Supper. On those occasions I

ahvays left one of the sermons to Paul, and I can truly say that I never
listened with such luifeioned pleasure to any other preacher. He was
a profound divine, handling the most difficult questions with astonish-

ing ease and clearness. Some of his sermons have made a lasting

impression upon my mind—one especially, from the words, ' Who shall

lay anything to the charge of God's elect ? It is God that justifieth.'

No master in Israel ever handled the subject of God's sovereignty and
the election of grace, on the one hand, with man's accountability on the
other, with more accurate nicety than he did. The impression upon my
mind was. This man is at perfect ease when descanting upon the
mystei'ies of religion, and has penetrated further within the veil than
any one I ever met before. And again he preached another remarkable
sermon from the words, ' Who, for the joy that was set before Him,
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right

hand of the throne of God.' Never shall I forget it, and never did I

feel so entirely subdued as when he described the shame which Jesus
endured in order to save sinners. Nor did I ever feel so transported to
the ' heavenly j^laces ' as when he described the glory which the Saviour
received as the reward of His sufferings. It was the last sermon I heard
from him, and I never expect to hear such a sermon again."

These two sermons were not exceptional :

—

" He w^as mighty in the Scriptures, and quoted, memoriter, verse after

verse, throughout his sermon, from every part of the sacred volume with
perfect ease, wathout ever once referring to his Bible. He never took
so much as a scrap of paper to the pulpit in the form of notes, and yet
he always rigidly adhered to his text. His imagination was fertile, his

resources in illustration inexhaustible ; his language clear, copious, appro-
priate, and euphonious in the highest degree, and abounding in allitera-

tion, which is considered a great beauty in Tamil. One of the Native
Christians, when referring to his preaching after his death, remarked to
me, that his words passed out of his mouth like pearls upon a string

;

referring, I doubt not, to the beauty and regularity with which they
followed one another."

And what was bis personal character ?

—

" Paul within was a most humble man, sincere and loving, and his

great gifts and abilities never proved in any degree a snare to him. This
was a charming feature in his character, and secured for him universal

respect and esteem, both from Europeans and Natives. It may be asked,
Whence had this man these wonderful gifts and graces I-' My only
answer is. From the fountain of all knowledge, wisdom, and grace : from
the Spirit of Jehovah, through the Holy Bibh'. Not, however, without
earnest effort upon his part, for he was a most diligent and indefatigable

student, especially of God's Word. He was also a man of prayer. You
felt that, as soon as he knelt down and opened his lips in supplication,

ho was engaged in no strange work, but in that which was familiar to
him : he was in his element."

This remarkable man "knew not a word of English, and bad
never been in any theological institution." Yet Mr. Thomas said,
'

' If such sermons as were preached by Paul Daniel were delivered
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in any pulpit in London, the church would be crowded to over- Part VI.

flowing." Here is a man whose name is totally unknown to the 18-49-Gl.

Christian public, even to the most interested and diligent of the ^P"
'

students of Missions. Can anything more remarkable, and more
encouraging, be conceived, than to come across the records of such
a man when digging into the old archives of the Society?

One other ordination was held by Bishop Dealtry, in 1859. No
less than eight Tamils belonging to the C.M.S. Mission then
received deacons' orders, thus doubling the band of Native clergy More Na-

in one day. Among these were men well known in after years, ^''^^ clergy.

Perianayagam Arumanayagam, Devanagayam Viravagu, Vedha-
nayagam Viravagu, Joseph Cornelius, and W. T. Satthianadhan.

This ordination was held at J. T. Tucker's station, Paneivelei, a

most suitable place just then, when in that one district, in that one
year, 900 persons had renounced Heathenism and come under
Christian instruction.

At this point it will be interesting to introduce an extract from Bishop
^mifVi r\r\

an account by Bishop George Smith, of Victoria (Hong Kong), of the Native

a visit paid bv him to Tinnevellv, during a four months' run from pastors and
*- "^ ^ ' ^^ cstccnists.

China to India in 1853. It describes the extenial appearance of

the Tamil clergy and catechists, and incidentally notices old John
Devasagayam :

—

" There is a marked difference in appeax'ance between the teachers and
other men in the neatness of their dress. The catechists, instead of the
loose, scanty garment of the common people, wear a long, flowing, white
cotton dress, buttoned up on one side, and forming an approximation
to a class of Native gentry. The Native clergy ordinarily dress like the
catechists, with the simple addition of a black band, instead of a
white one, around their waists. ... It was a pleasant ennDloyment,
later in the evening, to accompany John Devasagayam, as he sallied

forth—with firm stop and energy of body and mind, though sixty-seven

years old—into the adjoining villages and lanes, attired in his simple

white dress, with the clerical badge of thin black waistband, trudging
alono- bare-footed over the sandy soil ; and, at every turning of the road,

to witness the sudden effect on the people of his appearance among
them. He had a word of reproof for this man, an encouragement for

that, and kind speeches for all whom he met. But if any signs of slovenli-

ness or dirt met his eye, or any appearance of negligence recurred to his

mind, there were lectures in store for the villagers and the catechist at

their head.
" The old man unites in a remarkable way the simplicity of the Cross

with an European firmness and determination of spirit. His father was
the pui^il of Schwartz at Trichinopoly, but afterwards removed to

Tranquebar, where the son became the pupil of Schwartz's colleague,

Dr. John, from whom our aged friend received his name, and is now
generally known in the Church Missi(mary Society's Mission as Mr. John.

He appears to infuse a spiritual-mindedness and vigour of Christian

principle into all around him, and has the reputation of being a very

strict disciplinarian in his superintendence (if the catechists. At this

time the poor old man was in great trouble, from the proselytizing con-

duct of the Romish padres, who admitted to their connnunion all the

unworthy members of his flock on whom ho felt himself called to exercise

discipline."
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Part VI. So far we have been looking at the southern (and larger) half of

pr^"*"*!!?'
^^^^ Province of Tinnevelly. But in the north there is a consider-

lap^
. ^i^^g district of quite a different character, just as in Yorkshire

North Tin- (which is about the size of Tinnevelly) the dales in the north-west
neveiiy.

^^.g ^^^-^^ different from the great central plain. In that northern
district scarcely a single palmj^a-tree is to be seen, and therefore

there are found in it very few of the Shanar caste, or palmyra-
climbers, from among whom the gi'eat majority of the Tinnevelly

^r'^um"'^
Christians were gathered. It follows that the profession of

stances Christianity did not spread into the north by family influence, as

rent n'e?ds. ^^ ^^^ ^^^ '^^ Central and southern districts ; and as a matter of

fact, there was no Mission station in the north at all. When
visiting Tinnevelly as Madras Secretary for the whole South India
Mission, Eagland observed this, and it led him to form a definite

and new plan for the evangelization of North Tinnevelly.
The missionaries already at work in the regular districts had

gradually, owing to the large increase in the Christian population,

become virtually what might be called chief pastors. They were
mainly, and necessarily, occupied with the guidance of Native
evangelists, the superintendence of schools, and the instruction of

the congregations. But North Tinnevelly, being nearly virgin

soil, needed, different treatment. There had been at one time

(1845) many inquirers about Christianity there ; but not having
been adequately shepherded, they had for the most part, under the

pressure of persecution, gone back into Heathenism. "Does not
Eaffaele's cartoon of the Miraculous Draught of Fishes," asked
Eagland, " represent James and John as jumping into the water
and seizing the fish as they escaped from the broken net, and with
their hands throwing them into the boat ? It was something of

Ragiand's this kind that was wanting in 1845." He now proposed an
new pan.

j^i^erating Mission on a new plan. Missionaries were to be on
the move for three weeks in each month, living in tents, and
systematically visiting the villages within a limited circuit. At
headquarters they would live together ; but in itinerating, the
Lord's own method of " two and two " would be observed, not by
two Europeans working together, but by each man having with
him a Native evangelist, whom he should treat, and feel able to

treat, entirely as a brother. "The white face of the one would
gain attention, and the Tamil tongue of the other would make
good use of it." The missionaries must be unmarried. " Pastors
ought to be married ; but in North Tinnevelly pastors are not yet

required. We want peregrinating missionaries." To get the

right Native evangelists, he would not get money from England
and then " go into the market and buy them "

; but he would go
to the southern districts and get the settled congregations to give

their best men for this work, and support them. He even thought
that the English congregation at the C.M.S. church at Madras
might adopt one of the Englishmen as tlicir own viissionary, their

contributions being entirely special and additional to what they
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were already givinj::^. Thus Ragland, like Dale in his St. Bride's Part VI.

SermoTi in 1837, anticipated the "own missionary" plan which i!^*'*"^^o

has lately been so remarkably developed at home.
^^^'

Such was the scheme sent home for the Society's approval

;

and that approval it at once secured. But who should undertake ^^° ,

the actual work ? Eagland proposed to give up the Madras work it ?

Secretaryship and go himself ; but at the same time he wrote a

long letter to a young recruit from Cambridge, Eobert Clark, of

whose offer he had just heard, and who he understood was to be

appointed to new work ; why should not this new work be the

North Tinnevelly Itinerancy? To new work, indeed, Robert
Clark was appointed ; but, as we all know, not to the northern

district of the southernmost province in South India, but to the

northernmost province in North India, then just annexed to the

British dominions. Meanwhile, Eagland sought for Divine Ragiand

guidance by a close study of the Epistle to the Philippians ; and gu^jdlnce

the notes of his study are so striking that they must not be from the
., . T 1

'' ° " Epistle to
omitted here :

—

the Phiiip-
pians.

" I wrote out all the striking texts in the Epistle to the Philippians,

on two sheets of paper. I have frequently meditated on and prayed
over them, and the result has been most decidedly to strengthen all my
former views, i. 29 speaks of sufiering on Christ's behalf as an especial

boon from God. ii. o, 0, 7, certainly tells much more in favour of my
giving up my fellowship and becoming a poor missionary, than con-

trariwise, ii. 17, if I am to learn anj'thing from it at all, teaches me to

desire, not only to preach the Gospel to the poor Heathen in the north
of Tinnevelly, but to have my life ponred ont over the sacrifice of their

faith, ii. 21 was the text I heard Mr. Venn preach upon at St. Michael's,

when commencino; his attempts to arouse a missionary spirit in Cam-
bi'idge, and certainly this is clearly in my favour. Then what can be
said to iii. 7, 8, 9, and especially 10? and then verses 13 and 14 seem
to say, ' Do not be content with the measure you have attained to, but
press on, and see if Christ has not something more honoiu-able for you
to engage in.' iii. 20 also is in my favour; and iv. 6, 11, 12, seem to

settle the question about my being in want at some future day ; while

iv. 13 assures me that, though weak and frail and falling and foolish, I

need fear no failure of supplies of all I want. But I was particularly

thankful for the verses i. 12, 13, 14; for I had been for some days

pondering whether, if I did go down to Tinnevelly, it would not be

necessary to be peculiarly careful of my health, inasmuch as if it failed,

it would instantly be said by the lukewarm, ' Ah, it is just what I said

it would be ; it is a thorough chimera attempting to itinerate three

weeks out of four in such a climate as this.' These verses seem to tell

me rather to err on the side of what men call imprudence, than the

reverse. Paul, though anxious to conciliate when at Jerusalem (Acts

xxi. 20-26), erred on the side of what men call imprudence, in speaking

on one or two occasions rather too boldly to his irritable Jewish enemies

(xxii. 22) ; the consequence was that he was imprisoned ; but this,

instead of staying the Gospel and frightening the brethren into silence,

did the very reverse. So I feel confident that it will be, if by the grace

of God, without rashness, but in faith, I serve Christ in Tinnevelly. If

my health be ruined in the course of a few months, my life be lost, I

trust it will be to the furtherance of the Gospel generally. Let me just
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add that I have pondered, I hope with equal attention, the texts, i. 27

;

ii. 2, 3, 4, 12, 15 ; iii. 1 ; and iv. 8. 1 forgot to say, when speaking about
the danger to health from itinerating, that what St. Paul says about
Epaphroditus, ii. 29, 30, ought to keep every Christian from censuring

a brother for imprudently riskmg health and life for Christ. Take
i. 19, 20, 21, and pi'ay much for me, that whatever I do, ' my earnest

expectation and my hoj^e ' may be realized, viz., that ' Christ shall be
magnified in my body, whether it be by life or death.'

"

But a sudden and serious affection of the lungs—which told

his Madras friends, to their sorrow, that "he carried in him the

seeds of early dissolution"—sent him to England; and mean-
while the Society had appointed, not E. Clark, but two other

Cambridge recruits, David Fenn and E. E. Meadows, to com-
mence *the Itinerancy. His strength revived, however, and he
followed them back to India ; and on January 18th, 1854, the

three brethren left Madras together, on the long journey by
bullock-bandy to Tinnevelly, accompanied by a Tamil catechist.

This was Joseph Cornelius, son of a Tamil Christian, a good
English and classical scholar, who had been helping Eobert

Noble in his High School. Subsequently they were joined by
Vedhanayagam Viravagii and other leading catechists from the

South, and, a few years later, by W. T. Satthianadhan.

It does not appear that Eagland ever actually acted on his idea

of asking the Madras congregation to support its " own mis-

sionary"; but his plan for obtaining Native evangelists from the

South w^as carried out in a very interesting way. It was arranged

that catechists should not leave their stations altogether, but

should be lent for a month at a time to the Itinerancy, and then

come back to their own people and report their proceedings to

them. This plan excited great interest, and soine of the con-

gregations at once undertook to support their men respectively

while engaged on this special work. In this Mengnanapuram led

the way, and it is interesting to find that the first man so lent

and supported, in July, 1854, was the remarkable preacher

mentioned before, Paul Daniel. And this was not the only step

just then taken by the Tinnevelly Christians to become a truly

Missionary Church. An appeal came from Ceylon for men to work
among the Tamil coolies there, and six catechists who volunteered

were commissioned to go ; and a valedictory meeting for them
was held, which was addressed by that same eloquent speaker,

Paul Daniel, who had just returned from his first month's

itinerating in the North with Eagland.

The new Mission prospered under the Divine blessing, and
very soon the "fishing" had to be followed by "shepherding."

Inquirers came forward ; converts were baptized ; some of the

backsliders of 1845 returned ; and now pastoral and school work
became necessary. For this the Society sent out a picked man,
C. Every, who was stationed at Sivagasi ; and thus the Itinerants

were not interrupted. But after two years he was struck down by
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cholera, and went thus early to his heavenly rest ; and one of the Part VI.

missionaries in the South, Barenhriick, who took his place, died 1849-61.

within a month. Subsequently, two or three trusted catechists were P"

told off for this work ; and then Meadows had to give himself to it.

But very shortly after Barenbriick's death, a heavier blow fell

upon the Mission. Eagland's health was evidently failing, but
he would not leave the work. He was now Senior Fellow of

Corpus, and might have come home and taken for himself the
first college living that fell vacant; but " none of these things

moved him." On October 22nd, 1858, while apparently no worse
R^^Jan"/

than usual, and writing his letters, a sudden rush of blood came
from the lungs. He fell down on his cot, uttered the one word
"Jesus," turned over, and expired. "Absent from the body;
present with the Lord."

Prayer, in a very remarkable degree, had been the most con-

spicuous feature in the work of Eagland and his brethren ; and
before Eagland had been dead eighteen months, prayer re- ^n answer
ceived an answer which no one had looked for. The revivals of to Player.

1858-60 in America, Ireland, and Great Britain, have been re-

ferred to in a previous chapter ; and we then saw that the

great truth propounded by our Lord Himself, that as " the wind
bloweth where it listeth " "so is every one that is born of the

Spirit," had been strikingly illustrated by the fact that simul-

taneously with the blessing on our own country the blessing fell

upon North Tinnevelly.

It came, as it so often does, from an unexpected quarter. The North

Years before, after the secession and death of Ehenius, a band of ^£^"^3^"^

Christians who clave to him, and became a sect similar to the

Plymouth Brethren, remained in a village in the north of the

Province, led by a teacher named Arulaj)pan, who was supported

by English friends at Madi-as. At another village, Vageikulam,
where the excellent C.M.S. catechist, Vedhanayagam, laboured, us origin,

there was a Christian named Moses, a relative of Arulappan, a

clever and influential man, who had been a catechist, but,

not being satisfactory spiritually, had been made a schoolmaster

instead, and whom Mr. Gray, now a member of the Itinerant

Mission, thought of dismissing altogether. A solemn appeal to his

conscience from Vedhanayagam was wonderfully blessed by the

Spirit of God, and signs of true conversion instantly followed.

Simultaneously the fainily of Arulappan were awakened ; and
from him and them spread in a few days a remarkable revival

movement. Old and young, men and w'omen and children, sud-

denly seemed crushed by the agony of a deep conviction of sin,

and then, as suddenly, seemed to "believe in the forgiveness of

sins." At Arulappan's village, and subsequently elsewhere, there its doubt-

were " physical manifestations " as in Ireland, falhng to the gi'ound, f"i features

unearthly cries, hysterical sobbing, and so forth ; which the

missionaries and experienced catechists at once saw w^ei'e not " of

God"; and some of them wrote nothing of the movement for
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Part VI. months, doubting its true character. But gi'adually these ex-
1849-61. crescences disappeared, at least in the C.M.S. congi-egations, while
Chap. 43. ^^ spirit of prayer, the mutual love, the forgiving of enemies, the

Its good zeal for souls, the devotion to the Scriptures and skill in searching
results. them, the earnestness at the church services, the peace that

reigned in cottage after cottage, assui-ed the most dubious that

here was a real work of the Lord. The effects were mostly seen

in the professing but unsatisfactory Christians, exactly what was
most needed ; but the Heathen were soon affected, even in the

more southern districts, and in some of them, notably Paneivelei

under J. T. Tucker, the accessions to Christianity in that year,

1860, were far more numerous than ever before. The letters of

David Fenn, W. Gray, E. E. Meadows, W. Clark, and A. B.
Valpy, printed at great length in the Society's periodicals,

awakened deep interest at home ; and they are extremely impres-

sive to read now. And the work lasted. More than a year after,

the Eev. Septimus Hobbs from Ceylon visited Tinnevelly, and
wrote that he had seen several of the villages that had been
touched by the Eevival. " All excitement," he wrote, " has long

since ceased ; but the solid effects remain to this day in the re-

newed life of many who had been notorious evil livers, but are

now consistent and exemplary Christians." "We heard," he
added, "more of the extravagances than those things deserved;

the work itself was of God, and does and will remain." And
three years later, N. Honiss wrote: " Consistency of life has been
conspicuous in the subjects of the revival ever since. Formerly
there were many drunkards ; now they are all sober men.
Formerly they w-ere irregular in attendance at the services ; now
we cannot complain of one."

Three les-
Three remarks here suggest themselves. First, when a spiritual

sons. movement begins with conviction of sin, it begins in the right

way, and the Spirit of God is in it. Secondly, to adapt St. Paul's

words (as the missionaries did at the time), " What advantage hath
the nominal Christian? Much everyway: he has the means of

grace and the oracles of God." Thirdly, it was in the autumn of

1859 that the American missionaries at Ludhiana sent out their

memorable invitation to Chinstians all round the world to unite in

prayer at the opening of the ensuing New Year ; it was in

•January, 1860, accordingly, that the Week of Prayer was first

observed ; it was in March, 1860, that the first signs of the

Tinnevelly Eevival appeared. Need more be said ?

Travan- A brief glaucc at Travancore will complete our survey of the
'^°''^- South Indian Missions at this period. In 1857, one of the original

missionaries in 1817, old Henry Baker, was still at work after

forty years' service. His comrade Benjamin Bailey had retired in

1850, after thirty-three years, leaving behind him as his visible

handiwork the noble church at Cottayam, now the cathedral of the

Diocese of Travancore and Cochin, and also the famous Cottavam
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Press, with its machinery put together and its type cast Hterally Part VI.

by himself—from which had gone forth several editions of his own 1849-61.

Malayalam Version of the Scriptures, and many other vernacular
'^^'^P- ^ -

books and tracts, printed by Native workmen ti-ained under his Bailey's

own eye. Joseph Peet, H. Harley, J. Hawksworth, and Henry '^'^"''^^ ^"'^

Baker the younger, were also men of several years' standing at
^'^^^^'

this time ; and among the younger men were R. Collins, who was
Principal of the Cottayam College, and H. Andrews. There were
also six Native clergymen, George Matthan, the translator of Native

Butler's Analogy into Malayalam, and Jacob Chandy, both of whom «='^''ey-

had been in orders some years ; and four who had lately been
ordained by Bishop Dealtry, on that memorable occasion at

Paneivelei, already referred to, when the eloquent Paul Daniel
also was admitted to the sacred ministry ; of whom should be
specially mentioned Koshi Koshi, now D.D. of Lambeth, and
Archdeacon, the translator of the Pilgrim's Progress ; and Oomen
Mamen, who was converted to Christ by reading that immortal
allegory in its Malayalam dress.

All these Native clergymen were originally Syrian Christians, Their

and five of them were educated at the C.M.S. Cottayam College, ^^"f"
If the Society's original design of enhghtening and quickening
their Church had been fulfilled, they ought by this time to have
been among its leading priests ; but, having come to know the
true Gospel for their own souls, they had been constrained to

come out from a Church which rejected all reforms, and enter a
Church in which Christ could be worshipped in simplicity and
proclaimed as the one all-sufficient Saviour for sinners. Some
may regret their secession from their ancestral Communion ; what
the Church Missionary Society regrets is the necessity for it. Let
one illustration of the condition of the Syrian Church suffice. In condition

1849, Bishop Daniel Wilson, as Metropolitan, visited South India,
°^^^^l^

accompanied by his Archdeacon, J. H. Pratt, son of Josiah Pratt, church.

Both of them viewed the Syrian Church without prejudice and
with deep sympathy ; but the latter wrote a sad account of the
ignorance and superstition that prevailed, and mentions one fact

as a specimen of the dislike for any innovation. A catanar
(priest), " better inclined than his brethren to what is good,"
began at one of his services to give an exposition of the Gospel for

the day in the Malayalam vernacular " understanded of the
people," instead of, as usual, merely reading it in the ecclesiastical

Syriac, which was unknown to them. As soon as the congi'ega-

tion perceived what he was about, they rose as one man and left

the church.

At this time three claimants to the office of Metran, or pre-

siding bishop, divided the Church. In 1854, a fourth. Mar
Athanasius, was accepted by a large section of the people ; and
as he had been educated at the former C.M.S. Divinity School
at Madras under J. H. Gray, hopes were entertained that a better

time was coming. He did for many years exercise a good inlluence.
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Meanwhile the Gospel was spreading among the Heathen of

Travancore. This was especially the case in the Mavelicara and
Tiruwella districts, under Peet and Hawksworth. Peet was in

every way a remarkable missionary. For more than a quarter of

a century he laboured in the midst of a most bigoted people, led by
exceptionally fanatical Brahmans. Even Benares itself could
scarcely be a more difficult field. But Peet was a thorough
believer in the doctrines of grace, and a persistent preacher of

them ; and he found it true that the plain Gospel, though a
stumbling-block to some and foolishness to others, really is "the
power of God unto salvation to every one that believeuh." The
first convert was a Nau% or member of the influential military

caste, who was originally awakened through reading a Malayalam
translation of the English Prayer-book, and whose baptism in 1839
was the signal for an outburst of fanaticism, which led among
other things to attempts to poison Mr. Peet. But most of his con-

verts were from lower castes. Congregations were gathered in

many of the surrounding villages ; and very quaint sometimes are

the accounts of the simple and entirely native churches and
prayer-houses in which they worshipped. At Mavelicara itself, an
important and populous town, a substantial church was built with
money bequeathed by no less a person than Hannah More.

Equally interesting was Hawksworth's work, especially among
the sorely-oppressed slave population. No Negi'o slaves in Cuba
were more miserable than these poor people. George Matthan,
the able and devoted Native clergyman, wrote in 1850, " They are

regarded—even by the common coolies—as so unclean that they
are thought to convey pollution to their fellow-creatm'es by con-

tact, or even by approach. They are so wretchedly provided with

the necessaries of life that the most loathsome things are a treat

to them." To such as these the Gospel was indeed good news.
" They have now," wrote Hawksworth in 1851, " heard of Jesus,

and it is quite delightful to hear them pronounce His name, and
tell what He has done for them. Some of them speak as if at last

they had found a Friend ; and it is affecting to hear them repeat

the Lord's Prayer, addressing God as ' Our Father,' and going on
wdth broken accents, till they stop, overpowered by their feelings."

Bitter persecution followed the baptism of these poor creatiu-es.

A school in which some were baptized was set fire to and burnt

down twice within a day or two. The second time the slaves

assembled for their usual Christian worship, and stood among the

ashes, saying, " It w^as here w^e found Jesus, and here we will still

worship Him." One convert, as yet not baptized, was bitten in

the jungle by a snake. " The Lord has called me," he exclaimed

;

"baptize me before I die." Some Heathen friends carried him
to a Brahman doctor, who told him to swallow some holy water

;

but the slave refused, and fell down dead—"like the penitent

thief, an unbaptized Christian."

Another interesting branch of the Mission was the work among
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the •Hill Arrians, au aboriginal tribe living in the Ghaut mountains. Part VL
The story has often been told how, in the Society's Jubilee year, }^^^~^}o
the headmen from five different hills came down three or four

^^^'

times to the plains to beg for religious instruction and protection The Hiii

from the oppression of petty officials ; how Henry Baker the
^''"^"^'

younger, who received them, shrewdly suspected that the latter n'^^Bake?.

object was more in their thoughts than the former one ; how
searching questions revealed the fact that a consciousness of moral
and spiritual need really was actuating them ; how friends dis-

suaded him from plunging fifty miles into the jungle without a
road ; how, the fifth time they came, one said, " We know nothing
right : will you teach us or not ? " and another, " The cholera has
killed my relatives, and where are they now? " and another, " We
die like beasts, and are buried like dogs ; ought you to neglect us ?

"

how at length he promised to go up to them ; how he succeeded in

reaching their villages through dense forests full of wild beasts and
up rocky steeps ; how the cry was echoed over the mountains,
" He is arrived : come all !

" how two hundred of them assembled His visit to

at night around large fires ; how they all knelt down while he tains,

prayed with them ; and how they quickly threw away idols and
idolatrous symbols, built prayer-houses, attended school, and
kept holy the Sunday. And no picture was more familiar in old

C.M.S. publications than that of the hut built in a great tree,

twenty-five feet from the ground, out of the reach of tigers and
elephants, in which Baker lodged from time to time. This was at

a place called Mundakayam, which soon became a regular station,

and the centre of an expanding work ; a compound being cleared

in the jungle, and surrounded by a high bank and a ditch to pro-

tect it from the wild animals, within which were a little church
and school and several native houses. And it is an interesting

fact that the first little schoolroom was built with 150 rupees sent

all the way from the Punjab by Sir Henry Lawrence. The first

baptisms were in January, 1852, when Baker had the joy of Arrian

admitting seventeen whole families into the visible Church of
'^°"^^'" ^•

Christ. Within three or four years five hundred persons were
baptized, from all parts of the mountain district ; and in 1859
Bishop Dealtry visited the Mission, and confirmed at Mundakayam
111 men aiid 62 women, some of whom had come fifty miles to be

present.

The general progi'ess of the Travancore Mission was illustrated

by the confirmation, from time to time, of hundreds of the con-

verts in the plains—at one visitation of Bishop Dealtry 's, 903 ; and
by the demand for Malayalam Scriptures and Christian tracts and Sales 01

books. For example, in 1859 an order was given to the Cottayam boo^ks.'^"

Press for 6000 copies of a paper of family prayers ; and in the next

two years 3000 of the complete Old Testament (the New being

already very largely circulated), 7000 Prayer-books, 5000 copies of

the Psalms, 1000 of a Commentary on St. Matthew, and 1500 of a

translation of Miss Tucker's book on the New Zealand Mission,

VOL. IT. O
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Part VI. The, Southern Cross and Southern Crouni, entitled " Gospel Triumph
1849-61. among Cannibals."
Chap. 43. r^YiQ necessity for a more systematic theological training for

Native clergy and catechists than could be given in the Cottayam
College, which was a place of general education, was more and
more felt ; and to this purpose the Society applied the money
raised at Cambridge (as we saw in our Thirty-sixth Chapter) in

testimony of gratitude for the work and influence of the Rev.

J. Y. Nicholson, Fellow and Tutor of Emmanuel, as Secretary

of the University C.M.S. Association. On August 13th, 1860, the
Cambridge first stone of the " Cambridge Nicholson Institution " was laid at

in'stit°u-°" Cottayam. Hawksworth was the first Principal; and he was
tion. succeeded by J. M. Speedily, of St. John's College, Cambridge,

afterwards first Bishop of Travancore and Cochin.

Thus with these "south lands," God had given "springs of

water"; and in Madras, in the Telugu country, in Tinnevelly, in

Travancore, His promise was being fulfilled—" They shall spring

up as among the grass, as willows by the water courses.



CHAPTER XLIV.

India : The Punjab—for England, and for Christ.

Bishop Wilson on the Sutlej—The Sikhs—Runjeet Singh—First and
Second Sikh Wars—The Punjab annexed—Henry and John Law-
rence—Cust and Aitchison—The Himalaya Mission—American
Missionaries cross the Sutlej—C.M.S. Mission in Sindh—Abdullah
Athim—C.M.S. invited to the Punjab—Clark and Fitzpatrick

—

Punjab CM. Association—Converts at Amritsar—Kangra and
Multan—Martin and Edwardes at Peshawar—Edwardes's Speech
—Clark and Pfander—The Pushtu New Testament—Afghan
Converts—Monumentum acre perennius.

" So Jotham became micihty, because he ordered his ways before the Lord his

God."—2 Chron. xxvii. 6, -B. V.

jSI 1836, the year before Queen Victoria came to tiie Part VI.

throne, Bishop Daniel Wilson, after a summer sojourn 1849-61.

at Simla, was floating down the River Sutlej in a Chap. 44.

large native boat. On his left stretched the vast Bishop"
domain of British India. On his right was the Punj- d. wiison

ab, or Land of the Five Rivers {Pimj = &ye; ai driver), then Punjab for

under independent rule. Rising to his feet, and stretching out Christ,

his hands towards " the foreign shore," the Bishop solemnly

exclaimed, "I take possession of this land in the name of my
Lord and Master Jesus Christ."

That river was the Hyphasis, which Alexander's Macedonian
army, after passing over all the other rivers, refused to cross.

Alexander's " India," therefore, was the Punjab, and the limit of

his victorious march eastward was now the limit of British con-

quest westward.
The Punjab, in 1836, was the kingdom of Runjeet Singh, one of

the great potentates of Indian history. Three centuries before,

a religious reformer named Nanak, who preached one God, the

Creator, had gathered followers from both Hindus and Moham-
medans, and called them Siklis (disciples). A hundred and fifty TheSikhs.

years later (1675) the sect developed into a military order under

Nanak's tenth successor. Guru Govind, who said his followers

should no longer be Sikhs, but Singhs (lions), and named their

brotherhood the Khalsa (pure). They were cruelly persecuted by

the Mohammedan rulers ; but in the early part of the present
R^j^jg^t

century they rose into power under Runjeet Singh, and for thirty Singh.

o 2
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Cliaji. 44.

Runjeet's
death.

Part VI. years a million and a half of Sikhs dominated a countiy with a
1849-61. population of ten or twelve million Hindus and Mohammedans.

After the fall of Napoleon in 1815, French generals whose occu-

pation was gone entered Runjeet's service, and very soon drilled

and organized the Sikh army into a formidahle force. In 1838,

two years after Daniel Wilson's prophetic utterance, the Governor-
General of British India, Lord Auckland, met Runjeet Singh at a

kind of " field of the cloth of gold " at Ferozepore, on the bank of

that same river Sutlej, and with magnificent pomp and circum-
stance treated him as the Queen's ally ; which, a few months
after, enabled the British troops to march quietly across the
country to the fatal Afghan War.
But just as the Afghan campaign was commencing, Runjeet

Singh died, notwithstanding his desperate efforts to extort from
the gods a prolongation of his life. From the gods—for Runjeet,
though a Sikh, left no stone unturned to influence whatever
unseen powers might conceivably decide his fate. Elephants,
horses, golden furniture, jewels, and enormous sums of money
were presented to various temples to propitiate their respective

deities. Even the far-famed Koh-i-noor diamond, of which he
had cruelly robbed the Afghan prince who owned it, and which
now graces the regalia of Queen Victoria, he would have sacri-

ficed for a few months of life ; and when actually dying, he paid

£40,000 to a Brahman w^ho undertook to eat a splinter of one of

his bones after his death, to secure him exemption from trans-

migration and immediate entrance into heaven. On his funeral

pile four queens and five Kashmiri slave-girls were burnt alive.

Dire confusion now reigned at Lahore. Three Maharajahs
and two Viziers died violent deaths ; and the army, as in the

days of Imperial Rome, virtually governed the country. The
destruction of the British force in Afghanistan lowered the

prestige of England ; and although Generals Nott and Pollock, in

1842, avenged the defeat, the Sikh leaders were encouraged to

hope that they might presently let loose the "lions" of the

Khalsa army on the plains of British India. INIeanwhile, how-
ever, Sir Charles Napier, by the brilliant victory of Meanee, and
by a breach of faith that was a discredit to England, conquered
the large province of Sindh, south of the Punjab ; and when
severely censured for his unworthy treatment of its x\meers,

wrote back the punning apology, Peccavi, " I have sindh." Two
years later, in 1845, the Sikh army boldly crossed the Sutlej and
challenged England to fight. But in the great battles of Moodkee,
Ferozeshah, Aliwal, and Sobraon, the "lions" more than met
their match in the British army under Sir Hugh Gough, and at

the last of the four they were totally defeated, the remnant barely

escaping across the river. By the terms of peace dictated by the

Governor-General, Lord Hardinge, a slice of the Punjab beyond
the Sutlej, called the Julluudur Doab, was annexed to the British

dominions, and a Resident at Lahore was appointed, with a

Conquest
of Sindh.

First Sikh
War.
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British force at his back sufficient to overawe the country, while Part VI

a young prince was recognized as the rightful sovereign.
rf^*^"^'

In the midst of the short campaign, and before the final victory,
^^' '

Lord Hardinge, who was with the army, issued a proclamation, Lord Har-

the closing words of which should be put on record :

—

chrfstfan

"These grateful and heartfelt acknowledgements to the army for its tion.

services cannot be closed without humbly remembering that oiu' thanks
are due to Him who is the only Giver of all victory, and without whose
aid the battle is not to the strong. The Governor-General therefore

invites every British subject at this station to return thanks to Almighty
God this day, at eleven o'clock, for the mercies He has so recently

vouchsafed us, by assembliirg at the Governor-General's tent, when
I^rayers and thanksgivings will be read by the Governor-General's
chaplain."

So wrote the old Waterloo veteran, the same Governor-General

who stopped the working of Government estal^lishments on
Sundays. " Here at last," wrote Lord Ashley in his journal, '= " is

a direct, open, and pious recognition of God's goodness in giving

success to our arms, for the first time since the days of Nelson."

But it was a foretaste of the Christian acts and utterances of

which the Punjab was afterwards the scene— for which reason it is

quoted here. The Eesident appointed to the Court of Lahore
was Henry Lawrence, and the Commissioner of the newly- The

annexed Jullundur Doab was his brother John; and so com- Law'^ren^.

menced the reign of high and unshrinking Christian principle in

the administration of the Punjab.
Lord Hardinge went home, and Lord Dalhousie came out.

The new Governor-General arrived, said the Friend of India—
then the leading English paper at Calcutta—"at a time when
the last obstacle to the complete and apparently final pacifi-

cation of India had been removed." Exactly three months
after these words appeared in print, a Sikh revolt began by Second

two British officers being treacherously murdered at Multan. ^''''' "^^'•

One of them, Vans Agnew, severely wounded, sent off two pencil

notes, one to the Chief Commissioner at Lahore, the other to

the Commissioner at Bannu on the Afghan Frontier, and died

exclaiming, " We are not the last of the English." Sir Hugh
Gough, the commander-in-chief, shrank from moving British

soldiers across the burning plains in the hot weather ;
but the note

to Bannu was opened by a young officer. Lieutenant Herbert

Edwardes, who, without waiting for orders, rushed off towards ^l^^^^
Multan with four hundred men. With some Mohammedan allies

(who hated the Sikhs), he drove four thousand of the insurgents

into Multan and laid siege to the city. Though only, as he said,

" like a terrier barking at a tiger,'' he held his position four

months without help. But the delay in moving th^ army en-

couraged a general rising ; and when, at last, after another four

* Life of the Earl of Shafteshunj, vol. ii. p. 140.
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months, Gough (Jan. 13th, 1849) met the now organized and for-

midable Sikh forces at tlie terrible battle of Chillianwallah, he lost

2400 men with guns and colours. All India, and England too,

burst into a paroxysm of alarm and grief ; and Sir Charles Napier
was hurried out to take the chief command—one of the last im-

portant acts of the Duke of Wellington. Before Napier could

arrive, however, Gough had retrieved his position, and the decisive

victory of Gujerat (February 21st) had once more laid the Punjab
at the feet of England. Edwardes was invalided home, where he
found himself already a famous hero, and when a speaker in

the House of Lords suggested that so young a man was being

needlessly honoured, the Duke of Wellington said, " My Lords,

Lieutenant Edwardes's services have been unprecedented, and
his rewards must be unprecedented too." Nor was this only a

temporary opinion. Lord Eoberts, in his recently-published Forty-

one Years in India, calls Edwardes " one of the most remarkable
men that the Indian army ever produced."
What was now to be done with the conquered kingdom ?

Should it be annexed, or merely "protected " as hitherto? llenry

Lawrence said " protected "
; John Lawrence said " annexed."

Lord Dalhousie, who had hastened up from Calcutta, "looking
fresh and youthful for his office," says Sir E. Temple,''' " but

vigilant and self-sustained," decided, though reluctantly, on
annexation ; and his decision was ratified by the Government at

home. And thus, by proclamation dated March 29th, 1849, the

Land of the Five Rivers became part of the British Empire.
Dalhousie committed the new province to a Board of three

members, Henry Lawrence being chief, and the other two being
John Lawrence and C. G. Mansel, Robert Montgomery succeeding

the last-named soon after. The triumvirate was not a success in

a personal sense : the two distinguished brothers, though united

in deep affection, differing widely on methods of administration.

At length the Board was dissolved : Henry Lawrence was sent to

Rajputana, and subsequently to be the first Commissioner of

another newly-annexed province, the kingdom of Gudh ; and John
Lawrence became Chief Commissioner of the Punjab. But the

friction on the Board had not checked the vigour of the adminis-

tration ; and within eight years, 1849 to 1857, the most successful

piece of work ever done by British rulers in a conquered state was
accomplished. The turbulent population became as quiet and
loyal as any in India ; the resources of the country were rapidly

developed; peace and prosperity reigned undisturbed. "Order
,
and firm rule were established, where there had been none for

centuries. . . . There were no soldiers employed in an administra-

tion which was purely civil ; there was no secret police, no pass-

ports, no spies, no gagged press, no prisons for political detenus,

no Siberia for countless exiles ; but an abolition of monopolies

* Men and Events of My Time in India, p. 39.
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except that of liquor and drugs, an equitable and fixed assessment Part VI.

of the land tax, a reduction of pensions and of assignments of land 18-49-61.

revenue, which wasted the resources of the State ; a disbandment "P" *

of all feudal troops, and the substitution of a strong and disciplined

police ; a simple, cheap, and rapid system of justice between man
and man ; a stern protection of life and property from violence and
fraud ; a levelling of all petty fortresses, a disarmament of the
warlike classes ; freedom of religion, freedom of trade, freedom of

speech and writing, freedom of locomotion, the foundation of a
system of national education ; the lining out of roads, the construc-

tion of bridges, the demarcation of village boundaries, the esta-

blishment of posts and telegraphs ; the encouragement of commerce
and manufactures by removal of every possible restriction. . . .

As the shining Eeports of the eloquent Secretary went forth year
by year . . . the official world in other Provinces were incredulous

or jealous." * And when, in the ninth year of the great experi-

ment, the Sepoy Mutiny suddenly burst upon India, the Punjab
and its rulers were the chief instruments in God's hand of crushing
the revolt and restoring British supremacy.

For these splendid achievements all the world honours the

Lawrences ; and they cannot be honoured too highly. Henry Henry

must be ranked as the greatest of all Anglo-Indian soldiers, and Lawrence.

John the greatest of all Anglo-Indian civilians. Henry's beautiful

character has been enshrined for ever in Herbert Edwardes's
eloquent and sympathetic biography.! "Justly termed the

greatest man England ever sent to India," says Dr. George
Smith.]: " One of the most gifted of men," says Sir E. Temple

;

" no Anglo-Indian statesman has had so distinguished a clientele

as he. . . . Throughout his nature there burned the unquenchable
flame of genius." § Mr. Bosworth Smith says, " Having studied

large portions of his unpublished correspondence, and having
conversed with most of his surviving friends ... it is my de-

liberate conviction that ... no Englishman who has been in

India has ever influenced other men so much for good ; nobody
has ever done so much towards bridging over the gulf that

separates race from race, colour from colour, and creed from
creed ; nobody has ever been so beloved, nobody has ever deserved

to be so beloved, as Sir Henry Lawrence."
||

Of his brother John, John Law-

so different yet also so great, the most splendid '•' In Memoriam " '^""•

appeared in the pages of the Church Missionary Intelli(jcnccr,*^\

from the pen of his able and devoted follower, Eobert Oust. The

* R. N. Cust, John, First Lord Lawrence of the Punjab, in the CM.
Jntellvjencer, September, 1879. The " eloquent Secretary " who wrote
" shining Reports" was Richard Temple.

t Though finished, alas ! by another hand. Edwardes died when the work
was only half done.

X Twelve Indian Statesmen, p. 31.

§ Men and Events of My Time in India, p. 56.

II
Life of Lord Lawrence, vol. i. p. 388.

^ September, 1879. This is the article quoted from above.
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Part W. ^vhole of that brilliant article might well l)c quoted here ; but let

184-9-01. a sentence or two suffice :

—

Chap. 44.
" He might have been great in council, successful in administration,

loving as a father, husband, and friend, and yet the chronicle of his

services would have found no place in the records of this Society, nor
would his name have been a tower of strength, a staft" of support, to all

who place before their eyes the spreading of the Gospel among the
Heathen as one of the first duties of man. But amidst his great
successes and his miparalleled good fortune, he had the grace given liim

to remember the Hand that gave, and while mindful of things temporal,
not to foi'get the things eternal. He set the example of a bold,

independent, and yet Christian ruler, an uncrowTied king of men by
grace and election."

But it ^YOuld not be right to forget that, in Sir Charles Aitchison's

picturesque phrase, Dalhousie's "kingly hand"* directed and
controlled the Lawrences—so long as he was in India ; nor again,

The men that they Were served by the noblest band of lieutenants that

them!^ English history can produce. Among the civil officers were Robert
Montgomery, Donald McLeod, Edward Thornton, Philip S.

Melvill, Charles Eaikes, Eichard Temple, and Eobert Cust.

Among the military chiefs who held civil administrative posts
were Eobert Napier, Herbert Edwardes, John Nicholson, Edward
Lake, Eeynell Taylor. Many of the civilians had passed the
first few years in India under James Thomason, the incom-
parable ruler of the North-West Provinces. John Lawu-ence
himself had done so ; and when he wanted men, he sent for those
Thomason had trained. Temple records the enthusiasm with
which the young men went forward into the new province, which
" to them loomed as the land of promise."! Aitchison confesses
that "fearing no responsibility and shirking no labour, there was
perhaps a tendency in the young men to act too much on their

own initiative "; and Lord Dalhousie complained that they " con-

sidered themselves Governors-General at least "—telling Edwardes
that he "would not stand it," even from "the latest-enlisted

General-Ensign-Plenipotentiary."]: But they did splendid service,

and all the more effectively because the Punjab was made by
Dalhousie what was called a " Non-Eegulation Province," which
left the Lawrences and their lieutenants a pretty free hand in the

Sir c. methods of administration. Sir Charles Aitchison draws a striking

picture of the kind of life he led :§

—

" The District Officer, or Deputy-Commissioner, as he was called, and
his Assistants, were expected to be everywhere, to know everything
affecting the welfare oi tlieir charge, to be accessible to the people at all

times and in all places, and to be able to check the reports of Native
officials by personal knowledge. I served my apprenticeship as a Civil

Officer in the Punjab in those days. Looking back at them after an
interval of five-and-tbirt}' years, I seem still to have a sort of feeling of

* Rulers of India : Lord Laurence. By Sir C. U. Aitchison. P. 68.

t Men and Events of My Time in India, p. 51.

+ Aitchison's Lord Lawrence, p. 58. § Ibid., p. 02.

Aitchi-
son's re-
collections
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ubicjnity. A good stable was an essential equipment. If in the remotest Part VI.
corner of the district there occurred a cow-riot, tir an afi'ray, or a murder, 1849-61.

or a big burglary, the Deputy-Commissioner or an Assistant had to be on Chap. 44.

the sjjot. If cholera broke out, every village had to be visited.. No
remission of revenue was ever granted without a personal inspection of

the land and the crops. Nothing that aftected the welfare of the district

or the contentment of the people was too insignificant for personal atten-

tion. It was an unwritten law that the Civil Officers should see things

with their own eyes, do things with their own hands, and inquire into

things for themselves. Thus they came to know the people, the people
learned to know them, and a grip was got on the country which the
Mutiny of 1857 did not loosen."

And Dr. E. N. Gust's brilliant essays contain page after page of Dr. Cust's

still more vivid delineation. Here are two brief passages :

—

tfons.^'^'

" When the tide of war rolled away [the first Sikh War], I was left, as

my reward, in charge of the beautiful district of Hoshiarpur, at the age
of twenty-six, quite alone, amidst a people who had never seen a

European ; but I was in constant correspondence with my chief, and
that chief was John Lawrence.

" I used to march for many months about my district, consorting with
my people, having given up my own language and adopted theirs. It

was situated at the foot of the Himalaya, and the lower ranges were
included in it. I knew every one of the thousand villages, and loved
the people and the country. At eventide, when work was over,

we used to saunter out, and sit on one of the jutting headlands, and
watch the sun setting. Who were my companions ? They were young
and old, Hintlu, Sikh, and Mahometan ; some were owners of the soil,

or mere cultivators ; some were the hereditary servants of the Village

or the Hundred, the Accountant and Kanungo, and the trained officials

from Delhi and Agra." *

" It was my first charge. I had won it by energetic service. I had
fought for it, and held it against all comers during a rebellion.

Untrammelled by Regulations, unencimibered by domestic cares, I had
fashioned it after my own model, had fovmded its institutions, had
been led on by high, burning, yet unflagging zeal, and ambitious hopes
not yet crushed and blighted. These were the brightest hours of my
Indian career." t

But, superb as the achievements of the Punjab men were, why a great

should this History dwell upon them ? Because they present the ch^r^Uan"

one conspicuous instance in Indian history of a body of British '"'^•

rulers and officers going to work definitely as Christian men,
scorning to hide their faith in the True God, confessing Ghrist

before the world, and not shrinking from energetic action for the

evangelization of the people. Not that they were false to the

great principles of religious toleration which the Government
rightly professed. Not that they used their official position to

press even the Truth upon the Heathen and the Mohammedan.
Not that they allured men to become Christians by the hope of

special patronage. Not that they followed the old Dutch system

of inflicting disabilities on non-Christians. But while they

* R. N. Gust, Pictures of Indian Life, p. 133. t ^^id., p. 111.
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remained absolutely just and fair in their dealings with all, while

the Sikh and the Hindu and the Moslem received from them all

due respect, while faithfulness in any man was rewarded with
frankest confidence, the Lawrences and their leading followers

were not ashamed to be known as devout Christians, and not
afraid to declare that they wished all men to be the same. As we
shall see directly, it was they who established the Church Mis-
sionary Society in the Punjab. And God in His wondrous
providence manifested to the whole w^orld the truth of His own
word to Eli, " Them that honour Me I will honour."

So the Punjab w^as won " for England." Let us now see what
was done to w'in it " for Christ."

Himalaya
Mission.

Mr. Gor-
ton.

Kotgur.

But first we must glance at a Mission which came to be
reckoned as a branch of the Punjab Mission, but which was
begun at an earlier date. This was what was at first knowm as

the Himalaya Mission. As early as 1840, some of the English
officers and cii^ilians at Simla raised a fund to start evangelistic

work among the Natives of that district, and applied to the

Society for a missionary ; but, as will be remembered, that was
the very time of the gi'eat financial crisis, when plans were formed
by the Committee to close existing Missions rather than open
new ones ; and nothing could be done. The Simla friends,

however, did not think that theu' own responsibility w"as fulfilled

by a futile application to a missionary society. They went
themselves to work, at once. One civilian, Mr. Gorton, undertook
to subscribe £10 a month, and left at his death, which occiu-red

shortly afterwards, over £2000 ; and an officer, Captain Jackson,

wrote : "It seems that the Lord hath opened the way for us to

establish a Church Mission, and I pledge myself, as long as the

Lord may spare my life, to pay £60 annually." ' Archdeacon
Pratt of Calcutta engaged for them a Prussian minister who had
come out to India on an independent mission, the Eev. J. D,
Pi'ochnow, to whom Bishop Daniel Wilson gave English orders

;

and the Simla Committee, in 1843, stationed him at Kotgur, fifty

miles beyond Simla, on the high-road to Thibet, and on the

borders of Hinduism and Buddhism. In the meanwhile, a lady

in England, hearing of the C.M.S. Committee's refusal, had offered

them £500, and £25 a year for ten years ; and thus encouraged
both in India and in England, they adopted the Mission, and sent

also to Simla the Eev. M. Wilkinson of Gorakhpm-, whose health

forbad his continuing to work in the plains ; and at Simla he died,

on November 4th, 1848, just after holding a special service in

connexion with the Society's Jubilee. The first convert at

Kotgur, baptized in 1853, James Kadshu, became in after years an
ordained pastor at Lahore.

The Himalaya Mission was regarded with gi'eat interest.

* R. Clark, Punjab and Sindh Mission, pp. 126, 130.
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Prochnow's narratives of his journeys, sometimes with his wife, Part VI.

to Kunawar and other mountain regions, once nearly to the 1849-61.

borders of Cliinese Tartary, fill many pages of the Intelliijeucer
'^^^^P-

"^ ^

with graphic details of intercourse with the Thibetan people—a journeys

Buddhist people touchhig whom we find in the Life of Bishop
p^^^fj

Milman a significant incident of what Buddhism really is.

Scene : a Buddhist monastery in the Himalayas. Persons : a
number of boys going through various prostrations with apparent
devotion ; and a well-educated Buddhist being asked by the
Bishop what they were doing. " Praying." " To w^hom ? " " To
nobody." " What are they praying for ? " " For nothing."
When the first Sikh War was ended by the battle of Sobraon,

many friends urged the Society to begin a Punjab Mission,
occupying the slice of the country which had been annexed,
the Jullundur Doab. But the Committee replied that they would Thejui-

rather first strengthen the stations at Agra and Meerut, and also Doab"^
Kotgur ; and that the latter might prove an advanced post whence
the messengers of the Gospel might presently go forward. But
although Kotgur is on the Sutlej, it is high up in the mountain
valleys, on the upper waters of the river ; and the Mission there

would have little influence on the plains. And while the Church
Missionary Society, pressed by claims from so many lands,

hesitated to advance, the American Presbyterians, who had been American

for some years at Ludhiana, in what was called the Cis- Sutlej ^iU'enter
territory, crossed the river, and thus were the first to raise the thePunjab,

banner of Christ in the Punjab proper. They placed at Jullundur
an excellent Christian Bengali, originally one of Duff's students,

the Eev. Golak Nath.='' Then, when the crowning victory of

Gujerat was followed by the annexation of the whole Sikh
Kingdom, they again went forward, crossed the second of the five

rivers, the Beas, and established themselves in Lahore itself. A
few years later, in 1856, they crossed the three other rivers, the

Ravi, the Chenab, and the Jhelum, and occupied Eawal Pindi

;

while at the same time, another American Church, the United
Presbyterians, began a Mission in the Sialkot district. But this

is anticipating.

Meanwhile, the first forward movement of the Chui'ch Mis- S:^-^^^-

sionary Society into the newly-conquered frontier territories was sion.

made in a different direction. When Sir Charles Napier sub-

jugated Sindh, Sir James Outram, the Bayard of India (as sirjames

Napier himself named him), protested against the annexation "
'^^"^'

(which Napier confessed to be '
' an advantageous piece of

* "Golak Nath," wrote Duff long after, "got his first knowledge and
impression of Christianity in our Calcutta Institution, and left us with his

head full of knowledge, but his heart devoid of grace ; fell in with my
beloved son in the Gospel, Gopinath Nandi, in the North-West ; and under
his further teaching became a convert to the faith of Jesus and was baptized."

—Lijc 0/ Buff, vol. ii. p. 489.
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Part VI. rascality "), and refused to keep his share of the prize-money,
^^•*9-6l- £3000. He wanted to give it to the dispossessed Ameers—bad

^^'
' as their rule had been,—but this the Government w^ould not
allow ; and then he divided it between various missionary and
philanthropic objects. It was the same spirit that led other

Captain Christian officers, particularly Captain Preedy, to plan a Mission
to the Sindhi people. They established a school at the com-
mercial port of Karachi, and obtained from Calcutta a converted

M. s. Seal. Bengali Brahman, Modhu Sudan Seal, w^ho had been a student

in Duff's College, and was afterwards baptized by Mr. Jennings,

chaplain at Cawnpore ; and then applied to the Church Mis-
sionary Society for a missionary. A Basle and Islington man,
C. C. T. Schreiber, was sent out in 1850. The Afghans say that

"the sun of Sindh will roast an egg, and turn a white man
black";* and within five months of Schreiber's arrival at Karachi,

Mission his wife died. He wrote home, "It is as if this Mission, like the

a wife's East Africa Mission, has to be commenced on the grave of a
grave. missionary's wife"; referring, of course, to Mrs. Krapf's death

ac Mombasa seven years before, and to &apf's memorable
message.! Now Mrs. Schreiber was a sister of W. Salter Price,

then a young missionary at Nasik ; and it was Price who, five-

and-twenty years later, revived Krapf's East Africa Mission.

Schreiber did not continue at Karachi long after his wife's
Matchett, death. He was succeeded by Abraham Matchett, an Irishman

&c.
' from Islington College, who developed remarkal^le skill in the

Mohammedan controversy ; by James Sheldon, also from Is-

lington, who became the Sindh missionary for twgnty-seven
years ; by Andrew Burn, of St. John's, Cambridge ; and by Dr.

Ernest Trumpp, a learned German, who in after years became
Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of Munich.
A very interesting convert was given to the Mission in its earliest

Abdullah days. A young Mohammedan, Abdullah Athim, had come from
Umballa in North India to Karachi a few years before, to learn

English and fit himself for Government employ. Major E.

Marsh Hughes—who himself had been led to Christ by H. W.
Eox, and who in after years w^as a much-respected member of

the C.M.S. Committee, and founded the Strangers' Home for

Asiatics—employed him for a time, and he came also under the

intiuence of Modhu Sudan Seal, the Bengali Brahman before-

mentioned. He diligently studied the Koran, to defend it, and
the Bible, to refute it ; but the natural result followed—his reason

was convinced that Christ is Lord ; though that which is never

a natural result did not at once ensue—his heart was untouched.
He drew up a paper of questions, and sent them to the great

Moslem moulvies at Delhi and Agra, asking for definite replies
;

but no reply was sent to him, a leading moulvie at x\gra informing

* Postans' Personal Observations on Siridh, quoted in CM. Jntelligcncer,

1850, p. 365.

t See Vol. I., p. 461.
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Mr. Hoernle there that only an infidel could have written such Part VI.

questions, and they were not worth answering. But at last the 1849-61.

True Light shone into Abdullah's soul ; he humbled his some-
^''

"^P-
'^

-

w^hat proud spirit at the foot of the Cross ; he gave up literally

all for Christ, and was baptized by Mr. Matchett in March, 1853
;

and then he became a zealous preacher of the Gospel, and after-

wards a translator of St. Matthew's Gospel into the Sindhi language.
The work went on steadily and patiently, with the warm sym-

pathy and support of the Commissioner of Sindh, Mr. (afterwards
Sir) Bartle Frere, w^ho printed at Government expense Dr.
Trumpp's learned Sindhi works, dictionary, grammar, native

poems and tales, &c., and also his English translation of the
Sikh sacred book, the Grunth, which was found to be shallow Trumpp

and incoherent in the extreme, and far inferior to the Vedas and ^j^^^^iates

the Koran. In 1855, Modhu Sudan Seal was ordained ; but " Grunth.'

subsequently he removed to Calcutta. In 1856, Hydrabad, the
former capital of Sindh, where splendid mausoleums mark the

last resting-places of the Ameers, was occupied ; and in 1858,

Shikarpur and Sukkur were visited, and the latter place occupied
for a time.

But the more important advance into the Punjab Proper had Punjab

meanwhile been made. The inspiration, as usual, came from
India itself. In 1849, some of the Christian officers in the

victorious army issued a circular, and sent it round to all the

military stations and the chaplains. Here are some sentences

from it :

—

" Tt is contemplated to raise a subscription for the establishment of a Projected

Christian Mission in the Punjab, as a thank(jft'ering to Almighty God ''X:^^^

for His late mercies ... in the past signal victories and the present
promised blessing of peace.

" The stations of Naini Tal, Almora, and Moradabad, have contri-

huted nearly five hundred rupees towards this object, and there are

many monthly subscribers. The Camp at Peshawar are favouring the
Mission.

" The Church Missionary Society in England has been ajDpHed to ; and
it is humbly trusted that England, as well as every Indian Station, will,

when called upon, take it up, and labour to confer a permanent blessing

upon the Land of the Five Rivers. . . .

" It is hoped that the Chaplain, Missionary, and Military Officer of

each Station will, on receipt of this Statement, circulate it in the usual

manner ; or in case of there being none, that some other friend of

Christian Missions will undertake it. . . . Let but the Christian com-
munity of India come forward as one man with a modest offering, and
it must needs be that a sum equal to the wants of the Mission will be
raised, and the Thanksgiving of the (ith of May be turned into a continual

memorial of their gratitude to Him who is the Giver of all victoiy !

"
*

One of the officers who put forth this appeal. Captain Wilham captain

Martin, then at Lahore with his Sepoy regiment, was wont, like
^^'^'"•

* CM. Report, 1850, p. 138.
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Gordon at Khartoum long afterwards, to shut himself up daily

for a well-understood season of prayer ; and knowing that while
" effort without prayer is presumption," " prayer without effort

is hypocrisy," he went to the American missionaries, John
Newton and C. W. Forman—honoured fellow-workers for half

a century,—who had but recently arrived, and handed them
Es. 10,000 (then equal to more than £1000), not for their own
new Mission, Init to be forwarded anonymously to the Church
Missionary Society so soon as two missionaries were appointed
to begin a C.M.S. Punjab Mission. Newton and Forman were
large-hearted Christian men, and in announcing the anonymous
gift to the Society they added a warm and brotherly invitation

to the Church of England to take its share in proclaiming Christ

to the Punjab. But "before they call," saith the Lord, "I will

answer." Captain Martin's prayers had already prevailed. The
two first missionaries were already appointed. The appeal of

1849 had been responded to, and the Committee had designated

to the Punjab the young Birmingham curate, T. H. Fitzpatrick,

and the Cambridge Wrangler, Eobert Clark, whose offers ot

service were then before them ; and on June 20th, 1851, they
were taken leave of at the Chapel-of-Ease Schools, Islington,

along with four other new missionaries, H. Stern for North India,

C. C. Penn and E. T. Higgens for Ceylon, and F. A. Klein for

Jerusalem. Henry Venn, in the Instructions of the Committee,
dwelt in an interesting way upon the diverse features of the three

mission-fields. For instance :

—

" In the Punjab, the missionary must spread his labours to the utmost
extent of his opportunities, and aim at exercising a general influence

for awakening inquiry. In Ceylon, the missionary must concentrate
his labours upon the sphere assigned to him, and strive to raise a
standard of healthy, lively Christianity. In Syria he must, with much
caution and prudence, watch the incipient movements of a spirit of

inquiry, and be ready to present the Bible as the sole standard and the
ultimate exponent of divine truth."

To India sailed Fitzpatrick and Clark ; and on February 9th,

1852, a public meeting was held at Lahore to inaugurate the

Punjab Church Missionary Association. Archdeacon Pratt of

Calcutta was in the chair. Sir Henry Lawrence was away on
tlie frontier, but he sent a letter of welcome, with a promise of

Es. 500 a year subscription. John Lawrence and Eobert Mont-
gomery spoke ; also the Eev. W. J. Jay, chaplain ; also Major
Martin, as he now was. Martin became treasurer, and found
himself with the anonymous Es. 10,000, a second anonymous
Es. 10,000, and a further Es. 10,000 in smaller sums; together

(at that time) over £3000. Then, on May 24th, the Queen's
birthday was celebrated by laying the foundation-stone of a

church—primarily for the English, but to be lent freely to the

missionaries for native services. Thus did the conquerors of the

Punjab begin their glorious reign.
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Lahore being occupied by the Americans, it was resolved to Part VI.
begin the Mission at Amritsar, the greatest commercial city and 1849-61.

the headquarters of the Sikh religion, deriving its name from the ^^^P- '**•

sacred tank (cimrita saras, fount of immortality) in the midst of Amritsar.
which stands the magnificent Golden Temple. The Deputy-
Commissioner, Mr. C. B. Saunders, built the first mission-house

;

Colonel Eoliert Napier (afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala)
designed a school-house ; Mr. Saunders and Captain Lamb built

a Mission church. Two already converted Christian Sikhs were
secured as Native evangelists, both named David. One had been First Na-
a fakir, but had been baptized by the Eev. W. H. Perkins of the

^'^^agents.

S.P.G. Mission at Cawnpore, and was in fact the first-fruits of

the Sikh people unto Christ. The other had been a soldier, and
fought against the English at Moodkee ; but having read the New
Testament in Punjabi, given him by an unknown Native, he had
left the Sikh army on purpose to go down to Benares, where he
believed he should find a Christian teacher. There he was
baptized by W. Smith, married a girl in the C.M.S. Orphanage,
and now returned to Amritsar as an evangelist to his countrymen.
Three years later, the Cawnpore David was ordained by the
Bishop of Calcutta ; so the first Sikh admitted to the Church was
also the first Sikh admitted to the Church's ministry.

The Punjab missionaries had not to wait many years for First con-

converts, as in some Missions. In the very next year, 1853, five
^^"^^^^

notable baptisms took place—of a teacher of the Grunth (the
Sikh sacred book), named Shamaun ; another Sikh, a scholar in

the new school ; two Hindus, one of them a Brahman ; and a
Mohammedan moulvie from Delhi. In the third year there were
twenty-three baptisms ; and out of an average of thirty-one boys
and youths in the school, five had " renounced their former
religions, and been publicly baptized into the faith of Christ in the
midst of the school itself." In 1856 the first girls' school was
opened, and called the Lady Lawrence School, Es. 11,000 raised LadyLaw-

in memory of Honoria, wife of Sir Henry Lawrence—a noble Schools,

woman who had lately died, deeply lamented,—being handed by
Sir Henry to the Mission for the purpose. Liberal benefactions,
indeed, were quite common. Captain Lamb purposed to put up, Moreiibe-

at his own expense, buildings for a branch Mission at Jandiala ;
""^'s'^^^-

and when he died before carrying out his project, another friend

did it instead. A third friend did likewise, at another town ; and
a fourth built a preaching chapel in Amritsar.

Extension, indeed, was now the order of the day. In 1854,
J. N. Merk, one of the independent German missionaries in India,

who had been engaged by the Society and ordained by the Bishop
of Calcutta, was stationed at Kangra, a place, like Kotgur, in an Kangra.

upland Himalayan valley, with a Hindu shrine of great reputation
which attracts thousands of pilgrims. This was done on the
advice of one of the Lawrences' lieutenants, Donald McLeod,
afterwards Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab ; and the mission-
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house was one built by another, Edward Lake, afterwards General,

then Fmancial Commissioner, and ultimately an Honorary Secre-

tary of the Church Missionary Society. This was an extension

northward ; and Eobert Clark and Major Martin made in the

same year, 1854, the first missionary journey over the mountains
into Kashmir, and still further, over other high passes, into

Ladakh ; but the Kashmir Mission was not begun till ten years

later, and it was preceded by the establishment, through Martin's

liberality, of the Moravian Mission at Lahoul. Meanwhile, an
extension southward was effected, also at the suggestion of

Donald McLeod, by the occupation, in 1856, by Fitzpatrick and
W. J. Ball, of Multan, a city famed for its almost rainless climate,

and of which a Persian couplet, roughly translated, says,

—

" For four things famed Multan's the seat :

Dust and beggars, tombs and heat."

But the most important, and the most interesting, of all the

advances made was to the great frontier Afghan city of Peshawar.
Even in a military sense Peshawar was then an outpost indeed.

Beyond the Indus, then crossed only by a bridge of boats ; actually

in Afghanistan, although held by the British ; inhabited by a

bigoted and turbulent Mohammedan people ; and within easy

distance of hordes of fierce mountaineers,—it needed a strong

force for its protection. It had in fact been occupied by the

Government unwillingly, many high authorities considering that

the Indus should be our boundary. But in the providence of

God the circumstances of Afghanistan were such that there was
no alternative but to keep Peshawar, and station 12,000 men
there. Being in military occupation entirely, and no Englishman
being allowed there without the commandant's sanction, how
came a missionary in such a city at all ?

From Lahore had come up to Peshawar the 9th Native Infantry,

and with it the devoted Christian officer already mentioned,
Major Martin. After much earnest prayer,''' he went boldly to

the Commissioner, Colonel Mackeson, and asked leave for the

establishment of a Mission. " No missionary," was the emphatic
rejoinder, " shall cross the Indus while I am Commissioner of

Peshawar : do you want us all to be killed ? " A few months
after, in September, 1853, the Colonel was sitting in his verandah,

when an Afghan approached and presented him with a petition.

As he took the paper, the Afghan's knife was plunged into his

heart. " The loss of such an officer," said Lord Dalhousie in the

official Gazette, " would have dimmed a victory." Dalhousie
appointed as his successor Major Herbert Edwardes, the hero of

Multan, writing to him, '* Holding Peshawar, you hold the out-

* The Rev. J. MacCartie, who was at that time an officer, and Assistant
Commissioner of Peshawar, wrote long afterwards (CM. Gleaner, July, 1894)
that tliere was a Svinday evening prayer-meeting, which was attended by
Major Martin, Drs. Parquhar and Kemp, Colonel Whaler, Captain Ross,
Brigade-Major Captain Yiney, Lieut. Perkins, and himself.
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post of Indian empire. . . . You have a fine career befoi'e you : Part YI.

God speed you in it." On the new Commissioner's arrival, i849-6l.

Martin, with Dr. T. Farquhar, and after fervent prayer together, P"

again repaired to headquarters, and asked leave for a Mission to

be started. " Certainly," was the reply ;
" send for a missionary,

call a meeting, and I will preside myself." Then and there, in

the Commissioner's office, Martin fell upon his knees and poured
forth his heart in praise to the Lord.='' Eobert Clark was sent

for from Amritsar, and arrived early in December ; and a pvd:)lic

meeting of officers and civilians was summoned for the 19th. Officers

Then it was found that that very day had been fixed on for the ^art'tlfe
°

races—the sport which Englishmen take wntli them wherever Mission.

they go. Should the meeting be deferred '? " What !
" exclaimed

Martin ;
" put off the work of God for a steeple-chase ? Never !

"

The meeting was duly held ; very few attended; " but," writes

Mr. Clark, " God's Spirit had been invited by prayer, and He
was present, and made His presence unmistakably felt ; and
men's hearts, and women's hearts too, burned within them, as

they heard the words of Herbert Edwardes from the chair"

—

and this at a time when the blood of his murdered predecessor

was not yet effaced from his verandah. " I saw," says Mr.
Clark, " the marks of blood still on the pillar."

That speech of Edwardes' s thrilled Christian hearts all over stirring

India and England. Let us read a sentence or two :

—

Herbert"
Edwardes.

"Ladies and Gentlemen,— It is my duty to state Lrietiy the object of

this meeting. ... As Comniissionev of this frontier, it is natural, that,

of all in this room, I should be the one to view the question in its public

light, and wish to state what I understand to he the mutual relations of

the Christian Government and C'hristian Missions of this country—our

diities as [)uhlie and private men in ndigious matters.
" That man must have a very narrow mind who thinks that this

immense India has been given to our little England for no t)ther purpose

than for onv aggrandisement— for the sake of remitting money to our

homes, and providing writerships and cadetships for ouv poor relations.

" Such might be the case if God did not guide the world's affairs;

for England, like any other land, if left to its own selfishness and its own
strength, would seize all it coidd. But the concpiests and wars of the God's pur-

wc)rld all luq)pen as the world's Creator wills them ; and empires come
|°vfri'^

into existence for purposes of His, however blindly intent we may be England

upon our own." these lands

" And what," continued tlie speaker, " may we suppose His

purpose to be?
"

" Are they ' of the earth, earthy ' ? Have they no higher object than

the spread of vernacular educatiou, the reduction t)f taxes, the erection

of bridges, the digging of canals, the increase of conmierce, the introdvic-

tion of' electric telegraphs, and the laying down of grand lines of rail-

road? Do they look no further than these temporal triuuiphs of

civilization, and "see nothing better in the distance than the physical im-

* This fact does not appear in any of the records; but the late Dr.

Farquhar tokl me so himself.—E. S.

VOL. II. r
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Part VI. provement of a decaying world ? We cannot think so meanly of Him
1849-61. with whom ' one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one
Chap. 44. day.' All His plans and purposes must look through time into eternity

;—— and we may rest assured that the East has been given to our country
for a mission, neither to the minds nor bodies, but to the souls of

men. . . .

" Oiu" mission, then, in India, is to do for other nations what we have
done for our own. To the Hindus we have to preach one God, and to

the Mohammedans to preach one Mediator."

In what " But liow sliould this be done ?
"

—

waypreach
Christ ? " By state armies and state persecutions P By demolishing Hindu

temples, as Mahmud of Ghuzni did ? or by defiling mosques with Moham-
medan blood, as Runjit Singli did ?

" It is obvious that we covdd not, if we woukl, follow such barbarous
examples. The 30,000 Englishmen in India would never have been seen
ruling over 200,000,000 of- Hindus and Mohammedans, if they had tried to

force Christianity upon them with the sword.
" The British Government has wisely maintained a strict neutrality in

religious matters, and Hindus and Mohammedans, secure of our im-
partiality, have iilled our armies and built up our empire.

" It is not the duty of the Government, as a Government, to proselytize

India. Let us rejoice that it is not : let us rejoice that pure and impure
motives, religious zeal and worldly ambition, are not so lamentably
mixed up !

" The duty of evangelizing India lies at the door of private Chris-
tians : the aj^peal is to private consciences, private effort, private zeal,

and private example. Every Englishman and Englishwoman in India

—

every one now in this room—is answerable to do what he can towards
fullilling it."

Then Edwardes referred to the special difficulties of Peshawar
;

and concluded as follows :

—

" I say plainly that I have no fear that the establishment of a Chris-
tian Mission at Peshawar will tend to disturb the peace. It is of course
incumbent upon US to be prudent; to lay stress upon the selection of

discreet men for missionaries ; to begin quietly with schools, and wait the
proper time for preaching. But liaving done that, I should fear nothing.
In this crowded city we may hear the Brahmin in his temple sound his
' shunkh ' and gong, the muezzin on his lofty minaret lill the air with
the ' azan,' and the Civil Government, which protects them both, will

take upon itself the duty of protecting the Christian missionary, who
goes forth to preach the Gospel. Above all, we vim/ be quite sure that we

The path ^''"^ much safe) if we do our duty than if we neglect it ; and that He ivho has
of duty the brou(/ht us here, with His own right arm, will shield and bless us, if, in simple
safe path, reliance upon Him, we try to do His will."

Large con- The Collection after the meeting amounted to Es. 14,000, which

ofofficers^. '^^"'^^ ^^^ addition to Es. 1800 collected on the previous Sunday at

church, when one officer, Dr. Baddeley, E.A., put Es. 600 into the

plate. Major Martin gave another Es. 10,000 anonymously ; and
in a few days the officers and others contributed £3000 sterling.
" There was great rejoicing," says Mr. Clark, "for they ottered

willingly." Moreover, they undertook to provide houses and
support schools and catechists ; in short to defray the whole cost
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of the Mission, except the personal allowances of the missionaries. Part VI.

And it was not the officers only who contributed. Several private 1849-61.

soldiers gave a guinea each ; and one corporal made over all he P"

had, over £15, saying he had trusted God already with his soul,

and did not see why he should not trust Him also with his body.'"'

One officer, however, entered his name on the subscription list

thus :
" One rupee, towards a revolver for the first missionary."

He forgot that the Arm of the Lord was better than a dozen
revolvers. That officer was soon afterwards moved from the

pfu'ilous outpost to the safe and pleasant cantonment at Meerut

;

and there, three years later, he and his wife were among the first

of the English cut down and brutally murdered when the Mutiny
broke out on May 10th, 1857—while at Peshawar the hand of the

Lord prevailed, and there was no outbreak at all.

A memorial addressed to the Church Missionary Society was officers'

signed by Colonel Edwardes, twenty-one other military officers, ^^c"m'.s.
and eight civilians. It expressed the " great interest they took in

the Society's proceedings," and " the confideiice they felt in its

principles and plans of operation." They "believed it to be an
honoured instrument in the hand of God for the spreading abroad

of the Gospel in all lands," and, " as residents in a Heathen
country, with every error rampant around them," they desired to

say to the Committee, " Go forward, and your work will prosper."

Among those who signed, besides Edwardes and Martin, were the

Deputy-Commissioner, Captain James ; Lieutenant (afterwards

Sir Henry) Norman ; Captain (afterwards General Sir James)
Brind ; Lieutenant (afterwards Colonel) Urmston, &c., &c.

The Society joyfully responded by ordering Dr. Pfander to go Pfander

up from Agra, and Robert Clark to continue also at Peshawar, begin the

having meanwhile sent two new men, Keene and Strawlnidge, to Mission.

Amritsar. At the same time Major Martin retired from the army
after thirty years' service, and joined Pfander and Clark as an
honorary missionary. Thus commenced the C.M.S. Afghan Mission.

The brethren were greatly struck with the possilnlities of

Peshawar. It was a meeting-place of many races. The Hindu
trader was there from the plains of Bengal ; the Pathan moun-
taineer, in his sheepskin cloak, walked the streets. From all

parts of Central Asia merchants and adventurers of every kind

met in the Afghan frontier city. The Pushtu language was the

vernacular of Afghanistan ; but Urdu was the official language,

and Persian that of the learned mullahs and the upper classes

generally. Pfander' s wonderful linguistic powers, and his perfect pfander's

familiarity with Islam, now found abundant scope, and he at once ^n^^*"^'

began teaching and preaching in the streets—as a Cbristian courage,

officer who knew the language. Colonel Wheler, had done before

the Mission was begun. He was told he would be killed. Lead-

ing Moslems in the city warned the Commissioner ; and the Local

* Mentioned by the Rev. R. Clark in a speech at O.xforcl, May 29tli, 1857.

P 2
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A mullah's
letter.

An old
Pushtu
Testament

Part VI. Committee discussed the question, prayed over it, and enjoined
1849-61. caution. Pfander said he would do as God guided him ; and he

'^^' went on preaching, Scowhng faces and muttered threats met
him, and the mullalis loftily held aloof, seeing no reason why they
should stop to argue with an infidel. He then sent copies of the

Mizun-al-Haqq round to them. Some thanked him; some re-

turned the hook without a v.'ord ; one wrote as follows, in Arahic :

—

" To the renowned Priest, the Padre Saliil). Dr. Pfander.—The books
you sent me I return without having read tliem. The great God has
placed us firmly on the right way, and our knowledge is solid truth,

estaliHshed by reason and revelation, and by external and internal proofs.

. . . What have we therefore to do with false hooks, beloiiiiing to such a
people as have turned from the right way, and in behalf of whom it is

said in the Koran, ' God has sealed up their hearts, and a veil is over their

eyes.' . . . To write more there is no need : for the wise, a hint is enough.
" Hafiz Mohammed, A~im H'ai:: [^public preacher]."

In a Moslem country, the circulation of the Word of God itself

is a specially important agency. Forty years hefore, one of the

wonderful achievements of the Baptist missionaries at Serampore
had l)een the translation of the Pentateuch and the New Testament
into Pushtu, although none of them was ever within a thousand
miles of Afghanistan ; but not a copy could now be found.

Suddenly it occurred to Edwardes that he had himself seen one
some years before in the hands of a Pathan chief on the frontier.

" It had been given to that chief by a missionary at Hurdwar,
and had been carefully preserved by him from fire and water,

with the secret conviction that the English power would one day
advance into the country, when it was his intention to produce it."

Edwardes wrote to the chief for it, sending a Persian Bible in

exchange, and in due course the precious Pushtu Scriptures

arrived at Peshawar. The chief was a very aged man, and died

immediately after. Thus his life had been preserved xmtil that

book was wanted. From it, fresh copies were soon printed ana
ready for circulation.

Before Pfander and Clark arrived, the chaplain at Pesha^^ar

had baptized a young Persian who had been first awakened in

Persia by reading the Mizan-al-Haqq, who had travelled across

Afghanistan on purpose to learn more of Christianity, who
had heard Colonel Wheler preaching in the Peshawar market-

place, and who had been instructed by Major Martin. He was at

once engaged as a catechist, and at first promised well ; but after

a year or two he fell into sin and left the Mission. The first

Afghan convert was Yahiya Bakir, of Kandahar, a Haji, having
been to Mecca and Medina. A strange dream which he had at

jMedina he understood to mean that " Isa Masih " was a greater

prophet than Mohammed ; and on his return home he came on to

India, having heard of Pfander being at Agra. At last he found
him at Peshawar, leai'ned to know and love " Isa Masih," and
was baptized in January, 1856. A few days after, he was

First con-
verts.
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attacked by a fanatical Moslem, and was found insensible and Part VI.

badly wounded close to the mission-house ; but he recovered, 1849-61.

with the loss of two fingers, and afterwards became a kind of
^^'

'

wandering medical missionary on his own account, travelling all

over Central Asia. It was said that he " prayed over his patients,

and they all got well." Other notal)le converts of the Peshawar
Mission we shall meet hereafter.

In 1855, Herbert Edwardes presided over another missionary Another

meeting at Peshawar, and delivered another admirable speech. Edwardes.
His closing words are most striking, and must on no account be

omitted :
—

•

"The Afghans are one of those nations to whom, eighteen hundred
yerirs ago, our Lord ordered the Gospel to be preached. Tliere is a
record kept of how that order is obeyed. Men till it up themselves, and Pages of

the world has no volume of more vital interest; for tlie leaves of that '^°'*^^°°''-

hook and the years of tlie world will come to an end together. As
Mission after Mission is sent forth, page after page is turned.

" Tlie l)lank pages are very few ; and it is a solemn thought that on
one of those few leaves we oiu'selves are now recording that a Mission
to the Afghans has been established. Let us sec that we write it down
in no doubtful characters, but in Vjold, decided lines ; and may God
bless this Mission, for His sake who ordered it, and bless this station,

and our country's rule, for the sake of all wln) help it."

Well might Euskin class Edwardes with Gordon, Havelock,
and Stonewall Jackson, and make him the hero of his romantic

sketch, A Knif/Jifs Faith. The "knight's faith" of Herbert The

Edwardes he himself expressed thus :
" I put full confidence in faith'."

Jesus, and I couldn't do more if I lived a thousand years."

It is said that Alexander the Great erected upon the left bank
of the Hyphasis or Sutlej, the furthest limit of his conquests,

twelve altars of hewn stone, each seventy-five feet high, to com-
memorate as many victories, and offered sacrifices upon them.
They are described by the historian Arrian as " equal in height to

towers, but far exceeding them in bulk." They have, however,

been sought for in vain, and if they were really built, the

conqueror's memorial has perished with him. The C.3I. Intelli-

gencer, in an able article on the Punjab in July, 1851, refers to

Arrian's statement, and adds, " May it be the privilege of England, a monu-
' *j

. /» m e n t m o re
in the conversion of the Punjab to Christianity, to erect one of lasting

more imperishable materials !
" We do not now use quite the *'^^" ''"^^•

same language : we speak rather of the evangelization of tbe

Punjab, and the conversion of individual souls to Christ. Yet we
may continue the quotation, as not less applicable:—"The lan-

guage of the poet will then find an application which he never

thought of

—

" ' Exegi monumentum aere pereiinius,

Regalique situ pyramidum altius ;

Quod non imber edax, non -^quilo impoteus

Possit diruere, ant innumerabilis

Annorum series, et fuga teiupovum.'
"



CHAPTER XLV.

India .- The Mutiny—its Victims and its Lessons.

Part VI.
1849-61.
Chap. 45.

Lord
Canning
Governor-
General.

The Sepoy
Army.

Causes of the Mutiny—Meerut, Cawnpore, Lucknow—Delhi and the

Punjab—Who saved India?—Murdered Missionaries—Benares:
H. C. Tucker and Leupolt—Agra : French and the Secundra Fugi-
tives—Lord Canning—Bishop Wilson's Last Sermon and Death

—

Calcutta repels Native Christians; R. Montgomery welcomes
them—News of the Mutiny in England—W^hat should the Mis-
sionaries do?— C. M.S. Manifesto—Meetings on the Mutiny

—

Tait's Speech and Miller's Sermon—^John Lawrence's Farewell
to the Punjab—Lawrence and Edwardes in England—Edwardes's
Great Speech—The Government of India transferred to the Crown.

^' Art Thou not from everlasting, Lord my God, mine Holy One I" v:c aliall

not die. Lord, T/ioh- hast ordained them for judgment ; and, mighty God.,

Thou hast established them for correction."—Habak. i. 12.

WISH foi" a peaceful term of office ; but I cannot
forget that in the sky of India, serene as it is, a

small cloud may arise, no larger than a man's hand,
liut which, growing larger and larger, may at last

threaten to burst and overwhelm us with ruin." So
said Lord Canning, in the unconscious language of prophecy, at

the farewell banquet given him by the East India Comjjany on
the eve of his departure for India to succeed Dalhousie. Hardly
had he landed at Calcutta, in February, 1856, than he found him-
self involved in war with Persia ; l)ut this was a small thing

compared with what was coming. We now know that the storm
might liave been foreseen ; but no one foresaw it.

The East India Company held India with a large Native army
and a few thousand British troops ; or rather, three Native armies,

for Bengal, Bombay, and Madras were independent of each
other. The Bengal Sepoys were mostly high-caste Hindus, with
some Mohammedans. No Native Christian was allowed in the
ranks ; and this History has already recorded the case of the

Sepoy convert at Meerut in 1819 who was dismissed on the sole

ground of his having become a Christian.* Dalhousie, in view of

the great enlargement of British India under his auspices, had
repeatedly urged on the Home Government the importance of

increasing the British force ; but so far from this having been
done, it had been reduced by the recall of three regiments for the

Crimean War. And now the expedition to the Persian Gulf had

* See Chapter XV.
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taken more regiments out of the way, with genei-als hke James Part VI.

Outran! and Henry Havelock. Moreover, the centenary of the 1^^-61.

Battle of Plassey, fought June 23rd, 1757, was approach'ing, and Chap^45.

there was a floating tradition that the British rule would last one
hundred years and no more. If the Sepoys, therefore, wished to

revolt, now was the time. But did they wish it ? and if so, why ? why
They had fought well in campaign after campaign under English lepoys*

^

officers, especially in the late Sikh Wars, and to all outward •'cvoit.'

appearance they were loyal enough. The Mohammedans, indeed,
might be supposed to regret the old days of their supremacy,
and to be ready, if occasion arose, to restore them ; Ijut why
should the Hindus, whom we had delivered from Moslem oppres-
sion, care to bring it back again ?

Various motives, no doubt, swayed them. The rajahs dethroned
by Dalhousie were discontented, and could quietly spread disaffec-

tion. Our humane legislation had interfered with many cherished
Hindu customs. The railway and the telegraph—what could these

portend ? The Brahmans feared for their old religion. And at

the very time when revolt would be easy, a panic was created by
the introduction of new cartridges, which were said to be smeared
with grease both from the cow and the pig. " Those fatal The

cartridges," says Sir Charles Aitchison,-'' "seem to have been farfrldges.

compounded with a Satanic ingenuity to create a common ground
for the Mohammedan and the Hindu. If the fat of the cow
excited the horror of the Brahman Sepoy, the fat of swine was
an abomination to the Mohammedan." In biting, or even hand-
ling, these cartridges, the Mussulman would become unclean, and
the Brahman would lose his most precious possession, his caste.

With liglitning speed the panic spread all over North India.

GJuqnities (small cakes) were secretly sent from town to town,

from village to village—always a sign of some mischief brewing.

Disaffection appeared at different places, but the Government did

not think it serious, and though at two stations Sepoy regiments

were disarmed and disbanded, no one dreamed of a general rising.

Colonel Wheler, who was too outspoken a Christian to be liked

by his superiors, warned them of a plot to seize Calcutta, and was
ejected from his command, and summoned before a court-martial,

for his credulity ; but the court-martial was never held—it was
stopped by the outbreak of the Mutiny.

Sunday, May 10th, 1857, was the fatal day. The Sepoys at Meerut
5;J|^'-^J'^

rose, and having cut down the Europeans they met, did not wait ^^
'°

to be cut down themselves by the English troops, in the canton-

ments, as they easily might have been, but fled to Delhi, where Delhi,

the garrison consisted of Sepoys only. There they massacred all

the English, raised the standard of revolt, and set the feeble old

Mogul King on the throne again. " They found in one moment a

leader, a flag, and a cause, and the Mutiny was transfigured into

* Rulers of India: Lord Lawrence, p. 77-
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Part VI. a Revolutionary War." "-'^ A young lad at the telegraph office

1849-61. bravely sent the last hasty message off to Lahore—" Muthiy
C hap. 4o. broken out ; all Europeans murdered ; we are off'"— and there it

stoj^ped ; and nothing more was heard from Delhi. Under God,
it may be said that Dalhousie's electric telegraph saved India.

Although the wires were quickly cut where the mutineers could

get at them, enough remained to prove of inestimable service.

Meanwhile, all over the North-West Provinces the reign of terror

The prevailed. At station after station the Sepoys rose, murdered
massacres,

^bgjj. officcrs, and massacrcd all the English they could lay hold

of, men, women, and children, sometimes with unspeakable
barbarity. Henry Lawrence, Chief Commissioner of the recently

annexed but now rebellious Kingdom of Oudh, was besieged in

Lucknow ; John Colvin, Chief Commissioner of the North-West
Provinces, in Agra ; Sir Hugh Wheeler, in Cawnpore. The two
former successfully defended their posts ; l)ut the treachery of

Nana Sahib at Cawnpore, and the appalling tragedy that followed,

when a hundred and twenty-five English ladies and children were
cruelly murdered and their bodies thi'own into a well, will be a

Haveiock. memory of horror so long as the world shall stand. Havelock,

returned from Persia, was fighting liis way up the valley of the

Ganges with a handful of British soldiers in the awful heat of an
Indian June ; and though he was too late to avert the Cawnpore
massacre, he w^as able by tremendous effort to relieve Lucknow
where already lay dead the- most brilliant and most beloved of all

our Indian heroes, Henry Lawrence ; and there died also, in the

hour of victory, Havelock himself, the great Christian soldier,

whose regiment of " saints," said Sir Archibald Campbell, " were
always ready, and never di'unk."

Lucknow. The story of the defence of Lucknow is perhaps the most
thrilling of all the episodes of those heroic days. From June 30th

to September 25th the little band of English were shut up in the

Residency, enduring terrible privations, while the Sepoys, who
held all the rest of the city, poured in shot and shell night and

Henry day. Henry Lawrence was struck by a shell on July 2nd, and
Lawrence t '

n . i "j
, i

killed. died on the 4th.

" greedy Death ! O cruel bursting shell

!

Then fell their tower of strength when Lawrence fell !
" f

Then, although Havelock and Outram cut their way in on
September 19th, they coidd not get out again, but the siege went
on till November 16th, when at last Sir Colin Campbell arrived

with a larger force and l)rought them all out safely, though obliged

then to retire, leaving Lucknow in the hands of the rebels four

months longer ; but leaving also a force under Outram outside the

* McCarthy, Short Historii of Ovr Own Times, p. 172.

t From the Newdigate Prize Poem recited by A. S. Agleu at the Oxford
Commemoration of 18.59, in tlie presence of Sir John Lawrence. See Life of
Lord Laurence, vol. ii. p. 361.
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city to keep them in check. Every detail of the story is intei-esting Part VI.

to tlae Church Missionary Society, for one of the young engineer l^-ig-ei.

officers in the Eesidency was George Hutchinson, afterwards P"

Major-General, wlio, twenty-four years later, hecame Lay George

Secretary of the Society. ==

"

"n*"'"""
Meanwhile, what of the Punjab? what of the turbulent border

tribes ? what of Peshawar, the most dangerous post in all

India? The answer to these questions embodies one of the

grandest facts in British history. If in one sense it was
Dalhousie's electric telegraph that saved India, in another sense
it was Dalhousie's first conquest, the Punjab, that saved India ;

The Pun-

and the Punjab then meant John Lawrence, Robert Montgomery, indfa.^^^

and Herbert Edwardes. And others ? Yes, and others ; but
these three men really did the woi'k. It was the men who were
not ashamed of Christ who saved India. Henry Lawrence, Henry
Havelock, and James Outram, checked the revolt down in the

Valley of the Ganges ; in Upper India it was the Punjab leaders

who crushed it. On May 11th and 12th news reached Lahore of

the disasters on the previous two days at Meerut and Delhi.

Lawrence was away at Eawal Pindi ; and, without waiting for

orders from him, Montgomery and Brigadier Corbett, within Mont-

twenty-four hours, had disarmed all the Sepoys at the Lahore fn?*^"^^

camp, secured the great magazine at Ferozepore, and given Edwardes.

necessary orders and made necessary arrangements iii all direc-

tions. It was no light thing to do ; if the plan had failed, all

had been lost ; but through the blessing of the Lord it succeeded,

and that day the recovery of India was begun. Edwardes was as

brilliantly successful, amid certainly more permanent difficulties,

at Peshawar ; and very soon Lawrence was planning to despatch

every man that could possibly be spared to Delhi.

For Delhi was now the centre of the revolt ; and the Moham- ^'^^"^^''^

medanism of North-West India was jubilant. Letters were after-

wards found in the palace, of which Sir E. Temple writes, "It
would be difficult to reprodu.ce the imagery wdth which the

scornful exultations over British discomfiture was expressed. The
infidel tyrant had been dethroned in an instant, like the twinkling

of an eye, the flashing of a scimitar, the striking of a knell. He
whose very shoes the faithful Mussulman had long been forced to

lick was now himself grovelling in the dust !
"

f If the generals at

Meerut and Umballa had been as vigorous as John Lawrence

—

who was but a civilian—Delhi might have been recaptured at siege 01

once ; but one was utterly incapable, and the other died, and
now the Sepoys had been reinforced by their brethren from other

* Hutchinson took a chief part in tlie mining and other engineering

operations t-o defend the buih:lings held by the old gai-rison and subsequently

those occupied by Outram and Havelock ; and he was chief engineer with the

force under Outram left outside the city, and afterwards joined the force of

Sir Colin Campbell in the final capture of Lucknow.

I Men and Events 0/ My Time in India, p. 136.
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Part VI. stations, who, having mutinied and killed their officers, resorted
1849-Gl. to the headquarters of the rebellion. The result was that the
lap^..

little British force which had seized "the Eidge " outside Delhi
was rather besieged itself than the besieger of that great city

with its now formidable garrison. Lawrence and his lieutenants

secured the Punjab by the extraordinary wisdom of their

measures and the unfailing skill with which they were carried

out, and so were able to run the risk of sending on to Delhi
almost every Englishman they had, as well as the loyal Sikh and
Pathan regiments they had raised. It was a risk, a risk of the

utmost gravity. Delhi held out four months. The British troops

were more than once on the point of retreating. Lawrence him-
victory at self began to fear that all was lost. But at last came the joyful
^^''

news, "Delhi is ours." John Nicholson, the most brilliant of

Punjab officers, was killed leading the assault, and all the Punjali

wept for him—and England too.

In the Mutiny, some fifteen hundred unarmed men, women, and
children were butchered by the Sepoys at the various stations,

besides the officers and soldiers killed in battle or by disease
;

but none were more deeply mourned than Henry Lawrence,
Henry Havelock, and John Nicholson. However, the death-

blow was now given to the revolt ; the greatest crisis in the

history of British India had been met successfully ;'- and although
fighting went on for many months, the work of restoration had
now to begin. It was an act of practical justice when the

boundary of the Punjab was extended eastward, so that Delhi
and its district might in future belong to Lawrence's Province.

How was Let us repeat our lesson, which can never be repeated too often.

saved?
'^^^Q Englishmen who saved India were the Englishmen who
were not only Christians themselves, but openly avowed their

desire to see India evangelized ; and the Province that was
privileged to take the lead in the struggle was the Province in

which these very men had themselves started missionary
operations. "No doubt," wrote Lawrence, " humanly speaking
the Punjab possessed great advantages ; . . . but as a protection

against the peril of the time, all such advantages were as nothing
without the support of the everlasting arm of Almighty God. To
Him alone be all the praise !

" "It was not policy," wrote
Montgomery, " or soldiers or officers, that saved the Indian

"The Lord Empire to England, and saved England to India. The Lord our
*^°'^'"^'* God, Heitwas!"!

This History, however, is less concerned with the heroic deeds

* " The world has lived bo see a knot of English officers in sword and
sash sitting round a table in the old Imperial capital, to try one Bahadur Shah,
lineal descendant of the Great Moghuls, some time King of Delhi, and
presently a British pensioner, on the charge of disturbing the public peace of

India!" (Sir H. Edwardes's Lecture before the Y.M.C.A., Our Indian
Empire, 1860.) The President of that Military Commission was Colonel

Michael Dawes, afterwards Lay Secretary of the C.M.S.
j" Ettlers of India : Lord Lawrence, by Sir C. Aitchison, p. 114.

was
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even of Christian men than with the effects of the Mutiny upon Part YI.

the Missions tliemselvos. At these we must now briefly glance.
pf^^'

1^

Thouf^h God's great mercy, the Church Missionary Society, '
^^^^'

'

'

though its buildings and property wei'e destroyed to the amount Mission-

of many thousand pounds, was spared the pain of losing any onhe*^*""^
missionary by death. But other Societies suffered sadly. The Mutiny.

Delhi men were the first to fall, in the massacre of May 11th.

The chaplain, Eev. M. J. Jennings, and his daughter ; the S.P.G.
missionary, Rev. A. R. Hubbard, brother of the C.M.S. missionary

at Benares ; two S.P.G. catechists, Sandys and Koch, the

former a son of the C.M.S. missionary at Calcutta ; the Baptist

missionary, Rev. J. Mackay, and the widow of another and her
two daughters ; also Chaman Lall, Government assistant-surgeon,

and Wilayat Ali, Baptist catechist, both excellent converts from
Mohammedanism before mentioned ; and an S.P.G. catechist.

At Cawnpore, the S.P.G. lost the Revs. W. H. Haycock and
H. E. Cockey, and the mother of the former, and a Native

catechist ; and the chaplain, Rev. E. T. R. Moncriefl', who had
l)cen for a short time a C.M.S. missionary in China, was also

killed, with his wife and child ; also the Futtehghur chaplain,

Rev. F. Fisher, whose wife and child had been drowned with

him as they crossed a river. The American Pi'esbyterian mis-

sionaries at Futtehghur, Freeman, Campl)ell, Johnson, and
McMullen, with the wives of the four, and two children, were all

killed by Nana Sahib ; also a Native Christian schoolmaster and
his wife and four cliildren, and another Christian master under
the same Mission, wdio had come from Duff's college at Calcutta.

The chaplains at Shahjehanpore and Gwalior, Revs. J. McCallum
and G. W. Coopland, likewise perished; and the Scotch Presby-

terian missionary at Sialkote, Rev. T. Hunter, with wife and child.

Four other Native catechists are mentioned, one of them, Raphael,

belonging to the C.M.S. Mission at Gorakhpur.-'= We can now
aj)preciate a passage in the C.M.S. Annual Report of the next

year :

—

"While the Committee record their inifeigned tluuiksgiviiig to God for C.M.s.

His preservation of every missionary of this Society, and of every member ^j^i, i^g,

of their households, during the Mutiny, from the dreadful fate of many reayed

of their companions in danger, they must add an exjiression of condolence o^ieties.

with other Missionary Societies, especially with the venerable Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, where it pleased God to suffer the

ministers of peace to fall under the cruel stroke of murderers. They
trust that tliese Societies may receive of the Lord the compensation

they most value, and which He has Himself described in the words, ' If

a grain of wheat die, it bringeth forth much fruit.'

"

But there were brave confessors of Christ who in the mercy of

the Lord were spared death ; among them Duff's much-loved

* This death-roll was made up by Mr. Sherring of the L.M.S. in 18.59. It

is reproduced in Dr. G. Smith's Life of Duff (vol. ii. p. 340), from which it is

now taken.
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Part VI. convert, Gopinath Nandi, an ordained minister of the x\merican
1849-01. Pj-esbyterian Church. He and his wife were captured and
Chiq). -15. tortured, and threatened with a horrible death unless they abjured

Gopinath Christ ; but by His grace they remained steadfast, and were
Nandi and eucouraged to do so by a young English officer, Ensign Cheek,

Cheek. who was brought into the same prison mortally wounded, and
who with his dying breath cried, "Padre, padre, be firm; don't

give way." The whole thrilling story was told all over the world,

and l:)rought from thousands of Christian eyes tears of sympathy
and admiration. But there were scores of other narratives,

scarcely less touching, in the C.M.S. periodicals at the time.

c.M.s. Let us now look more in detail at the C.M.S. Missions. First,
Missions,

oi^ggj-yg tj^at there were no outbreaks in the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies. Secondly, observe that there were none of great

importance at the Society's Punjab stations, Amritsar, Multan,

Peshawar, Kangra, although any general revolts there would
naturally have been the most dangerous. Even at Peshawar,
Pfander went on preaching in the streets right through the most
aiixious time, w^ien plots to murder all the Europeans were
revealed by intercepted letters from influential Mohammedans.
Edwardes's splendid management kept all safe there. Thirdly,

observe that there were none in Lower Bengal. Calcutta was in

peril at one time, but prompt measures averted the danger. In
the Krishnagar and Burdwan districts there were no risings. At
the one Mission station in the Central Provinces, Jabalpur, there

was much alarm, and all Europeans and Native Christians took

refuge in an entrenched position, in which they were virtually

besieged ; but no serious residts ensued. All the .disasters, in

Disasters fact, wcro iu the North-West Provinces. At Meerut, where the
in N.w.p.

]\j^|tijyy began, the Rev. A. and Mrs. Medland had a narrow
escape, and they lost everything but their lives, while the Native

Christians were robbed and scattered. At Juanpur the Rev.

C. F. Reuther and his family were almost miraculously delivered,

and everything was destroyed. Gorakhpur had to be abandoned,

and the Native Christians fled for their lives, their houses and
property falling into the hands of the rebels. At all these places

the Christians solemnly resolved to stand firm in their faith, and
be ready to die rather than deny their Saviour. Of the two chief

stations, Benares and Agra, a little more must be said.

Benares. Benares, the fanatical capital of Brahmanism, presented a

spectacle in the Mutiny not unlike that presented by the equally

fanatical Mohammedan frontier city of Peshawar. All the

elements of disaffection were present. The Sepoys did actually

mutin}', but were defeated. Here, however, as at Peshawar, a true

H. Carre and couragcous Christian was in charge. Henry Carre Tucker was

Jno^h"r Commissioner of Benares. Lord Canning had been at school with
Christian him, and knew the man ; and he wrote to Tucker that he was

sure he would meet the crisis " with the calm courage based upon
that which alone is tlie foundation of triie courage." And so he
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did. He neglected no precaution, but he declined to show fear of Part VI.

the people. Every day he rode out with his daughter, an inviting 1849-61.

mark for a musket; yet he wrote to Lord Canning that the ^^j^^-^-

tranquillity of the city was " a miracle," and attributed it to the
" much prayer " going up from the Christians there. There came,
however, a time when supplies ran short, and the Government
agents failed to get them from the surrounding villages ; and then
Tucker turned for help to the missionaries. Leupolt fearlessly

went ovit into the country, and being well known to the people,
was able to persuade them to bring in grain and cattle for sale.

Even when most of the Europeans went about fully armed, the
missionaries carried no arms, and were perfectly safe. Of Henry
Carre Tucker, Kobert Montgomery afterwards wrote, " He left a
great impress upon the people amongst whom he laboured ; his

luxrae is a household word amongst them. He was a valua])le

pul)lic servant, a bright example, a Christian man and a true

missionary. It is to men of his stamp India owes so much."
After the Mutiny was over, Mr. Tucker retired, and on reaching
England he joined the C.M.S. Committee, and remained a leading
and valued member for sixteen years, until his death. His sister

Charlotte, better known as " A.L.O.E.," did noble service after-

wards as a missionary in the Punjab.
At Agra the same Christian composure was exhil)ited l^y John Agra.

Colvin, the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces

;

but his post was in many respects harder than Tucker's. Agra
was quite isolated, and the whole country round was more or less

in rebellion. He held the city, however, for some weeks, but
then was compelled to retire into the Fort, and there the English
and the Native Christians were coo})ed up for months, though
they were never l^esieged by a regular ai'my as at Lucknow.
When the Mutiny broke out, French was at work at St. John's French in

College; and Mr. Charles Raikes, the chief judge at Agra, haspj^n^°'^

given a vivid account of what he saw one day :

—

" I mu.st here pause to record the iiiipressiou made upon me b_v the
calmness and coohiess t)f Mr. Freneli. ]<]verv Euglisliinan was liaiidling

his sword ov liis revolver : tlie city folk running as for their lives, and
screamiui;' that the mutineers from Aligarh were crossing the Inidge ;

the Viadmasht'S (men of had character) twisting their uioustachios and
imtting on their worst looks. Outside the College, all alarm, hurry, and
confusion. Within, calmly sat the good missionary, hundreds of yoinig
Natives at his feet, hanging on the lips that taught them the simple
lessons of the Bible."*

" And so it was," he goes on, " throughout the revolt." While
highly-paid Native officials deserted to the enemy, the students

in French's College, Heathen or Mohammedan though they might
be, stayed where they were, and when the severer crisis came,
many of them proved trusted friends. For of course the above
scene was before the withdrawal into the Fort. When, at last,

* Quoted in Life of Bp. Frendi, vol. i. ]). 91.
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Part YI.
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Colvin reluctantly took that step, the Native Christians in the

city were admitted also ; but then appeared the Christians from

the village of Secundi-a, where the Sepoys had swooped down
upon them with lire and sword, entreating to be taken in, not

doubting that, if left outside the gates, they would be inassacred

that night. French could not induce the commandant of the

Fort to admit them ; iDut at length, " on declaring his unalterable

purpose to stay out with them if they were refused"-—so his

colleague Leighton wrote,—the officer consented to open the gate

if a written order were brought from the general ; and this was
easily obtained.''' And well it proved that they were admitted

;

for the Heathen and Mohammedan servants had all fled, and
these poor Christians were taken into employment instead. It is

a significant fact that French had afterwards to preach at the

Sunday service against oppressive treatment of Native servants.!

Another of his sermons was a funeral one for Mr. Colvin, who
died in the middle of the siege. He made warm reference to

Colvin's personal character and his interest in missionary effort, but

told his hearers plainly that the dying Lieutenant-Governor had
relied, not upon his own goodness, but only on the Atonement and
Intercession of Christ. Meanwhile, the new church, the college,

and the mission-houses in Agra, and the houses and printing-

presses at Secundra, were all destroyed by the rebels ; a few
converts who were caught died a martyr-death—among them an
old Christian converted forty years before in the days of Corrie

and Abdul Masih ; and Mr. Hubbard, professor of English litera-

ture at the Government College, and brother of the S.P.G.

missionary murdered at Delhi and of the C.M.S. missionar}^ at

Benares, was shot while driving to the Fort.

Let us now come down to the capital of India, and see what
was doing there. It is needless to refer to the panic that pre-

vailed among the European population, and the outcry that arose

against the Governor-General, Lord Canning, when that calm and
noble statesman preserved his equanimity amid unparalleled

excitement and contradictory counsels from all quarters. During
his first year of office, before the Mutiny l^egan, he had showed
that his one object was the good of the Indian people. Dr. Duff,

though not approving of all his measures, says, "No Governor-

General ever came to India with a more sincerely honest desire to

do what he could towards the material improvement of the

countiy and the intellectual and social advancement of the people.

His conduct relative to the admission of the evidences of revealed

religion into the examinations for degrees in our Indian Univer-

* A strange version of this true incident became current in after years,

and unfortunately got printed in missionary papers, and repeated at

missionary meetings ; viz., that the commandant proposed to i urn out the

Christians when already insiie, and that French only saved them hy
threatening to go out with them.

f Life of Bp. French, i. p. 111.
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sities, was altogether admirable. In the subject of Native female Part VI.

education, and the re-marriage of Hindu widows, thousands of 1849-61.

whom are mere children, he took the profoundest interest. For Ch^ip^.j.

months before the outbreak of the mutinies, he was labouring to

secure full and accurate information relative to the exposure of

the sick on the banks of the Ganges, and the monstrous system
of Kulin polygamy, with a prospective view to possible legisla-

tion." And when the Eevolt was in full course of being sup-
pressed, it was he that stood between the fierce wrath of too
many Englishmen—not unnatural, but certainly not Christian

—

and the large section of the insurgent population that had been
misled, and that might fairly be described as "more sinned
against than sinning." Frightful and indiscriminate vengeance
was loudly demanded—insomuch that the frenzy displayed drew
from Mr. Disraeli the caustic remark that we had better remove
from our national altar the image of Christ, and set up Moloch
instead. Canning insisted upon justice, stern, swift, and severe

justice, but nothing more ; and the sobriquet by which men
marked their scorn of such feebleness, as they thought it—
" Clemency Canning "— will be remembered for ever to his clemency

honour. Canning.

Lord Ellenborough, the vain and bombastic Governor-General
who had preceded Lord Hardinge, and who was now the leading

advocate in Parliament of an anti-Christian policy in India, on
hearing of the Mutiny at once jumped to a conclusion as to the Lord

cause of it,''' aiid propounded it in the House of Lords—Lord borough
Canning had subscribed to Missions ! As a matter of fact Lord divines

Canning had subscribed to the Bible Society, as other Governors- Mutiny.

General had done, to encourage linguistic work ; also to some of the

Mission-schools, to encourage educational work ; not to Missionary

Societies as such. But supposing he had ! When Ellenborough's

speech reached Calcutta, a meeting was called of the British Indian

Association, a body composed of Native gentlemen, Heathen, of the

highest standing ; and after a series of indignant speeches, they

passed unanimously a resolution that nothing Lord Canning had Hindus

done '

' could be properly reckoned as an interference with their c "nn^ng!

religion, or could give rise to rebellion." f PerhajDs, however, the

charge made Loixl Canning cautious ; or he was advised by men
of the old anti-Christian school ; but certain it is that some of his

further measures were scarcely worthy of a Christian ruler. The Timidity of
the Cal-

Friend of India, for expressing, on the day of the centenary of the cutta Gov-

Battle of Plassey, a hope that in another century the princes of ernment.

* " So little did this foe of Missions know of the facts of an empire
which he had ruled, and even of a city in which he had lived for two or

three years, that on the mention of the conversion of the Knlin Brahman,
Krishna Mohun Banerjea, he asked, ' Is he not a Parsee?' !

" Dr. G. Smith,

Life of Duff, vol. ii. p. 237.

f From a pamphlet by Dr. Duff, puMished at Calcutta at the time, and
preserved among C.M.S. Pamphlets on India.
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Part W. India might be Christian, was " warned," i.e. threatened with
1849-61. suppression if such sentiments were repeated. The C.M.S.
Chap. 4). Christians in the Krishnagar district sent, unprompted and in

their own Bengah, a memorial to the Government expressing

sympathy and loyalty, and offering their services, in providing

bullock-carts and men, without pay ; but Lord Cauning declined

to receive this and similar memorials publicly, although he was
receiving various other loyal addresses from Hindus and JMobam-
medans. Other significant incidents of this kind occurred.

Then the aged Bishop, Daniel Wilson, begged Canning, by
formal request and by repeated and earnest personal entreaty, to

A Day of appoint officially a Day of Humiliation and Prayer; but in vain.
Prayer.

'^\\q, Bisliop then arranged a special service in the cathedral on his

own account, and also a prayer-meeting at his house, in which
ministers of various denominations were invited to take part. At
last, in response to a numerously-signed memorial from the Chris-

tian inhabitants of Calcutta, the Governor-General issued a

proclamation naming Sunday, October 4th, as a day of prayer.

But observe three things : (1) this was three months after the

Bishop's service
; (2) the day w^as a Sunday—a week-day being

refused, although the very same Gazette that announced it

aiuiounced also the closing of the Government offices for ten days

during the Durga Puja, the festival in honour of the bloodthirsty

goddess Kali ;
'•'

(3) the terms of the proclamation contained no
word specifically Christian, and only referred to a vague Deity to

w'hom all might pray.

Bishop Bishop Daniel Wilson was too ill to be present at the cathedral

Wilson's on October 4th. Indeed his last sermon had been already
last ser- prcachcd at his own special service in July. His text then was
'^°"'

Hab. i. 12, " Art Thou not from everlasting, Lord my God,

mine Holy One? w^e shalLnot die. O Lord, Thou hast ordained

them for judgment ; and, O mighty God, Thou hast established

them for correction." One singularly striking passage must be

quoted :
—

" To-day, I pray you, liear His voice, and harden not y«'ur hearts : yield

to His meveiful designs in your attiictions.

Scoiner ! bow l)efore the Creator of the ends of the eartli.

Vain reasonei" ! pn)strate yourself before tlie wisdom of (lod in His
revealed Word.

Self-confident boaster! lnnnl)le yourself under the merciful hand of

the Lord Christ.

False religionist ! tremble before the Ouuiiscient Jehovah who
searches the heart.

Dead and sleepy professor ! awake from th}' fatal slumlter : tlu' Sini is

np ; the True Light now shineth.

Captive of Satan and of thy lusts ! break from thy chains ; liberty is

proclaimed in Jesus Christ.

Procrastinating worldling ! remember that at such an hour as j'ou

think not, the Son of Man cometh.

* Lv'e o/ Br. Duff, vol. ii. p. 335.
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Evangelical controversialist ! examine the real amount of your self- Part VI.
knowleilge, humility, and love. Examine how far you practically 1849-61.
believe in Cln-ist and obey Him. Chap. 45.

Intellectual listener and a})prover of the Gospel ! linger no longer in a
critical hearing of truth, but seek for a new heart.

Humble incpiirer ! fear not ; Christ will not break the bruised
reed.

Sincere Christian ! renew your covenant with your God on the footinf^

of our sublime text."

Bishop Wilson's strength began to fail from that day. He Death of

struggled nearly six months against increasing weakness, and at wiUon.
length he entered into rest as the new year opened, early in the
morning of January 2nd, 1858, in his eightieth year. The man " on
whom (wrote Dutf) age has conferred the spiritual sagacity of a
seer, in blessed union with the mellow piety of a ripened saint,

—

in whose character a lion-like fortitude in the advocacy of pure
evangelical truth is now beautifully blended and harmonized with
a lamb-like demeanour in the whole of his personal conduct,"

—

directed in his will that on a tablet to his memory in the cathedral
should be engraven the words, in Greek as so much more emphatic
than the English, 'O ©eos, iXdaOijTL fx-oi tw dfxapTuiXw, " God be pro-

2ntiated to me the sinner."

Although the Calcutta Government was afraid to recognize Loyalty of

Native Christians, it was not so with local authorities who knew chri'stlans

them better, and who marked their steadfastness under the trial of recognized,

the Mutiny. While Lord Canning's advisers took no notice of an
offer of ten thousand Christian Kols from Chota Nagpore, of

a battalion of Christian Karens from Burmah, and of help from
the thousands of Christians in South India who addressed the

Madras Government, the Commissioners at Benares and Agra
were eagerly engaging them as police officers on whom they could

rely. A local official even in Lower Bengal raised a corps of

them ; and that corps suppressed a mutiny in a militaxy prison at

Chinsurah—the only case in which such a thing had been done
by a Native force alone,—insomuch that the magistrate sent to

Krishnagar for " seventy-five more Christians." There was also

a demand for Christian servants greater than the supply ; not that

domestic service was work of which the great majority of the

Christians knew anything, but that they could be trusted not to

murder their employers,—though, indeed, in some cases, Heathen
servants also had risked their own lives to save the lives of their

masters and mistresses. But the most notable example of con-

fidence in Native Christians w^as shown in the Punjab, where

there were as yet very few converts. In the brilliant and famous

corps of Frontier Irregulars called the Guides, first raised at Sir

Henry Lawrence's suggestion in 1846, and also in other regiments

of the Punjab Irregular Force, Christians were already welcomed.

And as regards civil employment, at the very time that the Cal-

cutta authorities were refusing help, Eobert Montgomery issued

an official Memorandum on the subject—so important and in-

VOL. II. Q
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Part VI.
1849-61.
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teresting that a few sentences must be extracted from it. He
begins with just that kind of acknowledgment that had been looked

for in vain at Calcutta :

—

" The sufferings and trials which the Almighty has permitted to come
upon His people in this land during the last few months, though dark
and mysterious to us, will assuredly end in His glory. The followers of

Christ will now, I believe, be induced to come forward and advance the
interests of His Kingdom and those of His servants."

Then he announces that caste would no longer be allowed to

rule in Government service. Merit alone, " irrespective of creed,

class, or caste," would be considered; and then

—

" The Native Christians as a body have, with some exceptions, been
set aside. I know not one in the Punjab (to our disgrace be it said)

in any employment under Government. A proposition to employ them
in tlie public service six months ago would assuredly have been received
with coldness, and would not have been complied with. But a change
has come, and I believe there are few who will not eagei'ly emploj' those
Native Christians competent to fill appointments. . . .

" I consider I should be wanting in my duty at this crisis if I did not
endeavour to secure a portion of the numerous appointments in the
judicial department for Native Christians ; and I shall be happy (as

I can) to advance their interests equally with those of Hindu and
Mohammedan candidates. Their future promotion must dejaend on
their own merits."

He then goes on to request each missionary to furnish him with

a list of Christians fit for emploj^ment, and gives detailed sugges-

tions as to the qualifications needed. Such was the policy of

the Province—the Province that saved India, the one Province
governed by outspoken Christian statesmen and soldiers.

Let us now come to England. Within the week 'preceding the

first outbreak at Meerut, on Monday and Tuesday, May 4th and
5th, 1857, the Church Missionary Society held a particularly

happy Anniversary. Two of the new " Palmerston Bishops"
took a leading part. Montagu Villiers, Bishop of Carlisle, preached
the Sermon ; and A. C. Tait, Bishop of London, moved the first

resolution at the meeting. Francis Close, who had just succeeded
Tait at the Deanery of (Carlisle, followed him as a speaker. Then
came four representatives of the Mission-field. Bishop Smith and
Bishop Anderson pleaded for the Far East and the Far West, and
undoubtedly China and Eupert's Land were the chief topics of

interest that day ; though Jetter, fresh from a ^^sit to Turkey,
dwelt on the openings for work consequent on the Crimean War,
and Eobert Clark, home for his first furlough, told the animating
story of the new Pvinjab Mission. But no one that day dreamed
that on the following Sunday a tremendous national and missionary
crisis, one of the greatest in the Nineteenth Century, was to fall

upon the Br'tish Empire and upon the Church of Christ.

Of the horror, the distress, the weeping and mourning, caused
bv the terrible news that kept coming from India all through
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that never-to-be-forgotten summer—and this at a time when there Pakt VI.

was no telegi'aph beyond Malta, except in India itself— it is not 1849-6L

the place of this History to speak. The few readers who re- ^ '^P" '^'

member the time will perhaps recall the solemn appropriateness

of the 79th Psalm when it came in tlie Church service :

—

" O God, the Heathen are come into Thine inheritance. . . .
The 79th

" The dead bodies of Thy servants liavc they jjiveu to he meat unto ^i^yj.^^

the fowls of the air : and the tiesh of Thy saints unto the beasts of the

land.
" Their blood have they shed Hke water . . . and there was no man

to bury them.
" We are become an open shame to our enemies : a very scorn and

derision unto them tliat are round about us.

"Lord, how long wilt Thou be angry: shall Thy jealousy burn like

fire for ever ? . . .

" O remember not our old sins, but have mercy upon us, and that

oon : for we are come to great misery. • . .

" Wherefore do the Heathen say : Where is now their God 'i

" O let the vengeance of Thy servants' blood that is shed : be openly

showed upon the Heathen in our sight.

" O let the sorrowful sighing of the prisoners come before Thee :

according to the greatness of Thy power, preserve Thou those that are

appointed to die. . . .

" So we, that are Thy people and sheep of Thy pasture, shall give Tliee

thanks for ever : and will always be showing forth Thy praise from
generation to generation."

The letters that reached the Church Missionary Society from

all parts of North India as the months w^ent by were imme-
diately printed and circulated ; and they cannot be read even now
without intense interest. Naturally, the question was instantly

raised—as it always is in such circumstances-- by the friends and

families of the missionaries, as to what the Society was going to what shall

do for their protection: would not the Committee move them bring t'he°'

away from the scenes of danger? On the other hand, mis- aVjel'oCtot

sionaries themselves who were at home on furlough were asking danger.'

to be sent back to India at once. The CM. Eccord noticed with

thankfulness the bravery wath wdiich the brethren in the field,

and their wives, had clung to their posts in the midst of dire con-

fusion and imminent peril ; and the Committee adopted a

courageous Minute—may they ahvays do the like !—pointing out

" the exceeding importance of not deserting the Native Christians,

of animating them by the presence of their leaders, of giving

them increased spiritual support ; also the urgent need for

additional spiritual ministrations for our own conntnjmen in

India"—(this w^as not the missionaries' proper business, but how
could they refrain from it ?) ;— expressing " an earnest hope that

no missionary would wdthdi-aw from India except under medical

certificate," and that missionaries at home, or new^ men appointed

to Indian stations, would "be prepared to go forth at once, in

reliance upon the Lord."
There was no hesitation in England in appointing a Day of

Q 2
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Part VI. Humiliation ; and it was fixed for Wednesday, October 7th,—as
1849-61. it happened, within the week following the Sunday observed in
Chap^4->.

i^^^Yxv,. Just a week before, on Scpteml)er 29th, the C.M.S. Corn-

Day of niittoe issued a Memorandum, which is one of Venn's ablest

Etf^iand"
productions, grave and restrained, yet clear and strong.''' " God,"
it said, " has a controversy with our land, and therefore has
visited us with this judgment." It sought " to lead the thoughts

of Christian people above questions respecting the alleged faults of

Government, or mistakes of civil policy or of the military depart-

ment," and "to fix their contemplations upon our national re-

sponsibilities ":—
Venn's " The broad fact stands out to confront us, that India has been lying

theC^hurch Passive at the feet of Great Britain for the greater part of a century,

receiving the benefit of a just government, and of extended commerce,
and many other tenip;)ral advantages. But two generations at least of

her teeming millions ha\e been allowed to pass away, untaught in the
saving trutlis of Christianity. While tens of thousands of England's
choicest sons have flocked to India, to reap a harvest of temporal wealth
from the lal)0ur and skill of the Natives, only a few Christian teachers

have 1)een sent out, in luimbers utterly insigniticant compared with the
work before them, to reap fields white with a sjiiritual hai'vest of

immortal souls.
" The guilt of these neglected responsibilities must be divided between

the Government of British India and the Christian Churches of Great
Britain. For a long period the Indian authorities would allow no
Christian missionary to reside within their territory. They compromised
themselves with Hinduism, and the Mohammedan imposture ; and this

under the profession of neutrality in respect of all religions. Of late

years this policy has been happily modified ; connexion with idolatry has
been for the most part severed. Missions have been freely tolerated

;

but the Christian conversion of the Natives has been discouraged, and
the principle of neutrality is still professed. The Christian Church
shared in this guilt. For a long time she lifted up no protesting voice,

antl neglected the spiritual interests of India. She has awakened from
her guilty lethargy, but has not risen to the occasion. It was indeed her
voice which prevailed over an unwilhng Government to open the door to

missionaries, and to sei)arate itself from any abominations ; but she has
not taken full advantage of the opportunities thus gained, but has halted

in the subsequent discharge of her own appropriate duty."

And to the It wcnt On to Urge upon the Government of India " to honour

men^t^"" Grod by avowing itself a Christian Government," " to tolerate all

forms of religion, but not immoral practices under the garb

of religion," and " to let Government education comprise

the teaching of the Word of God"; but its chief message
was a call to the " Christian Churches " to " make a new
and enlarged effort to send forth missionaries to India," and
specially " to provide for India a vernacular moral and Christian

literature." Some of these points will come before us again in

future chapters.

This Memorandum to the public the C.M.S. Conmiittee followed

* Printed in the C'.il/. RcconI, Xoveuiber, 18.57.
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up with a Menioiial to the Queen 011 tlie future poHcy of the Part VI.

Indian Government, which also will be noticed by-and-by. Then, iS-iQ-GL

on January 12th, 1858, a great public meeting on the Indian Crisis ^^'^l^"**^-

was held at Exeter Hall. On this occasion the President yielded c.m.s.
the chair to the Archbishop of Canterbury as Vice-Patron of the

^"etij,
Society, and himself moved the first resolution. He was followed the Indian

by Bishop Tait in a grave and powerful address ; and among the
^"^'^•

other speakers were the Archbishop's brother, Charles Sumner,
Bishop of Winchester; Mr. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P. ; Mr. J. F.
Thomas, late Secretary to the Madras Government ; C. Eeuther,
the missionary who had escaped by a miracle at Juanpur

;

H. V. Elliott of Brighton, &c. The meeting was marked by a
high Christian tone throughout. There w^ere no denunciations of

the Government or of tlie party of Lord Ellenborough. A state-

ment by Venn, calling for more prayer and effort for India, struck
the right key at the beginning, and there was no jarring note.

The one real burst of irrepressible enthusiasm was when Bishop Bishop

Tait, referring to Havelock, whose death had moved the heart of ps^aim"

the whole nation, alluded sympathetically to " psalm-singinir ^'7sing
,,.,, J i- J I 00 soldiers.

soldiers :

—

" "What a cause for thankfulness is it that sncli an example should
have been set for the British Army ; that it should luuu been shown tliat

the man who loves Christ is the man who loves liis Queen and his country
best. Those of you who have visited tlie held of Waterloo nuist liave

been struck with the monuments erected in the adjoining churchyard to
the memory of those that died on that field. It is only a short time
since that great event to which I allude

;
yet how totally dillerent is the

state of feeling which those monuments indicate from Ihat which is seen
exhibited in the Crimean hin-ying-ground, or amongst many of our
soldiers who survive. At Waterloo there is hardly a single epitaph
which speaks of life in the Lord Jesus Christ. Hut now may we not
infer from the records of the Crimean War, and fiom what we learn of

our soldiers in all parts of the world, and especially of that great soldier

who has recently been removed from amongst us, that a real Christian

spirit lias been diffused in our army? We sometimes hear people scoff

at the idea of a psalm-singing general or psalm-singing soldiers; hut
there was a day in England when psalm-singing generals and soldiers

showed that they were not to be despised. I will not say that there

were not great faults in those men. I pronounce no t)pinion as to what
they did politically ; but this I will say, that their singing of psalms did
iK)t make them less terrible in the day of battle, and I believe every one
present feels that those who love Christ most may be expected to fear

death least, and to expose themselves most unreservedly in the service

of their Sovereign."

Then came the Anniversary. Dr. Miller of Birmingham was ^p',!,'^'"'^

the preacher, and gave one of the most powerful deliveries in the
"

whole series of C.M.S. Annual Sermons. For an hour and forty

minutes he held an overflowing congregation enthralled. Of this

great Sermon our Thirty-fifth Chapter has spoken. The para-

graphs on India are forcible and impressive indeed. India might

want— did want—all kinds of national and social development, but

Sermon.
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Part YI. we might eni'ich her with all our civilization and cultm-e, and yet
1849-61. leave her poor, unless to these we added the " unsearchable riches
Lhap^j.

^£ Christ " of which his text spoke. It was in no sense a political

sermon : Miller did in one paragi'aph—which will be quoted in

another chapter—formulate the demands which the Church
might rightly make upon the Government ; but his main appeal

was to the clergy and laity, the rank and file of the Church,

to set about the evangelization of India on an enlarged scale.

Further The Meeting next day was addressed by Bishop Tait, who thus

meetings, appeared at Exeter Hall under C.M.S. auspices three times in

twelve months ; by the venerable Dr. Marsh, who was carried

on to the platform, and spoke a few words for the last time ; by
Hugh Stowell and Hugh McNeile, the latter of whom assailed

the neology of the day, powerfully urging that there was "none
other name" but Christ's whereby men might be saved, and
applying this to Indian policy ; and by the newly-appointed

successor of Daniel Wilson in the bishopric of Calcutta, G. E. L.

Cotton, who was brought by Tait to be introduced to the Society,

and who spoke a few^ cordial words. In the following year, 1859,

Bishop Tait, in ixddition to preaching the St. Bride's Sermon
—which has been referred to before—again spoke at Exeter Hall,

and again urged, in his grave and impressive manner, the adoption

of a Christian policy in India ; and the meeting heard with deep
interest from the lips of French and Leupolt their personal ex-

periences of Agi"a and Benares respectively in the Mutinj- days.

The appointed Thanksgiving Day for peace in India was the

preceding Sunday.
John Law- In 1859, Sir John Lawrence and Colonel Herbert Edwardes
ren«^and

pg|^m.^g(j ^q England. Edwardes left his house at Peshawar as
wardes a gift to the Mission, that the rent of it (over £100 a year) might

perpetuate his subscription— as it does to this day. Lawrence's
last act as Lieutenant-Governor was to perform the ceremony of

cutting the first sod of the Punjab Railway. A stately ceremonial

emphasized the importance of this act, in the midst of which
verses of Scriptm-e were read, and prayer offered ;

'•' and Lawrence
delivered an impressive speech, from which an extract must be

given in these pages :

—

Law- " This is perhaps the last time I shall liave the opportiniity of meeting
ranee's g^ j^^^ny of my friends. I am now about to give uji my stewardship and
Lahore. retvu'u to England. I feel that I have been singularly favoured, much

indeed beyond my deserts, since I was first emplo^yed in the Punjab,
now very nearly thirteen years ago. AVhen I first crossed the Sutlej,

there was not a trace of a road in the country : now we have several

thousand miles of roads, and are conmiencing a railway of l'40 miles in

length. In those days we had lately defeated the Sikhs in four severely-

contested actions. The people as a race were our enemies. One class

in the country pi-eyed on the other. There was little real security.

Crimes of violence, such as highway robbery, dacoity, and Thuggee,

* The prayer is printed verhatim in the C.A/. Inlelligencer, November, 1859,

p. 253.
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were of common occurrence. Now all this has changed : no part of Part VI.
Her Majesty's dominions is more peaceable : in few parts are the people 1849-61.

better disposed. Life and property, except on the extreme frontier, are Chap. 45.

secure, and even on the frontier, are wonderfully safe. Indeed, in no
portion of the Punjab has the improvement in the administration been
more marked. All this has been proved beyond question in the crisis of
18o7, when, but for the general contentment of the people, it would not
have been possible to maintain the public tranquillity, still less to have
assisted in the re-conquest of Hindustan.

" For all these great advantages, I acknowledge myself indebted to Peace and
the great Author of all good. Without His guiding and protecting safety due

Hand, what would indeed have become of us all 1^

"

Much surprise was expressed, both in India and in England,
that such men as Lawrence and Edwardes did not both receive

higher honours from the Crown. Lawrence, already K.C.B.,
only got his G.C.B. and a baronetcy, although Sir Colin Campbell
was made a peer with the title of Lord Clyde ; while Edwardes
only received a C.B., although the able military commander at

Peshawar, Sydney Cotton, was made K.C.B. But what was
lacking in official recognition was more than supplied by popular Honoursitc

enthusiasm, atid esj)ecially by the gratitude of the Christian ,^^Eng"'^^

public. Of the honours showered upon Lawrence by various public land,

bodies it is not for this History to speak ; but one must be
mentioned, which perhaps he valued most of all. On June 24th,

1859, at Willis's Rooms, before a crowded and influential

assembly, an address was presented to him, thanking him for the

stand he had taken in India as a Christian statesman and ruler,

and signed by eight thousand persons, including twenty-three

archbishops and bishops, twenty-eight peers, seventy-one M.P.'s,

and three hundred mayors, provosts, &c. Bishop Tait presented Bishop

the address, and delivered a noble speech of his own, assuring Sir address to

John that the meeting pressed upon him no detailed policy, desired ^im.

to exact from him no pledge, but simply wished to express

unreserved confidence in his "manly and straightforward Chris-

tian sentiments," and were " perfectly satisfied to leave to him
as a Christian statesman to carry out and apply, as might seem
good to him, the general principles he had enunciated." In

replying, Lawrence, referring to a notice in the address of the

Punjab having saved India, said, "That we were eventually Reply of

successful against the fearful odds which beset us was alone the
^'^^"'=^-

work of the great God, who so mercifully vouchsafed His pro-

tection. Nothing but a series of miracles saved us. To Him,
therefore, alone is the glory due "

; and then, on the question of

a Christian policy in India, he said :

—

" It is not possible to introduce Western learning and science into

India without leading its people to throw off their faith. If this

position be correct, surely we are bound to give them facilities for

acquiring a knowledge of the true faith. This is our true policy, not

only as Christians, but as statesmen. In doing our duty towards them
we should neither infringe the rights of conscience nor interfere with
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Part YI. the free will of man, while we should be working in the tnie way to
1849-61. maintain our hold on India. Had the mutineers of the Bengal army
Chap. 45. possessed some insight into the principles of the Christian religion, they

would never have been misled in the manner they were—they would
never have banded themselves together to resist and to avenge
imaginary wrongs. Ignorance, in all ages, has been productive of error

and delusion. India has formed no exception to this rule. I pray
that the misfortunes entailed by this mutiny may teach England true
wisdom, without which her tenure of India can never prove prosperous
and enduring."

Lawrence %Yas no orator ; but Edwardes was a gi'eat one in

evei-y respect. A lecture on Our Indian Empire which he gave
before the Young Men's Christian Association at Exeter Hall in

1860, and also at Manchester, is a magnificent specimen of fervent

Great eloquence ;

'•' and not less so was his great speech at the C.M.S.

n'efbe'rt"
^i^iversary, in the same year. By universal consent, no such

Edwardes. Speech had ever been delivered at any annual meeting. The only

one that can be compared with it is Alexander Duff's in 1836.

t

Safety of He took as his definite subject, " The Safety of a Christian Policy

Policy. in India." After dwelling powerfully upon the fact that while the

Bengal Army, with strict caste and no Christian's, revolted, the

Bombay and Madi'as Armies, with Christians in the ranks and no
caste, stood loyal, :[—also on the loyalty and usefulness of the

Native Christians in Bengal when employed in the police and
otherwise, J—also on the loyalty of the Eajah of Kaparthala, the

one chief in all India favourable to Christianity,—also on the

examples of God-honouring Christian men like the Lawrences,
Montgomery, McLeod, Havelock, and H. C. Tucker,—he proceeded
to cite nine striking facts connected with the Mutiny which could

How God only be attributed to Divine interposition. These were—(1) The

in^ind'ia^'^
sudden peacc with Persia releasing our troops there

; (2) The
intercepting of the troops going to China

; (3) the electric tele-

graph being ready
; (4) the preservation of order in the Punjab

;

(5) the favom-able attitude of the Maharajah of Kashmir, and

(6) of the Afghans, and (7) of the chiefs of several Native States,

and (8) of the people of India as a whole, " who might have
smothered us with their very turbans "

; (9) the failure of the

revolt to produce one skilful commander. " My friends," exclaimed
Edwardes, "these things are wonderful. In them we hear the

voice of God. And what says that voice '?^

ofGod°t" " That Voice says, ' India is your charye. I am the Lord of the world.

England. I give kingdoms as I list. I gave India into the hands of England. I

did not give it solely for your benefit. I gave it for the benefit of My
one hundred and eighty millions of creatures. I gave it to you to whom
I have given the best thing man can have—the Bible, the knowledge of

the only true God. I gave it to you that you might comnumicate this

light and knowledge and truth to these My heathen creatures. You
have neglected the charge I gave you. Y^ou have ruled India for your-

* Reprinted by C.M.S. in 1886, and now on sale.

t See Yol. I., p. 310. + See p. 237. § See p. 225.
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selves, and I have chastened you ; 1 have humbled you in your pride; I Part YI.
have brought you even to the dust—I have brought you within one step 1849-61.

of ruin. But I have condoned your offences. I have raised you up. Chap. 45.

When no mortal hand could save you from the results of your own
policy, I, the God whom you have offended, Ijave come to your assistance.
I have lifted you up again, and I say to you, England, that I once more
consign this people to your charge. I say to you that I once more put
you upon your trial ; and I say to you, take warning from the past.'

" And, my friends, let us take warning ! Let us not only take
warning, but let us take courage. It is not the language of fanaticism
which says, ' Christianize yoiu- policy.' It is the language of sounil
wisdom ; it is the language of experience. I say that the Christian
policy is the only policy of hope. . . . Stand avowedly as a Christian
(rovernment. Follow the nol)le example of your Queen. Declare your-
selves, in the face of the Indian people, a Christian nation, as Her Majesty
has declared herself a Christian Queen, and you will not only do honour to
her but to your God, and in that alone you will find that true safety rests."

It is impossible to describe in cold print the effect of this Effect of

speech ; but the preacher of the Sermon on the previous evenintf, extmcmH-

'

Henry Venn Elhott of Brighton, has left a vivid account of the "^g' ^^ene

scene in a letter written to his son in India, the present Sir Haii.

Charles A. Elliott."'' "No one who was there," he says, "will
ever forget it. It was a thrilling spectacle to see five or six

hundred clergy and laity on the platform, losing the equilibrium

of their gravity, and tumultuously rising up to cheer with hands
and feet and voice ; and when the cheer pealed itself out, reviving

it till it rang again through the vast assembly up to its topmost
pitch. The two thousand ladies caught the enthusiasm, and for-

getting etiquette, stood on their feet, and waved their handker-
chiefs. . . . People shook hands and congratulated one another
that they had heard such a speech. Nobody thought of what they

did or said, but did or said w'hat their excitement forced them to

do or say." Sir John Lawrence, too, was present, and joined in

the applause, " but with a difference," says Elliott, " by the heavy
knock of his stick on the floor." When the tumult subsided,

shouts arose of " Lawrence ! Lawrence !
" but the grave Deliverer

of India was not to be drawn, and remained quietly in his seat.

There was one man to be pitied, the Eev. C. F. Cobb, the Benares
missionary (whose wife w^as Elliott's niece), who had to speak

next. In fact, the meeting could take in no more ; and although

Dean Close and Emilius Bayley did speak, the Bishop of Sierra

Leone and Dr. Miller, who were to have come last, were dropped

out of the programme.

In closing this chapter we must go back a little in date. In

order to notice Herbert Edwardes's great speech, we stepped

forward into 1860. But one great event in 1858 has yet to be

mentioned.
The Mutiny natm-ally brought to the front the whole problem

* Life of H. r. Elliott, p. 326.
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of the best method of governing India ; and in 1858 the question
of the East India Company's position was the prominent one in

Parliament. Lord Pahnerston brought in a Bill for the Better
Government of India ; but just then a sudden hostile vote of the
House of Commons, on a Bill designed to prevent French
refugees in England from conspiring against the French Emperor,
turned out the Ministry ; and Lord Derby came in as Premier.
This change was not welcome to the Evangelical Churchmen of that

day. Although naturally disposed towards Conservatism in politics,

they dreaded the loss of Palmerston's ecclesiastical appointments
;

they entirely distrusted Mr. Disraeli ; and they were especially

alarmed for India when Lord Ellenborough was appointed to the
India Office. He did not, however, continue there long. Lord
Canning, on the reconquest of Oudh, had shown some severity in

dispossessing the rebellious chiefs of their lands ; and Ellen-

borough, with his usual impetuosity, had seized the opportunity
to condemn in a violent despatch the action of his political

opponent, the man whose supposed subscriptions to Missions he
had before denounced. Lord Shaftesbury at once moved, in the

House of Lords, a vote of censure on Lord Derby's Government,
and was only beaten, after a full-dress debate, by nine votes—

a

Pyrrhic victory for a Conservative Ministry in that House. A
similar motion was then made in the Commons, and it" looked for

a few days as if the new Cabinet would be prematurely turned
out ; but Ellenborough resigned office to save his colleagues, and
after a confused debate the motion was withdrawn. Ellen-

borough's resignation, however, did not bring much comfort to the

Christian men who cared for India ; for his post was taken by
Lord Derby's son. Lord Stanley, who was understood to be a
freethinker. But all these changes made little difference to the

immediate question of Indian Government. Mr. Disraeli's Bill

w^as so curiously artificial that it was at once laughed out of

court ; and a more connnonplace measure was substituted for it,

very much on Palmerston's lines. In fact, all the Bills were
alike in their main feature, the transfer of government altogether

from the East India Company to the Crown. The Company
fought hard against this, but in vain. The President of the Board
of Control, as the Minister for India had previously been called,

became a Secretary of State, and a Council of fifteen experienced

Anglo-Indians was formed as his permanent adviser and referee.

On September 1st, 1858, the Company's government ceased to

exist ; and in November, the Queen was proclaimed throughout

India as its direct ruler, with Lord Canning as her first Viceroy.

Some sentences from the Proclamation will be examined in

another chapter. Let another of them close the present page :

—

" We hold ourselves bound to the Natives of our Indian territories

by the same obligations of duty which bind us to all our otlier subjects

;

and those obligations, by the l)lessing of Almighty God, we shaU
faithfully and conscientiously fulfil."



CHAPTER XLVI.

India : The Great Controversy—Neutrality or
Christianity f

The Neutrality of the Indian Government—Craufurd and the Sepoys

—

Contamination feared, not Conversion—The Education Discussions
of 1853—The Despatch of 1854—C.M.S. Memorial to the Queen,
1858 Bishop Tait and Dr. Miller The Santal Schools -Herbert
Edwardes's Memorandum—^John Lawrence's Manifesto—Lawrence's
"Reply" to Arnold—Lord Ellenborough and Lord Stanley—The
Queen's Proclamation: What did C.M.S. think of it.'—Their
Doubts dispelled—How to deal with " Shylock "—The Riot in

Tinnevelly—Madras acts well, Calcutta acts badly—Gust's Stand
for Liberty—The Mazhabi Sikhs—Question of the Bible in the

Schools.

" W'lio /s on the LoV'Vft yide?"—Exod. xxxii. 26.
" TliH God of Israel said, the Rack of Israel spake 'o i/(.'% He ihat rulelh over

ineit m.u^t hr jiist, rnliinj in the fear of God."—2 Sam. xxiii. 3.

|T first sight one might think this chapter unnecessary, Paet VI.

so much has ah-eady been said upon the subject. In i?^^^'
Chap. V. we reviewed the attitude of the East India

^^'

Company to Christianity in the hxst century. In

Cliap. IX. we noticed the struggle of 1813, and the

opening of India to the Gospeh In Chap. XXI. we glanced at

the reforms under Lord W. Bentinck ; and in Chap. XLII. at

some further reforms under Lord Dalhousie. And in the two
preceding chapters, XLIV. and XLV., we have been face to face

with the great problem, and have seen the wondrous blessing

vouchsafed l)y the Lord of Hosts to the statesmen who feared and
honoured Him. But it was in 1858 that the controversy was at

its highest, and in that and the following year the Tivies and
other great journals, the religious papers, and the C.M.S. publi-

cations, were full of it ; and we shall find that we have still to

note many incidents and utterances which cannot be passed over.

The attitude of the Government was avowedly one of ^M'^^-

religious Neutrality. Sometimes this was defended as though it tween
"

were identical with religious Toleration. But the two things are J°d^Neu
"

widely different. Neutrality may or may not be tolerant. Of traiity.

course it professes to be so, but in practice it may sometimes

show a good deal of intolerance. On the other hand. Toleration

does not necessarily imply Neutrality. The strongest advocate

of a particular religion may extend the widest toleration to the
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Part VI. votaries of other religions. The contention of the Christian side
1849-61. ii^ the controversy was (1) that Government neutrahty was in
lap.

1. ^,^g|. Qi^ie-sided, (2) that it had failed in its desired effect upon
the Indian people. The former proposition has already been
illustrated in this History, and will again be illustrated in the

present chapter ; and the latter was its natural and inevitable
Neutrality result. The Hindus could not luiderstand our boasted neutrality.
not under- . --/^i inn p
stood by inere seemed no consistency m it. On the one hand, all sorts 01

an'd"Mos- coiicessioiis Were made to the caste system, particularly to the
lems. prejudices of the pampered Brahman Sepoys, while at the same

time Missions and missionaries were, in the main, discountenanced;
and on the other hand, various social reforms were enforced, such
as the abolition of Suttee and other customs which were part and
parcel of the Hindu religion. The very fact that the Government
disclaimed all preference for Christianity, and held aloof from all

missionary effort, encouraged the thoughtful Hindu or Mussulman
to suspect its honesty in the matter. No Brahman or Moslem is

ever afraid or ashamed to avow his faith. If he did, there would
be reason to suspect some underhand design. This is just what
the Sepoys, and a good many other Natives, did dread. As Lord
Canning said, in an official despatch, there was " a prevalent and
fatal delusion that it was the fixed design of the British Govern-
ment to interfere by force with the religious liberty of the people."

The proclamation of the rebels at Delhi affirmed that it was '

' well

known that the English entertained the evil design, first of

destroying the religion of the army, and then of making the people
by compulsion Christians." And this in the teeth of the loud and
repeated professions of neutrality !

Hindu
ji; ^yg^g j^q^ '^^q attltude aud action of those governors who openly

ceptions avowed their Christian faith, and supported Missions, that had

by'^chr^il!'^ caused this delusion. In the North-West Provinces, Mr. Thomason
tian rulers, and Mr. Colviii, wlio wei'e successively Lieutenant-Governoi's,

identified themselves in the most open way with missionary effort

;

and no rulers were ever more generally popular. But when
a Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, who had distinguished himself

by issuing a proclamation disavowing any connexion with Missions
or Christianity, visited Ghaziabad, a town in those very North-
West Provinces, there was quite a commotion, as the populace
really believed that his proclamation was a blind, and that he had
come to make them all eat rice together, and so lose caste and be
made Christians !

••'

Nor by ]Sfor was it the preaching of the missionaries that had caused the
Missions . .

delusion. In those parts of India where Missions had been most
successful, as in the South, and in Rural Bengal, there was no
Mutiny, not even disaffection. At two-thirds of the military

stations where the massacres took place there were no jMissions
;

* From a Letter to Lord Stanley, by Mr. Henry Carre Tucker, who was
Commissioner of Benares at the time, preserved in the C.M.S. volume of

pamphlets on India.
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there was as yet no Mission in Oudh, where, more than anywhere Part VI.
else, the mutiny of the soldiers became a rising of the population 1849-61.

generally ; and of all classes of the population the Se])oys were the Chap. 46.

most carefully protected l)y the Government from the intrusion por the
of the missionaries. Even the East India Company's chaplains Sepoys

were forbidden to speak to them of religion. In 1830, wben t^ctecTf^om

the Eev. G. Craufurd (afterwards Sir G. Craufurd, Bart.) was [;Sif

"

chaplain at Allahabad, several Sepoys came to him asking him to
teach them Christianity ; and at last they invited him to come into
the lines and instruct them systematically. He went, and found case of

chair and desk ready, and began to teach. Presently up rushed the
J^rd^'^*"'

major of the regiment, and exclaimed, " Preaching to the Sepoys,
Mr. Craufurd! You'll cause a mutiny, sir, and we shall all be
murdered at midnight !

" " Sir," said Craufurd, "they asked me
to come." "That, sir," rejoined the major, " m^ist be false."

The matter was referred to Calcutta, and a peremptory order came
to stop all such proceedings. The men were allowed, however,
to visit the chaplain at his own house, and when they inquired
why he could not come to the lines, they could not credit the
reason : w^hy, said they, should the Sahibs forbid their own
religion to be taught ? Soon, under Craufurd's instruction, several
professed their faith in Christ, and asked for baptism. Again the
Calcutta authorities were referred to, and they positively pro-
hibited it ; and this was followed by a general order forbidding

chaplains to speak to the Sepoys of religion at all. That major
rose to higher rank in due course, and when the Mutiny broke
out was in command at Cawnpore—where he was barbarously
murdered by his own men.-' Well might it l)e said that if the
Gospel had been allowed to be proclaimed freely, even among the

Sepoys—but of course by volunteer preachers,—they would have
understood better the true spirit of Christianity, and have known
that any attempt to force it upon unwilling liearers would be
contrary to its own principles. It is a remarkable fact that while
there were no Christians in the Bengal Army, which mutinied,

there were at the same time 359 Christians in the Bombay Army,
and 2011 in the Madras Army, and in neither of these forces was
there any revolt.!

And it was not the Missions themselves that were objected to. No Hindu

The Hindus perfectly understood their purpose, and while they to ifnco°n-

could persecute any of their own people who became Christians,
"jfrfslian

they quite recognized the right of English Christians to spread effort,

their faith by legitimate means. At that remarkable meeting of

Hindu gentlemen to repudiate Lord Ellenborough's statement that

the Mutiny was provoked by a Governor-General subscribing to

* The whole detailed narrative is given in a memorandum written and
signed by Sir HerLert Edwardes, and printed in the Life of Sir H. Lawrence,

p. 54. It was Mr. Craufurd who was the instrument of bringing Henry
Lawrence to decision for Christ. Ibid., p. 3.3. •

f See Memoir of Sir H. Edtcarde^, vol. ii. p. 252.
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Part VI. Missions,—which was referred to in the preceding chapter,—the
1849-61. chief speaker, Bahu Dakinaranian Mukerii, said :

—

Chap. 46.
^ '

. .

" However we may differ with the Christian mis-sionaries in religion, I

speak the minds of our society, and generally of those of the people,

when I say that as regards their learning, purit}' of morals, and dis-

interestedness of intention to promote our weal, no doubt is entertained
throughout the land; naj% they arc held by us in the htyhest esteem. European
historj^ does not bear on its record the mention of a class of men who
suffered so many sacrifices in the cause of humanity and education as

the Christian missionaries in India."

A Hindu At the height of the revolt, a highly-educated Hindu gentleman at

cairj^on Benares, a Government Inspector of Schools, and learned writer

mentT °^^ scicnce, named Sivaprasad, wrote a long letter on its causes
avow its to Mr. Henry Carre Tucker, the Commissioner there,''' in which
Christi- 1 -1 .^
anity. ^'^ ad.iiA .

'• The people know that the Government is a Christian one : let it act
openly as a true (Jhristian : the people will never feel themselves disap-
pointed, they will only admire it. You may have a thousand missionaries
to preach, and another thousand as masters of schools, at the expense of
the Government, or distribute a thousand Bibles at the hands of the
Governor-General. The people will not murmur a single syllable, though
they may laugh and jeer. But take care tliat you do not interfere with
their caste, that you do not force them to eat the food cooked by another
in the jails, or thrust grease down their throats with the cai'tridges. I

do not think such acts have anything to do with the Christian religion."

Hindus In other words, as Sir Charles Napier put it, " What the people

conver- feared was not conversion, but contamination.'' x\nd in view of

com"am"i^
^^^^ whole history, one cannot be surprised that when Lord Ellen-

nation, borough and others threw the blame on the missionaries, the
narrative of Ahab and Elijah occurred to many minds. " When
Ahab saw Elijah, . . . Ahab said unto him. Art thou he that

troubleth Israel ? And he answered, I have not troubled Israel

;

but thou and thy father's house, in that ye have forsaken the
commandments of the Lord, and thou hast followed Baalim."
But after all the disputes and recriminations, the question

remained, What w^as to be done in future? A very sensible

remark was made in the letter, already quoted from, written by
the Hindu at Benares to Mr. Tucker:—"As to 5'our question.

What is now to be done ? it is difficult to answer without knowing
the man through ivhoni it is to be done." Exactly. Bern actt

tetigit ; or in English proverbial language, he in those words
knocked the right nail on the head.

Question of Before reviewing the historv of the great controversv of 1857-59,
Education, we must briefly glance at the circumstances out of which arose

* The letter was published at Calcutta, and is preserved in the C.M.S.
collection of pamphlets on India. Another letter written by Sivaprasad is

printed in the Life of Sir H. Edwardes. vol. ii. p. 278. There are references
also to him in the^ Memoir of Bi.<hop Cotton, p. 181, and in Dr. Cr. Smith's
Twelve Indian Statesme7i, p. 96.
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one important branch of it, viz., tlie question of reli,(^ious education Part VI.

for the people of India. 1S49-61.

When, in 1852-53, tlae renewal of the East India Company's "^I'^^e.

Charter was approaching, strong opinions were expressed that
the Company had been spending too much of the revenue of

the country on War, and too little upon Education and the
social and moral improvement of the people. Something had
been done in the direction of Higher Education. In the days of

Lord William Bentinck, and under the auspices of Macaulay
and Trcvelyan, inspired, as we have seen, by Alexander Duff,

English literature and culture had been introduced, and the
Government Colleges for such instruction had been fairly success-

ful. But for the primary and vernacular education of the people primary

generally, scarcely anything had been done ; and in 1852, com- backwi°d
paratively few as the missionary schools were, they were teaching
four times as many children as all the Government institutions

put together.''' Indeed the only comprehensive plan for primary
education had been formed by James Thomason in the North- Efforts of

West Provinces. The people were not serfs ; there were in those
°f"ason.

Provinces alone four millions of peasant proprietors with their

families
;

yet the men could not read the entries in the Land
Eegisters regarding their own little possessions, nor calculate rents

and taxes, except mentally. Thomason tried to entice the people,

by the attraction of the three E's, to set up little village schools

for themselves, providing, on the part of Government, model
schools here and there, inspectors, and scholarships. " He was
the father of elementary education in North India." f

The Parliamentary Committees on Indian affairs in 1852-53 gave The ques-

much attention to educational proposals. An interesting account paHUment
is given in the Life of Dr. Duff of his examination before them,
and the clear and strong policy that he urged upon them ; and it

is claimed for him, apparently with justice, that he was the real

inspirer of the measures determined on. At the same time, he

was working throughout with Mr. J. M. Strachan, the leading

member of the C.M.S. Committee so often referred to in this

History, who knew the South of India as well as Duff knew the

North. On June 3rd, 1853, Sir Charles Wood, President of the Sirc.

Board of Control in Lord Aberdeen's Ministry, expounded in the
gj.e°a°t

^

House of Commons, in a speech of five hours' length which made speech.

his reputation as a statesman, the principles on which the adminis-

tration of India was to be conducted. In his closing remarks

he spoke as the representative of a Christian nation should speak.

W^hile approving of Government "carefully abstaining from pro-

* " It is notorious that missionary vernacular schools have succeeded when
ours have failed. I think the time has come when we may wisely use the

services of these laborious, zealous, and earnest men." Mr. (afterwards

Sir) F. Halliday, Lieut. -Governor of Bengal, Minute of 1853, quoted in

CM. InteUigcnctr, 1858, p. 61.

t Sir R. Temple : Jnmps Thomason, in "Rulers of India" series, p. 172.
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Part YI. moting the conversion of the people officialh-," he expressed his
1849-61. "hope and trust" that education would " gi'aduall}^ lead to the
^ _P_ reception of a purer faith "

;
" but that result," he added, " we

must leave in the hands of Him who will, in His own good time,

bring about that which He desires to come to pass." Some had
said that if we enhghtened the people we should lose India ; on
which he uttered these noble words, and then sat down :

—

" I believe that by so doing we shall not weaken but strengthen onr
empire. But even if thereverse should be the case—evenif theresult should
be the loss of that empire—it seems to me that this country will occupy
a far better and pr(3uder position in the history of the world, if by our
agency a civilized and Christian empire should be established in India,

than if we continued to rule over a people debased by ignorance and
degraded by superstition."'

The Edu- Then in the following year was issued the famous Educational

Despatch Despatch, dated July 19th, 1854, and covering eighteen folio pages
°f ^^54. of a blue-book. It was drafted for Sir Charles Wood by Mr. T. G.

Baring, afterwards Lord Northbrook, who himself became in later

years Viceroy of India. But it was to a large extent built up upon
memoranda supplied by Dr. Duff, by Mr. Strachan, and by Mr. J. C.

Marshman, the great historian and journalist, son of Carey's
colleague. " Duff's handiwork can be traced, not only in the

definite orders, but in the very style of what has ever since been
pronounced the great educational charter of the people of India." ''•

The Despatch dealt with both Higher and Elementary Education.
For the promotion of the former, Government Colleges were to

be multiplied, and Universities established in the three Presidencies.

For the promotion of the latter, Vernacular Schools were to be
established on an extensive scale ; but the special feature of

The grant- interest under this head was an arrangement for giving grants-in-

system. ''^^^—j^^^^ '^^ fhe Privy Council had begun to do at home—to schools

started and cari'ied on by voluntary effort, under Government
inspection. These aided schools might be conducted by Christian

missionaries, or by Hindus and Mohammedans themselves, the

managers being at liberty to give what religious instruction they
chose, but the Government inspection and grants being confined

to the secular instruction. In announcing this policy, the Despatch
referred in cordial terms to " the noble exertions of Societies of

Christians of all denominations to guide the Natives of India in

the way of religious truth," which had "largely contributed to

the spread of education." In Government Colleges and Schools
Should the thei'e was to be no religious instruction. At one time the Bible

read1>
^ had not been allowed in them at all, and the masters, even if

asked by the pupils, were to refuse to give any explanation of even
its history ; 1 but this had been modified before, and the Despatch

* Dr. G. Smith, Lije of Duff, vol. ii. p. 245.
"j" The Bonihay Gazette of July 18th, 1862, stated that the original order

to exclude the Bihle from GovernDient Schools was due to the misdirected
zeal of a chaplain at Poona. When the Government English School there
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appi'oved and confirmed the practice then existing, viz., that the Part VI.
Bible be placed in all school and college libraries, and the masters 1849-61.

be free to explain or expound it to any inquiring pupils out of
*^ ^^P- ^ -

school-hours. Duff and Strachan had earnestly recommended
that the Bible be a class-book in Government schools, attendance
on the class being optional ; but this suggestion was not acted upon,
and the Grant-in-aid system was in fact adopted instead, as a
compromise."' The Despatch, however, was received with en- c.m.s.
thusiasm by the Missionary Societies and Christian men generally. fhTrfew^
Henry Venn, before it came out, heard from Mr. Strachan of policy.

Sir C. Wood's plans, and in his journal he wrote :

—

(May 2Gth, 1854.) " Mr. Strachan called, bringing me an account of
his interview with Sir C. Wood. My heart was tilled with praise and
gratitiule to God at hearing of the measvires respecting education in India
which it was proposed to adopt. A despatch will soon appear which
will lay a foundation for missionary schools, and accomplish more
towards the evangelization of India than any public meastu-e which has
yet been adopted."

On the strength of this information, and before the Despatch
was pubUshed, the Society sent a circular to its missionaries in

India, enjoining them to lose no time in making their schools as

efficient as possible, so as to take full advantage of the intended
Government scheme. And the x\nnual Eeport of the following

year spoke of the Despatch as "marking a happy change in the

policy which, for more than half a century, had led the rulers of

India to ignore the labours of Christian missionaries within their

dominions." " No state paper relative to India has appeared,

of comparable importance and ability, since Lord Glenelg's

despatch of 1833, which first enunciated the just relations of

our Government to the religious institutions of the Natives."

It fell to Lord Dalhousie, then at the height of his power and Daihousie

reputation, to carry out in India the plans of the great Despatch
; carry it out°

and he did it with all his heart, and with his incomparable energy.

It is interesting, indeed, to find that the Grant-in-aid Scheme of

Duff and Strachan had been already submitted to him, and to

was opened (it is stated), the master, accustomed to English ways, had
the Bible read as a matter of course. The chaplain was shocked at the

profanat'on of the Sacred Volume being in the hands of Pagan pupils, and
complained to the authorities ; and the result was an official order pro-

hibiting the practice. (C'.il/. Record, October, 1862.) It is not clear from
this when the incident occurred, nor whether the order referred to applied

to all India or only to the Bombay Presidency.
* Mr. Strachan wrote in 1858:—"The proposal for the Grants-in-aid

Scheme originated with Dr. DufE and myself. A paper urging the intro-

duction of the Bible into the Government Schools and Colleges, or, if that

were refused, representing the claims of Christian schools for a portion of

the Government grants, with a memorandum appended containing a sketch

of the Grant-in-aid Scheme, wi-itten by Dr. Duff at my request, was laid

before the Court of Directors and the" President of the Board of Control.

The Grant-in-aid Scheme was accepted as a compromise." (Letter to

Capt. Eastwick, in C.M.S. collection of pamphlets on India.)

VOL. II. R
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Part VI. John Lawi'ence and Montgomery and McLeod in the Punjali, and
184-9-61. that they had all strongly endorsed it. Dalhoiisie, in a Minute of
Chap. 46. juj^e^ 1854, which can scarcely have reached England before the

Despatch was finally settled, spoke of " the strong expediency of

supporting missionary schools by public money where they really

impart a good secular education, and of increasing their efficiency

by grants-in-aid "; and he added, " I am of opinion that for these

<\s\N9, ive. carrij the ininciple of neutralitij too far ; that even in a

political point of view we eiT in ignoring the agency of the

ministers of o?n- oini true faith."
'''• He had not time during his

tenure of office to do more than lay the foundations of the great

educational systein of India ; but he did do that ; and now five

Universities and 130,000 schools and colleges are engaged in

educating three millions and a half of people.

The con- In the controversy which raged throughout the year 1858, and
1858.^"^^^ ° ^vhich was revived, owing to certain incidents in India, in the

following 3'ear, the Christian party—if it is fair to call them so

distinctively—were the assailants. Neutrality was in possession

at the India Office, and at Calcutta, and it was to be dislodged if

possible. The attitude of the Church Missionary Society can be
conveniently shown by three extracts. First from the Society's

Memorial to the Queen :

—

C.M.S. " May it please j'our Majesty,

—

to the '"We, the undersigned—Vice-Patron. President, Yice-Presidents,
Queen. Friends and Supporters of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and

the East—your ]SIajesty"s most humble and devoted subjects. . .

" Your Memorialists lunubly ventiu-e to l)ring under your Majest3''s

consideration some things in the system of government hitlierto pursued
ill your Majestj^'s territories in the East Indies, which, as they conceive,
have l)een at variance with the dut}' of Christian rulers.

Protest " The Government of India lias professed to occupy a position of

l^^utraiit
neutrality between the Christian and false religions. Such profession,
as your Memorialists believe, dishonours the truth of God, practically

discourages the progress of Christianity, and is inimical to the social

welfare of the Natives. P^specially they conceive it to be inconsistent
with a right discharge of the duties of Government in endeavouring to
repress those anti-social evils which are mainly attributable to caste-

distinctions, pul)lic indecency in idolatrous rites, and generally to a false

standard of morality—evils which have been fearfully exhibited amidst
the revolting cruelties of the present rebellion, and which can onlj' be
effectually counteracted by recognizing the Christian religion as the
basis of law and social order.

Neutrality " Your Memorialists also humbh' submit that neutrality has not been,
an impos- and Cannot be, practically maintained hj a Christian Government in the
sibie policy

^^jjjg^ ^j£ Hindu and Mohammedan institutions. The Government, for

example, has been compelled to suppress \>y law certain so-called
religious practices, which violated the laws of humanitj- : and. while pro-
fessing to respect false religions, has unavoidably undermined their

* Quoted in Letter from H. Carre Tucker to Lord Stanley, 1858. in C.M.S.
colloction of painpldots ou India.
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foundatioHR by Dducational and social iinprovcnionts. Tims your Part VI.
Majesty's Govenmicnt has presented to the people of India a disingenuous 1849-61.
aspect, and has exposed itself to the charoe, falsely alleged against it by Chap. 46.

the mutineers, of desigiiino- to make them Christians by fraud or coercion.
"Your Memorialists would therefore humbly beseech your Majesty What
have it dechired to the public authorities in the East Indies :

—

should be

" I. That the existing policy will be no longer professed or main- courtage""
tained; but that, as it is the belief of your Majesty and of this Christian

Christian nation that the adoption of the Christian religion, upon '"''"e"<=e-

an intelligent conviction of its truth, will be an incalculable benefit
to the Natives of India, tlie countenance and aid of Government
will be given to any legitimate measures for bringing that religion
under their notice and investigation.

" 2. That since the Government, in addition to maintaining its

own educational establishments, provides grants-in-aid to all other
schools which provide a prescribed amount of secular knowledge,
according to the principles laid down in its Educational Despatch of
July lilth, lsr)4; the Bible will be introduced into the system of
education in all the Government schools and colleges, as the only
standard of moral rectitude, and the source of those Christian
])rinciples upon which your Majesty's Government is to be con-
ducted.

"3. That any connexion which may still subsist l)etween the
Indian Government and the revenues or ceremonies of the Moham-
medan, Hindu, or other false religions, shall at once cease and
determine.

" Your Memorialists humbly suggest that it should be at the same time But no
made known to your Majesty's Mohammedan and Heathen subjects, coercion,

that attendance at Government schools and colleges is, and will be,

purely voluntary ; that Christian principles forbid the employment of

fraud, bribery, or coercion, of any kind whatever, as the means of inducing
men to profess the Christian faith, and allow to every man the free

exercise of his choice or conscience in religious matters; and that, in

conformity with these princii^les, none of the rites or usages of the Hindu
or Mohammedan religions will be interfered with, unless at variance with
humanity or public decency.

*' Finally, ytmr Majesty's Memorialists humbly submit to your Majesty
that there can be no htter time for inaugurating these changes than
when the armies of England have gained a signal triumph, through the
T)lcssing of Almighty God, ami British authority in India appears again
in its strength and confidence."

Then from two addresses at the Anniversary of 1858—the
proceedings at which were noticed in our last chapter. Bishop Bishop

Tait, in his speech, laid down a fundamental principle in general pia^ns'^the

but perfectly plain terms :

—

real posi

.

" Our principle remains firm and sure, our conviction has deepened
day by day, that it is impossible for men who are themselves Christians,

and who, as Christians, are endowed with great influence, to leave their

Christianity out of view in their attemf)ts to use this influence aright. . . .

There is a great mistake in men's minds in this matter. Some persons
suppose that, if you are yourselves Christians, you must force j'our

Christianity on the reluctant consciences of those who are not ready
to receive it ; and when it is shown that this cannot be done, it is said,

' You had better think no more of your Christianity, and act with entire

impartiality '-—what is meant by this being, that you are to act as

B 2
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-

Part VI. though you were not Christian. But there is the widest possible

1849-61. difference between doing injustice to those around us, and showing in

Chap. 4(3. all our acts that we ourselves are Christians ; and no mode of adminis-

tering any one of our dependencies, and no mode of carrying on the

(Government at home, can be attended with success if it be not based on
Christian principles."

Miller And Di'. Miller, in his Sermon at St. Bride's, formulated the

c.'^M.'s^^''^ demands made of the Government, on Bishop Tait's principle :

—

demands.
" We deprecate with ' Indophilus ' ' the introduction into India of a low

type of spuriouo, state-manufactured Christianity.' But we ask that a

Christian nation, ruling over millions of Mohannnedan and idolatrous

subjects, should, in its own enactments and proceedings, distinctly avow
its Christianity : and for itself, its recognition of the oracles of God's

truth. Th;it "thus no second Ram Mohun Roy may affirm, ' It is your
Government which has prevented India from becoming a Christian

country long ago'; nor another Jay Narain declare that, * Had the

Christian religion been true, the Company Bahadur, which had, in other

respects, benefited the country, would not have withheld from, at least,

commending this religion to their notice.' "We ask that all connexion

with the maintenance and practice of idolatrous worship shall, at any
cost, be forthwith and finally abandoned. That Trusteeships for idola-

trous temples, their revenues, their worship, their priests, their dancing

girls, be so renounced as to involve no breach of faith or national honour
;

but so as to free us utterlj' from the pollution of the accursed thing.

Nor must any future Maitland be called to choose between his duty as a

soldier of England, and as a soldier of Christ. We ask for no inter-

ference with the rites of those false systems, so long as humanity and
decency be not publicly outraged. For no State-propagandism ; but for

the same freedom for the diftusion of Cliristianity, by vohnitary eftort, as

is enjoyed at home. For no coercion which shall violate the riglits of

conscience. For no bribe, direct or indirect, to make Native hypocrites

instead of Native Christians. But we do ask that neither Sepoy nor
civilian shall be endamaged in his worldly prospects by conversion to

the faith of Christ. That the mournful story of the Mirut Naik, Prabhu
Din. never be re-enacted. We ask that Native Christians be equally

eligible with all others to Government employ and preferment. That in

18o9 there be no repetition of the dismissal in 1849 of a Native high-

caste gentleman from a college in Calcutta, because of his Christian

baptism. We ask, not that caste be forcibly abolished by legislative

enactments, but that it be not recognized or indulged in the British

service. We ask that in schools where the Koran and the Shasters are

taught, the Book of God be not only on the shelf, accessible as a book of

reference, biit taught, where no reluctance is expressed, no objection

tendered. Or, if we be told that our Government, in its peculiar relation

to such a country, will not venture on such a policy, then we say plainlj^

and we saj' earnestly—Let Government stand aloof from the education

of India. Leave it to the Church of Christ."

Sir c. Tre- The " Indophilus " alluded to hy Dr. Miller was Sir Charles
veiyan.

Trevelyan, who ^\Tote a weighty series of letters to the Times,

taking what may be called a moderate view, not disapproving the

attitude of the Punjab men, the Lawrences and their lieutenants,

but deprecating some of the proposals embodied in "Miller's
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One more extract must be given, from a speech delivered on the Part YI.

Wednesday of that week, at the Anniversary of the British and 1849-61.

Foreign Bible Society. The occasion was interesting in more ways P" •

than one. It was the first Annual Meeting opened with prayer '•'— Bible

to the thankful satisfaction of the vast majority of the members. Society.

Again, Lord Shaftesbury delivered one of his weightiest speeches,

mainly on the Indian question. But the speaker now to be quoted
was Bishop Tait, who made his first appearance that day at the Another

Bil)le Society's Meeting. Only a few sentences can be given here
; Bishop''^

but they are worth reprinting :

—

Tait.

" I am not quite sure that tho eft'ort which has been making for .so

many mouth.s throughout the laud, to secure, amidst the changes which
are about to take place in India, the introduction of a more thoroughly
Christian tone than has hitherto been known there,—I am not, I say,

quite sure that the great battle has been entirely won, and I think it

most iuqiortant that we, this great assembly of British Protestant

Christians, should come out this day, and declare that we are determined
to make oxu- voices heard, and that, in all the efforts which are to be
made for the promotion of civilization and good government in India,

the Word of God shall have free course, and that all our future arrange-

ments with respect to India shall be based \\\>o\\ the principles contained

in the Word of God. . . . Let it be uuderstoml that our desire is that

in our Indian possessions the Word of God shall hereafter he more
honoured than it has hitherto been ; let it be understood tliat we feel

very <leeply that there can be no real education of the Asiatic mind
Avhich does not infuse from the Word of God the spiritual element
which is now wanting, and then I believe that our voices will not be

uplifted in vain. . . . The mode in which we are to extend it—the
prudence necessary to be exercised in order not to excite unnecessary

fears and alarms—are matters which ought to be fully and rightly

considered. We ought not to go to work with mere zeal, untempered
with discretion, but we must take care that our discretion does not

destroy our zeal.'

Utterances like these were not confined to Exeter Hall and

other Evangelical meeting-places. The S.P.G. joined in the s.p.g. and

conflict, and some of Bishop Wilberforce's noblest speeches were wtibS-
made in advocacy of a Christian policy in India,! insomuch that f°'g'=^y^^°

he, favourite as he generally was of the Saturday Bevieiv (then at

the height of its fame as what Mr. Bright called "the Saturday

Eeviler"), now came under its lash just as if he had been a

" Shaftesbury bishop."

But how came it that the Missionary Societies and the Christian why a^^

public were now urging on the Government so earnestly and policy now

particularly the regular teaching of the Bible in Government advocated,

schools, which Duff and Strachan, though they desired it, had

agreed to waive in consideration of the adoption of the grant-in-aid

system ? The answer to this question is fourfold. (1) The East

India Company did not carry out in their integrity the plans of the

great Despatch. (2) The presence at the India Oflice, first of

* See Vol. I., p. 280 ; and p. 38 of this volume.

I See jBjj. Wilberforce's Speeches on Missiims, Speeches x. to xiv.
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Chap. 46.

Ominous
treatment
of Santal
schools.

G. Yule
protests.

Mr. Vernon Smith, in Lord Palmerston's first Ministry, and then
of Lord Eilenborough, and then of Lord Stanley, in Lord Derby's
Ministry, with Sir George Clerk as Permanent Under-Secretary,'''

made the outlook quite different from what it would have been
with Sir Charles Wood and ]\Ir. Baring there. (3) Independently
of these considerations, the Mutiny had opened men's eyes to the
perils of a neutral policy, and led them to hear, as they thought,

the voice of the Lord calling them to more decisive action. (4)

It was now known that a great and successful ruler like Sir John
Lawrence—to say nothing of more ardent men like Edwardes

—

was favourable to Bible-teaching in Government schools under
certain conditions : surely, then, the plan was a safe one to adopt.

The first of these four reasons is illustrated by an ominous act

of the East India Company—perhaps inspired by Sir George
Clerk—at the very time of the Mutiny. The aboriginal Santals

of Bengal, of whom we shall see more in future chapters, had in

1855 broken out in rebellion, having been goaded to desperation

by the extortions of Hindu money-lenders. The insurrection was
suppressed with bloodshed ; and then the Commissioner of the

district, Mr. (afterwards Sir) George Udny Yule, recommended to

the Government of India a scheme for raising the down-trodden
and degraded people by supporting schools to be established by the

Church Missionary Society. The Eev. E. Droese, the missionary
at Bhagalpur, had already started schools in a few villages, and
when the insurrection broke out, the people in those villages did

not join it until forced by the rest to do so, and then enabled the

teachers to escape. To subsidize such schools was at once
recognized by the Calcutta authorities as in full accordance with
the Despatch of 1854 ; but to the astonishment of everybody the

Directors in England disallowed the scheme. Mr. Yule sent a

very incisive remonstrance. " We are not here," he said, " merely
to introduce steam-engines, and the sooner we set about our
appointed work the better. Government might have Christianity

taught in all the schools. ... I earnestly hope and firmly trust to

see swept away that mistaken policy which has hitherto made us

appear traitors to our God and cowards before men." But it was
all to no purpose. " All the benefits," wrote Mr. Strachan, " con-

templated by the authorities [in Bengal] are to be cast away, lest

the Goverament should be suspected of favouring a scheme for the

purpose of civilizing and instructing the people by a Christian

missionary." f

In the meanwhile, in India, amid all the turmoil that still

* Sir George Clerk was one of the tiblust of Aiiglo-Iudiau rulers. He
had been Governor of Bombay, and was so again afterwards. At this time,

as Permanent Under-Secretary at the India Office, he exercised great
influence ; and he was not only a leading advocate of Neutrality, but strongly
opposed to Missions.

t From the Letter previously cited.
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prevailed while the rebellion was being suppressed and the work Part VI.

of pacification entered upon, the great Christian rulers of the 18-49-61.

Punjab were discussing the same question, What was now to
Chap^46.

be done? Sir Herbert Edwardes prepared a long and able h. Ed

-

" Memorandum on the Elimination of all Unchristian Principle
^emorL^n

from the Government of British India," and sent it to Sir John dum"on^

Lawrence. Lawrence first obtained comments on it from Eobert ^a"n p"in'-

Montgomery and Donald McLeod, and then drew up an elaborate cipie.

paper, by the pen of his Secretary, Eichard Temple, and sent all

on together to Lord Canning. Lawrence did not concur in some
of Edwardes's proposals ; and very mvidious and unfair com-
parisons have consequently been made between the two men.
But their spirit and purpose were the same ; on the general lines

of Christian policy they were agreed ; only Edwardes was a Edwardes

Welshman, fervent and impetuous, while Lawrence was an Ulster Lawience
man, with Scotch caution more developed in him than Irish

vivacity. x\lthougli affectionate friends, they frequently differed

in ordinary questions of administration, as the reader of their

respective biographies soon finds out ; and while one admires
Edwardes, one generally (not always) feels that Lawrence was
right. Mr. Bosworth Smith's Life of Lord Ijawrence is one of the Bosworth

most brilliant biographies in the English language ; and when he fh^ con°-"

discusses points of controversy, he is generally unanswerable. But troversy.

he is not fair to Edwardes when he calls Lawrence's paper a
" reply " to the Memorandum. What did Edwardes himself think

of it? He wrote, "It is a noble expression of the duty of the

Indian Government to do whatever Christianity requires, at what-
ever cost ; and it only differs from mine as to what Christianity

does demand of us, and what it does not." In other words the

principles were identical, but the application of them different in

some points. Again he wrote, " It is a fine manifesto, and I rejoice

to have elicited it." Of Donald McLeod's paper, with which
Lawrence's agreed, Edwardes generously said, " I rejoice to have
fulfilled the office of a pump, and drawn so much sweet water to

the surface." ''

What were Edwardes's proposals ? (1) That tlie Bible should ^1'^°^''^^

be read and taiight in Government schools
; (2) that Government wardes.

endowments of Hinduism and Mohammedanism should be with-

drawn
; (3) that caste should cease to be recognized in the army

and in courts of justice—but be respected in gaols
; (4) that the

holy days of Hindus and Mohammedans be no longer observed as

holidays in pul^lic offices
; (5) that Hindu and Mohammedan law

be no longer binding on English judges
; (6) that restrictions be

placed on Hindu and Mohammedan religious processions
; (7)

that certain phases of immorality be no longer tolerated
; (8) that

greater facilities be allowed for the marriage of English soldiers ;

(9) that official connexion with the opium-trade be discontinued

;

* Memorials of Sir Herbert B. Edwardes, vol. ii. pp. 86, 109.
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Paut YI. (10) that the excise laws, which he thought tended to the increase
1849-61. of drunkenness, be refornaed. Now Sir John Lawrence agreed
lap^

• with (1) with some quahfications ; disagreed with (2) ; agreed

How far with (3), SO far as it was practicable; disagi'eed with (4) ; agreed

a'gr^ed"'^^
in principle with (5), but thought we were already acting on it as
far as we could ; agi'eed with (6), and indeed would go further,

and forbid such processions altogether ; agreed substantially with

(7), (8), (9); and saw no need for (10).

Question of At (1), the qucstion of the Bil)le in Government schools, we
school'" must look a little more closely. Both Edwardes and Lawrence

distinctly advocated more than the Despatch of 1854 had allowed.

Edwardes urged that the Bible ))e regularly read and taught.

One would suppose, from the emphasis so often laid upon
Lawrence's disagreement with Edwardes, that he was opposed
to him on this crucial point. Not at all. In principle he entirely

agreed with him. "Such teaching," he says, "ought to be
offered to all those who may be willing to receive it." Subject,

however, to two conditions, viz., that there were (ft) " teachers fit

to teach it," (IS) " pupils walling to hear it." On neither of these
points had Edwardes said anything. He had only dwelt on the
general principle. So Lawrence, on (a), rightly pointed out the in-

expediency of Heathen teachers teaching the Bible, and the long
period, therefore, that must elapse before the system could be
carried out; and on (i) he said, " J/' Colonel Edwardes would
render it obligatory . . . then the Chief Commissioner entirely

dissents from this view." But on the general principle he was
as strong as Edwardes. "The formation of Bible-classes of an
approved character in as many schools as possible should be a
recognized branch of the educational department." Moreover,
he argued that no religion except Christianity ought to be taught
in the schools :

—

" Such teaching would be superfluous. The Natives have ample means
of tlieir own for this purpose, and need no aid. But if they did need
aid, it is not our business to afford such. The case is utterly different

as regards Christianity. Of tliat religiou the Native can have no know-
ledge except through our instrumentality. And this religion Ave should
teach exclusively, so far as we can, from the preference which it is our
right to give to what we believe to be the truth."

Lawrence It will be scen at once that the word " reply " is not felicitously

orfe wUh chosen to describe Lawrence's paper. But this is not all. He
Edwardes proceeded to append to his comments on the particular proposals

main. some general remarks of the highest value ; and these, so far

from being a " reply " to Edwardes, are a strong endorsement of

Edwardes's general policy, and indirectly a decisive "reply" to

the party of neutrality. The paragraph begins by saying that

the Chief Commissioner had been led, by " the awful events of

1857," to " ponder deeply on what may be the faults and short-

comings of the British as a Christian nation in India" ; and that
in considering the topics in Edwardes's Memorandum he would
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" solely endeavour to ascertain wlxd h onr Cliristiioi d/itj/," and Part YI.

having ascertained that, " icould follow it out to the utter- 1849-61.

most, undeterred by any consideration." He acknowledged that C hap. 46.

measures had been proposed " as essential to ])c adopted by a

Christian Government which woiild be truly diflicult or impossible

of execution," but regarded such measures as " not enjoined by
Christianity," but "contrary to its spirit." (Edwardes's No. 2 is

certainly open to this remark ; also one or two of the details

under No. 1.) Then follow two sentences that deserve to be Grand

written in letters of gold, and which in fact have been quoted |a7d down
times without number, and may be said to have become classic t>y Law-

1 rence.
phrases :

—

" Christian things done in a Christian way will never, the Chief Com-
missioner is convinced, alienate the Heatlien. ... It is when mi-
Christian things are done in the name of Christianity, or wlien Christian

things are done in an un-Christian way, that mischief and danger are

occasioned."

He goes on to say that svTch measures as Christianity demands
—and presumably these would be the majority of Edwardes's
proposals—would " arouse no danger," would " conciliate instead

of provoking," and would " subserve the ultimate diffusion of the

truth among the people"; and he recommends that "such
measures and policy, having been deliberately determined on by
the Supreme Government, be openly avowed and universally

acted upon throughout the empire," so that we might " exhibit

that harmony and imiformity of conduct which befits a Christian

nation striving to do its duty."
" A Christian nation," with a " Christian duty " to be " followed

to the uttermost "—that is the gist of the whole matter. It is a

small thing that men who were agreed upon that did not see eye

to eye as to the exact things that " Christian duty " required ; and
it is misleading indeed to represent such a manifesto as a defence

of "neutrality" against " narrow^ Evangelicalism." Moreover, it

should l)e observed that the great question of all is not touched on

by either Edwardes or La\\Tence—viz., Might a British official The real

seek to promote, in a Christian and reasonable way, the evan- question,

gelization of the Hindus and Mohannnedans ? That is what the

neutrality party disputed ; but Edwardes and Lawrence both

assume an affirmative reply; with them it "went without

saying," and needed no discussion. In a personal letter to an

official on the " neutrality " side Lawrence wrote these significant

words :

—

" We believe that the Bible is true, that it is the only means of J.^e
real

salvation. Surely we should lend our influence in making it known to l
our subjects. . . . You seem to tliink that we violate tlie principles of

toleration l)y attempting to convert tlie people. . . . The whole (juestion

seems to me' to resolve itself into what is the just interpretation of the

term 'toleration.' I consider that it means forbearance ;
that is to say,

we are to bear with and not to persecute mankind for their religious

view of
awrence.
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1849-f)l.

Chap. 46.

The true
attitude of
a Christian
Govern-
ment.

oi)inioiis. But this cannot nujan that we would not strive by gentle

means to lead those in the right way whom we see to be going wrong." *

Meanwhile, Lawrence was "replying" indeed to arguments on
the opposite side. Mr. W. D. Arnold, who was at the head of the

Punjab Pjducational Department, strongly objected to the reading

of the Bible at all in Government schools ; and " in reply " to him
Lawrence, again by Eichard Temple's pen, addressed a masterly

despatch to the Governor-General. f Let these w^eighty sentences

be carefully noted, for they apply, not only to the particular

question at issue, but to the whole problem of Indian govern-

ment :

—

" Our Government is, as all other Governments are, or ought to be,

established for the good of the people. But while with t)ther Govern-
ments the pcjpular will is generally the criterion of the public good, such

is n(.)t always the case with us in India. If, by l)eing trustees for the

people, we are supposed to be l)ound invariably by the will of the people,

then we are not, the Chief Conunissioner thinks, trustees in that sense.

We have not been elected or placed in power by the people, but we are

here through our moral superiority, by the force of circumstances, by the

will of Providence. This alone constitutes our charter to govern India.
" In doing the best we can for the people, we are bound by our

conscience, and not by theirs. Believing that the study of the Bible is

fraught with the highest blessings, we, of course, do desire to connnuni-

cate" those blessings to them if we can. We desire this not only as

individuals, but as a Government ; for Christianity does truly go hand in

hand with all those subjects for which British rule exists in India. But
this can only be effected by moral influences, voluntarily received.

Anything like ' proselytism ' or ' quiet persecution ' of any kind, or the

application of secular motives, direct or indirect, are, in the iirst place,

alosolutely forbidden by the very religion we profess, and, in the second
place, would be worse than useless for the object in view.

" Therefore, we have nothing to do with such means. Nor do we as

a Government midertake to found and maintain Christian Missions,

because the thing can be done better by private elibrt, and because our

<loing so might tend to introduce those secular means for propagation

of Clu-istianity which we wish to avoid. But, as we have schools, there

arises a fair opportunity of oH'ering the Bible to those who may choose

to receive it; and, in the Chief Commissioner's opinion, it is just, politic,

and right that we should avail ourselves of that opportunity. Such,

briefly stated, is the real argument for the formation of Bible-classes in

Government schools.
" To say that we have no right to oiler Christian teaching to Govern-

ment schools because we do not allow the Native religions to be taught

there, is to misapprehend the fundamental relation that in this country

subsists between the Government and the people. We are to do the best

we can for them, according to oiu- lights ; and they are to obey us.

Mr. Arnold writes :
' What answer am I to give to Hiiulus and Mt)ham-

medans if they say that, after having excluded their religions, I have

introduced my own ? Shall I say that I am master, that I am the oflicer

* Life of Lord Lawrence, vol. ii. p. 313.
j" This groat Christian manifesto is not mentioned in the Life of Lord

Lawrence, but is printed in full in the Memoir of Sir Herbert Edwardes, vol. ii.

p. 194.
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of a conquering (lovernment, and will do as I please "r^' That answer Part VI.
would indeed be arbitrary. The proper answer would l)e thus :

' We ofl'er 1849-61.

you the Bible hi our Oovernuient schools ])ecause we believe it to be for Chap. 46.

your inestimable good, if j^ou choose to listen to it. We do not wish you
to study it unless you do so voluntarily. But you cannot expect us to
help in teaching yoiu- religion, which we do not believe to be true. That
you can do for yourselves.'

"

It will now be seen that Lawrence was strongly on the Christian
side in the great controversy, altliough he was not prepared to go
all lengths with Edwardes. This was quite recognized by Sir view ot

Bartle Frere, who—religious man as he was, and a hearty friend Irei^'.

of Missions—was strongly and equally opposed to both. But, to

judge by his own letters, opposed to them because he misunder-
stood them. " As Christians," he wrote, " we are not justified in

using the temporal power of Government to enforce particular

forms of religious belief, even when that belief is Christianity.

I can see no logical difference between the course proposed
by Sir J. Lawrence and that followed by the Inquisition." ''

"To enforce,''—who had advocated that ? Not Lawrence; not

Edwardes; not the Church Missionary Society.

While Lawrence's and Edwardes's Memoranda were coming
home to England, a despatch from Lord Ellenborough was on its

way out to India, wdiich was inspired by a very differerit spirit.

Sir George Clerk, who was now Under-Secretary at the India

Office, had written a Memorandum in which the anti-Christian

policy was strenuously advocated, and the most bitter comments
made on Missions, and on those Anglo-Indian rulers who supported

them ; and Lord Ellenborough embodied these views, expressed

in more guarded language, in his despatch. Then, on his

resignation—as related in the preceding chapter— of tlie office of

Minister for India, Lord Stanley also, who succeeded him, put his Policy ot

foot down strongly, and affirmed the old principle of neutrality in Stanley,

a form which would undoubtedly condemn—and was very likely

intended to condemn—the policy and acts of the Punjab men.
The C.M.S. Committee held a special meeting on July 15th, 1858,

—at the National Club, for the convenience of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, Lord Shaftesbury, and
other peers and M.P.'s who were Vice-Presidents—to consider

the possibility of moving Lord Stanley. The Archbishop, how-
ever, did not believe there was a chance of moving him ; and in

the House of Commons, on July 30th, he announced that the future

policy of the Government had been embodied in Lord Ellen-

borough's despatch, and quoted from it the following :

—

" The Government will adhere in good faith to its ancient policy of

* Li/e o^ Sir Bartle Frere, vol. i. p. 259. When Frere himself could be so

strangely mistaken, it is hard to blame his bioorapher. Yet nothing can
excuse tlie misrepresentation of the views of the Christian party in liis remarks
at p. 256 of the same volume. It is of the essence of fair writing to describe

the views of those opp.)sod to you with anxious justice.
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Var'I' Vr. porfect neutrality in matters iiftecting the religion of the people of India,

1.S49-G] . and wo most earnestly caution all those in authority under it not to
Chap. 46. afford by their conduct the least colour to the suspicion that that policy

has undergone, or will midergo, any change. It is perilous for men in

authority to do as indi\'iduals that which they officially disclaim."'

Upon this, the Missionary Societies, thoroughly alarmed, sent

a strong and united deputation to Lord Stanley ; hut tliey failed

to move him. Very serious were now the apprehensions of

Christian men ; for this despatch seemed to go further in the

wrong direction than any previous manifesto, and appeared to

An old confirm the worst interpretation of a certain ambiguous despatch
despatch of ggi-^t out clevcn years before, in 1847, which had said :

—

1847. > ' '

" We have uniformly maintained the principle of abstaining from all

interference with the religion of the Natives of India. It is obviously

essential to the due observance of that principle that it should be
acted upon by our servants, civil and military. . . . While invested with

l)ublic authority, their acts cannot be regarded as those of private indi-

viduals. . . . We deem it necessary to call your immediate and particular

attention to the absolute necessity of maintaining this most important
principle in its fullest extent."

Note particularly the word " interference," which \vill presently
What is come before us again in another connexion. What is "inter-

ference"? ference " ? That despatch, says Sir John Kaye,'" "puzzled the

Government to which it was addressed. The President in Council

at Calcutta could make nothing of it. The Governor-General at

Simla could make nothing of it. Lord Hardinge, Mr. Millett,

Sir F. Currie, were all alike thrown into a state of ludicrous

embarrassment." As they did not understand it, they could not

act upon it ; so they quietly passed it on to the heads of the minor
governments, but refrained from publishing it at all. They wrote

home that any such " interference " as was probably contemplated

was unknown—although numbers of officers and civilians were
activelypromoting Missions,—and asked for further enlightenment.

The answer received from England was worthy of Dickens's

Captain Cuttle :
" The application of the rule should in every case

be governed by the principle on which it is founded "
! But what

was the principle?—that was the question.

But now it seemed as if Lord Stanley, following Lord Ellen-

borough and Sir George Clerk, was inaugurating, not a more
Christian, but a less Christian, course of action. It was an
immense relief, so far as India was concerned, when, in the

following year, 1859, Lord Derby's Ministry was defeated, and the

Liberal Party came into power again, with Lord Palmerston again

as Premier and Sir Charles Wood again as Indian Secretary.!

* Christianity in India, p. 450.

I Throughout this period, the Record and other Evangelical organs were
on what was then called the Liberal side, trusting Lord Palmerston and
distrusting Lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli. The Guardian also took the same
side when Mr. Gladstone joined Palmerston as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
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This, however, is anticipating. It was while Lord Derby's Ministry Part VI.

w^as still in office that, as we have l^efore seen, the government of 1H49-61.

India was transferred from the East India Company to the direct
Chap^6.

rule of the British Crown. What did tlie Queen's Proclamation The
say on this great and urgent question ? Queen's

The history of the Proclamation is very curious. "'•' A draft of it tion'^on''^"

was considered and approved by the Cabinet, and sent to the Queen fhrdTre"?
for signature. But the Queen objected to its spirit and wording, govern-

and wrote to Lord Derby, requesting him to " write it himself in ?Jidia.°

his excellent language," and indicating further tbe line she wished to

be adopted. Another draft was prepared, and submitted in its turn
to Her Majesty. This she accepted in substance, but made certain

emendations with her own hand. The sentences dealing with the
religious question ultimately stood as follows :

—

" We hold ourselves bound to the Natives of our Indian territories by
the same obligations of duty which bind Us to all our other subjects, and
those obligations, by the blessing of Almighty Gdil, we shall faithfully

and conscientiously fulfil.

'•Firmly relying ourselves on the trulh of Christianity, and acknow-
ledging with gratitude the solace of religion, We disclaim alike the right
and the desire to impose oiu" convictions on any of our subjects. We
declare it to be our Royal will and pleasure that none be in anywise
favoured, none molested or disquieted by reason of their religious faith

or observances, but that all alike sliall enjoy the equal and impartial pro-

tection of the law ; and We do strictly charge and enjoin all those who
may be in authority under Us that they abstain from all interference with
the religious belief or worship of any of our subjects, on pain of our
higlu'st displeasure.

'•And it is our further will that, so far as may be, our subjects, of

whatever race or creed, be freely and imjiartially admitted to oftices in

our service, the duties of which they may be qualitietl by their education,

ability, and integrity, duly to discharge."

It came out afterwards that the words, " Firmly relying ourselves The words

on the truth of Christianity, and acknowledging with gratitude fh^q'uee'n.

the solace of religion," were the Queen's own addition
; also

that the word " neutrality," which had been in the draft, she had
struck out ; and that she had added these words at the end :—

" May the God of all power grant to Us and those in authority under
Us strength to carry out these our wishes for the good of our jieople !

*'

These paragraphs from the Proclamation have been again and
again quoted since as expressive of what in this chapter we have
called tbe Christian side of the question. But at the time, and at what did

first sight, there were grave doubts w^hether this was intended by matk)^!?*^'^"

them. Every word was examined and discussed, and certainly the reaiiy

use of the word " interference " was regretted, and tbere was a
"^^^^

fear lest it should be used as a handle against the work of Christian

officers in supporting Missions. It was felt that if Lord Palmerston
and Sir Charles Wood had been in office, there would have been a

* See Sir Theodore Martin's Lije oj the Prince CoJisort, vol. iv. pp. 284-87.
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Part VI. different I'inr; about the words ;
and when it leaked out what the

1S49-61. Queen had done to improve them, there was a still stronger feeling
Cliap^46.

^]^,^|. ^]-jgj^.g i^.^(_^ \)QG\\ a very narrow escape from a grievous national

l)lunder— one of those blunders that are proverbially worse than

crimes. In Henry Venn's Private Journal there is a curious and

Doubts in interesting account of the gradual change that came over his and

drd^"^"^' ollif'i' niinds, from deep disappointment and apprehension to

thankfulness and hope. This is perhaps the most vivid account

existing of a Committee meeting in those days :

—

'' I first read the Queen's Proclamation in the omnibus goinp; down to

Salisbury Stjuare [on Monday, Dec. Oth, l!-iOS], and my heart sank witliin

me as I read tlie sentence about ' interference,' &c. Upon arriving at

the office I found my colleagues took the same gloomy view ; and they

pointed out a jiassage upon the maintenance of lands and usages which

they thought would perpetuate official countenance of the temples.

Soon after, Mr. J. F. Thomas arrived, and we all joined in lamenting the

Proclamation, and descanted upon the evil of having Lord Stanley for an
Indian Minister—and Lord Ellenborough and Sir George Clerk, whose
voices, as we thought, were heard in the Proclamation. It was deter-

mined, however, that the question should be more fully discussed at the

meeting on Tuesday,
" When I read the Proclamation on Tuesday morning the expressions

respecting belief in Christianity, and the general tone of the Proclamation,

appeared to me in some measure to compensate for the objectionable

phrases ; and the phrases themselves seemed to me ambiguous, so that

they might have either a good or bad interpretation. In this frame of

Discussion mind I went down to the Committee, and upon introducing the question
in C.M.S. I first appealed to the lawyers present for their interpretation. Mr.
Committee

p^^^j, Cator thought that the natural sense of ' interference ' would
apply to the private acts of the Company's servants, and that only a

non-natural sense would free them from such restrictions. Mr. O'Malley

next declared his convicti<m that no High Court in Great Britain would
put Mr. Cator's interpretation upon the words—that they would clearly

be taken to mean 'official and authoritative interference'—but how
Indian officers and Indian judges miglit interpret ambiguous words he

was not prepared to predict. Mr. Dugmore thought that tlie objectionable

sense of the words would bo more generally received both at home and
abroad, but he owned that they uwrc ambiguous. Each of our Indian

members in succession expressed their opinions, being for the most part

gloomy, and General Alexander very gloomy. J. F. Thomas, however,

took a difi'erent view, and tliought that whether officials in India might
or might not consider the phrase adversely, Christian men in India were
bound to act conscientiously, and put their own interpretation on the

words. Mr. Strachan went a great way with Mr. Thomas ; and mj' mind
was more and mo)-e convinced that the words could only apply to the

official acts of the Company's servants. Mr. Ridgeway made one excellent

remark, ' The words are ambiguous : let the nation jiut the right inter-

pretation upon them.'

Venn " When I arose upon Wednesday morning, and again read the Procla-
comes mation, my own mind was fully made up, and I could unfeignedlj^ thank

I°more^° God for the Proclamation, as a fulcrum upon wliich we could place our

favourable powerful lever. As soon, therefore, as I arrived at the office, I set to
view. work to draw up an address to the Queen—thanking her for the Pro-

clamation, and claiming on the strength of it all the Christian measures
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wliicli wo had advocated in our famous Roliojons Societies' Petition. Takt VI.
Comparing these two documents together, 1 came to the conviction tliat ]H-J.9-(11.

the Prochimation had l)een drawn \\\> with onr Petition in view, and that Cliap. 4(i.

it was intended to meet onr prayer. Under tliis view I fonnd tliat even
the word 'interference' had heen taken from our Petition, as we had
twice used it in reference to ' for(;e or fraud.' liefore I liad done
Mr. Knox and Major Straith came in, and I propounded to them my
views. They were .succeeded hy Mr. O'Malley, and with Ihm I discussed
the question for nearly two hours. He thoi-oughly conllrmed in every
point my views. Then came Lord Shaftesbury, and I ha.d anotlier h<mr And per-

with him. He at iirst covdd only say that the Proclamation was not so suades

bad as it might have been ; but in the conclusion he came over wliolly to shaftes-
my view, and went away, as ho said, with a heart overflowing with grati- bury and

tude to God for the Proclamation, and determining to put a Christian °*'i^''^-

interjiretation upon it in the face of Parliament, and let the Ministiy— if

they dared—give it an un-Christian and narrow interjircitation.

" On Thursday morning I went to Lord Chichester, but could only have
a very few words with him ; and he had not paid particular attention to
the wording. His offence was rather at the awkwai-d and vulgar ex-

pression, ' solace of religion.' From him I went to Arthur Kinnaird, who
was gloomy enough t(j begin with ; but when I explained my views, and told

him of Lord Shaftesbury, ho bounced to the top like a cork in the water.

I then went to the office ; and the Editor of the Jxocord came to me at

Lord Shaftesbury's request, that he might be thoroughly primed.
Happily, however, he had himself, as a lawyer, taken the right view,

and propounded it in the Record of Wednesday."

We can all see now how entirely in this case second thoughts Venn's

were best. Look at the words of the Proclamation again. " We correct^"^

disclaim alike the right and desire to imjwse our convictions on
any of our subjects." The word " impose," which implies com-
})ulsion, must in all reason interpret the word " interference."

Again, "none" must be " in anywise favoured, none be molested
or disquieted, by reason of their religious faith or obsei'vances."

Tliat would undoubtedly forbid any "favouring" or pampering
the Brahman Sepoys, or the dismissal of any Sepoy who might
be or become a Christian. Clearly " interference " meant the

interference of partiality, or of coercion. Again, "our subjects of

whatever race or creed" were to l)e "freely and impartially

admitted to offices in our service." Then anti-Christian officials

could no longer act upon the principle, "No Native Christian

need apply." But there was something even more important than

these excellent clauses, as Mr. Eidgeway proceeded to show in the Ridgeway

Intdligcnccr (January, 1859). " Not only," he said, " is there an the true'^^

express recognition of God as the source of blessing and of power, view,

but Her Majesty has done more—she has avowed her conviction

of the truths of Christianity ; she has placed herself before India

(IS a Christian Queen.. It is this," he added, "which we have

prayed for in all our Memorials." He then discussed the word
"interference." At first sight the use of it might seem to con-

firm the unhappy despatch of 1847 above mentioned
;
but a closer

examination—as Venn's Journal says—showed that the Missionary

Societies themselves had used the word, in the right and true
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sense ;
and there was internal evidence that—as Venn suggested

—their Memorial had actually been before Lord Derby when he
drafted the Proclamation, and that he had borrowed expressions

from it. This view was curiously confirmed afterwards, when it

came out that the word " undermine," which occurs in the C.M.S.

Memorial (see avtc) had been in the original draft, but had been

objected to by the Queen. In discussing the practical effect of a

wrong interpretation in India of the word "interference," Mr.

Eidgeway felicitously quotes from the Merchant of Venice. " Sup-

pose an inexorable official craved for judgment against" (say)
what then ? Qj-^^.jg^ian officcrs who wcre promoting Missions, "and stood

forward, a very Shylock, resolved to execute the penalty to the

uttermost "

—

" I crave the law

—

Tho penalty—a forfeit of my liond
—

"

Christian England would say, "For all interference that carries

with it force or fraud, let the penalty be rightly exacted
;
but he

who would prosecute must whet his knife and make it sharp, for

if he trenches but a hair's breadth on individual right and freedom,

he must yield the forfeiture "
:

—

" Shed thee no blood, nor cut thou less, nor more,
But just a pound of flesh : if thou tak'st more
Or less than a just pound, be it but so much
As makes it light or heavy in the substance
Or the division of the twentieth part

Of one poor scruple,—nay, if the scale do turn
But in the estimation of a hair,

—

Thou diest, and all thy goods are confiscate."

But difficulties did arise in India. First, in December, 1858,

a riot took place in the town of Tinnevelly, the Brahmans of the

great Temple of Siva there rousing the people to prevent the body
of a Tamil Christian who had died being carried along the public

road to the burial-ground. One would have thought that their

action was just what the Proclamation forl^ad, as certainly the

Christians were " molested and disquieted by reason of their

religious faith and observances"; but, not only the Brahmans,
but also the local Native officials and magistrates, chose to con-

sider the Christian funeral as an " interference " with i/ieir religion.'''

The riot caused a great sensation, and no little controversy. The
Hindus of Madras held a public meeting, and adopted a memorial

to Lord Stanley. For they got no comfort from the Governor of

the Madras Presidency, Lord Harris. In an impartial and well-

balanced judgment, he censured the Native Tahsildar and
Munsiff, and dismissed them from office ; and that he was not

The Pro-
clamation
in India :

riot in Tin-
nevelly.

Madras
Governors
adopt
Christian
policy.

* It turned out that the Government translator, in rendering the Pro-

clamation into Tamil, had seriously mistranslated it. The Tamil version of
" We disclaim alike the right and the desire to impose our convictions upon
any of our subjects" really meant "Wo have no wish and no authority to

bring any of our subjects into our religion."
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afraid, along with tlie maintenance of strict justice, to avow his Part VI.

own Christian principles, was shown hy his presiding, at that very 184^61.

time, at a meeting in Madras for the Bible Society. Nor did his P'

successor. Sir Charles Trevelyan, please them any better. On
the general question he used the following admirable words :

—

" Officers of Government, whether Christian, Mohammedan, or

Hindu, have a right, in their private cajMcity, to recommend their

respective reliijions hy all proper means." Nor, again, did the
memorial to Lord Stanley come to anything ; for liefore it arrived

in England Lord Palmerston's Ministry had come in, so it fell to

Sir Charles Wood to send a reply ; and that reply was a very curt

and decisive No to the demands of the memorialists.'''

But the Supreme Government at Calcutta acted differently in Calcutta

the North. Take three instances. a^dffferen^

(1) An order was issued that missionaries were to be forbidden i»ne.

to visit prisoners in gaols ; and when Donald McLeod wrote a

respectful remonstrance, he was visited with sharp rebuke. "It
is singularly unbecoming in officers," said the despatch, "to,
advocate and maintain views on this most important and delicate

subject so directly opposed to the strong and lately-reiterated

commands of Her Majesty's Government." Such a practice was
to be " entirely discouraged and repressed."

(2) In May, 1859, Mr. E. N. Cust, then Commissioner ofR-N^Cust

Amritsar, with the Deputy-Commissioner, the Assistant-Com- account,

missioner, and the commander of a Native regiment, attended the

baptism of six converts of the C.M.S. Mission in the mission

church at Amritsar. Instantly there came to the Punjab Govern-

ment a despatch from Calcutta asking what this meant. Sir

Eobert Montgomery, who had now succeeded Lawrence as Mont-

Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, courageously replied in a way defends

that, if he had not been in so high an office, might have brought Cust.

upon him, too, the censure of " the Governor-General-in-Council." f

He said :
—

"Mr. Cust, whilst carefully observing his duty from interfering by

his official acts in the religious affairs of any sect, maintains his riglit

to attend on the religious ceremonies of his own Cluucli, so long as

the public service is in no way affected, or the piincii)les of toleration

compromised. The Hon. the Lieutenant-Governor coincides in the

sentiments thus expressed, and Mr. (Just does not appear to His Honour
to have acted in any way inconsistently with his duty to the Oovornment;

nor is he aware that the practice prevalent in such matters in the Punjab

materially differs from that which Mr. Cust stales to have been the

course pursued on the present occasion."

In other words, " Mr. Cust acted in accordance with tlie regular

* See CM. Record, February, 18(30, p. lio.

t Perhaps Lord Caniiinj? himself was not much to lilame, He may have

been pressed by his Council, backed by the de.spatchcs frcnn England.^ At all

events, he and Lady Canning, and Lord Clyde, when at Peshawar in 1861,

together visited the important Mission-scViool tliere, and exn mined the

Mohammedan boys they found in it.

VOL. II. y
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Punjab policy and practice ; and that policy and practice we mean
to continue." The Calcvitta Government thought it wisest to let

the matter drop.

(3) During the Mutiny, among the new regiments which
Lawrence had raised and sent to the siege of Delhi was one called

the 24th Punjab Native Infantry Eegiment of Mazhabi Sikhs.

These Mazhabi Sikhs were the Sikh sweeper caste, much despised

by their co-religionists, and in their ordinary character both

turbulent and degraded—"half Thugs and the rest thieves," as

they were described. When Delhi was taken, some of these

soldiers found Christian books among the spoils, read them, and
went to their European officers asking for Christian instruction.

On the return of the regiment to their own Province, these officers

referred the inquirers to the C.M.S. missionaries at Amritsar

;

and the result was that several were baptized. When the regiment

was moved to a station where there were no missionaries, some of

the officers, who were godly men, continued their instruction and
joined them in Christian worship. Again the Calcutta authorities

interfered, and three days after sending off the despatch about

Mr. Cust's action at Amritsar, sent off another to the Adjutant-

General of the Army in the Punjab, warning the officers " against

using their authority in any way for the furtherance of conversion."

This was just what they were not doing ! They were instructing

and worshipping with Christians, and using no influence to bring

in non-Christians. Yet the major in command felt it his duty
to order them to desist. It was afterwards contended by the

Calcutta authorities that he had misinterpreted the despatch, and
that they had not intended to interfere with the right of the officers

to attend services for Christians. Still the fact remained that for

fourteen months those officers had been obliged to refrain. The
matter was, however, at the request of the Bishop of Calcutta,

referred home, where Sir Charles Wood was now Indian Secretary
;

and the result was " the restoration of liberty of action to Christian

regimental officers, in respect of unofficial Christian intercourse

with their men."''' At the same time a regulation was made
regarding the intercourse of missionaries with Native soldiers :

—

" They are at all times to liave free access to the Native Christians of

tlie regiment, in their huts, in hospital, and on all occasions, so long as

the men's duty is not interfered with; but when in the lines, the religit)us

instructions must be confined to the Christians only.
" The Missionary Clergymen must on no account enter into any con-

versation or discussion of a religions nature with any other soldier t)r

individual in the lines of the regiment, this being forbidden by tlie

regulations of the service ; but out of the lines no impediment is to be

placed in the way of the men attending their meetings and listening to

their instructions."

Nothing could be more satisfactory than this, and it shows how
much depended, not on the letter of the Proclamation, but on the

R.. Clark, Punjab and Sindh Mis p. 2'Jl.
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man who interpreted it. The same lesson is taught by the sequel Part VI.

of the story of the Mazhabi Sikh regiment. At first ft seemed as 184&-61.

if every man would embrace Christianity ; and had this been so,
^''Tap^46.

a second regiment of the same class would probably have followed, But, too

and possibly the entire tribe of Mazhabis. With this in view, ^^^^''

arrangements were proposed by the commanding officer which
would have given the two regiments a fixed locality, where the
wives and families of the men might live, and a pastor be pro-
vided ; but this was negatived. For a short time, at Khairabad, Mr.
Eobert Clark himself shepherded them. But after a while new
officers were appointed who " cared for none of these things "

;

'•'

and a series of unfavourable circumstances led to the opportunity
being lost of Christianizing a whole clan. Twenty j^ears later,

there was not a single Christian left in the 24th Punjab Native
Infantry. The sincere Christians had died or left ; and the rest

of the regiment, discouraged, first by the Calcutta order separating
their officers from them, and then, when this was set right, by the
advent of officers of a different type, had long ceased to care for

the message of the Gospel.

f

Meanwhile, the controversy on the question of the Bible in

Government Schools in India continued to rage in England. When
Lord Palmerston's new Ministry came in, a powerful deputation Liberal

waited on him and Sir Charles Wood, headed by the Archbishop l^'power-
of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, and Lord Shaftesbury, good

Nothing could be more satisfactory than the words spoken by the Paimerston

two Ministers on the general subject. Sir C. Wood said, " No ^"'* ^°°'^-

persons can be more anxious to promote the spread of Christianity

than we are. Independently of Christian considerations, I believe

that every additional Christian in India is an additional bond of
union. ^vitJi this country, and an additional source of strength to the

Empire." And Lord Palmereton said, " It is not only our duty,

hut it is our interest, to promote the diffusion of Christianity as far
as jmssiblc throughout the whole length and breadth of India."

And on the immediate point under discussion, the difference

appeared to be narrowed down to a very small point. Sir C.

Wood conceded spontaneously that the Bible might not only be

in the school libraries, but that the masters might teach it,

provided they did so half an hour before or after the regular school-

hours. The deputation wanted this proviso withdrawn. Small

as the difference seemed, the real difficulty was that a voluntary

class outside school-hours would probably, in practice, not be

held at all.

* This, alas ! is a much more common case ; and it is a real perplexity to

the Natives. At Agra, in 1S49, some Sikli Sepoys heard the Gospel for the

first time at a mela. How was it, they asked, that they had never been told

such momentous truths by their English officers? (C.M.S. Report, 1850,

p. 136.)

t The story is told briefly in R. Clark's Puninh and Sindh Mission, pp. 289

—294. Clark's letters in the C.M.S. publications are pathetic.

S 2
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In the following year, 1860, therefore, great efforts were made
to arouse public opinion upon the point ; and when at length the

Duke of Marlborough gave notice of a motion in the House of

Lords, " for the removal of the authoritative exclusion of the

]_^ible from the course of instruction in Government Schools and
Colleges in India," more than two thousand petitions in favour of

it were sent up from all parts of the country within a few days.

The Duke was earnestly pressed to refrain from moving his reso-

lution by some of the friends who were in favour of it, notably

by Lord Shaftesbury. It was known that the Government would
not accept it, and it seemed undesirable to drive them into an
attitude of opposition, which might prevent anything being done

;

whereas, if not driven into a corner, they might be induced to

concede something. But the Duke insisted on going on, and
on July 2nd made a long and elaborate speech. The moment
he sat down. Lord Brougham sprang to his feet, and moved
the previous question, which was at once put and carried

without the Government having uttered a word. Archbishop
Sumner considered that nothing better could have happened ; that

a conclusive speech had been delivered on the right side, and
no one had attempted to answer it. Moreover, two days after,

Bishop Wilberforce, having a petition to present on the subject,

took the opportunity to deliver the speech he had prepared for

the expected del^ate ; and Venn and the Committee seem to have
been hopeful. But nothing more was ever done ; and although

the next Annual Report stated that the Committee would " not

cease most respectfully to submit to Her Majesty's Government

"

whether it was " consistent with sound policy to maintain a

position of antagonism to the great current of Christian feeling

in this country, of antagonism to a great Christian movement
in India, and of antagonism also to the judgment and action

of some of the most successful administrators of the Indian

service," that position was, and always has been, resolutely

maintained.

Five years afterwards, Herbert Edwardes said,—" There was
a good stand-up fight, and our party were defeated, mainly, I

think, on two grounds—a fear of even the appearance of religious

pressure, and a fear of drifting into a State Church in India."

In the course of years we have become accustomed to a much
wider separation of Government from the public profession and
teaching of religion than would have been thought possible

forty years ago. If only the Christian Church rose in equal

proportion to its own duty, we could view this separation with

more equanimity.

But though the party represented by Lawrence and Edwardes
were defeated on the one question of the Bible in Government
Schools, they were not defeated, but were in every way victorious,

on the general and much more important question, of the liberty

of Christian officials to avow their Christianity openly, and openly
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to promote the evangelization of the people. Sir Charles Aitchison, Part Yl.

himself a devoted Christian, and one of the most hrilliant of
pj^f^~^.'

Anglo-Indian rulex's, remarks on the strangeness of the policy '"^P"

of Neutrality, as advocated forty years ago, " looked at in

the light of the practice of the present day, when ofticers of

every degree take part in missionary meetings, and the highest

in India, not omitting the Viceroy himself, lay the foundation-

stones of mission schools and churches, and acknowledge from
the puhlic platform the indebtediiess of the Government to the

Christian missionary." That is substantial victory ; and it is

due to the noble courage of the Christian men of earlier and
darker days.
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New and Restored Missions—Agra and Allahabad—William Muir

—

Oudh : Henry Lawrence and R. Montgomery; Leupolt at Lucknow
—Lady Workers at Benares—New Native Clergy—Calcutta Cathe-

dral Mission—James Long: his Work, his Imprisonment, his

Influence—Bishop Cotton—Bishop Gell—Peshawar—The Derajat

:

Reynell Taylor's Invitation—French as Leader of the Derajat

Mission—French again driven home.

" Og the kinj of Eashan tvent nut o/jamat them. . . . And the Lord said unto

Moses, Fear him not -. for I have djelivercd him info thy hand, and all bis people,

and his land. . . . So they smote him. . . . And the children of Israel set

forivard."—Numb. xxi. 33-35 ; xxii. 1.

HE year 1858—that annus mirabilis of missionary
history, which saw Japan's closed gates unlocked,

China's inland provinces made accessible, the Victoria

Nyanza discovered, the Niger region occupied by
African evangelists, the frozen regions of Athabasca

and Mackenzie visited by the Gospel message, the Indians of the

North Pacilic coast reached, the Universities' Mission to Africa

organized, and the Cambridge University C.M.S. Union estab-

lished,—saw also revival, expansion, and extension in the

Missions in British India. The Sepoy Eevolt, the cruel deaths of

so many of our countrymen, the narrow escape of English rule

from being put an end to, had deeply impressed the mind and
conscience of Christendom ; and the cry of the day was for more
prayer and effort for India.

The two principal organizations that now entered India for the

first time were (1) the American Methodist Episcopal Church,
which began its remarkable work in Oudh and Eohilcund, the

districts where the embers of the Eevolt died out most slowly and
which has ever since carried on one of the most vigorously aggres-

sive Missions in India ; and (2) the United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland, which, at the suggestion of Dr. Wilson of Bombay,
took the unoccupied territories of Eajputana as its field. To these

we must add two auxiliary organizations, the Christian Vernacu-
lar Education Society, established on interdenominational lines

definitely as a memorial of the Mutiny, and the Indian Female
Normal School and Instruction Society, developed from an
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association supporting a Normal Scliool at Calcutta. Both these Part VI.

Societies owed much to the wisdom and energy of Henry Venn. 1849-61.

But the existing INIissions also were revived and extended. In
^'^^^P-^7.

particular, the S.P.G., encouraged hy two solemn puhlic meetings in Revival of

London, and by a special fund of £19,000, resumed with earnest- Mi^s?on
ness the work at Cawnpore and Delhi which had dropped from at beihi.

the hands of its martp-ed missionaries. At Delhi, indeed, it is a
striking fact that the Mission-school was re-opened by that
remarkable Christian and mathematician, Ram Chander, before
any English missionary appeared. A year or two later the Rev.
R. R. Winter took charge, and began the deeply-interesting work
which he carried on for many years in conjunction with his

excellent wife, a daughter of the Rev. T. Sandys, the veteran
C.M.S. missionary at Calcutta.

The Chin-ch Missionary Society also opened a Special Fund for c.m.s.

India, which within a few months produced £50,000, and increased pun'd.

in a few years to £75,000. Its object was threefold, viz., (1) to

restore the buildings and property destroyed at Meerut, Agra,
Secundra, Azimgarh, Juanpur, and Gorakhpur

; (2) to replace the

local contributions of Indian friends who had perished, like Sir

Henry Lawrence, who had repeatedly given large sums to the

Missions, and a civilian who gave £40 a month under the signa-

ture of "A Sinner"; (3) to extend the Missions generally. In
certain special cases the Committee made grants from this

Fund to other Societies. The venerable head of the Chota
Nagpore Mission, Pastor Gossner of Berlin, whose funds failed at

this time, approached the C.M.S. with a view to transferring to it

the whole Mission, comprising several German missionaries,

Native teachers, buildings, and some thousands of converts from

among the aboriginal Kols,—being quite willing that it should be

carried on in future upon Church of England lines, and the

missionaries being ready to join the Church. But a new society

at Berlin was formed to take over the work, and the negotiation

with the C.M.S. fell through. The Committee, however, voted c.m.s.

£1000 to help in keeping things together during the time of o[her^

transition. Two other smaller German Missions were also offered Missions,

to the Society, one in Assam and one in Coorg ; but the Com-
mittee, in lieu of adopting either, gave them money grants. A
grant was also made to the newly-formed Christian Vernacular

Education Society.

It was naturally upon the North-West Provinces, the chief
^'?J^*°p-

scene of the Revolt, that the Society's eyes were chiefly fixed, Missions

both for restoration and for development. To Gorakhpur, the Rev. '" n.w.p.

H. Stern quickly returned, with the Native Christians, after the

Mutiny ; the Christian village of Basharatpm- was rebuilt, and the

various agencies resumed ; and some notable converts were given

to the Mission in the very first year of renewal. Azimgarh and

Juanpur were not re-occupied till 1861, and the destroyed build-

ings meanwhile remained in ruins. IMeerut was re-opened and Meerut.
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re-organized at once, and an interesting extension took place to the

Dehra Dun Valley, where some fugitive Native Christians took

refuge at the time of the INfutiny, founded an agricultural settle-

ment, and were soon joined hy a good many neighhouring villagers

inquiring al)out Christianity ; and from the time that C. T. Hoernle
took charge of the district, in 1860, the work went steadily on.

At Agra, the Mission-church in the Kuttra was restored and
re-opened, a large congregation of thankful w^orshippers assembling
on the occasion ; and a peal of bells, communion table, and com-
munion vessels, which James Thomason, when Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, had given to Secundra, and which had been lost when that

station was desti'oyed, were unexpectedly recovered, and handed
to the city chvirch. French was invalided home at the end
of 1858 ; but H. W. Shackell—as brilliant a son of Cambridge as

French was of Oxford—took his place, and had the joy of reporting

some notable l:)aptisms in the following year : among them that of

Tara Chand, the head student in the Government College, who
had received his earlier impressions of the Gospel from Eam
Chander of Delhi, and who in after years became a valued S.P.G.
clergyman at that city,—and that of Madho Eam, who had learned
of Christ in St. John's College itself, and who was afterwards an
ordained pastor connected with the C.M.S. The orphanage,
printing-press, and Christian village at Secundra were restored in

1860, when another disastrous famine threw some hundreds of

orphans upon the Society's care ; and for many years, first the
Eev. C. G. Dalible, and then the Eev. J. Erhardt, were in chai'ge.

The Mutiny jjrought an important change upon Agi'a in one
respect. That historic city ceased to be the seat of government
for the North-West Provinces, which was reinoved to Allahabad.
The new capital was a remarkable place. Being at the confluence
of two sacred streams, the Ganges and the Jumna—indeed of

three according to Hindus, who believe that the Saraswati, which
loses itself in the sands of Sirhind, four hundred miles to the
north-west, flows underground and joins the others at this point,

—

it is a specially holy spot, and is the scene, every January, of one
of the greatest melas in India, hundreds of thousands of pilgrims
assembling. Its Hindu name is Prayag, " the confluence," but it

ordinarily bears the Mohammedan name of Allahabad ("city of

God"), given it by the Mogul Emperor Akbar when he built the
celebrated red sandstone fort in 1575. Owing to the transfer of

Delhi and its district to the Lieutenant-Governorship of the
Punjab in honour of John La\\Tence's eftbrts for their re-conquest,
Agra was now no longer a convenient centre for the North-West
Provinces ; whereas Allahaliad was designed to be, and soon
became, the junction of three great railways. Hence the transfer
of the seat of Government. But this had an effect upon the
C M.S. Missions. The Government Press was removed from
Secundi'a to Allahabad, and the Native Christian workmen moved
with it. It was necessary, therefore, to provide for their spiritual
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charge ; and to this the Society was earnestly invited by the Part VI.

Secretary to the Government, Mr. (now Sir) William Muir, who, 1849-61.

pending the arrival of a clergyman, himself conducted Sunday P'

services for these Clu^stians. Let us see a missionary's "•' account wnuam
of Mr. and Mrs. Muir, who in later years became so well known

^"them"^^^
to us in England :

—

"He is as distinguislicHl for his pioty uiul lovo for Ooil's work, iis for

his talouts and high position; and the same devotedness eharacteri/vos his

wife also. Early in the morning, when T went out for my walk, I saw her
and her young daughter in the buggy, coming away from calling at the
house of a sick Native Christian servant ; and in the eviniing, when we
went to see the settlement of Native Christians, tliey all came flocking

round their kind and influential friends as round a father and mother,
who seemed to know as much about the sick children, and were as kindly
interested about them, as the most devoted parish priest among his

flock at home.
" This gentleman is burdened with responsibility and duty. Often he

has from 100 to 120 cases a day on which he has to form the final judg-
ment, which must be, of all things, wearying and distracting to the mind.
He rises at half-past four ; and, except his exercise, his bath, and a short

hearty breakfast, and his time for private and family devotion, he is all

day long at his desk. And yet this is the man, who, with his secretary,

finds time and thought for acting as a nursing-father to the shepherdless

flock who have followed the Government Printing Press from the ruins

of Secundra, at Agra, to Allahabad. He gives them a sei'vice every

Sunday and every Wednesday evening, besides teaching in the Sunday-
school, in which there are about eighty children."

The Society soon provided a Native pastor for Allahal)ad, as we Allahabad

shall see ; and in 1859, a Cambridge wrangler, the Eev. Brocklesby begun""

Davis, was sent out to establish a regular Mission.

But the most interesting and important event in the C.M.S.

Missions, immediately following the Mutiny, was the occupation of

Lucknow. The Kingdom of Oudh had been annexed by Lord Oudh.

Dalhousie, after repeated warnings by himself and his predecessors.

The misgovernment of this fine country had been terrible. The
king was a tyrant and a del)auchce ; and but for British protection,

there is no doubt that his oppressed subjects would have risen and
deposed him long before. Xi length, in February, 1856, Dalhousie

accomplished the last act of his great proconsulship by issuing a

proclamation annexing Oudh to British India. "The British Annexed

Government," he said, " would be guilty in the sight of God and D^ihousie.

man if it were any longer to aid in sustaining by its countenance

an administration fraught with suffering to millions." Outram
was then the Eesident at Lucknow, and upon him fell the duty

* Apparently this missionary, whose name is not given, was C. F. Cobb,

then at Benares. His letter, describing a visit to Allahabad, Ca^vnpore,

and Lucknow, in 1859, is one of the most graphic narratives in the whole

series of Intelligencer volumes (Juno, 1^59). Inter alia, it describes the

work of W. T. Storrs among the English soldiers at Lucknow. The 97th was
there at the time, containing praying Christian men who had served under
Hedley Vicars in the Crimea,
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Part VI. of deposing the king and starting the new n'gime ; but soon after-
1849-6L wards he was called away to command the expedition to Persia

;

'''^^' ' and a few months later, the new Governor-General, Lord Canning,
appointed Sir Henry Lawrence Chief Commissiolier of Oudh.
Henry Lawrence reached Lucknow on March 20th, 1857, only
a few weeks before the oiitl)reak of the Mutiny ; but during
that short period, while ho was quietly preparing for disturbances

c.M.s. in- which he foresaw^ one of his first acts was to invite the Church
oudli^by Missionary Society to establish a Mission in Oudh. In April of
Henry the provious year, 1856, the Committee had felt obliged to put

aside a similar suggestion from lack of men and means, and had
stated so in the Annual Report. But between their final approval
of the draft Eeport and its being read at Exeter Hall, a letter

arrived from India, offering £1000 anonymously towards an Oudh
Mission ; and a P.S. was added to the Eeport accordingly. There
was, how^ever, no man to send that year ; and before the receipt of

Lawrence's invitation. North India w^as in the flames of the Revolt.
And on July 4th, as before related, the devoted and beloved Chief
Commissioner was laid in a soldier's grave.

When Oudh was re-conquered by Sir Colin Campbell, Lord
Canning, on John Lawrence's strong recommendation, appointed
Robert Montgomery to the Chief Commissionership. In March,
1858, Lucknow was taken from the rebels. In April, Mont-
gomery entered on his new office ; and on the 20th of that very

The invita- month he began his administration by writing to the Church
ncwed byj Missionary Society as follows :

—

Robert
Mont- " I learn that the late Sir Henry Lawrence, vshortly after taking charge
gomery. ^f ^j^jg Govcinment, addressed you with a view to missionaries being

sent to Oudh ; but the late fearful events in India, and our loss of Oudh,
prevented yotu' Society from sending missionaries. As Sir Henry
Lawrence's successor, I have the privilege of repeating his call, and it

will afl'ord me great pleasure to learn that the Society have determined
to establish a Mission at Lucknow, where the field is vast and
extensive.''

What a commentary are these simple words upon the whole of

our preceding chapter

!

Leupoit In August, 1858, Leupolt of Benares, who had just packed up
Lucknow° to go to Europo on furlough, whither Mrs. Leupolt had already

gone, received orders from the C.M.S. Corresponding Committee
at Calcutta, to proceed at once to Lucknow, to begin preaching, to

try and form a local Church Missionary Association, and. to

arrange for permanent occupation. With Leupolt, to receive such
Shall he ail Order was to obey without question, wife or no wife, furlough
^°

'

or no furlough, health or no health. It was a commission not
without peril. Oudh was still full of rebels, and Colin Campbell's
troops were still engaged in dispersing them

; and the Benares
Native Christians wept at the thought of their beloved Padre
going into such danger. Leupolt, accompanied by his faithful

helper, David Mohan, drove all night in his " ti'ap," and reached
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Allahabad early next morninj];, seventy-five miles. There he was Part VI.

welcomed by Mr. and Mrs. William Muir, and visited the Christians, l«49-6l.

who (as above mentioned) were being shepherded by that devoted
Cliap^4-7.

husband and wife. Thence he drove on to Cawnpore, and there

crossed the Ganges. "On touching the soil of Oudh," he Enters

writes,-—
'

°"'*''-

"We followed the example of Columbus on laudiug in Aniorica, and
of our good Bishop Wilson on entering the Punjab : we took solemn
possession, not of Aniorica, nor of the Punjab, but of Oudh, in the name
of the Lord of Hosts ; not for Queen Victoria and her Government, for

theirs it already was, but for the Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory.

Our earnest praj'er was, 'Lord, let this great country soon be Thine
own ! '

"

At Lucknow he was received by Montgomery ; but the active

American Methodist Mission was three days ahead of him. The
Chief Commissioner, however, divided the city between the two
Missions, and directed the chief engineer. Colonel Crommelin, to

look out for a house for the C.M.S. The Government had scores

of deserted palaces on their hands ; and one of these, the Zahur The Zahur

Bakhsh, was allotted to Leupolt. He found it five hundred feet
^^'''^^'^•

long, and with so many rooms that he was afraid to go in lest he
should be lost. "You will think we wanted furniture," says

Leupolt :

—

" So we did, and we had it. Mohan and myself had a table between
us, and two chairs, and each had a native cot. The furniture cost no less

than six shillings, and on leaving Lucknow we had the magnanimity of

leaving our furniture to our friends."

Not less quaint is Leupolt's account of the first preaching :— LeupoU
^ -^ ^ '-> preaches in

" Captain H. asked me when we would commence preaching, for he Lucknow.

wished to hear us. He acciimpanied us to the city. He certainly

belonged to the Church Militant, for he was armed with sword and
revolvers, and was ready for action.

" To preach the Gospel at Lucknow was a novelty, and the crowd was
immense, calm, quiet; the windows, too, in the surrounding houses were
tilled. Captain H. took a place on an elevated spot opposite to us,

watching the people, and listening to our preaching. He had come,

I was nftcrwards told, for our protection.

t

" From that time we went twice a day, and I have had nowhere larger

crowds to speak to, or more attentive hearers, than at Lucknow. We had
glorious preaching."

On September 24t]i, the eve of the anniversary of the relief of

the garrison of Lucknow by Havelock, a meeting was held for

the formation of a Church Missionary Association, with Eobert

Montgomery himself as President ; and Rs. 5000 was at once

subscribed by Christian officers and civilians. While the meeting

* From a vivid narrative in Leupolt's Further Recollections of an Indian
Missionary, p. 334.

t " Captain H." was, in fact, George Hutchinson, afterwarrls Major-

General, and Lay Secretary of C.M.S.
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Paet VI. was being held, the distant sound of guns was heard, the troops
1849-6L being engaged with one of the last parties of insurgents only a few
Chap^4/.

j^-jjigg Q^ Leupolt also officiated on Sunday at the English

A military scrvice, no chaplain having arrived. "All the Europeans were
Commu- armed, the civilians with revolvers, the officers with swords and
nion oer- -ii ^ta
vice. revolvers, and the men with bayonets fixed. As one party of the

men came up to the Communion Table, their muskets were
guarded by their comrades ; and the others came in a similar

way."
Ijeupolt stayed at Lucknow four months, and then took his

deferred furlough home
;
and at the next INIay Anniversary he

delighted Exeter Hall with his simple but graphic story of the

Lucknow commencement of the Oudh Mission. Meanwhile, three mission-
Mission

^^i-ies j_ p_ Menge, W. T. Storrs, and W. J. Ball, with the wivesbegun. ^
.

of the two former, occupied the Zahur Bakhsh
;

and the great

building, at first let by Government at a nominal rent, and then
sold to the Society for a small sum, has been the headquarters of

the Mission ever since—sometimes occupied by a missionary
party in each wing and a large boarding-school in the centre.

Benares. All this while, the Mission at Benares—which city, owing, under
God, to the wise measures of its Christian Commissioner,
H. Carre Tucker, had escaped the horrors of the Mutiny—was
steadily developing. Jay Narain's School, of which H. D.
Hubbard w\as now Principal, and Timothy Luther Native head-
master, was doing well ; and the new Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-West Provinces, the Hon. George Edmonstone, showed
much interest in it, as his predecessors Thomason and Colvin
had done before him. Mrs. Leupolt, being (as above mentioned) in

England, told a Christian lady of the need of training Native
teachers, male and female, for school work ; and this lady gave
the Society £2000 to establish institutions for the pm'pose. The
gift was the more welcome because the Committee, perceiving

that Bible-teaching in Government schools could not be obtained,

were exceedingly desirous to extend the Society's educational

work, so that some at least of the boys and girls in its Mission
districts might be able to attend schools where they would hear of

Christ. Two institutions, for young men and women respectively,

were accordingly planned, and in due course opened, at Benares.
For the former, two able German masters, Treusch and Weber,

Ladies at Were engaged. To the latter was appointed Miss Jane Hooper,*
Benares. \;\\q went out with her brother the Eev. W. Hooper, an Oxford

man of distinction, in 1861.

Mrs. Leupolt was also the first European lady in the North-
West Provinces who succeeded in visiting a zenana. This was
before the Mutiny, in 1855 ; and the zenana belonged to a

Eajput Babu who was long an inquirer, and devoted to Leupolt,

* Miss Hooper aftervyavda became Jfrs. Low, and has laboured hi later
years in Palestine,
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but never could come to the point, and at last died of cliolera Part VI.

without being baptized. But zenanas began to open, very slowly, 1^49-61.

from that time. The first ladies to go to Benares definitely for
^ ^^P- ^'^-

such work were three sisters from Dublin, the Misses Gabbett,
who, when Mr. and Mrs. Leupolt returned to India after furlougli

in 1860, went with them at their own charges. Their coming
made a great impression upon the people. It was quite a new
thing. " They do not wish to marry," said a Hindu gentleman to

Leupolt; "they don't want money, nor fame; yet they are at

work night and day ; what did they come for ? " In the midst of

their usefulness, however, one of them became seriously ill, and
all the three left India and came home. The Indian Female
Instruction Society did not begin work at Benares till 1867.

If one mark of progress in the North-West Provinces gratified

the Committee more than another, it was the commencement of a
Native Pastorate. Prior to the Mutiny, only three Natives had
been ordained in North India in connexion with the Society, viz.,

Abdul Masih, by Bishop Ileber ; Anund Masih, by Bishop Wilson
;

and Daud Singh, also by Bishop Wilson, for the Punjab. Now,
within a few months of the suppression of the Mutiny, on Jan. 25th,

1859, three more were ordained together, in the cathedral at New
Calcutta, by the new Bishop, Dr. Cotton. These were David Native

Mohan, Davi Solomon, and Tulsi Paul. The two former have
been mentioned before as converts of Bowley's at Chunar and
faithful catechists at Benares. Solomon was now put in charge of

the congregation at Chunar, and Mohan in charge of the Chris-

tians at Allahabad who had come thither from Secundra ; while

to Paul was allotted the pastorate of the newly-gathered con- Another

gregation in the Dehra Dun Valley. Of the latter, French wrote :

^" '

" He is an elderly man, of majestic appearance, with a noble

beard, overflowing with intelligence and beaming with kindness

and love. I translate with him Butler's Analoijii, Hengstenberg's
Christology, and Augustine De Civitate Dei. He is a wonderful
preacher : the people quite hang upon him. He works in such a

winning, patient, laborious manner, that, with God's blessing, it

seems as if every Mission must be blessed where Paul is." Thus
both North and South India had at this time a true " Apostle

Paul."''' " These pastors," said the next Annual Eeport, "have
not received an European education, nor adopted European habits.

They occupy their true position in the midst of their countrymen.

It is hoped that they will soon receive their support from local

funds, and thus form the first genuine Native Churches in North
India." f Bishop Cotton wrote of them to A. P. Stanley :

—

" Their appearance was singular, as they were arrayed entirely in wliite,

always coming shoeless into my presence, and with white turbans. 1

* Sue p. 18-i.

t It should here be explained that while in the South the Native C'lerfi:y

liave always kept their native dress and ways, in the North an inevitable

Anglicizing process has gone on among educated Natives generally.
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Bishop
Wilson's
Cathedral
Mission.

Part YI. felt it an impressive moment when the Archdeacon [Pratt] advanced up
1849-61. the aisle, and presented three heathen-bom Hindus, brought down from
Chap. 47. the very centre of war and anarchy to be ordained ministers of the

Gospel of Peace." *

There was extension also at this time in Bengal. The Santal

Mission dates from 1858. But we leave that for a futm-e chapter,

Calcutta, and go on to Calcutta. Up to that time, the only centre of

C.M.S. work in the city was the quarter called Mirzapore,

with Trinity Church and mission-houses and schools ; and of

the outlying suburbs, Agarpara to the north and Thakurpuker

to the south were occupied. But in the early part of 1857 some
important work was handed over to the Society by Bishop

Daniel Wilson. When the Cathedral was built, the Bishop,

as before mentioned, contemplated a chapter of Canons being

attached to it, some of whom should engage in missionary work.

For this purpose he applied to Government for a charter, but failed

to obtain one, although in view of it he had raised an Endowment
Fund, and subscribed largely to it himself. He then founded the
" Cathedral Mission," and gave to it the charge of Christ Church
in Cornwallis Square—a church (and house) built and maintained

l)y a trust connected with the Old Church (Kiernander's and
David Brown's), called the Evangelical Fund,—and also two small

Missions in the suburbs. The scheme, however, was not a

success ; and ultimately the Bishop came to the conclusion that

Missions were best managed l)y regular Societies formed expressly

for the work. He therefore arranged to give a portion of the

interest of his Fund, for the support of a Native missionary, to the

S.P.G., in repayment—so to speak—of a grant it had made for a

Missionary Canon; and the rest he allocated to the C.M.S., to

carry on a " Cathedral Mission." At this time, an influential and
godly man in Calcutta, Mr. Macleod Wylie, had been urging upon
the Society the importance of more definite eflbrts being made to

reach the large and increasing class of educated Hindus ; and it

was accordingly now determined to make the Cathedral INlission

—

in part, at least—an agency for that pm-pose. The Eev. E. P.

Greaves, the Manchester Incumbent whose offer of service at this

time was mentioned in our Thirty-sixth Chapter, was appointed to

this work ; and the Eev. H. C. Milward, who had lately gone out

under the Bishop, was transferred by him to the Society : these

two Cambridge men thus becoming "C.M.S. Cathedral Mission-

aries," with Christ Chiu'ch as their headquarters.

At the same time the Bishop's small Missions in the southern

suburbs, at Kidderpore and Alipur, were handed over to the

Society. All this took effect in 1857, at the very time the Mutiny
was breaking out ; and simultaneously a station of the London
Missionary Society at Kistopore, another outhang village, was
transferred to the C.M.S.

Trans-
ferred to
C.M.S.

* X;/e 0^ Bs- Cotton, p. 88.
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Calcutta was at this time the scene of the laboiu's of one of the Part VI.

most remarkable men on the Society's roll, tlie Eev. James Long, 1849-6L

His reputation at Islington College we have already seen.''' He ^^^'^P- '^"-

went out in 1840, and for more than thirty years worked with james
untiring devotion in ways all his own. His allotted field was ^°"^-

Thakurpuker, a village south of the city, where, says the Report
of 1855, " he brought the w^role community to a degree of Intel- His

lectual and moral imj)rovement which would Ijear comparison with "^^'^°ds-

many villages at home." No man has ever succeeded better in

getting—to use a colloquial jjhrase—at the back of the people's
minds. He avowedly took as his model our Blessed Lord, in that
" without a parable spake he not unto them." He gave them
catechetical instruction in the Pilgrims Progress. He delivered
lectures on the emblems of Scripture, illustrating them by proverbs
collected from all nations. He wrote a Bengali commentarj^ on
the Book of Proverbs. He was one of the first missionaries to use
the magic-lantern. His two great principles were, (1) Use the
vernacular tongue if you want to reach the heart, (2) Do nothing
for the people which they ought to do for themselves. His
influence was by no means confined to the labouring classes. No
man was more respected by the educated Hindus. But it was for

the ryots that he lived, the oppressed ryots or serfs of Bengal

;

and in their cause he was now to suffer.

The condition of these ryots was at this time deplorable. The The Ben-

European indigo-planters employed thousands of them, and for the ^^ ""yts.

most part treated them as, alas ! too many Englishmen have hrn^n

wont to treat " niggers." In 1858, Mr. (afterwards Lord) Kin-
naird brought their wrongs before Parliament ; but nothing being

done, an agitation, nearly developing into an insurrection, broke
out in the Nuddea district in 18G0. The Krishnagar missionaries,

Blumhardt, Linckt*, and others, openly expressed their sympathy Planters

with the people, with the natural result—as in the West Indies siLn^ies.

thirty years before t—of being branded as political agitators. A
Government Commission was appointed, and in their Report
said :

—

" If to express dislike of what they deem oppression, when forced to

their notice, and to stand up for the rights of those who have had no
tongue to plead for them, be to carry on an agitation, then the mission-

aries have done this. But, in so doing, they had no piivate inteiests to

advance, and no political object to gain, excej)t the contentment and
well-being of the agricultural population. It would have been un-

generous and unmanly to turn a deaf ear to the complaints of the

ryots."

And the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, Sir J. Peter Grant, in

liis Minute, " entirely exonerated " the missionaries, and " respect-

fully expressed his admiration of their conduct." \ This verdict,

natuially, did not please the commercial classes among the

* See Chapter XXXVII. t ^s^-e Chapter XXIII.

% Quoted in the C.M.S. Report, 1861, p. 93.
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Part VI.
] 849-61.

Chap. 47.

Prosecu-
tion of
Long.

Long con-
demned,

and
honourec,

English population ; and suddenly they found an unexpected
opportunity of venting their wrath upon a missionary, and that

missionary Mr. Long.
A Bengali play was brought out, called the isil Durpan, or

" Mirror of Indigo-planting," representing village life in Bengal,

and showing the English indigo-planters, socially and morally,

in a very unfavourable light. The Secretary to the Bengal
Government, Mr. Seton Karr, desirous to read this curious

production, conniiissioned Long to translate it. The translation

was printed, circulated from the Government office, and, says

Bishop Cotton's biographer, " burst like a cyclone over society." ''

An association of indigo-planters brought an action for libel

against Long, not, as usual in such cases, in the civil, but in the

criminal court ; and so hot was the feeling against him that he
found great difficulty in securing a counsel for his defence. The
judge. Sir Mordaunt Wells, summed up strongly against him ; f

and the jury, composed of Englishmen of the mercantile class,

l)rought in a verdict of guilty. He was at once seritenced to a

fine of Es. 1000 and one month's imprisonment in the common
gaol of Calcutta. Then there came a revulsion of feeling. A
wealthy Bengali at once stepped forward and paid the fine

;

addresses and resolutions of sympathy poured in upon Long,
one of them signed by three thousand Hindus ; and during his

month in gaol he was visited by men of the highest standing, both

European and Native, including some of the planters themselves.
:[

This event greatly increased Long's influence with the Natives.

He became personally acquainted with the editors of Bengali

papers and the writers of Bengali works, which were pouring forth

from the eighty native presses in Calcutta, and he gave the Scrip-

tures to six hundred of them. When Duff reorganized the Bethune
Society— an old secular debating society for educated Natives

founded by a much-respected Englishman of that name,— so that

it became a kind of Social Science Association, and no longer

excluded religion from its progi'amme, Long was put at the head
of the department of sociology, j and he repeatedly wrote of the

access this gave him to the most influential Native circles.

The new
Bishop of
Calcutta.

The new Bishop of Calcutta has been twice mentioned in this

chapter, and he must now be more regularly introduced. When
Bishop Daniel Wilson died, it was the earnest desire of the

Church Missionary Society that he should be succeeded by

* Memoir of Bp. Cotton, p. 187. But the biograi)her omits to mention that

it was by the Government that Mr. Long was employed as tr.'inslator.

I
" In tlie most outrageonsly partial terras and with indecent violence of

manner and expression."

—

Life of Sir B. Frere, vol. i. p. 361.

X To conciliate the planters, Lord Canning censured Mr. Seton Karr ; but
shortly afterwards Karr was made a Judge of the High Court himself, and
subsequently became Foreign Secretary to the Government of India.

—

Life of

ISir B. Freri', vol. i. p. 362.

§ Life of Buff, vol. ii. p. 381.
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Archdeacon J. H. Pratt, who had been in India many years, and Part VI.

whose ripe scholarship, intellectual eminence, and high character, 1849-bl.

had won for him a position of influence far more important than
''^'^'

could have been given him merely by his ecclesiastical status. He
would have maintained the large-hearted Evangelical Chm-ch-
manship of his father, the Society's early Secretary, and of Wilson
himself. But Mr. Vernon Smith, Indian Minister in Palmerston's
first Ministry, did not look favourably upon one so identified with
the Missionary Societies, and with the cause, then so keen a
subject of controversy, of a more decidedly Christian attitude on
the part of the Indian Government ; and he therefore appointed a

man strongly pressed upon him by Bishop Tait, avowedly on
account of his more moderate views. This was Tait's examining
chaplain, George Edward Lynch Cotton, Head Master of

Marlborough. He had been a Eugby master under Arnold— Cotton's

indeed he is the " young master " of Tom Brown s School Days—a cedents,

fervent disciple of that greatest of educationalists, and an intimate

friend of Stanley, Conybeare, Howson, and Vaughan. He had
lifted Marlborough out of debt and depression and made it one of

the best schools in England ; and he was honoured and beloved

by all his pupils. Tait, who was Head Master of Rugby during

part of Cotton's time there, had unbounded confidence in him.

Let it be said at once that he proved one of the ablest and best

bishops India has ever had.

It has been mentioned before that Bishop Tait brought Cotton

to the C.M.S. Annual Meeting in May, 1858. The graceful Cotton at

words in wdiich he expressed his " cordial adhesion to this great Meeting,

and venerable Society," and told how he had supported it while at

college and had advocated its cause whenever opportunity had
offered, and promised to be "the friend and helper of the

missionaries," were received with much satisfaction ; but he got a

solemn warning from one of the subsequent speakers, the

Eev. George Knox, a Madras chaplain, who shortly afterwards Knox and

became an Association Secretary of the Society, and subsequently

editor of the Intelligencer. Knox's speech was a vehement de-

nunciation of the caste system—as all readers of his articles in after

years will understand,—and in the course of it he turned to Cotton

and in very incisive language warned him not to fall into Heber's

mistake of tolerating caste, but to adopt Daniel Wilson's decided

attitude against it. What Cotton thought of this is not recorded;

but certainly he did in India oppose caste more strongly than

might have been anticipated from a man of his mental constitution

and previous environment. Moreover, he did not turn out to be

quite the defender of the "Neutrahty" policy which pei'haps Couon^on^

Mr. Vernon Smith had hoped for. In his Primary Charge, w^hile

displaying great anxiety not to run counter to the Government,

and while not openly espousing the C.M.S. policy of Bible-teaching

in Government schools, he said he "wished that the word

neutrality could be dropped in describing the relations of the

VOL. II. 'C
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Part VI. British Government to religion," and tliat he never heard it used
1849-61. without thinking of our Lord's words, "He that is not with Me
C hap. 47. -g against Me." Henry Venn, on reading the Charge, wrote out to

him about it, " with entire satisfaction," except for his " not quite

Hking " what was said about the Bible in schools; and Cotton

expresses pleasure at receiving this from "the person who has

done most for, and knows most about, missionary work." '•

Cotton The circles from which Cotton had come were not remarkable

—

nor are they now—for appreciation of Missions. Nor, it must be

added, for knowledge of them. But he himself w^as the most
candid of men, and after his first visitation of North India he
wrote to his successor at Marlborough, Dr. Bradley (now Dean
of Westminster), as follows :

—

"With the missionaries I have been agreeably surprised. Spite of

some heresies in my Charge, they received me everywhere with real

cordiality, and listened attentively to my entreaties that they would not
neglect their schools for the more exciting work of preaching in bazaars ;

and many of them are not only devoted Christians, but sensible and
practical in their work to a degree which I had not expected. One
whom I ordained priest, a high wrangler of Cambridge [H. W. Shackell],

is a really superior man, and passed as good an examination as I have
ever seen either as chaplain or as bishop. His school is the best of the
missionary schools, and the only one which could compare in secular

knowledge with the Government colleges. I regretted, however, that

some of the missionaries study the Revelation more than the Koran and
Shasters, or rather, perhaps I should say (since Revelation itself is a

most profitable study) Elliott's Horai Apocalyptic^ and Cumming's
Great Tribulationr \

It is a curious example of unconscious inconsistency that, not

long after, the Bishop mentions that he did not intend to study
the Vedas or Koran, which " would consume immense time

without corresponding fruit," and that he was rather reading

books of Scriptural criticism, such as—Elliott's Horse AjMca-
Jypticie ! "by which," he says, " I remain unconvinced, though
the learning of the book is great, and it is written by a good
man." \

Another new Bishop now appeared in India. Bishop Dealtry,
Brs"hop" of Madras, had died on March 5th, 1861, to the deep regret of
Dea try.

^^^^ dioccsc ovcr whicli he had presided for twclve years, following

on many years at Calcutta as Minister of the Old Church and as

Archdeacon ; to the deep regret also of the C.M.S. Committee.
During his tenure of the see of Madras, he had ordained

twelve Native clergymen in connexion wdth the Society, and
confirmed many thousands of converts ; and his visits to the

Missions had been markedly seasons of spiritual refreshment.

And now he was succeeded, to the Committee's thankful satisfac-

tion, by one entirely like-minded, a hearty friend of the cause,

f ""^F^^Geii
^^® Rev. Fredeinck Gell. He was the founder and Hon. Secretary

* Memoir of Bp. C«tton, p. 99.
•j- Ihicl., p. 162. See another of Cotton's letters at p. 494. % Ihid., p. 198.

Death of
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of the Eugby-Fox Memorial Fund ; and it was interesting to the Part YI.

Society that when he sailed for India, he was accompanied by a 1849-01.

young C.M.S. missionary, John Sharp, who, like Fox, had been *^''''P-i7-

both a Eugby boy and a graduate of Wadham, Oxford, and who
was now appointed to assist Eobert Noble as Eugby-Fox Master
in his School at Masulipatam. Bishop Gell continued at Madras
thirty-seven years, his episcopate far exceeding in length that
of any other Indian bishop.

The Diocese of Madras was not materially affected by the
Mutiny ; nor was that of Bombay, where good Bishop Harding was
still labouring. For this reason, in reviewing the Missions in
Southern and Western India in our Forty-second and Forty-third
Chapters, we did not pause at the great epoch of 1857, but fairly

completed their story for the whole of our present period. There
is therefore nothing that need be added to it in this chapter.

We have still to notice the " Missions after the Mutiny " in the Punjab

Punjab. Missions.

The work at Amritsar, Multan, and Peshawar was zealously
prosecuted throughout the period. The Mutiny, owing to the
wise and successful measures of the great Christian statesmen
before mentioned, never interrupted it. In the next three or four
years much good work was done in Amritsar and its neighbour-
hood by Keene, Leighton, Strawbridge, Eobert Bruce, and
Mortlock Brown ; and at Multan, Fitzpatrick was joined by
G. Yeates. Bruce opened the new and afterwards famous out-

station of Narowal. The lumbar]ar or head-man of this village

had been led to Christ by Fitzpatrick, and baptized by the name
of Paulus.

Peshawar soon lost Dr. Pfander, who was sent to Constantinople Peshawar

to found the new Turkish Mission ;
* but Eobert Clark and Colonel

Martin were joined by two Cambridge men, the former's brother
Eoger, and T. Tuting ; and by an able man from Islington, J. A.
McCarthy. The latter received priest's orders from Bishop Cotton
on his first visit to Peshawar, in 1860. The Bishop wrote, "It is

a solemn thing thus to devote a man to Christ's service and
ministry on the very borders of the fiercest Asiatic fanaticism

;

and I believe that McCarthy is a man likely to pursue his work in

the spirit of powder, and love, and soberness. Everyone hei'e speaks
of his untiring devotion to the school and other labours of the
Mission." f The school, a large and important one, was McCarthy's
special sphere, and while he was in charge it was visited, and
highly praised, by both Sir John Lawrence and Lord Canning.
In 1858, an interesting Afghan convert was baptized, Dilawar
Khan, of the famous Guide Corps, formerly a border brigand.

Of him, and of other converts, we shall see more by-and-by.

We now come to a highly important and interesting extension

* See Chapter XLI. t Memoir nf Bp. Cotton, p. 133.

T 2
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Part VI. of the Punjab Mission. In 1860, Eobert Clark, being at Attock
1849-6L on the Indus ministering to the Christians in the Mazhabi Sikh
Chap.4 <.

i-ggio^ent,''' went down the river and visited the long strip of

country, about three hundred miles in length and fifty in breadth,

lying between it and the Afghan mountain-ranges ; and he wrote

to the Society urging that it also be occupied, and thus the chain

of Frontier Missions from Peshawar down to Karachi be gi'adually

The completed. This country is called the Derajat, or "Encamp-

?Mtision^- ments "
; and its three principal townis, Dera Ismail Khan, Dera

field. Futteh Khan, and Dera Ghazi Khan, w^ere originally the

"camps" of the three chiefs or khans, Ismail, Futteh, and
Ghazi. Into it debouch all the mountain-passes between the

Khyber to the north and the Bolan to the south. By these passes

there continually came over into the plains of India the trading

caravans of the Lohani and Povindah tribes, bringing goods of all

kinds from Afghanistan, Balkh, Bokhara, Khiva, Khokand,
Khorassan—indeed from all Central Asia—to sell at the towns of

the Derajat, and, crossing the Indus, all over the North-West of

India. Not only were these traders worth evangelizing on their

own account, but the Scriptures and Christian books given into

their hands might get circulated in the heart of Mohammedan
• Asia. The people of the Derajat themselves, too, deserved to

have the Gospel from us, if only to repay them for their signal

services under Edwardes and Nicholson in the second Punjab
War and in the Mutiny.

c^M^s
*°

-'-^ ^'^^ ^ period, however, of financial pressure in the Church
Missionary Society. The income had not kept pace with the

work, and in 1861 the Committee were face to face with a deficit.

At the General Committee meeting of October 13th in that

year, applications from different parts of the world for enlarged

grants were regretfully refused. But at that very same meeting,

after the financial business had been disposed of, there came on

a proposal w^hich seemed to embody the Lord's command to "go
forward " even with the Bed Sea of deficit stretching right across

the path. It was a proposal for a Derajat Mission.

Who sent this proposal ? No other person than the Commis-
Reyneii sioner of the Derajat himself. Colonel Eeynell Taylor. As Henry
Taylor.

^_^^ John Lawi'euce had w^elcomed the Society to Amritsar—as

Edwardes had encouraged it to come to Peshawar—as Mont-
gomery had invited it to Lucknow,—so now the ruler of the

Derajat called upon it to enter his district. Eeynell Taylor

was one of the boldest and most chivalrous of British officers.

His daring and heroic deeds w^ere the admiration of India. Like

Nelson, he never seemed to know what fear was. But he was
not only " s,an& peur," but also " sans rcproclie." So conspicuous

was the lovable laeauty of his character that the Natives used to

say he was one of the two English ferishtas (angels) in the

* See p. 258.
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Punjab—the other being Donald McLeod. He was, in fact, a Tart VI.

devoted follower of the Lord Jesus Christ. Two years later than 1H49-61.

this, when in Political charge of the British force in the difficult
Cliap^47.

Umbeyla campaign— in which heavy losses were incurred—he
invited the troops to observe one day as a day of prayer ; and
as from that day victory inclined to our arms, he presently
named another as a day of thanksgiving.
To Herbert Edwardes, who also had been Commissioner in the R- Taylor

district, and who was now in England, Eeynell Taylor wrote of D^/ajir
his desire to see a Mission in the Derajat. With this letter i^'ssion.

was one from Eobert Montgomery, Lieutenant-Governor of the
Punjab, warmly supporting Taylor's scheme. These two letters

Herbert Edwardes, accompanied by Colonel Martin (who had also

come to England), brought to the C.M.S. Committee on that very
day when they were refusing applications for grants. Taylor's

letter gave full particulars of the openings for the Mission and
the methods it should adopt. He offered £1000 for himself, and His liberal

£100 a year subscription, and said he could collect a great deal tion."

more, Eobert Montgomery promising £100 each for three stations

when taken up. Thus the letter began :

—

" You will, I know, share in my feeling that having been so long and
so much connected with the classes of the Derajat. we should not look
hack happily on the whole association if this one effort had been left

unmade.
" What I want you to do is to be kind enough to negotiate the matter

with the Church Missionary Society. God be with and bless what I may
write and you may say, and may He deign to forward the project, and
to correct and purify our motives, so that we may really begin, continue,

and end it in Him."

And thus it closed :

—

" I should wish to put the matter entirely into the hands of the
Church Missionary Society. I like its connexion with our own Chiu'ch

;

and I believe it to be in every way entitled to confidence and honour,
both as to motives and means employed. Therefore we can never do
better than put ourselves in its hands. Now about funds. . . .

" So much for the Derajat Mission, which God bless !

"

And thus wrote Eobert Montgomery :—

-

" We have held the Frontier for twelve years against all comers, and Robert

now, thank God, we are at peace with all the tribes. Now is the time to ^°^lry
hold out the hand of friendship, and to offer, through the missionaries, supports

the bread of life. ... I rejoice to see Missions spreading. . . . Dera '^'"'•

Ismail, as a centre, should be taken up first, and then Bannu and Dera
Ghazi. The whole Frontier will then be lined with Missions. It is my
earnest prayer that the knowledge of the true God will from those

points cover the vast SuHman range, and enter into the hearts and
homes of the myriads of Central Asia."

If the British Empire had always been extended and adminis-

tered in this spirit, what an untold blessing it would have been

to the world !

In the face of Eeynell Taylor's liberality, it was impossible for
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Part VI. the Committee to refuse to enter on the proposed Mission on

rf*^"!"'
financial gi'ounds ; and Ed\Yardes's eloquence overcame all

lap^/.
}^egi^a,tiQ]^i_ j^ ^ya^g resolved to send two men, as soon as they
could be found, to occupy Dera Ismail, as a beginning. Next

Herbert day Edwardes \vrote a long letter to Henry Venn, in order that

also. ' what he had said vwil voce to the Committee might be published
for the Society at large. He acknowledged that " the good old

staff of faith and hope " was " bending under its burdens "
:

—

" But I am doubly thankful to your Committee for yielding to the appeal
in the midst of your world-wide difficulties. Even durinii; the hour that I

was with you, I was struck at hearing of appeals from Rajputana, from
Sindh, from North-West America, from Japan, and from several other
places, while a falling-off was reported in your income. May these
difficulties be lessened, not increased, by j'our answering this call from
the Derajat ! Walking by faith, and not by sight, maj^ you be followed
into new territory by the increased sympathy of all who know Whose
inheritance the Heathen are !

"

The Committee appointed to the new Mission two Islington

men, W. Soans and J. Cooper, and wdth a view to their going
forth at once, the Bishop of London included them in his

Christmas ordination. And, unexpectedly, a trusted and honoured
Mr.French leader was found for them. T. Valpy French had come home
to head the invalided from Agi'a after the Mutiny, but now he offered to go
Mission. Q^^ again, and gladly agreed to head the Derajat Mission. He

and the two younger brethren were taken leave of by the Com-
mittee on January 24th,''' and in his reply to the official

Instructions he referred to a motto on one of the tombs in

Exeter Cathedi-al—"This man put his hand to the plough, and
never looked back,"—and to a text on w^hich he was leaning:
" We see not yet all things put under Him ; but w'e see Jesus

—

crowned."
One of the young missionaries, Soans, died within four months

i^rench of reaching India. The other stayed three years. French was
in the joined also by Eobert Bruce, and together they faced the fanatical
Derajat. Mussulmans—as they proved to be—of the Derajat. French was

shocked by the "fiendish malice" with wdiich the mullahs read

passages from the Gospels, " mocking and blaspheming." But
this was not always his experience. Here is another picture :

—

" The khans or chieftains of the village were usually the first to call

and try to discover the object of our visit. One of the first questions
usually was, whether I had known * Xeecholsayn Sahib ' (General John
Nicholson), whom they seemed to associate with all that was noble and
terrible in English character and rule. The next question would
generally be whether the English ever prayed, implying, in fact, whether
they had any religion, for religion and the stated seas(_)ns for prayer are

almost synonymous in the Afghan mind, and beyond this, doctrine and
practice seem little accounted of. The rest of the people ventnred
very little into my tent, but could often be met in considerable numbers

* See the account of the interesting proceedings in the CM. Intelligencer,

March, 1862.
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in the c/iaunk, a large hut of mud or straw erected in the centre of each Part VI.
village for the reception of strangers, and for village gatherings when 1849-61

.

any matters required joint public deliberation. Here the mullahs (or Chap. 47.

akhimds, as they were called in these parts) would come forward, and
prove themselves far abler champions of Mohannnedanism than I have
looked for so far from the world's great thoroughfare." *

But French's work only lasted from April to December. In .^^^nch

the latter month he was found by a medical officer insensible in

the jungle, and at once ordered home :—

" I feel a pang of deep regret at being withdrawn from the work. It

has been begun in great weakness, but under prayerful auspices, and on
the highest and most Scriptural principles. None can say how important
a bearing its future may have on the entrance of the light of the
glorious Gospel of Christ into the regions of Central Asia."

But the Derajat Mission has never yet fulfilled the hopes with Hopes not

which it was started. Is the arm of the Lord, then, waxed short ? ^^y ?^

Nay, but the responsibility lies upon the Church at home. This
Mission, like so many others, has never been adequately manned.
We shall see by-and-by that two or three faithful men did wave
the banner of Christ there. We shall see Bannu occupied, and
also Dera Ghazi, making the three stations contemplated by
Eobert Montgomery. But the time of victory is not yet.

So we close these six chapters on the India Missions during

this period of our History. Except perhaps in the last ten years

in Uganda, there is no section of the History so full of thrilling

incident, of faithful service, of great personalities, of events big

with future issues. Truly we may say, " They got not the land

in possession by their own sword, neither did their own arm save

them : but Thy right hand, and Thine arm, and the light of Thy
countenance, because Thou hadst a favour unto them."

* Life of Bp. French, vol. i. p. 143.



CHAPTEE XLVIII.

Ceylon's Isle.

Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. 48.

Thirty
years in
Ceylon.

Slow Progress—Sir J. E. Tennent's Testimony—Deaths—C. C. Fenn
—Cotta and Colombo—H. Whitley—Kandyan Itinerancy—Tamil

Coolie Mission—^Jaffna—Buddhist Revival—New Missionaries

—

Native Clergy—Other Missions—Why was Progress slow .'

—

C.M.S. Principles.

"Blessed are ye that sow hesiile all wafers."—Isa. xxxii. 20.

ijEYLON has not yet had a chapter to itself. In our

Sixteenth Chapter it was inchicled among the " Insular

Mission" fields; and at the close of oiu' Twenty-
second Chapter a brief paragraph mentioned the

names of the missionaries up to the period of the

Society's Jubilee. It is now time to examine more closely the

work in " Ceylon's Isle."

During the thirty years that had elapsed between the foundation

of the Mission and the Jubilee, twenty-two missionaries had gone
out. Three had died in Ceylon, after an average term of service

of twenty years ; nine had retired, after an average term of twelve

years and a half ; and ten remained in 1848, together w^ith three

Singhalese clergymen. There were then three thousand Christians

in attendance on public worship, but of these only three hundred
were communicants. The nominal Christianity of the Dutch
period still prevailed, keeping everything at a low spiritual level

;

and new converts from the Buddhism of the Singhalese and the

devil-worship of the Tamils were few and far between. The best

w^ork of the Mission was in the schools, which were giving a Christian

education to nearly three thousand children. But the letters of

the missionaries were almost uniformly depressing ; and it was
only from Government officials that a more favourable impression

was made on the Society at home. Sir J. Emerson Tennent,
Tennent's Secretary to the Government, and afterwards well known for his

elaborate book on Ceylon, '•= had promised to speak at the Society's

Annual Meeting in May, 1850 ; but at the last moment he was
prevented from coming, and wrote instead a letter to Lord
Chichester, in which he said :

—

" The mission of Christianity is not doomed to repulse, as has been
improperly asserted. Its ministers are successfully carrying forward the

* Ceylon, an Account of the Island, ,^'c. Sir James Emersou Tennent.
Longmans, 1859.

Sir J. E.
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work of enlightenment and civilization with an eflect so remarkable, and a Part VI.

result so convincing, in Ceylon, as to aft'ord every assurance of a wide 1849-61.

and a permanent triumph for the Gospel." Chap. 48.

But the Committee in that same year drew the right lesson from The true

the comparative failure which they more correctly recognized, g^o^ pro-
After referring to the little progress made in thirty years, and gress.

to "the evil effects of Christian baptism administered without
the evidence of real conversion from Heathenism," which had
" checked the spirit of inquiry among the Heathen," the Eeport
went on to say, " Such ex]3erience teaches an important lesson in

respect of the foundation of a Native Church—that it is essential

to maintain a just standard of qualification in the catechumens,
and rather to delay baptism than to attempt to build up a Christian

Church upon an unsound foundation."

Trials of another kind came upon the Mission at this time.

While that Eeport, and Sir J. E. Tennent's testimony, were being

read to the Meeting, a letter was on its way from Ceylon announcing
the death of one of the most devoted and most beloved of the Death of

missionaries, J. F. Haslam, the Cambridge Wrangler at the head ^^siam,

of the Cotta Institution, who had for nearly twelve years worked
untiringly, notwithstanding frequent ill-health and the loss of his

wife and child. In addition to his educational work, he had taken

a leading part in the revision of the Singhalese Bible, had compiled

a Singhalese Arithmetic, and had translated into Singhalese the

remarkable Sanscrit life of Christ by Dr. Mill of Bishop's College,

Calcutta. He w^as greatly beloved by his students, one of whom
wrote of him, " He has left behind in the heart of his pupils a

living monument to his own exemplary life and conduct. Happy
would it be if every Christian would lead such a life of usefulness

with the same single eye to the glory of his Lord." Then
C. Greenwood, the missionary in charge of Baddegama, who was and of

appointed to succeed Haslam at the Institution, was drowned in ^q^^'
a river just before starting for Cotta. On the opposite page of

the Eeport which records this sad event, we are startled by the

heading, " Death of Edward Bickersteth." The original Edward
Bickersteth had indeed gone to his heavenly rest in that same year;

but this w^as an old Singhalese at Baddegama, baptized by that

honoured name some years before, and who now died at the age

of one hundred.
Other missionaries had returned to England about this time,

and after these deaths in 1850 the only man in the Mission of

more than five years' standing was William Oakley, who for many
years laboured alone at Kandy, with his excellent wife, daughter

of an Indian officer, born at Madras, and who in all her life never

visited England. The younger missionaries included E. Pargiter,

Isaiah Wood, E. Bren, and G. Parsons; and in the following

year were sent out C. C. Fenn and E. T. Higgens. Mr. Fenn, c.c. Fenn.

son of Joseph Fenn of Travancore, was one of the Cambridge

men w^hose offers of service at that time gave such hopeful satis-
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Part VI.
1849-!) 1.

Chap. 48.

Cotta In-
stitution.

Cotta and
Badde-
gama.

faction to Henry Venn.* He was sent out to take Haslam's
place at the Cotta Institution. At the Valedictory Meeting, held
at the Liverpool Eoad Schools, Islington, on June 20th, 1851,
E. Clark, Pitzpatrick, and H. Stern, for India, and Klein for

Jerusalem, were also taken leave of ; and Venn's Instructions have
been referred to before.! Another point in them was that the mis-
sionaries were earnestly exhorted (1) to seek for nothing less than
the true conversion of souls, (2) to be " men of the One Book,"

(3) to maintain, in accordance with the Society's 31st Law%
" friendly intercourse with other Protestant Societies." It is

worth w^hile quoting these three injunctions in connexion with
Mr. Fenn, embodying as they certainly do three of the conspicuous
features of his career.

For twelve years Mr. Fenn carried on the Cotta Institution.

Under Lambrick and Haslam it had been one of those seminaries

upon which the hopes of the earlier C.M.S. Committee were much
set. Boys w^ere admitted—Christians in the case of Ceylon,
Heathen in some other Missions—with a view to their being
trained as future mission agents. But the results were not com-
mensurate with the outlay, or with the efforts of the teachers.

The better the education, the more did the students, after getting

all its advantages at the Society's expense, shirk Mission employ-
ment and drift away to more lucrative occupations ; besides which,
a promising scholar did not always develop into a fervent " fisher

of men." Forty-eight of the Cotta students had become Mission
agents, of whom twenty-three were still serving in 1851, and three

of them had been ordained. This, -per so, did not look like failure
;

but then where were the rest, out of 180 altogether '? In the

Instructions to Mr. Fenn the Committee announced a change of

plan. The Institution was to open its doors to pupils of all creeds

avowedly desiring only a good education, and willing to pay fees

for it, without any idea necessarily on their part of entering the
service of the Mission, or even of becoming Christians ; and it was
hoped that the teaching and influence of the Principal might be
blessed to the conversion of some to Christ, and to the dedication

of some of these to His regular service. Under this new scheme
the Institution did excellent work, and produced Native clergymen,
catechists, and schoolmasters ; but after Mr. Fenn's time further

changes took place, and later plans are more in harmony with the

developed state of the Mission.

The general work of the Cotta district w^as for many years

superintended by Isaiah Wood, and subsequently by J. H. Clowes,
J. Ireland Jones, and E. T. Higgens ; but the results w^ere dis-

couraging, and even in 1868, the history of Cotta was described as
" dark and sad." Only since then have the brighter scenes

appeared upon which the eyes of so many visitors have looked
with thankfulness. The other Singhalese station in the south.

See p. 62. t See p. 206.
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Baddegama, has a similar story ; and the Committee in more than Part VI.

one Eeport expressed doubts about continuing the work there, l^-t^-ei.

The energy of George Parsons, however, and the quiet consistency
^'^

^-"^P-
'^^^

of the Native pastor, Abraham Gunasekaia, kept things together

;

and Bishop Chapman was much pleased with the station and the
work when he paid Baddegama a visit.

Up to 1850, the Society had done nothing in Colombo, though Colombo,

there was a Church Missionary Association there, composed of

European residents, with the Governor at the head, and a good deal
of money was raised by them for the Mission. In that year,

however, George Pettitt, whose excellent work in Tinnevelly had Pettitt

inspired the Committee wnth great confidence in him, w^as sent to of^Mission.

Ceylon for a special purpose, and, having to reside at the capital,

began to open up work there. The special purpose was to be
Secretar}^ of the Mission. Hitherto it had had no regular governing
body. The missionaries met from time to time in conf3rence and
arranged its affairs. But now it seemed desirable to create a regular

Corresponding Committee on the Indian model, which would
give independent Christian laymen a share in the management,
and also the Bishop ; and with a view to this a wise Clerical

Secretary was needed, like Cuthbert at Calcutta and Tucker and
Eagland at Madras. To this office Pettitt was appointed. Diffi-

culties in the arrangement subsequently arose, and in 1854 they
became so serious that one of the Secretaries at home, William
Knight, was sent out to adjust them—as well as to visit some of

the India stations, where we have already met him. Ultimately

the Corresponding Committee plan, not being successful, was
given up ; and the administration of the Mission reverted to the

missionaries in conference. This form of government has lasted

ever since—with, in later years, a small finance committee of

independent gentlemen ; another attempt in 1884 to form a

Corresponding Committee proving equally unsuccessful, as we
shall see in a future chapter.

But Pettitt's new missionary agencies at Colombo lasted. He
organized evangelistic work by Native agents among both the

Singhalese and the Tamils, superintending the latter section

himself (Tamil having been his language in Tinnevelly), while a

Singhalese clergyman, the Eev. C. Jayasinha, took charge of the

former. And he built the now well-known church at Galle Face, gaiie Face

the esplanade of the fort on the south side of Colombo. Local

friends subscribed £700 towards the cost, as well as £450, a few

years later, for a parsonage. The church was built with the

special design of providing English services for the Evangelical

Church people of Colombo, which W'Ould be taken by the Clerical

Secretary, and also both Singhalese and Tamil services for the

Christians of both races, thus giving an outward and visible token

of the unity of the Cluu-ch. It was dedicated by Bishop Chapman
on October 13th, 1853, in the presence of a large congi-egation

representing all three nationalities ; and in the next Annual
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Part YI. Eeport Henry Venn referred to this service as " affording a happy
1849-61. iUustration of one of the main objects of the erection of the church

—

Cliap. 48. ^j^g union of races in the Church of Christ."

Whitley: Pettitt retired in 1855, and was succeeded by the Eev. Henry
his influ- Whitley, a Cambridge man who had been curate of Sapcote,

Leicestershire, chaplain to the Ironmongers' Company, and
Minister of their chapel at Kingsland, and who had been greatly

beloved by his people. At Colombo he gained much influence as

a most devoted pastor ; and besides learning enough Tamil and
Singhalese to supervise the work in both languages, he built up
an English congregation which was conspicuous for earnestness

and liberality, and took a warm interest in the Mission generally.

Great was the outburst of grief w4ien in 1860 he was suddenly
and sudden killed by the falling of a wall when an old schoolroom in the

compound was being pulled down. Bishop Chapman wrote to

the Society, " The last sad offices were solemnized by myself on
the following evening amid more universal sorrow than I have
witnessed on any previous occasion. The pall was borne by
persons of the highest position in the colony." And C. C. Fenn
wrote, " Our brother Whitley seemed never off his guard ; always
in the same frame ; always living in the presence of a reconciled

Father ; always serenely and gi'avely cheerful ; always ready to

show kindness ; ceaselessly laborious. He was living in the

spiritual w^orld even while upon earth. He was gathered because
he was ripe."

Kandy

:

The work at Kandy under Oakley was at this period not more
Oakley.

eiicouraging than at Cotta and Baddegama. The Kandyans, or

Singhalese of the hill districts, are a very different people from
the Singhalese of the low country ; but the human heart is the

same everywhere, and indifference to the Gospel was as marked
among the hills as in the plains. Among the Kandy Christians,

however, there were a few men influential in a worldly sense as

well as excellent in a spiritual sense. One of these, Jayetilaka, took

an active part in raising £500 towards building Trinity Church,
which was opened in 1854 ; and his son-in-law Dunawila was
prominent in promoting the establishment, in 1857, of the Kandy

s°h^^P^^ Collegiate School, to conduct which the Eev. John Ireland Jones,

J.I.Jones, of Trinity College, Dublin, was sent to Ceylon. The design of

this school was to attract the sons of the Kandyan chiefs, a class

proud of their ancestry and their former feudal power. Not many,
however, of them were reached ; but in after years the place of the

school was taken by the present Trinity College, Kandy, which has
proved, and still proves, a great channel of blessing. Mrs. Oakley
also opened a boarding-school for the daughters of the same chiefs,

and with the same very partial success ; but it was the forerunner

of the present excellent Clarence Memorial School of the Church
of England Zenana Society.

But Oakley's heart was in the villages of the hill-country
;

whenever able, he got out among them ; and at length he persuaded
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the Society to undertake definitely a Singhalese Itinerant Mission— Part VI.
sometimes called the Kandyan Itinerancy. Only thus could the 1849-61.

real Kandyan families be reached ; the Singhalese in the town ^'^^^P- 4^-

being mostly from the low country. To this work E. T. Higgens Kandyan
was appointed. He was to itinerate systematically over the hilly itinerancy,

region with a radius of thirty miles round Kandy, including part H's&ens.

of a district to the north-west called the Seven Korles, in which
is the important town of Kurunegala (or Kornegalle). He was,
however, quite alone, without even one Native catechist at first.

Few men could have faced the sort of life which Mr. Higgens
cheerfully lived, day by day climbing steep hills, forcing his way
through dense jungles, tramping the swamps in the valleys

;

unable in such a country to carry a tent, and obliged (unless near
a coffee or tea planter's bungalow) to sleep in native huts. Gradually
the w^ork grew ; catechists were appointed to it ; J. Ireland Jones
and J. H. Clowes took their part in it ; and little congregations
were gathered out. Oakley lived to see his favourite scheme
successful in spreading the knowledge of Christ and bringing not
a few souls into the Church.

This village work among the Kandyans had commenced on a Kandyan

small scale before the Itinerancy had regularly begun. As far
'^°"verts.

back as 1837, a prisoner in Kandy gaol, from the village of

Eatmiwala, had some Christian tracts given him ; and when he
came out of prison, he came to Oakley for further instruction.

On June 3rd, 1838, he was baptized by the name of Abraham

—

the first convert from among the hill-people—one who had been
a devil-dancer, and of bad character. His son was baptized two
months later by the name of Isaac ; his wife, two years later by
the name of Sarah ; his brother—who at first threatened to shoot

him,—three years after that, by the name of Samuel ; and subse-

quently his second son and his wife, David and Christina, and
three young daughters, Mary, Martha, and Eebecca. These three

girls were the only persons of their sex in the whole district who
could read and write. Samuel built a school in the village at his

own charges, and Abraham became the schoolmaster. Abraham's
violent temper made him but an inconsistent Christian ; but

Samuel was an exemplary character, and for more than a quarter

of a century lived a godly life, despite a good deal of persecution

from his neighbours. Although Oakley knew the village well, he

was never able to spend a Sunday there till 1852, when he found

a hundred people squeezed into the little schoolroom for his

service. In the following year began the Itinerancy.

In later Eeports many interesting incidents are given. For

example, Mr. John Ireland Jones, in his first year in Cejdon, 1857,

paid a visit to Kurunegala, and found there a Buddhist priest who Buddhist

had thrown off his yellow robes, and was reading the Bible. This Converted,

man, who was known by the name of his village, Hunapola, was
baptized by Mr. Oakley, and then set to work to tell of the Saviour

lie had found, especially at a village seven miles off called Talam-
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Part A"I. iiiliya. Five yeai'S afterwards, Mr. Jones, visiting that village,

Ls4.'.»-;)1. found nearly fifty inquirers, and among them another Buddhist
Chap.4s.

p^.jj^st, named Ukuweda, who had, under Hunapola's influence,

also thrown off his robes as an outward and visible sign of his

abandonment of his hopeless creed. He, too, was baptized by
the name of Abraham, and became in after years familiar to the

Taiam- readers of C.M.S. Eeports. The village of Talampitiya has often
pitiya. since then supplied cases of conversion, of Christian life and

conduct, of peace and hope in death, for the encouragement of us

at home who have prayed for the Ceylon Mission.

Another new and interesting work w^as begun in the Kandj'an
hill-coimtry about a year later. This was the now well-known

Tamil Tamil Coolie Mission. A great part of the Central Province was,

Missfon
''^^^^ '^^' occupied by plantations, the property mostly of British

planters. These w^ere the famous Ceylon coffee-estates. In recent

years, since the coffee-disease brought not a few of the planters to

ruin, tea has been cultivated instead ; and Ceylon tea has attained

a high reputation. Now the labourers on the estates are not
The coolies Natives of the Island, but Tamils from Tinnevelly, who come over

T°nneveiiy ^o Ceylon for a few" years—sometimes only for a year or two,—save

some money, and return to their own country. In five years,

1844-48, the number of coolies wdio thus came over w^as 245,000
;

and in the same period 95,000 w^ent back. The Tamil Coolie

Mission w^as established to preach the Gospel to these labourers

or coolies.

But it began with an attempt, not to reach the Heathen, but to

shepherd Christians. The Secretary of the Singhalese Tract Society,

Murdoch Mr. Johii Murdoch,''' visiting some of the estates, discovered

Knight!"' among the coolies some Christian Tamils from Tinnevelly. He
and Mr. Knight, the C.M.S. Secretary from England whose visit

to Ceylon at this time has been already mentioned, made further

inquiries, and found that on more than one estate Christian coolies

w^ere meeting regularly for worship and mutual instruction, under
the leadership of one of themselves. One English planter, coming
from a Christian home to a Heathen land, had been astonished to

hear hymn-singing on Sunday, and found a hundi'ed of his own
labourers engaged in praising the True God. The idea at once
occui'red to Mr. Knight and Mr. Murdoch that Tamil catechists

might be brought over from Tinnevelly to minister to these

Christians and to evangelize their Heathen countrymen. Murdoch
w^ent over to India and saw the Tinnevelly missionaries. At
Paneivilei he addressed a monthly missionary meeting, after a
sermon by J. T. Tucker on Isa. vi., and called for volunteers.

Eight men at once responded, " Here am I, send me" ; and four

of these, who were catechists of experience, with two from Meng-
nanapuram, were chosen to go over to Ceylon as missionaries of the

* The Dr. Murdocli so well known since then for his untiring labours in

behalf of Cliristian Vernacular Education and Literature in India.
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Tinnevelly Church. A Yaledictory Meeting was held to take I'art YI.

leave of them, at which the great Tamil preacher, the Eev. Paul ij^"*-'-*"-

Daniel, gave them an animating charge.
iap^8.

Meanwhile such of the planters as cared at all for the souls of Planters

their coolies formed themselves into an Association, undertaking M?=^J;!f,f

to support the catechists and provide small chapels and schools
for worship and instruction. Then they asked for a missionary
to come and supervise the work. Many of them were Scotch
gentlemen, Presbyterians ; but they were quite willing that an
Evangelical clergyman should come, and that the work should
be carried on upon Church of England lines. The C.M.S. Com-
mittee appointed one of the Tinnevelly missionaries, Septimus Septimus

Hobbs, to go over and conduct the new Mission ; and to his
'^°^^^-

wisdom and energy were due, under God, its successful establish-

ment and marked progress. Very soon the catechists were not
merely visiting the estates on which there happened to be Tamil
Christians, but itinerating over the whole country, armed with Methods

letters from Mr. Hobbs to the various planters, asking leave for '^^^^
them to address the coolies ; and at a great many places the wdiole Cooiie

body of coolies would be assembled at morning or evening roll-
'^^'°"-

call, when the catechists w^ere allowed to speak to them for fifteen

or twenty minutes. Then they would visit the " lines "—the rows
of huts in which they live—and speak to the sick, or others unable

to join the muster. Once a month the catechists assembled in

Kandy for instruction from Mr. Hobbs. In due time arrange-

ments were made for some of them to reside at given centres, and
have a definite number of estates, twenty or thirty, to visit

I'egularly. For several years the number of agents varied from
twelve to twenty ; the estates under visitation were five to six

hundred in number ; the planters contributed from £300 to £600
a year; from fifteen to thirty thousand coolies were addressed

monthly ; and the converts baptized yearly numbered from twenty
to seventy. A further development took place when the other

C.M.S. Tamil Missions in Ceylon were extended, and agents were
obtained from among their converts. Mr. Hobbs left the INIission

in 1862 ; but several other of the Tamil-speaking missionaries in

Ceylon took their part in the work from time to time. The
planters continued to show interest in it, i.e. some of them.

Englishmen in foreign countries are not always examples of pure

and godly living, and Ceylon is no exception in this respect ; but

there have always been Christian men among the planters, and
some have derived spiritual benefit themselves from the visits of

the missionaries to their estates.

There were among the Tamil coolies some who came from the Reflex

S.P.G. districts in Tinnevelly, and even from the Tamil country on'^s.RG.

further north, also worked by the S.P.G. ; and in connexion with ^orkin

this fact an interesting incident is recorded, in 1864, a Kangani

(conductor or head-man over the coolies on an estate), whose home
was near Trichinopoly, and who had been converted through read-
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Part YI. ing a tract given him by one of the cateehists of the Tamil Coolie
1849-61. Mission, brought to Mr. Pickford £100 towards building a church
Chap. 48. -j^^ ]^-g Q^^j^ village in India. The S.P.G. Committee added

another £100, and a good church was built. The Christians of a
neighbouring village, struck by what had thus been done by a man
whom they had only known as a Heathen—his conversion having
occurred while in Ceylon,—resolved to have a similar church for

themselves. They therefore raised a like sum of £100, and the
S.P.G. having given them too a similar grant, a second church
was built in the Trichinopoly district, both of them silent witnesses
to the power of the Gospel among the Tamil coolies.

It remains to notice the Mission among the Tamil population of

Jaffna. the Jaffna Peninsula at the north end of the Island. Three towns
were occupied, Nellore, Chundikuli, and Copay. There was an
English School or Seminary at Chundikuli, a Training Institution

at Copay, and a Female Boarding School at Nellore. The work
here, as elsewhere in Ceylon, was at times very discouraging.

In 1855, so much hypocrisy and mercenary conduct appeared
among the Christians (about 250 in number), that it was proposed
to close the stations and abandon the work ; but a visit from Mr.
Knight revived the spirits of the missionaries, and the work took a

fresh start from that time. Several conversions followed from
among the educated classes ; and in course of time Christian Tamil
officials, clerks, and schoolmasters, from Jaffna, were to be found
all over Cevlon.

Later
history.

Buddhist
revival.

Its good
effects on
the Chris-
tians.

As there will not be a Ceylon chapter in the next Part of our
History, let us here overstep the limits of our present period, and
come down to the year 1868, when the Mission celebrated its

Jubilee. The missionaries then brought out a small volume of
" Jubilee Sketches," giving the history of each station during the
fifty years. This little book is singularly modest in its estimate
of the work done and the results achieved. It is true that most
of the blessing that has been vouchsafed to the Mission has been
witnessed since 1868. Still it is very clear that the improvement
had begun before that, both in the Singhalese and in the Tamil
districts. Much indirect good had come from a great " Buddhist
revival " in 1862-4. A vigorous effort was at that time made
by the Buddhist priests in the Singhalese low country to over-

throw Christianity, and bring back the Singhalese Christians to

the old Buddhist faith. Public lectures were given ; tracts

attacking Christianity were circulated by thousands, in which
much use was made of objections gleaned from infidel publications

in England, and from Bishop Colenso's works, just then coming
out ; and the result was most remarkable. Thousands of the

nominal hereditary Christians, descendants of those who had
professed to believe in the Dutch period, went back to Buddliism.
But, as the Jubilee Sketches said, " the Buddhist revival seemed
to accomplish what missionaries for years had been labouring in
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vain to effect. It taught many that it was utterly inconsistent Part vi.

to call themselves Christians while they were Buddhists at heart. l«-±9-(3i.

It brought before them the fact that Christianity and Heathenism ^^ap. 48.

are completely opposed to each other, and that if one were true
the other must be false." Not that all who clave to the Church
thereupon became exemplary Christians ; very far from it. Never-
theless, the tide turned ; and from that time the Singhalese
Missions, and the Tamil Missions too, began to look more
promising. The Jubilee itself was an event which stimulated jubilee of

the zeal of the Native Christians, and strengthened the faith of
"^'^s'""-

the European labourers.

Several missionaries whose names became well known went
out in the period we are now covering. Besides J. Ireland Jones
and J. H. Clowes, who have been already mentioned, Stephen New mis-

Coles joined the Singhalese Mission in 1860, as a trained school-
='°"^"«s-

master, and was ordained in 1867 by Bishop Piers C. Claughton,
who had succeeded Bishop Chapman on the latter's retirement
after an episcopate of sixteen years ; John Allcock in 1864, and
E. T. Dowbiggin in 1867; while the Tamil Missions were reinforced

by the arrival of J. Pickford in 1852, C. C. McArthur in 1858,
W. E. Eowlands in 1861, H. D. Buswell in 1862, and T. Good,
D. Wood, and E. M. Griffith, in 1866-7 ; besides the transfer of

S. Hobbs from Tinnevelly, before referred to, and also that of

W. Clark in 1868. But George Parsons died, deeply lamented, in

1866 ; Hobbs, Pickford, Clowes, and McArthur had all come home
before the Jubilee of the Mission ; and Buswell had been transferred

to Mauritius. The deaths of Mrs. Pickford and Mrs. Oakley were
also serious losses. After the latter's removal in 1867, the veteran

and bereaved husband, after thirty-two years of labour unbroken
by any furlough, retired to the hill-resort of Nuwara Eliya, and
from thence conducted the general administration of the Mission.

A highly-respected Singhalese pastor died in 1862, Abraham Death of

Gunasekara, one of the first two Singhalese ordained, in 1839, by paltor.**'^*

Bishop Spencer of Madras. First as catechist, then as assistant

minister, and finally as pastor in independent charge of Badde-
gama, he had laboured forty years in the Society's service, " a dili-

gent and faithful evangelist, a patient and able controversialist, and
a loving shepherd of Christ's people." He sent a dying message
to the Society of thanks to God and to the Committee for the

establishment of Baddegama station in 1818 ;
" which led," he

said, " to my own conversion and that of my wife and nine

children, and of my parents, brother and sister." His son Henry New

Gunasekara, a pupil of C. C. Fenn's at Cotta, was one of four ciergy^.

Singhalese ordained in 1867-9, the others being Daniel Jayasinha,

Hendrick De Silva, and Bartholomew Peris Wirasinha. Another,

not before named, Andris de Levera, was ordained previously, in

1861. In the Jaffna Mission four Tamils were ordained in 1863-5,

all of whom had been baptized with English names, viz., John
Hensman, George Champion, Elijah Hoole, and T. P. Handy. The

VOL. II. u
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Part VI. ordination of these four brought from Bishop Claughton a highly-

ls4y-Bi. encouraging letter on the work at Jaffna.
Chap. 48. This cliapter must not close without a brief reference to the

Other work of Other Societies in Ceylon. The Baptists had begun a
Missions. Mission at Colombo in 1812, but it was always on a small scale.

The Wesleyans, who started in 1814, had a much more extensive

work, among both the Singhalese and the Tamils, and carried on
in all the provinces of the Island. The American Board (Congi'e-

gationalist) had a vigorous Mission to the Tamils of Jaffna only.

These three bodies had in 1859, more or less in connexion

with them, some 8500 Christians. Of these the Wesleyans had
much more than half, but they have always included all races in

their statistics, and their numbers were swollen by a large number

Burghers, of Euglish-speaking " Burghers," a half-caste people sprung from

the mixing of Dutch and Portuguese with the Singhalese Natives.

The Dutch Burghers are a highly-respectable community. The
Church of England had a great deal of w^ork of the same mixed
character. In fact there is not in Ceylon that great gulf between
the European and the Native that is seen in India. The educated

Singhalese, and even the educated Tamils, are more or less

Europeanized ; and Portuguese names are common among the

former, like those of two of the Singhalese clergymen above-men-
tioned. Many of these Europeanized Singhalese retained their

old profession of Christianity even amid the Buddhist revival

;

and under Bishops Chapman and Claughton churches and clergy

for mixed congregations of Burghers and Singhalese multiplied.

To this work, and also to a considerable amount of work among
s.p.G. the Heathen, the S.P.G. had begun in 1840 to render important

help. Its policy was not to start independent Missions of its own,
as the C.M.S. had done many years before the first Bishop arrived,

but to assist the Bishops in Missions established locally and largely

supported by local subscriptions. In the statistics of the year

above mentioned, 1859, the S.P.G. is credited wdth four mis-

sionaries and 2100 adherents (200 communicants), against twelve

missionaries and 6200 adherents (350 communicants) credited

to the C.M.S. ; but the S.P.G. was really enabling the Bishop to

support other missionaries of the Bui'gher or Anglicized Singhalese

class, so the figures do not adequately indicate its work. The
Society very fairly claims, in the interesting chapter on Ceylon in

its Digest, to have worked, not for itself, " so as to be able to say
' This is ours,' " but for the Church as a body.

We have seen in our Thirty-third Chapter that in 1855-60 there

chur h
^^^^ ^ great deal of criticism of the C.M.S. and its methods in the

criticism Christian Rememhrancer and the Colonial Church Chronicle. The

Ceyi^'^' latter paper took advantage of the frank and honest acknowledg-
Mission. ments of slow progress and causes of discouragement to be found in

the C.M.S. Eeports, and noticed above, to disparage its work in

Ceylon.* At this time, as wall be remembered, there was a great

* Colonial Church Chrunicle, January, 1859.
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effort, under the lead of Bishop Wilberforce, to multiply missionary Part VI.

bishops ; and the Chronicle, in advocating the movement, adduced 18-i9-6l.

what it regarded as the failure of the C.M.S. Ceylon Mission as ^^^P' '^'

an illustration of the comparative uselessness of a Church Mission
without a bishop at its head. Of course it was not the fault of

the C.M.S. that there had been no bishop for Ceylon until twenty-
seven years after the Mission was begun—though Bishop Heber
of Calcutta and Bishop Spencer of Madras had, as we have seen,

visited the Island when it was in their dioceses respectively. But
obviously the question was not. Whose fault was it ? but, How
did the Mission actually get on ? The CM. Intelligencer cited

an elaborate series of statistics prepared by one of the Society's

missionaries at Madras, T. Foulkes, to show that the results, Fouikes's

not only of C.M.S. work, but of Protestant Missions in Ceylon
'^^^'^^

generally, compared favourably with those achieved in India.

This, however, was scarcely an answer to the Chronicle, whose
whole design was to show the urgent need of bishops in India.

It was more to the point to dwell, as the article also did, upon the
principle on which all Evangelical Missions profess to be
conducted, viz., that no mere outward profession of Christianity The true

is enough, and that—as far as may be, and not forgetting the agai°n!

liability of human judgment to err,—true conversion of heart should
be looked for before admitting an inquirer to baptism. The
Missions of the Church of Eome, of course, are conducted on a
different principle. So are some Protestant Missions. And even
in Missions that avow the principle, it is not one that can always
be fully carried out. In Ceylon an effort had been made to

observe it ; which had undoubtedly checked the progi"ess that

could be gauged by statistics ; and this was the true answer to the
criticisms. And so Henry Venn, in the very next year, closed his

Annual Eeport with this emphatic statement of the " fundamental
principles " of C.M.S. work :—

-

" The fundamental principles, to which your Committee specially refer, Venn's

are such as these—that the Lord will guide His ovra work by the of c.'rJf.^s'.

leadings of a special providence, that the only solid foundation of a principles

Mission is the individual conversion of souls to Christ, that the Gospel of work,

of the grace of God is to be preached, in its fulness, and in its distinctness,

by the pioneer missionary, and by the faithful pastor of 10,000 converts,

ill the bazaar, under the shade of a tree, in the capacious Mission
Church, in the Vernacular School, and in the Training College; that a
preached Gospel is ' the power of God ' for the formation and the
perfection of a Mission . . . that the preacher of the Gospel is the true

leader of a Mission till a spiritual church is raised, and the external

organization of constituted authorities becomes expedient. . . .

" These principles your Committee now transmit to their successors,

uncompromised and unimpaired, to be the guiding star, in a shifting age,

of every successive Committee of the Church Missionary Society."



CHAPTEE XLIX.

China : Jn Time of War and Tumults.

Part Y1.
18-49-61.

Chap. 49.

China's
history
typified by
its great
river.

The Missions in the 'Fifties—St. Paul's College^—Romanized Trans-
literation—Fuh-chow—First Converts at Ningpo and Shanghai—

-

Bishop Smith's Visitation—The T'aip'ing Rebellion : Its Hopeful
Aspects; Its Christian Publications; How Viewed in England

—

Burdon and Hudson Taylor—The Lorcha "Arrow"—Palmerston's

Triumph—Treaty of Tien-tsin—War Renewed—Capture of Peking

—H. Venn on Politics—Medical Men on Opium—Russell and the

"Intelligencer" on Opium—Missionary Progress—Opium Hospital

—Fuh-chow: the Long Waiting; the First Converts—Bishop

Smith—The T'aip'ings again—Gordon suppresses the Rebellion

—

A Lost Opportunity.

" The glorious land."—Dan. xi. 16, 41.
" They Jcared the Lord, and served their onn gods."—2 Kings x\'ii. 33.

" .4s ive have . . . opportunity."—Gal. vi. 10.

ING of all kings, and Governour of all things. Whose
power no creature is able to resist, to Whom it

belongeth justly to punish sinners, and to be merciful

to them that truly repent." So the English Church
teaches the English Nation to approach the Almighty

God " in Time of War and Tumults." China knows not " the King
of all kings and Governour of all things "; but in that " Time of

War and Tumults " which w^e are now to review, there seemed for a
while a real prospect of His being worshipped throughout the
" Glorious Land "—as Archdeacon Moule calls it.* The story of

the T'aip'ing Eebellion, which must presently be told, is a most
extraordinary one. Promising at first to establish Christianity in

China, it destroyed millions of the people, and ended in bloodshed
and misery. " The Yellow Eiver," says Moule, f

" may be regarded as a native type of the nation's history. That great
waterway possesses vast capacities for blessing ; its very name suggests
the rich deposit which it leaves all down its tortuous course. But
thoiigh destined to be a fertilizer and reviver of the land, it continually

bursts its bounds and runs riot over the lower level of the surrounding
country. . . . Similar has been the chequered course of the nation.

With boundless capacities for joy . . . the Chinese nation has closed

chapter after chapter of its long history in blood, in desolation, and in

woe."

* The Glorious Land.

t Ibid., p. 13.

By Arthur E. Moule, B.D. Loudon, C.M.S., 1891.
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But before we take a survey of the astonishing movement that Part VI.

attiacted all eyes to China in the early 'fifties, let us glance at the p[^'*^~^q

position of the Missions at that period. They were of course '^P"

confined to the Treaty Ports. The London Missionary Society Position

was at Hong Kong, Canton, Amoy, and Shanghai ; and its men M^illons
bore names which we all, then or in after years, learned to honour, in the early

Medhurst, Legge, Chalmers, Lockhart, Wylie, Edkins, Muirhead

;

and Griflfith John went out a little later. The Wesleyans were at

Canton, and the Baptists at Ningpo. The English Presbyterians

were at Amoy and Swatow, and had that devoted missionary W. C.

Burns on their staff", while Carstairs Douglas, one of the most accom-
plished of China missionaries, went out in 1855. The American
Baptists were at Hong Kong and Ningpo ; at the latter city Dr.

Macgowan doing important medical work. The American Board
(Congregationalist) occupied Canton, Amoy, and Fuh-chow, and
among its men were Elijah Bridgman, S. Wells Williams, and C. C.

Baldwin. The American Presbyterians were at Canton, Ningpo, and
Shanghai ; and the American Episcopal Methodists at Fuh-chow,
E. S. Maclay being one of their men. The x\merican Protestant

Episcopal Church had at Shanghai Bishop Boone and E. W.
Syle. The Basle and Ehenish Societies had small Missions at

Hong Kong.* At this time a notable enterprise w^as undertaken

by the Bible Society. This was to distribute in China one milhon a million

of Chinese New Testaments. The effort had been suggested by Testa^

that excellent Congregationalist minister at Birmingham, John
^^^^l

^°'^

Angell James, as a memorial of the Bible Society's Jubilee ; and
it was taken up in England with such enthusiasm that no less

than £37,000 was subscribed in two years for the purpose, enough
to supply two million copies. There w^as also a small non-

denominational association called the Chinese Evangelization

Society, which w^as supported in England by (among others)

Eobert Bickersteth (afterwards Bishop of Eipon) and Colonel

Eowlandson. It did one memorable thing. It sent, in 1853

Mr. Hudson Taylor as a medical missionary to China.
T^yio""

Bishop George Smith and his party of C.M.S. missionaries f

reached Hong Kong on Good Friday, March 27th, 1850. On Bishop

Easter Day, the first Enghsh Bishop m Chma preached to a large enters

European congregation in the new church built by the Eev. V. J.
Chma.

Stanton,! and administered the Holy Communion to seventy

merchants. Government officials, and naval and mihtary officers.

Of the new missionaries, Hobson had already joined McClatchie

at Shanghai ; Gough soon joined Cobbold and Eussell at Ningpo
;

Welton and Jackson proceeded to occupy Fuh-chow; and

Moncrieff remained at Hong Kong, where, under the Bishop's st. Paul's

superintendence, he opened the school which was to develop into
^°^'Jf|^'

St. Paul's College. The college buildings, erected through the Kong.

* In 1854, the Basle Society, being pressed for funds, applied to the C.M.S.

to take over its Mission ; but the Committee made a grant of £300 instead,

t See Vol. I., p. 474. J See Vol. I., p. 471.
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Pakt VI. energy and liberality of Mr. Stanton, and of the "Brother and
l8-i9-6l. Sister " who had endowed the Bishopric, together with a grant
Cl ia]). 4J.

f^.Qj-^-^ ]^^Q S.P.C.K., were soon afterwards finished and opened.
Mr. Moncrieff only stayed a year or two. He afterwards became
a chaplain in India, and fell in the massacre at Cawnpore in 1857.

The College was not very successful in training Chinese Christian

boys ; but it did excellent publication work. Among other things,

the English Liturgy, translated by Dr. Medhurst of the L.M.S.
(Cobbold having made the first draft), was printed by thousands,

and large quantities were sent in the emigrant-ships which took

crowds of Chinamen to the Californian and Australian goldfields.

Romanized It was at this time that the Eomanized system of transliterating

prfnti'ng! ^^^d printing Chinese was adopted. It was found that the written

language (Wen-li) was only known to the educated few ; that

the masses could not be reached by it ; and that it was easier for

an illiterate Chinaman to learn the Eoman alphabet. Hence was
undertaken the difficult task of transliteration ; or rather—for this

term is not strictly applicable— of reducing the spoken languages

to writing with Eoman letters. This has proved in some districts

a very successful method of instructing the humbler classes. In
the Ningpo colloquial dialect large portions of Scripture, the

Prayer-book, the Pilgrim's Progress, the Peep of Day, &c., &c.,

were in after years, mainly by Mr. Eussell's efforts, printed in

Eoman characters.
Fuh-chow Fuh-chow, the great black tea port, was entered by Welton and

begun°" Jackson in May, 1850. The American Methodists and Presby-

terians had been there four years, but they were living in the

European quarter of Nantai, two or three miles from the city

proper. The British Consul, who himself was established within

the walls, obtained leave for the two Englishmen to live there

also ; and part of a temple was assigned to them on the Wu-shih-
shan or Black Stone Hill. Their presence there was, however,

greatly resented by the literati, whose clubs were on the same
hill ; some small riots ensued ; and twice the quarters occupied

had to be changed. But at length a piece of ground was peaceably

secured, and mission-houses built ; and or twenty-seven years

these premises were occupied without molestation. How they

had ultimately to be abandoned will appear hereafter. Mr.
Welton. Welton was personally popular, being a medical man,''' and using

his professional skill with great effect. His colleague w^as very

soon transferred to Ningpo, and he laboured quite alone till 1855.

Two new men, McCaw and Fearnley, then came out ; but

Welton's health bioke down in the following year, and he went
home to die. He entered into rest in March, 1857, leaving a

touching testimony of his love for the work in the shape of a

legacy of £1500 to the Society.

The first five converts of the C.M.S. China Mission w^ere

* See p. 62.
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baptized in 1851 ; two at Ningpo on Easter Day (April 20th), and Part VI.

three (all blind men) at Shanghai, the first of them on September 1849-61.

28th. The sister Church of America was ahead of the Church of Chap. 49.

England
; for just before the first Shanghai baptism, one of Bishop Ningpo

Boone's converts there was ordained deacon, and this man, at l^^^ .

.

McClatchie's request, examined the catechumen. Of the two firs^t"c^rf-'

'

Ningpo converts, one was a tailor, and the other a servant of
^^'''^'

Mr. Eussell's. Both lived about twenty-five years as Christians,

and ultimately died within a year or two of each other. The
former, whose name was Bao, and w^ho was christened Yuoh-yi Bao
(learner of righteousness), became a zealous evangelist, and very Yuoh-yi.

clever in dealing with objectors ; but a quick temper and other
failings prevented his ever being ordained, as at one time was
hoped. Archdeacon Moule gives a most interesting account of

him in The Story of the Cheh-Kiang Mission.-''- By the end of

1855, sixty converts had been enrolled at Ningpo. From the
beginning, the Fourth Commandment proved a great stumbling-

block. The candidates ahvays felt that they ought to cease work
on the Lord's Day ; but it was hard to close shops or suspend
this and that occupation, especially as the Eomanist converts did

not ; and probably the first shop ever closed on Sunday in Ningpo
was that of a needlemaker, in 1851.

A domestic event of 1852 at Ningpo must not be passed over.

Mention was before made of Miss Aldersey, who for some years

laboured devotedly at her own charges. With her was a ward of

hers. Miss Mary Ann Leisk, who had come out to China with her

at the age of fourteen, and to whom the Ningpo dialect was now
almost a vernacular. In September, 1852, Miss Leisk became
Mrs. Eussell ; and for a quarter of a century she was one of the Mrs.

noblest missionaries in China—a " mother in Israel indeed."

In October, 1853, Bishop Smith held his Primary Visitation, at

Shanghai. The American Church had at first objected to the English

English Bishop of Victoria exercising his jurisdiction in that part American

of China ; but after some correspondence and negotiation it was bishops,

agreed that each bishop should superintend the clergy and

congregrations of his own Church, f Among the English clergy-

men who listened to Bishop Smith's primary charge, and
assembled for conference under his presidency, were two new
C.M.S. missionaries just come out, John Shaw Burdon and
Henry Eeeve, both from Islington College. Also an interesting

man, Mr. G. H. Moreton, formerly a London City missionary,

who had come out to go as a missionary to the Loochoo Islands, Loochoo

under the auspices of some Christian naval officers, who had g. h.

applied to the C.M.S. to undertake a Mission there, and, this not Moreton.

being practicable, had written to England and engaged Moreton

for the purpose. He was ordained by Bishop Smith on this

* Published by the C.M.S. Fourth Edition, 1891, pp. 17-31.

t This difficult ecclesiastical question was dealt with lono- afterwards, at

the second Lambeth Conference, in 1878. See Chapter LXIX.
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Part VI.
1849-61.

Chap. 49.

occasion.* While the Bishop was dehvering his charge, serious

fighting was going on outside, and a cannon-ball actually struck

the church,—which brings us to the T'aip'ing Eebellion.

T'aip'ing
Rebellion.

Its leader.

Rapid
spread of
the revolt.

T'aip'ings
condemn
iiols and
opium.

In 1833, a young Chinaman, named Hu^ng-su-tsuen, descended
from a distinguished family,—one of whom had been the
commander-in-chief of the army under the last of the Ming
dynasty, before the reigning Manchu Tartars came into power,—

a

clever young man who had done well in the elaborate examinations
of China, but believed he had been excluded from his degrees by
favouritism and bribery, met an English missionary at Canton.
Probably this was Eobert Morrison himself ; and Morrison's
faithful convert and helper, Liang-a-fa, gave him some books.

In 1837, he had a long illness, and believed he had visions from
heaven, commanding him to destroy " the idols and the imps "—

•

the latter being the Manchu Tartars who ruled the empire.

When, in 1842, the British invasion of China took place. Hung
was struck by the power of the foreigners, and turned to the
foreigners' books given him nine years before. The result of his

studies was the formation of a " Society of Worshippers of God,"
whose members discarded idolatry and banded themselves
together to obey the precepts of those books. Hung went to

Mr. Eoberts, of the x\merican Baptist Mission at Canton, and
applied for Christian baptism ; but as his knowledge was imperfect
and his motive dovibtful, it was deferred.

Meanwhile the new society grew, and its iconoclastic zeal

brought upon its members some persecution. At length the
authorities sent soldiers to arrest them; but Hung successfully

resisted, and then raised the standard of revolt against the Tartar
usurpers. The new^s spread like wild-fire ; crowds joined the
insurrection ; the native Chinese dynasty of T'aip'ing (Great
Peace) was proclaimed ; and in three years the insurgents fought
their way northwards through the great provinces of Kwang-si,
Hunan, Hupeh, and Ngan-hwei. On March 19th, 1853, they
stormed the great city of Nanking, and established themselves
there, Hung assuming the title of T'aip'ing Wang, King of Great
Peace. They did, indeed, design peace for the Chinese ; but not
for " the imps," for thousands of the Manchus were mercilessly

slaughtered ; nor yet for the idols, for everywhere they were
utterly destroyed. And there was a third object of T'aip'ing

condemnation—Opium. Opium-smoking was included among the
sins against the Seventh Commandment ; and the T'aip'ings based
all their moral teaching on " the Ten Words " of Moses.

Nothing could exceed the astonishment of the British consuls,

naval officers, and missionaries, when they found that the rebels

who were being denounced by the officials of the Government of

* Mr. Moreton's health failed in the Loochoo Islands, and he subsequently
went to Australia. In 1892 I found him the devoted and respected Canon
Moreton, Incumbent of St. Luke's, Burwood, near Sydney.—E. S.
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Peking professed to be in a sort of sense a body of Christians ; a Part YI.

Christian j;ar^7/ at least, led by men avowing their belief in the 1^4.9-61.

True God, though supported, no doubt, by tens of thousands of P"

adventurers, by " every one that was in distress, and every one seeming
that was in debt, and every one that was discontented." They

^harl^'fer
called God " the Heavenly Father," and Christ " the Celestial of the

Elder Brother." They printed and distributed thousands of movement,
copies of Gutzlaff's versions of Genesis, Exodus, and St. Matthew.
They published devotional books fairly sound in doctrine. They
observed the Lord's Day, and had issued a new almanack recog-

nizing it. When the British Plenipotentiary, Sir George Bonham,
went up to Nanking in H.M.S. Hermes, commanded by that

excellent Christian officer Captain Fishbourne, they met hundreds
of colossal images of Buddha and various gods and goddesses,

broken and defaced, floating down the river. " Not to the moles
and to the bats," exclaimed a speaker at the May Meetings of

1854, " but to the gulls and to the fishes, are the idols of

China being cast." The T'aip'ings eagerly fraternized with the

sailors, gave them their own Christian books, and announced their

intention, when they had finally driven out the Tartars and
restored peace, to admit European missionaries and traders

freely

—

on one condition, that they brought in no ojninn. This

policy was remarkable in two respects. First, if they sought

popularity with the people generally, why did they welcome the
" foreign devils " and adopt the " foreign doctrine " ? Secondly,

if they wanted to win the favour of England, why did they

denounce opium ? Such a policy certainly augured sincerity.

Eemarkable indeed were the books written and issued by the T'aip'ing

T'aip'ings. Let us take a few brief extracts."^' First regardmg
the One True God. In the Book of Celestial Decrees occurs this

passage :

—

" Our heavenly Father and supreme Lord, is omniscient, omnipotent,

and omnipresent; the Supreme overall. There is not an individualwho

is not produced and nourished by Ilim. He is S/ianf/, Supreme, He is

the Te, Ruler. Besides the great God, our heavenly Father and Supreme
Lord, there is no one who can be called Shcmy, and no one who can be

called Te."

And in the Imperial Declaration of T'aip'ing :
—

•

" It is your duty every morning to adore, and every evening to worship

Him

:

Reason demands that you should praise Him for His goodness, and
sing of His doings.

He created the elements of natiu-e and all material things.

No other spiritual being interferes with His arrangements.

Let us then depend on God alone for assistance,

And never ascribe to idols the honour of creation.

* From the CM. Intelligencer of September, 18.)3, and July, 1854. The
translations were by Dr. Mcdhurst of the L.M.S.

books.
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Part VI. If any should say that creation depends on idols,

l>S-i9-61. We would just inquire how things went on before they were set up.
Chap. 49. He warms us by His sun ; He moistens us by His rain

;

He moves the thunderbolt ; He scatters the wind :

All these are the wondrous operations of God alone.

Those who acknowledge heaven's favour will obtain a glorious reward."

T'aip'ing In ^ doxology for use on the Lord's Day, the doctrine of the

Trinity is strikingly stated :

—

'' We praise God our holy and heavenly Father.
We praise Jesus, the holy Lord and Saviour of the World.
We ijraise the Holy Sjiirit, the Sacred Intelligence.

We praise the Three Persons, who united constitute one true Spirit

(God)."

From among several references to the work of Christ, take this

from the Trimetrical Classic :
—

T'aip'ing
account of
Christ's
work.

' But the great God,
Out of pity to mankind.
Sent His first-born Son
To come down into the world.
His name is Jesus.

The Lord and Saviour of men,
Who redeems them from sin

By the endurance of extreme misery.
Upon the cross

They nailed His body.
Where He shed His precious blood
To save all mankind.

Three days after His death
He rose from the dead,
And, during forty days.

He discoursed on heavenly things.
When He was about to ascend
He commanded His disciples

To communicate His Gospel,
And proclaim His revealed will.

Those who believe will be saved,

And ascend up to heaven
;

But those who do not believe

Will be the first to be condemned."

T'aip'ing In a Commentary on the Ten Words, there were many true

on'^he^ things as to the wide reach of the Commandments. Thus, on the
decalogue. Sixth,

" The whole world is one family, and all men are brethren.
How can they be permitted to kill and destroy one another ?

"

And, on the Seventh, we find what seems to be a paraphrase of

Matt. vi. 22, 23 :—

" The various corruptions first delude the eye
;

But if the eye be correct, all evil will be avoided.
Let the pupil of the eye be sternly fixed,

And the light of the body will shine up to heaven."

Once more, from the Book of Eeligious Precepts, take the
following Prayer :

—
"A Prayerfor a Penitent Simier.

" I, Thine unworthy son or daughter, kneeling down upon the ground,
with a true heart repent of my sins, and pray Thee, the great God our
heavenly Father, of Thine infinite goodness and mercy, to forgive my
former ignorance and frequent transgressions of the divine commands

;

earnestly beseech Thee, of Thy great favour, to pardon all my former
sins, and enable me to repent, and lead a new life, so that my soul may
ascend to heaven : may I from henceforth sincerely repent and forsake
my evil ways, not woi'shipping corrupt spirits (gods), nor practising per-

T'aip'ing
prayer.
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verse thiii^js, but obey the divine coinmands. I also earnestly pniy Thee, Pakt VI.
the i^reat God our heavenly Father, constantly to Viestovv on nie Thy ]849-(51.

Holy Spirit, and change my wicked heart : never more allow me to be Chap. 49.

deceived by malignant demons, but, perpetually regarding me with
favoiu-, for ever deliver me from the evil one ; and, every day bestowing
upon me food and clothing, exempt me from calamity and woe, granting
me tranquillity in the jjresent world, and the enjoyment of endless
happiness in heaven : through the merits of our Saviour and heavenly
Brother, the Lord Jesus, who redeemed us from sin. I also pray the
great God, oiu- Father who is in heaven, that His will may be done on
earth as it is done in heaven. That Thou wouldst look down and grant
this my request is my heart's sincere desire. . .

."

But with all this, there were strange statements regarding T'aip'ing

Hung's visions. He claimed to have received a divine commis-
f^"^*"^'^™-

sion, "together with the Celestial Elder Brother, Jesus," to

extirpate the Tartar usurpers. And some of the books contained
much fanaticism mixed up with what was good. Moreover, after

a time the leaders not only imagined themselves to be Joshuas
slaying the Canaanites or Sauls exterminating the Amalekites, but
further followed customs " suffered " in Old Testament times " for

the hardness of men's hearts," such as polygamy; and it need
scarcely be added that their followers were quite ready to imitate

them, without any reference to imaginary Scriptural authority.

Nevertheless, the Movement excited great interest and sym-
pathy in England. A long letter from Bishop Smith to the

Archbishop of Canterbury " in 1853 first drew the attention of the

C.M.S. circle to it. At the May Meetings of 1854, speech after

speech referred to it. The C.M.S. Annual Eeport said :

—

" It is not for the Committee to pronounce upon the political or How
military aspect of the movement; but they mark the fact that the ^'^^' th
possession of a mere fragment of Divine truth has given to the Chinese movement,
mind a force and independence of which it had been thought incapable,

and has created a bond of union and a spirit of patriotism which bid fair

to secure a successful revolution. . . . No parallel can be found, except
among the leaders of our glorious Reformation, of a successful general,

at the head of a powerful army, in the very hour of struggle putting

forward, by special efi'ort, the Word of God as the great instrument of

national regeneration."

Up to 1850, the whole expense of the Society's China Mission

had been borne by the Special China Fund ; but in that year the

Committee had put aside the balance of that Fund then in hand,

about £10,000, for future extension, and had charged the current

expenses to the General Fund. Now, in 1854, the Committee Money for

announced that they wished to spend that £10,000 in taking n^'^ln"
advantage of the new openings ; but, they added, in the words so

often used in similar circumstances, "Where are the men?"
Great Britain was at that moment entering on the Crimean War.
" Military ardour," said the Committee, in the closing sentences

of the Eeport, "is working in the breasts of thousands. How
* Printed in the QM. Intelligencer, September, 1853.
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Part VT.
] 849-01.
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Tlie civil
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Burdon
and
Hudson
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England
again at
war with
China.

The
lorcha
"Arrow."

light the dangers of the sea and the battle appear ! Howwillingly
parents part with their sons !

' Now they do it to obtain a
corruptible crown '

: shall the children of light hesitate and shrink

back, and yield to the soft remonstrances of friends, when the
commission of the King of kings is in their hands?" It is a

humbling fact indeed that in the next seven years only seven new
C.M.S. missionaries went to China, and that this number only
just filled up the vacancies by deaths and retirements, leaving the
whole staff in 1861 exactly what it was in 1854. Can we be
surprised if missionary progress is slow ?

Meanwhile, the civil war in China was being waged by the

Imperialists and the T'aip'ings with varying fortunes. The latter

captured the great ports of Amoy and Shanghai, but attacked

Canton unsuccessfully. It was while fighting was going on at

Shanghai that the Bishop's visitation was held, as before men-
tioned ; and one convert was killed by a cannon-ball. At length,

the Imperialists reconquered the city, and drove out the T'aip'ings

with dreadful slaughter. "When the district was fairly cleared

of the insurgents, efforts were made by the missionaries to visit

neighbouring towns and villages ; but this was at the peril of their

lives, and they were repeatedly beaten, turned outside the walls,

and otherwise ill-treated,—sometimes, however, experiencing the

curious courtesy and fairness of many mandarins. Mr. Burdon
was indefatigable in these journeys. He actually gave up his

quarters in the city altogether, and took up permanent residence

in a Chinese boat. One most graphic account is given of a tour

made together by him and Mr. Hudson Taylor, in which visits

were paid to the city of Tung-chow, and to islands in the Yangtse-
Kiang, with many strange adventures.'-' Ningpo was more quiet

at this time. The work there was going on favourably, and
Cobbold and Eussell itinerated a great deal. The former, in 1855,

paid an interesting visit to Tai-chow, a city which in recent days
has become the scene of an established and growing work.

China was now to suffer, not only from the civil war which was
devastating whole provinces and slaying its tens of thousands, but

from foreign war also. In 1856, England was for the second time
an invader of the Celestial Empire. In this case a very small

affair was big with important results. The Chinese Governor of

Canton, Yeh, seized a boat, the famous " lorcha" Arrow,\ affirm-

ing (truly, as it proved) that it was a Chinese smuggling boat wrong-
fully flying the English flag. Sir John Bowring, the British

Plenipotentiary at Hong Kong, contended that the vessel was
English (which it was not), and demanded satisfaction; and, on
this being refused, ordered the British fleet then in Chinese waters

to bombard Canton. In reality, the affair of the lorcha was the

occasion, not the cause, of the war. The Chinese authorities

* See Q.M. Intelligencer, November and December, 1855.

t "Lorcha" is a Portuguese word applied to small vessels on the Cliina

coast.
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were doing their best, despite the Treaty of 1842, to keep opium Part VI.

out of their country ; and the British were constantly fretting at l''^49-6i.

the hindrances placed in the way of the trafKc.
Chap. 49.

At the opening of Parliament, February 3rd, 1857, the Queen's Debates in

Speech complained of "insults to the British flag and infraction Parliament

of treaty rights "
; and it appeared that Lord Palmerston, who was

then in office, intended to take strong measures to bring China to

her knees. Lord Derby moved a vote of censure in the House of

Lords, but was beaten. Mr. Cobden moved one in the House of

Commons, and, after a long and brilliant debate, Palmerston was
defeated by a combination of the Conservatives under Mr. Disraeli,

the Peelites under Mr. Gladstone, and the Eadicals under Mr.
Cobden and Mr. Bright. He at once dissolved the House and
appealed to the country ; England rang with outcries against the General

" insolent pig-tailed barbarian"; and the General Election sent ^jumph of

Palmerston back with a triumphant majority. The Evangelicals, Paimer-

led by the Eecord, mostly supported the Government. They
believed in Palmerston ; and they dreaded Gladstone's Trac-
tarianism, Disraeli's lack of principle, and Bright's republicanism c.m.s.

—so they expressed it.'^^ But the Church Missionary Intelligencer oprum"*^^^

was not to be turned by party feeling from its consistent course of trade,

denouncing our selfish opium policy; and while admitting that

the Canton authorities had been insolent, and ought to be
punished, it deprecated warlike measures against the innocent
people in other parts of China. "We hesitate not," wrote Mr.
Eidgeway, " to avow our deep commiseration for the Chinese, and
shudder at the thought of those formidable munitions of war,
which are being shipped eastward, being employed against the

densely-populated cities of the empire." In a series of important

articles, full of official facts gathered from the blue-books, he
exposed the injustice and illegality of much that England was
doing in respect of the opium traffic. " We first wrong them,
contravene their fiscal regulations, grow opium for contraband

purposes, and smuggle a large revenue out of China. They gi-ow

savage, and retaliate, and then we flog them." And he asked

indignantly,-—
" Is there in this no provocation ? The Chinese are truculent, over-

bearing. Be it so : but if a man wanti:)nly disturbs a hornet's iiest, and
gets stung in consequence, has he not brought it on himself 'f Our bear-

ing on the Chinese coast has not been throughout just and conciliatory.

Let it be remembered, then, that we share the guilt of the present

complications. ' Verily there is a God that judgeth in the earth.'
"'

The Government now sent Lord Elgin out as Plenipotentiary, Lord
^

with an adequate naval and military force. In one aspect, the expedition,

expedition starting just at this time was most providential. The

* Lord Shaftesbury, however, despite his intimate connexion with Palmer-

ston, lamented the party spirit shown on both sides, and even in the very

midst of the crisis, brought forward a motion in the House of Lords against

the Opium Ti-ade. See Life, vol. iii. pp. 38-46.
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Part VI. Sepoy Mutiny broke out in India, and Lord Canning, intercepting
1849-61. Lord Elgin on his voyage eastward, appealed to him to divert its
C hap. 49. cQurse and come to the aid of the handful of British in Bengal.

No telegraph girdled the earth then ; no request for leave could
be flashed home to Downing Street ; but Lord Elgin had the
wisdom and courage to let the Chinese imbroglio wait, and sent
his troops to fight the Sepoys. In the following year, however,
when the Mutiny was suppressed, the expedition went on to

China, and it was now accompanied by a French force, sent to

take vengeance for the murder of some Eoman Catholic mis-
sionaries, notwithstanding that the relations between France and
England were a good deal strained at the time. Canton was
taken ; Yeh was made prisoner ; and after much pressure Lord
Elgin and the French Envoy extorted from China new and
important treaties. Europeans were permitted to travel in the
interior ; nine more ports were thrown open to foreign trade ; the
Western nations were to have resident Ministers at Peking, and
China was to be represented at London and Paris. The British

Treaty of treaty, knowm as the Treaty of Tien-tsin, provided for the freer
Tien-tsin. entrance of opium into China, unrestricted except by limited

du-ties. It also contained the following article :

—

"Art. 8.—The Christian religion, as professed by Protestants or
Roman Catholics, inculcates the practice of virtue, and teaches man
to do as he would be done by. Persons teaching it, or professing it,

therefore, shall alike be entitled to the protection of the Chinese
authorities."

The French treaty gave certain additional privileges to Eoman
Catholic missionaries, in regard to the purchase of land and the

building of houses ; of which, under the favoured-nation clauses,

England has also taken advantage. Lord Elgin himself was a
high-minded statesman. He responded sympathetically to an
address presented to him by the missionaries at Shanghai

;

and in reply to a memorial from the merchants he used these

memorable words :

—

" Christian civilization will have to win its way among a sceptical and
ingenious people, by making it manifest that a faith which reaches to
heaven furnishes better (juarantees for public and private morality than
one which does not rise above earth." *

Renewal of But peace lasted only just a year. The treaty was to be finally

ratified at Peking itself ; but this the Chinese Government had
consented to unwillingly, and when, in May, 1859, Mr. Bruce
(Lord Elgin's brother) was on his way to the capital, his passage
up the Peiho river w\as disputed, and the British ships suffered a
serious repulse. Fresh excitement arose in England, and new
preparations were made against China. Curiously enough, Mr.
Gladstone had now, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, to find the

money for them. Palmerston had been turned out in 1858 ; but

* Q.M. Intelligencer, 1858, p. 149.

war
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Lord Derby's second Ministry had only lasted a year, and Part VI.

Palmerston was now again Premier, but this time with Glad- l«-i9-6l.

stone and some other of his old opponents in the Cabinet. The ^^'j^l^'^Q-

Chancellor of the Exchequer, however, did not conceal his con-
tinued disapproval of the old policy which had rendered the new
expedition necessary. " I trust," he said, " we shall listen to

the lesson taught us by these transactions " ; and Sir John
Pakington, for the Conservative Opposition, said, "Beyond all

question serious doubts have long been entertained, and are at

this moment entertained, with regard to the whole justice and
propriety of our policy." Fortunately the war did not last long.

The Anglo-French forces captured the forts at the mouth of the
Peiho, and proceeded towards Peking. To prevent their dese-

crating the capital by their presence, the Chinese invited ne-
gotiations with a view to peace ; but by an inexcusable act of

treachery they seized a party of English and shockingly ill-

treated them, including two high British officials and the Times
correspondent. Lord Elgin now marched on Peking, took the Capture of

city, and finding that several of the unhappy captives had died ^^'""e-

under the tortures inflicted upon them, punished China by the
destruction of the magnificent Summer Palace, with its unique
treasures of art and archaeology—an act that was much criticized,

but which Lord Elgin considered the humanest form of chastise-

ment. Of the treaty now finally ratified, Mr. (afterwards Bishop)
Russell wrote :

—

" By the treaty now ratified and coming into operation, the whole of Russell on
China is opened up to the preaching of the Gospel. . . . But while we British

recognize in it tlie hand of God, and bless Him for what He has accom-
"^^"

plished for China by means of it, we recognize in it at the same time the
hand of man, of cruel, covetous, God-less man, and cannot help from our
inmost souls deploring the issue we have been brought to. By the very
instrument by which China is declared to have thrown open her gates to
the free and unrestricted preaching of the Gospel, and the voluntary
reception of it on the pai't of her people,—by the same instrument it is

equally declared, though somewhat more covertly, that she has been
forced by Christian England, at the very point of the bayonet, to throw
open her gates to the free and unrestricted introduction of opium, and
to the reception of it on the part of her people. Before the ratification

of the Elgin treaty, when the missionary of the Cross went about
preaching the glad tidings of salvation through a crucified and risen

Saviour, and was upbraided by a Chinese audience with bringing them
life in one hand and death in another—the Gospel and opium,—he was
enabled to deny altogether his own complicity with it, and partially the

complicity of his country. But how difi'erent is the case now ! In all

honesty, he is now forced to admit that Christian England, her rulers

and pecjple generally, have really forced open the gates of Peking, and
burned down the imperial palace, in order to secure legal access to all

parts of China, as well for the merchant with his opium as for the

missionary with the precious Gospel of the Saviour. The inconsistency

is but too transparent ; the thought of it is most awful. Where shall

we find relief, except in Him who is wont to educe the greatest good out

of the direst evil ?
"
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Throughout this period, the Church Missionary Intelligencer

ceased not to hft up its voice against a high-handed pohcy in

China. The natural result followed : it was charged with
" unduly intruding into political matters." Energetically did

Mr. Eidgeway repel this charge, and justify his course. If, he

argued, the Society were merely to publish details of missionary

information, then the ordinary Eeports and smaller periodicals

sufficed, and there was no raison d'Stre for the Intelligencer.

" But we have also to do with all questions touching the welfare of

nationalities, and to observe upon all points which have a tendency to

recommend the Christian religion to the Heathen or prejudice them
against it. . . . The Heathen look to our national actions as the true

exponents of our national faith ; and as jealous for the honour of the

truth as for the honour of our country, we cannot but be solicitous

that those actions should be such as shall commend and not mis-

represent the truth. Tender points must at times be touched if good is

to be done." *

It was at this time also (September, 1860) that Henry Venn
penned his masterly Instructions to Missionaries on the subject

of Missions and Politics, which were published—a very unusual

thing—as an appendix to the next Annual Eeport. This great

manifesto, while warning the younger missionaries against the

"political spirit," against "taking up supposed grievances too

hastily," against any lack of due respect for the powers that be in

any country, emphatically claimed the right to discuss questions
" at the root of which lie the great principles of justice, humanity,

and Christian duty "
:—

" ' Political affairs ' is a wide term. There are worldly politicians who
would desire to include in their exclusive province national education,

the State support of idolatry, tlie social institution (;is it is called) of

slavery, the treatment of the aborigines, the private religious action of

Government officers. As soon as a minister of religion touches these

questions, an outcry is apt to be raised, as if he were meddling with
politics. But such subjects as these are not simply 'political atl'airs.' . . .

" However earnestly, therefore, the faithful missionary may strive to

confine himself to his one great work, the ministry of the Gospel of

salvation, he is liable to be involved in many questions of a social and
political kind ; and he cannot always escape the reproach cast upon His
Divine Master and upon His Apostle, of being the enemy of Ccesar, and
of turning the world upside down."

The particular difficulties that led to the delivery of these

Instructions had occurred in West Africa, Turkey, India, and
New Zealand. Why was not the Opium Question referred to?
For a very simple reason, that it was not regarded as on the

border-line at all. No one in those days dreamed of questioning

the right of missionaries and missionary societies to condemn
the opium traffic, or expected them for one moment to do any-
thing else. And the Intelligencer went on piling w^ its evidence
of the iniquity of the trade and of the misery it was bringing

* CM. Intelligencer, September, 1860, p. 209.
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upon China. The evidence adduced it would be impossible even Part VI.

to summarize in a limited space. But it is worth mentioning 1849-61.

that a statement by Sir Benjamin Brodie is quoted, in which '"P"
'

that distinguished physician strongly condemned the use of opium condem-
except for medicinal purposes, and said, "I cannot but regard "p[^^

°^

those who promote the use of opium as an article of luxury as by high

inflicting a most serious injury on the human race "
; and this ^IhoHties

statement is signed by twenty-four other medical men of the first

rank, fourteen of them Fellows of the Eoyal Society, and including

Sir H. Holland, Sir H. Halford, Mr. Caesar Hawkins, Mr. E.
Liston, Sir C. Locock, Dr. E. Bright, Dr. WilUams, &c., &c. Let
us also take two extracts from Eidgeway's articles :

—
" Our whole course upon the coast of China has been one of injustice Ridgeway

and of unsoimd policy, in which, for tlie sake of present gain, we have opLm
sacrificed oiu' future prospects, prejudicing against us a vast multitude Trade,

of people, and, so far as their sympathies and goodwill are concerned,
closing against ourselves a boundless field of operation, which will

eventually prove to be one of the finest openings for philanthropic
efforts and commercial intercourse which the wox"ld has ever known. Of
nations, as well as of individuals, is it true, that whatsoever each soweth,
that shall he also reap. On the coast of Africa, England has sown good
seed, but on the coast of China she has sown evil seed, and her harvest
on either continent must be accordingly. . . .

" How have we distinguished ourselves upon the coast of China ? We
are the great opium-producers, the great poison-vendors of the East.

It is not merely a matter of private speculation—a few private indi-

viduals, who, lost to all sense of honour, have sacrificed their own
character, and the character of their country, for the sake of gain : it is in

our national capacity v/e have acted. We have raised a large revenue
on the opium, and that, not by placing a lieavy export duty on the sale

of a drug, whose liability to be abused renders the increase of it beyond
the limited quantity needful for medical purposes prejudicial to the

interests of humanity, but by becoming ourselves, in our governmental
capacity, opium-farmers. The ryots who grow it are the employ(5s of

our Government ; to this, as the great factor, they bring the harvest

which they gather in ; and other agents, skilled in the manufacture of

it, prepare and flavour it so as to adapt it to the purpose of vicious

indulgence. . . .

" China exports to England articles which are promotive of the health,

comfort, and convenience of European life. Her teas promote amongst
us temperate habits, and a large proportion of our population preferring

this, distaste stimulating fluids ; but we vend that to the Chinese which
exercises a most dissipating influence on the physical and mental system,

and destroys the morale of the man. We have nursed the morbid
appetite, and developed it into large dimensions ; we have advantaged
ourselves of their weakness to vend our poison.

" This heathen people, devoid of Christian truth, and destitute of

any conservative principle or power which would enable them to ofter

effectual resistance to so dangerous a temptation, wemevertheless classify

as free agents, imnecessitated, unless they choose to do so, to become
the purchasers of our opium ; and thus adroitly evading our just responsi-

bility, we perpetuate the wrong, pocket the money, and then wipe our

mouth and say we have done no wickedness."*

* CM. Intdluiencer, 18G0, p. 98.
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Part YI. " It is said that ' Lord Elgin's credentials, as Plenipotentiary to China,

1849-61. are literally stained with opium. They went down with the ^r« when
Chap. 49. she foundered at Ceylon ; and, when recovered by the divers, it was

foinid that they were damaged by the drug which formed part of the
British cargo.' This, if true, is indeed a significant fact. England's diplomacy

^°stamed in China is stained with opium, and, moreover, He who, in His providence,
with rules the nations, is aware of it." *
opium."

The Treaty of Tien-tsin, in 1858, was recognized at once as con-

the chu°rch
stituting a loud call to Christian England to do more for the

evangelization of China. Bishop Smith wrote an earnest appeal

for men, and sent it to the Archbishop of Canterbmy. He rejoiced

in the increasing number of missionaries of other societies, but he

longed to see the Church of England being represented by more
than six men, which was literally all it had when he wi"ote, viz.,

Eussell, Gough, and G. E. Moule, at Ningpo ; Burdon and W. H.
Collins at Shanghai ; Fearnley alone at Fuh-chow ; no one at Hong
Kong. The S.P.G. now proposed to send out a Mission, and the

C.M.S. Committee (March 1st, 1859) passed a resolution express-

ing their satisfaction at this prospect, and encouraging the sister

s.j;'.G. in Society to occupy Hang-chow. Four years, however, elapsed

before the first two men were sent out in 1863, and then they

went to Peking, whither Mr. Burdon had preceded them. They
did not stay long ; and the S.P.G. did not resume operations in

China until 1874.

Meanwhile the little band of C.M.S. men did what they could

;

Burden's and besides the regular work at the stations, Burdon's intrepid

journeys, joumeys took him to city after city not before visited. In 1859, in

compan)^ with Dr. Nevius, the American Presbyterian missionary,

he got as far as Hang-chow, with a view to opening a station

there ; but just then the news came of the repulse of the British

fleet on the Peiho, and the Chinese authorities turned them out.

Attempts were made a year or two later to occupy Shao-hing and
Yu-yaou ; but another irruption of the T'aip'ings prevented it.

Ningpo all this time was bearing fruit. In 1859 there were six-

Conversion t^en adult baptisms, and the Mission was joined by a very inte-
of Dzing. resting man, a physician of standing and education named Dzing,

who, finding no peace in Confucianism or Buddhism, had become
a Roman Catholic Christian, but now, influenced mainly by the

skilful arguments of the catechist Bao, publicly united himself to

the Church of England. He became a zealous evangelist, and it

was intended one day to present him to the Bishop for holy

orders; but he died in 1862. f Meanwhile the Ningpo Mission
branched out into the surrounding country, especially to the

north, on the San^oh plain ; and in 1860 the city of Tsz'k'i or

* CM. Intelligencer, 1861, p. T3.

I His story, compiled by the Rev. H. Moule, father of Bishop and Arch-
deacon Monle, was published under the title of Narrative of the Conversion of
a Chinese rhysician (London, 1868).
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Z-ky'i (Mercy Stream) was occupied. In the same year the veteran Part VI
ladv worker, Miss Aldersey, retired after many years of earnest 1849-61

work, and handed over to the Society a station she had founded in ^J^^P- ^^i

the town of Tsong-gyiao.^' Miss

Another interesting incident occurred at Ningpo in 1860. In Mdersey.'

the second week of January, the missionaries and Native Chris-

tians connected with the ditiferent Missions w^ere responding to the

Ludhiana Invitation to United Prayer before mentioned, and
observing, hke the rest of the Christian world, the Week of

Prayer for the first time. In the middle of it, Mr. Gough received

a letter from Bishop Smith, enclosing one to him from C. W.
Isenberg, the C.M.S. German missionary at Bombay. A
Government official in India, an Inspector of the Opium Manufac- Angio-

ture at Malwa, pricked in his conscience, had resolved to cleanse ^^^^\
himself from all share in the traffic ; had resigned his office ; and washes his

had dedicated the savings of his official career, more than £3000, opi" m.°

for the relief of opium victims in China. A first instalment of

this sum was remitted by Isenberg ; and just at that very time, an,

unexpected opportunity occurred of doing good to opium-smokers.

One or two had been cured at a Mission hospital which was just

then being worked by Mr. Hudson Taylor ; and they had gone to

their home, some tw^o hundred miles off, and told of the benefit

they had received. Others came to Ningpo in consequence, but

Mr. Taylor had no room for them, and Mr. Gough took them Gough re-

in, and within three months he tended one hundred and thirty- op-um
three patients. The work was most trying and difficult. The patients,

poor fellows, anxious as they were to be cured, could not resist

the craving, and used all sorts of devices to get the drug brought

in to them. Many gave up the idea of cure, and w^ent back to

their degradation, but some were much benefited. All had the

Gospel preached to them, and one was baptized before he left.

This little effort was but the forerunner of the C.M.S. Opium
Eefuge opened ten years later at Hang-chow by means of that

money from Bombay, the bulk of which was in due course

entrusted to the Society ; and that Eefuge has since expanded
into Dr. Duncan Main's splendid hospital.

The work at Shanghai did not prosper like that at Ningpo, and shanghai

the adult converts were but a handful. Nevertheless Shanghai

was the first station to produce a Chinese clergyman of the Church
of England. This was Dzaw Tsang-lae, who was ordained b}^ First

Bishop Smith in 1862. Mr. Collins carried on an Anglo-Chinese ordTin^ed.

school which had been established by Mr. Hobson, who had gone

out as a C.M.S. missionary, but with the Society's cordial good-

will had become chaplain to the English community, and who died

at his post in the same year, 1862.1

* She went to Australia, where she named the house she lived in Tsong-
gyiao. She died in 1866.

f He was the father of the Eev. J. P. Hobson, now Tract Editor of the
R.T.S., and a member of the C.M.S. Committee.

X 2
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Part VI.
i.s4y-(ii.
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Of all the C.M.S. stations in China, the most barren, so far, was
Fuh-chow. For ten years, 1850 to 1860, the Gospel had been

preached there, first by Welton and Jackson, then by Fearnley

and McCaw, then by a young missionary who had married

Fearnley's niece, George Smith.''- After Fearnley's retirement

from broken health at the close of 1859, Smith was left quite

alone to struggle with an unknown language in a strange foreign

city. The C.M.S. Committee thought the pro\4dential leadings

were now in favour of abandoning Fuh-chow, and that the finger

of God pointed to their forces being concentrated upon the more
promising field of Ningpo. But Smith earnestly appealed against

their proposal to withdi'aw, piling up arguments for perseverance.

Where would New Zealand be to-day, he urged, if ten years' work
had been followed by withdrawal? Besides, the American
missionaries at Fuh-chow had a hundred converts. Let but the

C.M.S. Mission be reinforced, and worked as theirs was, and
God's word would be proved faithful. He begged, like the vine-

dresser in the parable, for one year more ; and this the Committee
granted. In that very year God began to give the blessing. On
December 22nd, 1860, Smith wrote, " I hope that a brighter day is

about to da^^Ti upon us. There are three men whom I really look

upon as honest inquirers."

This brighter prospect was due to medical work. In the earliest

days of the Fuh-chow Mission, Welton's professional skill had
conciliated the people, and secured the right of residence within

the city. And now another qualified surgeon, Mr. Collins of

Shanghai, being at Fuh-chow on a visit, had opened a temporary
dispensary ; and there Smith's inquirers had heard of Christ.

Two of the men were baptized on March 31st, 1861, and the third,

with another, on July 4th. Smith wrote, " With only these few
converts, I begin to feel something of the anxieties and fears and
doubts, but something also of the joys, of which St. Paul speaks."

Thus was reaped the first-fruits of what has since come to be so

abundant a harvest. But the first-fruits did not prove to be a

t^qoical sample. In after years three of the four fell away from
the faith, though one of the three, after years of sin and misery,

was by the abounding grace of God brought to repentance and
died resting on the Saviour.

In 1862, John E. Wolfe joined the Fuh-chow Mission ; but not

for long did he retain the companionship of his senior. In the

following year George Smith was taken to an early reward. His
name is not a famous one among missionary heroes ; but he
" finished the work given him to do," and that work was to save

for the one year the tree that had been so bairen, but which has
since rejoiced the hearts of God's people all round the world by
the fruit it has borne to His glory.

f

* Not to be confounded witli Bishop Georp:e Smith.
j" A bright and graphic account of the short career of this excellent young
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George Smith's namesake, tlie Bishop of Victoria, was all this Part VI.

time " in labours more abmidant." The College at Hong Kong 1^49-61.

was not a success ; but as a travelling bishop, moving from
iaj^49.

station to station to advise and encourage the few workers under Bishop

him. Bishop George Smith was untiring, and his influence was s^iith's

,
i- o ^

^
o

'

journeys,
highly valued. He twice journeyed to India, where we met him in

our Forty-third Chapter ; and in 1859 he went to iVustralia, and
appealed to the Church there to care for the souls of the thousands
of Chinese immigi-ants. He was a bad sailor, and suffered much
on his voyages ; yet no less than three whole years of his life,

in the aggregate, were spent at sea. His letters and journals

were always most interesting ; and his visit to England in 1856-7
gave him an opportunity of pleading for China, of which he
made full use. His speech at Exeter Hall in May, 1857, was Bishop

singularly effective. He dwelt upon the China question as E^eter^*

illustrating " a great law of Divine Providence "
:—

•

^^'i-

" It appears to be an inevitable condition of the temu'e of British rule
throughout the world, that we are impelled forward ia spite of our-
selves, and the friends of Christian Missions and every truly Chris-
tian statesman may well view with alarm, may well be appalled, at the
prospect, unless every new accession of territory is made an ojiportunity

of advancing the Redeemer's kingdom, and every new addition to the
territory of Britain is laid as an humble additional contribution at the
foot of the Redeemer's cross."

His doubtful view of the motives of France in joining with On French

England in coercing China is worth noting even in the present
''° "^^'

day :—
" I view with considerable apprehension the future course of British

and French diplomacy in the East. ... It is obvious to my own
mind that the French have a large fleet in the East, that they
have no commercial interests to watch over and foster in the Eastern
seas, that their fleet has too often served as a kind of roving squadron
of missionary police over the broad waters of the Pacific, being
employed to abet, as at Tahiti, the disputed claims, and to assist in

redressing the imaginary grievances of the Jesuit propagandists through-
out the East. And when I remember that the Romish propagandists
in China have always viewed the T'ai-p'ing Revolution with peculiar

odium and dislike, when I remember that in the early stages of the
rebellion those Native reformers, just emerging from idolatry, and not
yet being skilled in the art of making a distinction without a dift'erence,

did confound Buddhist images with Romish images, and did deface and
nnitilate the shrine of some Roman Catholic chapel,—I see in this

sufticient to account for the hostility of the Roman Catln)lic missionaries

in China to the movement."

We must now return to the T'aip'ings. They had failed to T'a'P'ing

capture Canton. They had been driven out of Amoy and going on.

Shanghai. They never succeeded in their main object of reach-

ing Peking and dethroning the Emperor. And although for ten

missionary is given in Miss Headland's Bricj Slceichcs of C.M.S. WoHers.
(Nisbet, 1897; now published by C.M.S.)
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Part YI. years they held the great city of Nanking, dissensions among their

lH-tn-61. leaders, and consequent desperate fighting and terrible bloodshed,
Chap^49. ^i^ndermined their strength and influence ; while the Imperialist

forces constantly harassed them, though never able to suppress

them. But early in 1860 their energy revived : they defeated

the Imperialists who were beleaguering Nanking, and captured the

great and wealthy cities of Hang-chow and Su-chow. Tens of

thousands perished : immense numbers of the upper classes

putting an end to their own lives rather than fall into the

hands of the insurgents. But these conquests brought the

T'aip'ings nearer to the Mission stations ; and some of the

missionaries, disregarding the objections raised by English officials

and merchants who could think no good of the movement,
succeeded in getting to Su-chow, wuth a view to finding out more
accurately what sort of Christianity theirs was.

The chief Much interest was aroused when it was found that the Kan-

S'thf^"^ wang ("Shield King"), or chief minister, of the "Kingdom of

T'aip'ings. Great Peace," was a man named Hung-jin, a cousin of Hung-su-
tsuen, who had actually in former years been a catechist of the

L.M.S. at Hong Kong under Dr. Legge. To him the L.M.S.
missionaries sent a friendly letter, and the reply was an invitation

y;^'.^^,.'^° to them to go and see him at Su-chow. Mr. Edkins and Mr.
leaders. Griffith Johu accordingly went, accompanied by Mr. Burdon and

two others. Graphic accounts of the journey, and of their con-

versations with Hung-jin, were sent home by Burdon and Griffith

John.* The Kan-wang frankly acknowledged the defects in both

the faith and the practice of the T'aip'ings, and was apparently

using his own influence to correct them, though in one matter,

polygamy, he had yielded to the general custom. He himself

proposed prayer with his visitors, himself started one of Dr.

Medhurst's hymns, and then himself offered what Mr. Griffith

John calls "an appropriate, fervent, scriptural prayer," "that all

the idols might perish, that the temples might be converted into

chapels, and that pure Christianity might speedily become the

religion of China." Burdon's account is less favourable. He
dwells more on the errors of the T'aip'ing creed. But it was
clear that Hung-jin sincerely desired the presence of missionaries

to teach the people ; and he issued a proclamation, which said,

" Missionaries are to travel and live and preach everywhere. Eail-

roads and steamboats, fire and life insurance companies, and
newspapers, are to be freely introduced for the good of China."

Several of the missionaries paid visits to Nanking itself, and Mr.
Muirhead, of the L.M.S. (the veteran still spared to us), was one
of those who preached in the streets of the T'aip'ing capital.

But the T'aip'ings were still too much engaged in fighting to pay
much real attention to religion. They were anxious to come into

friendly relations with the Western Powers. France and England

* Printed in the CM. Intelligencer of December, 1860.
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had been fighting the Peking Government : why then should they Part VI.

not side with the " Kingdom of Great Peace " ? Twice, however, 1^49-61.

the foreigners at Shanghai had resisted any such approaches ;
P" '*^'

and the T'aip'ings, therefore, invaded the Cheh-kiang Province,
hoping to get a more favourable reception at Ningpo. They
defeated the Imperialist army, and stormed the city on December T'aip'ings

9th, 1861. The leaders assured the Consul, Mr. (afterwards Sir Nrn"'^
Harry) Parkes, that foreigners' houses would be respected ; and
for a fortnight the missionaries, among whom the C.M.S. men
were Eussell, Burdon, Fleming, and G. E. and A. E. Moule (the

last-named only just arrived in China), with Mrs. Russell, re-

mained in the city, while the other ladies and the children were
in the foreign settlement across the river, protected by gunboats.
The insurgents, however, were so little under control, and the
perils of the city became so serious, that the Consul ordered the
missionaries to retire also to the settlement.

Very graphic are Archdeacon A. E. Moule's narratives of the
period."^' Burdon and G. E. Moule went about the country in

search of the Native Christians in the villages, at considerable

personal risk, although the T'aip'ing leaders showed them much
courtesy. In the house which, shortly before, Burdon had
occupied at Shao-hing, an opium-smoker was found lying with
his head on Alford's Greek Testament. For six months the
T'aip'ings occupied Ningpo ; but then, in consequence of constant

outrages, the Consul informed them that British neutrality inust

cease. The rebels then threatened the foreign settlement itself

;

whereupon the British and French gunboats opened fire, and after

a severe struggle, on May 10th, 1862, the T'aip'ings were driven British

out of the city. Mr. Eussell had left for England invalided
; ^^\^^

^hem

Fleming soon afterwards followed ; Burdon had gone with Bishop
Smith to Peking ; and for more than a year the brothers Moule
alone represented the C.M.S. at Ningpo. Further alarms from
the T'aip'ings troubled the Mission for the next two years ; but
their power was nov/ nearly at an end. For Major Charles George
Gordon had appeared upon the scene.

The story of Gordon and his "Ever-Victorious Army" does Gordon

not belong to this History. Suffice it to say that the brilliant feats the

young Englishman, entering the service of the Chinese Govern- T'aip'ings.

ment, organized a kind of irregular " foreign legion " officered by
Europeans of all nations, and with it practically destroyed the

T'aip'ing power within little more than a year, and returned to

England to be wondered at as the heroic " Chinese Gordon." A
controversy then arose, which led to a Parliamentary debate, as

to how far he was responsible for the terrible and treacherous

massacres of the unfortunate T'aip'ings perpetrated by the

Imperialist troops—massacres in which, of course, he had no
share, and which he did his best to prevent, but which certainly

* In fhe Storij of the Che-Kiang Mission, pp. 61-77.
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Part VI. were the work of the armies he had led to victory. Several of

1849-61. the missionaries, headed by Bishop Smith, wrote home indignantly
Chap. 49. ^^ ^^ subject ; but by this time the general public opinion had

completely veered round, and the T'aip'ings were regarded no

longer as imperfect Christians fighting for liberty, but rather as

inhuman monsters using religion as a cloke for their evil deeds.

The universal admiration with which Gordon's memory is now
cherished by Englishmen has undoubtedly tended to perpetuate

the later feeling ; and his biographers usually either discredit or

Final ignore what w^as good in the T'aip'ings. The truth probably lies

o^the^ between the two extremes ; and Hung-su-tsuen, who killed

T'aip'ings. himself when Nanking fell, was neither the earnest Christian that

some thought him, nor the cruel voluptuary described by others.

The T'aip'ings were as merciless as their opponents, and their

profession of Christianity shocks us by the blasphemies that too

often characterized it. On the other hand, they were vehemently
opposed to two things, wiacje-ivorship and opium; which, as

Archdeacon Moule significantly observes, suggests " abundant
reasons for the malignant hatred with wdiich the movement was
regarded by many critics, hotli ecclesiastical and mercantile."

"

But let us rather judge ourselves. " When the earthquake of

the Eebellion w^as over," says Archdeacon Moule,

" conspicuous among the ruins were to be seen—as I saw with my own
eyes— ' the idols utterly abolished ' by Chinese hands. The temples
were burnt and thrown down, and not a whole image was to be seen in

city or country for hundreds of miles. No tong'ue was raised in defence
of idolatry and in praise of idols ; and it was admitted with a sad smile

of perplexity and despair that gods which could not keep their own
heads on their shoulders could not be expected to preserve their

worshippers from murder and rapine." t

A golden j){^ gygj. Christendom have so golden an opportunity of winning
nity lost, a great Heathen nation for Christ ? The reason why America,

which had already taken the lead in the work of evangelization,

could not seize it was a sufficient one : the Civil War between
North and South w^as paralyzing its efforts. But England? And
especially, the Church of England ? The opportunity was abso-

lutely lost. And when in after years missionaries began to

multiply—when, in particular, the men and women of the China
Inland Mission spread themselves over the vast interior provinces
—they found the temples rebuilt, the idols on their pedestals

again, and the great Enemy more strongly than ever in possession.

* The Glorious Land, p. 25. f Ibid., p. 25.
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Anderson at Exeter Hall—Hunter to the Far North—Kirkby to the

Yukon—French Roman Catholic Missions—Linguistic Work : the

Syllabic System—Rupert's Land Opening-up : Fire-water; a Rail-

way Route—The Church "self-supplying"—The Mission in 1864

—China v. North-West America.

" We are come as far as to you also in preaching the Gospel of Christ."—

•

2 Cor. X. 14.

" The harharous people . . . kindled a fire, . . . because of the cold."—
Acts xxviii. 2.

pROM the crowded cities and innumerable towns and Part VI.

villages of China, we pass to the vast solitudes of ^, '
'

1 T-tT ^ T T • -IT • T T 1
Chap. 50.

Morth-West Canada, it is a wilderness indeed; but

the lost sheep—even if they be relatively but as one

—

are there, and after the lost sheep the Great Shep-
herd sends His under-shepherds.
On Whit Tuesday, May 29th, 1849, Canterbury Cathedi'al

witnessed the consecration of a bishop for the first time since

the days of Queen Elizabeth. Of two bishops, indeed ; and both

for Mission-fields of the Church Missionary Society. One was to

go to the Far East, and the other to the Far West ; one to the

countless millions of China, and the other to the scattered tribes

of the Hudson's Bay territories. George Smith and David Ander- Consecra-

son were consecrated together, the first Bishop of Victoria and eTIhop
the first Bishop of Eupert's Land. Anderson.

Anderson was an Oxford man of high promise, whose health

had failed just at the critical moment when he was about to win
an honourable place in the schools. He had been Vice-Principal

of St. Bees' College, and then Vicar of All Saints', Derby, and was
highly esteemed as an Evangelical clergyman. " The Bishop of

London" (Blomfield), wrote Henry Venn after the consecration,
" expressed himself to me in the warmest terms of admiration at his

heartiness and practical good sense." For sixteen years, in the

forests and over the snow-fields of Eupert's Land, that " hearti-

ness " and that "practical good sense "were conspicuously

manifest.
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Part VI. Kupert's Land was not one of the new dioceses projected when
1849-61. the Colonial Bishoprics Fund was started eight years before. But
Chap. 50. ^^-,g Qhurch Missionary Society had long desired its establishment

;

ThTnew and when at length their desire was fulfilled, they expressed their
Diocese of " unfeigned satisfaction " that " after many years of expectation

"

Lan" ^ a bishop had been appointed. An endowment was provided by a

bequest from Mr. Leith, a chief factor of the Hudson's Bay
Company ; and that Company, which then ruled, and exclusively

traded in, the North-West Territories, added a yearly gi-ant of

£300. The population of the new diocese could not compare with
The Indian that of even One moderate-sized city in China. Out of 140,000
popu ation.

j^g^^jygg jj^ ^ British North America, 13,000 were in Canada
proper, and within the jurisdiction of a Canadian bishop ; 80,000
wei'e on the further or western side of the Rocky Mountains, and
were not as yet accessible ; leaving 47,000 scattered over the vast

area of the new diocese. Of these, 4000 were Eskimo, and 25,000
were Plain Indians, on the gi'eat Saskatchewan prairies, not yet

reached ; leaving 18,000 among whom the missionaries, Anglican,

Wesleyan, and Eoman, were gradually extending their work.
TheC.M.s. The " North-West America Mission" of the C.M.S.—as it was
1849.^'°" '" then, and for many years afterwards, called—was at this time

twenty-seven years old. We have already seen its foundation in

1822,''' and traced its history down to the first episcopal visit paid
to it, by Bishop Mountain of Montreal, in 1844. t When the

fcaie
^™^'' Society celebrated its Jubilee, the Mission was still on a small

scale. There were four stations on Eed Eiver, within a few miles

of each other, viz., the Upper Settlement (now the city of Winnipeg),
the Middle Settlement, Grand Eapids, and the Indian Settlement.

The veteran William Cockran was chaplain of theUpper Settlement,

where the population consisted of settlers and half-breeds. The
other three stations were under the charge of J. Smithurst and
E. James. Then there were three distant stations, one (afterwards

called Fairford) two hundi'ed miles to the north-west, on Manitoba
Lake, where Abraham Cowley was at work ; one five hundred
miles off in the same direction, at Cumberland on the Saskat-
chewan Eiver, where James Hunter was carrying on a successful

Mission started by the Indian teacher Henry Budd ; and one four

himdred miles further, or about nine hundred fi'om Eed Eiver,

at Lac la Eonge, at which advance post there was another Indian
but en- teacher, James Settee. At these different stations there were

fnjits.^'"^ about 1650 Indian adherents in attendance on Christian worship,
about half of whom were baptized and 464 were communicants.
And in the burying-ground at Eed Eiver laj^ 400 " who had been
committed to the dust in sure and certain hope of a resurrection
to eternal life." So wrote Cockran ; and the results of Missions
all over the world would appear very different if the number of

converts who have died in the Lord had been kept, instead of

* Chapter XVIII. f Chapter XXIV.
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merely counting heads at particular dates. The Society's Juhilee Part VI.

Statement said that the Mission,

—

] 849-91.

Chap. 50.
"though conducted on a small scale," had, "by tlie blessing of God,
produced results of a singularly interesting and encouraging character. . . .

Many Indians have given up their wandering habits and their heathen
superstitions, and have become settled agriculturists and devout Chris-
tians. In several instances Native teachers have been the honoured
instruments of the conversion of many of their countrymen. Two of
the mcjst distant stations were established by their sole agency. At one
of them, on the first visit of an European missionary, 107 individuals
were received into the Church by baptism ; and every member of the
tribe had forsaken Heathenism. The reports of the manner in which
the Lord's Day is honoured, and of the regularity and devotion which
characterize public worship, have often served to excite admiration
and praise in the minds of Christians at home."

There was no Cunard " greyhound " to convey the new Bishop Bishop

across the Atlantic at a rate of twenty-two knots an hour. There son's voy-

was no Canadian Pacific express to carry him across the wilds to ^^e.

Eed Eiver in three days and three nights. Bishop Anderson had
to sail hy the one annual ship to York Factory, Hudson's Bay.
He sailed from Gravesend a few days after his consecration, on
June 6th, accompanied by Eobert Hunt, an Islington man recently
ordained, who had previously been in Patagonia with Captain
Allen Gardiner. Hunt was now to exchange the inhospitable

shores of Tierra del Fuego for the still severer climate of Eupert's
Land. The voyage was a fairly favourable one, and the ship
reached York Factory on August 16th. "It was a bright and Arrival of

beautiful day," wrote the Bishop. "Before landing I asked the
^°'''^'

captain to allow us to sing the Doxology once more together

;

when he at once assembled all hands on deck, and we sang, under
the open canopy of heaven, ' Praise God from Whom all blessings

flow '
; after which I offered up a few words of prayer, and pro-

nounced the Blessing." While stopping a few days at York, the
Bishop received an unlooked-for testimony to the character of the
Indians who had become Christians. Five or six men belonging to

Sir J. Eichardson's unsuccessful expedition in search of Sir John
Franklin arrived in a boat, the crew of which consisted of fifteen

baptized Indians. " The voluntary and explicit testimony of these
men was to the effect that they had never seen a better behaved
or a happier boat's crew than were these Indians : they never
omitted singing and prayer morning and evening, and they were
in eveiy respect examples of good moral conduct."

The further journey from York to Eed Eiver was by canoe, up
Nelson Eiver, and across Lake Winnipeg. This occupied nearly

a month ; and on October 3rd the Bishop reached the Indian
Settlement, the first station approached ascending the Eed ^nd at

Eiver from the north. There he was welcomed, not only by Mr.
Smithurst, but also by Major Caldwell, the Governor of Eupert's
Land, who had come down from the Upper Settlement to meet
him. Caldwell's grand physique and benevolent countenance,
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when in later days he was a valued member of the C.M.S. Com-
mittee, will be remembered by the older readers of this History.

On his first Sunday at Eed Eiver, October 7th, Bishop Anderson
preached at the Grand Eapids, from 2 Cor. x. 14, " We are come
as far as to you also in preaching the Gospel of Christ," and
administered the Holy Communion to 167 communicants. The
church was an old wooden one, and much too small for the growing
congregation. Four years before, the people had resolved to build

a stone one. " Silver and gold," wrote Cockran, " they had none
;

but stones, lime, shingles, boards, timber, and labour, were cheer-

fully promised, to an extent that perfectly astonished me. The
shingle-makers proposed to give ten thousand shingles each, the

lime-burners each four hundred bushels." One man rose in the

meeting, and to the surprise of all said he would "help to the amount
of £10." " It is true," he said, " that I cannot square a stone, nor
lay one ; but there will be the floor and the roof : turn me to them,
and you wall see, if God gives me life and health, if I wall not w^ork

out the value." This church, St. Andrew's (familiar afterwards
in C.M.S. periodicals and on C.M.S. diagrams), was almost finished,

but not quite, when the Bishop arrived. He consecrated it on
December 19th. On Christmas Day he was at the Indian Settle-

ment, where eighty-six communicated. On January 10th a meeting-

was held at the Upper Settlement to form a Church Missionary
Association for Eupert's Land, Major Caldwell presiding, and
heading the subscription list with £50. Confirmation classes

were begun, and in the following May four hundi'ed persons
renewed their baptismal vows. A good English school, which had
been conducted for the sons of the settlers by a Company's chap-
lain recently dead, had been left by his will to the Bishop ; and
that school became the nucleus of St. John's College, which in

after years became so gi-eat a blessing to the whole Colony.
Thus brightly began the sixteen years' episcopate of Bishop
David Anderson.
But the happiest event in this early year or two was the ordi-

nation of the first Eed Indian clergyman. Henry Budd, one of

the two boys whom John West had taken to Eed Eiver with him
in 1822, and who had, as a lay catechist, been the pioneer mis-
sionary at Cumberland, was ordained by the Bishop on December
22nd, 1850, having read with him several standard English
theological works, and passed a satisfactory examination. More
than 1100 people assembled at St. Andi-ew's, Grand Eapids, on the
occasion, and there were over 300 communicants. On Christmas
Day, Budd preached his first sermon, in Cree, on St. Luke i. 78,
" The dayspring from on high hath visited us."
From the first, Anderson showed his " heartiness and practical

good sense " in his long and tiring, and yet untiring journeys. In
the summer following his arrival he visited Cumberland ; in the
next winter, Fairford ; and then, in turn, a new station on
Hudson's Bay, and a new station on English Eiver, to be noticed
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presently ; and subsequently all these over and over again, and Part VI.

many others also. An extract from the Bishop's narrative of his 1H49-61.

first winter journey, to Fairford, will serve as a specimen de- ^^'^P"
"^^'

scription of the mode of travelling by what we may call " first-

class "^for the missionaries did not often ride in the carrioles,

but walked, while the dogs dragged their belongings :

—

" My own dress was a large beaver- skin cap, with ears of fur meeting
under the chin, and a heavy coat, not strictly episcopal in form. These
things I wore of necessity, and had the buffalo coat by my side in case of

requiring it. Thus equipped, I seated myself, or rather reclined, in the
carriole, which is made very light, and only large enough to hold the
body, with a few blankets and buffalo robes wrapped closely round.
On a projecting board behind was the box containing my robes and a
few necessary articles, and following us was a sledge, with our food and
that for the dogs, and a few pi-esents which I was taking \^ ith me. We
had thus two teams, and they were the best the country afforded, kindly
placed at my disposal by the Company, and in charge of Monkman,
the best driver. The animals, • les coursiers du nord,' as they are often The dogs

called, were very gaily caparisoned, their trappings, saddle-cloths, and ^"'|.**||

collars of scarlet and blue. The driver, on whose skill and tact much
depends, runs by the side, or, when the track is narrow, jumps on the
runner behind ; and, to prevent the upsetting of the carriole, he has a

leather rein fastened to either side, by which he cnn lift and balance it

at pleasure. From the lightness of the carriole I had at first many a
capsize ; but as I got accustomed to the motion, I could balance myself,

so as to throw my weight in the opposite direction when I saw it in-

clining to one side. At times, over it went without any such warning,
or, if I might be nodding a little towards evening, the first intimation I

received of my situation was to find that I was dragging along, with my
elbow in the snow.

" We had a long distance to run in order to reach the Bay. Many
had dissuaded me from attempting so much that day ; but, as the dogs
were fresh and the evening fine, I started about four o'clock, in good
hopes of crossing the Plain. It is divided into three parts, which are

nearly equal—a bare level plain, a higher ridge of woodland, and then,

descending, a level plain which stretches towards the Bay. We made
very good running for a long time : the dogs were in full vigour, but the
track, from recent snow, was not well marked out, and rather uneven,
so as often to plunge us in the deep snow by the side. The whip was
but seldom necessary for the dogs, and a knock on the side of the carriole

was sufficient to stimulate them to press on.
" Once only we rested, in the middle of the woody ridge ; it was to

light a fire, to melt some snow for the men and dogs. This is done by
holding the snow in a pan over the flame : the water thus produced is

very good, and free from any smoky flavoiu- if well done : when taken
for a contiiuuince it is said to have a prejudicial effect, and to reduce the

system ; but in such a journey it is very refreshing to man and beast.
" We then proceeded with fresh energy. I amused myself by ascer-

taining the names of the dogs, which I heard uttered very often in some
abbreviated form. The leader had the appropriate name of Papillon,

or Butterfly—from his speed rather than his beauty,—and a very trusty

creature he was, very sure to select for himself the best footing where
there was any choice. The other two were named Fox and Blucher : a
fourth we were to pick up by the waj'. As the night closed in the appear-

ance was very singular, as we threaded oiu' way along. The ornaments
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Part VI. on the clogs' necks, from which the bells were suspended, were often the

1849-61. only things visible: they looked exactly like the usual symbol for the

Chap. 50. constellation Aries.
" When within a few miles of the houses at the Bay the wind suddenly

changed, and blew riglit in our faces. For half an hour it was colder

than during any other part of the journey : the cutting sensation in

passing rapidly through the air can scarcely be imagined. It has a

scorching feel on the face, the only part exposed, enabling one to realize

the torridus (/elu which Livy applies to Hannibal and his men in

crossing the Alps."

Mr. and Ml', and Mi's. Hunt, who had come out with the Bishop, now
^"utlnto pi'oceeded to the station of Lac la Eonge, which had been opened
the wilder- Jjy James Settee. When they started on their nine hundred miles

journey from Eed Eiver, the large boat which w^as to take them
across Lake Winnipeg was loaded with provisions for fifteen

months, flour, pemmican, &c., with tools, locks, hinges, window
frames, glass, &c., and with blankets and warm clothing. The
St. Andrew's congregation presented them with 50cwt. of flour to

give to the destitute Indians ; and the gifts of individuals were
very touching, one poor woman bringing two dozen eggs, another

a pair of fowls, and one man a basket of salt. The journey

occupied seven weeks ; and on arriving at Lac la Eonge they
found " nothing to be seen but rocks and water, except that here

and there a little soil had drifted into the chasms, and afforded a

precarious nourishment to a few trees." Yet only a year later we
read of " Mr. Hunt's farm "; but—

Their " Jt needed to have much labour bestowed upon it. The heavy wet
a ours

^i^^y ^^^ swampy mossy ground has had to be di'ied and warmed by
draining ; the surface of the stony, rocky ground to be cleared of the
thickly-crowded stumps of fir-trees ; the different kinds of earth and s<.>il

to be blended with each other—the sand from a more distant part being
boated across the lake to lighten the heavy clay, while the rushy margin
of the waters has contributed its plants for manure :—all this has been
necessary before crops of potatoes, oats, and barley could be raised ; but
when raised, most gladsome in the barren region of Lac la Ronge."

After two years more, the station proved unsuitable, not merely
as regards external things, but as a centre for the Indians ; and
Hunt moved on fifty miles further to the banks of English Eiver,

and founded a station afterwards called Stanley. This removal
and suffer- involvcd scvcrc hardships. They tried to get settled in before
ings. winter ; but on December 6th they were still living and sleeping

" in a calico tent, of course without a fire." " I could not believe

it possible," wrote Hunt, " to live in such cold comfort." On the

21st they moved into "an enclosed space which was called a
room, but having no ceiling, and one of its walls a blanket." A
few days later, things were a little better, but on January 12th
the spirit thermometer registered 70° of frost, and on the 19th
Hunt wrote :

—

" We are obliged to confine the dear children to the bedroom, the only
part of the house we can keep at a temperature that they can support,
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without roasting their faces before the fire while their backs freeze. At Part VI.
breakfast, with a good fire, the temperature on the table was S^j" of 1849-61.

frost; and at dinner the water froze in our glasses so quickly that we Chap. 50.

broke the ice again and again in order to drink. If the plates were not
taken hot from the fire, anything put on them in a semi-fluid state
quickly congeals, as mustard. The knives and forks, also, must be put
to the fire before they can be used with comfort."

"Januai-y 20th. Still colder: 47° frost in the breakfast-room. The
young calf frozen in the cow-house."

This will suffice as a little illustration of the life at English
Eivei', and indeed at all the remoter stations. But there was no
intermission by Mr. Hunt of daily service in the schoolroom,
daily school for the Indian children, and five distinct functions on
Sunday. On Bishop Anderson's first visit there were forty Results of

baptized Christians to be confirmed ; and after three years two ^*^^"^ work,

hundred and thirty had been baptized.

Extension was now the order of the day. In 1851-54, Native Extension,

teachers began work at Moose Lake, two days' journey from
Cumberland ; at Fort Alexander, to the east ; at the mouth
of the Winnipeg Eiver, where the Mission station was named
Lansdowne ; at White Dog, one hundi-ed miles up the same
river ; at Fort Pelly, 300 miles to the west of Eed Eiver

;

and at Nepowewin, on the Saskatchewan, 100 miles above
Cumberland. Nepowewin was occupied by Henry Budd, who
was much blessed in his work there. One of the first converts
baptized was a chief whose ferocity had made him the terror

of the country. The White Dog station received the name
of Islington, from a curious circumstance. An old lady from Curious

Bath, Mrs. Landon, was staying at the Church Missionary new sta-

College on a visit to Mr. Childe, and had the misfortune to tion-

fall downstairs. She was picked up by Tamihana, the Maori
chieftain from New Zealand, who was then in the College ;

*

and, though somewhat hurt, she recovered after a fortnight in bed.

On leaving for her home, she put a cheque for £1000 into Mr.
Childe's hands as a thank-offering, desiring that it should be
used to establish a new station in Eupert's Land, to be called

Islington.!

Wherever the missionaries went, they found the solitary

trading-posts of the Hudson's Bay Company, at which the Indian Hudson's

hunters gathered from time to time to sell the furs of the animals ^^ P°sts.

they had killed. The " factors " or agents in charge of these posts

were often Scotchmen, and sometimes half-breeds, the offspring

of white men and Indian women. For the most part they
welcomed the missionaries, who rightly regarded it as part of their

work to minister to them. They " sowed unto them spiritual

things," and " reaped their carnal things " in assistance of all

* See pp. 74, 638.

f This circumstance was related by Mr. Childe in a lecture at the College
many year.-i after. The gift is mentioned in the Society's Reports, but not
the origin of it.
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Pakt VI. kinds. On the other hand, one of the gravest difficulties of the
LstiMil. Mission arose from the rival efforts of Eoman Catholic mission-
ClKipJ30.

,^^.-gg^ mostly French, who set an example of courage and self-

French denial, but whose work was chiefly carried on by the free use of

M'iSfo"ns. beads, images, and charms. One who came to Eed Eiver caused

no little excitement by informing the jjeople that forty Protestant

clergymen in England had joined the true Church. It was the

period of the Tractarian secessions, the echoes of which thus

reached even to the wilderness of Eupert's Land.

Encouraged by the animating reports received year by year

from Bishop Anderson, the Society sent several men to

New men. reiuforcc the Mission. In 1851, went out John Horden and

C. Hillyer ; in 1852, W. W. Kirkby and E. A. Watkins ; in 1853,

W. Stagg; in 1854, H. George ; in 1856, C. B. Mayhew ; in 1857,

T. H. Fleming and J. P. Gardiner; in 1860, T. T. Smith; in

1864, E. Phair. Some of these went as lay schoolmasters, and

were ordained by Bishop Anderson. Besides them, several men
were engaged in the country. In 1854, an excellent Wesleyan
missionary, W. Mason, who had been in Eupert's Land since

1840, joined the Church of England and the C.M.S. Mission, and

Clergy of rcceived Anglican orders. Some w^ere " country born," that is,

mixed race.
^^^^ children of settlers but of mixed race. Such were Eobert

McDonald, ordained in 1852 ; T. Vincent and T. Cook, in 1860

;

J. A. Mackay, in 1862. And of pure (or almost pure) Indians,

James Settee was ordained in 1853, Henry Cochrane in 1858,

Henry Budd, junior, in 1860. The younger Budd we have before

met at Islington College. He died, deeply lamented, after four

years' faithful labour.
Hudson's The most important extension of the work during Bishop

sion.
'^" Anderson's earlier years in Eupert's Land was the opening of the

Mission at Moose Factory, at the southernmost point of Hudson's
Bay, eight hundred miles east of Eed Eiver ; and the missionary

sent out to this post proved to be one of the most efficient for his

special work, and one of the most honoured in our home circles,

John Hor- in the whole list of C.M.S. missionaries. This was John Horden,
'^^"'

a young schoolmaster at Exeter, who had taught himself Latin

and Greek. He had been accepted by the Committee, but advised

to continue his school until a suitable post offered for him. On
May 10th, 1851, he received a letter from Mr. Venn, telling him
that he was appointed to a new station on the shores of Hudson's
Bay ; that he must start within a month ; and that it was desirable

that he should go out married. The lady was already provided,

so the marriage took place on May 25th. Three days afterwards

they went to London, and on June 8th they sailed in the usual

Moose annual ship for Moose Factory, a companion vessel to the one
Factory,

^j^^^j. ^^^^^j. ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ York Factory.

There had been a Wesleyan Mission at Moose, but it had been
relinquished a few years before ; and the Hudson's Bay Company's
employes, who were numerous at so central and important a
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depot, had applied to Bishop Anderson for a minister. Hence his Part VI.

reqviest to the Society. Horden was unordained, and was sent 1«49-61.

out as a schoolmaster ; and the Committee promised to send a ^^^'

clergyman soon, which they did in the following year, when the

Eev. E. A. Watkins went out by the ship. When he arrived

at Moose, the Bishop was there, having accomplished the long
journey by lakes and rivers from Eed Eiver, and intending to take

Horden back with him with a view to his reading for ordination.

The Bishop, however, was so charmed with the work the young
schoolmaster had done in eleven months, with his mental and
spiritual qualifications and theological attainments, with his grip

already of the Cree language, and with the love and devotion he
had inspired among the people, that he oi'dained him then and Horden

there, first deacon and then presbyter ; and arranged for Mr. °''«ia'ned.

Watkins to go to Fort George, a remote post on the eastern side

of Hudson's Bay, where he would find not only Indians, but also

a good many Eskimo.
Three years later, the Bishop again made the tedious journey to Watkms

Moose, and Mr. and Mrs. Watkins came down to meet him. They Eskimo,

had suffered much from scanty food and other privations, and had
had access to but few Indians ; while the Eskimo did not come so

far south in any number. Watkins had appointed to see them at

Little Whale Eiver, the ultima Thule on the east side of Hudson's
Bay ; but when the time came to go thither, he could get no
means of transport, either by land or by water. Encouraged,
however, by the Bishop's sympathy and counsels he went back

to his solitary post for two years more ; after which, the

Hudson's Bay Company abandoning the place, he was compelled

to leave, and was afterwards transferred to Cumberland. x\nother

attempt to reach the Eskimo was made by T. H. Fleming in 1859.
fj^^'^j^"^

He walked on snow-shoes five hundred miles in twenty days, Eskimo,

sleeping in the snow every night. This walk brought him to

Great Whale Eiver, and from thence a sledge draw^n by nine

Eskimo dogs took him to Little Whale Eiver. There he met 350
Eskimo, in small companies as they came and went ; taught some
of them to read the syllabic character, and left with them little rolls

containing the Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and some
texts like St. John iii. 16.

Meanwhile, Horden had repeatedly travelled over the whole of Horden's

his gi'eat district, extending two and three hundred miles eastward

and southward and westward, and had brought many hundi-eds of

Indians into the visible Church of Christ. He wrote home
enthusiastically of the spiritual blessing that accompanied the

Bishop's visits ; while the Bishop wrote not less enthusiastically

of him and his work. Horden's graphic letters, published in the

C.M.S. periodicals, soon made his name familiar to their readers;

and for many years there were no contributions more eagerly

looked for.

In 1854, another Hudson's Bay station was opened. This was
VOL. II. Y
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I'ART VI. York Factory, the chief port of the whole vast territories of

j.s4iM)i. Rtiport's Land, where West had landed in 1822, and the Bishop
Cliap. 50. -^ 1849. Here was stationed WilHam Mason, the Wesleyan

YorTT^c- missionary just admitted to English orders. From York it was
^°'"y- possible to reach Severn and Trout Lake in the interior of the

country, and Churchill, two hundred miles to the north, the

furthest post on the western side of Hudson's Bay. In 1862,

Churchill was proposed as a regular station, and J. P. Gardiner

was sent there ; but he only stayed a short time. Albany, another

station on Hudson's Bay, a hundred miles from Moose, was

begun by the native clergyman, the Eev. T. Vincent.

In 1854, the Bishop appointed the veteran WilHam Cockran,

and James Hunter, Archdeacons ; and no two missionaries have

better deserved the distinction. In the same year Hunter took

his furlough to England, and spoke at the Annual Meeting of

1855, the first representative of the North-West America Mission

who had thus appeared. Two years later, in 1857, it had another

representative, in the person of the Bishop himself. In our Forty-

fifth Chapter it was mentioned that in that memorable year, when
no one dreamed that on the very Sunday following the Anniversary

the great Indian Mutiny would break out, China and North-West
America were the leading topics. Both mission-fields were repre-

sented by their bishops. George Smith and David Anderson, who
together had been consecrated in Canterbury Cathedral in May,
1849, stood together on the Exeter Hall platform in May, 1857.

Let us read two fragments of Anderson's speech :

—

" Our spheres of labour are very di£ferent. China is a country scarcely

opened, just being broken vip. Ours is a country which has been opened
so far that, though we cannot penetrate into the thousands and thou-

sands of miles that are opened to our view, yet a certain distance has

been traversed, and it is well for us to guard the lines, as in military

afiairs is often the custom. I think our lines of defence are growing.

There is one line along the shores of James's Bay and Hudson's Bay, in

which there is a fringe of light. It happens that two bells are going out

by different ships, to be placed in churches there, and there will be
Sabbath-bells along the shore

;
which will be, as it were, beacon lights,

not to warn the mariner from earthly danger, but to remind the soul of

the promise from above. They are for two remarkable stations, Moose
and York, each of which is the centre of many others, which are in the
hands of good and faithful men. There is another line of defence along

the British frontier, between us and the United States, and we desire to

strengthen that line more and more. Our noble President has spoken of

the highway of the East. That to which I have referred I sometimes
A prophecy call the highway of the West; for if there is to be a commimication

between Canada and the British Pacific, it will go exactly along that line.

That line is being gradually strengthened, not with bulwarks of earth,

l)ut with church after church, so as to mark the British boinidary from
the Red River and Lake Winnipeg, stretching westwards as far as we are
permitted to go ; and I trust we shall advance until we penetrate
towards the Rocky Mountains, and gain the sea beyond. . . .

" I am happy in the possession of an excellent band of clergy. I have the
paternal, the daily and lioiuly care for the Indians, of Archdeacon
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Cockran—a name known to all of you who arc conversant with the Part VI.
missionary records for more than thirty years. I have the translationary 1849-61

.

power and abilities of Archdeacon Hunter. I have the faithful sim- Chap. 50

plicity of Cowley and Mason. I have the affectionate tenderness for the

orphan, of Mr. and Mrs. Stagg. I have the versatility, and self-reliance

and ready resources of Mr. Horden."

Within a month of dehvering this speech, Bishop Anderson
started on his return journey, and reached Eed River in October.

Archdeacon Cockran had now retired to Portage la Prairie, a small

settlement sixty miles west of Red River, on the Assiniboine,

where he lived until, in 1865, he finished his course of forty years'

unbroken service. Archdeacon Hunter, soon after the Bishop's

return, planned a new and important extension. Hitherto the New ex-

Mission had only touched the great Algonquin nation of Indians, nTrth°ward.

comprising the Crees, Sotos, &c., inhabiting the vast basin of the

rivers flowing into Hudson's Bay. Beyond the northern boundary
of that basin lay the still vaster basin of the mighty Mackenzie
River, which flows into the Polar Sea ; and that immense territory

is the home of another great nation or family of Indians, the

Tinne, comprising the Chipewyans,''' the Tukudh, and other tribes. Tinne

Chipewyans had been met by Mr. Hunt at English River, which
almost marks the boundary line, the watershed being only a little

north of it ; but hitherto no Mission had been established among
them. The Roman Catholics were already preparing to advance,

and had obtained leave from the Hudson's Bay Company to settle

at two important centres, Athabasca Lake and Great Slave Lake,

with liberty to travel thither by the Company's " brigades," i.e.

canoes and dog-trains. Bishop Anderson did not want to interfere

with them, but to occupy other centres not yet bespoken ; so

it was proposed to pass on beyond these, and carry the pure

Gospel to the Mackenzie River. To do this, i\.rchdeacon Hunter
now set his face towards the North.

t

On June 6th in the year 1858—that annus mirabilis before

spoken of, which saw so many events that have affected all

subsequent missionary history—Hunter started from Red River Hunter
^

by one of the Company's "brigades," having secured the the North.

Governor's sanction. The travelling party comprised forty-four

men ; and among them were five French priests going to occupy

the posts bespoken by them, while the crews of the five boats were

chiefly Romanist. But the Company's agents at the various
" forts " or " factories " passed proved to be Protestants, who gave

Hunter a hearty welcome. In due course the brigade reached the

* Xot to be confounded with tlie Cliippeways or Ojibbeways, who belong

to the Algonquin nation.

f It was about this time that a Select Committee of the House of Commons
collected important evidence regarding the Hudson's Bay Company and its

territories. Sir George Simpson, the Governor, stated that there were thirty-

six mission stations in tliem, viz., nineteen of the Church of England, twelve

Roman Catholic, four Weslcyan, and one Presbyterian. {CM. InieUigencer,

November, 1858.)

Y 2
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watershed at Portage la Loche, and there handed over passengers

and goods to another brigade. A descent was now made to the

Athabasca Eiver, down which they went to Athabasca Lake, on

which stands Fort Chipewyan. There the Peace Eiver flows in

from the west, and the united streams form the Slave Eiver, down
which they proceeded to Great Slave Lake. Crossing that vast

sheet of water, they entered the mighty Mackenzie itself, and

following its course reached Fort Simpson, the capital of the Far

North (if a village of log-houses may be so called), more than

2000 miles travelling distance from Eed Eiver, on August 16th,

two months and ten days from the date of starting.'''

Hunter remained in the Far North through the following winter,

generally at Fort Simpson ; but he paid visits to Fort Liard, on the

Liard Eiver, and to Forts Norman and Good Hope, lower down
the Mackenzie. He had much promising intercourse with the

Slavi Indians, to whom the Gospel was news indeed, and nine of

whom were baptized ; and he saw some of the Tukudh tribe, who
in after years were to present so striking an illustration of the

simple reception of the truth of God. He also solemnly received

into the Church of England the only one of the Company's agents

in those territories who up to that time had been a Eoman Catholic.

This gentleman came spontaneously to Hunter, his faith in the

Eoman system having been shaken by what he had seen of

Eoman Missions. In the following summer the Archdeacon

returned to Eed Eivor, and Mr. Kirkby, having been selected to

go and occupy the Mackenzie District permanently, proceeded

thither with his wife and family. Although Fort Simpson is in a

much higher latitude than the Hudson's Bay stations, it is less

severe in climate. The masses of ice that come from the Polar

Eegions down Davis's Strait produce a low temperature in and
around Hudson's Bay which is not exceeded much further north

in more westerly longitudes. While at Churchill or the Whale
Elvers all is desolation, barley grows well at Fort Simpson. Moose
Fort is in nearly the same latitude as London, but the isothermal

line which passes Moose is in Europe some distance north of

North Cape.
Kirkby's journeys were much more extensive. By him the

Gospel was carried for the first time within the Arctic Circle. He
descended the Mackenzie nearly to the Polar Sea, seeing the sun

shining (it was June) all through the twenty-four hours, and
describing a complete circle in the heavens, which made him glad

of the shade afforded by the enormous masses of ice. Then he
ascended the northernmost western tributary of the Mackenzie,

the Peel Eiver, to Fort McPherson ; and thence crossed the Eocky
Mountains to La Pierre's House. At this remote station he was
in the midst of the interesting Tukudh or Loucheux or Kutchin

* Archdeacon Hunter's very graphic diary of this journey appeared in the
CM. Intelliyencer of September, October, and November, 1859.
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Indians (all three names are used), who received him with a Part VI.

warmth that was unexpected, for their reputation was not good, y^'^'^h
The chief medicine-man renounced his " curious arts " in the ^^' °

'

presence of all ; and murder, infanticide (a very common crime),

and polygamy, were publicly confessed and solemnly abandoned.
From La Pierre's House Kirkby descended the West Eat Eiver
into the Porcupine Eiver, and the Porcupine Eiver, past Eampart
House, into the mighty Yukon, the great river of Alaska, which On the

falls into Behring's Straits. He arrived at Port Yukon, then the

furthest outpost of the Hudson's Bay Company's trade, on
July 6th, 1861. Not till seven years later did more acciirate

observations show that this Fort was over the boundary line of

141° west longitude, and therefore within the United States

territory of Alaska.

On these journeys Kirkby found many evidences of the influ-

ence previously gained by the French Eoman missionaries. Little ^"^'^i*

crucifixes, beads, amulets, medals, pictures, abounded. Let us
just read the inscription under a widely-distributed picture of the

Lord's Mother, accompanying instructions to pray to her for

pardon and grace :

—

" Veritable portrait de la tres Vierge Marie, mere de notre Seigneur Jesus

CTiri&t, d\ipres le •portrait -peint par St. Luc Evangeliste. Des graces sans

nombre sont attachees a cette image?

But the power of the Holy Ghost accompanied the simple words
of Divine Truth spoken by Mr. Kirkby: consciences were touched,

sins forsaken, and faith expressed in the one, only, and all-

sufficient Saviour. The encouragement thus afforded led him to

make the long journey a second time in the following year, 1862

;

and on his return to Fort Simpson after this journey he found that

a colleague had arrived from the south. This was Eobert Robert

McDonald, a country-born missionary trained at Bishop Anderson's '^ °"^ '

collegiate school at Eed Eiver, and a highly-distinguished student

there. He was ordained by Anderson in 1852, and had been in

charge of Islington station for nine years. Thus appeared on
the scene the future Archdeacon of Mackenzie Eiver, and the

translator of the Scriptures and the Prayer-book into the Tukudh
language.

At this point we may conveniently pause to glance at the im- Work of

portant translational work which had been done in the Eed Indian

languages. Archdeacon Hunter had been especially zealous in

this essential department of missionary operations, and he had
been much assisted by Henry Budd when the two were together

at Cumberland. Before Bishop Anderson came they had trans-

lated parts of the New Testament into Cree, and also considerable

portions of the Prayer-book, including the Services for Baptism,

Confirmation, Communion, Marriage, Churching, and Burial,

—

services which were fomid of the greatest practical use in teaching

the people the true meaning of these various rites. When Hunter
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Part VI. visited England in 1855, the presses of the Bible Society and the
iH49-til. S.p.C.K. were set to work with his MSS. The labour involved in
^^^' '

^ these translations can scarcely be estimated. The Eed Indian
languages are not only of the Agglutinative family, but of the

Polysyllabic branch of it ; and the inevitably immense length of

the words makes all such work extremely difficult. Thus, " He
made the water wane " becomes in Chippeway only one word,
ZhdJm-emeiidhbooicetoojmn. It thus became a hard task to teach
the people to read their own language ; and it was to obviate this

lysfJm^. difficulty that the Syllabic System was invented.

The inventor of this system was a former Wesleyan missionary,
the Eev. James Evans. That gi'eat benefactor of the Indian race

laboured several years in Canada and the North-West. On his

return to England, he died suddenly while addi'essing a missionary
meeting. His system is of a remarkably simple character, so

much so that not only is the space occupied in the written or

printed page much smaller than if Eoman letters were used, but
experience has shown that quite illiterate Indians can learn to read
it in a few weeks. This latter feature is of great importance,

because at the remoter stations the Indians only come in from
their hunting journeys three or four times a year for a week or

two at a time, and during those short visits whatever education is

desired must be given. Here is St. John iii. 16 in the Cree dialect

spoken on the shores of Hudson's Bay :''

—

. V"AT ^P"C P^Lcr!) <3"P^o b P"0"r HP' OV^d^c^,

<]A-^' qCV-^^LS- Vb PP cri^^-drir^^ Lb pp ov
bP9 ALn^A-^

This system was adopted by John Horden at Moose ; and a
printing-press was sent out to him, with a fount of the syllabic

t}^e specially prepared. The result was delightful. The Indians
quickly learned to read, and when they went off on their long
journeys they took portions of Scriptm-e in the syllabic character
with them. For, from the first, Horden set himself to translate

parts of both Old and New^ Testaments, and of the Prayer-book,
into East Main Cree, as the Moose dialect is called ; and Watkins
rendered much assistance in this work while in the Hudson's
Bay district. But the most important service was done by W.

Bibi°"^
Mason, who had been much longer in the country. He completed
and revised the whole Bible in the dialect, and brought the MS.
in syllabic character to England, where so large a work could be
more easily printed ; and he stayed in this country three years to

see the whole through the press. Mrs. Mason, who had been born
in Eupert's Land, and was still more familiar with the language
than her husband, worked with him diligently ; but her health

* Interesting diagrams illustrating and explaining the system are given
in the CM. Intelligencer of March, 1853.
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failed, and a few days after the last sheet was corrected she entered Part VI.

into rest.
('hf^~50

This syllabic system, however, was not adopted by the mission- '

^^^' ^

aries further west. They admitted its suitability to some languages,

but not to all. Mr. Hunt invented a different and much more Hunt's

elaborate and complete system, and his subsequent years at home system,

were largely devoted to the promotion of it ; but it never secured

wide adoption. Hunter always advocated the use of the Eoman
alphabet with all its disadvantages ; and the majority of the Indian

languages have been reduced to writing in that form. But there

is no doubt of the success of the Syllabic Bible in the Hudson's
Bay district.

On January 6th, 1860, Bishop Anderson delivered a most inte- ^^^.''^^ °^

resting and inspiriting charge to such of the clergy as could, by a Anderson,

reasonable amount of travelling, gather at Red River. He referred

to the deep interest of his visit to England, where he again and
again (he says) spoke at the same meetings as Bishop Smith, and
where he assisted at the consecration of a companion of his eai'ly

youth, A. C. Tait, to the Bishopric of London. He noticed

sympathetically the revivals in America and Ireland, and
welcomed the invitation to world-wide united prayer—which was
duly observed at Eed Eiver in the following week. He called

attention to the fact that Church organization was spreading over

the American Continent. His own diocese of Rupert's Land had
now the new diocese of Huron on the east, the new diocese of New dio-

Columbia on the west, and the new diocese of Minnesota, just over "ound,
the United States boundary, on the south. Yet these had not but ru-

^^
diminished the enormous area of Rupert's Land ; and the Church sfin

within it had not yet extended to the borders of the diocese. Moose, isolated.

800 miles to the east, and Fort Simpson, 2000 miles to the north,

were occupied ; but Ungava Bay (Hudson's Strait), the Arctic Ocean,

and the Rocky Mountains were still " limits rather for the eye and
the imagination to rest upon, than possible to be overtaken by any
amount of personal labour." "At the heart and centre," con-

tinued the Bishop, "we remain very isolated; we are still the

oasis in the wilderness. After repeated efforts, the difficulty is

found to be great to bridge over the intervening distance on each

side—to throw out branches which may connect us with our

neighbours in Canada and Columbia, and make us to be, in some-

thing more than name, the highway of the west."

This last sentence may well turn our attention to the external Political

and political circumstances of Rupert's Land at this time. There stances of

were already signs that the " oasis in the wilderness" would not
Land!^'^

long remain one. From the days of Charles II. the Hudson's Bay
Company had had exclusive rights of trading over the vast

territories watered by all streams flowing into Hudson's Bay,

which gave them command of the whole country from Labrador

to the Rocky Mountains, and from the United States boundary

to English River; while the more northern basin of the Mackenzie,
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Part YI. being only accessible through their territory, was practically theirs
1K4.9-61. also. There were no ordinary colonists; and the Eed Eiver
Ch^50.

Settlement, formed by the Earl of Selkirk in 1811, was the only
place wdth any white population other than their own employes.
And as the only effective access into this vast domain was by their

annual shij)s to York and Moose Forts, and this by a navigation

only open for three months in the summer, it w^as not difficult to

keep the country to themselves. But there was now a tendency
to enter the land by two new routes. First, the Canadians, tired

of clearing their dense forests, looked enviously at the open prairies

of the Saskatchewan plains, and were beginning to consider the
joossibility of making a road to Eed Eiver from Lake Superior,

through a country then scarcely touched. Secondly, the popu-
lation of the United States was extending in a north-westerly
direction, and Minnesota was receiving many settlers ; and some
of these settlers, who wanted to reach the newly-discovered
goldfields of British Columbia, perceived that their easiest way
was northward down the Eed Eiver and then westward across the
Plains.

In view of the latter channel of migration, it was becoming
important that the Hudson's Bay territories should be brought
in closer touch with England and with Canada ; otherwise colonists

pouring in from the States by the Minnesota route might presently
annex themselves and their new country to the States. The
Canadian Government organized an expedition to explore the
whole territory in 1857-8, and the geologist of the expedition.
Professor Hind, published a valuable narrative of their travels and
inquiries. The Pacific coast of British America had already been
made a Crown Colony, by the name of British Columbia ; why
should not the same be donewdth Eupert's Land, cr it be annexed
to Canada? Bishop Anderson, in his Charge, expressed the hope
that as the Conservative Colonial Secretary, Sir E. Bulwer Lytton,
had done the former, the new Liberal Colonial Secretary, the
Duke of Newcastle, would do the latter. This, however, was not
to be yet ; the Hudson's Bay Company not unnaturally objecting
to being absorbed. Moreover, the Company's Governor, Sir

George Simpson, declared that to make a road from Lake Superior
to Eed Eiver, though only 400 miles, was impossible "unless the
Bank of England were expended." But meanwhile, the Company's

Free trade, charter was modified, and free trade introduced. Moreover, men
who could look into the future perceived that one day there must
and would be railway communication between the Atlantic and the
Pacific ; and all expert opinion said that a trans-continental
railway on the United States side of the boundary was almost
impracticable from the nature of the country, or if made would

Future attract no passengers, while such a line could easily be made
railways, across the fertile Saskatchewan Plains, and would di-aw to them

a large population. In the event, as we know, the American
Pacific hue was made long before the Canadian one ; but it is
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interesting to see how Mr. Eidgeway in the CM. Intelligencer Part VI.

cited the researches and opinions of Professor Hind's expedition 1849-61.

to show the urgent importance of evangehzing the Indians before ^^H^' •

the expected tide of emigration flowed in :''—

•

" There must," he said, " be an influx of population from some quarter. Reach the

It will be fraught with daneer to the Indian : but we cannot prevent it ^'V^',^"?
,

o o "
^ X while there

if we would. We must endeavour to prepare him as we best can for the is time,

changes that await him. By the invigorating action of Christianity, he
may be strengthened and sustained, so as to be enabled to hold his

ground in the j^resence of the white man. To endue the Indian tribes

with this conservative element, we must labour diligently, and with
increasing effort, for the time is short."

The time was indeed short. In the next year or two, traders

and settlers from the United States began to come in, and Fort
Garry, the Upper Settlement on Bed Eiver (now the city of

Winnipeg), became an emporium for the "fire-water" which the whiskey

Company had hitherto kept from the Eed Man. A service of huge f°om^the
wooden carts was organized between the rising city of St. Paul's United

• States
in Minnesota and Port Garry, and on one journey they brought in

8000 gallons of whiskey. From all the nearer stations came sad
news of the rum and whiskey sellers visiting them, and tempting
the Indians to drunkenness. The Christian chiefs, however, for

the most part stood firm ; and at Cumberland they all signed a

mutual agreement not to sell their furs for drink. Here and there

total abstinence societies were formed ; but despite all efforts, the

drink habits increased, and threatened the ruin of the whole
nation. Some years had to pass before, as we shall see hereafter,

wise measures arrested the curse.

But while the Church Missionary Society was eager to

evangelize the still Heathen Indians, and also to provide pastoral

ministrations at those remoter stations where they could be
provided in no other way, the Committee now wished a be-

ginning to be made, at the older centres, in the direction of self- c.m.s.

support—that is, of course, support of religious ordinances. It seif-sup-

was the period of Henry Venn's strenuous efforts to promote ^^ River.

Native Church organizations in Africa and India ; and in colonized

countries like New Zealand and Eupert's Land the work, it was
felt, must gradually be thrown on to the Colonial Church. The
Eed Eiver congregations, except at the Indian Settlement, were
almost entirely half-breed ; and these it was proposed to throw
upon their own resources, and to exhort them also to take a

share in providing for the Indian Mission. In view of the perils

attaching to the advancing tide of emigration, the Committee,
after full consideration, in 1862, determined "to maintain the

North-West America Mission upon its present scale; but," they
continued, " they respectfully in-ge upon the Bishop and clergy of

the diocese, and upon all their missionaries, the duty of placing

* See CM. Intelligencer, March, I808, May, 1860, May, 1861.
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Part VF. the Native Church upon a footing which may secure its perma-
l,s4!Mil. nence with the smallest possihle amount of contrihutions from
^' '"''' • '"• ahroad." In that very year, a missionary meeting at St. Anch-ew's

was so stirred by the news of Kirkby's journey to the Yukon
above referred to, that a young half-breed catechist offered to go
to his aid, and the congregation proposed to raise the funds to send
him. The young man was Eobert McDonald, already mentioned,
the future Archdeacon of Mackenzie. And in the next year the

Bishop ordained another of the same class of men, J. A. Mackay.
"If," wrote the Bishop to the Society, "it will be a long time

before we are self-supporting, are we not beginning to be se//-

siipplying ?
"

Although we have now come to the date at which the present

section of our History ends, we must bring Bishop Andei'son home
Bishop after his fifteen years' episcopate. He left for England in 1864.

rttuml°to ^^ ^^6 beginning of that year he had sent the Society an
England, encouragiug report, speaking thankfully and appreciatively of the
The mis- work at all the stations. Archdeacon Hunter was at St. Andrew's

(but he came home the following year), and Cowley at the Indian
Settlement, with an Indian clergyman, Henry Cochrane, assisting

him. A new missionary, Eobert Phair, was in charge of Lans-
downe and Islington. The old veteran, xlrchdeacon Cockran, was
still at Portage la Prairie, but he died soon after the Bishop left

;

and close by, at Westbourne, was H. George. At Foi"t Pelly, the
excellent Native clergyman, James Settee, w^as stationed ; and at

Fairford, W. Stagg. These two, Indian and Englishman, had
made an important journey to the Western Plains to see if a
Mission were practicable ; but the incessant fighting between the
Crees and the Blackfeet had driven them back. The important
chief station of Cumberland was now under the charge of the
Native (Indian half-breed) clergyman, J. A. Mackay; Watkins
having returned to England in ill-health, through the great priva-

tions he had endured on the Hudson's Bay coast, and the almost
starved condition in w'hich he had passed one winter at Cumber-
land, owing to the loss of the annual ship depriving him of two
things—gunpowder and twine !—without which he could neither
shoot birds nor catch fish. At Nepowewin w^as Henry Budd,
senior, mourning over the deaths, within a few wrecks, of his wife,

his daughter, and the son whose brief ministry had been so
promising. From English Eiver Eobert Hunt had returned to

England, broken down by the hard life he had lived un-
interruptedly for more than twelve years ; and T. T. Smith was
now^ in charge, and finding his knowledge of the Welsh language
a help in mastering that of the Chipewyans. Kirkby and
McDonald were in the Far North ; and on the Hudson's Bay
coast there were Mason at York, Horden at Moose, and the
Native clergyman, T. Vincent, at Albany. Altogether there were

Native^ ovev 5000 Indian Christians, of whom 1000 were communicants.
Christians. " J jjj^ye uo hesitation," wrote the Bishop, " in stating that the
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accounts from the distant parts are more favourable than I have Part VI.

ever yet received at one time. Oh for the Spirit of the living 1^^9-61.

God in richer effusion to rule the tongue, the heart, and the
'"'''

"

'
'

life !

"

More than once in this chapter the North-West America
l^^j""*^

Mission has been contrasted with the China Mission. The China.'

contrast was often drawn, not to the advantage of North-West
America, in the period we have been I'eviewing. In those days
the Eupert's Land missionaries w-ere more numerous than the

China missionaries, and the expenditure on the former work was
double that on the latter work. And yet the whole Eed Indian

race would scarcely people a large Chinese city. Not unnaturally,

the China missionaries complained ; and so did some friends at

home. In the Eeport of 1859 Henry Venn replied to these Venn de-

complaints. Besides noticing the fact that the Eupert's Land n.w.a.
Mission had been undertaken long before China was open, he ^^'ssions

dwelt upon the significant use which the Lord Himself had made
of it. Nowhere had the Gospel had a harder test of its power.
Wandering tribes and families scattered over an enormous area

—

how were they to be reached ? how taught ? how watched over ?

And yet nowhere had the power of the Gospel been more
strikingly illustrated. "The fruits of the Spirit," said Venn,
" have been very brightly exhibited in many of the Eed Indian

converts." As ignorant as the most degraded of Africans, as cruel

by nature as the fiercest New Zealanders, they had been led by
Divine grace to " receive with meekness the engrafted word," and
their simple faith had again and again been touchingly manifested.

And God had used these cases, just because of their simplicity, to

touch hearts at home. They, and similar cases in New" Zealand,
" had been, under God, the, chief materials in kindling that flame

of missionary zeal which now happily takes a wider range."

Exactly so ; and so it has been over and over again in later days.

No stories have interested missionary meetings like Eed Indian

stories. No deputations have been so attractive as the mission-

ai-ies from the Far North. And then the great dark world reaps

the benefit.

Then, in the following year, Venn submitted another considera- " Liy'ng
—,. -r -, oj' (•,• 1

remains.
tion :

—" The Indians are now only the remains 01 nations ; but

they are living remains ; and if it has been justly esteemed an
enterprise worth much sacrifice of treasure and life to search

through these very regions for the unburied bones of Franklin and
his brave companions, surely the Church of Christ cannot refuse

to send forth its messengers to search out, and to bring to life

everlasting, remnants of tribes dead in trespasses and sins, yet

inviting us by a living voice to go over and help them."

It is certainly remarkable that the " Church Missionary Society

for Africa and the East" should have found one of its most
interesting and fruitful fields in the Far North-West. When the

Society was started, British America was avowedly excluded from
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Part VI. its purview because the S.P.G. had its principal work there ; but
1849-61. the founders never thought of the vast territories two thousand
C hap. 50. j^jjgg beyond the S.P.G. sphere (as it was then) in Canada Proper.

The C.M.S. was led thither, not by its own choice, but, as to

every other field it has occupied, by what seemed plain indications

of the leading of Divine Providence. But no one dreamed a

century ago, or even half a century ago, that the day would come
when the Society would be spending £20,000 a year in British

America ; while the S.P.G., so far from being interfered with,

would also be rendering substantial help in the Great Lone Land.
The result is that the one " lost sheep " (as the Eed Indians are

in comparison with the vast populations of Asia and Africa) has
again and again been brought home by the shepherd " on his

shoulders, rejoicing"; and Asia and Africa are the richer for the

sympathy of those who " rejoice with him."
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NOTE ON PAET VII.

The remark made in the Note prefixed to Part VI. applies to this Part

also. It would have heen better if a somewhat shorter period had been

included in it. The fact, little known but very important, that the years

1 865-72 were a time, not only of depression, but actually of retrogression,

would have come out more clearly. Let it be emphasized here, however,

that in 1872 the Society had actually twelve men less on the roll than in

1865. The careful reader of these chapters will find why it was so.

The first two chapters of this Part also are devoted to the Environ-

ment. The " High " and '' Low " movements are not taken separately,

however, as they were in Part VI. One chapter is occupied with the

controversies of the period, and the other with Church and Home
Mission developments. Then Chaps. LIII. and LIV. give us, as in

pre\'ious parts, the perso7i7iel and inner history of the Society ; the account

of the candidates in Chap. LIV. leading up to the establishment of the

Day of Intercession. The story of Mr. Knott in this chapter is one of

the most important episodes in the whole History.

Chap. LV., on Native Church Organization, is complementary to

Chap. XXXVIII. in the preceding Part. The next twelve chapters

again take us round the Mission-field. First, West Africa, telling, on the

one hand, of the discouragements and repulses everywhere (LVL), and,

on the other hand, of Bishop Crowther's work on the Niger (LVII.)

;

then Mauritius, and the short-lived Mission in Madagascar (LVIII.)

;

then five chapters on India. Of these five, four are arranged neither

geographically nor chronologically, but topicallj', introducing us to the

great Anglo-Indians of the period (LIX.), to the Brahmo Samaj and
similar movements (LX.), and to the varied missionary methods and
agencies (LXL), and commemorating the noble missionaries who died iu

the period (LXII.) ; while the fifth (LXIII.), on the Punjab, is notable

for its narratives of converts from Islam. In China (LXIV.) we have

advances, and the advent of the China Inland Mission, amid exceptional

trials and difficulties. Then the opening of Japan (LXV.), extension

in Rupert's Land, the establishment of Metlakahtla (LXVL), follow

in succession ; and, lastly, comes a full account (LXVII.) of the dark

period of war in New Zealand. Some controversies about bishoprics

occur in the China and Madagascar chapters.

The last chapter of the Part, LXVIIL, winds up the history of the

period with a sketch of Henry Venn's latter days, closing with his death.



CHAPTER LI.

An Anxious Period ; In the Society, and In the Church.

Contrast between the last Period and this one—Discouragements in

the Missions—Deaths—" A Failing Treasury and a Scanty Supply
of Men "—Where were the Fruits of the Revival Movement of
1856-60?—Controversies of the Period—Church and Dissent

—

Public Calamities—The Rationalistic Controversy :
" Essays and

Reviews"; Tait's Unpopularity; Shaftesbury and Pusey—Attitude

of C.M.S. : Ryle and Boyd at St. Bride's; McNeile and Tait at

Exeter Hall—Other Broad Church Books—Evangelical Mistrust
—"Intelligencer" Articles—Bishop Temple—The Ritual Contro-
versy—Ritual and Doctrine—E.C.U. and Church Association

—

Convocation and Parliament—The Ritual Commission—Attitude

of C.M.S. : Mee and Venn—The Bennett Judgment—How is it

that C.M.S. has survived ?

" Perihiiis times."—2 Tim. iii. 1.

" Behold, the bush burned ivithjire, and the bush ivas not consumed."—Exod. iii. 2.

" Behold, an host compassed the city. . . . Alas, my master, hoiv shall we do ?

And he unsxcered. Fear not : for they that be iritli us are more than they that be

vnth them."—2 Kings ^-i. 15, 16.

N passing from our last period, 1849—1861, to the Part YIl.

period now to be reviewed, and taking a general 1862-72.

survey of the two periods, we cannot but be struck Cha^ol.

with the contrast between them. The former period

we have seen to be one of remarkable progress and
promise. The latter we shall find to be one of comparatively

slow advance, of much anxiety and apprehension, of not a little

disappointment. The former period was marked by the com- why an

mencement of certainly fourteen new Missions : in the latter we
pg^io°£j"for

shall have only to record the opening of four, viz., Madagascar, c.m.s.

Kashmir, Peking, and Japan ; and two of these were not perse-

vered in. Moreover, we find in this period the Yoruba Mission Missions

almost broken up ; the bright hopes at Constantinople blighted
; racing'

the East African slave-trade rampant, while the Mission is

neglected ; some Missions in India and China almost standing

still for lack of men ; and the New Zealand Church nearly

destroyed by war and apostasy. On the other hand, the Fuh-
kien Mission and Metlakahtla are new stars in the missionary

firmament ; the Santal Mission is rising above the horizon

;

Tinnevelly continues to shine brightly ; and above all, a success-

ful start is made in the independent life of Native Churches and
Native Missions, at Sierra Leone and on the Niger.

Further, we shall find the period marked by the deaths of Deaths,

several of the greatest missionaries and of other valued leaders.

^f^^
^ iW^
T- tX3
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A decade in which such missionaries were taken from us as

Bishop George Smith, Archdeacons Cockran and Kisshng and
Henry WilHams, Dr. Pfander, Eobert Noble, Joseph Peet,

John Thomas, J. T. Tucker, P. P. Schaffter, Andrews, Hawks-
worth, Henry Baker, sen., George Parsons, T. Sandys, J. W.
Knott, and Dr. Elmshe, is a marked period indeed ; and going

outside the C.M.S. roll, we have to add Bishops Cotton and
Patteson, and Archdeacon Pratt, all falling at their posts. And
at home the Society lost two Vice-Patrons, Archbishops Sumner
and Longley ; four Lay Secretaries, General Browne, Major
Straith, Colonel Dawes, and Mr. Holl ; such advocates and
fellow-workers as Bishop Villiers, Dean Goode, Hugh Stowell,

H. V. Elliott, Charles Hodgson, and Sir Herbert Edwardes ; and
such supporters through long years as Sir T. Dyke Acland,

Dr. MacBride, Principal of Magdalen Hall, Oxford ; while

period closed with the death of Henry Venn himself.

Again, the period was notable for a serious falling-off in

supply of men. We have seen that in the previous period, 246

new names came on to the roll, and that of these no less than 62

were of University graduates. In the period now before us, the

new names only numbered 159, and only 23 of these were of

University men ; and although it is true that this period only

comprises eleven years, as against thirteen years, the falling-off is

but to a slight extent thus accounted for. Viewing the figures in

another way, and taking the actual number on the roll at the be-

ginning and end of the two periods, we find that while in the first

period the total number of missionaries, clergymen, laymen, and
women (not including wives), rose from 168 to 237, in the second

period it actually receded to 230. The Society had ceased to send

out Basle men ; and the only increases were that Islington supplied

88 Englishmen against 72 in the former period, and that 18

women were sent out as against 17. Of University men, Oxford
sent 6, against 12 in the former period ; Cambridge, 14 against 35

;

Dublin, 3 against 14 ; and even such names as Knott and Vines,

Arden and Gordon, Jukes and Ensor, and the brothers Squires

(to mention only such as are not still in the field), make up but

a little band alongside the long list of first-class men belonging

to the former period ; while of the whole tw^enty-two, only

three, J. H. Bishop, E. Bateman, and M. G. Goldsmith, are

still labouring. In the Eeport of 1872, the Committee had the

painful duty of stating, for the first time for many years, that not

one single University man had offered for missionary service; while

at the same time Islington College was only half full. It was
indeed high time for a Day of Intercession for Men ; and it was
in that very year that the Day was instituted.

Then as regards funds, the contrast between the tw^o periods is

equally marked. The average Ordinary Income rose during the

former period from £94,000 to £127,000, an increase of £33,000
;

while in the latter period it rose to £150,000, an increase of only
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£23,000. Moreover, in the former, there were the Jubilee Fund, Part VII-

the Special India Fund (after the Mutiny), and one Deficiency 1^62-72.

Fund, amounting together to £133,000 ; while in the latter there Ch^-51.

was one Deficiency Fund of £14,000, and nothing else of this

kind except gifts from two individuals for Japan. The now
numerous Appropriated and Special Contributions were almost

unknown in those days.

In the face of all these striking facts, can we wonder that in the

Eeport of 1872 the Committee were constrained to say openly that

they had "to deplore a failing treasury and a scanty supply of

candidates"?—and to add these ominous words, "Will the

English Church listen to God's voice ? If not, must not its

candlestick be removed, and its light quenched in darkness?"
Even earlier than this, in 1865, Henry Venn told the Islington

Clerical Meeting that while "the extent and influence of Evan-
gelical Truth in the Church had very largely increased," missionary

zeal had distinctly " retrograded." Missionary Meetings, he said, Di-

" were less well-attended, and less interesting"; and the " warm l^ierest.

sympathy and self-denying exertions " of earlier years had become
" more rare of late."

The question may naturally be asked. If there really was, in why was

1856-60, the commencement of a new Evangelical Movement in movement

the country, as described in our Thirty-fourth Chapter, why is it
^jfl^f^uit-

that the results were not seen in the period now before us ? What fui ?

could have been the worth of such a movement if it was so soon

succeeded by the Church Missionary Society having to report " a

failing treasury and a scanty supply of candidates " for missionary

work ? In the highest places in the Church there were now, for

the first time in two or three centuries, several representatives of

Evangelical views and interests. In much less conspicuous

quarters, fresh and active evangelistic and home mission agencies

of every kind were now on foot ; and a spirit of prayer, and of

seeking to know more of the word and will of God, was abroad

among extensive circles of unknown and unnoticed men and
women. Yet where were the fruits?

The answer to these questions is probably threefold. In the

first place, the Evangelistic and Eevival Movement was not Because

heartily supported by the Evangelical clergy. Although a large "°
^y

^"

proportion of the workers in it were Church people, they were clergy,

not exclusively so, and therefore it was not generally worked " on

Church lines." It might, unquestionably, have been guided and

directed by the Evangelical clergy if they had thrown themselves

into it ; but this they failed to do, as a body. The Parochial

Mission Movement, with which they did identify themselves to

some extent, was later. That Movement, however, was, on its

EvangeHcal side at least, a fruit of the seed sown by the earlier

Eevival Movement ; and the men who were the most effective

Parochial Missioners were men who had been connected with

the Eevival. But this does not belong to our present period.

VOL. II. Z
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In the second place, the Evaugehstic and Eevival Movement
did not at that time, nor for many years after, connect itself at all

with the Foreign Missionary Enterprise. It was so absorbed

with the ungodly masses of om' home population, that the great

dark Heathen World was forgotten ; so much so that, for a time,

it actually drew away the sympathies and energies of Christian

people who had been ardent supporters of Missions, and though

they did not cease to contribute money, their hearts were now
rather in the urgent and overwhelming work close at hand. This

was fm'ther fostered by the multiplication of all sorts of home
agencies, of which the next chapter will speak. Nevertheless,

it is the fact that the Eevival Movement of 1859-61 did send

up a large proportion of the candidates who did appear ; and it

sowed the seeds that sprang up long after in the enlarged mis-

sionary acti\'ity of recent years.

In the third place, the period was one of passionate and bitter

controversy ; and such a time is never a time of missionary

advance. Evangelical Churchmen, and in particular the Evan-
gelical Bishops and other leaders, were engaged all through our

period in incessant struggles with foes which for convenience may
be shortly described as Eationalism, Eitualism, and Eadicalism.

This last word is used for alliteration's sake, and without any
desire to trench upon politics. It stands for movements which
Evangelical Churchmen as a body undoubtedly regarded as inimical

to true religion. Not Household Sufh-age—though they did dread

that, even when conferred by a Conservative Ministry in 1867 ; but

the Liberation Society and the Birmingham Education League.
The former body triumphed in the Disestablishment and Disen-

dowment of the Church of Ireland in 1869, and fondly hoped to

see the Church of England similarly dealt "svith within ten years

at fm-thest. The latter body advocated secular education, and the

exclusion of the Bible from State-aided schools ; and after failing

to mould Mr. Forster's great Education Bill of 1870 so as to give

effect to this policy, it set to work to influence the School Boards,
and actually succeeded in getting all religious teaching excluded
fi'om the Board Schools of Birmingham for several years.

Now these semi-political controversies created a great gulf

between Evangelical Churchmen and Dissenters. The Bible

Society, and other agencies similar in constitution, felt their effects

immediately, and have felt them ever since ; and so, to some
extent, did the Evangelistic and Eevival Movement. Lord
Shaftesbmy found, at the numerous meetings of non-denomina-
tional or inter-denominational agencies and institutions over which
he was continually presiding, that it was dangerous to refer to

the Bible, for fear of irritating some good Nonconformist minister
who was going to speak, and who was probably identified with the
Birmingham platform. Some loosening of the old ties, indeed,
between Evangelical Churchmen and Dissenters had taken place
earlier in oiu- period, before the Disestablishment and Education
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controversies. St. Bartholomew's Day, 18G2, had heen kept hy Part Yll.

the Nonconformist bodies as the bi-centenary of the exchision of 1862-72.

Baxter and other clergy from the National Church in the days of
C hap, o i.

Charles II. ; and the Evangelicals considered that the commemora-
tion was marked by unfair attacks upon the Church. Two years

later, Mr. Spurgeon had openly charged the Evangelical clergy

with perjury, for subscribing to the Prayer-book, which, in his

opinion, plainly taught the doctrine of baptismal regeneration.

But it is more important to dwell upon the other controversies,

with Eationalism and Eitualism, which became acute in the

earlier years of our period.

Before turning to them, however, it may be well to note in

passing that the period was one of much gloom in the outer Gloom in

world. It opened to find England in mourning for the Prince
^^^Irs

Consort, whose untold services to the nation only began to be

realized when he was dead. It opened, too, to find England in

deepest anxiety whether war with the United States could be

avoided ; and it was not till after the danger had passed away
that the Prince Consort's share in averting it—the last exercise of

his tranquillizing influence—was known to the country. But the

Civil War within the States, which had already broken out,

brought calamity to us as well as to them ; and the Cotton

Famine went near to ruining Lancashire. Then, in one year,

1866, came the political agitation that ensued on the death of

Palmerston, the first outbreaks of Penianism, the fall of Overend,
Gurney, and Co., with the widespread financial distress that

followed it, and the cholera visitation, which called forth so much
heroic service among the stricken East Londoners—the service

in which " the three Catherines " w^ere conspicuous, Mrs. Tait,

Mrs. Gladstone, and Miss Marsh. On the Continent, war after

war brought havoc in its train : first Prussia and Denmark, then

Prussia and Austria, and then the terrible Franco-German conflict

and the overthrow of Napoleon III. ; while the Ecumenical
Council at Eome only committed the Papal Church to one more
development of false doctrine by declaring the Infallibility of the

Pope. The only great public events of the period that can be

looked back upon with satisfaction are the establishment of the

Kingdom of Italy, the opening of Eome to the Bible, the

abolition of American slavery, and the growth of the material

prosperity of England—generally, and justly, attributed to Mr.
Gladstone's budgets.

We now turn to the two great controversies within the Church.

It was in 1860 that the Eationalistic controversy came to the Rational-

front. Broad Church views, indeed, of one kind or another, were iroversy."

not new. Arnold of Eugby had represented one type ; F. D.
Maurice and Charles Kingsley represented another ; and Maurice
had been dismissed some years previously from his professorship

at King's College on account of his published views regarding the

z 2
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Part VII. eternity of future punishment. The sermons of F. W. Eobertson
1H02-72. of Brighton, again, represented another phase of the movement.
Chapj5i.

]3j^-eadth, said John Cunningham in the Christian Observer,

reviewing some works of Maurice and Jowett in 1855, was all very-

well ; but what sort of breadth ? " There is such a thing as the

breadth of the bright, deep, flowing river, and there is the breadth
of the shallow and corrupted marsh. We welcome the river, but

we are afraid of the marsh." We have already seen how Dr.

J. C. Miller, in his great C.M.S. Sermon in 1857, had denounced
the teachings of this school as "another gospel—a gospel which
must fail to enrich man, and which will bring no glory to God."

" Essays But in 1860 appeared the famous volume entitled Essays and
Reviews." Beviews.

In that volume, seven prominent men, professors and others,

while writing independently of one another, seemed virtually to

have combined to throw doubts upon what everybody understood
to be the teachings of the Bible and the Church of England.
One writer attacked miracles, and another the first chapter of

Genesis, while a third reproduced in an offensive form some of

the most reckless of German criticisms on the Old Testament,
and a fourth, no less a person than Professor Jowett, argued that

the Bible should be interpreted "like any other book." The
opening Essay, by Dr. F. Temple, Head Master of Eugby, was not
regarded as seriously objectionable in itself ; but he was gravely

blamed for appearing in such company. One of the first journals

to notice the book was the Ghristian Observer, which pointed
out the serious questions involved in its publication. The article

sent the number of that periodical for June, 1860, into the un-
w^onted honour of a second edition ; and in the following January
a weight}^ indictment of the volume, written by Bishop Wilberforce,

appeared in the Quarterly Review, while the rising flame of

indignation in the Church was fanned by a singularly audacious
defence of the Essayists by Dean Stanley in the Edinburgh.

Action of The Bishops issued a letter strongly condemning the work,
ops

gjgj-^Qp
rji^-^

signing it as well as all the rest, although he in-

curred some obloquy by doing so. Temple and Jowett being his

intimate personal friends, as also was Stanley. In due course
Trial of two of the Essayists, Dr. Eowdand Williams and the Eev. H. B.

i^s.
^^^^" Wilson, were prosecuted in the Court of Arches, the former by

the Bishop of Salisbury and the latter by a brother clergyman
;

and they were adjudged by the Dean of Arches, Dr. Lushington,
to be guilty of heresy in denying the inspiration of Scripture and
the eternity of future punishment. They appealed, however, to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which reversed the
decision, and acquitted the two Essayists. This tribunal con-
sisted of four law Lords, the tw^o Archbishops, and the Bishop of

London ; and the two Archbishops (Longley of Canterbury and
Thomson of York) declined to concur in the Judgment. Bishop
Tait, therefore, stood before the Church as the one ecclesiastic
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who refrained from judicially condemning the Scjytem contra Taut Yll.

Christum, as the seven Essayists were called by the less dignified }^^~'^f:
of the religious newspapers ; and a tremendous outcry instantly _£_
arose against him. High and Low Church united in expressions Protests of

of indignant protest. Seven distinguished Oxford men, including 1^^?^^^^
^"'^

Dr. Pusey and x\rchdeacon Denison on one side, and W. E. Fre-

mantle and Dr. J. C. Miller on the other, drew up a declaration, to

the effect that " the whole Catholic Church maintains without

reserve or qualification the inspiration and Divine authority of the

whole canonical Scriptures, as not only containing , hut being, the

Word of God, and further teaches, in the w^ords of our blessed

Lord, that the ' punishment ' of the ' cursed,' equally with the
' life ' of the ' righteous,' is ' everlasting.' " * In a few weeks this

declaration was signed by 11,000 clerg^^men ; and another was
signed by 137,000 laymen. The Convocation of Canterbury,

which had deferred a formal decision pending the legal trial, now
by large majorities, and despite the strenuous opposition of Dean
Stanley—he had just become Dean of Westminster,—promulgated

a " synodical condemnation" of "the book called Essays and
Be views."

The temporary alliance between the two Church parties that

had been so strongly opposed to each other was initiated by
a remarkable letter written by Dr. Pusey to the Record

(February 17th, 1864) immediately after the acquittal of the two
^^^^l^,^JJ"^

Essayists—" an admirable and faithful letter," the editor called it. geiicais.

On seeing this. Lord Shaftesbury wrote to Pusey, who was his

cousin, in warm response :

—

" We have to struggle," he said, " not for Apostolical Succession or

Baptismal Regeneration, but for the very Atonement itself, for the sole

hope of fallen man, the vicarious sacrifice of the Cross. For God's sake

let all who love our blessed Lord and His perfect Word be of one heart,

one mind, one action on this great issue, and show that, despite our
wanderings, our doubts, our contentions, we may yet be one in Him."

Pusey replied as warmly :

—

" I have ever loved the (to use the term) Evangelical party (even

while they blamed me), because I believed that they loved oiu' Redeeming
Lord with their whole hearts. So now I am one heart and one mind
with those who will contend for our common faith against this tide of

unbelief." f

* A curious and interesting account of the framing of this Declaration is

given in the Life of Dr. Pusey, vol. iv. p. 54.

t Life of Dr. Pusey, vol. iv. p. 51 ; also Life of Lord Shaftesbury, vol. iii. p. 167.

A few years later, in 1871, Lord Shaftesbury, stirred up by the shocking
murder of the Roman Archbishop of .Paris in the days of the Commune,
approached Archbishop (afterwards Cardinal) Manning with words of sym-
pathy and of a desire for " combination to withstand the torrent of blasphemy
and crime." " Can we not," he said, " go thus far together, to press on the

minds of all our people in London that there is a Creator, a Redeemer, and
a judgment to come ? " Dr. Manning replied with effusive warmth ; but the

illness of Lord Shaftesbury's daughter, and his absence from England with
her, prevented any practical action being taken. {Life, p. 288.)
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Part VII. It is noteworthy, however, that Henry Venn, who usually was
l8()2-72. go much more ready to unite with opponents, when necessary,
Chap. 51. ^\^r^^ were many of his friends, did not approve this alliance, and

Venn would uot sign the combined declaration. " Surely," he said, " a
stands joint signature implies that the difference between the signers is as

nothing compared with the difference between the other party

and themselves. This I cannot allow." *

Not that Venn was at all disposed to minimize the errors of the

Essayists. Indeed, the C.M.S. leaders generally were not slow to

perceive that the teaching of the Essays struck at the root of the

missionary enterprise. At the very commencement of the agitation,

i'n*teiiil ii^ the Intelligencer of December, 1860, Mr. Eidgeway, taking the
gencer"on Parable of the Sower for his text, pointed out that, however varied

ssay
.

^j^^ ^^^.^ might be in Heathen lands all round the world, the seed

must always be the same, " the Word of God "
; and that this

divine " seed " the Essayists would take from us. It is observ-

able that the Essay which he specially singled out for ani-

madversion w^as Dr. Temple's, because it seemed to give " natural

religions" a place alongside the Bible in " the Education of the

World," and thus appeared to render Missions almost superfluous.

No one then dreamed that the writer of that Essay would one
day, as Archbishop of Canterbury, prove to be one of the most
ardent and cogent of missionary advocates ! Naturally, too, the

preachers at St. Bride's at this time were constrained to refer to

j.c. Ryie's the great current controversy. In 1862, J. C. Eyle occupied the
^ermon.

p^^^ipjj^ • r^^y^^ \^{^ scrmon is one of those perfectly plain, terse,

incisive addresses with which the whole Church of England has
since become so familiar. St. Paul at Athens was his subject ; his

heads were (1) "What St. Paul satv," (2) "felt," (3) " fZ/r/, at

Athens "
; and it is needless to say how easy the application was

to the " broad " views that were becoming fashionable. If the

most learned and cultured city in the world was "full of idols,"

what a proof of the absolute need of a Divine revelation ! If

St. Paul's spirit was " stirred wdthin him," not with admiration
for the beauty of temples and statues, but with compassion for the

idolaters and zeal for their conversion, what should be our attitude

towards the non-Christian world? And if the Apostle—so far

from confining his teaching at Athens to " natural theology "

—

(" an impudent assertion," said Mr. Eyle, and a very comip.on

one to this day)—" preached unto them Jes2is and the Besur-
rection," should not our message to Heathendom be the same?

Boyd's Then again, in 1864, Archibald Boyd, Incumbent of Paddington
(afterwards Dean of Exeter), w^ho w^as at that time one of the

most impressive of London preachers, delivered a really great

sermon, from 2 Tim. i. 10, on the Insufficiency of Nature and the

Necessity and Sufficiency of Eevelation ; adducing evidence from
classical authors of the helplessness of ancient Paganism to make

* Memoir of H. Venn, p. 331.
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men virtuous and happy, and, from Government Eeports, of the Paht VII.

like incompetence of modern Heathenism, and then dwelhng on 1862-72.

the triumphs of the Word of God as illustrated hy Missions.
^''^^^'

'

The speeches at the Annual Meetings at this time v^ere not so

much occupied with the controversy as might have been expected,

though Ai'chbishop Thomson, in 1864, spoke impressively on the
subject. It was at the Bible Society meetings that the Neologian
School was most vigorously denounced, though Dr. Miller on one Miiierand

occasion excited the anger of the Nonconformists by affirming that senters."

they too were not without representatives of the same school.

The assertion was perhaps all the more bitterly resented because
it was strictly true ; and in after years, as will be well remem-
bered, Mr. Spurgeon's lament over the " downgrade theology " of

Dissenters gave still greater offence. Spurgeon himself, in a How to

characteristic speech at one Bible Society Anniversary, drew elbie.
* ^

from the current attacks on the Bible a plea for Biljle Society work.
" Defend the Bible !

" he exclaimed; " how would you defend a

lion ? Open the cage, and let liim out '
"

But there was one memorable occasion when quite a dramatic
scene was enacted on the C.M.S. platform in connexion with
this controversy. This w^as the Anniversary of 1865. After

Archbishop Longley had with much graciousness moved the first

resolution, Hugh McNeile I'ose to second it. He had been but a Hugh
rare speaker at C.M.S. anniversaries : this w^as his fifth (and last) ^d^BTs'hop
appearance. His speech was a fervid and most powerful protest Tait at

against the whole teaching of the Broad Church School ; and as Ha!i.^

he drew towards a close, he turned round to the serried ranks of

clergy on the platform behind him, and with outstretched arms
and intensely solemn utterance implored them not to " touch the

accursed thing," but to stand firm to the old truths of Inspiration

and Atonement. The meeting was thrilled to its heart's core,

and hung upon the words of one who was a real orator, and who
spoke from the depths of his soul, in a stillness that might be

felt. When he sat down, a tempest of applause burst forth, and
it was a strange anti-climax when the President announced as the

next speaker—the Bishop of London ! Dr. Tait was then at the

height of his unpopularity, but he was a true friend of the Society,

and Venn was not the man to leave him out of the programme.
Never did his tact and self-control in a difficult position more
conspicuously triumph. " After the stirring and solemn w^ords,"

he said, "to which w^e have just listened, and which I trust will

sink into all our hearts " (loud cheers), " it requires some courage

to stand before you and avow myself a moderate man " (dead

silence). "But," he continued, "St. Paul tells us to let our

moderation be known unto all men." Did this bold use of the

Authorized Version's imperfect rendering of to eTnuKh indicate a

low estimate on the Bishop's part of the scholarship of a C.M.S.

meeting ? At all events it caused some of those present to shake

their heads, half in murmur, half in amusement. But the Bishop
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Tart YII. went on to deliver an admirable speech, and sat down amid warm
18G2-72. applause.
C}iap. 51. j^ -^^.j^g

^qi^
^^J-^g JiJssays and lievieivs only that excited the Church

Other ^t this time. Following close upon them came Bishop Colenso's
Rational- -works on the Pentateuch, which naturally caused a greater outcry

.

^Yy^^y eyer ; and, about the same time, Eenan's Vic de Jesiis, in

which a singularly-attractive literary style was employed in setting

forth the life of Christ as of one who was merely a young Jew of

dreamy and emotional temperament.* The Evangelicals, and the

more orthodox of High Churchmen, were also troubled concerning

other works that appeared about this time, which, though not

objectionable like Colenso's, were regarded as unsound and
perilous. Such were Stanley's Lectures on the Jcioish Church,

many of the articles in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, and, above
Evan- all, Professor Seeley's Ecce Homo. The Christian Observer, in

opinionson Very al)le articles, denounced all these and several other similar
them. works ; and it even criticized with some severity so conservative

a Commentary (as it is now considered) as that On the Psalms,

by Dr. J. J. S. Perowne (now Bishop of Worcester) ; but it

refused to follow the Record in its violent attack upon Dr. Norman
Macleod's new magazine, Good Words, and rather defended
that clever and (upon the whole) excellent publication. Many

And on Evangelicals were not even satisfied with such standard works

books^°^ as Alford's Greek Testament and Conybeare and Howson's
St. Paid; nor with the Speaker's Commentary, which was
designed to fortify Churchmen against Rationalistic criticism of

Scripture ; nor wdth Dr. Pusey's magnificent Commentary on
Daniel, the most learned and complete defence of that inspired

book ever written, which Lord Shaftesbury was blamed by some
of his friends for recommending ; nor with Aids to Faith, the

admirable volume of Essays in direct reply to the Essays and
Bevieivs, which led to the promotion to the Episcopate of three

of its leading w^riters, Dr. Thomson,! Dr. Ellicott, and Dr. Harold
Browne. Liddon's great Bampton Lectures, in 1866, on the

Divinity of Christ, received a heartier welcome.
It is impossible, indeed, to read the periodical literature of that

day without feeling that, under the influ.ence of not unnatural

A false po- panic, the Evangelical writers endeavoured, not only to hold intact
sition.

^Yie citadel of Truth, but to defend positions that were untenable.
In the earlier half of the century, belief in the entire creation of

Present-
^^^^ w'orld out of nothing in six natural days w^as an absolute test

day views, of orthodoxy ; but Christian men have learned since then to

* Renan's book was the subject of a magnificent sermon delivered at what
were still only the " Special " Sunday Evening Services at St. Paul's, by H. P.
Liddon. He was then little known in London, and it is believed that this
was his first sermon in the cathedral in which he was afterwards to be the
most distinguished canon and preacher.

t Thomson became Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol before Aids to Faith
appeared, though after it was announced. His translation to York followed
soon afterwards.
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recognize and admire the works of God throughout geologic ages, Part VII.

and at the same time to see greater beauty than ever in the \?^''^'^h

Divinely-inspired summary of them in the first chapter of Genesis. ^^' ^

In like manner, devout and spiritually-minded Bible-readers of the

present day delight in the archaeological discoveries that have con-

firmed Scripture while modifying many of their own preconceived

notions of the meaning of Scripture, and in the revisions of text

or of translation which have revealed to them more of the real

"Word of God while correcting previous misconceptions of particu-

lar texts
; yet these very Bible-readers, simple-hearted Christians

as they are, and cherishing God's inspired Word with a devotion

never exceeded in any age, would undoubtedly have been regarded

live-and-thirty years ago as infected with Neology. But the

Church Missionary Intelligencer of that day, whatever may have Articles in

been the actual views of the editor on points of the kind, proves teUifren-'

on examination to have been guiltless of panic, and free from the cer."

extreme literalism found in some of its contemporaries. It did

not ignore the rationalistic books ; it did not leave them unnoticed
;

but it fastened upon the essentials of Eationalism that underlay

them, instead of dwelling on minor matters in which criticism

that seemed unsettling at the time has proved in the issue to be

right ; and in particular, it pointed out the bearing of the new
teachings upon the work of Missions. For instance, one extremely

lucid and interesting article '' comments upon Stanley's account of

Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac, and shows how the acceptance of

that account would emasculate the glad tidings of redemption by
a crucified Saviour which it is the Church Missionary Society's

business to proclaim to the Heathen World. In another,! it

exposes the fallacies of the Theory of Development as applied by
Bishop Colenso to African Missions. In a third, | it ingeniously

compares two journals of the same missionary tour sent by two
C.M.S. men in Turkey, Wolters and Weakley, showing that the

seeming, but not real, discrepancies between them were of the

same character as those in Scripture upon which Colenso and
others laid stress. In a fourth, § it shows how the Neo-Platonism

of Maurice tended to foster carelessness about missionary effort.

In a fifth and sixth,
||

it compares the views of Ecce Homo concern-

ing Christ with those of the Brahmo Samaj in India, which will

come before us in a future chapter. One cannot but be struck by
the skill, and at the same time by the reasonableness and modera-

tion, with which, under Mr. Eidgeway's guidance, the Society's

leading organ dealt with these and other subjects of current

thought.

On one other subject of Eationalistic controversy Mr. Eidgeway Contro-
"

1 • 1 • versv on
wrote well in the Intelligencer—a controversy not properly withm Prayer,

the Church, but forced upon the Church from outside. Professor

* CM. Intelligencer, April, 1863. f J^«^-. September, 186.5.

t Ihid., July, 1866. § Ibid., Septenaber, 1866.

II
Ihid., October, 1866, and January, 1867.
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Pakt VII.
18(52-72.

Chap. ol.

Dr. Temple
Bishop of
Exeter.

Three
Deans.

Tyndall, and some other scientific men, publicly affirmed the use-

lessness of Prayer, on the ground that it could not be answered
without disturbing the uniformity of Nature, which was impossible.

Their objection was a very natural one from their point of view,

but it did not trouble those who believed in a Living God, and who
quite realized that His ways are above human understanding.

It is needless to notice this controversy further here ; but the bare

mention of it serves to illustrate the diversified work which the

C.M.S. Editorial Secretary of that day had to perform.

The alliance between " High Church " and " Low Church " was
a short-lived one. It appeared again, temporarily, and in a partial

form, in 1869, when Mr. Gladstone appointed Dr. Temple Bishop
of Exeter, and when Lord Shaftesbury became chairman and Dr.

Pusey vice-chairman of a committee to protest against the appoint-

ment. But the Evangelicals were not united as to the wisdom of

such a protest, although many of them condemned Temple more
severely than Lord Shaftesbury thought he deserved. He con-

sidered their attitude more political and personal than spiritual.

" They dislike the appointment," he wrote, " because Gladstone
made it, yet they will not oppose it lest they should be found in

concurrence with Pusey." '•' Of three influential Evangelical

Deans, Law of Gloucester joined Pusey against Temple ; McNeile
of Eipon (he was now Dean) denounced both, and adjured Boyd
of Exeter to refuse to receive the new bishop, and to " take joy-

fully the spoiling of his goods" if he incurred thereby the

penalties of prmnimire ; while Boyd himself prepared to give

Temple a respectful welcome. These differences, of which, with
others, the pages of Lord Shaftesbury's Life present a saddening
picture, are typical of the period. Is it surprising that a spiritually

aggressive work like that of the Church Missionary Society did

not prosper at such a time ?

The Ritual
istic Con-
troversy.

Improved
Church
services.

But between 1864-5, when the alliance against Neology w^as

formed, and 1869, when it was partially and temporarily renewed,
the gi'eat conflict over the advance of Eitualism had begun.
Touching this conflict it is necessary for the purposes of our
History to say something.
The early Tractarians had not paid much attention to the

external details of public worship and parochial organization.

Their minds were set on higher things. But the general progi"ess

of taste and culture, and the rising standard of parochial efficiency,

were causing gradual changes, many of which, though objected
to at the time, have long since been recognized as improvements.
The changes did not all come from the Tractarian side, nor did

the objections all come from the Evangelicals. We have already
seen f how week-day services, early Communions, hymns, lay

work, Sunday-schools, open-air preaching, &c., had been intro-

Lije nf Lord Shafteshwy, vol. iii. j). 2.5-i. f Pp. 26-32 ; also Vol. I. p. 274.
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duced in Evangelical parishes when the more old-fashioned Tart VII.

Churchmen were opposed to them. It was from Evangelical ^,^^'^''''^^-

churches that the old " parson and clerk duet " first began to dis-
'"^"

'

'

appear. It was High Church bishops who objected to the lay

readers of the Church Pastoral Aid Society. It was the "good
Churchmen " who clave to Tate and Brady, while the Evan-
gelicals were already singing the hymns of Wesley and Newton
and Heber. What the Tractarian Movement did was to wake
up these old-fashioned "sound Churchmen" who despised the
Evangelicals ; and while Dr. Hook at Leeds was showing
what vigorous and successful parish work could be done on
High Church lines, the new Cambridge School of J. M. Neale,

Beresford Hope, and the Camden Society, took the principles

which the Oxford School had expounded, and applied them to

church architecture and ritual and music*
What may be called the Eitual War began in Bishop Blomfield's The Ritual

time at St. Barnabas, Pimlico, as mentioned in our Thirty-third

Chapter. In the early years of Bishop Tait's Episcopate, he was
greatly harassed by the troubles at St. George's-in-the-East, where
the innovations of the Eector, Mr. Bryan King, and his two curates,

C. F. Lowder and A. H. Mackonochie, persisted in against the

protests of the respectable parishioners and habitual worshippers,

led to disgraceful riots in the name, sad to say, of " Protes- st.

tantism." Some West End churches were adopting an increas- in^thf-Vast

ingly ornate ritual without attracting much notice ; but these "°ts-

riots roused the chivalrous feelings of such few of the young men
of London as were being reached by the new teaching, and they

went down Sunday by Sunday " to defend the priests of the

Church from Puritanical persecution." It is riotous proceedings

like those at St. George's, and even less serious interruptions of

Divine Service, which, more than anything else, have alienated

so many moderate and sensible men, and thus have really pro-

moted, instead of checking, the advance of Eitualism. It was
not, however, by the externals of worship alone, or even chiefly,

that the " Catholic party," as they now called themselves, aroused

the alarm of Churchmen who were loyal to the principles of the More

Eeformation. It was rather their teaching on the subject of the

Lord's Supper, their practice of auricular confession, and their

introduction of manuals of devotion, borrowed from Eome, in

which, inter alia, prayers to the saints were suggested for use. At
the same time, various innovations in the conduct of Divine

Service, w^hich in themselves might have been harmless enough,

were avowedly introduced as the exponents and embodiments of

doctrine that made no pretence of being consistent with the

Articles of the Church of England ; while so startling was some
of the new ritual, that even an sesthetically-minded man like

* See chapters vi. and ix. of Dr. Overton's Anglican Revival (Blackie and
Son, 1897).

serious
errors.
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Part VII. Archbishop Trench—to whom (so said one of his pupils) a
1862-72. siu-pHced procession in Westminster Abbey was hke being in
Chap. 51. tieaven—was too shocked by a rituahstic service he attended

to partake of the Holy Communion as he had intended ;

=•' and

when St. Alban's, Holborn, was opened, the munificent High
Church layman who had built and endowed it, Mr. Hubbard,

complained bitterly to the Bishop of the practices introduced

by his own nominee, Mr. Mackonochie.
English In 1859, the English Church Union was established, " to defend

Union. and maintain unimpaired the doctrine, discipline, and ritual of the

Church of England against Erastianism, Eationalism, and Pvu-i-

tanism, and to afford counsel and protection to all persons, lay and
clerical, suffering unjust aggression or hindi-ance in spiritual

matters." What was meant by " maintaining unimpaired the

doctrine of the Church of England " was made more clear when
the Church Times, started in 1863, began to brand the Thirty-Nine

Articles as the " forty stripes save one " " laid on the backs of the

English clergA^" and when a new volume of " essays and reviews,"

entitled The Church and the World, and edited by the Kev. Orby
Shipley (afterwards a pervert to Eome), revealed, in 1866, the real

Church principles and designs of the "Catholic party." In 1865, the Church
Associa-

Association was established, " to counteract the efforts now being

made to pervert the teaching of the Church of England on essential

points of the Christian faith, or assimilate her services to those of

the Church of Eome ; and to effect these objects by publicity

through lectm-es, meetings, and the use of the press, by appeals

to the Com'ts of Law to ascertain what the law is, and by appeals

to Parliament." Later events seem to have caused a general

forgetfulness or ignorance of the original policy of the Church
Its original \ggQ(.ig^j^JQQ_ It w^as really designed to combine all moderate

Churchmen who were prepared to stand by Eeformation

principles, and efforts were made to include in the Council men
not usually identified with the Evangelicals as a party. So strong

was this feeling on the part of the chief promoters, that they

actually abstained from asking Lord Shaftesbury to be President

—

his alliance with Pusey notwithstanding—in order to preserve the

Association from a party character. Moreover, when an in-

fluential deputation waited on the Prime Minister and the Arch-

bishop of Canterbm-y, it was headed by Archdeacon Christopher

Wordsworth (afterwards Bishop of Lincoln). For a time there

was not a little painful difference of opinion as to the further

course to be adopted ; but after two years, at an important Con-
ference, decisive action was resolved upon. Public meetings

were held, and lectures delivered, all over the country. Miller,

Ryle, Garbett, and Joseph Bardsley, being the chief speakers.

The suits in the Courts of Law which the Association at once
began to institute were hond fide designed to ascertain what the

* Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. i. p. 403.
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law really was, and thus to assist the bishops in suppressing Part Yll.

whatever might prove to be illegal ; and this design, in l''^62-72.

itself, was by no means disapproved by High Churchmen at ^' '

the time, not even by some of the clergy who had adopted the

advanced ritual, and who begged Bishop Tait to obtain legal

decisions, expressing their intention to obey them.''= It was not

until some years after, when the disobedience of the Eitualists to its policy

the judgments of the Coiu'ts, and their defiance of the Judicial tion!

Committee of the Privy Council in particular, led in some cases

to their imprisonment, that the general feeling of the Church
revolted against what had at least the appearance of persecution.

It is true that such punishment is only what a layman has to

undergo if he refuses to obey the Courts ; but modern public

opinion will not tolerate its infliction on religious gi'ounds,

and there can be little doubt that these imprisonments really

helped forward the progress of Ritualism instead of checking it.

As a matter of fact, one consequence of them was that gradually,

in after years, the majority of the Evangelical clergy who were
members of the Association ceased to support it.

But it was not the Courts of Law only that condemned the

Ritualists. The Convocation of Canterbury, in which Evangelicals Convoca-

were scarcely represented at all, did the same. After several full demns
discussions, both the Upper and Lower Houses agreed, all but Ritualists,

unanimously, in February, 1867, to a long resolution moved by
Bishop Wilberforce and seconded by Bishop Tait, setting forth the

dangers of extreme practices, and ending with these words, "No
alteration from the long-sanctioned and usual ritual ought to be

made in our churches until the sanction of the bishop of the

diocese has been obtained thereto." Of this the Ritualists took

not the slightest notice ; and in that same year Lord Shaftesbury

made his first attempt to regulate one branch of ritual—the vesture

of the minister—by new legislation. His proposal was simply to

give the force of statute law to the 58th Canon, which enjoins the

use of the surplice in all ministrations, and thus to supersede,

indirectly, the Ornaments Rubric—whatever that much-disputed

rubric might really mean. The majority of the Bishops supported

this ; but Lord Derby's Government opposed it, promising a Royal
Commission instead, and the Bill failed to pass the House of

Lords. The next step, accordingly, was the appointment of the

Ritual Commission. Into the history of this futile attempt to Ritual

settle the controversy it is needless to enter. The Commission .,

assisted the litigation of the Church Association by inventing that

once famous (and alas! very real) personage, "the aggrieved

parishioner"; and it effected one important reform by revising

the Lectionary ; but all its prolonged debates vipon the Rubrics,

and the extremely sensible suggestions made for their modification,

came to nought. It is principally interesting to the readers of this

* See ii/e of Archhishoi? Tait, vol. i. pp. 400, 419.

sion.
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Histoiy for the presence on it of Henry Venn, as the one only

representative of the Evangehcal clergy. Of his part in it we
shall see more in another chapter.

The organs of the Church Missionary Society dealt with

Ritualism in the same way as they had dealt wath Eationalism.

They ahstained from discussing details, and from fighting for this

or that particular form of service ; but they gravely pointed out the

fundamental errors that underlay the advanced practices—errors

which, if they came to prevail in England, would undoubtedly
damage and might destroy the Society. The Intelligencer opened
that very year 1867, in which the crisis became acute, with
an article on God's wonderful answer to Hezekiah's prayer,

and called for united supplication for deliverance from the rising

danger. In the next number, it considered an incisive essay by
Dr. Littledale, the ablest of all the Eitualist \^'riters, in the volume
before referred to, The Church and the World, on " The Mis-

sionary Aspect of Eitualism." This essay commented on " the

pitiful history of respectable iVnglican Missions to the Heathen,"
and set forth ornate ritual as the true instrument of evangelization

for an ignorant people, because it was "the object lesson of

religion," and appealed to the eye rather than to the ear. " Eye-
gate," indeed, is a most important way into the human heart, and
Protestant missionaries are more and more using it by means of

lantern-pictures, &c. ; but that is a totally different thing from
reversing the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and going

back from the plain message of the Gospel to a religion of types

and shadows and symbols, which, as the Intelligencer showed. Dr.
Littledale in effect advocated. A few months later (December,

1867), Mr. Eidgeway returned to the charge, and dilated on
"Spiritual Worship" apropos of oui- Lord's colloquy wdth the

woman of Samaria, and on the danger of the "little leaven"
leavening " the whole lump " from the story of Micah and his gods.

The C.M.S. Sermons at this time scarcely at all touched on
cm-rent controversies ; but there was one exception. In 1868,

Bishop Waldegrave of Carlisle was the preacher, and took as his

text one of the qualifications which St. Paul told Titus to look for

in the Cretans he should ordain, " Holding fast the faithful

word " ; and on this text he expounded what that " faithful

word " is
—" the word of truth," " the word of peace," " the word

of faith," "the word of His grace,"* contrasting with it " the

word scientific" and " the word ecclesiastic," which some would
substitute for it. The sermon was not eloquent or powerful in the

ordinary sense ; but it was almost the ideal of an Evangelical sermon
of the old type, " full of meat " and " full of unction." In that

same year, and in that year only, one of the resolutions submitted
at the Annual Meeting touched upon the dangers of the day, thus :—

•

" That this Meeting desire to record their unshaken adherence to

* St. James i. 18 ; Acts x. 36 ; Rom. x. 8 ; Acts xiv. 3.
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those Protestant and Evangelical principles upon which the Society was Part VII.
originally founded ; and their conviction that any departure from those 1862-72.

principles, whether in the direction of a Rationalistic theology, or of the Chap. 51.

doctrines and practices which the Church of England rejected at the
Reformation, will be fatal to the cause of Missions both at home and
abroad, as substituting ' another Gospel ' for ' the Gospel of the grace of

God.'

"

Henry Venn wrote the last of his Annual Eeports in 1866, and
up to that year they contained no allusion to the current con-

troversies. But in 1867, 1868, and 1869, the Reports were John Mee's

written by John Mee, who was one of the secretaries at that
^^p°''*^-

time ; and in the two latter of those years the concluding
paragraphs made pointed reference to the errors of the day. In
1868, it was announced that special contributions had been sent

to the Society " with earnest prayer that the principles of the

Gospel might be maintained at home and abroad," showing that

the Society's " plain outspoken maintenance of Reformation
principles in days of Romish tendencies " was appreciated by
its friends. Then, having summarized a few of the encouraging
results of the year's work abroad :

—

" But the overthrow of error in Heathen lands must not induce
indifference as to its presence in our Christian country. The army can
never be safe or eflective if its base of operations is not secured." " It

was a dark day," the Report went on, " in the history of the people of

Judah when the priest of the favoured Jerusalem received ' the fashion

of the altar and the pattern of it ' from heathen Damascus ; but darker
will be the day, not alone in the history of England, but in that of the
world, if the altar with its ' fashion ' and its * pattern ' be sought from
the superstitious ages of the Church rather than from that ' pure and
reformed part of it established within these realms.'

"

There was, indeed, another side to the question, which Henry a good

Venn did not fail to see, though some did. The old " High and a'cfvanced^

Dry " parson of earlier times may have been orthodox if examined, school,

but he did not preach Christ, and he did not aim at the conversion

of sinners. Some at least of the clergy of the new school,

though they indulged in ornate ritual and borrowed practices

from Rome, did set forth Christ as a Saviour, and did seek, in

their own way, to win men to Him. The dignified rector of 1830
could not tolerate such hymns as " Jesu, lover of my soul " and
" There is a fountain filled with blood," but the new men rejoiced

to use them. He read a long and dry moral essay from the

pulpit ; i\ic]j gave short, straight, fervid, extempore addresses,

sometimes walking up and down the aisle. The Earl of

Chichester, President of C.M.S., in his reminiscences of Henry
Venn, tells us that Venn one day said to him, " very solemnly
and with tears of thankfulness in his eyes,"—" With all this

error and superstition, there is a marked work of the Spirit going

on in this country. A. B., with all the nonsensical practices

observed in his church, preaches the Gospel, and souls are con-

verted. Fifty years ago his sermons would have been called
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Tart VII. methodistical." Venn no doubt referred to men like Body and
1H62-72. Twigg, and even like Hillyard and Lowder.
Chap. 51. It would be out of place for this History to notice the various

Pri^~^ prosecutions instituted by the Church Association. Most of them
Council were successful in obtaining from the Judicial Committee of the
ju gments.

p^,-^,y Council a Condemnation of the practices challenged ; but

the Eitualists for the most part took no notice of the judgments,

and went on as before. A great outcry arose against the Courts

themselves, and many High Churchmen declined to acknowledge

the authority of a secular Court over the Church ; though when
the Eev. Charles Voysey was prosecuted by Archbishop Thomson
for unabashed Socinianism, the English Church Union, with

strange inconsistency, voted £500 towards the Archbishop's

expenses. Moreover, when not the practices but the doctrine of

the "Catholic party" came before the Judicial Committee, the

Eitualists chose to interpret the decision as virtually in their

Bennett favour. The Eev. W. J. E. Bennett, of Frome, the same clergy-
'^^^^' man who had given Bishop Blomfield trouble twenty years before,

was charged with teaching false doctrine—un-Scriptural and un-

Anglican—regarding the Presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper.

The prosecution being a penal one, the defendant was entitled to

have the benefit of every doubt ; and the Court, while considering

his language " perilously near a violation of the law," decided,
" not -without doubts and division of opinion," that the charge

was " not so clearly made out as the rules which govern penal

proceedings require." They therefore acquitted Mr. Bennett, but
The three did not allow him his costs. This judgment, it will be seen, like

not^aTike.*^ the Gorham Judgment and the Essays and Beviews Judgment,
appears to a casual onlooker to be on the side of comprehensive-

ness, and in effect this was so. It is often said, therefore, that

the three Church parties in turn were thus "allowed" to

remain in the Church. But this statement is absurdly in-

correct. In all three judgments, orthodox Evangelical doctrine

was referred to as plainly consistent with the teaching of the

Church ; and while the Essayists and Mr. Bennett, being penally

prosecuted, received the benefit of doubts and escaped by the

skin of their teeth, Mr. Gorham, toho teas not defendant but

plaintiff, completely won his case, and his due institution to

his parish was ordered by the Court, as explained in a former

chapter.'''

Nevertheless, the Bennett Judgment created much alarm in

.Evangelical circles. One clergyman, the Eev. Capel Molyneux,
seceded, and some other scrupulous men began to consider

Venn de- whether it was possible to cling to the Church any longer.

Benneu^ Henry Venn was now editing the Christian Observer, and he
Judgment, vigorously took the other side. He inserted a most masterly

article f " from the pen of one who w^as both a practised lawyer

* P. 4. I Christian OhseiDer, July, 1872.
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and a zealous supporter of Evangelical Truth," in which the Part VII.

Judgment is vindicated as not only one that might be tolerated, i?^^"'?;

but as correct and expedient in itself ; and in which is urged the
^^'

reasonableness of not so limiting the interpretation of the Prayer-
book in an Evangelical sense as to exclude moderate Anglican
teaching. In the following number Venn himself discussed the

question, saying that the "practised lawyer's" article had been
received with thankful appreciation by many whose opinion he
valued, and encouraging his Evangelical readers to take fresh

courage from the distinct statement of the Judgment that Pro-

testant doctrine was the plain doctrine of the Church.
Throughout our period, the annual Islington Clerical Meeting Islington,-. -\ • n • • • Clerical

was becoming more and more influential as the principal Evan- Meeting,

gelical gathering of the year. It was no longer held in the

library of the Vicarage, as of old, but in the Bishop Wilson
Memorial Hall, a room seating 350 or 400 persons, which was
generally full.* It was marked at this time, inevitably, by a

more than usually controversial tone. In the eleven years, the

majority of the meetings were occupied with the consideration of

the perilous tendencies of the day ; the leading speakers being

Miller, Garbett, Birks, Eyle, Hoare, Cadman, Joseph Bardsley

;

and, once, Hugh McNeile. In 1865, the subject was quite a

different one, " Is the Church of England fulfilling her duty as a

Missionary Church ?
"—on which occasion Henry Venn read an

able paper on the position of the C.M.S., in w^hich he lamented
the decay of missionary zeal in words already quoted in this

chapter. But the Evangelization of the Heathen World was only

allowed one-fourth of the time of the meeting. The rest was
occupied with Home and Continental Missions. In the last year

of our period, 1872, a very remarkable paper was read by Eyle,

advocating more unity between Evangelicals and other Church-

men. This w'e shall have to notice hereafter.

In closing this chapter, with its recital of so many causes of

deep anxiety and apprehension, the question naturally arises,

How is it that the Church Missionary Society exists at all at the ^^g^^
present day ? Unquestionably, if, in the 'sixties, the developments survived ?

in the ensuing thirty years of the very features of religious thought

and life then so much dreaded could have been foreseen, the

decline and fall of any great Evangelical Society would have been

confidently predicted. To what, under the gi-acious providence

of God, is the extraordinarily different issue to be attributed ?

First, to the changed attitude of most Evangelical Churchmen
^^'jf^"^|'^of

towards the developments themselves. Great injury was done to Evangeii-

their cause by their indiscriminate opposition to all that was new '^^'^'

in Church thought and life and organization. When the simple

musical service of an average cathedral was branded as ritual-

* This Memorial Hall was simply the old and uglv Parochial Schoolroom

altered and improved. The present Memorial Hall was not built till Dr.

Barlow's time.

VOL. II. A a
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Part VII. istic ; when a clergyman keeping his surphce on when he went
1862-72. to the pulpit, instead of going to the vestry to change it for a
Cliap. ol.

gQ^.^^ yyag regarded as betraying the interests of truth ; when any
united diocesan action was objected to for fear of its promoting
episcopal autocracy ;—the good effect of serious protest against

real error was neutralized. The change in this respect in recent

years is complete. The vast majority of Evangelical people

have come to regard minor variations as indifferent, and a
great many comparatively new things as actually good. The
corresponding change of feeling as regards Biblical criticism and
the like has already been noticed. The result is that while

devotion to the Word of God, to the plain Gospel of Christ, to the

practical work of winning souls for Him, is more manifest than
ever, the mind is in a less fretful condition, and there is time, and
inclination, to care for the Evangelization of the World. As a

fighting party, the Evangelicals now seem very w^eak to one who
remembers them thirty years ago, or reads of their doings at that

period. As a body of workers in the service of Christ, they have
never at any time been so strong.

An un- Secondly, the Evangelistic • and Revival Movement, which
stream of Seemed to be checked during the period of strenuous controversy,
blessing,

.^.^.^^g really, so to speak, a stream flowing undergi'ound all the
while ; and the blessing it has brought—a blessing in very truth

from the presence of the Lord—has fertilized the Chm'ch to an
extent which even now is but little realized. Of this Movement
we shall see more in future chapters.

But the real reason why the Church Missionary Society has
survived these troublous times is—with reverence be it said—that

God is in the midst of her. " Behold, the bush bm-ned with fire,

and the bush was not consumed."



CHAPTER LII.

The Period .- More Church Developments.

Great Home Mission Developments—Diminished Zeal for Foreign
Missions—The Church Congress—Attitude of Evangelicals

—

Church Congress Debates on Missions : Attacks on C.M.S.

—

Diocesan Conferences—Origin of the Pan-Anglican Conference of
Bishops—Bishops Gray and Colenso—Evangelicals and Bishop
Gray—First Lambeth Conference—Tait Archbishop of Canterbury
—Disestablishment of the Irish Church—Convocation—Proposed
Board of Missions—Diocesan Missionary Boards—The True
Evangelical Policy, Looking and Working for the Second Advent.

" When ye come tot/ether in, the Church, I hear that there he division.i among
you; and I partly believe it."—1 Cor. xi. 18.

" These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone."—-St. Matt,
xxiii. 23.

j

F the Church controversies of our present period, Tart VII,

Rationahstic and Rituahstic, in their bearing upon the p?^ 5^

Church Missionary Society, enough has been said in ^' ^

the preceding chapter. But there were important

ecclesiastical movements during the same years,

which, though they caused considerable differences of opinion,

were not directly controversial ; and as they have materially

affected the environment in which the Society has since had to

live and work, they must not be passed over in this History.

The period was one of great activity in many branches of New

agencies.Church work and organization. The establishment, in 1863, of

the Bishop of London's Fund—on the pattern, as before related,

of the older Islington Chui'ch Extension Society—was the

starting-point of a great many diocesan societies and institutions

for various purposes. The establishment, two years later, 1865,

of the Association of Lay Helpers for the Diocese of London, has Lay

stimulated the practical work of laymen in parishes all over the
'^°^^^^^-

country to an extent which is little realized ; and a further

development was initiated after another two years, in 1867, by
several of the bishops agreeing upon plans for giving episcopal

sanction to definitely-appointed lay readers, In conduct services

in mission-rooms, &c. At the same time, the less regular but

not less really useful work of lay evangelists not having, and
not seeking, any such official connexion with the Church as a

A a 2
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body, received an impetus from the coming of Mr. Pennefather

from Barnet to St. Jude's, Mildmay Park, which, again, has
never been sufiticiently recognized. Of his work, and all that

came of it, we shall see more in a future chapter. More attention,

too, was being given to Sunday-schools, especially after the

passing of the Education iVct in 1870 ; and associations of the

voluntary teachers in them were formed for mutual improvement.
Sisterhoods of an advanced Church type had already been started

at Plymouth, Wantage, and Clewer, and also in London ; but they
had not yet gained the influence and recognition which they have
since won, and they gave no little trouble to Bishops Tait and
Wilberforce. But Deaconesses, of a more simple and moderate
type, were still an almost untried novelty ; and Dean Howson was
pressing the importance of such organized bands of women upon
an unwilling Church, and in particular, through the Christian

Observer, in which several articles from him on the subject

appeared, upon a reluctant and doubtful Evangelical party.* Here
again, Mr. Pennefather's Mildmay Deaconesses did valuable

service, not only directly by their work among the poor, but also

indirectly by their example ; and it is hard at the present day to

realize the strong prejudice felt, and often loudly expressed
at that time, against even the simple costume they adopted. He
started them originally for foreign work ; then for his own parish

;

and in 1866, w^hen the great cholera visitation in East London
demanded every possible effort to cope with it, he began to supply
deaconesses for other parishes.

Another movement of the period was one to improve the
theological education of the clergy. Diocesan Theological Colleges

were multiplying, many of them of a very advanced Church type
;

Dr. C. J. Vaughan, on his own interesting and helpful lines, was
training many good men ; and the London College of Divinity,

St. John's Hall, Highbury, was established as a distinctively

Evangelical institution. The buildings had been occupied by an
excellent Training College for schoolmasters, under the successive

principalships of Vincent Eyan and C. E. Alford (who became
Bishops respectively of Mauritius and Victoria), which had
supplied the Church Missionary Society with quite a band of

efficient educationists. When this was given up, the place was
purchased, and the buildings largely extended, by the munificence
of the Eev. A. Peache and his sister ; and a successful Theo-
logical College for non-University men was set on foot, under the
very able and judicious principalship of Dr. T. P. Boultbee, Fellow
of St. John's, Cambridge.

All these varied agencies gave multiplied opportunities for

personal service, and necessitated multiplied appeals for money; and

* Among Henry Venn's private papers, there is a careful letter written by
him to Mr. Birks, expressing an opinion that a Deaconess Institution involves
the risks of the conventual system, and avowing a strong preference for lady
district visitors living in their own homes. The date is 1867.
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gi'eatly as we ought to rejoice, and do rejoice, at the extraordinary Part VIT.

development of home work, it cannot he denied that one result p^*''^"^^/

was to relegate the Church's primary duty of evangelizing the '^^ —

unevangelized world to a secondary place. The young men and Home
women of the great town parishes, devoting their scanty leisure poreign^^^
hours to week-night work in schools, workmen's institutes, youths' Missions,

clubs, mothers' meetings, young men's and young women's associa-

tions, &c., &c., might have been warmly interested as children in

Foreign Missions, but now had hterally no time to attend

missionary meetings and to read missionary periodicals. There
can be no question that the period was one, not merely of no
advance, but of some retrogression, in zeal for the conversion of

the Heathen. That this was so in C.M.S. circles, our last chapter
supplied striking evidence ; but others felt it also. Bishop Selwyn
of New Zealand, who became Bishop of Lichfield in 1867, said

frequently in the succeeding years that the Church's missionary
energy seemed to him less than it was when he first went out ; and,

outside the Church, Dr. E. W. Dale, of Birmingham, expressed in

1870 his " strong and settled conviction " that missionary interest

had diminished.'" The effect of controversy in producing this

result has been shown in the preceding chapter ; but it was
without doubt partly due to the multiplication of home agencies.

While this absorption of interest in new philanthropic and
evangelistic w^ork at home was going on in the rank and file of

Christian people, the leaders were largely occupied, not only in the

controversies before reviewed, but in other Church developments
now to be noticed. Among these, three stand out prominently,

the Church Congress, the Diocesan Conferences, and the Pan-
Anglican or Lambeth Conference. The first dates from 1861, the

second from 1864, the third from 1867.

The Church Congress, which has now met for thirty-eight years church

in succession, owes its inception to Archdeacon Emery, who him- ""s""^^^-

self has attended every one of the annual gatherings. The first

meeting, in the hall of King's College, Cambridge, in November,
1861, was presided over by him. The next, at Oxford, w^as under
the presidency of Bishop Wilberforce ; and ever since then the

chairman has been the bishop of the diocese in which the meeting
has been held. After the two University towns, the Congress met
successively at Manchester, Bristol, Norwich, York, Wolver-
hampton, Dublin, Liverpool, Southampton, Nottingham, Leeds—
which last meeting, in 1872, brings us to the end of our present

period.

From the beginning, there was a good deal of hesitation on the Attitude of

part of the Evangelical clergy and laity about attending the cais."^^
''

Congress. In the earlier years of the century, they were so com-

* Christian Observer, August, 1870. Between 18(51 and 1871, the number
of missionaries of five leading Societies in India, C.M.S. , S.P.G., L.M.S.,

B.M.S., W.M.S., declined from 262 to 234. See Spectator, December 5th, 187-i.
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pletely excluded from the Church hfe of the period—such as it

was—that they had hecome accustomed to meet only by them-
selves ; and when, in the middle of the century, their position was
more recognized, they, naturally and unconsciously, continued

their wonted habit. Then, when modern plans for united confer-

ence and united action in the Church began, started mainly by
men more alive than themselves to the importance of external

development alongside spiritual growth, they were not prepared

for such combination, and doubted its expediency. Even those

who felt it right and wise to attend such gatherings felt no
enthusiasm regarding them ; and w^hile a certain number of leaders

were present almost from the first, they never encouraged the

younger men to go. On the other hand, hundreds of the younger
clergy of the various grades of High Churchmanship made a point

of attending year after year, and of using hands and feet and lungs

to good effect in cheering their favourite speakers ; and thus they

gave a colour to the Congress which it has always more or less

retained. Naturally, those debates that have raised burning
questions, and ranged Church parties on opposite sides, have been

the most popular, and have received the greatest amount of notice
;

but a large part of the real influence of the Congress, and certainly

of its best influence, has been exercised by means of the papers and
discussions on non-controversial topics. There can be no doubt
that on such subjects as Parochial Work, Lay Ministrations,

Women's Work, the Training of the Clergy, Education, Methods
of reaching the Working Classes, Sunday Schools, Temperance,
Social Questions, Church Patronage, Cathedral Eeform, the

Increase of the Episcopate, &c., much enlightenment has been
derived from the Church Congress ; while valuable instruction has
been given by papers and addresses on the Relations of the Bible

to Modern Science and Criticism. On not a few practical topics

the earlier Congresses looked to leading Evangelicals for teaching

and guidance ; and those who imagine that the only business of

such men there was to fight the Eitualists would be surprised if

they turned up the annual Reports and examined such papers as

Hugh McNeile and Joseph Bardsley read on Home Missions, Hugh
Stowell and E. A. Litton on the Training of the Clergy, Stowell

and Birks on Social Hindrances to the Gospel, French and
Garbett and C. Marson and W. Knight on Missions, E. Hoare and
E. H. Bickersteth on Preaching, Bishop R. Bickersteth on Lord's

Day Observance, as well as addresses by Canons Bernard,
Cadman, Ryle, Tristram, &c.—all these at the first seven Congresses.
And on questions of parochial life and work, lay help, and the like,

the Evangelical speakers were generally on the side of elasticity,

and were by no means mere utterers of " Non possumus " to the

suggestions of others. It was the bold proposals of Canon Ryle (as

he then was) for Church Reform, quite as much as the honliommie
with which he always spoke, that made him for several years one
of the most popular Congress speakers among all parties.
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Almost from the first, Foreign Missions have been accorded a Part VII.

place in the Chm-ch Congress. The subject was considered at 1^62-72.

Oxford in 1862, and it has been included in the list at nearly
Chap^52.

every subsequent meeting. The Evangelization of the Heathen Foreign
and Mohammedan World, however, has not always been so J^'ssions

prominent as it might have been, because Colonial Church ques- Church

tions have often been included ; naturally enough, in view of the
c°"s'"ess.

double functions of the S.P.G., yet not to the advantage of either

subject. If the two had been taken separately, both would have
been gainers. It is interesting to read the discussion on the first

occasion at Oxford. The Eev. (now Sir) J. Erasmus Philipps Oxford,
^*

read a paper on the Training of Missionaries, and the Eev. H. C.
Huxtable (afterwards Bishop of Mauritius) one on the Claims of

the Colonies. Mr. Charles Eaikes, one of the Anglo-Indian
ofiicials whose interest in Missions we have seen in a previous
chapter, told the story of Mr. French and the Native Christians

at Agra in the days of the Mutiny. Dr. (now Sir Henry) Acland
urged the importance of Medical Missions, which in those days
was not at all realized. A strong attack u.pon Societies in general,

and C.M.S. in particular, was made by Dr. Baylee, Principal

of St. Aidan's, who protested against the rejection, by both
C.M.S. and S.P.G., of some candidates from his own college, and
stated that he himself had once offered to C.M.S., but had
withdrawn because he was told to come from Limerick to London
to be interviewed, and that his expenses would only be paid if he
was accepted. It is to the honour of Bishop Wilberforce, and of

Bishop Gray, that they both defended the Societies against this

attack. The former spoke strongly on the necessity of using
every proper test to get the right men, and humorously expressed
approval of candidates' expenses not being paid as a matter of

course, " especially in a year when the Exhibition is open"!

—

referring to the International Exhibition of 1862 in Hyde Park.

At Bristol, in 1864, T. V. French read a most interesting paper Bristol,

on Missionary Colleges, dwelling on the paramount importance
of training work, not only in England for missionaries, but abroad
also for Native evangelists, and illustrating his theme from the

lives of Eaymund Lull and Dr. Chalmers. The future Lahore
College was evidently in embryo in his thoughts. At the same
meeting Hugh McNeile—as one reads with some surprise

—

lamented that the Church of England in her corporate capacity

was not a missionary Church, "because membership in the

Societies was in virtue of a subscription and not in virtue of

Church membership "
; a line commonly taken only by High

Churchmen and Presbyterians. At Norwich, in 1865, J. W.
Knott, French's future colleague, spoke. At Wolverhampton, an Woiver-

extremely bright and interesting paper was read by Charles ^''"r''^°"'

Marson, a quondam C.M.S. Association Secretary, and one of the

best platform speakers the Society ever had. He deprecated

missionary enterprise being slackened in order to fight with
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Tart VII. heresies, and quoted Eichard Cecil's saying that the worst of all

1862-72. heresies is " the dawdling heresy." But this meeting was chiefly
Chap. 52. notable for the overwhelming reception accorded to Bishops Gray

and Selwyn, who were both then in England, and who were at the

height of their popularity. Selwyn, however, strong Churchman
as he was, had no sympathy with the extremes of Eitualism ; and
he startled the crowd of young High Churchmen who were cheering

him, by denouncing men who would "sacrifice the peace of the

Church to retain a particular garment." "J," he exclaimed,
" never indulged in ritualistic eccentricities ; /never shot poisoned

arrows from behind the shield of a court of law."

Dublin, It was at Dublin—of all places—that Congress speakers

attacked Missionary Societies most vehemently. There had been
some newspaper criticisms on their expenditure and accounts

;

and these w^ere taken up and enlarged upon by three laymen of

some standing, Mr. E. Warren, Attorney-General for Ireland
;

Mr. Thos. Turner, a wealthy philanthropist ; and Mr. (now Sir)

John Gorst—though the last-named spoke warmly of the C.M.S.
missionaries he had met in New Zealand. The C.M.S. was
defended by Canon Tristram, and by Maurice Day, Dean of

Limerick (afterwards Bishop of Cashel). It was at this Congress
that Magee, then Dean of Cork, preached his famous sermon
on " Partners in the other ship," " beckoning" to the Church in

England to come to the help of the Church in Ireland, then
threatened with disestablishment.

Southamp- The Southampton Congress discussion (1870) on Missions was
thTgham, notable for an address by Sir Bartle Frere. Bishop Gell of
Leeds. Madras, and Canon (afterwards Dean) W. E. Fremantle, were

among the other speakers. Chancellor Massingberd described
the Board of Missions as then proposed—touching which more
by-and-by. At Nottingham, in 1871, papers were read by
Dr. Kay, of Bishop's College, Calcutta, by Canon Bernard, by
Colonel (afterwards General) Maclagan, and by Bishop Machray of

Eupert's Land. Part of the session w^as devoted to the considera-
tion of the Slave Trade in East Africa, on which Bishop Eyan of

Mauritius and Dr. (aftei'wards Bishop) Steere spoke. At Leeds,
in 1872, Missions were only referred to under the head of
" Daughter Churches," and the discussion was practically confined
to the question how best to link Colonial Churches with the
Mother Church. The Congresses subsequent to that year will

come under notice hereafter.

Almost nnmediately after launching the Church Congress
successfully, Archdeacon Emery began to move towards the
formation of more regular and representative bodies, in which the
voices of the rank and file of clergy and laity in each diocese

Diocesan might be heard on important Church questions. Diocesan Synods
en«"" <^^' Conferences were already proving of great use in some of the

Colonies; why not also in England? The cases, however, were
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very different. In non-established Churches, some such bodies Part VII.

were indispensable, and actually had a considerable share in the ^^'^'^}k

administration of Church affairs ; but under a venerable Estab- ^'

lishment as in England, there seemed no room for them, and as a

matter of fact, those Churchmen who looked to Parliament as the why op-

real ruler of the Church of England, and who on that account P°^^'^-

looked coldly even on a constitutional body like Convocation, were

not at all favourable to the establishment of Conferences in which

the influence of the bishops would necessarily be great. How-
ever, Archdeacon Emery succeeded in starting one in his own
diocese of Ely, under the presidency of Bishop Harold Browne,

in 1864 ; and Bishop Selwyn applied his New Zealand experience

to the formation of one for Lichfield diocese immediately on

succeeding to that see, in 1868. But the movement grew slowly ;

and even Bishop Wilberforce, leader as he was in so many forward

Church movements, dechned to start a Diocesan Conference,

either at Oxford, or, when he was translated, at Winchester. " I

know how it will be," he said ;
" when all goes well and smoothly,

the laity will say, ' How well we did it !
' If it should fail, they

will say, ' What a mess the bishop made of it !'" What gave a

real impetus to the movement was the Disestablishment of the

Irish Church. The English Church was threatened with like

treatment ; many feared that the great revolution would really

come ; and if it did come, would it not be well for clergy and laity Their real

to be already accustomed to meet together and discuss Church "^^*

questions ? This consideration did much to foster the establish-

ment of such Conferences ; and gradually all the English dioceses

adopted them, London and Worcester being the last to do so.

Although they are of course purely voluntary, and have no

power, they have proved useful in familiarizing both clergy and

laity with ecclesiastical questions of practical interest. It is easy to

say, as has often been said, that only " ecclesiastically-minded

laymen " belong to them ; but this only means that their lay

members are men interested in Church questions, and who else

ought to belong to them ?

it cannot be said that Diocesan Conferences have at all

affected Missions, although now and again they have, rather

perfrmctorily, discussed the subject. They are only mentioned

here, in passing, as being one of the developments of Enghsh
Church life which have so gi'eatly changed, in the last thirty

years, the environment of Missionary Societies. It is otherwise

with the third of the three that started in our present period, the

Pan-Anglican or Lambeth Conferences. These have touched the Lambeth

Missionary Enterprise at several points, and therefore demand a fa^" co"?
'"

place in our siu-vey.
ference.

The Lambeth Conference is an indirect outcome of the case of

Bishop Colenso. The publication of his books on the Pentateuch

led to the Metropolitan of South Africa, the redoubtable Eobert

Gray, Bishop of Cape Town, taking measures to eject him from
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Part VII. the see of Natal. Gray summoned the heretical bishop to appear
1862-72. before him, and on Colenso refusing to come, he held a solemn
Chap. 52.

(jQ^^.^^ examined the impugned books, and, with two other bishops

Bishops supporting him, passed a sentence of condemnation and deposi-

Gray and ^ion. One of his fellow-judges was the Bishop of Grahams-

town, Dr. Cotterill, a very learned and able man, who had been a

chaplain at Madras, and while there was local C.M.S. Secretary,

and who afterwards became Bishop of Edinburgh. Dr. Colenso

appealed to the Crown ; and the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council, by the mouth of Lord Westbury, declared (March 20th,

Privy 1865) that the letters patent of both the Bishops of Cape Town
j^udgment. ^-i^d Natal were null and void, owing to the fact of their having

been issued after the South African Colonies had become self-

governing ; and therefore, that the sentence of one bishop on

another was null and void. In point of fact, although Bishop Gray
seemed to be beaten, it was this judgment that freed the Colonial

Churches from fetters which were proving to be very galling,

and were hindering their progress, as more fully explained

in oin- Thirty-third Chapter, on New Zealand. " So," said

Bishop Wilberforce, referring to Lord Westbury, "is the modern
Ahithophel over-ruled." But meanwhile. Bishop Colenso

treated the deposition with contempt, and continued in his

South diocese ; and a painful division ensued between the clergy and

contro- laity who respectively accepted and declined his ministrations,

versies. Bishop Gray then proceeded solemnly to excommunicate him,

and to seek for a new bishop from England. After all sorts of

obstacles had been encountered, the Eev. W. K. Macrorie was
consecrated at Cape Town in 1869, with the title of Bishop of

Maritzburg, from the chief city of the Colony of Natal. But
Dr. Colenso still maintained his ground, and the civil courts

confirmed him in the possession of the churches, schools, &c. ;

and for some years two bishops claimed jurisdiction over the

same diocese, to the great scandal of the whole Church.

In England the resulting controversies w^ere vehement and
unceasing. Of the three great parties, the High Churchmen
supported Gray against Colenso ; the Broad Churchmen sup-

Attitude of ported Colenso against Gray ; the Evangehcals opposed both.
^J^"seii- Xhey were as strongly against Colenso as were the High

Churchmen ; but they dreaded what appeared to them the undue
episcopal assumption of Bishop Gray, and their extreme fear of

the Eoyal Supremacy being interfered with led them to side with

the Broad Churchmen in opposing him. In Convocation, Bishop

Tait, as a strong Church and State man, worked hard to prevent

the Church of England being compromised, as he thought, by
complicity with Bishop Gray's proceedings ; and Dean Stanley

did the same in the Lower House. The Evangelicals had scarcely

any representatives in the Convocation of Canterbury, and they

took little notice of the long and vei-y able debates that went on
there. They looked rather to Parliament ; and it is humiliating
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to find their organs backing a man of Lord Westbnry's reputation Part VII.

against Bishop Wilberforce, who, however decided in his views of 1*^62-72.

episcopal authority, was in this case certainly actuated, in the
'"^^^'

'

'

main, by loyalty to the inspiration of Scripture and the Deity of

Christ. Men outside the Church could perhaps view the matter
with less prejudice. Dr. Duff, for instance, on his voyage from Duff and

India to England in 1864, visited the Cape, and, finding himself in cray?'^

the midst of the ecclesiastical conflict, expressed his wai'ra

sympathy, as a Free Kirk man, with Bishop Gray, for his " noble
stand in behalf of true primitive apostolic teaching"; only he
called upon Gray to secede from the State-ridden Church of

England, as he and others had done from the Established Kirk in

Scotland !

The idea of a Pan-Anglican Conference of Bishops originated

in Canada, and it was Bishop (now Archbishop) Lewis of

Ontario who first broached it ; but when Archbishop Longley
consulted by letter other Anglican Bishops throughout the world
regarding the proposal, many of them eagerly endorsed it with the

express object of securing a general expression of sympathy with
Bishop Gray in his conflict with Bishop Colenso. At length the

Archbishop, in February, 1867, issued his invitations to a First Lam-

Conference to be held in the ensuing September. He guarded fe^rence!"'

himself by saying,

—

" Such a meeting would not be competent to make declarations or lay

down definitions on points of doctrine"; but, "we may consider together
many practical questions, the settlement of which would tend to the

advancement of the Kingdom of our Lord and Master Jesus Christ, and to

the maintenance of greater union in our missionary work, and to

increased intercommunion among ourselves."

One hundred and forty-four bishops, English, Irish, Scotch,

Indian, Colonial, Missionary, and American, were invited; and
seventy-six attended. Many of those abroad were of course unable

to come. There were twenty-four from the Colonies and the

Missions, and nineteen from the United States. The most serious

absences were those of some of the English Bishops who Bishops

disapproved of the gathering, particularly because they fully

expected it would be used to endorse Bishop Gray's action, which
they were not prepared to do. These were the Archbishop of

York (Thomson), and the Bishops of Peterborough (Jeune),

Manchester (Lee), Durham (Baring), Eipon (E. Bickersteth), and
Carlisle (Waldegrave), the last three decided Evangelicals. But
there were other Evangelical bishops of very decided character '^'(^"^^^'"

who did attend ; among them Sumner of Winchester, Pelham of p?ese'nt.°''

Norwich, Harding of Bombay, Cronyn of Huron, Gobat of

Jerusalem, George Smith (late of China), Anderson (late of

Eupert's Land)—not to mention others who would have been less

generally identified with the party as such ; as well as Mcllvaine

* Lije of Duff, vol. ii. p. 409.
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Part VII. of Ohio and Eastburn of Massachusetts, who were the leading
1862-72. Evangehcal Bishops in the United States. Not much that was
Chap^52.

pj^-aci^ical was done : the whole subject of the mutual relations of

the Churches of the Anglican Communion was too new to be dealt

with except by tentative suggestions ; but the foundations were

laid, almost unconsciously, for important superstructures after-

wards. The South African controversy, however, overshadowed
everything, and a great battle took place between Bishop Tait on
one side and Bishops Wilberforce, Gray, and Selwyn on the other,

which issued in a partial victory for the latter, a large majority of

bishops, chiefiy Colonial and American, voting for the appointment

of a new bishop in Natal (as before-mentioned), and thus in effect

affirming the validity of Gray's somewhat high-handed proceedings.

The best thing done by the Conference was the issue of an
The En- impressive " x\ddress to the Faithful," drafted by Bishop

Address. Wilberforce, and signed by all the bishops. This Address, and
indeed the whole proceedings of the Conference, were received

either with disdain or with hostility by the secular newspapers,

and also by the Evangelical organs. The policy of the latter at

the time seems now, on a retrospect of the thirty years that have
since elapsed, to have been singularly short-sighted and lacking in

Christian large-heartedness. As regards the Address, it is hard to

see how even such good and holy men as Bishops Baring and
Waldegrave and E. Bickersteth—who stood entirely aloof—could

have much improved it. As for the Conference itself, it was but

part of a movement which could not be stayed, but which might
be guided. A flowdng stream may be turned into useful channels

and become a fertilizing power, when an attempt to stop its flow

may only bring disaster.

A few other prominent events in the Church history of the

period must receive brief mention.
Tait Arch- One of the greatest was the appointment of Bishop Tait to the

cant?r-°'^ Archbishopric of Canterbury on the death of Dr. Longley. Tait
b'jry. was emphatically a statesman, and no Primate of the century has

taken a larger part, or upon the whole a more beneficial part, in

public affairs ; and his personal devotion to Christ is abundantly
shown by the very touching fragments of his brief daily journal

entries, printed in his biogi'aphy. He continued a firm and a

wise friend of the Church Missionary Society ; not always con-

curring in its proceedings, but always appreciating its motives.

His appointment, in November, 1868, was one of the last acts of

Mr. Disraeli, who resigned the Premiership immediately after the

General Election of that month ; but according to the informa-
tion given by the Dean of Windsor (Dr. Wellesley) to Bishop
Wilberforce,''' it was really the Queen's doing, in the teeth of

Disraeli's opposition. The great Conservative leader, however,

* L(fe 0/ Bishop Wilberforce, vol. iii. p. 269.
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during the short lifetime of his first Ministry (less than a year), Part YII.

was considered to have deserved well of the Evangelicals. His l^yfJ^-72.

selection of Bishop Jackson of Lincoln to succeed Tait in London ^^^^
'

was approved by them, as also was that of Archdeacon Words- Disraeli's

worth to succeed Jackson at Lincoln, and that of the eloquent ^'^^5p^„„
' J . and Ueans.

Dean of Cork, Dr. Magee, for the See of Peterborough ; and still

more warmly did they welcome the appointment of another
eloquent Irishman, Hugh McNeile, to the Deanery of Ripon,''=

and of Canon Champneys to the Deanery of Lichfield.

The Church Missionary Society, of course, approached the new Arch-

Archbishop with the request that he would accept the office of Tai't°vice-

Vice-Patron, reserved for the Primate of All England ; and on Patron of

March 1st, 1869, the Committee and several Vice-Presidents were
received by him at Lambeth Palace, when, in accepting the office,

he "assured them of his readiness to assist them in their great

missionary work, which he considered was especially conducted
in the spirit of the Lord and Master whose Gospel the Society

sought to make known throughout the earth." The new Bishop
of London, as the prelate who ordains the missionaries, was also

approached ; and Dr. Jackson paid visits to the College and the

Children's Home, enjoining the students in the former institution

to " maintain those principles of the Eeformation w^ith which the

Society had from its commencement been identified."

The General Election above alluded to was the one that Disestab-

decided the fate of the Irish Church, and 1869 was the year of "heS °^

its disestablishment. In November, 1868, the CM. Intelligencer church,

contained an extremely interesting article tracing the histoi'y

of that Church from the Eeformation dowmwards, showing how
bright was at one time the prospect of Protestantism becoming
the religion of the Irish people, and how this prospect w^as dark-

ened by the unfortunate policy of Queen Elizabeth's government
towards them ; dwelling on the long period of dulness, and the

gallant but vain attempts of good bishops now and again to re-

awaken life in the Church ; how in the present century it had
revived, and what an excellent w^ork it was now doing ; and how
it was sending the C.M.S. £6000 a year :

—

" The Irish Church has helped us in out Missions. She has given us

of her men, and choicer missionaries are not in the field than those who
have come to us from the sister Church in Ireland. She has given us of

her means with a willing heart, according to her ability, and to the

position which she occupies as a Chiirch obstructed in lier enterprise to

win the land for Christ, by a very Jericho walled aroimd and straitly

shut up. How could we be silent when she is misrepresented ? If we
do nothing more, we at least express our sympathy ; and if we have not

helped her, we have at least relieved ourselves by the attempt."

No, none could really help ; Mr. Gladstone's Bill passed both

* The Ripon vacancy was caused by the death of Dean Goods, the most
learned of Evangelical controversial writers. He was a sou of the Rev.

W. Goode, Rector of St. Anne's, Blackfriars, mentioned in our early chapters

as one of the founders of the Society.
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and the despoiled Church of Ireland started on the new
career in which her vigour and devotion have astonished the

world. The bitter controversies of that memorable time were in

one respect particularly trying to the Church Missionary Society.

The President, Lord Chichester, had been a Liberal in politics all

his life ; so fully identified was he with the Liberal Party, that

he was always present at Lord Granville's official dinners on the

Queen's birthday ; and, both from party connexion and from
personal conviction, he voted steadily with Mr. Gladstone's
Ministry throughout the Disestablishment debates. The Church
Missionary Society is, of course, non-political ; but the vast

majority of its supporters could not but be troubled at its

President voting for what they looked on as a national sin. A
good deal of murmuring inevitably ensued ; but Lord Chichester
went quietly, move suo, upon his way, and in time the deep respect

and affection with which he was regarded had free course
again.

All this while. Convocation was regularly meeting, and
unquestionably growing in estimation for the interest and
importance of its debates, whether men agreed with its decisions

or no. Certainly, quite apart from technical and controversial

questions, it did two really gi'eat and good things. First, the

memorable Eeport of its Committee on Intemperance, inspired

and drafted by Archdeacon Sandford, led to the formation of the

Church of England Temperance Society, the value of whose work
in the country has been simply incalculable. Secondly, it was
in the Upper House of the Convocation of Cantei'bury, on
February 10th, 1870, that Bishop Wilberforce initiated the move-
ment for a Eevision of the English Bible ; the result of which,
indisputably, whatever may be thought of the Eevisers' work, has
been to give an immense impetus to intelligent Bible study. But
another project started in Convocation, though of far less impor-
tance, more directly concerns this History. This was the proposal
for a Board of Missions.

As far back as 1859, the question of establishing some kind of

Board or Council which should officially represent the Church of

England in the direction of missionary enterprise was broached in

Convocation. The thought sprang, no doubt, from a feeling on
the part of some that voluntary societies did not adequately
represent the Church, and that they might advantageously be super-

seded by a body acting for the Churcla in its corporate capacity.

We saw in our Twenty-sixth Chapter how the early Tractarians
complained of the S.P.G. and S.P.C.K. as being "congregational
societies " and " joint-stock clubs," and called upon them to " lay
their money at the feet of the Apostles," i.e. the Bishops ; and of

course the C.M.S. was still more obnoxious to those who cherished
feelings like these. However, it was soon apparent that support
was not to be obtained for any scheme that would supersede the
Societies ; and the project for an official Board of Missions,
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therefore, narrowed itself down to a plan for supplementing them. Part VII.

Still, even this project hung fire for some years, and it was not ^^'^"'^^'^i

until 1870 that a definite scheme was formulated. At the ^^P^'--

Southampton Church Congi-ess in that year. Chancellor Massing-
berd's paper, before alluded to, gave a lucid account of what
was proposed. The Board was to consist of all the Bishops,
of clergymen and laymen appointed by the Convocations of

Canterbury and York, and of representatives of the Missionary
Societies. The Board was not to collect, receive, or disburse

funds ; but it should seek in various ways to quicken missionary
interest at home, and act as an adviser and referee in any questions

abroad affecting Missions touching which it might be consulted.

This modest proposal, however, did not meet with the approval of

either S.P.G. or C.M.S. ; and again for several years the project

slept. How it was ultimately revived we shall see hereafter.

Meanwhile, independently of this scheme for a Central Board, Proposed

some dioceses were beginning to form plans for the establishment Mission

of Diocesan Missionary Boards ; and this was naturally the case ^°3rds.

in those dioceses in which Diocesan Conferences were successfully

instituted. The purpose of such Boards was to foster missionary
interest and disseminate missionary information in the diocese,

and to report annually on all that was done in it by or for any
missionary society of the Church ; every parish being at full

liberty to support whatever society it preferred. These proposed
Diocesan Boards were not more favourably looked upon by the

Church Missionary Society than the jaroposed Central Board. The
Society feared interference with its distinctive lines and separate

organization. Its objections were well formulated by the Rev.
W. H. Barlow in a paper read by him at Bristol in 1871.''' The
S.P.G. does not appear to have felt the same difficulty about Jjocal

Boards that it did about a Central Board ; nevertheless these also

were not actually started until some years later, and even now not

many of them have been formed.
In this chapter and the preceding one we have briefly noticed

many important- Church questions upon which there were grave
differences between the members of the C.M.S. generally and
other Churchmen. Yet all the while the work of the Lord was How the

going on, and was being done not least effectively by those who of^ood"'^''

were least absorbed in controversy. One excellent clergyman, went on.

the Eev. S. Garratt, repeatedly wrote to the Record urging his

brethren to give themselves more entirely to sj)iritual work, as

the surest method of both defending and promoting Evangelical

Truth, and of preparing the way for the Lord's Second Coming.
Lord Shaftesbury, of course, was one of those most engaged
in public work, and often in conflict ; but he seems, at times
certainly, to have been conscious of the real need of keeping
that "great Divine Event" more steadfastly in view. We have

* Printed iu the i .3/. InteUiyi-ncer of August, 1871.
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Part VII. already seen him appealing for a measure of co-operation in the
1862-72. fight with error and with sin to Dr. Pusey, and even to Archbishop
Chap. 52. ]\|anning. Mr. Garratt would not have joined in such combina-

A remedy tions as those. His policy was, Work for the conversion of

dTunion- souls, and strengthen the Evangelical body by adding to it con-

Look for ' verted men. But he and Lord Shaftesbury alike saw what a

One^°™'"^ motive power for union among true Christians was supplied by
the expectation of the Lord's Coming. In the midst of the

Disestablishment controversy Lord Shaftesbury appealed to the

Dissenters, through the learned and eminent Baptist, Dr.

Angus. "We of the Established Church," he wrote, "seem
to think that all moral and spiritual virtue lies in the exclusive

maintenance of it. You Nonconformists are just as headstrong

in believing that all prosperity and joy lie in its overthrow."

Meanwhile, he continued, neither the Church nor Dissent was
really getting hold of "the dangerous and seething masses."

"Can we find," he asked, " no common point, no subject of

common appeal to the hearts and consciences of the whole
human race? I have one, ever present in my mind

—

the j^reach-

ing of the Second Advent of our Blessed Lord." That Advent,

"as an all-sufticient remedy, should be prayed for, and, as

a promise, should be looked for." Such a tone of preaching,

he was sure, would touch the hearts of the poorest classes.

Moreover, "it would pacify both Churchmen and Dissenters, as

they would be labouring for an issue in which the one party

would have no Establishment to uphold, and the other would
find none to attack."''' Is not the good Earl's counsel still

needed ? and is it not worth following ?

* Life of Lord Shaftesbury, vol. iii. p. 260.
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CHAPTER LIII.

Salisbury Square.

Need of a New House—Salisbury Square in the Past—Moving

—

Venn's Retrospect—Secretaries of the Period : Long, Mee, Straith,

Dawes, Browne—Venn on the Changes—Ridgeway, Knox, Hasell
—Captain Maude Treasurer—S. G. O.'s Attack—The Funds

—

Lancashire and Ireland fail not—Committee and V.-P.'s—Venn
on the Committee Meetings—Committee Topics—The Strangers'
Home for Asiatics—The Anniversaries—The Evening Meeting
saved—C.M.S. and Young Men's Society—The Abbey and St.

Paul's—The St. Bride's Sermons : Archbishop Longley, Canon
Hoare, &c.—Magee's Great Sermon.

"Enlarge the place of thy tent, and let them stretch forth the curtains of thine

habitations."—Isa. liv. 2.

" When the Lord raised them up judges, then the Lord u-as u-ith the judge."—
Judges ii. 18.

N March 7th, 1862, the Committee of the Church Part VII.

Missionary Society formally took possession of their 1862-72.

New House. Just half a century had passed away ^^' '^
'

since the early Committee found, after thirteen years

without an office, that they needed one in which to

carry on their work ; and forty-eight years since they first met in Forty-

a small hired house in Salisbury Square. That house had at
f^^i^/h^It

first served as office, college, and secretary's residence, all in one ; house,

but gradually the office had absorbed the whole, and soon after

the Jubilee, the growing work had demanded more space than the

narrow and old-fashioned building could provide. At length the

Committee were convinced that they.must move ; but whither ?

By this time, the very name of Salisbury Square had become Salisbury

dear to friends all over the country and all round the world. The Square,

situation was not now the most convenient, in the changed
circumstances of London ; but the Committee clung to the familiar

spot, and to the beautiful church of St. Bride—so tine a specimen
of Wren's genius—which had long been, so to speak, the Society's

parish church. The Square, too, had interesting historical its histori-

associations '—though perhaps these did not count for much. In tkln^^.^"*^'^'

the Middle Ages it was the courtyard of the London house of the

Bishops of Salisbury. The neighbourhood, then just outside the

City, was considered so dangerous, that the early bishops who

* See an article by the Rev. James Long, in the CM. Intelligencer of April,

1885.

VOL. II. B b
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Part ytt. lived there were admired for their self-denial in living in the
.lNtj2-72. wilderness ! The Black Friars lived to the east of " Salisburj^
Chap. 3. Qourt," and the White Friars to the west ; and beyond the latter

were the Knights Templars, where the Temple is now. In
Queen Elizabeth's time it became the " West End," and was
inhabited by the nobility. A large house built by one of the

])ishops was subsequently occupied by the Cecil family, but was
entirely destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666. Its precincts then

became " Alsatia," " a debtors' sanctuary and thieves' paradise."

In the eighteenth centiuy the neighbourhood improved. Eichard-

son the novelist lived in what now became Salisbury Square ;

and Goldsmith had a printing-press close by.
A new On December 11th, 1848, a few weeks after the Jubilee, the

posed.^ " Committee recorded their opinion that their hired house. No. 14,

Salisbiu'y Square, was too small, and directed the Secretaries

to look out for another. In 1852, a house in Bridge Street,

Blackfriars, was suggested, but was " unanimous!}' rejected

because the Fleet Ditch ran under it." * Not until February 9th,

1857, is the purchase of the house next door. No. 15, announced.
No. 16 also was afterwards purchased, and the freeholds of both ; t

and on October 30th, 1860, the Committee accepted a tender from
Messrs. Lucas Brothers for a new house to be built upon the site.

First The foundation-stone was laid by the President on February 5th,
s one ai

. j^gg^. A plan of the building, with the Society's Jubilee medal
and some coins, in a glass bottle, were deposited under an
enamelled slab, bearing the following inscription :

—

To the Glory of God
In the Extension of the Kingdom of

His Dear Son, Jesus Christ.

The Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East
Erected this House

In the Year of our Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-one,
And in the Sixty-second Year of their Operations.

The Foundation-stone was laid

On the Fifth Day of February, 1861,
In the Presence of the Committee,

by
The Eight Honourable the Earl of Chichester,

President.

"It shall come to pass in the last clays, that the mountain of the Lord's
house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted
above the MUs ; and aU nations shall flow unto it."

—

Isaiah ii. 2.

^ad^^°"^^ The day of formal transfer now arrived. The Committee
assembled in the old house, in the room in which, for forty-eight

years, they and their predecessors had planned, and prayed, and
persevered, and often praised the Lord. With deep feeling and

* H. Venn's Private Journal, December 13th, 1852.
•j" Subsequently some premises in Whitefriars Street were secured, behind

the House, and separated frona it by Hanging Sword Alley ; and these
premises, which are used as warehouses and publishing offices, are com-
municated with by a tunnel under that narrow passage.
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solemn reti'ospect they recalled the trials and triumphs of the Part VII.

past ; and God's words to Israel came to many minds :

—

1862-72.

Chap. 53.

" Thou shalt remember all the way which the Lord thy God led thee ""j

—

these forty years in the wilderness, to humble thee and to prove thee, reuospect.
to know what was in thine heart, whether thou wonkiest keep His
commandments or no ; and He humbled thee, and sufl'ered thee to
hunger, and fed thee with manna, which thou knewest not, neither did
thy fathers know, that He might make thee know that man doth not live

by bread only, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

God. Thy raiment waxed not old upon thee, neither did thy foot swell,

these forty years."

Yes, indeed ! The Society had often been " humbled "; it had
often been " suffered to hunger "; its resources had seemed to

fail, and whence a supply could come it " knew not "; and the
unlooked-for supplies that had come were truly as " manna," for

often had the question been put, What is this ? how is this ? And
the Committee had assuredly been taught " not to live by bread
only," not by earthly means from earthly sources, but to I'est, and
to feed, upon the sure promise of the Living God. Not that they
had fully learned it yet ; they had to learn much more in after

years. Have we fully learned it now ?

Lord Chichester took the chair, in his old place. Two The in-

Secretaries, W. Knight and J. Chapman, offered prayer ; and the |afhedng.

veteran missionary Joseph Fenn read 1 Chron. xxix. Then the

Committee rose, wended their way to the handsome and sub-

stantial new building, and re-assembled in the room which we now
call "the old Committee-room." Eph. ii. was then read by the

Editorial Secretary, J. Ridgeway, reminding the listeners of the

true House of God, His redeemed Church, "the building fitly

framed together," " built upon the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone," and
growing " unto an holy temple in the Lord," " an habitation of

God through the Spirit." The President then addressed the

gathering, referring to the past with thankfulness and to the

future with hope. He told a strikingly appropriate anecdote of

Queen Elizabeth's visit to Lord Bacon. "Your house is too

small," said the Queen. " Large enough for me," replied Bacon
;

" but your Majesty's presence has made me too large for my
house." " God's blessing on our labours," remarked Lord
Chichester, " has made us too large for our house."
Then Henry Venn read a remarkable paper, reviewing, not the h. Venn's

Society's missionary work abroad—" that," he said, " we did at the th^prst'.'^

Jubilee "—but its functions, difficulties, and progress at home.
"What an enterprise, he observed, the fathers of the Society had
had before them !

—

*' To establish a Church Society within the Church, without a charter
from the Crown ; in subordination to Church authority, but upon tlie

basis of voluntary action; a Society wliich, if successful, must maintain
extensive relations in all jiarts of the world,—of which the governing

B b 2
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Part VII. body coiild exist only on the voluntary principle, and could hold together

1862-72. its staff of missionaries hy no stronger bond,—whose sustaining power
Chap. 53. within, and protection from assaiilts without, could consist only in its

principles."

"For such a work," Venn went on, and we can now ap-

preciate his words, "it is evident that the wisdom of pohtical

science, the acuteness of legal knowledge, together with
much mercantile and financial skill, must be all combined."

What the Then he showed how the Society had set a pattern in methods

ta°ught^thl^ of home organization—public meetings, provincial associations,
Church. association secretaries, finance committees, a working capital

—

which were unknown before the C.M.S. started them, biit had
since become a matter of coiirse in all societies ; how it had set a

pattern in the training of missionaries, which other societies had
adopted ; how the older S.P.G. had followed the example of

C.M.S. in undertaking Missions to the Heathen outside the British

dominions ; how the Society had been so successful in combining
its spiritual and ecclesiastical principles that the heads of the

Church, after waiting forty years, had joined it on its own terms,

recognizing with cordiality its fundamental principle of voluntary

action in subordination to constituted Church authority ; and how
the Committee had had to work out, and been the first to work out,

such difficult problems as those of the Native Pastorate, Native
Church organization, &c. Perhaps few realize the services which
the Society has in these ways rendered to the Church, quite in-

dependently of its primary work of preaching the Gospel to the

Heathen.
This is a brief summary of the first part of Venn's paper. The

rest of it is chiefly a graphic sketch of the origin and history of

the Society, with notices of its leading Committee-men, Secretaries,

&c.''' When he sat down, several members of the Committee said a

few words each, viz., Mr. J. M. Strachan, the Eev. E. H. Bickersteth

—who recalled the fact that on that day, March 7th, twelve years

before, they had assembled round his father's grave,—Mr. Bridges,

Mr. Parish, and Mr. Beattie ; and prayer was offered by the Eev.
E. Auriol and Major Straith.

What was But w4iat became of the old house next door. No. 14, to which
o° No.°i4 ? attached so many precious memories ? At the Annual Meeting, a few

weeks after. Dean Close said that many were asking this question.

Might it by any possibility become a gin-palace? " No," said he,
'

' for I am glad to tell you that it is to be a temperance hotel !

—

and so temperance will be next to godliness!" This announce-
ment was received with loud cheers. And a temperance hotel

No. 14 remained for more than twenty years. After twenty years,

as we shall see by-and-by, another enlargement of the Society's

habitation was effected by the re-occupation of the old No. 14, its

incorporation into what in 1862 w^as the New House, and the

* Veuu's sketch has been used in the pages of this History from time to

time, and sentences from it have been quoted.
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opening of a still larger Committee-room on the identical spot Part VII.

upon which the Committee had met during the forty-eight years 1^62-72.

before the move now described.
Chap. 53.

When the Society entered its new House, the names of six Secretaries

Secretaries appeared in the Eeport, three clerical and three lay. period.

Of the three former, Chapman died in the same year, and Knight
retired within twelve months. Both of them had been particularly

effective with their pens, the former in defending the Society from
attacks and criticisms, and the latter, who had charge of the
candidates, in appeals for men and means ; but the general ad-

mmistration remained principally in Venn's hands. The Eev.
Eobert Long, Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, R- Long,

who had been for a short time Central Association Secretary,*

was appointed Secretary in succession to Chapman ; and in 1864,

C. C. Fenn, who had come home from Ceylon, was appointed in c.c.Fenn.

the place of Knight. In 1865, Long retired, on his appointment to

a Chelsea parish
; but being still in London, he for several years

continued one of the most active and regular of the inner circle

of Committee-men. f He was succeeded by a layman. General
C. A. Browne, of whom more presently ; but the General's sudden
death, within five months of his appointment, created another
vacancy, which in due course was filled by the Eev. John Mee, J- Mee.

who had formerly been an Association Secretary of the Society,

then Secretary of the Bible Society, and then Dean of Grahams-
town. He, however, retired after three years, owing to his not

accepting Venn's view of the Secretariat—which was also the

Committee's view. Mee thought that one of the Secretaries ought
distinctly to be recognized as the head, and he proposed to relinquish

his salary, with a view to his succeeding Venn in that position.

But Venn always disclaimed any other precedence than such as

naturally attached to age and experience ; and he penned an
elaborate historical sketch of the Society's Secretariat, to show
that the principle of joint and equal responsibility among all the

Secretaries had always been recognized. This Memorandum the

Committee formally accepted, whereupon Mee resigned. Another
Anglo-Indian officer, General Edward Lake, came into office in

1869. At this time, for some years, Venn's second son, the Eev.

Henry Venn, jun., acted as Assistant Secretary. Between 1869
and 1872, at a time when Venn's failing strength was more and more
cutting him off" from the work, four missionaries of standing and
experience acted as secretaries for a longer or shorter period, viz.,

the Eevs. A. H. Frost, J. Barton, E. C. Stuart, and P. S. Eoyston.

Venn wrote the Annual Eeport up to 1866 inclusive ; then Mee
took it for three years ; and from 1870 onwards C. C. Fenn was
the writer.

* This important office wasnot lieldby a full Secretary until Mr. Sutton'stime.

t He was afterwards called by Bishop Baring to the Diocese of Durham,
antl became Archdeacon of Aiickland, which office he still holds.
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 53.

The Lay
Secretaries

Major
Hector
Straith.

Colonel
Dawes.

General
Browne.

There were changes also in the Lay or Finance Secretaryships.

Major Straith retired in 1863, and Colonel Dawes in 1866 ; and
J. M. HoU, who was Assistant Lay Secretary, but whose name
was included among the Secretaries in the official lists, died in

1869. Meanwhile, on the resignation of Colonel Dawes, the
Committee appointed Mr. Edward Hutchinson, a gentleman in

legal practice as a Parliamentary agent, who gave up good prospects
in his profession to join the Society.

The three Secretaries whose term of office extended into our
next period, Penn, Hutchinson, and Lake, will appear before us
more fully then. But of the three soldier-Secretaries who died in

our present period, a few words must here be said.

Major Hector Straith had served in India, where he led a gay
and worldly life, and lost all his small fortune in horse-racing and
its accompanying betting. He was converted to God by the
instrumentality of a brother officer, Major Sherer, who had been
under the influence of Daniel Corrie. Being invalided home,
Straith was appointed Professor of Fortification and Artillery at

the Bast India Company's College at Addiscombe. During his

twenty years' tenure of that post he sought constantly the spiritual

welfare of the cadets, and several godly officers in after years at-

tributed their conversion to his words and examj)le.''' In 1846 he
became Lay Secretary of the C.M.S., and did important service for

many years in that capacity. The friendly and non-official corre-

spondence with the mission-field was at that time divided between
the Secretaries, and Major Straith' s part was writing to lay agents
and to Native clergymen. After his retirement he continued to

attend the committee-meetings, and his counsel was always valued
as that of a man of prayer and of unswerving loyalty to the Word
of God. He died in 1871.

His successor, Colonel Michael Dawes, E.A., was still more
distinguished as an officer. In the first Afghan War, and in the
two Sikh Wars, he won very honourable mention ; especially at

the disastrous battle of Chillianwallah, where his battery saved
his brigade from total destruction. In the Mutiny, he com-
manded the artillery accompanying Nicholson's flying column
sent by John Lawrence to the siege of Delhi ; and when that city

at last fell, he was appointed President of the Military Commission
which sat to try the rebel Moghul king.f On returning to England,
he became Lay Secretary of the C.M.S., which office he held
seven years, 1859 to 1866, performing its duties with ability, and
with a Christian spirit that was much appreciated. He retired on
account of weak health, and died in 1871, a few weeks before

Major Straith.

General Charles A. Browne was converted to Christ about 1826,

* One of those who attended his Bible-class was afterwards Lord Napier
of Magdala.

t See the picturesque notice of this by Sir Herbert Edwardes, in this
volume, p. 218, note.
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while serving as a young officer in South India. He afterwards Pakt YII.

rose to the high and responsible post of Military Secretary to the iWi2-72.

Madras Government ; and for thirty years he was a member of
^^ap^S?.

the C.M.S. Madras Corresponding Committee, and was greatly
valued by the successive Madras Secretaries, John Tucker,
Eagland, Eoyston, and W. Gray. His house afforded a home to

a large circle of friends, especially young officers and missionaries
on their first arrival in India ; and the Bible-readings frequently
held there proved of great spiritual help to many who attended.
His natural endowments were of a high order : a powerful intel-

lect, sound judgment, administrative skill ; while his gentle and
loving disposition attracted every one to him. On his final return
to England, he offered his services to the Society he had long
loved and supported, and was appointed an Honorary Secretary.

But shortly after he took office, he suddenly fell in the street, and
expired before he could be carried to a hospital. It was a blow
deeply felt by the Committee, who had looked for services from
him of no ordinary value. But Browne was a man who seemed
to be always living in the presence of God, and they could not but
feel amid their sorrow that it was but natural for him to be
ushered thus in a moment into the Presence-chamber.
We have already seen in our Fifty-first Chapter that the period

now under review was one of but little progi-ess, and even in some
respects of apparent retrogi'ession ; and it is difficult to resist the

conviction that these frequent changes in the Secretariat, at a

time, too, when Venn was gradually retiring from the work, could

not but be a cause of weakness. Venn's private letters to his Venn on

brother. Prebendary John Venn of Hereford, reveal his anxieties leagues,

as to how the work was to be carried on. When General Browne
was about to join, he wrote :

—

" He is a widower, and no children. He has taken a house in London
large enough to accommodate a married missionary and children, and
hopes the rooms will never be empty. This spirit, united with a first-

rate intellect and the pen of a veiy ready writer, fills me with hope, and
almost forces me to sing Nunc Dimittis."

And a few weeks later :

—

" Browne joins next week. C. C. Fenn is all I could wish. We shall

then be strong in the Secretariat. But I rejoice with trembling, as

every other occasion on which the Lord has made our mountain to

stand fast, it has been a prelude to a reverse. Yet the work goes on,

and shall triumph gloriously."

In December, 1866, he wrote :

—

" The Sub-Committee were unanimous in recommending Hutchinson
to the General Conmiittee for our Lay Secretary. He appears to com-
bine so many essential qualifications that I thank God and take courage.

Mee is becoming every day more thoroughly a C.M.S. man
;
and I have

determined to leave the next Report and conduct of the Anniversary to

him."
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Part VII. "While the Committee were searching for a successor to Mee,
1862-72. Venn wrote (August, 1869) :—
Chap. 53.

" All friends are earnestly requested to look out for a suitable man,
Looking

^
and to pray for us. Till October we shall be able to get through the

succe^sso/ business. Missionaries now at home will help us, especially Frost. . . .

Fenn has agreed to prepare the Report, and with the help of returned
missionaries he will easily get through it."

In January, 1870, in view of his own early resignation—which,

however, he found himself unable to insist upon for more than

two years after that—he said :

—

" My hope is that the Committee will find things well mth Frost,

Fenn, and Hutchinson. Barton has come home for a year or two, and
some eyes are fixed upon Mm."

In May of that year. Frost was proposed as Principal of the

Islington College, Green having resigned :

—

" Barton comes as Secretary for a year,—then ... to retm-n to India.

I am anxious to associate udth him General Lake as Hon. Lay Sec.

He is almost another General Browne ... a capital speaker and able
administrator. If I succeed in getting Frost to Islington, ' the prayers
of David the son of Jesse are ended.'

"

In December he wrote :

—

" No step taken yet for another Clerical Secretary. But the foreign

work is well done, and the home work getting into order by the energy
of Hasell."

Venn, aged Two years of temporary arrangements passed away, and Venn,

the heim*^
though now seventy-six years of age, and physically feeble, was
still in command in the spring of 1872. Henry Wright's advent
had at last been settled, but meanwhile,

—

" I presume Wright if accepted will come up at once ; so that I have
the prospect of release, though a long way off, as he will need to be
assisted for some months at least. C. C. Fenn has broken down, and
takes several months' absence, but will do the Report tliis year."

We shall see more of Venn's last years in another chapter.

Meanwhile could there be a more touchingpicture than is sketched
in these letters ?

There were two other offices at headquarters which were not in

those days included in the Secretariat proper, the Editorial and
the Central. Mr. Eidgeway continued his gi'eat services as

Editor until just before his much-lamented death in 1871. After

G. Knox, a brief interregnum, the Rev. G. Knox became Editor of the

Intelligencer, and the other publications were for a time distri-

buted among the Secretaries. Mr. Knox had been for some years

Association Secretary for the London district, and acted as

Central Association Secretary, as Whiting and Long and Marson
had done before. But in 1871 he became Vicar of Exton, in Eut-
land, and though this did not prevent his editing the InteHujcnccr,

it vacated what was virtually, though not then in name, the
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" Central Secretaryship." The Committee now created a new and Part VII.

definite office with that title, and appointed to it the Eev. 1862-72.

Samuel Hasell, whom we have before met as a missionary in '^P' '^ "

Bengal, and who had since been Association Secretary in s. Haseii.

Lancashire, and had there given evidence of uncommon capacity.

The Association Secretary staff at that time included men
who have since been distinguished in other ways ; among them
E. C. Billing, afterwards Bishop of Bedford ; W. W. Gibbon, now
Canon of Kipon ; H.J. Martin, now Archdeacon of Lindisfarne

;

H. B. Tristram, now Canon of Durham ; W. Walsh, after-

wards Bishop of Mauritius, and now Suffragan Bishop of Dover.
Changes also took place in another important office, the

Directorship of the Children's Home. In 1863, the Eev. John children's

Eooker succeeded Mr. Barker. In 1867, Captain Hall, who had "°'"^-

been Governor of Parkhurst Eeformatory, succeeded Mr. Eooker.
In 1869, Hall died suddenly, and was succeeded by the Eev.
Isaac Durrant, whose wife was a daughter of the Society's early

Secretary, Edward Bickersteth. In 1873, Mr. Durrant died, and
Mr. Eooker returned to his old post, Mrs. Eooker's influence in

the Home being always especially valued.

The death of the Society's Treasurer, John Thornton, in 1861,

after a service in that office of forty-six years, was mentioned in a

former chapter. To his post was appointed Captain the Hon. ^^p*^'"

Francis Maude, E.N., who held it just a quarter of a century. Treasurer.

During the greater part of the time Francis Maude was also

Chairman of the Committee. Here let us observe the very
remarkable features of his genealogy. His grandfather. Sir His re-

Eobert Maude, a descendant of Edward III., was born in 1676, in genealogy,

the reign of Charles II. Sir Eobert's youngest son, the first

Viscount Hawarden, had, by three wives, nineteen children, of

whom the youngest was Francis, the future C.M.S. Treasurer, born
in 1798. The mother of Francis lived to her ninety-third year,

and died one hundi^ed and twenty-three years after her husband's

birth. From Viscount Hawarden's nineteen children had sprung

so many children and grandchildren and great-grandchildi'en, that

when, shortly after Francis Maude became C.M.S. Treasurer, the

calculations of Bishop Colenso appeared as to the impossibility of

the Bible account of Israel's growth in Egypt being true, this one
family history was of itself sufficient to discredit them ; and
Maude delighted to cite it for the purpose.* Maude entered the

Navy in 1814, and in the following year he sailed for India with

the despatches containing the account of the Battle of Waterloo.

He became a member of the C.M.S. Committee in 1835.

Our period, as we have seen, was not a bright one for a new
Treasurer. Not long before his appointment there had been a

sharp and sudden attack upon the Society's financial management

* The exact figures in 1862 are not available. In 1885 there had been 513

descendants in just over a century, or, with wives or husbands born of other

families, 654, of whom 520 were then living.
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Part VII. and account-keeping, in the Times, by its celebrated correspondent
1862-72. a g_ Q 0.," '''• which had made a good deal of noise. Mr. Beattie

^^^' ^
' had answered his letters and challenged him to come and examine

s. G. o.'s the books for himself ; instead of which he had sent a City

c"m.s.°" accountant, a Jew. Venn wrote (February 29th, 1860), "I have
been all day battling with S. G. O.'s accountant, but he turns out

a very respectable man." The examination proved satisfactory,

though some minor suggestions were made by the accountant,

some of which were in due course adopted. But meanwhile a
good deal of uneasiness was manifested in the country ; and one
of Chapman's last acts before death removed him from the
Secretariat was to prepare an able pamphlet on the Society's

financial system, in which full explanations were given on all the
points touching which questions had been asked. The system is

essentially the same to the present day ; but in recent years there

has been considerable improvement in the way of presenting the

accounts so as to be understood by readers of the Eeport.

Financial Then, during Maude's earlier years as Treasurer, there were
difficulties,

fi^eq^^gnt deficits, sometimes through diminution of funds, and
sometimes, even in years of increase, through excess of expendi-.

ture. In three of the later years of the decade now under
review Islington men ready for ordination were kept back for

want of funds, and once the number of students, already much
below the average, was ordered to be reduced. In 1870, instruc-

tions were sent to the Missions, not only to add no more Native
agents to the existing staif, but not even to fill up vacancies ; and
heavy reductions were made in some of the estimates ; and in

1872, Venn's last year, eight per cent, of the foreign estimates was
disallowed, in the face of what, as we have already seen, the

Committee called " a failing treasury."

There had indeed been some encouraging signs of growing
interest in the country in the earlier part of our period. In 1862

Jubilees of began to be kept the Jubilees of some of the gi'eat Associations

ciations.^°' founded in those vigorous years following 1812. Bristol, Norwich,
Huddersfield, and Wakefield, are among those specially rej^orted.

At Bristol it was found that two of the men who had taken a
prominent part in 1813 still survived, viz., the Eev. Fountain
Elwin, the original Secretary of the Association, and Mr. J. S.

Harford of Blaise Castle, whose eloquent speech at the inaugural
meeting was noticed in our Eleventh Chapter. In 1866, the Eev.
John Langley, who in 1816 founded the Shrewsbury Association
(for which Eeginald Heber did much), was present at its Jubilee;

and among the speakers were E. H. Bickersteth, whose father had
spoken at the inaugural meeting ; Benjamin Bailey, who went

* The Rev. Lord Sydney Grodolphin Osborne. He wrote, not as an enemy,
but as a candid friend. He had helped Selwyn (afterwards Bishop) and
others to found the Windsor and Eton Church Union in 1839, which gave a
share of its funds to C.M.S. ; and ho sometimes spoke at meetings in Berks
and Bucks. See his letter to Dr. Cust, CM. Intelligencer, July, 1889.
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out to India in the year of its foundation ; and a distinguished Part Vir.

Shropshire man, Sir Herbert Edwardes. At the Cambridge 1862-72.

Jubilee, in 1868, Hem-y Venn read an interesting paper of ^^V^'

reminiscences of the fifty years, from which some facts in our
Thirty-sixth Chapter were taken. During this period, too, a new
system of provincial organization by Honorary District Secretaries

was being introduced ; and at the very committee-meeting in

February, 1862, at which it was announced that the New House
was ready, it was also announced that one hundred and thirty-four

clergymen and laymen of influence had undertaken districts.

This system will be more fully described hereafter.

Moreover, on two occasions the Committee were much en- Lancashire

couraged by the persevering efforts of friends in circumstances of the Cotton

great difficulty. In the earlier years of our period, the Cotton Famine.

Famine, consequent upon the American Civil War, dried up many
sources of income in Lancashire

; yet the people there, who,
mainly through the influence of the great adult Sunday-schools,

were genuinely interested in Missions, worked nobly, and with real

self-denial, to continue giving out of their reduced means. And
in the later years, when the Disestablishment of the Church of

Ireland suddenly threw that Church upon the voluntary contri-

butions of its members, and it seemed for the time impossible to Irish funds

raise funds for any outside object, the energy and devotion of Irish establish

-

friends kept up C.M.S. contributions in a wonderful way. They mentdays.

had gradually risen to £5300 in the years immediately preceding.

In the year following the Disestablishment they actually touched
£6000 ; and though in the next year they fell to £4500, the ground
was quickly recovered, and steady progress has been maintained

ever since.

To return to Salisbury Square. The Committee did not change The Com-

much in j^d'sonnel within our period. The principal lay members '"'

lost by death were Dugmore, Farish, Goldingham, and Prance
;

also John Bridges, the much-respected Honorary Solicitor,

whose firm, however, continued to act, and acts to this day,

to the gi-eat advantage of the Society. The chief new lay

recruit was Francis N. Maltby, an Anglo-Indian civilian of high

character and great ability, who had been Eesident at the Court

of Travancore. Towards the close of the period came Sir William
Hill and Colonel Channer, both military Anglo-Indians, who will

be remembered as leading members in after years. Throughout
the period, General Alexander, A. Beattie, Sydney Gedge, J. Gurney
Hoare and Joseph Hoare, Arthur Lang, P. F. O'Malley, Q.C.,

James Stuart, J. F. Thomas, and H. Carre Tucker, were
prominent men. Among the clergy, Edward Auriol was facile

pinceps in coimcil ; C. E. Alford, before he went to China as

Bishop, gave regular and valuable service ; Dr. Miller, on coming
from Birmingham to Greenwich, became an important member

;

and Eobert Long, after ceasing to be Secretary, continued, as before

mentioned, to take a leading part.
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Part VII. Among the new Vice-Presidents were all the new Bishops. The
1862-72. whole English Episcopal Bench was now included, with the
C hap. .53. exception of the Bishop of St. David's, Dr. Thirlwall, who never

New Vice- accepted office. It is significant that in 1870, the acceptance by
Presidents, ^j^g ^ew Bishops of Bath and Wells, Carlisle, Exeter, Manchester,

and Oxford, was announced thus:—"Being Members of the

Society, have, according to No. II. of the Fundamental Laws and
Eegulations, become Vice-Presidents of the Society." This was to

indicate that the enrolment of Bishop Temple was automatic, and
not the spontaneous act of the Committee. So strong was the

feeling against him at that time,'''" that no Committee would have
dared to ask him of their own accord. It is well to recall facts

like these. There are lessons in them for our own day. The
panics of good men are not always either wise or right. Among
the new lay Vice-Presidents was the present Sir T. Fowell Buxton,

who had succeeded to the baronetcy as quite a young man, on the

early and lamented death of his father, Sir Edward North Buxton
;

and the two great Punjab heroes. Sir Herbert Edwardes and Sir

Eobert Montgomery. Edwardes died in 1868 ; but Montgomery
was for several years a frequent attendant at committee-meetings,

and took an active part in the work—an illustration of which we
shall see in the next chapter.

H. Venn At this point may be conveniently introduced a letter of H. Venn's

Committee ^o a clerical friend who had lately come to London, and who
meetings, offered to attend the committee meetings. It gives a true and

useful picture of what many of those meetings were, and still are
;

though there is this difference, that, on the one hand, the greatly

increased mass of business is now to a large extent done in sub-

committees,—or at least so prepared by them as to need much less

attention than formerly in the larger meetings,—and, on the other

hand, the great increase of missionaries and of missionary candi-

dates has necessitated more time being occupied in interviews with
them, hearing about the actual missionary work in the field, and
in prayer with them and concerning their Missions :

—

" My first impulse was to write at once and say, Come and give us
every lionr yovi can spare ; but I was checked by the thouoht that you
wanted something more from me ; namely, to set out the nature and im-
portance of the Committee work so as to justify you in withdrawing
your valuable time from otlier pressing claims.

" Here, however, is the difficulty : important questions arise in our
Committee at uncei'tain and unexpected times. One or two meetings of

the Committee may pass over with only routine business which is trans-

acted according to established practice and precedents, familiar to the
Committee, but obscure and uninteresting to those who are comparatively
strangers to our mode of conducting business.

"Again, when great questions do arise, they involve principles which
have been to a certain extent settled in the Committee, but which a new-
comer is very apt to enter upon afresh, till checked by some brusque man

* See pp. 340, 342, 346. Dr. Temjale had subscribed to the Society from
the age of tou.
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of business, with the remark, ' that we cannot lose time in discussino- Part VII.
settled principles.' From such causes as these, and through irregular 1862-72.

attendance, several friends whom I have persuaded to come, have, after Chap. 53.

a time, drawn back and frankly told me they were not wanted, and
preferred giving their attendance where they felt it to be more valued
or more necessary.

" But there is another side of the case. When a friend has been
persuaded to attend and watch the proceedings of the Committee for a
few months, and so gradually identify himself with the interior working
of the Committee, he has become more and more interested even in the
routine business as well as in the great questions, and has often owned
that the hours spent in the Committee were most profitable to his

ministry, expanding his heart and soul, his faith and hope and charity,

whilst he is promoting the increase of the Redeemer's kingdom, so that
he has returned refreshed and strengthened for his own parish duties.

" The questions which at this time occupy the chief attention of the
Committee are connected with the history of the first preaching of the
Gospel, and lie at the foundation of a Native Church ;— e.g.. What are the
proper relations between the foreign missionary and the Native pastor "P

What the normal organization of a nascent Native Christian Chiirch ?

How to dispose of a very limited amount of European agency over a very
wide and expanding field of labour to the best advantage ? How to deal
with a man of great infirmities of temper or mind whom yet God has
honovu'ed to the bringing in of many souls to Christ ? How to maintain
our spiritual and ecclesiastical principles in their integrity and harmony ?

How far to meddle with political matters when they aflect seriously

spiritual interests ? How far education is to be a branch of preaching
the Gospel ? I could easily enlarge the catalogue, but this will be enough
to show you that our Committee requires minds of deep reflection, of

competent knowledge of Church histoiy, and of large observation of the
Church of Christ at the present day. We have a considerable body of our
Indian laymen who to a great extent are possessed of these qualifications,

but we need a few clergymen of leading minds in our counsels.
" I would therefore earnestly invite you to attend our Corresponding

Committee M eetings, on the Tuesdays. From twelve to three is the usual
time of gi'eatest interest. Next Tuesday we shall have to review the

wants of the whole Mission, and to apportion thirteen or fourteen men
to supply the demands for 100. May the Lord enable you to see your
way clear, and if you join us, may it be to our mutual advantage in the
Lord !

"

The I'udgment and experience and faithfulness of the Committee Problems
. . . and trials

were well tested during our period. In addition to the frequent of the

financial perplexities, the whole subject of the training of mission- period,

aries at Islington or elsewhere was under discussion ; and the

improvement of home organization ; and the gi'eat and complicated

question of Native Church organization ; and all sorts of problems
concerning Educational Missions in India ; and various Colonial

Church Bills in Parliament ; and grave troubles in New Zealand,

the Yoruba country, and the Turkish Empire ; and the East
African Slave Trade ; and last but not least, two very thorny

ecclesiastical topics, touching bishoprics in China and Madagascar.
All these will in their proper turns come before us. The serious

lack of recruits, and the many losses of valued friends and veteran

missionaries, have already been referred to ; and when, at one
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rABT vri. meetiug, the deaths of five Vice-Presidents were reported, in-

1862-72. ch;ding such members of the inner circle as Viscount Midleton
Chap. 53. ^^^^ Admiral Sir Henry Hope ; or when, in one week, news came

of the deaths of three such missionaries as Cockran, Noble, and
Pfander,—a real burden was laid on the hearts of the Committee

;

which burden, however, they had learned to cast on their

sustaining Lord. x\nd at this time the Committee had to consider,

and to refuse, many appeals for the extension of the Society's

Missions to other fields, such as Egypt, iVbyssinia, the Congo
coast, the Diocese of Grahamstown, the Transvaal, Eajputana,

Assam, Burmah, and Queensland.

c.M.s. But the Committee were always ready to think of other Societies

locietre" and Missions besides their own. For instance, in 1865, they

joined with the London Missionary Society in a representation to

the Foreign Office regarding French outrages on the L.M.S.

Missions in the South Sea Islands ; in 1865, they rejoiced with

the Basle Missionary Society upon the Jubilee of the famous

Seminary ; and when, in 187ii, Bishop Patteson's martyr-death

—

for, in the circumstances of the case, it truly was that—shocked the

whole Church and nation, a warmly sympathetic resolution was
communicated to the bereaved Melanesian Mission. On the other

hand, it was with unfeigned pleasure that honoured labourers in

other connexions were welcomed at interviews with the Com-
mittee : for instance, the Eev. E. W. Syle, of the x\merican

Church Missions in China and Japan ; Dr. Newton, the veteran

American Presbyterian missionary at Lahore, through whom had
come the original invitation to the C.M.S. to enter the Punjab

;

Dr. George Smith, of the Free Church of Scotland, Calcutta
;

besides such bishops as Milman of Calcutta, Claughton of Colombo,

and Cowie of Auckland. And all through the period help and
co-operation were being given to the Christian Vernacular

Education Society, the Indian Female Instruction Society, and
the Strangers' Home for Asiatics. Of this last, a word must be

said.

Strangers' Only the oldcst readers of this History can now remember when
in the streets of London, Liverpool, Southampton, and other ports,

there was no more familiar spectacle than that of Indian beggars,

dancing and rapping their tom-toms under the windows. Other

Orientals, and Negroes and South Sea Islanders, were also

to be seen, but the great majority were from India. Many were
seamen, who had been robbed of their wages in the purlieus of the

docks, and turned out of the miserable lodging-houses to starve 'and

die—as great numbers did. Others were brought from various

lands by speculators, to be exhibited at shows and low theatres,

and then likewise turned adrift. In the early 'fifties, some of the

Christian Anglo-Indians on the C.M.S. Committee, and particu-

larly a devoted officer who had been led to Christ in India by H. W.
Fox, Colonel R. Marsh Hvighes, resolved to make an effort to save

these poor creatioi'es ; and in 1855 a meeting was held under the

Home for
Asiatics
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presidency of Sir Edward North Buxton, and a Committee formed Part VII.

to raise funds for a " Strangers' Home." Much interest was 1*^62-72.

aroused, and in the following year Prince Albert laid the first
^^^^P- ^'^-

stone of the building at Limehouse. The Home was opened on ~

June 3rd, 1857, just as the news was arriving of the outbreak of

the Mutiny in India. Out of a total cost of £15,000, £5500 was
coiitributed by Indian princes, nobles, and merchants, the Maha-
rajah Dhuleep Singh heading the list with £500. The Queen gave
£200, and the Prince Consort £100. In twelve years, five thousand its great

Asiatics, Africans, and Polynesians, were received into the Home, ^"'^'^^^^•

and no less than £12,000 deposited by them for safe keeping. By
that time, the London streets were practically cleared of the
shivering \vaifs and strays once so common ; and few Londoners
at the present day are even aware that such sights were ever to be
seen. This completely successful work was done by the untiring
devotion of Colonel Hughes and his colleagues, and particularly

by the singular tact, skill, and patience of a City missionary
engaged, Mr. Salter, who, having unusual linguistic gifts, quickly
became able to speak to all sorts of " strangers " in their own
tongues, and who scoured the streets of London, and of Liver-
j)Ool and other ports, to " rescue the perishing " and " care for the
dying." To all he gave the blessed Gospel message, and not a few
learned to know and love the Saviour of the lost. From the first,

Henry Venn took the deepest interest in the enterprise ; and the
C.M.S. has each year given a grant of £100 towards this true

missionary work.*

The Anniversary Meetings of our period were different in two Annual

respects from those of preceding periods. First, it was in 1863 '^^^^'"s^-

that the hour of commencing was changed from ten o'clock to

eleven, and the proceedings shortened from the six hours of

former years to about four. Secondly, while in earlier days the
same speakers appeared again and again, in the period before us The

we find them almost always different. In the eleven years, ^^" ^'^^^

Bishop Robert Bickersteth of Ripon spoke four times ; and Dr. Bishops.

Tait three times, in 1865 as Bishop of London, and in 1869 and
1872 as Primate—on the former of these two occasions occupying
the chair, according to custom, it being his first appearance after

his accession to the archiepiscopal throne. But no other speaker
spoke more than twice ; and those who did speak twice were only

Bishop Crowther, Bishop Barker of Sydney, and the three orators,

Dean Close, Canon Stowell, and Dr. Miller. The other Bishops
who took part were Archbishops Longley and Thomson, Pelham
of Norwich, Waldegrave of Carlisle, Gregg of Cork, Gell of

Madras, Machray of Rupert's Land, Ryan of Mauritius, Claughton
of Colombo ; also Dr. Cowie, as Bishop-designate of Auckland.

* See the whole story, with many interestiug incidents, in the Intelligencer

of May, 1870.
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PartYII. Of distingtiished clergj-men, we find the names of Dr. Payne
1862-72. Smith, Eegius Professor of Divinity at Oxford ; J. C. Ryle (now
Chap. 53. gjgi^Qp of Liverpool) ; W. Saumarez Smith (now Archbishop of

Clerics. Sydney) ; W. Pakenham Walsh (afterwards Bishop of Ossory)

;

Hugh McNeile, E. Hoare, H. B. Tristram, D. Howell, and James
Bardsley of Manchester; and C. E. Oakley, a devoted clergyman
of great promise who died early, author of the missionary

Laymen, hymn, " Hills of the North, rejoice." Of laymen there were
Lord Shaftesbury, who rarely appeared on a C.M.S. platform, but

who spoke in 1864 ; Sir Herbert Edwardes, who spoke for the

second time in 1866—a speech scarcely inferior to his grand one
in 1860 ; Sir Arthur Cotton, the great iri'igation engineer in

India ; Colonel (now General Sir John) Field, whose speech in

1870 was one of the most fervent and moving in the long suc-

cession of Anniversary addresses ; Colonel (afterwards General)

Lake, who spoke in 1868, the year preceding his joining the

"Mr. J. H. Secretariat ; and, in 1872, "Mr. J. H. Kennaway, M.P.," the

way"^' then baronet's son, and our futm-e President, who inaugurated his

many Exeter Hall speeches by a strong appeal for action to put

down the East African Slave Trade and to care for the rescued

Mission- slaves. One is surprised to find the missionaries again but
aries. meagrely represented. In earlier times there was naturally a lack

of men of standing and experience on fm4ough, but in the 'sixties

there must have been many every year. Nevertheless, only the

following thirteen spoke in the eleven years : John Thomas,
W. A. Eussell, J. Barton, D. Fenn, J. Ireland Jones, S. Hasell,

E. P. Greaves, E. Bruce, J. Welland, E. C. Stuart, G. E. Moule,
and C. E. and W. T. Storrs.

The only meeting in the period that was very noticeable was in

1865, and this has been referred to in our Fifty-first Chapter. In
Bishop 1867, Bishop John Gregg was the " lion " at all the May meetings,
Gregg.

^^-^^ poured forth his torrent of alliterative words and phrases in a

way that completely baffled the reporters ; and in the Record
report of the C.M.S. meeting, which is always rer&a^m, his speech,

the speech of the day, was perforce condensed into a short and
unreadable summary. At the same meeting, a comprehensive
review of Missions in the East was given by Canon Tristram,

who had lately returned from a long tour in Palestine and Syria.

The meeting of 1868 came in the midst of the hottest excitement

about Eitualism, and Miller and Hoare spoke out with boldness

;

to the latter being allotted that one resolution on the great con-

troversy, before quoted, in which the Society indulged. To the

other meetings it is needless to refer more particularly.

Proposal to We havc before seen that the Society's Evening Meeting on the

E^eVing Anniversary Day was quite a subsidiary occasion ; but every
Meeting, reader will be surprised to find that in 1866 the Committee were

seriously considering its abandonment, " the attendance being so

small, and the ofiicers of the Society so tired out "—the literal

language of the Minute ! The man who saved it was Mr. Edward
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Hutchinson. Coming into office early in 1867, he took the Part VTT.

Evening Meeting into his own hands, and resolved to work it 1862-72.

vigorously. The Society had then no constituency of younger Chap. 53.

men and women to appeal to ; but it occurred to Hutchinson to How
draw an audience from the Sunday-schools. Tickets were sent to saved.

Sunday-schools all over London, for teachers and elder scholars
;

and the result was immediate success. The Hall, from 1867
onwards, was tolerably well filled in this way ; and special care

was taken to have popular speakers. In 1867, they were Dr.

Miller, John Macgregor, John Horden, and Samuel Hasell. In
1868, the Eecorder of London, Mr. Eussell Gurney, presided, and
spoke admirably ; J. A. McCarthy of Peshawar, one of the most
telling missionary speakers the Society ever had, told the stirring

story of that Mission ; Mr. Sydney Gedge marshalled the common
objections to Missions, and triumphantly disposed of them ; and
Mr. Gordon Calthrop, then the most popular clergyman in London
among young men, closed the meeting in his own effective way.
Mr. Gedge's speech was the first ever reported at full length in

the Intelligencer, which up to that year had never noticed the

Anniversaries ; and it was reprinted as a leaflet, and long used as

the best popular vindication of Missions ever put forth. So the

Evening Meeting was saved ; but several years elapsed before it

could be filled without the help of Sunday scholars ; and the days

of overflowing crowds were not yet.

One attempt, however, to reach the young men of London must
^^j^yjun

here be mentioned. There had existed for many years an organiza- Men.

tion called the Church of England Young Men's Society for Aiding

Missions at Home and Abroad ; but in 1857 the second half of the

name had been struck out, and the Society remained a smaller

Y.M.C.A. It had branches in various parts of London, and was
particularly strong in Islington, where Daniel Wilson, W. B.

Mackenzie, C. F. Childe, and T. Green were its active supporters.

In 1870 the C.M.S. Secretaries invited the various Branches of

this Society to send deputations to tea and a conference in Salis-

bury Square, when the claims of the Mission-field were set before

the thirty or forty men who attended. The chief feature of the

conference, however, was a general criticism by the visitors of

the Society's publications, which they thought dry and behind the

times. Three or four of the critics were invited to form, with the

Society's secretaries, a small committee to consider these matters

further ; and among the critics selected was the Author of this

History. The small committee was duly summoned, but only two

members appeared, and nothing more was ever heard of it.

In 1867, a new feature was added to the Anniversary.
_

This
^^^^^^y^^

was an Evening Sermon in Westminster Abbey, generally hi the
^'^"'°

week following the Anniversary. It was started at the invitation

of Dean Stanley, who desired " thus to recognize the Society as

one of the two great auxiliaries in the missionary work of the

Church of England." Some excellent sermons by leading

VOL. II. C C
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Tart VII. preachers were delivered at this service,—one especially by
1862-72. Gordon Calthrop, on the death of Livingstone, vrhich will come
C hap. 53. }3gfQj.Q ug hereafter. But the congregations were never large ; the

collections did not cover expenses of choir, &c., which fell on the

Society ; and after lasting for ten years, this annual service was
dropped. In later years, Dean Bradley has given the Society a

Sunday morning sermon, for which it has only to nominate a

preacher. In 1870, the Dean of St. Paul's offered the Cathedral

to six Societies for the Sunday evenings between Easter and
Whitsuntide in turn ; and the C.M.S. took May 29th, and appointed

Bishop Ryan to preach the sermon. This arrangement, however,
was not repeated.

St. Bride's It remains to bring under brief review the St. Bride's Sermons of
Sermons,

^.j^^ period. Three of them we have already noticed. We have
seen J. C. Kyle's picture, in 1862, of St. Paul's attitude at Athens
as a pattern for the Church's attitude towards Heathenism ; we
have glanced at Archibald Boyd's masterly statement, in 1864,

of the insufficiency of Nature and the need of Revelation, in direct

reference to the Neology of the day ; and we have seen how
Bishop Waldegi'ave, in the face of the rising sacerdotalism of 1868,

exhorted the Society to " hold fast the faithful Word." In 1863,

Arch- Archbishop Longley preached, thus signalizing his accession to

Longfey. ^^^^ Primacy a few months before. The benignant old man had
always been a friend to the Societj'. As Bishop of Ripon, he had
once presided over a C.M.S. meeting at Leeds, despite Dr. Hook's
protest that his influence as Vicar would be impaired by such
patronage of a society he did not support. As Archbishop of

York, he spent his last Sunday in that diocese in preaching twice

for the Society in a Yorkshire village. And now, as Primate, he
was taking almost as deep an interest in the Society's current

work as Archbishop Sumner had done. Longley' s Sermon, on
Rom. i. 16—" I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, for," &c.

—might have been preached by a Simeon or a Bickersteth, and
the St. Bride's congregation must have rejoiced to listen to it.

Thus he introduced the words of his text :

—

" They are the opening words of that noble argument in behalf of the
doctrine of justification by faith in the blood of Jesus, which has been
the stay and support of the behever tliroughout all ages of the Church.
They are the starting-point from which the Apostle launches out into
tlie full discussion of those great truths which must convict all men of
sin, and should convince them of the need of a Saviour. They are the
pi'eface to that volume which, if every other record of St. Paul's ^vi'itings

had perished, would alone have been sufficient to instruct the world in

the whole counsel of God for the redemption of fallen man."

It was a short sermon ; but two passages were notable : one in

which the Archbishop cited the L.M.S. Mission in Madagascar as

an illustration of the Gospel being " the power of God unto salva-

tion," and the other in which he deprecated the current " Broad
Church " teaching of the day that we should trust to " the inner
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light within us" rather than to "the Father of Light in the Part VII.
revelation He has granted us through His Son." 1862-72.

In 1865, Bishop Anderson was the preacher, and the most Chap. 53.

interesting circumstance connected with his sermon is mentioned otheT""
elsewhere."^' In 1867, John Venn of Hereford expounded the preachers,

same text on which Miller had based his great sermon in the days
of the Indian Mutiny, Eph. iii. 8. In 1869 appeared William
Harrison, Eector of Birch, an impressive preacher of the older
type. His text was, " So shall He sprinkle many nations," &c.
In 1870 came Archbishop Thomson of York, with a striking

sermon on the certainty of both apparent failure and ultimate
success in Missions, based on two texts, " When the Son of Man
cometh, shall He find faith on the earth? " and " Lo, I am with
you alway." In 1872, Canon T. D. Bernard gave one of his most
thoughtful and suggestive discourses on '

' What is man that Thou
art mindful of him ? " Thei^e remain two sermons to be noticed,

those by Dean Magee of Cork (afterwards Bishop of Peterborough
and Archbishop of York) in 1866, and by Canon Hoare in 1871.
Let us take them in reverse order.

Canon Hoare took for his text a verse on which much stress had Canon

never been laid by a large section of the Society's supporters, Se^sec°ond
Matt. xxiv. 14—" This Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in Advent,

all the world for a witness unto all nations, and then shall the end
come." We have before observed how Edward Bickersteth had
gradually been led to see that the Second Advent is not an event
necessarily to be thrown into the far-distant future while a nominal
Christianity slowly covers the world, but that Christ is coming to

an unconverted world, a world that has had the " witness " of the

Gospel, but not a world that has received it, and that the real

work of Missions is to gather out the Ecclesia, the elect Church.
But only a few, comparatively, realized this ; and Bishop Walde-
grave's Bampton Lectures against " Millenarianism " more truly

represented the general view. Of the older St. Bride's Sermons,
the only one that boldly taught the possible nearness of the

Advent was Francis Goode's, in 1838. It was not that the opposite

side was taken, but that the subject was entirely ignored. Hoare
was the first to bring it forward again. He enunciated no
prophetic theory ; he simply urged that the End depended on the

preaching being done, not on the results of the preaching. "If
the Gospel of the Kingdom were preached as a witness among all

nations, even though there were no converts, this prophecy might

be regarded as fulfilled, and we might begin to look out for the

End." But he did not minimize the tremendous work involved in

the mere preaching of the Gospel as a witness. "It appears,"

he said, " utterly beyond the power of the Chm-ch of England, or

even of the Christianity of England " :

—

The secret

" But let the convert Churches be aroused to a sense of their resjmnsibility. evangeli-

Let them all become centres from which truth may radiate ; let them zation.

* See p. 394.

C c 2
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Part YII. liavc their Native Councils, their Native clergymen, their Native bishops;
1S62-72. iind let them be sending forth their Native evangelists to penetrate where
Cliap. 53. the European never reaches,—and where if he does reach, he dies,—in

tlieir own tongue, the mother-tongue of both preacher and hearer, to exalt

the name of the Lord Jesus Christ ; and no one can calculate to what an
extent, or with what rapidity, the great work may be extended, if only

God accompany it with His blessing, or how soon the day may dawn
when the last nation shall be reached, the last sermon preached, and the
command given to the angels of God to go forth to reap the harvest, to
' gather His elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the

other.'

"

He concluded by dwelling on " the three great sifting or testing

forces " predicted for the last days, persecution, false teaching,

and lukewarmness in the Church (Matt. xxiv. 9-12) ; and of these

he most impressively urged that the last is the worst, describing
" a class of persons whose theology is correct, but whose hearts

are cold." The final great missionary efforts of the Church of

Christ, then, must be wholly dependent on those, the " called, and
chosen, and faithful," who " endm'e unto the end."

Dean Dean Magee was invited to preach two years before he was able
Magee. ^. 3^ to do so :

—

"I have been tantalized," he wrote in 1864, " by a I'equest to preach
the C.M.S. Anniversary Sermon. This is the blue ribbon of the Evan-
gelical pulpit, and it would have been an identification of myself with
the best of Evangelical Churchmanship, and a kind of testamur from them
that I should have been glad of.'" *

Magee had been Secretary of the C.M.S. Association at Bath
when he was Minister of the Octagon Chapel there ; but in Ireland

he scarcely counted as an Evangelical, nor did he afterwards as

Bishop of Peterborough, though always strongly opposed to the

His great advanced High Church party. In eloquence and power no sermon
of the period—perhaps no sermon of the entire series—can be

quite compared with his. Like Mr. Webb-Peploe's and Bishop
Boyd Carpenter's in later days, it was delivered extempore f

—

probably it was the first ever so delivered. Yet there was not a

redundant word : every sentence told. And it was not merely a

splendid piece of oratory : that we might be siu'e of from the man
who, three years after, delivered in the House of Lords the

greatest Parliamentary speech in the memory of the oldest

liahitue ; I but it was emphatically a word of living power for the

Chm'ch Missionary Society. Any sketch of it must be utterly

inadequate. Every word of it is worth printing in these pages.

* Life of Archhisliop Magee, vol. i., p. 108.

t Yet not quite like theirs, for it had been written out beforehand. In the
vestry afterwards, Venn said to Magee, " I am so sorry we had no reporter,

but I never thought you would preach extempore." " It does not matter,"
replied Magee ; "I have it written out, and will send it you to-morrow."

:|: Lord Tankerville has told me that he has heard almost all the famous
speeches in both Houses for sixty years, and that not one could be compared
with the Bishop of Peterborough's defence of the Irish Church in 1869.—E. S.

sermon.
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The lessons taught are always needed : perhaps never so much as Part VII.

when a Centenary is being celebrated. But a few lines must now 1862-72.

suffice.
Chap^53.

The text was a starthng one :
" Then was Jesus led up of the a strange

Spirit into the wildei'ness to be tempted of the devil." What, *^''*-

thought some of the hearers, could that have to do with Missions ?

But, "It is the awful privilege," began the Dean, " of the Church
of Christ that she is called to a share in the work of her Lord." . . .

" Awful privilege, /or to share the work of Christ is to share His ^jj^

trial and His temptation ":— shares
Christ's

" Just SO far as our work is identical with His, will the nature of our temptation

trial be identical. Whatever weapon was chosen as most likely to wotmd
the Captain of our salvation at any particular moment of His life or
work, is just tlie weapon that will be used against His Church at any
similar moment in her life or work ; and ever the nobler work, the sorer

the temptation. Ever the closer the disciple draws to His Lord, ever the
nearer does the Tempter draw to him. Ever the more the presence of

the Lord fills His Church, the more does that presence attract the fierce

and fiercer assaults of the Enemy."

In the temptation of Christ, said the preacher, there is " a special,

perhaps a primary reference to the temptations and difficulties of

missionary work '

'
; for it came at the end of His long preparation

for His public work, and between His " consecration " in His
baptism and His actual entrance on His ministry. And now—and
the Dean looked round the densely-crowded church—"when the

servants of Christ are come together ... to gladden one another

with fresh proofs that the Lord is indeed still with His Church,

. . . now, when we meet to renew the vows of our dedication, . . .

now, in the day when the sons of God come to present themselves

especially before Him, should we remember that the Tempter ivill

assuredly he present too."

The three temptations were then, with wonderful power and J^pl^Jf^
vividness, expounded in detail, and the parallel temptations in the tions and

life of the Christian, of the Church, of the Society. First, to £' ^*'^'"

maintain life by doubtful means, albeit with good motives ; and
here let us note in passing that Christ's reply to the Tempter was
in those pregnant words from Deuteronomy quoted at the

beginning of this chapter as remembered at the opening of the

New House. Secondly, "not now to save life, but to risk it."

Thirdly, "to compromise with the Devil for the possession of

God's world." The Dean strikingly pointed out that while all

three forms of temptation are seen in all ages of the Church, the

first was especially prominent in early days, when confessors and
martyrs constantly answered, in effect, " Not life, but the word !

"

—that the second was sadly illustrated by the Mediaeval Church,

in her pride of ecclesiastical power, "casting herself down," and
" sinking lower and lower as she corrupted her sacred deposit of

truth with the errors of Judaism and the superstitions of

Paganism,"—and that the third has especially come since the
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Cliap. 53.

Applica-
tion to
C.M.S.

Part VII. Eeformatiou, by the Church being tempted to conquer Heathen
1862-72. lands by force and fraud, and then to attract the Heathen mind

l:)y ignoring the Cross. The apphcation to the Church Missionary
Society was (1) Beware of the idolatry of means

; (2) Beware of

self-glorification and party spirit
; (3) Beware of learning, science,

civilization, without the cross,—of the "new Christianity" which
proposes b}^ di'opping "dogma" to "conquer the world for the
new Christ," when " all men will own the fatherhood of God and
all will feel the brotherhood of man." With one sentence from
this great Sermon let this chapter conclude :

'

' God can do
without the Church Missionary Society if He choose, but not for

one instant can the Church Missionary Society^^do^without God! "

The New Church Missionary HorsE, 1862.

(The smaller house, to our right, is the old hired house occupied from 1813 to 1862, and
pulled down in IsSi, to he replaced by an extension of the permanent building.)



CHAPTER LIV.

Candidates of the Period.

The Failing Supply: Why?—C.M.S. Tests—Recruits from Cambridge
and Oxford—Few German Names—W. C. Bompas—Islington

College: Good Men—"Natives" at Islington—Valedictory Meet-
ings: French's Address— Sir R. Montgomery's Proposals —
Changes at Islington—C.M.S. refuses Women—French again a

Candidate—^J.
W. Knott: at Oxford, at Leeds, at East Ham

—

French's Remarkable Testimony—Valedictory Dismissal of French
and Knott—George Maxwell Gordon—The Remedy for the Failing

Supply at last—The Day of Intercession—The "Times" on
Missions—The Turn of the Tide.

" Have not I ><ent thee ?
"—Judg. vi. 14.

" This is the confidence that tve have in Him, that, if we ask anything according

to His luill, He heareth us."—1 John v. 14.

HE strange and serious falling off in the supply of men Part VII.

for the field in the period now under review has
r^J r?;

been already mentioned. It was not so in the '_

earlier years of the period, so far as candidates for pimin-

training at Islington were concerned ; and indeed the piy^of can'-

whole number of Islington men (English) sent out in the eleven didates.

years, eighty-eight, compares well with the seventy-two of the

previous thirteen years. For this increase the Evangelistic and
Eevival Movement of 1859-61 was largely responsible, notwith-

standing the coldness of the Evangelical clergy generally to that

movement. But this coldness told in time ; and the separation

of the general C.M.S. circle from the leaders of the movement
unquestionably became an obstacle to men who were influenced by

it coming to C.M.S. The falling off in the latter half of the period,

partly consequent on this, will appear presently. Meanwhile, the

meagreness of the supply of University men marks the whole

period. Taking the dates of sailing as a sufficient guide in their

case—although some did spend some months at Islington between

their offers and their departures,—we find that two went out in

1862, none in 1863, three in 1864, none in 1865, two in 1866, two

in 1867, four in 1868, one in 1869, three in 1870, two in 1871,

four in 1872.-

It was in the later of these years that the Society was constantly Com-

on its defence against all sorts of attacks. One of the gi-ounds of Pga^nstthe
Society.

* The six of 1871-2 had all offered before May, 1871 ; aud none offered

between May, 1871, and May, 1872, as lamented in the Report before quoted.
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Tart VII
1862-72.

Chap. 5-4.

\Vho are
the true
Church-

cviticism was the care of the Committee in the selection of men.
On one side it was asked, What business had a lay Committee '•'

to be so much more particular about a man's theological views
than the Bishops ? On the other side it was complained that

fervid open-air preachers were refused because they knew nothing
of the Prayer-book. At this time the former was the complaint
uttered the more loudly; and at the Annual Meeting of 1868,

Edward Hoare dealt with it boldly. Bishop Wilberforce had
lately referred to the C.M.S. as a Society which, unlike the S.P.G.,

"Only one sent out men of only one colour. "I thank him," said Hoare,
CO our.

"for bearing testimony that during the sixty-nine years of its

existence, there has been no change of colour with the change of

seasons." "But," he went on, "the question is. What is the

colour ? There is such a thing as a false colouring. We hear of

some who wish to have a variety of colours in their dresses and in

their altar-cloths ; but the worst thing of all is to have a variety

of colouring in Missions to the Heathen." He proceeded
powerfully to vindicate the Society's true Church character. Here
is one brief passage :

—

" When a man faithfully takes the Thirty-Nine Articles, and preaches
the very truths found there, is he to be taimted and told he is not a
Chiuchman ? I think tlie man who is not a Churchman is the man who
calls the Articles the ' forty stripes save one.' When a Society has
decided that, God helping it, it will never send out a man who does not
hold the blessed doctiine of justification by faith, who has not felt the
value of it for himself,—I say, when we compare that with the Eleventh
Article, are we to be told that we are not a Church Society 'i I say it is

they who teach a sacramental justification, or a justification by moral
atonement, or any other justification than by the faith which cometh of

the grace of God, who are not in harmonj' with the Church of England."'

Not very unnaturally, the failing supply of men, especially of

graduates, was by some critics attributed to the Society's
" narrowness "; but Bishop E. Bickersteth, in 1872, laid the fault

on the spirit abroad in the Universities, " which," he said,

"no one can contemplate without pain and sorrow. There is a
relaxation of discipline, an amoxmt of luxury and self-indulgence, a
disposition to countenance freethought, wliich is nothing better than
a license for unbelief ; and these things are more than sufficient to
explain the decay of that Christian life and zeal which underlie the
missionary enterprise."

The Eeport of 1871 (drafted by C. C. Fenn) spoke on the same
subject in terms which the speakers of that year referred to with
marked approval :

—

" The Committee have stood firm to the principle of selecting for the
mission-field, so far as human judgment enables them, none of whose
missionary spirit they do not feel fully assured, none whom they do not
believe to have personally experienced that salvation which they are to

The Com-
mittee's
resolve.

A clerical Sub-Committee deals with candidates, but tliis was ignored.
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make known to otliers, none that have not clear and decided views of Part VII.

the Divine authority of Holy Scripture, of propitiation through faith in 1862-72.

Christ's blood, and of the new birth and the new life as formed and Chap. 54.

maintained by the power of the Holy Ghost using the Word as His "" '

instrument. Not for a moment would they claim absolute freedom from
error in selection ; but if error must be made, they would rather occa-

sionally lose the services of an efficient workman than send forth an
agent of whose spiritual qualifications they feel a doubt."

But although the supply of University men was so scanty, the University

men who did come forward were good men. Camljridge sent SlrLdf
*^^

C. E. Vines, who was for fourteen years Principal of St. John's
College, Agra; Albert H. Arden,—a member of the ancient Arden
family, one of whom was the mother of Shakespeare,—who for

thirty-three years laboured faithfully in C.M.S. service both in

India and at home; George Maxwell Gordon, the "Pilgrim
Missionary," of whom more presently ; J. Hunter Bishop, still

labouring in Travancore after thirty-one years' service ; George
Ensor, the first missionary of the Church of England to Japan

;

E. F. Trench, a nephew of the Archbishop, who died in India,

deeply lamented, within a few months of his landing there

;

E. K. Blumhardt and S. T. Leupolt, sons of veteran and honoured
fathers; Francis H. Baring, son of the Bishop of Durham and
cousin of Lord Northbrook, who by his combined munificence
and self-repression has done so much and yet so unobtrusively for

the Punjab Mission ; Worthington Jukes, the able missionary at

Peshawar for fifteen years ; Malcolm G. Goldsmith, the untiring

witness for Christ among the Mohammedans of South India for

already over a quarter of a century. Oxford sent Joseph W.
Bardsley, one of the seven clerical sons of James Bardsley of

Manchester, and Frederick Wathen, whose early deaths in India,

after three years' service in each case, were blows deeply felt,

—

but Mrs. Bardsley' s long and still-continued services to the

C.E.Z.M.S. must be thankfully recorded on the other side ; Eow-
land Bateman, son of that doughty Protestant champion James
Bateman, P.E.S., for many years rivalling Gordon as the Punjab
itinerant, and the organizer of the extensive Narowal Mission

;

John W. Knott, Fellow of Brasenose, Tractarian Incumbent of

St. Saviour's, Leeds, humble convert to Evangelical Truth, French's

companion to India, whose bones lie in the Peshawar cemetery,

—

and of whom more presently. Oxford and Cambridge combined
to send the brothers Squires, who for twenty years jointly bore on
their shoulders a large part of the burden of the Bombay and
Poena Missions. Of the DubHn men, H. J. Alcock should be

specially mentioned, as Principal of the Fourah Bay College,

Sierra Leone, though only for four years.

The Society having now given up obtaining men from the

Basle Seminary, to which in former years it owed so much, we do Germans,

not in these later periods find many new German names on the Inga^ld in

roll ; but there are a few that must be mentioned. Three sons of India.
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Part VII. C. T. Hoernle appear, all of whom had been educated at German
] 862-72. universities. One received fm^ther training at Islington, and the
C hap. .54.

Qi^j^gj. i^T^Q were taken up in India. Another son of a missionary

was C. W. H. Isenberg, also of Islington, who died after live

years' service. Two brothers, W. P. and H. J. Schaffter, were
sons of an old Tinnevelly missionary ; and two other brothers,

C. and A. W. Baumann, were sons of a member of Gossner's

Mission in Chota Nagpore. In this period also came on the

Indian staff two other Germans locally engaged, P. M. Zenker
and H. F. Beutel ; two men of mixed descent, F. J. de Rozario

and A. Stark ; and a remarkable Italian, a convert from Eomanism,
Giulio Csesare Mola (Julius Caesar Mill). Every one of these

proved excellent missionaries, and five of them, Zenker, Stark,

A. W. Baumann, Beutel, and H. J. Schaffter, are still labouring

after nearly thirty years' service. Schaffter in after years came
to England, passed through Islington, and subsequently took a

Dublin degree.

The miscellaneous list of the period contains names worth
noting : Dr. Elmslie, the medical missionary of Kashmir ; Dr,

Gait, another medical missionary in China ; E. P. Wilson, son of

the Vicar of Islington, who laboured among the Ojibbeway Indians

of Algoma ; A. H. Lash, the organizer in succession of the Sarah
Tucker Institution in Tinnevelly, the Buchanan Institution in

Travancore, and the Wynaad Mission, and now counting more
than thirty years' service ; and, above all, William Carpenter

Bompas. Bompas was a Lincolnshire curate, a St. Bees' man,
who was present at the C.M.S. Anniversary Service at St. Bride's

on May 1st, 1865. The sermon that evening w\as preached by
Bishop Anderson, who had just retired from the Bishopric of

Eupert's Land after fifteen years in the Great Lone Land. From
the pulpit he read a letter which he had received from the furthest

station in those immeasurable wilds, saying that Eobert McDonald,
the missionary to the Loucheux Indians, was " sinking in rapid

decline." " Shall no one," said the Bishop, " come forward to

take up the standard of the Lord as it drops from his hands, and
occupy the ground ? " Bompas walked into the vestry after the

service and offered on the spot to go. In the very next month he
started ; and he reached Port Simpson on Mackenzie Eiver on
Christmas Eve in that same year. Nine years after, he w'as in

England to be consecrated the first Bishop for the Arctic Circle
;

and now for almost a quarter of a century, he has never once

returned within the limits of civilization, not even to Manitoba.

The miscellaneous list also includes eight schoolmasters from
C. E. Alford's Training College at Highbury. Four of these have
done admirable service, viz., A. H. Wright in North India,

J. Jackson in Bombay, T. Kember in Tinnevelly, these three to

the present day ; and J. Thornton in the Telugu Mission twelve

years, and since then in New Zealand.

Let us now turn to Islington College. In the earlier years of

Bompas.

School-
masters
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our period, Mr. Green's reports were extremely encouraging. In Part VIZ.

18G4, there were forty-seven students under his care, the largest p^^^"*^^'

number then on record. The years 1862 to 1866 saw the sailing
'^^'

'

of several men of whom Islington is justly proud : one bishop, Islington

W. Eidley ; four archdeacons, Buswell, Maundrell, Phair, and '"^"•

Warren ; and also such men as Wade, Campbell, J. D. Thomas,
Maddox, Valentine, Cribb, Mallett, Sell, G. Maunsell, Cooke, Shirt,

Piper, Bates, Brodie, Good, and others less known but not less

faithful. Then in the next thi-ee or four years we find two bishops,

Eeeve and Grisdale ; and Dowbiggin, Griffith, Harrison, Harcourt,

Bower, D. Wood, J. Brown, Padfield, Mahood, Cain, Eoberts,

Burnside, Palmer, Elwin ; and at the end of the period, EUwood,
Caley (Archdeacon), Eichards, Thwaites, Hutchinson, Cole, A.

Cowley, and Lee Mayer. Of the forty-three thus mentioned, no

less than tw^enty-five are still in the field after from twenty-five to

thirty-five years' service.

In his report in 1863, Mr. Green dwelt happily on the fact of ^°"^g°^

his having five sons of missionaries, and of four of the fathers students,

having been in their day students ; and pointed out the contrast

in their Missions between that day and this. One of these sons

w^as J. D. Thomas, whose father went to Tinnevelly when there

was no Mengnanapuram, while the son would find there a small

quasi-diocese, with several Native clergymen and congregations

under his father's superintendence. Another was George Maunsell,

whose father, a Dublin gi-aduate, had studied in the College for a

few months just before going to New Zealand. There were then

only eight Maori communicants ; now there were thousands. The
elder Maunsell had translated a large part of the Bible into Maori,

and the son, while at Islington, was correcting for the press a new
edition of the version. These are the kind of facts that call for so

much thanksgiving in connexion with the records of Islington

College.

Mr. Green also referred in his yearly reports to those in the

College w^hom we call "natives," but who would be more "Natives."

accurately termed "foreigners," seeing that in England it is the

English who are "natives." Among these were two well-known

Africans, Dandeson Coates Crowther, son of the Bishop, and
^;^^^^^

named after the former Lay Secretary of the Society; and Henry and h.

Johnson, son of an excellent Yoruba catechist under Hinderer atJ°^"^°"-

Ibadan. Johnson was ordained from the College, deacon by

Bishop Anderson for the Bishop of London, and priest by the

Bishop of London himself. Crowther, who was earlier in the

College, joined his father in Africa as a layman, but subsequently

came again with the Bishop to England ; and on June 19th, 1870,

Islington Parish Church witnessed the touching spectacle of a

black bishop, once a slave, ordaining his owm son to the ministry

of the Church of England. Both Johnson and D. C. Crowther

became in after years Archdeacons on the Niger. Another

"native" at the College was an educated Hindu, who had come
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 54.

Vera
Swami.

Special
ordina-
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address.

" Stopped
through."

to England to study for the bar, and while in this country was
converted to Christ, and Vera Swami became Arthur Theophilus.

After ordination he went back to Madras as a C.M.S. missionary,

became pastor of the Tamil congregation in Black Town, and
subsequently was engaged by the Bible Society as its superintendent

of colporteurs.

Another interesting circumstance reported by Green was the

holding of special ordinations for the Islington men. On July
27th, 1862, fourteen were ordained by the Bishop of Sierra Leone
(Beckles) at Islington Parish Church, under special commission
from the Bishop of London—"an ordination," observed Green,
"exclusively missionary, and embracing the largest number of

missionary labourers ever presented to a bishop at one time by the

Society, and unique probably also in the annals of the Church of

England." A similar ordination, for nine men, was held on July
25th, 1864, at the Islington Chapel of Ease, by Bishop Smith of

Victoria ; and another, by the same Bishop, for thirteen men, on
June 11th, 1866, at Trinity Chmxh, Marylebone. Some of the

Valedictory Meetings also at this time were of special interest.

Particularly so w^as the one following Bishop Smith's ordination

in 1866, when the then unprecedented number of twenty-seven
persons appeared to be taken leave of, including a few returning to

their posts, three wives, five Africans, and the converted Hindu
law-student, the Eev. Arthur Theophilus Vera Swami. On this

occasion, T. V. French, then Incumbent of St. Paul's, Cheltenham,
delivered a most striking address.* One small extract must be
given ; but every line is telling :

—

" I have been struck lately with the word employed by our Lord in

addressing His apostles before His passion, v\xft.^ tan ol SiafiefievrjKorfs

fj-er ifxnv, ' Ye are they that have stopped throurjh with Me.' That word
seems to me to express one of the chief characteristics of the missionary
work. It does not so much consist of single conspicuous acts of

Christian heroism and chivalrous daring,—beating your heads, as the
Times expresses it, against the stone walls of the Quadrilateral,t—as of

small daily acts of patience and perseverance, small sufferings steadily,

persistently, borne for Christ's sake."

It was not then supposed that French, whose health had twice

broken down in India, and who was now Incumbent of St. Paul's,

Cheltenham, would be likely to go out again himself
;
yet within

twelve months of this meeting he was planning to do so, and
within two years and a half his own third leave-taking took place,

as we shall see by-and-by. Other addi'esses at these gatherings,

printed in the Intelligencer, by Cadman, Miller, Thorold, and
Eeeve, are valuable, but must be passed without notice.

Some changes at Islington which took place in our period must
now be glanced at. They were due to the initiative of Sir Eobert

* CM. Intelligencer, September, 1866.

i"
The Quadrilateral was the group of four fortresses in Lonibardy,

which Austria formerly kept her domiuion over North Italy.

bv
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Montgomery. As soon as he began to attend the Committee Part VII.

meetings, he called attention to the importance of sending to India 1^62-72.

men of a higher education than Islington up to that time had ^^^'^P- ^•^-

generally supplied. In 1868, accordingly, the subject was sir r.

repeatedly and fully discussed, and at length, on July 13th, a long ^ont-
_

Minute was adopted, embodying new regulations for the College, pr^osail

The principal of them were these :—(1) No student to be admitted ton!^''"^'
without an elementary knowledge of Latin and Greek, to be
tested by an entrance examination, so that the ordinary three
years' College course would begin at a higher stage of education

;

(2) the elements of Comparative Philology and Natural Philosophy
to be included in the curriculum, and also, as far as possible, of

Medicine, Botany, and Chemistry
; (3) the Theological section of

the training to be directed specially to the requirements of Hindu
and Mohammedan controversy. Church History and the Evidences
being prominent

; (4) the practical study of Agriculture and
Gardening to be encouraged

; (5) locations to be fixed a year
before the conclusion of the course, and the native language of the
appointed field to be studied in that year

; (6) every student to

attend a training-school, or in some other way become acquainted
with the best systems of education.

This scheme at once necessitated provision being made for

giving a preliminary grounding to candidates not prepared to pass
the new entrance examination. Here and there a man of excep-

tional natural talent and dogged perseverance might in scanty

leisure hovu's educate himself so far ; but this would not be the

case with ordinary men. Hence arose the Preparatory Institu- Prepara-

tion, which was started in 1869, at Beading, under the Eev. E. tStfon'a^'^''

Bren, late of the Ceylon Mission. This arrangement should Reading,

have prevented any falling off in the number of candidates re-

ceived owing to the new examination ; but the fact remains that,

as before stated, the supply became about this time extremely

slack, until in 1872 there were only twenty-three men in training

instead of the forty-seven of 1864. Apparently Mr. Green was
not quite happy with the new system : his latest reports dwell on
the valuable service rendered in the Missions by men of no

advanced scholarship ; and in 1870 he went back to his old York-

shire parish, and it fell to Mr. Frost to carry on the improved Frost suc-

curriculum. Excellent missionaries were trained under it in Green at

those years, 1869 to 1872
;
yet on a comparison of names it does Islington,

not seem that the men who went out in the earlier 'sixties were

one whit inferior to them. Nevertheless, it is certain that the

Islington education has from that time been higher than it was
;

and that the Preparatory Institution has proved in many ways of

great value.

The question of sending out women missionaries came before Women

the Committee two or three times in our period. In 1859 the

Eev. W. Pennefather, then at Barnet, wrote to the Society offer-
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Tart YII. ing to train ladies at an institution he proposed opening. The
l«fi^-7ji. Committee replied sympathetically, thought they might use the
Chap. o4.

institution, and undertook to pay the expenses of any candidates

they might send to it. But they still shrank from saying much
in print about even the few women the Society was employing.

Twice over, in the published " Selections from Proceedings of

Committee," in 1863, it is announced that " a lady " had been

appointed to the Female Institution, Sierra Leone. Both of

them. Miss Kleiner and Miss Adcock, laboured there till their

health failed. In October of that year the Committee were in-

formed that there were " several applications from ladies

desiring missionary employment "; and they passed the following

resolution :

—

Refused by " That as there are already two Societies in whose principles this
C.M.s. Committee have full confidence, whose professed object it is to send out

ladies for schools and zenanas in India, this Committee are not prepared

to take up that branch of missionary operations, except under very special

circumstances, or for the supply of their Training Establishments for

Native schoolmistresses."'

The two Societies here referred to were, of course, the Society

for Promoting Female Education in the East and the Indian

Female Normal School and Instruction Society. Again, just a

year later, " letters were read from several ladies desirous of

offering themselves for missionary work in connexion with the

Society," and it was resolved, " That this Committee cannot send

out ladies for zenana work." It is very evident that these

repeated offers from women were one fruit of that Evangelistic

and Eevival Movement described in our Thirty-fourth Chapter ; but

twenty years were to pass away before the Society took full

advantage of that movement. But in 1867 came a more serious

representation to the Committee, in the form of a Memorial from

the clergy and others at Bonchurch and Ventnor, forwarded and

C.M.s. endorsed by Sir Herbert Edwardes, urging the Society to take
ursjed to Qver the existing Zenana Societies altogether. The resolutions in

women. I'eply to this Memorial must be given in full. They show that

the Committee claimed to be doing already a good deal of woman's
work, through the wives, sisters, and daughters of missionaries

;

But Com- and they still declined to send out others :

—

mittee
attain re- " Resolved :

—

f"^^- " 1. That the Secretaries do prepare a ISIinute, showing the large

amom:it of instruction imparted to the females of India, both
adults and children, in zenanas, in Bible-classes, and in schools,

by the wives, sisters, and daughters of our missionaries ; from
which it will appear that the Church Missionary Society has

ever regarded female instruction as a legitimate and even

essential branch of its operations ; and that a proof of its

success is given in the fact that in its more advanced Missions

Christian women hold their proper position in society.

"2. That the work of female instruction has been thus gradually

developed in connexion with the general operations of the
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Society ; and tlio Committee will now ursje it forward upon Tart VII.
their missionaries' wives, widows, and the female members of 1862-72.
the Mission families, in proportion to the enlarged oppor- Chap. 54.

trinities of the present day, and especially the opening of
normal schools for training Native teachers for zenana work.

" 3. That this Committee believe that there are openings for the em-
ployment of additional female missionaries, especially for zenana
teaching ; but they conceive that the Church Missionary Society
cannot undertake to ofganize such an agency on any consider-
able scale consistently with the claims of other branches of its

work ; whereas a Society, professedly established for educational
purposes, and conducted by a Ladies' Committee, may advan-
tageously undertake and carry on the work in co-operation with
various Missionary Societies.

" 4. That on these grounds the Committee think it unadvisable that
the work and agents of the Native Female Instruction Society
for India should be made over to the Church Missionary Society,

except in cases in which the work is carried on by the widows
or daughters of its missionaries."

But it was in the years 1864 to 1869 that the Society sent out Women
Miss Neele, Miss Caspari, and Miss Laurence, and entered on its eng"agid.

roll the names of the widows of John Thomas, Henry Baker,
sen., H. Andrews, and J. E. Sharkey, as well as of Miss Thomas
and Miss Zenker.

But the most important of all the candidates of the period was
one that could not be counted in our pi^evious enumeration. French a

Thomas Valpy French had been to India twice before as a C.M.S. foA'he''^^

missionary, so he was no new recruit. But he had been twice ^^ird time,

driven home by ill health, and had now, 1868, been nearly six

years in England ; and, as already mentioned, he was Incumbent
of a church at Cheltenham. His renewed offer of service, there-

fore, involved a real addition to the ranks, and was a special en-

couragement to the Committee at a time of much difficulty and
anxiety. Moreover, French was a strong Churchman, certainly

a good deal " higher" than the average C.M.S. missionary ; and
his offer, at such a time, when party spirit ran high, and the

Society was being loudly condemned for its supposed un-Church-
like character, had unusual significance.

After his return sick from the Derajat, French had been
curate to the venerable Dr. Marsh at Beddington, where he had as

a younger fellow-labourer a man whom we shall meet again

presently, George Maxwell Gordon. Thence he went to Chelten-

ham, and worked St. Paul's parish for four years ; and his

biographer gives some striking facts regarding his ministry

there.''' But his heart was in India, and his active mind was
planning a new mission agency for India ; and though he often

went out as a deputation for the C.M.S., he shrank from
appealing to others to dedicate themselves to missionary work

liije of Bishop French, vol. i. pp. 152—158.
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Tart VII. when he himself was not going back to it. His friend Dr. Kay,
is()2-72. ^,Yllo had been Principal of Bishop's College, said to him, " Yours
C hap, o t.

-j^, ^ clear case : you may with honest face urge others to do what
they can to supply the place you have so reluctantly relin-

quished "; but Eobert Clark's utterance was more to his mind,
"If those who ought to go won't, then those that ought not
must." '''

French's French's scheme was one for a Divinity School for the North-

rD^^nity"^ Wcst and the Punjab, of an altogether higher type than had yet
School. been attempted, and yet using the vernacular languages only as a

medium of instruction. A paper he prepared on the subject was
presented to the Committee in July, 1867 ; but it was not till the

following February that the project was matured. Of the Com-
mittee meeting on February 18th French gives the following

interesting sketch :—

•

French at " Feb. 18M, 1868.—Went up to London, spent night at Mr. Venn's,

Committee '^"'^ accompanied him to C.M.S. House, Salisbury Square. Sat by dear
Knott, who from time to time dropped in my ear some cheering,

strengthening word of God's truth. After two hours the Lahore
College question came on. I was surprised and taken aback by the
luianimity which prevailed in supporting it as a whole, and the too
flattering kindness and cordiality with which I was received. The
speakers (after Mr. Venn had opened the subject) were Sir R. Mont-
gomery ; Dr. Miller ; Knott, of East Ham ; Thomas and Maltby,
civilians of Madras ; Mr. Lang ; Mr. Fenn, junior ; Mr. Carre Tucker
(who advocated Benares). The feeling was to give me carte blanche as

to (1) choosing a coadjutor
; (2) the funds required (£1000 per annum

Mr. Carre Tucker suggested)
; (3) the place at which the College is to

be established
; (4) aid rendered me personally for the education of my

children. I desire unfeignedly to thank God for the signs given me
(as I trust), in this affectionate, cordial welcome and acceptance of my
plans, of His approval of the scheme. I desired simply to leave it in

His hands, to carry on or set aside as seemed to Him best." f

It is worth noting that on that same day, during the "two
hours " mentioned by French as elapsing before his scheme came
on, Sir Eobert Montgomery brought forward Ms scheme for a

higher education at Islington. Thus at the same time a superior

training for both English and Indian missionaries was under dis-

cussion. Correspondence had then to be carried on with India,

particularly regarding the locality for the proposed College, and
on this point there was much discussion, French desiring Lahore,

while Sir Donald McLeod, Sir W. Muir, H. Carre Tucker, and
W. Smith of Benares, preferred this latter city. Ultimately, in

November, the question was settled in favour of French's view.

Meanwhile, the interest of the scheme had been much enhanced
by the offer of the Eev. J. W. Knott—the " dear Knott " of the
foregoing extract—to go out with French.

J. w. John William Knott was in some respects the most remarkable
man who had yet joined the Society, and his career calls for

* L//ti of Bislio}'' French, vol. i. p. 159. t Fbid., p. 164.

Knott.
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special notice. He was educated, like Archbishop Benson and Part A'] I.

Bishops Lightfoot and Westcott, at King Edward's School, 1^62-72.

Birmingham, under Prince Lee, afterwards first Bishop of Man- ^ ^'^P- ^'^'

chaster. At Oxford he became Fellow of Brasenose, and while
there was notable for extreme devoutness. He was an ardent
disciple of Dr. Pusey, and by him was sent to be Incumbent of Dr. Pusey

St. Savioiu-'s, Leeds, the church built by Pusey himself at his own Knott to

cost, though under the name only of " A Penitent." Dr. Hook's Leeds,

great work as Vicar of Leeds had made that town an Anglican
stronghold ; but Hook was a thorough English Churchman, hating
Eome as cordially as did the Evangelicals whom he despised,

and always avowing himself both Catholic and Protestant. St.

Saviour's, which at once became the great centre of ultra-Tractarian .

teaching in the north of England, was a sad thorn in Hook's side.

He disliked the ritual adopted, and detested the doctrine taught.

The " eastward position " was at that time a novelty ; and when
a friend of Hook's was going to an early Communion at St.

Saviour's, Hook said to him, "You'll see nothing but their

backs !" "^^ And of Confession he declared that /m " confessor
"

for two-and-twenty years had been " one who is bound to me by
the closest ties that can bind together two human beings." f Even
to Pusey himself St. Saviour's was a sore trouble. Within six

years of its consecration in 1846, nine out of fifteen clergymen
who had been connected with it had gone over to Eome.:[: To
this church Pusey, in 1851, sent Knott.

At this point nothing that might now be written could approach French's

in impressiveness the truly wonderful sentences in which French, Knott's

after Knott's death, described his friend's former life and work ;

s^eat
. . , . » change.

and so intensely important are they, especially coming from
such a man, that small type would be quite out of place. Let us

adopt them, duly quoted, in the text : §

—

" To adopt a course by halves was impossible to him ; and he
threw himself into the tenets of the extreme High Church (though

not Romanizing) party, fully ; ardently persuaded that they would
be powerful to draw men out of sin, and bring them to God ; and
that a mediating priesthood on earth was a supplement, or, at

least, a wholesome auxiliary to the mediatorial priesthood of the

God-man, Christ Jesus. Never, perhaps, were views more sin-

cerely adopted with the desire to glorify God in the salvation of Knott's

souls ; never, perhaps, were they more self-sacrificingly laid aside, cerUy.'

at the risk of the loss of bosom friendships—a keen, heart-

piercing loss to a loving soul like his,—or with a franker, manlier

confession that the opinions with which all his antecedents,

sympathies, interests, convictions, had been bound up, on which

he had staked his credit as a minister of the Gospel, and framed

* Quaiierly Beview, July, 1879 : article on Hook and Selvvyn, p. 50.

t Life of Bean Hool;, vol. ii. p. 347.

X Overton, The Anglican Revival, p. 155.

-
I CM. Intelligencer, May, 1871, pp. 134—137.

VOL. II. D d
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 54.

Knott's in-

fluence at
St. Sa-
viour's,
Leeds.

Knott's
eyes
opened by
the confes-
sional.

his life and teaching, were after all, in practice, proved inadequate

to the stress he had laid upon them, ineffectual to win souls ; above

all, which a deeper study of God's word, of his own heart, of the

wants of men, had disproved, shown him not to be true. Then,

if not true, no man would with more unflinching, unfaltering voice

speak out all the truth as God had taught it him ; or be readier

to bear the reproach of admitting in later years that much had to

be pulled down which he had laboured zealously to build up ; that

much was, in fact, wood, hay, stubble, which he had believed to be

gold, silver, precious stones. . . .

" It was deemed important to secure a safe man who would
strictly identify with the Church-of-England worship and practice

in Leeds, principles which had, naturally and appropriately, folded

others in the bosom of the apostate Church, on w^hom the great

scholar and divine, whose premature removal we all mourn, Dean
Alford, and the present Bishop of Lincoln,* have fixed the brand

of the Apocalyptic harlot with such clear insight and irrefragable

argument in their well-known writings. Mr. Knott was selected,

and for a time he fulfilled his commission, doubtless to the entire

satisfaction of the heads of his party, to whom St. Saviour's,

Leeds, was a kind of northern fortress and commanding watch-

tower. There was the monastic, or all but monastic establishment

for the vicar and his curates, where asceticism and austerity were
practised far beyond that sound and wholesome mean which the

Church of England inculcates. There was the frequent confes-

sional, to which some of the young men of Leeds, and many more
of the young women from the great manufactories, resorted ; on
some of whom considerable pressure had to be exercised, and
much ministerial authority exerted to prevent their being received

into Eome. There was, at the same time, an awakening and
alarming style of preaching, highly sacramental and sacerdotal,

with much, too, as far as I can gather, of simple evangelical

preaching of the Cross of Christ, and of the absolute necessity of

heart-conversion and the new life. This I know on evidence too

direct to admit of doubt.

"But by degrees painful experience falsified the expectations

formed of the results of such a ministry, and our dear brother was
not one to be so blinded by foregone conclusions and heated

resolves as to make his heart steel-proof to the solid and sterling

teachings of that experience : while some handed their souls over

fast bound to the directions and corrections of the Father-Confessor,

others were found to practise in secret the grossest immoralities,

under shelter of the levities and more pardonable errors they con-

fessed. A time of agonizing struggle and indescribably deep

heart-searching followed, over which a biographer, especially the

writer of a brief sketch svich as this, must draw the veil, for they

belong to the mysteries of human existence : truest of true facts

Bisliop Christopliei" Wordsworth.
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belonging to the human soul's inner and most sacred converse Part VII.

with Him, that most worthy Judge Eternal, the Maker, Preserver, 1862-72.

and Saviour of our souls. The result, however, was the deter-
^^^P- ^^-

mination to resign St. Saviour's at all hazards, contrary, as I

beheve, to the earnest solicitations of the famous party-leader,
among whose followers he was till now enlisted. Suffice it to say
that this reached its crisis in a short period, some three or four
days, of such wrestling and conflict as none can know but those Knott's

into whose spiritual experience it has entered ; into whose soul gfruggre's.

God's iron has entered ; who have drunk His cup of bitterness

and trembling ; over whom the dark shadow of His chastening
wrath has passed, as though it were some feeble reseml^lance of

the agony in Gethsemane ; and the heart can only find vent for

its anguish in such words as those of David, ' Save me, O God,
for the waters are come in, even to my soul

'
; or in the deeply-

expressive language of such Psalms as cxlii., cxliii., and especially

the one hundred and sixteenth Psalm, embodied by St. Paul into

the whole of 2 Cor. iv., and portrayed, almost as by an inspired

penman, in that remarkable hymn of Wesley, ' Come, thou
traveller unknown,' which is really an enlargement of that

exposition of Jacob's night of wrestling, which we find in Hosea
xii. 3-5.

" It would be impossible, however one might desire it, to refrain

from all reference to this period of Mr. Knott's life, because him-
self, in reverting to his past history, put his finger very decisively

on that point of it, as the turning-point of his whole life—as a Result of

period of ' horror of great darkness,'— ' heaviness through manifold experfe"nce.

temptations,'—pangs as of death itself—from which he was
brought up again to light and liberty and life, to rest and peace,

and joy in God unspeakable ; to singleness of purpose and aim,

and entireness of self-consecration ; a fulness, freshness, clearness

of knowledge of God's truth, and of a different hind altogether to

the second-hand knowledge which most possess ; a power and
freedom in enunciating it which I have never seen surpassed,

witnessing to the personal anointing of the Comforter, to close

heart-dealings and communings, not with abstract truth, but Him
who is the Living Teuth, and who had touched his lips with a

live coal, so that a radiance and bright glow of love and power
diffused itself around him, not in the pulpit, or the closet, or the

pastoral visit alone, but in the business working-hours ol' life
;

and the genial sparkle of which seemed to make the most ordinary

intercourse with him refreshing, gladdening, and edifying.

" It needs ' an old disciple ' in the school of Christ to handle f''ir'^^'^
• 1 TTT • T • T • 1

further
these themes aright. We see these crises exemplified in the comments

histories of St. Paul, Augustine, Tauler, Luther, and most others ""isl"?^
^

whom God has been pleased to call to the fore-front to render

very eminent services to His Church. They are thus baptized

with Christ's baptism ; they know not only ' the fclloivship of His
sufferings,' but are ' made conformal:)le to His death.' As a great

D d 2
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Part VII. English preacher says, ' they have every stick of their nest
1862-72. broken.' In this sense it was one of Luther's favourite prayers,
Chap. o4. , Yii^ai Christus yyioriatur Martinus.' In such men we find a very

thorough break with the world, and deadness to it ; a daily and
hourly living under ' tJic poiuer of the world to come

' ; great

indifference to man's judgment ; very single-eyed and simple

reference to God's glory : a strong _grasp, vivid apprehensions,

and, as the result, forcible, clear, full delineations of Divine truth

and eternal realities like the descriptions of an eye-witness ; or of

one whose faith is more than sight. The crisis may vary in

intensity, clearly as the force and depth of the natural character

varies ; or as the circumstances which gave it occasion have been
more or less overpowering ; or as ' the grace of our God has been

more exceeding ahiindant
'
; the waves stormier, the depths of

humiliation darker, through which the soul has been brought forth

to the light. But making allowance for those differences, it was
our friend's strong feeling that stern, hard teachings of this sort

are infinite blessings, as the prophet Isaiah describes it
—

' The
Lord spoke to me ivith a strong hand that I should not walk in the

way of this pcojile.' And he seemed to wish it for all his friends

that they should know this ' casting down,' after which the
' lifting up ' comes—this death out of which springs life. And so

far from shrinking from it, and quailing at the possible severity

of it, he would have them rather hope and wait, and even pray
for it, as believing that it was in this way of heart-brokenness
that God was most pleased to school and discipline His people for

more unreserved obedience, and to do battle more resolutely and
courageously against error and corruption, whether in the world
or the Church."
Did even Bishop French ever write more powerful and im-

pressive sentences than these '?

The story The instrument in God's hands of effecting the great change
01 tn6 • . .

crisis. m Knott was that remarkable "missioner," Robert Aitken of

Pendeen,'-' a man who combined rather " High " views of the

Prayer-book with very definite teaching on the necessity of con-

version, and who therefore, w^hen preaching at Leeds, was specially

able to influence High Churchmen. At the crisis of the change,
in 1854, Knott went, at ten o'clock at night, to a w^ell-known and
highly-respected clergyman in Leeds, a real Evangelical though
not regarded as a party man, the Rev. Edward (afterwards Canon)
Jackson ; and to him, " with much emotion," he opened his heart,

telling him how his eyes had been opened to see, not only the
tmscripturalness, but the hollowness and unreality, of the con-

Knottre- fessional.f His position at St. Saviour's quickly became unten-

I'aviour's. able, and although Dr. Pusey generously declined to ask him to

* Father of the Rev. W. Hay M. H. Aitken. See further, Chapter LXX.
•j" Christian Observer, October, 1870, p. 792 ; article evidently by H. Venn.

See also an article on Knott by his old friend the Rev. E. P. Hathaway in

the Churchman of March, 1897.
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resign, the bitter persecution to which he was subjected ])y the Part Yll.

congregation compelled him to retire in 1859. He returned to l,^'^~'^?-

Oxford for a time, and became well known for the extreme win- ^^' ^
'

someness of his conversation, as he discussed the new Essays
and Beviews school with exemplary candour and yet solemn
earnestness. He soon began to think of India, but felt he ought
not even to seem to be shrinking from the cross he was bearing at

home owing to his change of views. He took charge for a time of

the newly-formed district of Eoxeth, Harrow ; and then, in virtue

of his Brasenose fellowship, succeeded to the important and
lucrative rectory of East Ham. Of one aspect of his work there, Knott at

in which he used from time to time to associate with, himself ^^^ ^"^'

such men as Mr. Haslam and Lord Eadstock, French says :

—

" I saw something more of his work at East Ham, though there was
very much I could not see, but which, from stray notices I collected of it,

must have been of the same rare and luiusual kind which struck one in

the rest of his work. . . . One of his most important works was his

presence at, if not guidance of, gatherings for prayer of Christian laj^men Knott's

in London ; men of business, merchants, lawyers, and other professional Bible-read-

men ; hard-headed thinkers, some of tliem deeply versed in their Bibles, mfn.
"'^

and who found calm and refreshment of spirit in leaving the bar, the
desk, the counter, and the many harassing, absorbing, bewildering scenes

which men go through in that great business-mart and hive of labour,

and in assembling themselves to slake their thirst of soul from the pure
fresh streams of God's Holy Word.

" There were few scenes so congenial to our brother's mind as these
;

he was very much at home in them, and was very welcome. His broad
and accurate theological knowledge was very valuable in such assemblies,

where very crude and ingenious novelties were sometimes started by men
of warm imaginations and fervent zeal, but whose doctrinal system
might be confused and irregular. Occasionally, where he believed some
foundation at stake, he rebuked the erring brother with an impassioned
power of eloquence ; all the difierence between St. John the aged talking

with little children, and the same in his Boanerges character resisting

Cerinthus. There was that in his character which greatly endeared him
to men of business, as well as to officers in the army, which led them
often to confide to him their special trials and difficulties, family and
personal, and would have marked him out in another Church for a most
jjopular Father Confessor. His sympathies were so deep and true; his

counsels so appropriate, so thoughtful, so gently, lovingly, miassumingly
given, drawn from his natural insight and widely-accumulated experience

of human nature. Classes which are c<miparatively seldom reached by
clergymen, and too apt to regard each other with a kind of mutual
repulsit)n, seemed specially to attract him and be drawn t<:> him ; and
among these perhaps the largest amount of his ministerial fruits will

appear in the day ' which will try every man's work.'
"

This was the man who now offered to the Society, to go out

wdth French—another token indeed of God's gracious favour in

times of anxiety. Knott had been deeply impressed by the claims

of the Heathen World through an address of John Tucker's in his

early Oxford days. After the great change in his views and life

the call came back to him ; but the refusal of the congregation of
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Part VII. St. Saviour's to support the church while he remained there had
1862-72. thrown its expenses on him and involved him in debt, and not till

Chap. o4.
j_^g ^^^^ £j^,gg -would he come forw^ard.

vaiedic- The Valedictory gathering for French and Knott, on Jan. 5th,
tory meet- ^QGO, was ouc of uuique interest. It was only in the " old com-
inET tor -^ *^

French mittec-room," which was crowded by about one hundred gentle-
and Knott,

j-^-^gj-^^
<i r^-^^^ \\^i a dozen ladies." Bishop Smith of Victox'ia, who

had married French at Calcutta in 1852, presided ; and among the

visitors present were the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh, Dr. Kay of

Calcutta, Dr. Alexander Duff, &c. Venn read the Instructions,

which began by frankly acknowledging that the Committee had
hesitated to agree to either French returning to India, leaving wife

and eight children at home, or to Knott giving up his important
position to go out at the age of forty-six ;

" but," they said, " step

by step, with the advice of friends in India and at home, and by
the infallible index of many concurring providences, they have
assuredly gathered that the Lord hath called you." The further

Instructions ably sketched the scheme for the new college. The
replies of French and Knott w^ere characteristic. French, in the

course of his address, with perhaps undesigned but singularly

appropriate reference to his eight children, said :

—

" Wlien I stand before you, I do so feeling how remarkably that dear
home circle manifested the true temper of the Gospel, when, in the
exercise of a real faith, they submitted their own wills, and showed so

chastened and subdued a spirit. It is not the old Roman stern, stoical

spirit, but a spirit subdued and chastened to Christ. I could not but be
struck on reading the other day the passage in Livy respecting the going
forth of the Roman army on a new expedition against Perseus. There

French re- was a veteran soldier who wished to speak to the centurion. All made
calls the way, and he stood before the tribune and addressed the assembled

so°dier Romans, saying, ' I am a veteran of more than twenty campaigns, and
with eight might fairly claim exemption from the service. I have eight children,
children. ^^^^ ^f them young, two daughters unmarried, and others grown up, and

therefore I might ask to be released from further service. I might
legitimately claim that release ; but as long as there is a Roman general
worthy of setting out on another campaign against the enemies of my
country, I shall always be ready to offer myself for that work.' I could
not help feeling that that noble Roman, although not prompted by
Christian motives, yet exemplifies what Christian action ought to be in

our day. I do wish that the clergy, especially the young clergy of this

country, would only feel that they have much grander, much nobler
motives of action than those by which the old Roman veteran was
actuated, and would try to carry them into practice in somewhat of his

self-sacrifice, but in the more subdued and chastened spirit of the
Gospel."

And Knott said :

—

Knott's " When I offered myself to the Committee for missionary work in India,
farewell.

j fg]^ j^j.^ Abraham's servant at the well-side, wondering whether the
Lord would make his journey prosperous or not. But obstacles have
been removed. The way has been smoothed ; and I trust I shall be able
for some period of time to devote all the power which God gives me to
this great work ; and I shall rejoice to testify in this way some sense of
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the special debt I owe to Him for His special favours to me. I feel, Part VII.
indeed, that the Gentiles may well glorify God for His mei'cy ; and I feel 1862-72.

that I have in a special manner to glorify God for His mercy to me— Chap. 54.

mercy in bringing me out of serious errors. I owe a deep debt in this

respect, first to my Lord ; and I owe a debt also to some of those with
whom I was in contact, and with whom I lived and acted ; and I feel

that I may in some way be helped to pay that debt of Christian love

honestly and faithfully—but all must be subordinate to the one great
consideration, that we have to glorify God for His mercy and for His
unspeakable gifts."

There was a third man taken leave of that day, Samuel Dyson, s. Dyson,

returning to Bengal, where he had already laboured fourteen

years. In his reply he justly reminded the Committee on such an
occasion that the Bengalis were the intellectual section of the

people of North India. The valedictory address was given by the

Rev. T. R. Birks, Vicar of Trinity Church, Cambridge, afterwards T.R.Birks.

Professor of Moral Philosophy there, and biographer of Edward
Bickersteth,* who was at this time at the height of his reputation

as one of the most learned and thoughtful of Evangelical leaders.

Dr. Duff also spoke, with his accustomed fervid eloquence ; and
Dr. Kay, as French's old friend, with emotion ; and Colonel Lake,

not yet one of the Secretaries, as a representative of the Punjab.

Dr. Kay quoted, as a motto for French's work, words which he Dr. Kay.

said French had once quoted to him as the motto of Thomas
Thomason of Calcutta, the words of the Risen Lord to the angel of

the Church at Ephesus, 8ta to ovo/xd fxov KCKOTrtaKag Koi ov KeKfxr]Ka<;,

" For My name's sake hast laboured and hast not fainted." f

Still more interesting in a sense was a private farewell meeting Farewell

in the hall of Brasenose. "An event precisely similar," wrote Brasenose

the Rev. E. P. Hathaway, " had never before occurred in the College,

history of the University ; and the power and pathos of the two

speeches bowed the heart of every listener." | French himself

wrote of it,
—" I have not seen so large an assembly of a private

character in Oxford. Many were there to whom perhaps any

other man that had acted as Knott had done might seem a

renegade ; but in him the unimpeachable honesty, the frank

manliness, the strength of conviction, the self-condemnation

before God, blent with so much boldness, yet meekness of wisdom,

must have disarmed prejudice and to a great extent taken the

sting out of all bitterness of feeling." § "Men remarked," says

Mr. Herbert Birks, French's biographer, "as they left the hall,

that French was leaving behind him eight children, and Knott a

living of eight hundred a year."
1|

How French went out to labour and Knott to die, we shall see

* And father of French's biographer.

t All the speeches are giyen verhatim in the CM. Intelligencer oi March,

1869.

X Life of Bislwp French, vol. i. p. 168.

§ CM. Intelligencer, May, 1871, p. 135.

II
Life of Bishop French, vol. i. p. 168.
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Part vn. hereafter. Well does Mr. Birks quote the Lord's words, "Then
is62-7:2. shall two be in the field ; the one shall be taken, and the other
Chap^54.

jgf^,.

One more of the candidates of the period must be specially

George noticcd—Gcorge Maxwell Gordon. He was a son of Captain

GoTd^n" J- ^- Gordon, E.N., sometime M.P. for Dundalk, well known
in Parliament as a true Christian and a strong Protestant. His
earlier education was in the house of the Eev. Henry Moule,
Vicar of Fordington, Dorset ; from which house w^ent forth

four missionaries, viz., two sons, George and Arthur Moule (now
Bishop and Archdeacon), E. E. Winter, the excellent S.P.G.
missionary of Delhi, and G. M. Gordon.* While Gordon was at

Cambridge, the death of a very dearly-loved sister was made a
blessing to his soul, and he dated from it, in his own words, " by
God's infinite mercy, a starting-point towards the apprehension
of pardon and acceptance through Christ." Dr. H. C. G. Moule
describes him as then " a quiet but quite decided and steady
Christian," and a member of the Cambridge CM. Union ; but
adds that "his great spiritual lift was experienced when he went

Gordon at to Dr. Marsh at Beddington." He went there for his first curacy,

t^n'*'^'"^"
^^'^^1 a-s already mentioned in this chapter, had, as fellow-curate,

T. V. French. From him, no doubt, came the inspiration towards
a missionary career

; yet there was another influence, a humbler
one. He had a Bible-class of men, the fruits of Dr. Marsh's
latest ministry, who had formed themselves into a missionary
committee and collected for the C.M.S. However, he did not
then offer. On Dr. Marsh's death, in 1864, he went on a tour
to Palestine with A. W. Thorold (afterwards Bishop) and other

arid at frieuds, and on his return became curate at St. Thomas's, Mary-
IVl3rvlG- •

' J

bone,
' lel)one, of which the Incumbent was the Eev. H. T. Lumsden, a

regular attendant at C.M.S. Committees. It was a parish of

10,000 souls, mostly poor, and including 3000 Irish Eomanists.
The work was a good training for a missionary life ; and from it

andat he Went forth, appointed by the Committee to the Madras
Itinerancy. In after years he joined his former fellow-worker,
French, in the Punjab. Here let it only be added that after his

first few months in India, his health failed, and he went on a trip

Auttr"i-
^° Australia; that there he was received by the Eev. H. B.
Macartney of Caulfield ; that then and there he started a little

juvenile missionary society ; and that from that tiny seed, sown
by George Maxwell Gordon, has sprung the fruitful tree of Mr.
Macartney's labours for Indian Missions, from which again have
sprung—in part at least—the Colonial Church Missionary Associa-
tions in which we have all so much rejoiced.

We have seen that in the years 1871 and 1872 the low-water

* Memoir of G. M. Gordon, by the Rev. A. Lewis; from which the par-
ticulars in the text are taken.
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mark was touched in respect of the supply of missionary Part VII.

candidates. It was at the end of the latter year that the 1^62-72.

tide began to turn. How was that? The Lord's own remedy ''^P'
"

was resorted to—united prayer. The last missionary event of prayer for

importance in the lifetime of Henry Venn was the first Day of ™^"-

Intercession.

We owe that most happy and fruitful suggestion to the Society TheS.p.G.

for the Propagation of the Gospel. Suffering as that Society also D^fy^offnt

was from the lack of recruits, its Committee approached the^^""*^^^^'""-

Archbishop of Canterbury with the suggestion that he should fix

a day to be observed throughout the Anglican Communion for

prayer to the Lord of the Harvest that He would send forth labourers

into His harvest. On June 4th, 1872, the C.M.S. Committee
received from Mr. Bullock, the S.P.G. Secretary, an invitation to

join in the movement. The Minute thereon says that " the

Committee cordially responded to the pi'oposal," which is true
;

but it is also true that many had grave doubts regarding it, and
that it was by Henry Venn's personal authority that the " cordial

response " was secured. Many leading members of the Committee, ^'mTI
°^

indeed, were heartily in favour of joining ; but the Lay Secretary, men.

E. Hutchinson, who had by this time acquired great influence, did

not like it, nor did S. Hasell, the Central Secretary, who was most
in touch with the provincial Associations. Would it not be better,

they thought, for the Society to appoint a Day of Intercession of

its own ? Happily the more generous and, as all now agree, the

more Christian policy prevailed ; and a circular was issued, warmly
commending the proposed Day to the acceptance of the Society's

supporters, to be observed by them everywhere with such services

and devotional meetings as each association or parish might find

convenient. The new editor of the CM. Intelligencer, Mr. Knox,

was one of those who did not fully sympathize with such union

with the S.P.G. as the observance of the same Day of Prayer

would imply ; but he loyally accepted the decision, and produced

an excellent article on the subject.

The Day itself, December 20th, was very widely and devoutly
J,^^g^g^^^

observed. All over the land, cathedrals and chiurches were used

for special services authorized by the bishops, and parish-rooms

for more informal prayer-meetings. The Bishop of London
preached at St. Paul's, and Dean Stanley at the Abbey; and the

latter arranged an evening "lecture" in the nave, which was
given by the Eev. E. C. Stuart, the C.M.S. Calcutta Secretary (in

after years Bishop of Waiapu). The newspapers generally devoted

several columns to reports of the proceedings, but their comments
curiously and sadly illustrated their dense ignorance of the subject,

and their habit, in treating of religious topics, of employing writers

unfamiliar with them. The Times, especially, distinguished itself strange

by a quite extraordinary leading article, in which surprise was f^^'^e^

expressed that so many simple souls could be found to join in so "Times."

useless and fatuous an observance, and doubt as to the very
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Part VII. existence of any number of missionaries or converts at all. " There
1862-72. ought," said the article,
Chap. 54. f'

'

'

'
' "by tliis time to be many returned missionaries, and even converts;

nor ought they to be ashamed of their position. But who is there who
can number among iiis personal acquaintance a man who has done some
years, or a single year, of Church missionary work in any field ? An
ordinary Englishman has seen almost every human or brute native of

foreign climes, but few can say that they have seen a missionary or a

Christian convert."

It is amazing that such an article can have appeared in the year

of grace 1872 ; but there is some satisfaction in the thought that

Lord Law- it would be Utterly impossible in 1899. It was immediately replied

piie"
^^

^"^ ^^y Lord Lawrence, in an admirable letter; and Mr. Knox's rare

dialectical skill was never seen to better advantage than in the

caustic article in which he castigated the Times in the CM.
Arch- Intelligencer. Archbishop Tait wrote a private letter to Mr.

TaitTnd Delane, the great editor, in which he gently suggested that the

lane^^' article must have been written by a very young man, adding, " My
fear for the w^orld is, in this generation, through the vast influence

of the press, w^e may be governed by boys, and those not wise

ones." ''

This curious controversy could not be left without notice. But
let us now remember that the Day of Intercession for Foreign

Missions was emphatically a day to be observed by praying

people, and that its one great purpose was to beseech the Lord
for such an outpouring of His Spirit as might result in the

coming forward of a large number of suitable candidates for

missionary service. Was that purpose effected? Yes, in the

Result of gracious providence of God, it was. Very many hearts were

inte?ce^-°^
touched, and in the following few months more offers of service

sion. were received, by both S.P.G. and C.M.S., than had latterly been

received in as many years. It was low water no more : the tide

had turned. Which similitude recalls an eloquent passage in one

of Bishop Wilberforce's great missionary speeches :

—

" We look," he said, " at some mighty estuary which the retir-mg tide

has left bare of the water. We see a vast expanse of sand and mud,
witli little trickling rivulets wearing their scarcely appreciable way
through the resisting banks of that yielding ooze ; and the man who
knew not the secrets of the tide, and the influences by which God
governs nature, woukl say, ' How can you ever expect to see that great

expanse covered ? Look at those sand-banks, those mud-heaps : how
by any contrivance are you to cover them ? You had better give up
the thought, and acquiesce in the perpetual stei'ility and the enduring
ooze.' But high in the heavens the unseen Ruler has set the orb which
shall bring in her time the tides of the surrounding ocean, and when
the appointed moment comes, noiselessly and unobseiwed, but suddenly
and sufficiently, the whole is covered by the rejoicing water, and again

it is one argent surface, sandless and mudless, because the Lord hath

7rilled it ! " f

* See this characteristic letter in the Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. ii. p. 360.

t Bishop Wilberforce's Speeches on Missions, p. 18.



CHAPTER LV.

The Native Chuuches : Self-supporting, 8elf-ooverning,
Self-extending.

The Problem in Non-Colonial Lands—Individualism of Protestant

Missions—The Paternal System—Sound Lessons by Scanty Supply

of Men and Means—Increase of Native Clergy—Memorandum of

1851—The Sierra Leone Church: its Constitution—The Diocese

of Waiapu—Delays in India—Memorandum of 1861—First Steps

towards Native Church Organization in India—To begin at the

bottom—Memorandum of 1866—Large Contributions of South

Indian Christians—Formation of the Church Councils—C.M.S.

Relations to them—Self-extension—The Phrase " Native Church"
its Inaccuracy—How provide Bishops ?—An Appeal from Jamaica

—The Church of Ireland as a Native Church—No Anglicizing!

"For the perfecting of the saints, unto the arork of viinisfcriiig, unto the

huilding up of the body of Clirist."—Eph. iv. 12, B.V.
" The holy seed shall he the substance thereof."—Isa. vi. 13.

N our Thirty-eighth Chapter we examined the problem Part YII.

of Church Organization as a result of Missions in 1862-72.

Colonies where the climate invites the immigration of Chap^5o.

the white man on a large scale, and where, therefore, Native

the white man, necessarily and naturally, is the
p^'^aif^'^"^

chief factor in the constitution of the Church. Our illustration English

was New Zealand, where a successful C.M.S. Mission to the ^°'°"y-

aboriginal inhabitants led to the establishment both of the British

Colony and of the Anglican Church. In such a Colony, the

Native Christians, though retaining their own language, and there-

fore their own churches and clergy, would, so far as external

organization is concerned, be absorbed in the Colonial Church.

Similar circumstances have produced similar results in North-

West Canada. .

But, as explained in that chapter, the case of a Native Chris-
^^^^iJtlans

tian community in a tropical or semi-tropical country, where the in i^ndia^

white man is only a traveller or a sojourner, is totally different, another

whether the country be under British dominion, as India, or thing,

independent, as China or Japan. In such cases, the true cu- T^etrue

thanasia of an Anglican Mission would be a purely, or at the nasia."

least predominantly, Native Church, with Native bishops and

clergy and svnods and canons and formularies, independent of

the Church of England, though an integral part of the Anglican

Communion. Towards this euthanasia the process is slower and
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Part VII. more difticult ; and a great many complicated problems are
1862-72^ involved. Preparation for such an euthanasia, in the Missions of

ap^jo.
j^j^g Church Missionary Society, was perhaps the most important

work of Henry Venn's life. As before mentioned, the subject

had never been touched when he took it up. There is no sign

in the first half of this century—or at all events in the first forty

years—that any one, either in the Church of England or outside

it, had given a thought to the matter. Henry Venn led the way
with his powerful mind ; and with no experience or precedents to

guide him, he gradually formed conclusions and worked out

plans which have since been adopted, in substance, by most
missionary societies sufficiently advanced to have Christian com-
munities to think about.

The earlier years of Protestant missionary work were the

Individual- period of individualism.''' It was right and good that this should

a^t'fir"?.^' be so. Mediaeval and Eoman Missions sought merely to bring

masses of people into the external Church. Protestant Missions

aimed at individual souls. That is the true method of Missions.

A community of professing Christians, and presently of hereditary

impor- Christians, is the certain subsequent result ; but the tone and

really
° ^ Spirit of that Community will depend upon the nucleus of really

sound converted souls which are its "foundation," i.e. the earliest

stones laid upon the one foundation which is Jesus Christ. One
of Venn's favourite texts was, "The holy seed shall be the

substance thereof " (Isaiah vi. 13). The truly converted members
of a congregation, said Eidgeway in the Intelligencer, June, 1862,

commenting on this text, " are a seed, and that in a double sense "
:

(1) " they are a seed in the sense in which Abraham's posterity

was a seed : they are the product; of the seed of the kingdom, the

word"; (2) " they are fitted to become the seed of a more ex-

tended harvest." Modern writers accord a certain amount of

faint praise to the Evangelical Eevival for its work on individuals,

but affirm that it ignored the solidarity of the Body of Christ. It

But the is indeed true that the idea of the corporate Visible Church
i
was

v°is?biT
^ more prominent in the teachings of the Oxford School. But the

Church to Evaugelicals began at the right end ; and their Missions began in

the right way. The development of the idea of a corporate

Visible Church had to follow, and it did follow ; and the man who
practically worked it out was Henry Venn.

The old In early days the paternal system prevailed in Missions. In

system^ of Indian phrase, the missionary was Ma hap (father and mother) to
Missions,

i^jg converts. His spirit was that of St. Paul at Thessalonica

—

" We were gentle among you, even as a nurse cherisheth her

children." The sheep had to be shepherded, and the missionary

was the shepherd. Evangelistic work was transformed into

pastoral work, and the evangelist became the pastor. Now,

* E. C. Stuart (now Bishop in Persia), Paper at the Bath Church Congress,

1873.
-\ On the Visible and the Invisible Chnreh, see p. 82.
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pastoral care of the converts was of course indispensable; but Part VI r.

not at the cost of the evangelization of the Heathen. The spirit i^<>2-72.

of the missionaries was right : was their method wrong? It was '^'"'l'-
''''

so in part. The result of it was that agencies and money de-
signed to evangelize the. Heathen were used to make provision for

the worship and instruction of Christians ; and, in India at least,

the converts who in their heathen days had paid heavily for their

religious rites now got them for nothing. With this they were
quite content : they looked to the missionary for everything, and
they were not disappointed. There was much that was attractive Beautiful,

in the system to the outward eye. A mission village, with a noV^ture
kindly German missionary in the central bungalow—the Germans
were ideal for this work,—pleased every visitor. But such a
Mission could never have its euthanasia in a self-governing, self-

supporting, and self-extending Church.
Up to the time of the Jubilee of the Society, nothing had been

done towards teaching the Native Christian communities to w^alk

alone, and very little had been said upon the subject. The Special

Finance Eeport of 1841, noticed in our Thirty-first Chapter, had
urged that the converts should support their own ministry ; but
this was to prepare the way for it to be endowed by Govern-
ment. The Jubilee Statement, which succinctly reviews the
whole work of the Society, is absolutely silent on the questioxi ; but

it was announced that a portion of the Jubilee Fund would be

—

" employed in assisting Native Christian Churches to support their own First

Native Ministers and Institutions
; so that the funds of the Society thoughts

might be released as soon as such Churches should become matured in of a Native
Christian habits and attainments, and may be devoted to the evangeliza- Church,

tion of the Heathen beyond them."

Then, in November, 1849, just a year after the Jubilee Com-
memoration, there appeared in No. 7 of the new CM. Intelligencer

an article entitled "Native Churches, under European Superin-

tendence, the Hope of Missions." "Under European superin-

tendence "—then the true euthanasia was not yet even thought of

even as a " hope." In fact the article dwells only on the spiritual

life of the congregations as a proof of the value of Missions and as

an attractive power to influence the Heathen. Anything like

Church organization is not even alluded to. The application of

the subject is an appeal for able men to superintend the congre-

gations. " The heir," quotes the writer from St. Paul, " as long

as he is a child ... is under tutors and governors." To be

such " tutors and governors "^—•" what a high ofl&ce," the article

concludes, " for the European missionary !
" And so it was, and

is ; but was the child never to grow up ?

What obliged the Society to look more into the future, and to Scanty

push forward the training of these its "children" for indepen- ^P^'i^jfto

dence, was the failure of Englishmen to come forward in sufficient bringing

numbers for the growing work. Plans to supply their lack of Natives,

service, indeed, had long been carried into effect. The Native
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. agency had been well cultivated, and a large part of the actual

work, both evangelistic and pastoral, was being done by Native
catechists and teachers. The growth of this agency was satis-

factory ; and by the close of the period we now have under review

in our History, that is, by 1872, the number of Native clergymen
had largely increased. Prior to the Jubilee, only twelve had been
ordained altogether, viz., seven in India, three in Ceylon, and one
in Africa, together with one Negro ordained in America. In the

period covered by our Part VI., the thirteen years 1849-61, sixty-

three were ordained ; and in our present period of eleven years,

one hundred and ten, making 185 altogether up to the end of

1872, of whom 143 were in that year still alive and at work.

India, altogether, had furnished 90 ; Africa, 45 ; New Zealand, 23
;

Ceylon, 15 ; North-West America, 7 ; China, 3 ; Palestine, 2.

And as the numbers gradually rose, "the Committee were enabled

to see how wisely and graciously they had been led, and how well

it was that European missionaries had not been supplied as

numerously as they had wished, for then the pressure would have
been wanting which eventuated in the education of a Native
Pastorate."

"

And as it was the inadequate supply of men that led the Society

to employ more Natives, so it was the inadequate supply of funds
that led it to make resolute efforts to throw the Native Churches
on their own resources. This remedy for lack of funds was not

thought of in earlier days. When the Income fell short, it was
Extension that was checked ; it was the young Missions that

suffered. " But this," wrote Eidgeway in 1862,

—

'' was to interfere with the spontaneous growth of a living organization,

and more especially to tamper with those tender and delicate points
which constitute the extremities of the work, and in which the power of

vitality more especially resides—a process dangerous in the extreme, and
attended with this most serious disadvantage, that whereas it is quite
possible to interfere with the promising development of any particular

branch, it is not in the power of the Society to restore, at its pleasure,

the healthful action which had been checked."

"But," he goes on to explain, " sounder views came gradually to

be adopted. The true lesson intended by these interruptions of

financial progress was understood." It was perceived that not

the newer but the older Missions should be dealt with, by " moving
the Native congregations to a proper sense of their obligations."

Indeed, the increase of the Native clergy and lay agents of

itself raised new problems. How were they to be supported ?

By a foreign society? "How was the character of the Native
ministry to be conserved in its native type, and for native uses, if

its maintenance was to be derived from European funds? " And
then further,

—

" The Native congregations—were they to be for ever dissociated from
the great duty of maintaining their own ordinances, and placed thus in

* C.ll. Intelligtnct'r, April, 1869, p. 98.
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a state of weakly dependence upon a foreign Church and on foreign aid ? Part VII.
Were the Native Chui-ches to become Anglicized, and so lose sympathy 1862-72.
with, and fitness for working amongst, the Heathen masses ?

" Chap. 55.

Every one would say No to these questions when asked ; but half

a century ago no one had asked them, and when they began to be
asked, the solution of such problems was not at once apparent.
As a simple matter of historical fact, it was the Church Missionary
Society that faced them, and that found a solution which, with
necessary variations, has in substance been generally adopted.

Venn's first paper on the subject was accepted by the Committee Venn's

and issued to the missionaries in 1851. It is entitled, " Minute on^N^^fJe
upon the Employment and Ordination of Native Teachers." .It church

consists of ten short paragraphs, the last of which contains the tion?"'^*'

principle underlying the whole :

—

" Regarding the ultimate object of a Mission, viewed under its eccle-

siastical result, to be the settlement of a Native Church under Native
Pastors upon a self-supporting system, it should be borne in mind that
the progress of a Mission mainly depends upon the training up and the
locatit)U of Native Pastors ; and that, as it has been happily expressed,
the ' cuthdncma of a Mission ' takes place when a missionary, surrounded
by well-trained Native congregations under Native Pastoi's, is able to
resign all pastoral work into their hands, and gradually relax his superin-
tendence over the pastors themselves, till it insensibly ceases ; and so

the Mission passes into a settled Christian communitj'. Then the
missionary and all missionary agency should be transferred to the ' regions
beyond .'

"

The practical measures which it was proposed to base upon this its princi-

principle may be briefly summarized as follows :—(1) The dis- proposals,

tinction between a Missionary to the Heathen and a Pastor for

Christians must be recognized
; (2) though a missionary may be

obliged to take temporary pastoral care of new converts, settled

congregations, when formed, should be ministered to by Natives
under the missionary's superintendence

; (3) such Natives, if

unordained, should be called Catechists—which office "has been
always recognized in the Church of Christ"

; (4) when ordained,

Natives should be no longer agents of the foreign society, but

rank as pastors of a Native Church,—ordination being thus " the

link between the Native teachers and the Native Church";

(5)
'

' their emoluments must be regulated by the ability of the

Native Church to furnish the maintenance of their pastors " ;

(6) Native congregations should not pay their own pastors direct,

but contribute to a Church fund out of which they are paid
;

(7) Native Pastors within a missionary district should be under
the superintendence of a missionary, " until, by the Christian

progress of the population, the district may be placed upon a

settled ecclesiastical system."
Elementary and imperfect as these arrangements seem now, Weak

they embodied an entirely novel system at the time. But there fhg^f'"
were at least three weak points in them : (1) they assumed that
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unordained catechists must bo agents of the Society and supported

by it
; (2) they made no provision for the congregations having a

voice in Church affairs, and thus ignored the hiity
; (3) they gave

no indication how the "settled ecclesiastical system" was to be

arrived at. The first two defects were remedied in due coiu'se
;

the third was beyond the Society's power to deal with by itself.

The scheme, so far as it went, was evidently designed more
especially for the circumstances of the South India and Ceylon
Missions ; and it would apply fairly well to the Yoruba country

and New Zealand. But the first practical step taken by the

Society in the direction of Native Church organization was taken

at Sierra Leone ; and there the step forward was a much longer

one. As soon as the establishment of a bishopric was secured,

in 1852, Venn began to plan an arrangement, not only for throw-

ing on the Native Christians the suppoi't of their pastors, but for

introducing a "settled ecclesiastical system." To do this was
comparatively easy, in a new diocese, with an entirely sym-
pathetic bishop, in a small area, with a well-advanced and
fairly well-to-do Christian community, and without the complica-

tion of English colonists or Anglo-Indian troops. " Articles of

arrangement " between the Society and the Bishop were drafted

by Venn, and submitted by him to x\rchbishop Sumner and Bishop
Blomfield. Both prelates heartily approved them ; and Bishop
Vidal undertook to organize the Sierra Leone Church upon the

basis of them. But his early death prevented his fulfilHng his

purpose ; Bishops Weeks and Bowen also died too soon to carry

out the scheme ; and it was not till the fourth bishop, Dr. Beckles,

was settled in the diocese, in 1860, that the Church was consti-

tuted. The "Articles" are dated, however, March, 1853. Theu-
" general principle " is thus stated :

—

" That the charge and superintendence of the Native Pastors and
Christian congregations which have been, or may hereafter be, raised up
through the instrumentality of the Society's Mission in Sierra Leone, he

placed under the Bishop of Sierra Leone, assisted by a Council and by
a Church Committee. And that arrangements be proposed for pro-

viding the Native Pastors with a suitable income from local resources,

and also for giving them a status assimilated to that of Incumbents at

home."

The Church Committee was for finance, to collect and disburse

the Church funds, which were to be applied (1) to the payment of

pastors' stipends, (2) to repairing and building churches, par-

sonages, &c. The Church Council was to assist the Bishop in

ecclesiastical administration, viz., to form ecclesiastical districts,

to appoint pastors, to hear complaints against pastors, &c. Both
Committee and Council were partly nominated by the Bishop and
the Society, and partly elected by the clergy. Provision was
made for the proper tenure of a parish by its appointed pastor, for

a check upon the bishop's power to withdraw his license, and for

judicial proceedings in case of need. On this latter point, the
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article said, " All proceedings befoi-e the Bishop and Council shall PartVIT.
be conducted in a formal nianner, and as far as possible according i«f>2-72.

to the spirit and laws of the Church of England." The con- ^^'^P- ^'^

eluding article was as follows :

—

" The Committee are fully aware that they cannot legally bind the
Society, nor can the Bishop hind himself or his successors ; but they
enter into this arrangement with the bond fide purpose of preparing the
Native population in Sierra Leone, as far as it is in their jjower, for the
establishing in that Colony of a genuine branch of the Chiu-ch of England

;

and also in the conddence that an arrangement which has been carefully
considered in all its parts, and formally sanctioned by the highest Ecclesias-
tical aiitliorities, will be maintained both by the Society and by the
Bisliop of Sierra Leone and his successors, in a spirit of mutual confi-
dence and good faith, unless there arise some manifest necessity for
setting it aside."

In this constitution, it wdll be seen, the missionary does not
appear at all. The euthanasia is much more nearly approached The " eu-_

than would be the case in a Church formed on the basis of the n^ady^'*

'

scheme of 1851. The supervision of the Bishop and his Council reached,

is a very different thing from that of a missionary of a foreign

society. The only two points in which Sierra Leone failed to reach
the euthanasia were, (1) that the Bishop was an Englishman and But not

not an African
; (2) that the Society retained its property in the i"'*^-

churches, schools, parsonages, &c., because it ^vas for a time to

give a grant-in-aid to the Church fund, and because the whole
arrangement was necessarily consensual and lacking in legal force.

Another fact, viz., that the Society continued certain work, chiefly

educational, in the Colony, did not of itself detract from the com-
pleteness of the arrangement. It lasted thirty years ; and in 1890
a more fully elaborated constitution w^as framed, again with the

approval of the Archbishop of Canterbury and Bishop of London.
The second Mission in which a beginning was made in self-

government was that in the Diocese of Waiapu in New Zealand. Diocese of

As we have before seen, a Diocesan Synod, conducted entirely in
^'^p"-

the Maori language, was held in 1861, under the presidency

of Bishop William Williams. But the Maori Church afterwards

became an integral portion of the Colonial Church of New Zealand,

in which Venn's scheme for a purely Native Church was not

applicable.

To return to the Memorandum of 1851. It failed to produce Failure of

any immediate effect in the India Missions to which it was pia" in

particularly applicable. This was owing chiefly to the fact that i"'^'^-

the old paternal system was in possession. The veteran mis-

sionai-ies, especially the Germans, who were working it with so

much untiring devotion, and so much immediate external success,

saw no reason for altering it ; and they had seen enough of the

unreliability of the Native character to dread any scheme that

threw responsibility upon the Natives. Moreover,

—

" a natural sympathy with the trials of their children in the common
faith led the missionaries too often unduly to encourage dependence,

VOL. II. E e
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Part YII. and niisgivincs as to the ability of the converts to stand alone, and
1862-72. perhaps also, in some instances, an unconscious love of power, tended to

Chap. 55. perpetuate this imperfect development of the Christian life."*

They forgot that if a child is to learn to walk alone, it must be let

go, even with the certainty that it will have some tumbles ; or, as

has been wittily remarked, the man that makes no mistake will

never make anything.

So, in 1860, the Instructions to a band of departing missionaries

were especially devoted to the subject. Three great maxims, said

the Committee by Venn's mouth, were to be borne in mind :

—

(1) A Mission is only the scaffolding for the building of the

spiritual temple of the Native Church
; (2) Native agency is the fit

development of such a Native Church
; (3) a Native Ministry is

the crown of Native agency, the top-stone of the temple. And
Venn's then, in 1861, another and much more important Memorandum,

also drawn up by Venn, was issued. It begins by pointing out

very plainly the evils of the old system. When, it says, a mis-

sionary supported by a foreign society is the pastor of a Native

congregation, the Scriptural principle of evangelization, " taking

nothing of the Gentiles," is converted into the unscriptural

principle, "taking nothing of the Christians." Moreover it is

Dangers iDad, (1) for the missionary himself, diverting him from the work of

di'el.'^^'"^' preaching to the Heathen, and throwing upon him many secular

duties, such as keeping church accounts, &c. ; (2) for the converts,

leading them to imbibe the notion that all is to be done for them
;

(3) for the Missionary Society, involving it in disputes about Native

salaries, pensions, repairs of buildings, &c., and crippling its

power to advance into the regions beyond. "These dangers and
imperfections," Venn goes on, " must be remedied by introducing

into the Native Church that elementary organization which may
give it ' corporate life,' and prepare it for its full development
under a Native Ministry and an indigenous Episcopate." He
begins at the very bottom. In the earliest stage, wherever there

was a group of converts, however humble and illiterate, the
A simple Memorandum suggested that some very simple kind of organization

tion^for^' was desirable. In India there would be nothing strange in such a
villages, thing, as the humblest villagers are familiar with the working of a

l)anjayat, a little council of five t (or of which five members are

a quorum), by which local affairs are conducted. It is worth
noting that a Christian ixinjayat had been established in at least

one Indian station before any of Venn's plans were formed, and
this, too, by a German missionary. Dr. Pfander, then at Agra.

He wrote in 1848 :—
" To give the congregation more stability, and to make them assist me

in the general superintendence, I have established a Panchnyat, chosen
from amongst themselves, the members of which act at the same time as

shurchwardens. In all cases of discipline, as well as of admission to

* E. C. Stuart (now Bishop), Paper at Bath Church Congress, 1873.
j" Pa«j= five; cf. Panj-ab, five rivers.
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Baptism and to tlie Lord's Supper, if the persons ai'e not known to me, Part VII.
the Panchayat is consulted. For the last two years the congregation 1862-72.

have contributed regularly to a church fund, whicii is under the manage- Chap. 55.

inent of the Panchayat.'"

Venn's idea, however, was that of a "company" (from Acts
iv. 23), comprising apparently the whole little band of converts,
with one of themselves as " headman " or elder, to hold weekly
meetings for prayer and Scripture-reading (supposing one of them
could read), at which also offerings would be made to an incipient

chiu'ch fund, "even if only a handful of rice,"—in fact, the
Methodist class system. If a catechist in the pay of the Mission
was sent to instruct them, they should find him in at least food
and lodging. This, however, would be only preliminary to more
definite organization, which the Memorandum suggested might
proceed by three steps. The /irs^ s^cj; would be when a regular steps to-

teacher, a schoolmaster or catechist, paid out of the Native Church wards

Fund to which their offerings wei'e sent, was located amongst them, ganization,

probably for three or four or more villages. The second stej) would
be when a group of little congregations was formed into a imstorate,

with an ordained pastor supported by the Native Church Fund.
The third step would be when a district council was formed,
consisting of the pastors of three or more pastorates, with lay

delegates elected to represent them.
The essence of this system, it will be seen, was that the

organization began from the bottom and worked upivards. A An upward

different system would be the establishment of a great central ^y^*^""-

station, wdth bishop, clergy, church, college, &c., in the midst of a
Heathen population, and working doivmvards. Venn argued that

the latter system would tend to create a dependent Native Christian

community, with no likelihood of its becoming self-supporting,

self-governing, and self-extending ; whereas his upward system
would secure this, and at the same time make healthy and natural

preparation for a Native Episcopate and a diocesan organization

analogous to our parish, rural deanery, archdeaconry, &c.

It did not, however, prove easy to put these excellent plans into

action ; and all through the earlier 'sixties Venn was much engaged
in consultation with the experienced Anglo-Indians on the

Committee, and in correspondence with the various Missions,

upon the subject. In 1866, a third Memorandum was issued, Venn's

describing the successful launching of the Sierra Leone Church "^ p^p^''-

2)our encoumger les autres, and commending the growing liberality

of the Native Christians of India and Ceylon, but pointing out

certain weak points in the system prevailing. The analogy of the

old established and endowed Church at home had been too closely

followed. The Native Christians were encouraged to contribute

00 various religious and philanthropic objects, but their own
church ministrations were provided for them. It was recognized

that this could not always be done by the Society ; but the remedy
was the raising of endowments, which in the far future might

E e 2
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Part VII. maintain churches and clergy as in England. For example, in
]s()2-72. South India, £3300 was already invested for various native en-
Ciiap. .).). fio-wment funds, and these the Society had helped by grants from

time to time from that portion of its Jubilee Fund which had been
allocated to this purpose,—as it had done also in Bengal, Ceylon,

and New Zealand ; but these funds were accumulating, and
afforded no relief to the current expenses of the IMission. In
Tinnevelly, the people were contributing no less than £1500 a

year to all sorts of objects, while the Society was still spending
£4000 a year upon pastors, catechists, and village schools in the

province, over and above its outlay for European missionaries and
Native Higher Education. The new Memorandum urged that it was not

Funds^to enough for native contributioiis to be collected ; they must be paid
be started, to a properly-kept separate Fund, administered by the people them-

selves : nothing else would promote the self-reliance and indepen-

dence desired. For this purpose a completed Native Church
Council system was essential.

An iiius- A capital illustration of beginning from the bottom w^as furnished

th^e^Teiugu ^^ ^^® youngest out-station of the still young Telugu Mission,
Mission. Raghavapuram. It was only in 1859 that the first half-dozen

converts from that village were baptized. In 1862 there w^ere

eighty, in a cluster of nine villages, and these were under the

charge of one Native schoolmaster, who kept school on week-days
for boys and girls, and conducted tw^o services each Sunday ; Mr.
Darling, the missionary at Bezwada, visiting them periodically.

At the beginning of that year, the little community met under
Darling's presidency, appointed a committee of six to collect and
administer a church fund, and passed the following resolution as

to the mode of collection :

—

" That a large earthen pot be provided, and placed conspicuously in

the schooh-oom every Sabbath day, for the purpose of receiving donations

of grain or money."

Very similar measures were taken under Thomas, J. T. Tucker,
Large reia- and Sargent, in Tinnevelly ; and the people responded wxll. In

but^ions^n" 1863, in Sargeut's district, 400 families raised 1371 rupees, equal
Tinnevelly then to £137. These families consisted mainly of labourers

earning (say) two shillings a week ; so that a corresponding sum
for 400 families of English labourers earning twelve shillings a

week would be £137 x 6 = £822, or over £2 a year from each

family. A few years later, taking the whole of the C.M.S. districts

in Tinnevelly, and reckoning catechumens as well as baptized

Christians, their contributions were such that, supposing the

whole thirty millions of people in England were poor labourers

earning 12s. a week, and there w^ere no other source of w^ealth,

their corresponding contributions should amount to £6,000,000

per annum.
Church Gradually, the different steps recommended in the Second

formed.^ Memorandum were taken. (1) Church Committees for Pastorates
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were formed, the pastor being chairman, and the members elected Part VII.

by the congregations. Their duties were defined as

—

1862-72.
"^ ^ ^

_
Chap. .55.

" The general supervision and management of the temporalities of tlio

congregations, the collection of funds, the superintendence of repairs
of churches, schools, &c., the providing for the due performance of

divine worship, and generally all such duties as belong to the office of

churchwarden .

"

(2) District Church Councils were formed, consisting of delegates

from the various Church Committees ; their duties being to

receive the church funds from the several Church Committees
;

to disburse from the Fund thus created the stipends of pastors

and lay agents ; to make grants from it for repairs, &c. ; to

supervise the work of unordained agents ; to consider secular

matters connected with the pastorates ; to recommend candidates

for holy orders. (3) Provision was further made in some Missions
for a Central Council, chiefly consisting of all the Native pastors

and of lay delegates from the District Councils ; whose functions

would be deliberative rather than executive, considering questions

referred to them by the Bishop or the C.M.S. Mission, making
recommendations to the District Councils regarding the adminis-

tration of their funds, and so seeking to unify the proceedings of

the Chiu'ch.

One important branch of the subject was the connexion of the Soc'ety's

Society with these Councils. It was not possible for the Native veto.

Church, liberal as its contributions were, to maintain its pastors

and meet its other expenses entirely. The Society must neces-

sarily help for a while. But in order that the whole of the Native

Church affairs might from the first be committed to the adminis-

tration of the Councils, a grant-in-aid system was devised; so

that instead of the Native Church laaying one branch of the

expenses and the Society paying another, the Native Church
might pay all, assisted by a grant from the Society. This grant,

in the first instance, had to be large enough to cover much more
than half the expenditure, though it was to be slightly reduced

year by year ; and therefore it was necessary that the Society

should for a time retain control over the expenditure, though

exercising that control as little as possible. This purpose was
effected by providing that the Society should appoint the chairman

of each District Council to which a grant was given, and that the

chairman should have a veto upon its proceedings, though an

appeal was allowed from his veto to the Society's chief governing

body in the Mission (as for instance the Madras Corresponding

Committee). Naturally the first chairmen thus appointed were

European missionaries ; but it was a great pleasure to the

Committee whenever in after years they were able to appoint a

Native clergyman.
Thus a beginning was made in the self-support and self-govern-

JiYg"^^"
ment of the Native Church ; and the Committee, in 18G9, reported provided,

with much satisfaction that in South India, out of fifty Native
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Part YII. clergymen in the Mission, forty-two were pastors working under
1862-72. the above scheme. Ceylon was following suit, and Bengal was
Chap. 55. trying to make a beginning. In some places difficulties arose

through the missionaries finding it difficult to regard the Native
clergy as in any different relation to themselves from that which
they had before, i.e. virtually as curates ; and in March, 1870, the

Committee passed a strong Minute, stating that they could
recognize no official relation as existing betw^een the missionaries

and such Native clergymen as were under Church Councils,

except the relation of the chairman of the Council to the members
of it.

A third The third of the three desiderata, self-extension, was not one
wante

. ^^^^ could be obtained by rules and machinery. It depended upon
the zeal of the Native Christians. But Native Missionary
Associations were formed in different districts, partly to raise

subscriptions for the support of evangelists among the Heathen,
and partly to organize the volunteer evangelistic efforts of the

Christians generally. Both objects were important ; but the

latter was infinitely the more important. It has been remarked
that in India the Christians delight in being told they are the

sheep of the Good Shepherd, and that none can pluck them from
His hand ; but that they do not equally appreciate exhortations to

be His soldiers and go into the battle. In this respect they are

very like Christians in England. It is not for us to throw stones

at them.

The phrase In this chapter the phrase "Native Church" has been loosely

churcV' used. It is, in fact, an inaccurate term. The C.M.S. congregations,
itsinaccu- gay in India, did not really form either a Church or Churches.

In many non-episcopal Missions, every congregation, or group of

congregations under a pastor, is a " church "
; and in many tables

of statistics the number of " organized churches " seems large.

But in Church of England Missions all Native congregations and
clergy belong to the Church of England temporarily, until a proper

Native Church is established, with its own Bishops and Synods
and Canons ; so that in such tables of statistics the Church
Missionary Society must either write " None," which would
be correct and yet would be misleading, or else give the number
of congregations with pastors as the Independents and Baptists

do, which would be incorrect because we do not count them
" Churches," but which would fit in more naturally with other

statistics. Even the Sierra Leone Church can only be called a

"Church" by courtesy. The Church of Ireland is a Church in

the fullest sense, entirely independent of the Church of England,
although in communion with her. So is the Protestant Episcopal
Church of the United States. No Colonial Churches are quite as

independent as these two, and their degree of independence varies
;

but some of them, notably New Zealand, are sufficiently so to

entitle them to be bond fide " Churches," and not merely branches

racy
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of a Church. In the use m this History, therefore, of the phrase Pakt VII.
" Native Church," nothing more is necessarily meant than 1S62-72.

" Native Christian community " in a larger or smaller area. But ChapjjS,

" Native Church Council " is correct ; for in C.M.S. nomenclature
it does not mean " Native-Church Council," but " Native Church-
Council," the hyphen understood (though superfluous in print)

coming between the second and third words, and not between the
first and second. The body so called is not strictly a " Council

"

of the "Native-Church," but a "Church-Council" of certain

Native Christians.

In India, with which this chapter is chiefly concerned, all How is a

Native Christians in the C.M.S. Missions are members of the church /n

Church of England, though it may be only pro tern. They are
^re'are°d'^^

baptized by clergy licensed by bishops of the Church of England, for ?

are confirmed by those bishops, and worship according to the

forms of the Church of England. That this should always be the

case, no one hopes ; but it will probably be so—if the present

dispensation lasts—for a long time. Meanwhile the relation of

the Native Church, or Native part of the Church, to the English
Bishops and diocesan organization in India is a difficult problem

;

and it had to be faced by Venn and the C.M.S. Committee when
they were working out the Church Council system. We have
already seen, in our Thirty-third Chapter, that they were strongly

opposed to plans put forward by the S.P.G. for the establishment pians for

of a new English bishopric in Tinnevelly. They urged that it
'"^hops.

would be better for the interests of the Native Christians that a

local episcopate in their midst should be deferred until there

could be a Native bishop, and that meanwhile, all the essential

advantages of episcopacy were secured by the oversight of the

Bishop of Madras. But, it may be asked, where was their con-

sistency in opposing a Tinnevelly bishopric while they were
arranging to transfer a large part of the Society's West African

work to the Bishop of Sierra Leone ? In Tinnevelly, both the

Native Christians and the Native clergy were much more
numerous than in Sierra Leone : why, then, could not a bishop be

welcomed there likewise ? The reason, evidently, was this. The
" Articles of Arrangement " for Sierra Leone, before noticed, care-

fully defined the powers of the bishop. He would have all the

authority a bishop has in England, and more ; but it would not

be unlimited. But in India the power of the bishops was practi-

cally unlimited. The concordat with Bishop Daniel Wilson

had worked well, and had sufficiently guarded the Society's

reasonable rights and interests, both under him and under other

bishops ; but not one of them was bound by it ; and a bishop

in whose appointment the Society would have no voice, and living,

not at Madi'as, but in the midst of Tinnevelly, might conceivably

prove a hindrance and not a help to the work. And the Com-
mittee believed at the time that such an appointment would
indefinitely postpone the establishment of a Native bishopric, for
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Part VII. which they fondly hoped. The project was abandoned ; Init none
18(32-72. the less remote did a Native bishopric seem. Other proposals
C hap. .55. ^^Q-^Q made from various quarters, but came to nothing. Sub-

sequent developments will appear in future chapters.

In 1870, within a few weeks of each other, two incidents

occurred which, though not directly connected with C.M.S.
Missions, suggested to the Society, and may suggest to us, some
interesting considerations bearing on the subject of this chapter.

One was a deputation to the Committee from Jamaica ; the other

was the first Anniversary of the Hibernian Auxiliary after the

disestablishment of the Irish Church,
impor- 1. It will be remembered that the Society, thirty years before,

the'system
'^'^'^^ Carried on an important Mission among the Jamaica Negroes,

illustrated but that it had been given up, partly under the financial pressuie

injamaica. of 1841, and partly because the regular Church establishment in

the island seemed quite ready and able to take over the work. But
the result had been very disappointing ; and it was admitted on all

hands that the condition of the people religiously was distinctly

worse than before the epoch of Emancipation. The usual course

among unreflecting onlookers was to throw the blame on the

Church Missionary Society ; but in 1867 Venn addressed a long

letter to the Bishop of Jamaica, "''' showing that the Society had
left to the Colonial Church buildings, agencies, men, in fact " a

going concern." " It becomes," he wrote, " a question of very

deep interest in the science of modern Missions, How is the

sudden collapse of the Jamaica Mission to be explained?" In
answering this question, he contrasted Jamaica with Sierra Leone.
In both colonies, the subjects of the work were liberated Negro
slaves ; but those in Sierra Leone were distinctly in a more
degraded and seemingly hopeless condition than those in Jamaica :

yet in West Africa there was now a Negro Church, a large

number of Negro clergy, and even a Negro bishop. The explana-

tion of the difference was, he argued, simply this, that in Sierra

Leone the principle of a Native Church with a Native Ministry

had been adopted, and in Jamaica it had not ; and Venn offered

detailed suggestions for adopting it without further delay. And
now Disestablishment and Disendowment fell upon the Church in

Jamaica, and in May, 1870, two Archdeacons and two other

clergymen from that island came over and appealed to the Society

for help.f This it was not possible for it to render; but an
interesting article and appeal, by one of them, was inserted in

the Intelligencer , with a view to its eliciting contributions from
individual friends. The whole incident furnished a strong con-

firmation of the expediency of the C.M.S. method which has been
described in this chapter.

* Printed in full in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1867.

f One of them was the Rev. E. Nuttall, now Archbisluip of Jamaica and
Primate of the West Indies.
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2. In 1869 the Church of Ireland was disestabHshed. In the Part VII.

early months of 1870 the General Convention of the Church met l^^^''^^

and agreed upon the Statutes for the constitution of the future ^^'^^^-

Church. The more important of these were printed by Eidgeway Disestab-

in the CM. Intelligencer, by way of comparison with w^hat the
'j'^^^^J^^"^

°^

Society was doing in a humbler way in the Mission-field. The church

partial and gradual withdrawal of C.M.S. funds from the infant ^Th^^hf
Christian communities he compared with the sudden abstraction with-

from the Irish Church of the larger part of its resources, illus- c^m^s.°
trating it, as w^as his wont, from the operations of gardening :

—

" It is not by such an abrupt wrenching that the Church Missionary
Society proceeds. The process it pursues is more like laj^ering or root-
grafting. The new organizations gathered from among various ranks and
conditions of the Heathen, and grouped together like congregations, are
like the flexible branches which are used in layering. They are bent to-

wards the humid soil, and pegged down, so as to be retained in their new
position, for the natural tendencies of the branch are otherwise, and so
it is with oiu- Native converts. Through our efforts they were brought out
of Heathenism. They owe their birth to us, and their tendency is to lean
upon us, and we are obliged to use a tender violence towards these their

natin-al tendencies—we peg them down, and compel them to tlo something
for themselves ; but we do not sever them from us by a sudden wrencli.

We do not part company from them until first of all they have struck

root. The root-graft, or layer, is cautiously dealt with. It is partially

severed from the parent stem—partially, but not altogether. We with-
draw a portion of our pecuniary aid, not from unkindness, but by a loving

force to make it put forth independent eflbrt ; and then, when the roots

are sufliciently developed, the branch is severed from the stem."*

Eidgeway himself was one of the Society's deputation in April to

th'e Hibernian Auxiliary C.M.S., and he gives an account of the meet-
ing, held under the shadow of the Disestablishment. The summary
of his own addi'ess is singularly interesting. He showed how the

Irish Church in Elizabeth's time had been dealt with just as some
Churchmen desire to deal with infant Churches gathered out of

Heathendom, and as the C.M.S. had striven not io deal with them,
viz., by a process of Anglicizing ; and he exhorted Irish Church-
men, if they desired to carry on evangelistic work among their

Eoman Catholic fellow-countrymen, to do so on sound missionary

principles.!

This chapter has treated merely of the earlier history of these great

questions. "We shall meet them again, in varied aspects and
under varied conditions. There are still wide differences of opinion

as to the particular methods that should be employed in building up
Native Churches. But there is now practical unanimity as to the

aim. We are not to seek to reproduce among x^siatic and x\frican Asiatic and

peoples the exact image of the Church of England, with all the churches

peculiar features, controversial and otherwise, that have come ^^ ^y^^^^si.

down from the sixth or the sixteenth century. We want the

• * CM. Intelligencer^ August, 1870. t '^*^'^ ^^^*^-
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Part VII. Churches of Africa to be African, the Churches of Asia to be Asiatic.
1862-72. Lgi; ^}^Q Niger and Uganda, let India and Ceylon, let China and
lap^o.

Japan, stamp their own national characteristics upon their future

Churches. " If," says Bishop Westcott,

—

" we could establish the loftiest type of Western Christianity in India
as the paramount religion—and it is, I believe, wholly impossible to do
so—our triumph would be in the end a loss to Christendcm. We
should lose the very lessons which in the providence of God India has
to teach us." *

By what steps the Churches of Asia and Africa will move forward
to their Oriental position and character, in what respects they will

differ from Western Christendom, who shall say ? Meanwhile,
our part is to take our steps, slowly it may be, one by one upon the

right path. And if Anglican Missions succeed in doing this, it

will be largely due to the initiative of Henry Venn and the Church
Missionary Society. Domine clirige nos !

* Religious Office 0/ the Universities, p. 33.
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CHAPTER LVI.

Ebb-Tide in Africa.

Discouragements of the Period: Livingstone's Last Journeys ; South
African Difficuhies; Universities' Mission Trials; Krapf's Inde-
pendent Attempts; Captive Missionaries in Abyssinia and Ashanti;
Suspension of C.M.S. Missions—East African Slave Trade—The
Yoruba Tribal War—Disputes between Egbas and British—Destruc-
tion of Ishagga and Ijaye—C.M.S. and Governor Glover—Dahomey
invades Abeokuta—A Wonderful Deliverance—John Okenla—The
Hinderers at Ibadan : Five Years' Sufferings—Peace at Last

—

Progress of Lagos—The Missionaries expelled from Abeokuta—

•

The " Bush not burnt"—The Hinderers again—Her Death—Union
of Yoruba Christians—The Mission at Lagos—Sierra Leone : the

Native Church; the Missionaries; the Jubilee; Bishop Cheetham
—Imperfections of West African Christianity—Pope Hennessy
and Blyden.

" tarry thou the Lord's leisure."—Ps. xxvii. 16, P.B.V.
" Then said I, Lord, how long ?

"—Isa. vi. 11.

UR present period, which we have found to be in so Part VII.

many ways a time of discouragement and of retrogres- 1862-72.

sion, was emphatically so in Africa. There were ^P"

exceptions, as we shall see ; but for the most part, all

over the Dark Continent, it was a Dark Period. Or,

to adopt Bishop Wilberforce's picturesque illustration referred to

in our Fifty-fourth Chapter, it was a Period of Ebb Tide.

1. It was the period of Livingstone's later travels, of the death Living-

of his wife in an African forest, of the failure of his lake steamer, last years,

of his disappointment at the British Government abandoning its

Zambesi Expedition, of the distress he endured from the Portuguese

slave-traders, and then, after his last visit to England in 1864, of

his weary journeys, bodily sufferings, and heart-sickness around
Lakes Tanganyika and Bangweolo, and of his terrible revelations

concerning the Arab Slave Trade ; of the persistent rumours of his

death, of Stanley's search for him, and of his refusal to come home
when found at Ujiji. And on May 1st, 1873, four months after

our period closes with the death of Henry Venn, David Living-

stone was found dead on his knees at Ilala.

2. It was the period of disaster and disappointment in some of |^'^a'^ •"

the South African Missions. The Boers were oppressing the Africa.

Native tribes ; the Makololo Mission of the London Missionary

Society, undertaken at Livingstone's instance, came to a premature

end by the deaths of all the party except one ; the Makololo tribe
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PaktYII. itself was utterly destroyed by its foes; the L.M.S. Matabele
1862-72. IMission, another of Livingstone's projects, and started under the
Chap. 06. auspices of Moffat, proved a long and weary struggle with the

stolidity of the people, although there were converts who were

martyred ; in 1870, Eobert Moffat himself left Africa finally, after

fifty-three years' devoted service ; and it was not till the end of

1872, just as our period closes, that the beneficent reign of the

Christian chief, Khama, began at Shoshong. But meanwhile, the

gold fever, the diamond discoveries, and the scramble for " claims,"

had commenced, which led on to much fighting and bloodshed in

after years, and greatly harassed missionary work.
Bishop 3. It was the period of Bishop Golenso's heresies, his deposition
o enso.

£)^,Qj-Q ]^jg ggg ]-,y Bishop Gray, and all the consequent troubles,

—

which have been already noticed.

Trials of 4. It was the period of disaster, and of hope deferred, in the

v'^rsities"' yo^i^g Universities' Mission. On January 31st, 1862, the sainted
Mission. Bishop Mackenzie fell asleep on the banks of the Shire. Just a

year later Bishop Tozer was consecrated, and, as Bishop Jackson

of Lincoln anticipated in the consecration sermon, had, "with a

courage gi-eater perhaps than would be demanded by martyrdom,

to withdraw from a post no longer tenable for God, and to turn

elsewhere the peaceful invasion of the Gospel." It almost broke

Livingstone's heart to see Tozer leaving the Zambesi region : he
declared he could " sit down and cry." ' Dear Bishop," he

wrote, " if you go, the last ray of hope for this wretched, down-
trodden people disappears." But experience proved the wisdom
of the move, as the later history of the Mission shows ; and
Livingstone's Scottish fellow-countrymen, long afterwards, brought

revived hope to the banks of the Shire. Not immediately,

however, did the good points of Tozer' s policy appear. There
were years of " hope deferred " at Zanzibar, although the first

five converts were baptized in 1865 (one of whom was afterwards

ordained), and although the first work on the mainland was begun
temporarily in 1868, in Usambara. Not until Edward Steere

became Bishop in 1874 did the Mission's brighter days begin.'''

Krapfs 5. It was the period of two of Krapf's later enterprises, both

of which brought trial and sorrow. First, his famous "Pilgrim

Mission" and "Apostles' Street" (which was to have twelve

stations, named after the twelve Apostles), in the Nile Valley,

came to grief. Secondly, he planted a Methodist Mission in East

Africa, which, like others, had to bear disappointment and deferred

hope throughout om: period, though two of the agents, Wakefield

and New, proved excellent philologists and explorers.
Captives in 6_ It was the period of Theodore's tyranny in Abyssinia, and of

yssinia.
^^ frigbtful Sufferings of the London Jews' Society's faithful

missionary Stern and his companions. For five weary years,

* The trials of the Universities' Mission were not all in Africa. There was
dissatisfaction at home. The Giwirciwn criticized it in leading articles more
than once.
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from 1863 to 1868, did their captivity and cruel ill-treatment last ; Part VII,

years, however, in which the Lord made their prayers and patience l''^62-72.

influential, through the power of the Holy Ghost, ito the conversion ^''^2^'^-

to Him of not a few of their fellow-prisoners, and even of their

guards. It was not till a British Consul and officers were also

seized hy the merciless king, that England interposed, and sent
Sir Eobert Napier with an army to Magdala.''' What must
Easter Day, 1868, the day of deliverance, have been to the
captives! "A resurrection festival, indeed," wi'ote Stern, "a
foretaste of that glorious resurrection when decay and mortality
shall be exchanged for life and everlasting beauty !

"

7. It was the period, too, of the captivity and sufferings of Captives in

the Basle missionaries, Eamseyer and Kiihne, with the former's

wife and child, in Ashanti. In 1869, the year following Napier's
Abyssinian campaign, they were taken prisoners and sent to

Coomassie ; and there they suffered for four years. Fortunately
for them, the king of Ashanti then invaded the British Protectorate

on the Gold Coast ; and this—not the captivity of a missionary

—

led to Sir Garnet Wolseley's x\shanti Expedition in 1873, and so

to their release. Let it be mentioned in passing that it was in

connexion with this Expedition that Captain (afterwards Sir John)
Glover's famous Hausa and Yoruba corps was raised, and that, of

all the irregular forces also raised by Glover for the march to

Coomassie, the only bands that proved reliable were two composed christian

of Christian converts of the Basle Mission. The rest quite failed soffieTs^
^^

him ; and he reported officially to Sir G. Wolseley thus :

—

" To this unfavourable report I must make one exception. There are
two bodies of Christians, each numbering about 109 men. They woj'e

accompanied by catechists belonging to the Basle Mission, and had daily

morning and evening prayer, to which they were regularly summoned by
a bell. In the conflict with the enemy on Christmas Daj% they were in

the van, and behaved admirably. Their march was orderly and soldierly,

and they liave shown themselves the only reliable troops among the
many Native forces latelj' assembled on the Volta." f

These praying African soldiers were laughed at ; but where ?

In the British House of Commons ! \

8. It was the period of suspension of the C.M.S. Mission to Temne

the Temne tribes in the Hinterland of Sierra Leone. In 1860 su'sp^ended.

the mission-house at Magbele had been plundered and burnt, and

* When Sir E. Napier's Expedition was being organized, tlie Government
applied for information to two old C.M.S. missionaries who had formerly been
in Abyssinia, viz., Krapf, then retired in Germany, and Blumliardt, still

working in Bengal. The former joined the Expedition for a time as

interpreter.
-j- CM. Intelliiiencer, July, 1874, p. 195. See also Sir R. Temple's chapter

on the Ashanti campaign in the Life <f Sir John Glover, p. 217.

+ On May 3rd, 1874. The next day was the C.M.S. Anniversary; and both

Mr. Arthur Mills, then M.P. for Exeter, and Sir John Kennaway, who presided

in the evening, quoted Glover's despatch, and deprecated the sarcasms it had
provoked ; as also did Bishop E. Bickersteth of Eipon.
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Part VII. the Negro missionary compelled to flee for his life ; and during the
1862-72. following years several attempts to reopen the Mission failed.

Chap. 56.
Y[o\, till 1875 was Port Lokkoh occupied.

9. It was the period of virtual suspension of the C.M.S. East

Africa Mission ; of Eehmann's growing infirmities, and of the

failure of successive efforts to revive the work. Of this more
presently.

10. It was the period of w\ar, anxiety, and suffering in the

Yoruba Mission, and ultimately of the expulsion of the missionaries

from Abeokuta. Of this also more presently.

Exceptions There were in the C.M.S. Missions in Africa, during our period,
^° **^^ tw^o exceptions to the generally discouraging circumstances. It

fioom^ was the epoch of the commencement of the Sierra Leone Church
on an independent footing, and of the consecration of Bishop
Crowther for the promising Niger Mission. In neither case was
everything bright ; but upon the whole they certainly relieved the

general gloom. The former will claim notice in this chapter.

The latter must have a chapter to itself. But upon the whole, the

period was for the African mission-field a period of ebb-tide. Yet

as we stand upon the shore and watch the widening expanse of

sand as the sea recedes, we know that every moment is bringing

the hour nearer when the flowing tide will return. And ere long

it did return in Africa, as we shall see in the next section of our

History.

Let us first glance at the East Africa Mission, and the Slave

Rebmann Trade. We left Eebmann alone at Rabai. Twice he w^as driven

away by incursions of the Masai warriors, and sometimes for many
months at a time he was at Mombasa ; but whether at Rabai or

at Mombasa he w^as constantly occupied in linguistic work. Now
and then a baptism w^as reported, particularly in 1861, when Abe
Gunga and his son Nyondo were baptized, by the names of

Abraham and Isaac ; the latter of whom became Rebmann's
faithful personal attendant. Year by year, half a dozen lines

were all that the Society's Annual Report gave to East Africa

;

and on two occasions it was entirely omitted.

But all this while, though the East Africa Mission was not

flourishing, something else was flourishing, both in the Portuguese
territories in Mozambique and in the dominions of the Sultan of

East Zanzibar—the East African Slave Trade. This in the main was

siave^" an export trade to the ports on the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf,
Trade. for the supply of Egypt, Arabia, and Persia ; and it was almost

entirely in the hands of Mohammedan Arabs. So far back as

1822, in the days when England was keenly alive to the duty of

suppressing the Slave Trade, the attention of the British Govern-
ment was drawn to this traffic ; and in that year a treaty to limit

its area and scope was extorted from the Imam of Muscat, who
ruled also over the Zanzibar coast. It forbade all slave-trading

except within the Imam's dominions ; but as the greater part of

at Rabai.
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the traffic was between his territories on the two opposite coasts Part VII.
of East Africa and Arabia, this treaty was virtually a dead letter. 1862-72.

In 1845, another was obtained, giving liberty to British cruisers ^^'^P- ^^^

to seize and confiscate slave-trading vessels in certain circum- British

stances ;
and when, in 1861, the Government of India interfered '^^"'^^''^ ""^

between two rivals for the late Imam's dominions, and settled Coast!'^

their dispute by insisting on one taking the Asiatic and the other
the African part, the export of slaves to Arabia was no longer
domestic trade, and therefore became illegal. But the coastwise
trade along the hundreds of miles of coast appertaining to Zanzibar
was still permitted ; so that slaves brought from the south could be
conveyed with impunity to the northern ports, whence it was
easy to run the blockade and reach the shores of Arabia.

However, the British ships, though few, and inadequate to their
task, did catch a good many slave dhows (as the Arab vessels are
called) from time to time ; and as it was not safe to put the slaves
thus rescued on African shores again, they were taken to Bombay. East

The first case was in 1847, shortly after the second treaty, which ^e"""
allowed of slave-ships being arrested ; forty-three girls and twelve |J*^^^

^*

boys being landed at Bombay, who had been rescued in the
°^ ^^'

Persian Gulf. What to do with them the authorities did not
know; but they sent for Isenberg, the C.M.S. German missionary
who had been Krapf 's comrade in Abyssinia, and who had now been
three years in India, and he found that he could communicate
with some of them who were of the Galla tribe. But the Bombay
Government would not commit them to the care of the Missiori>

for fear of offending the Mohammedans—so they said !

'• They
were distributed among Moslem and Hindu famihes, to be
servants. Isenberg, however, kept his eye upon several of them,
and did what he could to be kind to them and influence them for

good ; and in after years other liberated slaves came under his

care, received Christian instruction, and were baptized. Mrs.
Jerrom, too, the excellent widow of a missionary, had an orphan
school, and received some of the girl-slaves, seven of whom were
baptized by the Eev. Daji Pandurang in 1857, and others after-

wards. Deimler, also, who worked among the Bombay Moham-
medans, watched over many of these ex-slaves who, having grown
up, became employes on the railway and elsewhere.

Meanwhile, W. S. Price had, in 1855, established the Christian

village of Sharanpur, near Nasik, at which several industries were Nasik and

carried on. When, in 1860, he went on furlough, Isenberg took ^'^"P"''-

charge of Sharanpur, and moved thither the African boys who
had been under his own care, and subsequently also the girls

;

and when Price returned to his post, the African Asylum, as it

was now called, became a special object of labour and solicitude.

The inmates were supported and taught trades at the expense of

* Gundert's Life of Isenberg, English edition, p. 54. It is significant that

the Governor of Bombay at this time was Sir George Clerk, whose hostility

to Missions we have before noticed. (See pp. 246, 251.)
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Part VII. Government ; and Sir Bartle Frere, who was now Governor of
isfJ2-7_2. Bomliay, took a warm interest in the work. About two hundred
( liap^) ).

\f^.i^^..,^^^ Hberated slaves passed through this institution, most of

Sir Bartle whoiB became Christians. It soon dawned upon the minds of
Frere and

^^j-^g brethren that some of these people might with advantage
Price. return to Africa and be used in the Mission at Eabai. Isenberg

had been in Africa ; Deimler had been originally appointed to the

East Africa Mission, though he had not joined it ; and both of

them corresponded with Eebmann on the subject. At length, in

1864, just after Isenberg left India and went home to die, two
young Christian Africans of the Yao tribe, married to Galla girls,

and two Yao girls intended for wives for two of Eebmann's
Wanika converts, were sent by Price and Deimler from Bombay

Christian to Mombasa ; Sir Bartle and Lady Frere giving each of them a

sent'to'^^ handsome English Bible on their departure. One of the men,
Mombasa, who had been baptized by the name of William Jones, was a

blacksmith ; the other, Ishmael Semler, was a carpenter. A
third, George David, followed a little later. Their advent excited

great astonishment. The Mombasa Mohammedans, who looked

down on the heathen tribes, were amazed to see two Yao men
who could speak and write English and Hindustani. When
Eebmann heard them sing Christian hymns at their family

worship, he cried for joy. Two of the men, Jones and Semler,

became in after years the first two Native clergymen of the

Eastern Equatorial Africa Mission ;
* and G. David would have

been ordained also but for his death. The old story of West
Africa was repeated. Our God turned the (slave-trade) curse

into a blessing.

Meanwhile, Livingstone's earlier travels, and his first book,

and his addresses while in England in 1857, had begun to open
the eyes of Englishmen to the realities of the East African Slave

Trade ; and in 1858 he went back to Africa commissioned by
Government as leader of the Zambesi Expedition, and as H.M.

Living- Consul, especially to grapple with the slave traffic. The Expe-

the"siave ditiou was a partial failure ; the Portuguese on the Zambesi
Trade. dogged the great traveller's steps and threw every possible

obstacle in his way ; and he wrote, " If Christianity were not

divine, it would be trampled out by its professors." In 1864 he
sailed for England xia Bombay, taking with him two African lads,

The Nasik Chuma f and Wykatane, whom he left at Bombay with Dr. John
°y^-

Wilson for training, and picked up again when he returned

thither en route for Africa. In September, 1865, he visited

Sharanpur, and engaged nine of Price's young Africans to go
with him ; and these afterwards became famous as his " Nasik
boys."

In that same year, 1864, Zanzibar was for the first time iDrought

* But tliey were not in Africa all the time. Both were in Boiiibay aj^ain

for a while.

t Chuma had been a mission boy under Bishop Mackenzie on the Shire.
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into monthly postal communication with this country. Letters Part VII.

were sent from Aden to the Seychelles Islands, and thence to 1862-72.

Zanzibar. At this time Bishop Eyan of Mauritius visited
C hap. 56.

England, and stated that many liberated slaves were now settled East Africa

both in Mauritius and in the Seychelles ; and various hopeful ^1"^^'^*^'^

plans suggested by him led the Committee to place the East Mauritius.

Africa Mission, such as it was, under his superintendence—

a

measure, too, which anticipated any possible (and very natural)

suggestion that it should come under the Universities' Mission
Bishopric, which had just been located at Zanzibar, and whose
bishop. Dr. Tozer, in this same year visited Eabai. The result

was that for eight years, 1865-72, " East Africa " in the Society's

Keport appeared, not among other Africa Missions, but after India

and Ceylon, under the head of Mauritius.

Three times did the Committee send a man to be Eebmann's
colleague ; but the first, J. Taylor, in 1864, died almost imme-
diately, and the second, E. Parnell, in 1866, was driven back by
an affection of his eyes before he reached Africa. The third,

T. H. Sparshott, in 1867, was out five years, and again, a little

later, for two years more. He was backwards and forwards

between the Seychelles, Mauritius, and Mombasa ; but the openings

for work were few, and the Committee, in 1871, were seriously

contemplating the final abandonment of the Mission. Eebmann
himself was now blind and a wreck ; his wife had been taken from

him in 1866 ; and though all persuasions failed to induce him to

return home, the spirit was no longer in him which breathed in

a remarkable letter he wrote to the Society in the hopeful year

above-mentioned, 1864. One passage from that letter is so strik- Rebmann's

ing that it well deserves to be quoted here before we leave the prophefy.

East Coast for the present. There had been some suggestion that

Mombasa was not the right place for the headquarters of the

Mission ; and Eebmann wrote :

—

" It is true that the most frequented, and for the present the most

important high-road into the interior is that opposite to the Island of

Zanzibar ; but the position occupied by us must not be undervalued.

Mombas, with a harbour which has been called by English seamen a

splendid one, is not only a port next in importance to Zanzibar, but,

situated as it is within the coast-hne of the continent, affords greater

facilities for direct intercourse with the Heathen ; and having till now
less of commerce in our quarters, we have also less of thorns choking the

good seed. Moreover, being opposite to the Victoria Nyanza, and with

its two noble arms from the sea pointing to the most interesting, most

remarkable, and, through the snow-covered kings of mountains, now the

most distinguished portion of Africa ; with caravan routes, not insigniti-

cant, leading to the yet mysterious territory of the source of the Nile

;

—Mombas, poor and degraded though it be at present, may still have

an important and even glorious destiny."

Prophetic words indeed ! And well was it for the Church Mis-

sionary Society, and for the cause of Christ in Africa, that John

Eebmann clung to his post amid all his infirmities, and thus

VOL. n. F f
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Part VII. bridged the interval between Krapf s grand proposals and the Frere
1862-72. Town, the Uganda Mission, and the British East Africa of the

Let us now step across the Continent westward, and view the

Yoruba Yoruba Mission. A period of much trial in this Mission began in
Mission,

^j^^ y^^^ 1860. Up to that time everything had prospered, under

the fostering care of Townsend, Gollmer, Hinderer, Maser, Mann,
and Biihler. The coast stations, Lagos and Badagry, were un-

fruitful ; but at Abeokuta the Church continued to grow, despite fre-

quent persecution of the converts ; and at several other towns the

work was promising, notably at Ijaye under Mann and at Ibadan

under Hinderer, Altogether there were already some 2000 Negro
Christians; not all converts, however, for many were Sierra Leone
ex-slaves, who had returned to their fatherland and were now
prosperous traders.

Tribal In 1860, however, war broke out between different branches of

Yorub'r'^''^
*^® Yoruba nation. It will be remembered that Abeokuta, the

Country. Egba Capital, was a new city, built when the scattered Egba tribe

came together again after their country had been desolated by the

Mohammedans from the north. Its remarkable growth and pros-

perty, due in part to the energy of the Egba ex-slaves who had
returned from Sierra Leone, and to its active commencement of

commerce with the outer world after the British squadron had
suppressed the slave-trade at Lagos, had awakened the jealousy,

not only of Dahomey—-as we have before seen,—but of other

branches of the Yoruba people themselves. The Egbas, on their

part, having repiilsed attacks from Dahomey, and from the Moham-
medans of Uorin, had grown vain and selfish, and stopped the

roads to the coast, with a view to keeping the trade in their own
hands. Another tribe, the Jebus, did the same ; and the two
chief routes being closed, the people of Ibadan and other northern

towns were cut off from communication with Lagos. War ensued

between Ibadan and Abeokuta, which lasted some years.

But war in West Africa is of a peculiar type. There is a cessa-

tion of friendly intercourse ; a state of general hostility
;
petty

skirmishes from time to time, resulting in the capture of a handful

of men on one side or the other to be sold as slaves ; but scarcely

ever anything that deserves the name of a battle, except when
a town is assaulted. The "war-boys" would form entrenched

camps, and watch for opportunities of picking off stragglers or

plundering supplies ; and that might go on for months and years,

with no decisive result, but with disastrous consequences to the

farms which in peaceful times covei'ed the country, and to legiti-

mate commerce, and grievous interference with missionary opera-

tions. In the case before us, there were additional complications

through the attitude of the British Government at Lagos. That
port was finally annexed to England in 1861, and for the next few

years the leading spirit there, first as Commandant and then as
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Governor, was Captain Glover, one of the ablest and most vigorous Part VII.

of the Queen's representatives in remote colonies and new posses- l''<C2-72.

sions. Glover strongly favoured the Ibadans, and opposed the
^W- ^^-

policy of the Egbas ; and the latter, pressed now on two sides, by capta

Ibadan on the north-east and by Dahomey on the south-west, and '^''^

imagining that England was no longer their friend as she had
been in the days of the Queen's letter,"^' refused to receive a
British vice-consul at Abeokuta. Naturally the missionaries Divided

became to some extent involved in these differences. Townsend crM^.s!^
'"

and the other Abeokuta men took the Egbas' side, considering that

it was misjudged by the British authorities at Lagos ; and Abeo-
kuta being at that time the most popular of all the Society's Missions,

the Society at home found itself opposed to Glover's policy. On
the other hand, Hinderer warmly favoured the Ibadans, and
thought Townsend unjust to them. Yet all the while Townsend's
great caution, in all that he said openly, led the Egbas to dou.bt

whether he was not really in league with their enemies. So early

as 1860, the rising difficulties were one of the causes that led to

Henry Venn penning his inemorable Instructions on the Relation

of Missionaries to Politics,! which, while administering judicious

cautions, strongly vindicated the right of the missionary to hold

his opinion, and to express it in legitimate ways, wherever the

cause of liberty or humanity or Christianity was involved. The
differences, however, in Yoruba, became much more acute after

that.

The Yoruba War did not stop the progress of the Mission within Good work

the territory of Abeokuta. T. King, the excellent Egba clergyman, kut^!'^°"

was progressing with his Yoruba translation of the Scriptures,

until his death in 1862 ; and in the midst of the war the Christians

held a meeting to express their thanks to the Bible Society for

printing God's book, and made a collection for its funds of over

£20. BUhler was training young Christian Negroes for missionary

service, one of whom is now well known as Bishop Phillips ; but

he too left Africa sick in 1865, and died in Germany a few months
after. Townsend was the leader all the while, and interesting

accounts of baptisms came home year by year. The faithfulness,

the patience, and, when needed, the courage, of the Christians

increased their influence and added to their numbers. The Rev.

W. Moore, a Negro clergyman in charge of Oshielle—a neighbour-

ing village where there were many Christians,—said the war would

do good, quoting a Yoruba proverb that "a man who is beaten,

when the pain is over, is a different man from one who has not

been beaten at all." But grievous disasters ensued elsewhere.

Of the sufferings of Mr. and Mrs. Hinderer in Ibadan we will

hear something presently. Two towns in alliance with Abeokuta

were attacked and destroyed, in March, 1862 ; one, Ishagga, by Dahomians

the Dahomians, and the other, Ijaye, by the Ibadans. The ilha'gga.

* See p. 104. t •'^ee p. 30-i.

F f 2
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capture of Ishagga was accompanied, as usual in Dahomian war-
fai-e, by every kind of barbarity. Several Christians there were
murdered or sold as slaves, and one was taken to Abomey and
publicly crucified. This was supposed, from such evidence as

could be procured, to be Dohei'ty, the Negro catechist in charge
of the station ; but some years after it was found to have been
another Christian. Doherty, however, long remained a slave

;

and curiously enough, the bloodthirsty king used to make him
read the Scriptures to him. At length his death was deter-

mined on, and he was to be killed with a portion of Scripture in

one hand and a lamp in the other, that he might be lighted into

the world of spirits and there give God's messages to the last

king. By mistake the executioner put another slave to death
instead !—and in 1866 Doherty was released, and again became a

catechist.

The other town, Ijaye, was a promising station occupied by the

Rev. A. and Mrs. Mann. When its fate seemed certain, an English

naval officer, Lieutenant Dolben, of H.M.S. Frometlieus, accom-
panied by Mr. E. Roper, a newly-arrived lay missionary from
England, bravely made his way thither, and brought away Mr.
and Mrs. Mann in safety, the latter being very ill—indeed she died a

few weeks later. Roper, however, insisted on remaining, to care for

the Native Christians ; and the very next day after the Manns got

away, the attacking ar'ny captured the town, seized the Christians

for slaves, and carried Roper captive to Ibadan, treating him with
much cruelty on the way. When Hinderer heard of this he went
to the chiefs and begged for his release ; but they refused unless

he was ransomed by the payment of ten slaves, ten guns, ten kegs
of powder, and other goods. They allowed him, however, to live

with the Hinderers, on his parole that he would not leave the

town ; and there he stayed during the remaining years of that

trying time.

The King of Dahomey, encouraged by the Egba reverses, and
also imagining, from the attitude of Captain Glover, that England
no longer cared for its o\^inotc(]i' Abeokuta, now resolved to effect,

if possible, its total destruction. Commander Perry, R.N., reported

from Whydah, the Dahomian port, that the Native Christians

captured at Ishagga had all been cruelly massacred, and that if Abeo-
kuta fell, the same fate would befall the 1500 Christians there, and
the European missionaries likewise. Commodore Eardley Wilmot,
the commander of the British West African Squadron, there-

upon went himself with a strong guard to Abomey, to persuade
the king to desist from his cruelties, and to spare Abeokuta ; but

he entirely failed, and the Dahomian army was ordered to prepare

to destroy the city utterly and put white and black Christians alike

to the sword. Captain Glover now issued a proclamation, charging
all Europeans to come away from Abeokuta. This the missionaries

refused to do, determining to share the fate of their converts,

whether it were a mighty deliverance from the Lord or a cruel
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death permitted by Him ; whereupon Glover proclaimed a blockade, Part VII,

closed the road, and forbad supplies or ammunition being sent ^^^~'^^'

from Lagos to what was believed to be the doomed city— a step, as
^^'

it appeared afterwards, not approved by the English naval officers
/'

In Lagos therewerenow many well-to-do Christian Negro merchants,
whose business was largely with Abeokuta ; and their indignation
against Glover found vent in letters to Mr. Venn, whom they knew
to be their true friend. The C.M.S. Committee, after "a long
and anxious discussion," in which they were " assisted by the Earl
of Harrowby, Sir T. D. Acland, Admiral Denman, Captains Coote
and Bedingfield, and other friends of Africa," went on deputation

to the Colonial Secretary, the Duke of Newcastle, "to urge
upon him the removal of the hostile policy pursued by the Governor
of Lagos against Abeokuta." The Duke, beneath the necessary
official caution, evinced genuine sympathy ; and in the next Annual
Report (1863) the Committee spoke in plain language of what they
considered the errors of Captain Glover. And they heartily

approved of the conduct of the missionaries in not leaving their

posts, significantly quoting our Lord's words about the hireling

fleeing when the wolf cometh.
But meanwhile, the imminent danger of Abeokuta roused to an imminent

unwonted keenness of sympathy the whole C.M.S. circle ; and all Abeokuta.

over England, in the winter of 1862-3, special prayer-meetings Prayer in

were held to entreat the mercy of God for what was then one of
England,

the dearest spots on earth. The Committee issued a circular,

saying, " There is not a moment to be lost. There is no arm of

flesh to lean upon. But there is One on high who is mightier than
the noise of many waters, yea, than the mighty waves of the sea,"

—and referring to the case of " the proud Assyrian," Sennacherib,

of whom the Lord by Isaiah's mouth said, " He shall not come into

this city, nor shoot an arrow there, nor come before it with shield,

nor cast a bank against it ... by the way that he came, by the

same shall he return, and not enter into this city." f When the

Society met for its Anniversary in May, all that the Committee
could say was that " all the missionaries remained at their posts,"

and that there was " a calm dependence upon the help of the Lord
amongst the converts, who were daily meeting together for prayer."

But a few days after, joyful news arrived that prayer had been heard answerto

and answered ; and answered in the most literal and wonderful prayer

way. The Committee's circular had invited prayer " that Dahomey
might he restrained, and compelled to return to his oivn land, if it

might he ivithout hloodshedding." " We felt," wrote Eidgeway
in the Intelligencer, "that in asking this we were asking a hard

thing, but not too hard for the Lord." Yet He so ordered it.

* This appears from Admiral Sir F. W. Grey's evidence before a Parlia-

mentary Committee (CM. Intelligencer, January, 1868).

t A very strikiiisr, tei'se, pointed appeal for prayer was issued in Yorksliire

by the Rev. R. 0. Billing, then one of the most energetic of C.M.S. Association

Secretaries, afterwards Bishop of Bedford.
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Tlic, Dahomian army did return to its otun cotintry luithout a battle,

and almost loitJiout bloodsitedding. And Biihler, in writing from
Abeokuta, quoted the very passage which the Committee had
quoted in their circular :

—"The King of Dahomey has not come into

this city, nor has he shot an arrow there, nor has he come before it

with shields, nor has he cast a bank against it. By the way that he
came, by the same has he returned, and has not entered into this

city." The details, when received, seemed almost incredible. For
sixteen days in March, the Dahomian army had remained encamped
about five miles from Abeokuta. Night after night an attack was
expected ; morning after morning dawned without a gun having been

fired ; and on the seventeenth morning the camp was found deserted

!

The whole Dahomian army had gone off, no one knew why

!

Certain words of St. John occur to the mind-

—

"But the servants

which drew the ivater hieto." Mr. Biihler, one night when an
alarm was given, overheard an Egba Christian woman praying

aloud, quietly took her words down, translated them literally into

English, and sent the translation home. All over England were
that woman's simple heart-outpourings read with thankful sym-
pathy. Let them be preserved in these pages :

—

" O Lord Jesus, lift up Thine arm : lift up, lift up, O Lord, Lord Jesus

our Redeemer, lift up Thine holy arm and deliver us from the cruel

Dahomians. O Lord Jesus, remember what they have done to Thy saints

in Isliagga, how much innocent blood they have shed. O Lord, Lord,

deliver us, that we may not fall into their hands. Thou has sent Thy
messengers to us with Thy holy woixl. We trust in Thee, O Lord our
God : do not forsake us. Thou didst deliver Thy people Israel from the

hand of Pharaoh, and hast overthrown his army. Thou didst deliver

Hezekiah and his people from the hand of Sennacherib, who blasphemed
Thy holy name. Do also remember us, O Lord ; remember Thy Church,
remember Thy servants ; remember our children. O Lord God, deliver

us for Thy dear Son's sake. Amen."

The Dahomian retreat, indeed, was only for a time. In the

same month of March in the next year, 1864, an army of 10,000

warriors, including some thousands of the ferocious " Amazons,"
made a desperate assault upon Abeokuta. This time there was
real fighting, and the brunt of it was borne by the Christian Egbas,

the main attack being delivered at that part of the wall where they

were stationed under their brave balogun or war-chief, John Okenla,

a consistent member of the principal congregation. Again, how-
ever, the hand of the Lord was stretched out to deliver Abeokuta

;

the Dahomians were repulsed with heavy loss ; and for several years

the attack was not repeated. In 1875, the same Christian chief,

Okenla, again led the Egbas to victory over their relentless foes.

He seemed to the Egbas to bear a charmed life, and the}- said the

white men must have given some " medicine " to prevent bullets

hitting him. " Yes," he said, " come to me, and I will give you
the same medicine "; and he showed them his Yoruba New Testa-

inent, and read portions to them. "This," said he, "is my
medicine, and my daily food."
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But all this while the slower and milder "state of war " Part A^II.

between Abeoknta and Ibadan continued. In 1863, Captain l«62-72.

Glover was in England for a short time, and the Acting-Governor, Cliap^56.

Captain Mulliner, with Commodore Eardley Wilmot, went up to continued
Abeokuta, and addi-essed a letter to the Egba war-chiefs, which f"ction

Henry Venn printed in the next Annual Eeport " as a pattern of Giover and

the generous spirit in which British authorities can well afford
a^^"''"*^-

to treat Native rulers who are struggling towards a higher stage
of civilization, even though their conduct is in many respects
reprehensible." But, the Eeport went on, " a change in the
administration of the Colony interrupted, unhappily, the progress
of the negotiations." These significant words really meant that

Captain Glover, who had previously been only Acting-Governor,
had gone back as Governor with full authority, and had speedily

put his foot down upon the attempt of the two other officers to

resume friendly relations with the Egbas. And in the following

year, 1865, the Eeport said:—"The misunderstandings between
the British Government at Lagos and the chiefs of Abeokuta
have not yet been brought to a satisfactory adjustment, so

that the road from Lagos is still closed against trade." A
note adds that the Governor had allowed the road to be open
for afew days, in order that an accumulated stock of cotton might
be brought down. The quantity that passed was no less than
3574 bales, for which the Egbas received £12,000. This was
the result, even in war-time, of Venn's plans for developing

the Yoruba cotton-trade, described in our Thirty-ninth Chapter.

Whether, in the long controversy, Venn and the C.M.S. Com-
mittee and Townsend and the Egba chiefs were really in the

right, and Glover and Hinderer and the Ibadan chiefs really in

the wrong, it would require more knowledge than is now pro-

curable to decide. This History need only record the facts.

The war lasted five years ; and during the whole of that time

Mr. and Mrs. Hinderer were practically shut up in Ibadan, there Mr. and

being no w^ay of their leaving, had they wished to do so. There derlr shut

was a young English catechist with them at first, Jefferies ; but "p '"
J 00

n T T-i ii 1 j^ Ii Ibadan.
he sank under the privations he endured, i^or the last three

years Eoper was with them, a prisoner on parole. During the

whole time they were often in the gi'eatest straits even for the

necessaries of life. Their ordinary remittances from Lagos were
in dollars, which Native traders were willing to receive in exchange

for co^\^.ies, the currency of the country, with which they could

buy food. But at first their dollars were not marketable, owing to '^'^^^[^

the collapse of trade through the war ; and then the dollars ceased

to come at all, ownng to the blockade,''' so they had no means of

obtaining the needed cowries. Hinderer went to the chiefs,

* The quarterly drafts on the Society for their allowance, not being avail-

able for their support, were sent from Lagos to a friend in England, who
invested the money to await their return ; and that investment served in after

years for a partial provision for Mr. Hinderer in his old age.
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asking for a loan of cowries, to be repaid afterwards. They
expressed sympathy, but said " Ifa must be consulted," Ifa being

the god supposed to be represented by the kola-nut. In due
course the answer came that " Ifa forbad them to lend the white

man cowries." The fact was that Hinderer's loyalty to Ibadan
was suspected in Ibadan, just as Townsend's loyalty to Abeokuta
was suspected in Abeokuta. Before the war had lasted six

months, they were without flour. Their food was now chiefly

horse-beans, the produce of a little plot of garden, flavoured with

palm-oil and pepper. The more nutritious yams were only to be

bought with cowries, and cowries they did not now possess. Salt

they used "as if it were gold-dust." Sometimes they could only

allow themselves a handful of beans daily, and, wrote Mrs.

Hinderer, " cried themselves to sleep with hunger, like children."

A cup of tea "could be taken now and then sparingly." It was
their anxious care not to let their privations be known, lest

the people in ignorant sympathy should throw blame upon
God ; but sometimes their poverty was suspected, and the

converts, who were poor enough themselves, would bring them a

few yams or a few cowries. They sold what things would sell

;

and for some time they lived on the proceeds of Mrs. Hinderer's

large cloak for the voyages, which fetched 20,000 cowries, equal

to £1. Sickness, too, frequently laid them low; and both received

into their bodily frames the seeds of the diseases that ultimately

killed them ; in her case, while still in young middle life ; in his

case, after years of suffering.

Communications between Ibadan and the coast were few and
far between ; but letters did get through from time to time,

though they were often weeks and months on the way, the

messengers carrying them in the folds of their caps or turbans.

In 1861, Hinderer contrived, at the imminent peril of his life, to

get through the forests and reach Lagos, in order to obtain

supplies, leaving his wife behind ; but the carriers who took the

loads were captured by the Jebus, and he had a miraculous

escape going back, at last arriving safe but empty-handed. . In
1862, a leading Native merchant at Lagos, Mr. J. P. L. Davies,

made an earnest appeal to the Egba war-chiefs to let him pass

through their camps, both to relieve the white man at Ibadan
and to seek some opening for peace negotiation. Consent was
given to his going by a circuitous route, and he went accompanied
by Biihler and J. A. Lamb. They succeeded, after a long detour

by Oyo, in reaching Ibadan, and they returned in hopes of peace,

Hinderer saying he would follow when all was settled. But
these hopes came to nought ; the war was renewed ; and for

over two years more the brave German missionar}^ and his

English wife continued shut up and suffering. Captain Glover
himself tried, but tried in vain, to get through the Jebu country
to release them. He was always a true and kind friend to the

Hinderers. A few years before this time, he had been sick at
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Ibadan himself, and had been tenderly nursed by Mrs. Hinderer, Part VII.

and he never forgot it. At length, in April, 1865, he sent a young 1862-72.

officer, Captain Maxwell, to cut a new path through the forest
Chap^56.

at all costs ; and one night, late, the little party suddenly turned Their

up at the mission-house, with a hammock for Mrs. Hinderer, release,

saying she must leave at daybreak. She was brought safely

to the coast and sent to England ; and a few months later, peace
between Abeokuta and Ibadan allowed her husband and Mr.
Eoper to follow her, after putting Mission affairs in order and
leaving the necessary instructions to the Native catechists.

There were now three small congregations, comprising together

two hundred converts, of whom one-third were communicants.
Peace in the interior, however, did not put an end to the

English blockade against the Egbas. In 1865, Townsend made
an earnest appeal to Captain Glover to let him mediate for a

settlement ; but the Governor's conditions only irritated the

Egba chiefs afresh. Then the C.M.S. Committee again appealed

to the Home Government, with the result that the new Governor-
in-chief at Sierra Leone, Major Blackall, was instructed to

proceed to Lagos and investigate matters ; and he interposed with

decisive effect. He invited Townsend and a leading Egba chief

to Lagos, and very soon all disputes were settled, and peace Peace at

restored. He then wrote direct to the Society, saying,

—

'^^^'

" I will not enter upon the general policy which has been pursued
towards the Egbas, because the future will be more satisfactory to both
parties ; and I assure you I feel much the zealous and able assistance

rendered by the Rev. Mr. Townsend in smoothing matters for me, and
his readiness not to revert to past grievances."

It was about this time that the Anthropological Society was Anthro-

discussing Africa and the Africans in a way that excited a good and°African

deal of attention. Of course at these scientific or quasi-scientific Missions,

gatherings religion is excluded; that is to say, religion in the

mouths or from the pens of religious men. But there is no
prohibition of attacks on Christianity and Christian Missions.

Two African travellers at this time made themselves conspicuous

for such attacks. Captain Burton and Mr. Winwood Eeade.

Both these gentlemen openly advocated polygamy as good for

Africa ; the former, indeed, not limiting its advantages to Africa,

but boldly affirming that Christianity only insisted upon "one
wife" in the case of bishops. Both expressed admiration of

Mohammedanism; Winwood Eeade saying that "Mohammed,
a servant of God, redeemed the Eastern world, and now his

followers were redeeming Africa." It follows that Christian

Missions were not likely to command the approval of these

distinguished members of the Anthropological Society. But
their methods of criticism were notable. Burton affirmed that

Abeokuta was "nearly a Christian city" and at the same time

"a den of abominations." Yet elsewhere in his book he un-

consciously provided the reply to this assertion ; for he estimated
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Part VII. the population of Abeokuta as probably 150,000 and the number
1862-72. of converts as 1500. This was near enough to the fact ; but then
ChaiK^)6.

^y^^g^.g ^a^s ^iie "nearly Christian city"? It is needless to say

more of the controversy novvr. Mr. Eidgeway treated it ably in

the CM. Intdlicjencer of July, 1865.

Progress of In the meanwhile, Captain Glover was a most energetic
Lagos. Governor of Lagos. Quays, warehouses, European dwellings,

schools, churches and chapels, gradually arose ; and the quondam
headquarters of the slave-trade was now rapidly becoming, as it

has since been called, the Liverpool of West Africa. In 1866 the

value of its exports was £262,000, and so rapid w^as the yearly

increase, that in 1869 the figure rose to £670,000. Gollmer,

Maser, and J. A. Lamb in succession worked it as a mission-

station, as well as English Wesleyans and American Baptists

;

and as many of the leading merchants were Sierra Leone men,
the profession of Christianity, at least, was common among the

well-to-do classes of Negroes. And in 1867 Lagos suddenly

became, through the occurrence of strange events at Abeokuta,

the chief centre of the C.M.S. Yoruba Mission.

For, to quote again Mr. Mee's epigrammatic language in the

Sudden Annvial Eeport of 1868, " a cloud had arisen to darken the

Abeo'kuta^^
' sunrise within the tropics.' "- On Sunday, October 13th, 1867,

the Egba chiefs suddenly forbad the church services being held.

This was at once followed by attacks on the churches and mission-

houses in different parts of the great town, the destruction or

robbery of all the Mission and missionaries' property, and the

Expulsion expulsion of the missionaries, Maser, Wood, and Faulkner
of mission- (Townsend was in England), and a Wesleyan and a Baptist ; and

grave threats against the lives of the Native Christians. The
missionaries refrained from lifting a hand in resistance : they

stood still while their furniture was broken to pieces before their

eyes and their money carried off ; and when ordered to leave the

town, they quietly departed, with nothing but the clothes on their

backs, and proceeded to Lagos.

This unexpected occurrence caused great surprise in England.
Regarding the personal conduct of missionaries in such emergencies,

the Committee adopted a remarkable Minute, in which they said

—

Notable " That when, in the providence of God, there occurs in any Mission an

c m"s^
° outbreak of popular fanaticism against Christianity, or even when the

Committee, heathen authorities attempt to put down the profession of Christianity

by force and persecution, the first duty of Missionaries is to remain with

their iiocks, until thrust out by force ; to bear threatening, knowing tliat

the Lord heard the words of Sennacherib and laughed them to scorn

;

to bear some personal violence, as Apostles of old ; to bear the spoiling

of goods, as did the primitive Christians. The thought of flying from
suft'ering and danger should never be admitted, unless the providence of

God seems clearly to point that way.

* Sunrise within the Tropics was tbe title of Miss Tucker's book on
Abeokuta,
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" This obligation upon the Missionaries is still more binding upon the Part VII.
Native teachers. They are boinid to stand by the converts, and to share 1862-72.

their trials to the last. Cliap. 56.

" The Native Christians should be exhorted to stand together ; to be
instant in prayer to strengthen each other's hearts in the Lord ; and to
study those many passages of Scripture which speak of persecution,
bonds, imprisonments, and deaths, as the means by which God glorified

His work in the primitive Church, and of which missionary history has
afforded many examples, as in the case of Madagascar and the Indian
Mutiny."

Gradually the causes of the outbreak came to light. In the Causes

first place, the leading Egbas were still smarting under the unfair outbreak,

treatment which they thought they had received from the Lagos
Government. The Dahomians, they said, who had massacred
Christians,—the Ibadans, who had kept a white man prisoner,

—

the Jehus, who allowed no white man in their country ,^—had
all been dealt with courteously ; while they, who alone had
fostered comixiercial intercourse with England and welcomed
missionaries, had been treated as enemies. In the second place,

the Alake, or king, had been dead two or three years, and no
one had been elected to succeed him ; and some unscrupulous
chiefs had now got the upper hand. In the third place, some
clever Sierra Leone men of doubtful character, who privily desired

a revival of the lucrative slave-trade, had induced these chiefs to

form' an " Egba Board of Management" for the government
of the country, and the leader of these Sierra Leoneans, a man
named Johnson, was the Secretary of it. In the fourth place,

the growing Mohammedan influence was strong in the same
direction.

The missionaries had little doubt that they would soon be invited

back again ; but it was not so. More than three years passed
away before any one of them was allowed even to visit the place.

In 1871, Townsend was suffered to go for a few days only ; and in

1875 he and Mrs. Townsend resided there for the greater part of

a year. But not until 1880, thirteen years after the outbreak,

could a white missionary be again permanently located at Abeokuta

;

and meanwhile the name that had been so constantly in the

mouths of C.M.S. supporters throughout England became little

more than a memory of the older among them. But though the

churches had been destroyed, the Church grew and prospered, church^eft
under the guidance of three Native pastors, Moore, Allen, and to itself.

Williams. Moore was in charge of Oshielle when the outbreak
occurred ; and as the people there took no part in it, Mr. Mee in

his Eeport called the village the Yoruba Zoar. It was Moore who
gathered the Christians together in the ruined church at Ake (the

chief station within the walls), and spoke to them on the words of

Moses, " I will now turn aside, and see this great sight, why the

bush is not burnt." No, it was not burnt, for the Lord was there.

Bishop Crowther visited Abeokuta once during this long period of

suspension of the English Mission, and Henry Johnson once

;
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and they both wrote very warmly of the steadfastness of the

Native Church.
To return to 1867. The Egbas, now at peace with the

Ibadans, tried to get the latter to follow their example in

turning out the missionaries. But in this they failed ; for

Ibadan had got " Babba and lya " back again. Mr. and Mrs.
Hinderer, having regained comparative health in England,
had returned to Africa in 1866, and received an enthusiastic

welcome at their old station. But they only lasted two years this

time. The health of both broke down, and at the beginning of

1869 they left the country, little doubting that it was a final

separation from the people they had loved so well. They settled

in a Norfolk parish, Martham, Mr., Hinderer becoming curate in

charge ; and there, a few months after, on June 6th, 1870, Anna
Hinderer entered into rest. Her Memoir, prepared by her dear
friends the daughters of Archdeacon Hone, has ever since been
an inspiration to thousands of readers. In 1874, Hinderer once
again went out for a year or two, opened a new Mission at Leke,
on the coast east of Lagos, and stayed a short time at his old

station ;
* but until quite recently, Ibadan remained under the

sole charge of its faithful pastor Daniel Olubi, who was ordained
by Bishop Cheetham in 1871.

In 1870, a striking illustration of the unifying power of the

Gospel was presented in the mutual relations of the Abeokuta and
Ibadan Christians. The two great towns were still on unfriendly

terms, and every now and then another "state of war" would
prevail ; but the Ibadan Christians sent a deputation of four men
to their brethren at Abeokuta, to propose that a settled relationship

of mutual Christian esteem should be i-ecognized between them.
They were joyfully received, and the Abeokuta Church sent to

Ibadan a load of salt as a present, " because," WTote the Native
pastor, Moore, " salt is used to make things savoury, and to

preserve from putrefaction." In response, the Ibadan Church
sent twenty-four large kola-nuts—the Yoruba emblem of goodwill,

—with this message :
— '

' However great misunderstandings may be
among the Heathen of Abeokuta and Ibadan, let unity and peace
be among us Christians of the two rival cities, for we are the

followers of the Prince of Peace."
Thus it came to pass that Lagos, the old headquarters of the

slave-trade, became not only the Liverpool of West Africa, but

the centre of C.M.S. work for the Yoruba country. Not only

were all the missionaries for some years resident there, but many
of the Abeokuta Christians came down thither, and settled either

* One of the most interesting incidents of this visit was the baptism
of " Old Male." This man had formerly been the commander of the army
of Ibadan, and at one time threatened to put the Christians to the sword
while at church. Now, after two years' test as a humble catechumen, he
was admitted to Christian fellowship. (See CM. Record, October, 1873

;

November, 1875.)
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on the island of Lagos, or at the village of Ebute Meta on the Part VII.

mainland opposite. J. B. Wood conducted the Training Institu- 1H62-72.

tion, which Biihler had formerly worked at Abeokuta ; Mr. and Chap^56.

Mrs. Mann had the Female Institution, turn-about with Mr. and
Mrs. Eoper, more frequent furloughs being now ordered by the

Committee, following the Government system of very short terms
of service for the West African coast ; and the parishes were in

charge, at different times, of Gollmer, Maser, Lamb, Nicholson,

and Faulkner. These were Christ Church, Faji, for the English- The

speaking community ; St. Peter's, a chapel-of-ease in the same
district, for Yoruba-speaking people ; St. Paul's, Breadfruit

station, a church built on the site of the old slave-barracoon, the

great shed in w^hich slaves from the interior used to be kept in

chains until shipment ; Palm Church, Aroloya ; Trinity Church,
Ebute Ero ; and Ebute Meta on the mainland. So early as 1869,

the Lagos Christians began to relieve the Society of the support
of the schools ; and in 1870 the first steps were taken towards the

formation of a Native Pastorate organization, on a basis similar to

that of Sierra Leone. Bishop Cheetham threw himself vigorously

into these plans. In 1871 he ordained four Yoruba clergymen. The clergy,

and in 1876 three more. One of the former was Daniel Olubi of

Ibadan ; one of the latter was Charles Phillips of Ode Ondo,
now Assistant Bishop. Native clergymen were in charge at

Badagi'y and at Otta ; and another, ordained so far back as 1854,

named T. B. Macaulay, conducted the Lagos Grammar School.

The Native Church did not for some years actually reach the

position of independence attained at Sierra Leone ; but ultimately

it became even more prosperous in a financial sense. This,

however, belongs to a later period. Here let it be mentioned that

in 1872 the Native Christians connected with the C.M.S. Yoruba
Mission numbered 2050 at Lagos, 200 at the other coast stations,

and 2150 at Abeokuta and Ibadan ; and that in that year the Lagos
Christians contributed £1400 to religious objects, and those in the

interior £250.

It was mentioned above that the Sierra Leone Church and the

Niger Bishopric were features of our present period which were
exceptions to its generally discouraging character. At the former
of these we must now take a brief glance.

The Sierra Leone Church had just begun its independent The sierra

existence. From November, 1860, nine parishes had ceased to be church,

mission-stations, and their establishments and responsibilities had
been transferred to the new Native Pastorate organization, viz.,

Kissey, Wellington, Hastings, Eegent, Gloucester, I3athurst, Kent,
York, and Banana Islands. The annual charge of these churches

was about £1600. The Society had never borne the whole of this
;

for, from the first, the custom of penny-a-week contributions from
all church members had prevailed, which at this time covered

nearly half. But the other half was now also undertaken by the
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congregations. The nine Negro pastors, G. Nicol, J. J. Thomas,
Jacob Cole, W. Quaker, Moses Taylor, T. Maxwell, Jos. Wilson,

J. H. Davies, and C. Davies, addressed a joint letter of farewell

to the Society ; and a tenth signature was that of James Quaker,
the able Principal of the Grammar School, he and his self-

supporting school being also independent of English funds. The
constitution of the Pastorate was described in the preceding
chapter.

But this commencement of African Church organization did

not put the whole Colony at once under a Native Church. In the

first place, the Society still retained foiu^ churches, the Pastorate

not being yet ready to take all, though it did a few years later, the

last in 1877. For these, however, African curates w^ere provided,

to work under the missionaries in charge, and so be the better

prepared for independence by-and-by. Among them was the

Bev. James Johnson, since so well known at Lagos. In the

second place, the Society still carried on—as it does to this

day—the Fourah Bay College and the Female Institution. In
the third place. Sierra Leone was—as it still is—a Crown Colony,

and had—as it has not now in the same way—an ecclesiastical

establishment. The Bishop was appointed, and in part supported,

by the British Government ; and the principal church at Freetown,
which had become St. George's Cathedral, was a Government
building, and for its services a chaplain also was provided.

Moreover, the Bishop was an Englishman—as the Bishop still is.

Therefore the Sierra Leone Pastorate was not a fully-organized

Native Church ; but its formation w^as a good first step towards
that desirable euthanasia of the Mission. And it was with real joy

that the Society said to the nine parishes, as Prospero said to

Ariel, " Be free, and fare thou well !

"

The Bishop who, in correspondence wdth Henry Venn, worked
out this experiment, w^as Dr. E. H. Beckles. He held the see

from 1860 to 1869. In 1870 he was succeeded by Bishop Cheetham.
The C.M.S. Annual Eeports ceased to give a systematic account of

Sierra Leone, the diocese being now regarded as outside the Society's

official range, except so far as the parishes yet retained, and the

educational institutions, were concerned ; and the Native clergy and
congregations in the nine parishes were no longer included in the

statistical returns.* But in several Eeports during the period

under review there are short general notices of what proved to be
a prosperous and growing Church, and many expressions of the

Committee's thankful satisfaction. The new Church, on its part,

did not desert the Society. Its Church Missionary Association

divided its funds, very happily, between the Society and local

Missions, thus neglecting neither its immediate responsibilities

to the surrounding Heathen nor the general cause of the

* They were restored some years later, when the system was a(h)pted of

incliidinfi- senii-indejJendent Christian communities.
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Evangelization of the World. The amount sent to the Society Part VII.

averaged £300 a year. 1862-72.

The missionaries at Sierra Leone during our period were *^^^P- ''^^•

Eeichardt, Hamilton, Caiger, Knodler, Menzies, Brierley, Oldham, The Eng-
Binns, Nicholson, Alcock, and Sunter, the two latter being ''.^"^ ^\^-

.

successive Principals of Fourah Bay College. This College, men?

however, was not flourishing at the time, the number of men
available as students being small. During the same period ten
" female teacher's," as they were called, laboured in the Female and

Institution. Most of them stayed—or lived—for a very short time ;

^°'"^"-

but there were exceptions. Miss Julia Sass continued twenty-one
years in the service. In 1869 she retired ; and for more than
twenty years subsequently she was one of the most devoted of

home worker's in the cause. In the same year Mrs. Clemens, of

whom a previous chapter spoke, retired after nineteen years'

service. Mrs. Beale laboured ten years after her husband's death,
and died, deeply lamented, in 1866, after a total period in Africa of

a quarter of a century. Miss Bywater served four years ; then
mairied Mr. Brierley, and continued seven years woi'king
zealously ; and, after her husband's death, laboured five years
more under the Society, and then joined the American Episcopal
Mission in Liberia. Miss Jane Caspari, a Polish lady, worked
thirteen years in West Africa, and subsequently in Japan. The
Female Institution was erected at a cost of £2500, contributed by
the Eev. Mr. and Mrs. Walsh, of Wanstead, in memory of a
daughter ; and it was afterwards named, after her, the Annie
Walsh Institution.

Missions to the surrounding Heathen were begun in our Outlying

period, in the Bullom country, just north of Sierra Leone, where
'^'^^'°"^-

Nylander had laboured half a century before ; in the Quiah
country, inland ; and in Sherbro, to the south. The two latter

districts were annexed to the Colony in 1862. The now well- *

known African clergyman, Henry Johnson, was sent to Sherbro,
and did good work in translating portions of Scripture into the
Mendi language. In later years, all these Missions were taken
over by the African Church.
The year 1866 was a memorable one at Sierra Leone. Fifty Jubilee

years had elapsed since Edwai'd Bickersteth organized the Mission LeoJfe"^

in 1816 ; and the Jubilee was celebrated with much joy and ^'ssion.

thanksgiving. On January 2nd, the Bishop opened the year's"

commemoration by a sermon at Christ Church, Pademba Eoad

;

and next day a public meeting was held, presided over by the
Governor, who declared that "the conversion and civilization of

the Colony were due to the Church Missionary Society." Mr. a cheering

Quaker delivered a remarkable addi'ess, sketching the early days
'^^'°^p«'^^-

of Christianity in Africa, which "gave martyrs to the flame and
bishops to the Church "

; then the history of the Mohammedan
conquest ; and then the story of the Missions of this century.
Thirty-one Native clergymen had been ordained in West Africa
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(of course incliKling Yoruba) ; and the six communicants of

Edward Bickersteth's year had become six thousand. " Happy,"
he exclaimed in conclusion, " are the people that are in such a

case ; yea, blessed are the people who have the Lord for their

God !

'

' The Sierra Leone Christians raised a Jubilee Fund of

£830, in addition to £900 for three churches in the outlying

Missions ; and the Government signalized the occasion by voting

an annual grant of £500 towards the Pastorate Fund.''' In the

following year, the C.M.S. Annual Eeport said, in John Mee's
alliterative language, that "the celebration of its Jubilee had
exhilarated rather than exhausted the West African Church," for

all the funds, including gifts to the C.M.S. and the Bible Society,

were still increasing. In 1869 the chief magistrate of the Colony,

Major Bravo, presided at the Pastorate Anniversary, and spoke

warmly of the moral influence of the Church on the population,

rendering the duties of the police very light. Much satisfaction

was also caused by the appointment of two of the Native clergy-

men, G. Nicol and T. Maxwell, to the Government chaplaincies

at Gambia and the Gold Coast respectively.

The advent of Bishop Cheetham in 1871 was warmly welcomed
;

and he at once threw himself vigorously into the work. Clerical

Meetings, Devotional Conferences, a Church Magazine, a Provi-

dent Society, and other good agencies were set on foot. In his

first eight months he confirmed over one thousand candidates,

visiting every parish and station in the Colony and Mission. In

1872 the professing members of the Church of England in the

Colony were officially stated to be 14,000, of whom 4500 were
communicants. There were nearly 4000 children in the day-

schools, and 2000 persons in the Sunday-schools. There were
nineteen Native clergymen, fifty-seven catechists and school-

masters, and one hundred and two voluntary Sunday-school

teachers. About £1000 a year was being contributed by the

people to their Church fund, or £1600 including the missionary

and other funds.

While, as we have seen, there was much to encourage the

Society in the prosperity of both the Colony and the Church of

Sierra Leone, there was another side to the shield. The pro-

fession of Christianity was sincere as far as it went ; but it was
to a large extent superficial. The churches were filled, the

Communions well attended, the Sunday-schools fairly efficient, the

collections large,—but true conversion of heart and life was no

more common than in an average English parish. While there

were many godly and praying people, particularly among the poorer

and older members of the congregations, the younger and more
opulent folk manifested for the most part little personal religion.

The weaknesses of the African character, too, were veiy manifest

:

sensual indulgence and vain personal display were common ; and

* This grant was suddenly withdrawn in 1876.
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dislike to hard work crowded the market for clerks and shopmen, Part VII.

while handicrafts and agriculture were neglected. Together with 1862-72.

an almost grotesque aping of the externals of European refinement Cnap^o6.

and luxui'y, there was a growing spirit of rather petulant inde-

pendence. It became fashionable to speak disparagingly of the
Missions and missionaries, in forgetfulness that to them the

success of the Colony was mainly due ; and faithful and loving

warnings against the besetting faults of the community, as in

Bishop Cheetham's excellent charges, were bitterly resented. In
1872, no little mischief was done by a new Governor, Mr. (after- Governor

wards Sir) J. Pope Hennessy, an Irish Eomanist who had been Hemiessy.

a personal follower of Mr. Disraeli in Parliament—(he was the only
Roman Catholic on the Conservative side of the House)—and had
been promoted by him to be a Colonial Governor. A more
unfortunate choice was never made, and very unlike Mr. Disraeli's

usually unerring instinct in the selection of men. In Mauritius

and Hong Kong afterwards, Hennessy was a most troublesome
Governor ; but his cai'eer in this capacity began in West Africa.

He went to Lagos, upset some of the best plans of Governor
Glover, dallied with the slave-traders, and made various proposals

regarding future policy, every one of which was happily vetoed
liy the Colonial Office at home. At Sierra Leone, Romanist as

he was, he ostentatiously patronized the Mohammedans ; and in

every way he sought to discredit Protestant Missions, paying
marked attentions to two or three of the abler of the Native
clergy, who might thus easily be made discontented with the

Church Missionary Society and its methods. At the same time,

a Negro of great ability and some culture from across the Atlantic,

Dr. E. W. Blyden, was exercising somewhat similar influence.''' Dr.

Christianity, said Blyden, was no doubt very good; but did it ^ ^"'

not tend to denationalize the x\frican ? Was not Islam more
suitable, and did it not succeed better in taking root in the

African mind ? And was Polygamy to be condemned so utterly ?

Thus, in rather novel forms, the world, the flesh, and the devil

beset the Christianity of Sierra Leone ; and not without success.

But that the infant Church has held its own so well, and main-
tained its purity of doctrine so steadfastly, is the surest sign of

the presence in it of God the Holy Ghost, and the happiest reward
to the Church Missionary Society.

* Dr. Blyden liad been connected with an American Mission in Liberia.

Wlien in Ens^land in 1871, his abilities much struck the C.M.S. Committee,
and he was engaged as a linguist and translator for the Sierra Leone Mission.

This arrangement, however, only lasted a few months.
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CHAPTER LVII.

The Niger and its Black Bishop.

The Niger Mission, 1857—Voyage and Wreck of the " Dayspring "

—

Difficulties of Communication and Supervision—Moslems and
" Nazarenes "—Shall there be a Negro Bishop?—Crowther at

Exeter Hall—His Oxford D.D. Degree—His Consecration—His
Farewell—Reception at Sierra Leone—His Visitations—His Deal-

ings with Pagan Chiefs and Moslem Kings—His Charge—His
Perils—Bonny, Physically and Morally—William and George
Pepple—Fight with Cruelty and Superstition—The two Churches
—The Persecution—The Martyrs—"Bonny a Bethel"—Brass

Mission—Upper Stations—Trials of the Mission.

"Thus saith the Lord God . . . to the rivers ... I loill destroy your high

places."—Ezek. vi. 3.

"A chosen vessel unto Me, to bear ily Name before the Gentiles, and kings."—
Acts ix. 15.

Part VII. [^^^^^HEEE memorable years begin the history of the Niger
1862-72. pCj Q^ Mission. The year 1841—so marked a year in many
Chap. 57. E^ ^g ways—saw the First Niger Expedition, organized

Three" fl^JCt^ by Government under Fowell Buxton's inspiration
memorable and Prince Albert's auspices. The year 185J:— the
y^^^^-

yQ^y qI ^i^Q Crimean War—saw the Second Niger Expedition,

Mr. Macgregor Laird's humbler but more successful effort. The
year 1857—the year of the Indian Mutiny—saw the Third Niger

Expedition, organized jointly by Mr. Laird and the Government.
On the first occasion, a young African teacher, Samuel Crowither,

accompanied J. F. Schon, the learned missionary linguist, who
went with the Expedition as representative of the Church
Missionary Society. On the second occasion, an experienced

African clergyman, the Eev. Samuel Crowther, went as the

Society's representative. On the third occasion, the same African

clergyman, the Eev. Samuel Crowther, went as the appointed

leader of the first Christian Mission to the Niger territories.

Of the First and Second Expeditions the story has already been
Crowther told in these pages ;

* and we last left Samuel Crowther on board

thlli^fer the Dayspring, in the summer of 1857, preparing to ascend the
Mission, great river. Sanguine expectations accompanied the Dayspring.

They seemed warranted by the success of the Pleiad's exploration

in 1854 ; and the discoveries of the traveller Barth, who had lately

returned from his great journey through the Soudan, had shown

* In Chapters XXIX. and XXXIX.
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what a vast field for commercial enterprise was open on the upper Part VII.

waters of both branches of the Niger. The plans for the new 1862-72.

Mission were drawn on a bold scale. Crowther was to post
^^^P- ^'^-

teachers at Abo, just above the Delta ; at Onitsha, a still more Large
important Ibo town, on the east bank, 140 miles from the sea ;

pia"^.

at Idda, still higher up, among the Igaras ; at the Confluence of

the two branches, the Kworra and the Tshadda, which is a
confluence also of tribes and languages—the Hausa, Nup6,
Kakanda, Igara, Igbira, and Yoruba tongues being in use there

;

at Egan, a great ivory market town on the Kworra, 320 miles
from the sea ; and at Kabbah, the city of an important Moham-
medan chief, 100 miles still higher up ; and from thence Crowther
himself, with Dr. Baikie (who commanded the expedition, as he
had done in 1854), hoped to travel overland some 300 miles to

Sokoto, the great capital of that part of Africa, to whose Sultan
all the petty Mohammedan kings and chiefs owed allegiance.

But on the Niger, as in so many other Missions, the lesson

had to be learned—" Tarry thou the Lord's leisure." The scanty insufficient

supply of teachers fi'om Sierra Leone prevented the occupa- ^^^^'

tion of several stations, and Crowther never reached Sokoto.
Onitsha was decided on as the best centre for the new Ibo
Mission, and there the Eev. J. C. Taylor was stationed. Pro-
ceeding up the river, Crowther met a cordial reception at Idda,

and at Gbebe, the town at the Confluence. At both places sites

were at once granted for mission-houses : but where were the
teachers ? Alas ! there were none to spare, but Dr. Baikie left a
Christian trader at Gbebe, with instructions to open a day-school.

On went the Dayspring to Egan, and thence to Eabbah, which
was now visited for the first time by a Christian missionary. The
Foulah chiefs, though Mohammedans, gave Crowther a much
heartier welcome than he expected from a nation which has, in

some respects, been the scourge of West Africa. "The chiefs,"

he wrote, " have not only ofl^ered the whole river to us for trade,

with their protection, but they have also given us full permission
to teach the heathen population under their government the
religion of the Anasara [i.e. Nazarenes], and promised me a place

for a Mission station at Eabbah."
Full of hope, Dr. Baikie and Crowther left Eabbah on October

6th, and steamed up the river. But the very next day the wreck of

Dayspring, in endeavouring to force the passage between two spring/-*^
islands against a strong rapid, drifted on to the rocks and became
a wreck. Native canoes came to their assistance, and all were
safely landed, and passed the night under torrents of rain as best

they could. A camp was afterwards formed near Eabbah, and
there they remained for twelve months, awaiting the arrival of

another steamer, the Sunbeam, which had been expected to follow

the Dayspring, but was detained.

This unexpected disaster was turned to the advantage of the Results

expedition in many ways. Dr. Baikie paid visits to many neigh- disas^ter.

G K 2
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Part YII. houring chiefs ; Lieut, (afterwards Sir John) Glover surveyed the
1862-72. I'iver and some of its tributaries ; while Crowther found Eahbah
.hap^y.

j^i^jg ^gj^.y gpQ|. £qj^, ^ missionary to stay at. At this point the Niger
is passed by the large caravans—sometimes of 3000 people and
1000 head of cattle—between Ilorin, the Hausa capital in the
north of the Yoruba country, and the interior of the Soudan ; and
there is a regular tariff of fares at the ferry. Frequent conver-
sations were held with merchants and others, mostly Moham-
medans, from all parts of West Central Africa, and even from the
shores of the Mediterranean. One Arab from Tunis did some
good by saying he had seen the English there, and they were a

harmless people

!

Communication with the coast was established through the

Yoruba country, and the news of the wa-eck of the Dayspring
reached England by this "overland mail" in exactly three

months. On Decemb?r 13th an American missionary, from one
of the Yoruba towns, reached Rabbah with a load of sugar, tea,

and coffee, with which he had hastened to the assistance of the

party on hearing of the accident. " His visit," wrote Crow^ther,

"brought us again into connexion with the civilized world.

To-day we were first made acquainted with the disastrous Mutinies
in India, and the newspapers he brought were read with avidity."

At length, in October, 1858, the Sunbeam appeared, and
conveyed Crowther and others down the river. Ci'owther did not

return to the coast, but remained behind at Onitsha, and thence,

after a while, he made his way up the river again in native canoes
to the Confluence, and on to Rabbah, a distance of 300 miles,

"'^v ri d
-^^"o^^ Rabbah he tried the "overland route" for the first time,

route." and travelled on foot by way of Ilorin and Abeokuta to Lagos, in

February, 1859.

In the summer of that year he again went up in another steamer
sent by Mr. Macgregor Laird, the Bainboiv, but could only go
as far as the Confluence,—a message from Dr. Baikie, who was
still up the river as an agent of the British Government, informing
him that Rabbah was closed to missionary operations for the

present. No reason w^as given, but we may be sure that the

real cause was the jealousy of the Mohammedan priests. The
work at the two other stations, Onitsha and Gbebe, however, was
hopeful, and at each place there were several candidates for

baptism. But the Native teachers were now^ put to a sevei'e test.

Difficulties When Crowther returned in the Bainboiv to the coast, two years

munica- elapscd before their solitary posts w^ere again visited by any
tion. ordained missionary.

The cause of this suspension of operations was again the lack

of opportunity to ascend the river. The Rainbow, on its return,

was fired at by the Natives of the Delta, and two men were killed.

A gunboat was promised by the Government to accompany the

next trading steamer, and Crowther and Taylor proceeded to the

mouth of the Nun (the principal channel through the Delta)
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hoping to go up in it, but no gunboat appeax-ed, and they returned Part VII.

baffled to Lagos. In January, 1861, the cause of African 1862-72.

enlightenment suftered a severe blow by the death of IMr. Laird, Chap. o7.

and the consequent withdrawal of his trading vessels and .closing

of his factories. The evangelization of the Niger tribes seemed
further off than ever.

During the following winter Crowther was busily occupied in

preparations for a permanent occupation of the Niger on a larger

scale ; and in August, 1862, a missionary party of no less than
thirty-three persons, including wives and children, with their
" belongings," were assembled at Akassa waiting for another
gunboat, H.M.S. Investigator, to take them up to their stations.

On its arrival Crowther found, to his extreme disappointment,
that the commanding officer had no instructions to convey any

;

but so much sympathy was awakened on board the ship in his

behalf that ultimately room was found for twenty-seven of the
party ; and with this goodly reinforcement he joyfullj' passed up
the River.

Crowther always knew how to redeem the time, and the Crowther's

few weeks he spent at Gbebe were well occupied, not only in work!*^^

preaching, teaching, and organizing, but in improving his Nupe
vocabulary and translating into that tongue some chapters from
St. Matthew's Gospel, and also in establishing an " industrial .industrial

institution " for the purchase, cleaning, and packing of cotton for

the English market, in hopes of developing a trade in that article.

When, in the following year, he was again up the River, he was
visited by some messengers from Masaba, the Mohammedan king
of Nupe, from whom nothing had been heard since the closing of

Rabbah in 1859 ; and, taking them round the Mission jiremises,

and showing them the cotton-gins, the screw-press, and the bales

ready for shipment, he asked them to deliver this message to

their master :—" We are Anasara (Nazarenes) : there (pointing

to the schoolroom) we teach the Christian religion ; tJtcsc

(pointing to the cotton-gins) are our guns ; tliis (pointing to the

clean cotton puffing out of them) is our powder ; and the cowries
[the little shells which are the currency of the country], which
are the proceeds of the operation, are the shots which England,
the warmest friend of Africa, earnestly desires she should receive

largely."

The question now arose. What is to be the future of tliis Problem of

promising Mission ? The Committee had, in 1859, appointed
three of Mr. Green's " Lancashire lads " ''' and two young Germans
to proceed to the Niger, hoping thus to combine Europeans and
Africans in the one work of evangelization. But only two of them
even reached the mouth of the Niger, the others being kept at

Sierra Leone and Abeokuta ; and those two were at once struck

by the malaria of the Delta, one dying at Lagos, and the other

returning sick to England. The latter was Ashcroft, whom we
* See p. 79.
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shall meet again. It now seemed hopeless to expect that Em'opean
missionaries could live on the Niger : how then was the con-
tinuance of the Mission to be secured ? What bishop would go
up such a river to confirm the young Christians and ordain Native
clergymen ?

Henry Venn's plan was soon formed. It must be a purely
African Mission, under an African Bishop. For this, siu'ely, the

Hour had come—and the Man. He who was already the leader

of the Mission, who now knew the River well, and, moreover,
who was the lii'st Native clergyman ordained in the Society's

West Africa Missions, must be the bishop. It was not difficult

to enlist the sympathy of home friends with such a project.

Indeed, there had already been representations made to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury and to the Society that the next Bishop of

Sierra Leone ought to be a Native ; though this did not seem
feasible. But the English missionaries in West Africa gravely

doubted the expediency of Venn's proposal. They knew the

defects of the African character ; they feared that a Christianity of

forty or fifty years' standing could scarcely be expected to supply
men for the highest office in a Church whose Christianit}' was the

growth of centi;ries ; and while they appreciated Crowther's own
personal worth, they wondered how the continuity of the proposed
episcopate was to be kept up. Venn, however, persevered ; and
when, in March, 1864, Crowther came to England to report on his

seven years' Niger campaign, the Committee went to Lord John
Eussell, then Foreign Secretary, and to the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, with their daring proposition. Lord Palmerston was
Premier ; but whether the matter came under his notice, and
whether he remembered his astonishment when, thirteen years

before, the intelligent African now proposed for a bishopric had
told him he had once been a slave-boy,"" we are not informed.

Archbishop Longley warmly pressed the scheme upon the Govern-
ment ; Lord John Russell cordially assented ; and the Qaeen's
license was issued to the Primate, empowering him to consecrate
" Our trusty and well-beloved Samuel Adjai Crowther, clerk in

holy orders," to be a bishop of the Church of England in the

West African territories beyond the British dominions.
The announcement excited unbounded interest throughout the

countiy ; and at the Society's Annual Meeting in May, Crowther,
who spoke both morning and evening, was received with enthu-

siasm. His simplicity and combined humility and self-possession

won universal approbation. In his speeches he made no allusion

whatever to his approaching distinction, which had not yet been
officially announced ; but Hugh Stowell, who was the next

speaker in the morning, was not to be restrained, and all his fervour

burst forth as he welcomed the black bishop-designate :

—

" The Resolution has been moved by one whom / may speak of, for I
am no diplomatist, as the Bishop-Designate of the Niger. It was the

* See p. 114.
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day-dream of my childhood, the cherished imagination of my youth, and Part Vll.

it is now ahiiost, I may say, the reaUzed hope of my manhood, that we 1862-72.

shonki have in tliese latter days something like the primitive times when Chap. 57.

the African Cyprian presided over his conclave of fourscore swarthy

bishops. We then, indeed, are sustaining the apostolical succession.

We are going back to primitive usage, and I believe that the simplicity

with which that Episcopate on the banks of the Niger is to be instituted,

is beautifully primitive also. I cannot but rejoice that our beloved

black brother is not going to be encumbered with the trappings, or to be

bui-dened with the adornings, that seem to be necessary in our more
civilized land for the Episcopate that is established amongst us. I say

not one word to depreciate or disparage proper forms, order, or dignity

at home ; and far be the day when the Church of England shall be so

disentangled from the Constitution of ovu- country that her bishops shall

not occupy their places in the assembly of the nation. . . . But I do most
thoroughly rejoice that the Bishop of the Niger is to be no Lord Bishop;

that he is to be simply a Missionary Bishop over his own countrymen. . . .

I rejoice to think that we have a Bishop so humble, so simple, so taught

of God that he is not ashamed to advert to the lowliness of his birth. I

rejoice to think that he who was carried in that travelling hell of the

ocean, a slave-ship, should preside as a fi-ee man over his own country.

Marvellous illustration of tiie ways of Providence, that the wrongs and
outrages to which he was subjected have been made the instrument by

which they are to be redressed !

"

It was the time of the Essays and Reviews excitement, and

J. C. Eyle, recalling the early missionaries to West Africa who
went forth " weeping, bearing precious seed," and who had " come
again with rejoicing, bringing their sheaves with them," challenged challenge

the Broad Church school to produce a "sheaf" like the one ^^^.^^^

(pointing to Crowther) now on the platform ; and Crowther him- church

self asked, " If I am to be told no longer to hold up Jesus Christ
^^^^'

as a propitiation for sin, what am I to offer the African in place of

his sacrifices of goats, fowls, and pigeons ?
"

Venn was desirous of obtaining for Crowther, before his con- Oxford

secration, a D.D. degree from one of the Universities ;
and Arch- degree for

bishop Longley himself wrote to the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford to Crowther.

ask for it. Crowther's Yoruba Grammar, Yoruba and English

Dictionai-y, and Yoruba Versions of many books of the Bible, were

submitted as proofs of his linguistic talents, together with evidence

of a reasonable standard of ordinary scholarship ; and the proposal

was submitted to the Convocation of the University. It was
strongly opposed by one leading don, but was carried almost

unanimously ; and the Eegius Professor of Divinity, Dr. Jacobson

(afterwards Bishop of Chester), wrote the Latin speech in which

Crowther was presented for the degree.*

Then came the consecration, on St. Peter's Day, in Canterbury
^J°^*^.^f_'^

Cathedral. Of this ceremony, Venn, when editing the Christian tion ax Cun-

Ohserver &ye years after, wrote an interesting account.! After a ^^'^"''y-

reference to the sleepy past of our English cathedrals, he went on :

—

" We hail with gladness a new life now pervading the glorious fabric,

* This speech is appended to the present chapter. P. 465.

"t"
Christian Observer, September, 1869.
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i*ART VII. . . . and seldom, if ever, has that cradle of English Christianity more
1862-72. fully vindicated its true position than on June :29th, 18G4, when a vast
Chap. 57. assemblage poured into its consecrated walls, not to listen to oratorios,

' not to witness superstitious functions, not to gaze idly upon architectural

glories, but to behold the consecration of three bishops, ' whose sound
was to go into all the earth, unto the ends of the world.'"

The three bishops were Dr. Jeune for Peterborough, Dr. Bromby
for Tasmania, and S. Crowther ;

" one," wrote Venn, " to preside

over a settled diocese in the Estabhshed Church of England,
another to build up a Church in a distant Colony, another to do
the work of an Evangelist in Africa. Many," he went on,
" thought with praise and thanksgiving of the world-wide sphere

through which our beloved Church stretches her benign influence

and scatters her benefits." The Archbishop officiated, assisted b}'

Bishops Sumner of Winchester, Jackson of Lincoln, Ellicott of

Gloucester and Bristol, G. Smith of Victoria, and Nixon (late of

Tasmania). Crowther was presented by Bishops Sumner and
Smith. The Dean of St. Paul's, Dr. Mansel, preached the sermon.

Among the many deeply-interested friends of Africa who were
Mrs. present, was Mrs. Weeks, widow of the second Bishop of Sierra

^es^her Lconc. Of her Venn gives the following touching account :

—

abi^hop?^ " The personal friends of the bishops-elect were accommodated with
chairs in the chancel, which approached within a few feet of the com-
munion rails. Immediately behind the Negro Bishop sat a venerable

lady, who for thirty or forty years had weathered the climate of Sierra

Leone—the widow of the late Bishop Weeks. The Negro who now knelt

to receive consecration had been first received under her care when
liberated from a slave-ship, and, kneeling by her side as a boy of six *

years old, had first learned to pray the Lord's Prayer. She early per-

ceived in him an excellent spirit, and made him a parlour boarder, and
gave him the name at his baptism of her own revered pastor, Samuel
Crowther, at whose Sunday-school, in the parish of Christ Church.
Newgate Street, she had once been a teacher. . . .

" When the venerable Bishop of Winchester and the Missionary Bishop
Smith descended the steps and conducted the new Bishop to Ids elevated

seat among the Bishops, the eye of the writer rested upon the
countenance of Mrs. Weeks. . . . There was the radiant satisfaction

of a mother in Israel who receives an answer to many praj'ers, and the
accomplishment of her fondest desires for the Church of Africa."

Bishop On July 19th, Bishop Crowther took leave of the Committee on

fareweifto^ Sailing for Africa, and his words on that occasion were thoroughly
c.M.s. characteristic of the man :

—

" The more I think of the present position to which I have been called,

the greater seems its weight and responsibility. In days past, when I

went forth as a West African Missionary, it was my duty and my delight

to give account to my brethren : my present position is ditl'erent. I
need, therefore, much spiritual support, and without strong confidence
in the sympathy and prayers of the Church, I feel it would be impossible
to go on. In taking this office upon me, I have not followed my own
will, but what I believe is the will of Almighty God. I can only promise

* This was a mistake. He was about twelve years old.
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to use the best of my judgment, prudence, and zeal for the promotion of Part Vll.

His glory, relying on His help and strength. I know that my new posi- 1862-72.

tion sets me up as a kind of landmark, which both the Church and the Chap. 57.

Heathen World must needs behold. I am aware that any false step

taken by me will be injurious to all the Native Chvu"ches
;
yet, if God

keeps me steadfast, the mouths of the adversaries will 1)6 silenced, and
the Society be encouraged to go forward, not in their own strength, but
in the strength of the Lord. All I ask is prayer for me. May I go back
to the dark places of idolatry and superstition supported by the fervent

and continual supplications of the Churcli, and leaning on the promise of

the Saviour, ' Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world.'

May an abundant blessing ever rest on the work of the Society !

"

At Sierra Leone, where he touched on his outward voyage, the Bishop

Bishop received a warm welcome, addresses being pi'esented to in'^AfricL

him by the missionaries, Native clergy, catechists, &c., and by the

tutors and students of Fourah Bay College. It is interesting to

see as the first signature "J. Hamilton," the name of the valued

missionary who, twenty years after, was Archdeacon of Lagos,

and rendered signal service to the Niger Mission. Every respect

was paid to " the black bishop " by the Governors at Sierra Leone,

the Gold Coast, and Lagos. At the latter place he performed his

first episcopal function, not for his own Mission, but at the request

of the Bishop of Sierra Leone, by admitting to priest's orders the

Colonial chaplain at Cape Coast Castle. Then he proceeded to

the Niger in H.M.S. Investigator, which was taking stores to

Dr. Baikie, who was now established at Lokoja as Consul. He
visited the stations, ordained a catechist deacon, confirmed some
converts, and returned to Lagos.

At Lagos Bishop Crowther took up his permanent abode, paying Crowther

an annual visit of some months to the Niger stations, as oppor- N^igen

tunity of conveyance offered. There were then no regular

steamers ; there was no Eoyal Niger Company ; and the Bishop

was dependent upon the occasional visits of Government vessels

until trade, already active in the Delta, began to move up the river.

Gradually he was able to enlarge his Mission staff, obtaining Negro
catechists and schoolmasters from Sierra Leone, posting them at

different stations, and ordaining those who seemed most promising.

By 1871 he had ordained eight of this class of men, in addition to

his son Dandeson, who had been an Islington student. The work,

as before his consecration, was principally up the river inland, at

Onitsha and the Confluence ; and the agents, therefore, were very

isolated, which was not a favourable condition for their personal

spiritual life. Still, the reports in those earlier years of Crowther's

Episcopate were in the main encouraging ; and a striking testimony

was given in 1867 by the German traveller Eohlfs, who, after long

wanderings and many trials in the Mohammedan Soudan, was
astonished to come across a small oasis of Christian civilization at

Lokoja. Year by year, Crowther sent a Eeport, not only to the

Society, but to Archbishop Longley, who frequently wrote to him
kind and wise letters.
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Part VII. Crowther's reports and journals were regularly published by the
1862-72. Society ; and it is impossible to read them without being struck
C hap. 57.

i^y ^j^g ^g^g|. ^^^^ shrewdness he displayed in dealing with the petty

His tact Heathen kings and chiefs, and also with greater Mohammedan

^hr wd potentates like the Emir of Nupe. Mr. Mee, in the thi-ee Annual
ness. Reportshe wrote, 1867, 1868, andl869,—whichwe have before noticed

for their striking language,—pictured the Negro Bishop as re-

sembling the missionary bishops of the Dark Ages, who interviewed

kings and emperors and held their own with them fearlessly.

In several cases he procured the abolition of barbarous customs,
even where his direct Gospel message was rejected ; though some-
times these were resumed afterwards, as might be expected. At
one place, the marked impression made on the people produced
the opposite effect, and a female slave was publicly sacrificed to

the gods to atone for the sin of admitting Christianity into the

country. Crowther never asked to be allowed as a favour to plant

a teacher at a town. He always insisted that he came for the

good of the people, and that they must provide the necessary
dwelling, schoolroom, &c., or give him the money to build them ; and
this was repeatedly done. In his teaching, he seemed to know
instinctively what would appeal to a Pagan or a Moslem mind.

His deal- For instance, when Hausa or Nupt' mullahs loudly denied the

Moslems. Houship of Clu'lst, he would take advantage of their immense
reverence for the Angel Gabriel—familiar to them from the fables

of the Koran,—and read to them Gabriel's ivords to Mary, " That
holy thing that shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God."
In his Primary Charge to his clergy and lay agents, in 1866, he
gave singularly wise counsels to them as to their preaching and
teaching :

—

His " s^Q have tlie best example ever given on the subject, and that

his Negro by the preaching of Christ Himself. The Sermon on the Mount ; His
clergy. Parables ; His Discovirses ; tliese are the standards of missionary

sermons among the initntored Heathen. Take any portion of these,

sublime and lofty as the sentiments therein expressed ai"e, yet they
are so simple, that every Heathen can understand them ; and so appro-
priate, that every one can see himself represented in them. Imitate
Christ then, to reach the understanding, and not to move the feelings

only ; speak to the people as they are able to bear it ; speak to them
with all simplicity as to children ; a simple exposition and applica-

tion of a discourse or parable will often be followed bj^ lasting impressions
and great eti'ects. In this way I have not only got an attentive hearing
from the Heathen, but from Mohammedans also : bigoted as they are,

they could not help attesting to the soundness of the doctrine of our
religion, though they could not embrace Christianity lest they should be
cast out of the mosque.

" Whether we hope to make converts from among the Heathen, or from
the followers of Mohammed, our aim sliould always be to preach to all as
to needy and helpless sinnei-s. who uuist be pardoned through the atoning
blood of Christ alone. . . . Thus sowing by prayer and faith, we must
leave the results to the Disposer of all hearts, who can influence them by
the inspiration of His Holy Spirit.
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"Again, in preaching, divest yourself of a disposition to dispute with Part VII.

Mohammedans, or to censure Heathen : rather be possessed with the 1862-72.

feelings of sympathy with allclasses of hearers. ... It was notalways that Chap. 57.

Christ made severe rebukes upon the Scribes and Pharisees, as hypocrites, —
in His discourses ; though some were probably always present to hear ^^"^^^j^'^P"'

Him, though not with the intention to pr(jtit, but to watch and catch sympathy,
something from His mouth that they might accuse Him. Though He
knew this, yet generally He preached as if He knew not their wicked in-

tentions. The effects on them we are told thus— ' Among the chief rulers,

also, many believed on Him, but because of the Pharisees they did not
confess Him, lest they should be put out of the synagogue, for they loved

the praise of men more than the praise of God.' Even the officers who were
sent on one occasion to apprehend Him were disarmed by His powerful
and resistless preaching, and retiuned witliout Him, with this conviction

and frank confession— ' Never man spake like this man.' . . .

" When we first introduce the Gospel to any people, we should take
advantage of any principles which they themselves admit. Thus, though
the Heathen in this |)art of Africa possess no written legends, yet
wherever we turn our eyes we liud among them, in their animal sacrifices,

a text which is the mainspring of the Christian faith— ' Without shedding
of blood there is no remission.' Therefore we may with propriety say,
' That which ye ignorantly practise, declare we unto you '

:
' The blood

of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, cleanseth from all sin.
'"

Crowther's skill in speaking and writing, even if not his tact in

action, seemed to communicate itself to his helpers. Their letters

are interesting to read, even in the case of men who, it must be

acknowledged, did not prove good and faithful missionaries. The
converts themselves, brought out of the lowest ignorance and
degradation—as indeed they were,—caught ideas which one might
think would be beyond them. Thus, one man who had to endure
persecution said,

—

" Safety evermore accompanies duty ; and when we are in God's way
we are under God's wing. Preservation and protection we shall ha^e if

God may thereljy be more glorified ; but sometimes danger is better than
safety, and a storm more useful than a calm."

Translational work was not forgotten. J. C. Taylor, who was Scripture

of the Ibo tribe—the most important on the Lower Niger,—although t[ons.'^

born of Christian parents (ex-slaves) at Sierra Leone, did excellent

service by his Ibo reading-books, portions of Scripture, &c. He
came to England and lived for some time with Schon at Chatham,
in order to work under his experienced eye. Schon himself was
studj'ing Hausa, and doing much preparatory work in that

language ; and he also edited a Primer and part of St. Matthew in

Nupc, prepared tentatively by Crowther.
The Niger was not without its personal dangers. In 1867 the Pf"'?.°"o i o

^ ^ the Niger:
Bishop and his son Dandeson were seized and imprisoned by a the Consul

hostile chief. The British Consul at Lokoja, Mr. Fell, went to
'''"^'^•

negotiate for his release, but refused to pay the £1000 demanded as

a ransom. As the Consul was returning to his boat, he called to

Crowther to run for it too. They shoved off amid a shower of

poisoned a-^i^xo, o^-lv. of which struck Mr. Fell, and he died in a few
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Part VII. hours. " I would," wrote the Bishop, " had such been the will of
1862-72. God, that I had been shot, and my dead l)ody taken to Lokoja
Chap. 57. instead of his." In 1871, the stranding of a steamer, as in 1857,

left Crowther far up the river ; and again he made his way
southward by Ilorin and through the Yoruba country, visiting

Ibadan and Abeokuta on his way, and bringing, as we have before

seen, good accounts of the bereft Churches there.

The Niger \Yg lyn^ist now visit the Delta of the Niger, and briefiv review
Delta. II- f 1 Tv/r- • -r> -^ -P

the history ot the Missions at Bonny and Brass.
Bonny. Bonny has been humorously described as a place that belies its

ow^n name ; and certainly, five-and-thirty years ago, there were
few places on the surface of the globe that less deserved the
pleasant Scottish epithet. "It is situated on a dismal overgrown
swamp, where unclean birds and loathsome reptiles luxuriate, and
bordered at low tide by hundreds of acres of black, fetid mud, in

which lurk pestilence and death. The damp and clammy heat
which distinguishes the western coast of Africa, and which seems
to attain its climax at Bonny, united with a thick and heavy
atmosphere, tainted with malaria and unfit for white men to

breathe, produces a painfully depressing influence upon the mind
and constitution of an Englishman." So wrote the Eev. W.
Allan, w^ho visited Bonny on behalf of the Society in 1888. But
these words only describe the physical features of the place.

Thirty-five years ago, its moral features were as repulsive. Not
that Bonny had been unreached by British influence. An active

and lucrative trade had been going on for nearly half a century,

uade'to"^
" Civilization " had a rare chance of showing what it could do to

raise the elevate a savage people unaided by Christianity. But " civili-
^^°^^- zation " did not stop cannibalism, nor infanticide, nor a score of

other frightful crimes and vices. All these continued to prevail

;

and in addition, European rum and gin at threepence a bottle were
further demoralizing the people. Of course, too, " civilization

"

in no way affected the religion of the country—if religion it could
be called, which consisted in a kind of reverence for snakes and
lizards, particularly the iguanas, which were counted as " juju

"

(sacred), and were allowed to roam about and feed undisturbed on
the poultry of the place. To kill an iguana, even by accident, was
punishable with death.

The larger part of the population of Bonny consisted of the
slaves of a few wealthy chiefs. One of these had the titular rank
of king, but this honour gave him no power over the rest. For
several years the king had been a man who was a keen and (it was
said) not too scrupulous trader, who, during a period of misunder-
standing with the other chiefs, had visited England, and while in

this country had been baptized by the name of William Pepple.
Onginof On his return to Bonny in 1861, he wrote to the Bishop of

Mission. London asking that a Christian Mission might be established in

his country. Dr. Tait sent the letter to Crowther ; and the
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latter, in 1864, shortly after his consecration, visited Bonny, and Part VII.

arranged with the king for a payment of £150 per annum, about 1862-72.

half the cost of the proposed station. A Negro schoolmaster from ^P' ^^-

Sierra Leone was sent, and began the work by opening a little

school, and by " keeping service " (as the West African phrase is)

on Sunday evenings. In 1866, a proper school-chapel, of sun-

dried balls of nuid, and mortar made from oyster-shells, was put
v;p, and when the foundation-ta// was laid, the children who had
])een under instruction were able to sing English hymns. When
the building was opened, the Bishop preached on Isa. Ixvi. 1, 2,

"Where is the house that ye build unto Me? ... To this man
will I look," &c. The " juju priests " soon became envious, and
persuaded a wealthy chief to rebuild the famous "juju-house,"
ornamented with the skulls of enemies killed and eaten ; but in

1866, the king died, and was succeeded by his son George Pepple, George

who had been educated in England ; and he made a counter-move ^^pp'^-

by inducing the people to destroy the iguanas, which, as soon as

they found no harm happening to them, they did with much gusto.

In 1868, the Bishop, on one of his visits, in order to make a

straight road from the native town to the station (about a mile off),

proposed to cut through a "juju grove," untrodden by any but
priestly feet. No opposition was offered to this, but no one dared
to help ; and the Bishop and his son and the teachers literally

hewed their own way through. A shocking scene disclosed itself.

Skulls, human limbs, the bodies of twin-born infants, were lying

about, and other unmentionable horrors. At the next service,

Crowther preached against the custom of destroying twin children,

taking as his text, with his wonted skill in the choice of Scripture

passages for his hearers, the account of the birth of Esau and
Jacob.

But while a wholesome influence was thus being gained, and English

while the people liked the Sunday services and schools as being
an English custom, superstition naturally struggled hard to retain

its supremacy ; fighting between rival chiefs also hindered the

work ; and anything like real religion was sadly discouraged

by the irreligiovis lives of the European traders. They lived on
board hulks moored in the creeks of the Delta, on account of the

unhealthiness of the land ; but their habits of life were in no way
hidden from the Natives. However, in 1871 Dandeson Crowther
(now well known as the Archdeacon) took charge of the Bonny
Mission ; a new church was built, called St. Stephen's ; and in

1873 another little church, St. Clement's, for the English traders

and for English-speaking Africans ; and this latter church began
to be as fairly attended as the other. Perhaps the terrible fever

of that year, which carried off seventy-five per cent, of all the

Europeans on the whole West African coast, touched some
consciences. •

It was at the close of the same year, 1873, that the persecutions

broke out which have lent so deep an interest to the Bonny

traders.
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 57.

Converts
baptized
and perse-
cuted.

Mission. A public baptism of nine converts on Christmas Day
excited the wrath of the juju priests, and they persuaded some of

the most powerful chiefs to forbid their slaves and dependants

attending church or school ; the principal charge against them
being that they w^ere not available for Sunday work. Very
touching accounts came to England of the night gatherings of the

converts in the bush ; and much prayer was offered for them. In

July, 1874, the Bishop visited Bonny, and expostulated with the

chiefs. His account of this presents a striking illustration of his

cleverness in dealing with such difiiculties :

—

Bishop " As regards the complaint that they were reluctant to go to the

on°God
" market on Sunday, that it was God's law, which every man, master, or

claim upon slave is bound to obey ; that though they own the slaves, wlio must
one day in ^ij^y tliem, yet they own and enslave the body only, but that God claims

both body and soul ; that as it was His will that they demand the

services of their bodies during six days in the week, God demands the

service of their souls on the seventh.
" To convince them of the truthfulness of this, I put the question to

them individua]lj% whether, when God sent His messenger Death to

take away the soul of any of their slaves, could the owner prevent that
soul from obeying the summons by the hand of death 'i They unani-
mously replied, ' No.' I then said, ' Well, in that case God has taken
away the most important part of that slave, which belonged to Him,
and left the body to them, the material substance, which they had
purchased with their money ; that they were perfectly at liberty to

employ it whenever they pleased, Sunday or not.' They remained
puzzled. I said, if the dead body did not obey their orders, it should
be compelled to do so by being beaten. They were silent. Nay,
further, I said, 'You must make it obey orders: put it into the canoe;
lash it to its seat, and lasli the paddle into his hands, and compel it to
paddle.' Here they saw the impossibilit3\

"However, considering what these poor Heathen chiefs do witness in

these oil rivers, of the desecration of the Sabbath at the shipping when
the mail steamer came in, when they cannot distinguish between work
of necessity and that of business, I met the question this way : that as

their markets were not regulated by our days of the week, whenever
necessity requires that tin ir slaves should man the canoes on Sunday
to go to them in the interior they might do so ; but when at home, or
the Lord's Day, they should not be prevented from attending the House
of God. This they promised to consider."

But the Bishop failed to move the hostile chiefs ; and in the

following year, as several new converts were baptized, a severer

persecution broke out, in consequence of their refusing (as in the

days of the Primitive Church) to identify themselves with idolatry

by eating meat offered in sacrifice to the gods. The leading

persecutor was a chief called "Captain Hart"—many of them
had taken English names, sometimes grotesque ones, as " Fine

Country "
; and one of his slaves became, in November, 1875, the

proto-martyr of the Delta Church. This slave had been baptized

Joshua, and being one of " Captain Hart's " people, was known as

Joshua Hart. He persisted in attending church, and refused to

eat of the sacrifices ; and he was taken out into the river, bound

Joshua
Hart
martyred.
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hand and foot, and tln'own overboard, and when he rose to the Part VII.

surface a crvishing blow on the head from a paddle finished the 1862-72.

murder. Another convert was literally starved to death, refusing ^^P"

'

'

to the last to eat the " juju " food, which was on all hands
regarded as a test. Two others, not slaves, but men of some
position, Isaiah Bara and Jonathan Apiape, were put in chains and
kept in the bush for twelve months, refusing offers of chieftain-

ships if they would yield. One of them gave the memorable reply

to an appeal from the juju priests, "Jesus Christ has put a Christ's

padlock on my heart, and taken the key to heaven." At length, Padlock,

after a year's confinement and ill-treatment, these two men were
released at the request of Captain Boler, a leading man in the

English shipping community, who in many ways befriended the

Mission.

To complete the story, we must go forward a few years. In Religious

May, 1878, Dandeson Crowther and his people held a special at^Bonny"

prayer-meeting in behalf, not merely of themselves, but of their

persecutors. Three weeks after this, the chief, " Captain Hart,"

softened by the death of his wife, sent for Mr. Crowther, listened

to his words, went to the other chiefs, and then, with them,
granted religious liberty. When the Bishop arrived, two months
after, he found the church crowded with worshippers. Nor was
this all. In the following year "Captain Hart" died, having

on his death-bed renounced idolatry and given orders for the

destruction of all his idols. Two canoe-loads of them were
broken and thrown into the river ; one only, the chief family

idol, being preserved for the Bishop, and by him sent afterwards

to Salisbury Square. Congregations of a thousand people now
assembled in St. Stephen's Church—a church well named !

—

Sunday by Sunday ; daily family prayers were begun in some
principal compounds ; and Mr. ]3oyle, then a catechist (now a

clergyman), wrote, with pardonable exaggeration, " Bonny has

become a Bethel."

x\nother Mission in the Delta w^as on the Brass Eiver, one of Brass

the mouths of the Niger. In 1867, the king there, Ockiya,

welcomed Bishop Crowther, and agreed to bear half the expense

of a house and school for a Native teacher at his port, Brass-

Tuwon ; and subsequently the Mission was extended to his chief

town, Brass-Nembe, thirty miles up the river. The people here

were just as degraded and superstitious as at Bonny, and the

chief "juju" was the boa-constrictor. It is a literal fact that

a treaty made with the Brass people in 1856 by Mr. T. J.

Hutchinson, H.B.M. Consul at Fernando Po, contained a clause

fining any Englishman who killed a boa-constrictor a puncheon of

palm-oil ! But the influence of the Mission told ; a leading chief

called Spiff' w^as baptized on Whit Sunday, 1875 ; his son was
trained as a Mission agent ; another chief, who was a violent

persecutor, came under instruction ; and in 1877, the king. The king's

Ockiya, gave up his idolatry, and handed his idols to the Bishop. up°^^
^'^^"
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Part YII.
1862-72.

Chap. 57.

The upper
river.

Steamer
for the
bishop.

Crowther's
life and
work.

Two or three sj)ecial images were sent home to the Society, and
have ever since been familiar objects both in the CM. House and
at Missionary Exhibitions, &c.

Thus the Delta Mission was progressing, not without vicissi-

tudes and anxieties, but with manifest blessing from God. The
converts must not be thought of as ripe or exemplary Christians.

They were weak and ignorant, and liable to yield to old tempta-
tions or fall back into old superstitions. Yet, upon the whole, the
work was a great one. Bonny, in particular, should be compared,
not with some ideal Christian town, but with what it actually had
once been ; and then we can appreciate what even a fair pro-

fession of Christianity can do, though it may be with but a small
nucleus of truly converted souls.

Meanwhile, up the river, new stations were occupied from time
to time, at Osamare and Asaba, and at a place called Kipo Hill,

350 miles inland, in the territory of the Emir of Nupe. The older

stations, Onitsha and Lokoja, sometimes seemed hopeful, and
there were many nominal converts ; but the agents did not all

prove satisfactory, and some sad failures took place. Of these

we shall hear more in a future chapter, as most of them belong to

a later period. The position was a very difficult one. Negroes
from Sierra Leone, some of them young and with little experience,

were placed in Heathen towns amid wickedness of every kind.

Their isolation was great ; and the Bishop could only visit them
at certain times of the year, when the river was full enough to

allow the trading steamers to go up. Even then he was de-

pendent upon their movements. Sometimes they only stopped a

few hours where he wished to stay for weeks ; and sometimes he
would be detained some days at a place where the Mission had no
work. In 1877 he came to England and appealed to his friends

for a steamer of light draught for the use of the Mission—a most
reasonable demand, which might well have been made twenty
years before. How this need was supplied ; how an English
lay missionary was sent with her, to take charge of the business
and secularities of the Mission ; how two Africans were appointed
Archdeacons ; how in this and other ways improved organization

and more thorough efficiency was aimed at, and how much
there was of distressing failure, will appear hereafter. Few
men have been at the head of a harder enterprise than
Bishop Samuel Crowther ; few have had more disappointments
and trials ; few have shown so indomitable a perseverance ; few
have borne through a long and laborious life so irreproachable

a personal reputation. He may not have been possessed of the
highest spiritual gifts : but he was a plain, practical, patient,

hard-working Christian man. He suffered greatly by the faults

of others. Had he been supported in Africa by men as good
as himself, and in England with more constant and sympathetic
counsel, his work would have been greater. Even as it was, God
blessed it.
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Note. PartVII.

Speech of the Ref/iu-^ Professor of Divinity at O.rford, Dr. Jacohsov, in q-^^^^ ~j
preseiitincf the Rev. -S. Croiother, Bishop-desi(jnnte of the NI(jer,for the

honorary ihyree of D.D.

Insignissime Vice-CancoUarie, Vt).sque Egregii Procuratoros,—Praesento
Vobis hunc Vinuii Reveroudum, Samuel Croivther, in regionibus Africae

Occidentalis, extra torminos Coloiiiae Britannicae jaeentibiis, Episcopum
(lesignatuni.

Quern oliiu parvuhim a patria et ]>areiitibus, a fratribiis ct sororiljiis,

cnidelissime abreptum, atqne servituti, postremo uimiiiun inaloruin,

traditmn, naves nostrae Regiae in libertatem vindicaveruut.

Mox, in adolescente tanta intelligendi vis, ingeninm ad lingiia.s multi-

jilicas, variasqne perdiscendas tarn habile et aptum sese ostendit, ut, in

Navigatione ilia Fluvii Nigri cognoscendi causa suscepta, Interpretis

munere fungeratur.

Deinde. postquam apud Islington liberaliter fuerat institutus, et a

Blomtieldio, Episcopo Londinensi, in Ordines Sacros admissus, sub
auspieiis alterius Societatum illarum quae operam dant ut Ecclesia

nostra, favente Sunnno Nomine, palmitc^ sxos tra/ift maria e.rtendere poscit,

et Doetrina Cliristiana inter gentes barljavos piopagatur, toto aninio et

studio omni in labores missionarios, apud Abeokutani, et per totem
Y<jrubam, incubuit.

Testamenti Novi et Libri Precum Publiearun\ nostri l)onam partem in

sermones plures vernaculos reddidit.

Nunc dernum, ut inter populares suos Episcopatus opiLs Iwnum suseipiat,

jussu Reginae nostrae Serenissimae, in Africam reversurus est.

Quern igitur, Diocesi novae constituendae, f(jvendae, gubernandae
addictum et oonsecratum, Ecclesiae indigenae Episcopum indigenum,

bonis omnibus votis prosequemur, Hunc praesento Vobis, ut ad Gfradum
Doctoris in Sacra Theologia, Honoris causa, admittatur.

VOL. II. H h



CHAPTEE LVIII.

Two Islands: Mauritius and Madagascar.

Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 58.

The two
islands.

Mauritius
and its

people.

The Two Islands—Origin and Purpose of Mauritius Mission—Bishop
Ryan—The Indian Coolies—The Orphans—Three Interesting

Functions—Bishops Hatchard and Huxtable—Trials and Calami-
ties—Bishop Royston—Seychelles Mission—Madagascar: the

L.M.S. Mission; the Period of Persecution; the Living Church
^Bishop Ryan to Madagascar—C. M.S. and S.P.G. Missions—
The Coast, not the Capital—Journeys, Trials, Converts—The
Bishopric Question—Attitude of C.M.S.—The Bishop conse-

crated—Withdrawal of C.M.S.

" Glorify ye the Lord in fhefire)^, ereti the name of the Lord God of Itsrael in the

isleft of the sea."—Isa. xxiv. 15.

WO Islands: contiguous geographically; but very

different in other respects. One, Mauritius, about

the size of Hertfordshire ; the other, Madagascar,
about four times that of England and Wales, indeed

the third largest island in the world, only exceeded

by New Guinea and Borneo. One, with no aborigines,

being uninhabited when the Portuguese discovered it in

1505 ; the other, with a Native population, Malay in origin, of

some four millions. One, rarely mentioned among the mission-

fields of the world ; the other, the scene of one of the most
famous and thrilling of missionary histories. So far as the

Church Missionary Society is concerned, the Mauritius Mission

has been carried on for more than forty years, and has accom-
plished much good work ; while the Madagascar Mission only

lasted ten years, and its fruits have been gathered by others. The
latter was originally an offshoot from the former : hence we take

them together.

The Island of Mauritius belonged in succession to the Portuguese,

the Dutch, and the French. The Dutch gave it its name, after

Prince Maurice ; but during the French occupation it was called

the Isle of France, being peopled by Creoles from the neighbour-

ing French island of Bourbon or Eeunion. In 1810 it was
captured by the British ; and the population has since increased to

nearly double that of Hertfordshire by the free immigration of

coolies from India for the sugar-plantations. The owners of these

estates, and the Creole peasantry, are mostly French Eoman
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Catholics, and the Negroes, who were theu' slaves until the Part Yil.

Emancipation in 1834, belong nominally to the Roman Chm'ch. 1862-72.

The ofticial language is French ; but a Creole j^atois is the
^^^'

'

^ernacular of the old population, while the coolies speak the

various tongues of India. Here is a picture of this strange
confluence of nationalities :

—

" On landing, the European finds himself amidst the types and A conflu-

costuines of various Oriental races. Gangs of coolies are toiling, and natfonaii
sing in a low, monotonous tone, as they empty the barges or lighters that ties,

lie along the edge of the wharf, and deposit their contents under large
sheds on sliore. These swartliy Orientals, so thinly clad, are the muscles
and sinews of the Mauritius body-politic. . . .

'• But the eye of the stranger is arrested l)y other nationalities. He
sees Arabs from the shores of the Red Sea, whose dress, features, and
language have undergone little change from the friction of forty
centuries. . . . He sees haughty Mohammedans, descendants of a race
who conquered India before the English Hag was ever unfurled on its

shores—men tall of stature, muscular in build, Avith regular features,

lofty brows, bull-like necks, and flowing beards. He sees Indians from
the burning plains of Hindostan, weak and etleminate in frame, soft and
gentle in expression, fawning and servile in address, with their dark,
curling locks, longer and glossier than those that adorned the heads of

the Roman youth during the reign of the later emperors. He sees

Chinamen from the Celestial Empire, a grotesque-looking race. . . .

He sees dark descendants of Ham, of all types and countries inhabited
by that servile race : ex-apprentices, fast sinking into the grave, often
halt, and lame, and maimed, bearing in their decrepid, toil-worn bodies
a str()nger argument against Slavery than ever issued from the eloquent
lips of Wilberforce or Brougham ; free Negroes, the oftspring of slaves,

plump, shiny, and good-humoured; Malagashes, of two different nations
;

the one agreeing in physical organization with their African brethren,
except that the skull is smaller and the lips thinner—the other a fine,

bold, athletic race, with complexions as light as the Spaniards of the
south. . . . Mozambiques, short, broad-chested, and muscular, with
features expressive of coarse sensuality, and indiflerence to everything
save the gratification of their immediate wants ; and here and there an
Abyssinian, tall, erect, and handsome, with aquiline features, approach-
ing nearer to the European type than those of any other of the dark
races of Africa. Besides the Hindus, he sees other stray specimens of

the Asiatic races—Lascar seamen, with round caps, and cotton petticoats
resembling in shape a Highlander's kilt worn over the trousers

;

Batavians, dwarfish, but muscular, with features a compromise between
the Hindu and the Chinese ; Armenians, with bushy black beards and
olive complexions, wearing conical caps of sheepskin with the wool worn
outside ; Singhalese, diftering little, but still discernible, from the
Hindus ; and Parsees from Bombay, fair, sleek, and intelligent, with
flowing robes of snowy white, and conical caps reclining rather than
worn on the back of the head—a fine race, the mercantile aristocracy of

India and the East. Europe also has added its contingent to swell the
motley assembly : bronzed Frenchmen, stray specimens of Italian and
German patriots, English merchants, ofiicers and soldiers, heads of civil

departments, grave men, bearing the burden of the State upon their
shoidders, and conscious of its weight. Other stray waifs of humanity
complete the picture, the efl'ect of whicli is still more heightened liy the
mixture of Creoles, composing the coloured population, with more or less

H h 2
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Part VII. of African blood in their veins—a distinct class, forming a sort of

1862-72. imperium in hnperio, equally removed from the pure black and white
Chap. 58. population, with whom they neither marry nor are given in marriage.

Such is the picture presented to the eye by the mixed and motley popu-
lation of Mauritius—a picture uniijue in itself, such as no other country
in the world can supply." *

After the Emancipation,! the S.P.G. and the L.M.S. opened
schools for the freed Negroes and Creoles ; but little could be done,

owing to the predominance of Eomanism, and the Government
patronage it enjoyed. j In 1850, Bishop Chapman of Colombo
visited the Island, and upon his representations the Anglican
Bishopric of Mauritius was established in 1854. The new diocese

Bishop was fortunate in its first bishop. Dr. Vincent W. Kyan had been
Ryan. Principal of the Highbury Training College for Schoolmasters,

and was a man of great energy and tact. He not only cared for

the spiritual interests of the few thousand members of the Church
of England resident in the Island, but also set to work to organize

Missions to the Indian coolies ; and under his auspices the S.P.G.
Origin of and C.M.S. began work almost simultaneously. Before, indeed,

skfnfto'the Bishop Eyan went out, Stephen Hobbs, of the C.M.S. Tinnevelly
coolies. Mission, was detained at Mauritius on his voyage back to India

after furlough, early in 1851, and represented the needs of the

Island ; and David Fenn, Ragland's comrade in the new Itinerant

Mission in North Tinnevelly, having fallen sick, went to Mauritius
for the winter of 1854-5. He found at the capital. Port Louis, a
little band of Tamil coolies, who were Christians from the S.P.G.
districts in South India, ministered to by Mr. A. Taylor, who had
been an S.P.G. catechist at Madras and was now employed in

Mauritius by the Madras Auxiliary Bible Society. § Fenn assisted

him in the services, and wrote to the C.M.S. Committee urging
them to send a missionary to the Island.

Reasons Three considerations led the Society to establish a INIauritiiis

sion in Missiou. (1) In the words of Kidgeway,]| " Confluences of races
Mauritius,

^^^^j languages are of primary importance " in selecting nrissionary

centres, " particularly if the mingled elements sustain intercourse

with the parent stocks from which they originally came, so as to

reflect back upon them the Christian knowledge they have
received." And as the great majority of the Indian coolies, like

those in Cej'lon, returned to their own country when their term
of service expired, their evangelization might have no small

* Beaton's Creoles and Coolies, pp. 12-15; quoted in C.i[. LnteUiiiencer,

October, 1861.

I For which Great Britain paid £2,112,632. That great national act did

not apply to the West Indies only.

X Upon whieli the S.P.G. Digest (p. 368) conunents strongly.

§ Taylor was sent at tiie earnest request of a Wesleyan niissionarj' from
Madras whom Ht)bbs met in Mauritius. Thus S.P.G., C.M.S., Wesleyans,
and Bible Society, all had a hand in sending the first lay missionary to

Mauritius, who was afterwards an S.P.G. clergyman.

II
CM. hitelligencer, October, 1861.
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influence upon the evangelization of India. (2) Such a Mission, Part VIT.

in a Ileal thy climate, would afford a sphere for the lahours of J '^62-72.

missionaries invalided from India, as the languages they had P'
"

worked in there would he equally useful here. (3) The appoint-

ment of a zealous friend of the Society like Eyan to the hishopric

was of itself a reason for supporting him in his work. Accordingly,
in 1856, the Rev. Stephen Hohhs, of Tinnevelly, and Mr. Paul
Ansorge of Krishnagar (one of Gossner's Berlin men who had
joined the C.M.S.), having both suffered in health, were trans-

ferred to Mauritius, to labour among the Tamil and the Bengali
coolies respectively. At the same time, Mr. A. Taylor, having
been ordained by Bishop Ryan on his arrival at Port Louis, was
engaged by the S.P.G., also for work among the Tamils. Ansorge,
too, was ordained by the Bishop in 1857.

From the first, there was much encouragement in the work. Good

There were no wealthy Hindu temples and armies of Brahman s, among the

to dominate the Indian immigrants ; and though the Tamils had coolies,

some idols with them, the North India coolies, among whom
Ansorge found men from Benares and Agra, and even the Punjab,
as well as from Bengal, had none, and had no means of observing
their old festivals. All the more open were they for the Gospel of

Christ. Many came under instruction and in due course received

l)aptism. The Mauritius statistics gave no adequate idea of the
work done, for the majority of the converts returned in the ordinary
way to India ; but the captains of the ships that took them saw
the results, and told the seamen's chaplain at Port Louis that

"they were not like the same beings: they went back quiet,

reading, praying, instead of the uncivilized savages they were in

coming." Not infrequently people were baptized who had been
catechumens in India. On one occasion twenty-one persons from
the Telugu country, who had been prepared for baptism by Mr.
Alexander of Ellore, were discovered by an excellent catechist

from Tinnevelly who knew Telugu as well as Tamil. On another
occasion there was a Bengali from Dr. Duff's college at Calcutta.

An interesting development of the Mission took place in 1860,
when the Government established an Orphan Asylum and In- Orphan

dustrial School at a place called Powder Mills, and put Mr. and ^^
"*"'

Mrs. Ansorge in charge of the institution. At first the orphans
were all Indian ; but presently some of the British ships engaged
in suppressing the East African slave-trade brought the rescued
slaves to Mauritius, and the authorities sent the children among
them to the Orphanage. These, however, were in a wretched
condition ; and out of 132 handed to Ansorge in October, 1860,

seventy died by the end of February. Meanwhile the Indian
children proved very teachable, and the work of the Spirit of God
upon their hearts soon became manifest. On Ascension Day,
1862, sixty of them were baptized on their own confession of Indian

faith ; the excellent Christian Governor at that time, Sir William baptized.

Stevenson, and his wife, standing sponsors for the whole band,
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 58.

Mauritius
and East
Africa.

Ordina-
tions.

A polyglot
service.

and presenting each child with a Bible and Prayer-book. Not
long after this, Sir W. Stevenson died, to the grief of all godly
people in the Island.

\\\ 1863, Mauritius promised to become a far more important
centre than it had yet been. First, it was to be the base for a
new Mission in Madagascar—of which more presently. Secondly,
it was proposed to make it the base for the Society's operations

in East Africa. The liberated slaves landed in the Island, and
also in the Seychelles Islands—which are under the Bishop of

Mauritius,—seemed to be a connecting link between the Diocese
and the African coast. We have already seen that one result of

Bishop Eyan's active interest in the questions arising out of the

East African Slave Trade led the Society to request him to take
episcopal superintendence of the East Africa Mission. In
addition to this, the Committee appointed the Eev. P. S. Eoj^ston,

who had returned home from Madras invalided, to go out to

Mauritius as Secretary of w'hat they now expected to become an
important and expanding work ; with w^hich office he combined a

Government chaplaincy.

In his earliest letters from the Island, Eoyston had three

interesting functions to record. First, on St. Barnabas' Day,
1864, Bishop Eyan held an ordination for no less than five

missionaries going to these new fields, viz., J. Taylor (C.M.S.) for

East Africa, and two S.P.G. men for Madagascar, admitted to

deacons' orders, and two C.M.S. men, Campbell and Maundrell,
also for Madagascar, to priests' orders. Secondly, on August
27th, the Bishop consecrated St. Paul's Church, Port Louis,

built primarily for the Bengali Christians (the Tamils at the
capital being connected with the S.P.G. Mission), at the expense,

chiefly, of Christian people in the Island. " It was very interest-

ing," wrote Eoyston, " to notice the different nations represented

in the assembly—English, French, Creole, Eurasian, African,

Bengali, Madrassi (Tamil), Malagasy, and Chinese." " The way
in which Divine service was conducted," he goes on,

—

" was consistent with the occasion. The commencing Consecration
Service was in English ; tlie Morning Prayer, Psalms, &c., in Bengali

;

the Venitc, Jubilate, and hymns, in Hindustani ; one lesson in Tamil,
the other in Bengali ; the sermon, part in English, part in French, with
a Bengali translation of the greater part ; while the elements of the
Holy Communion were administered in all these languages, according to

the vernacular of the recipients."

The Bishop preached on the singularly appropriate words of

Isa. Ivi. 7, " Mine house shall be called an house of prayer for all

people." Services were afterwards held in the church in Bengali,

Hindustani, Telugu, and French. Then, thirdly, on St. Michael's

Day, the principal Bengali catechist, Charles Kushalli, was
ordained deacon, with a view to his ministering to the St. Paul's

congregation.

Mr. Eoyston, however, remained in Mauritius less than two
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years; his health heing restored, and his services being more Part VII.

urgently required at Madras. A third missionary, H. D. Buswell, 1862-72.

from the Tamil Mission in Ceylon, was added in 1866 ; and the ^^^^^P- ^^

work, especially among the North India coolies, continued to

grow and prosper. Mr. and Mrs. Hobbs started a Tamil boarding-
school ; and Mr. and Mrs. Ansorge, on the Powder Mills Asylum
being withdrawn from their charge by a Governor who was
anxious to favour the Romanists, opened one for the Bengali
children. By 1873, nearly 2000 coolies had been baptized, of 2000 coolies

whom about half had returned to India.
aptize

But the latter years of the period were a time of trial in various
ways. In 1867 and 1868, a serious epidemic swept away ten per
cent, of the population in a few months, including a large number
of the children in the boarding-schools. In the latter year a
tremendous hui'ricane destroyed some of the mission buildings,

and did such general damage that the effects on the trade of the
Island were still felt many years afterwards. In the same year
Bishop Ryan retired, after a fourteen years' energetic episcopate

;

the two next bishops. Dr. Hatchard and Dr. Huxtable (the latter

an excellent S.P.G. missionary), only lived three and seven Deaths

months respectively after consecration ; and in the four years, bL^hops
1869-72, the diocese only had a head for ten months altogether.

Bishop Ryan, however, went back to Mauritius for a few months
in 1872, and held confirmations, meeting everywhere with a warm
reception. Another difficulty now arose, from the Government
altering their policy regarding the Missions. Disestablishment
was "in the air," and several Colonies had to suffer at this time
from the withdrawal of State subsidies. "Religious equality"
was introduced, which, wrote General Lake in the CM. Becord,
" in practice often means religious destitution."

A new bishop was at last found in Mr. Royston, whose long Bishop

experience as a missionary, particularly as Secretary of the whole °^^ °"'

C.M.S. South India Mission, as well as his previous residence in

Mauritius, marked him out as an especially suitable man. He
was consecrated in December, 1872, on a memorable occasion to

be more fully noticed hereafter ; and for eighteen years Mauritius
had a bishop for whom it might well be envied by almost any
other diocese. The Island also, for the next two or three years,

enjoyed the rule of two good Governors, Sir x\rthur Gordon and
Sir Arthur Phayre, both of whom showed favour to the Missions.

In 1874-76 the staff was reinforced by another Bengal missionary,

F. Schurr, and another Tinnevelly missionary, Nigel Honiss.

Numerous baptisms continued to be reported, and sometimes the

peculiar position of Mauritius as a confluence of nationalities was
strikingly illustrated ; as, for instance, when a Persian merchant, Persia

speaking also x\rabic and Hindustani, was received into thefuppiy'"^
Church, and became a catechist by the name of Hope Mirza ;

converts,

and when, in later years, Chinese coolies received the Gospel,

and formed a little band of Christians by themselves. In
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ParxYII. 1^79, a Native Church Council, on the Tinnevelly plan, was
1SG2-72. formed.
Chap. 58. Meanwhile the Society's attention was repeatedly drawn to the

An appeal hherated Africans in the Seychelles Islands ; notahly, in 1872, by

Seychdies
^^i^^^p Tozer, of the Universities' Mission at Zanzibar :

—

" I have been induced," he wrote, " to apply to the Church Missionary
Society for help in this matter, because it has ah'eady interested itself

in these poor friendless people, and because it possesses in Mr. Sparshott
a missionary acquainted with the Swahili lanrjuage. The Society has,
moreover, in its Institution at Nasik, trained Africans, who mii;lit do an
excellent work as subordinate teachers."

Not Sparshott, however, but W. B. Chancellor, who went out
with him to Mombasa in 1873, was ultimately commissioned to

begin work in the Seychelles. He went to the principal island in

the group, Mahe, early in 1875, and presently established an
industrial school and settlement on the Capucin Mountain, naming

Venn's it Venn's Town ; and there, for several years, young Africans, the
°^"' children of liberated slaves, received Christian instruction and

industrial training.

car
Madagas- We now turn to Madagascar. The same four nations that in

turn possessed Mauritius, the Portuguese, the Dutch, the French,
and the English, attempted settlements in Madagascar m the
16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, but none of them successfully

;

and until the last few years the Island I'emained an independent
kingdom, its ruling race being the Hova tribe, by far the most
intelligent section of the Malagasy people. In like manner, the

Failure of efforts of the French Roman Catholic missionaries to introduce

Ro'^man Christianity had quite failed, and the whole nation remained
Catholic Heathen until the London Missionary Society began its great
Mission. -n^. . • ,1 , , t ,

•
"^

T T • * 1

Mission in the present century. At one time, indeed, in the
17th century, some hundreds were baptized; but Father Stephen,
the Superior of the Mission, having been killed by a leading chief

for endeavouring to introduce compulsory obedience to the rules
of the Church, another priest, Father Manner, collected an armed
force, destroyed villages, and massacred men, women, and
children ; with the result that in 1672 the French had to abandon
the Island altogether.^= And when, in 1818, the first L.M.S.
missionaries touched at the French Island of Bourbon en route
for Madagascar, they were strongly advised to proceed no further.
" The Malagasy are brute beasts," they were told ; "we have long
tried them ; and they are not capable of thinking and reasoning."

Origin of The Mission originated in this way. When England was
Mission, conhrmed in the possession of Mauritius by the Treaty of Vienna,

plans were at once formed for suppressing the slave-trade that
prevailed on the coast of Madagascar. Communication was
accordingly opened with the king, Eadama, and a treaty abolishing

* See an article in CM. In^elJigevrer, January, 1863.
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tlu> tiai'l'tc was concluded witli liini. Thereupon two Welshmen Part VII.

were sent out, each with a wife and child. Both wives, both J 862-72.

children, and one of the two men, died of malarial fever in the ^P

same year; and the one survivor of the party I'etired to Mauritius.

So God tries the faith of His people. Many of the most nourishing

Missions have started with similar trials. In 1820, the solitary

labourer returned to Madagascar ; others were sent out to join

him ; and for several years the work was carried on with energy.

The language was reduced to writing ; not only the Bible, but Rapid pro-

many other books in Malagasy, were prepared and printed ;

^''^^^"

thousands of young people were taught to read and write ; and
the Gosjiel was faithfully preached. Not until 1831 were the
first converts baptized ; but then they multiplied rapidly. Up to

this time the story is strangely parallel with those of New Zealand
and Uganda.
Meanwhile Eadama, who was an able and excellent king

—

almost an Alfred or a Peter the Great,—though not a Christian,

died, in 1828. He was succeeded by Queen Eanavalona I., a The perse-

superstitious and cruel woman, who opposed the Mission, and in Queen

:

1835 took measures to suppress Christianity altogether. In the

following year the missionaries had to leave the Island ; and for

twenty-five years a ruthless persecution prevailed, sometimes fierce

and urgent, sometimes lulled by various circumstances. At length,

in 1861, the Queen died ; her son, who was a professing Christian, Her death,

succeeded her; and the country was instantly reopened. Then
the spectacle of a living Church, ten times larger than when the

Mission was suspended, was revealed to the astonished eyes of

Christendom. All over the world, the thrilling story of those Wonderful... .
*^ fruits of the

twenty-five years of suffering stirred the sympathies of the people martyr-

of God. Two hundred converts had laid down their lives for
^°'^^-

Christ, and a much larger number had borne " cruel mockings
and scourgings, bonds and imprisonment," and the loss of all

things. But they had the Word of God with them : the trans-

lation al and educational labours of the early missionaries—as in

Uganda long after—had received the stamp of the Divine blessing
;

and so the bush, burnt with fire, had not been consumed.
Within a few days of the receipt of the news in England, in Mission

1862, Mr. Ellis, of the L.M.S., was on his way to Madagascar.
^^"^^^'^•

He had been there before. Originally a missionary in Polynesia,

and afterwards a Secretary at home, he had paid short visits

to the Island in 1853-4, during a temjoorary lull in the per-

seciition, and his Joiirnals had been published, and read with

deep interest. And now the privilege fell to him of renewing the

Mission. On his way out, in Mauritius, he had much conversation

with Bishop Eyan ; the result of which was that the Bishop,

taking advantage of a British embassy going to present gifts from
Queen Victoria to the new king, also proceeded to Madagascar, Bishop

and reached the capital, iVntananarivo, on August 7th, 1862. He Madagas-

was warmly received both by the king, to whom he presented a
'^^^'
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Part VII. Bible from Her Majesty, and by the L.M.S. missionaries; and
1862-72. |,hg latter, headed by Ellis, expressed a generous hope that the
C hap. 58. Qj^^i^-ch Missionary Society would come and take a part in the

evangelization of the Malagasy people. It was in that very year
that the Nonconformists in England were celebrating the Bi-

centenary of the expvxlsion of ministers from the Church of

England in 1662, which commemoration seriously interrupted

the friendly relations between them and Evangelical Churchmen
;

but Bishop Eyan said, " While at home they are fighting over a

bi-centenary, let us out here unite in hi-missionary operations."
What Eyan accordingly wrote to both the S.P.G. and the CM. S., urging

s.RG.and them to send a Mission to the coast districts, while the L.M.S.
^•'^^•'^°'' continued its successful work in the central provinces. A Con-

ference was held at the S.P.G. office. Bishops Tait, Wilberforce, and
Gray being present, with the S.P.G. and C.M.S. Secretaries, and
Dr. Tidman, the Secretary of the L.M.S. Dr. Tidman promised
a hearty welcome to Anglican missionaries sent to Madagascar,
provided they did not work at the capital, and provided no resi-

dent bishop were sent. Bishop Gray, who had just triumphed
in the first Lambeth Conference, was loud in the expression of

his determination to have a complete Mission headed by a bishop

from the first, with at least six priests. Bishop Tait opposed this,

S.P.G. and the S.P.G. decided on a less intrusive policy, and contented
Mission.

[%^q\[ ijy sending two laymen. The episcopal superintendence of

the Bishop of Mauritius was to be considered sufficient for a time.
c^M.s. ^YiQ C.M.S. also resolved to undertake a Madagascar Mission.

Two promising Islington men were selected, Thomas Campbell
and Herbert Maundrell ; on March 1st, 1863, they were ordained

together by Archbishop Longley ; on the 27th they were taken

leave of by the Committee, Dr. Tidman taking an interesting part

in the proceedings ; and on April 18th they sailed for Mauritius,

mssum."'* Meanwhile the Jesuits, now that the Protestants had shown that

even the Malagasy "brute beasts" were not beyond the reach of

Christianity, had hastened to the Island, and were already at

work in the capital, not among the Heathen, but seeking to

proselytize the Christians and inquirers ; and the Apostolic Prefect

wrote to Pope Pius IX. :

—

" Happily these Christians, whose whole Christianity consists in

reading the Bible, do not appear to have prejudices against Catholicity,

and we have grounds to hope that tliey will soon see the enormous
difference between the cold and erroneous teachings of Protestantism
and the immense resources which the holy Roman Catholic and
Apostolic Church offers to them, with its touching dogmas, the unity of

its faith, the pomp of its worship, the treasures of its charity, the grace
of its sacraments, and the all-powerful virtue of the holy sacrifice of the
altar." *

Another parallel to New Zealand and Uganda !

* Quoted in CM. Intelligencer, January, 1863.
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In order to acquire the Malagasy language, partially at least, Part VII.

before settling in Madagascar, Campbell and Maundrell spent a 1862-72.

year in Mauritius, where many Malagasy people, including some '^P"

'

'

Christians, were living. They received priests' orders from campbeii

Bishop Eyan, on the occasion before-mentioned, when also the Maundrell
two S.P.G. men were ordained deacons. The latter were to

occupy Tamatave, the chief port on the east coast ; and com-
munication being fairly regular, they reached that place in

September, 1864. Campbell and Maundrell started before them,
in a small bullock-vessel, for Vohimare, in the north of the Island ;

but after four months' tossing about in the Indian Ocean, and
being carried a thousand miles off to the Seychelles, they found
themselves back again at Port Louis. Thence they sailed again,

and reached Vohimare in November.
In the meanwhile the young king, who had fallen into evil

courses and become unpopular, had been murdered, and a new
queen, Easoherina, was now on the throne. During her five Another

years' reign Christianity and civilization made great progress,
*'"^^"'

though she herself remained only an enlightened Heathen. Her
Governor at Vohimare professed, and appeared, to be a devout
Christian, and gave a hearty welcome to Campbell and Maundrell.
He showed them his Bible, which he had kept in the days of

persecution buried in the sand, and pointed out the passage that

had specially comforted him when his friends deserted him.
Matt. xii. 49, 50, " Behold My mother and My brethren ! For
whosoever," &c. But they soon found that gross superstition and
immorality prevailed among the Heathen population ; and their

journals, published at great length in the (7.71/. IntcUifjencer , show
the pain their surroundings caused them. Within three months
of their arrival, they had the joy of baptizing the Governor's
scribe, who had previously been taught by a Christian Hova they
had known in Mauritius, and who therefore could not be called

in strictness their own convert. His name, John Eatsiza, became John

well known afterwards in C.M.S. circles. One other man was
baptized, Simeon Eatsitera.

The Vohimare district proved to be thinly peopled ; and after

some extensive journeys in different directions, the two brethren
ultimately determined to move to Andovoranto, on the east coast,

four hundred miles to the south, and seventy miles south of the

S.P.G. station at Tamatave. In 1866 they sailed for that place

;

and there Maundrell laboured for three or four years, until the

unhealthiness of the surroundings so affected his health that he
had to be moved to Mauritius, where he conducted for a year or

two a preparandi class of Malagasy youths. He was followed at

Andovoranto by Walter Dening, who went out in 1870. Mean-
while Campbell made several remarkable journeys to parts of Campbell's

Madagascar never before visited by Europeans, and also to hig
J""'""^^®'

first station, Vohimare, where at one time he stayed a year and a

half. The two converts there, Eatsiza and Eatsitera, had done a
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Part YII. notable work after the missionaries went southward, and Camp-
1862-72. bell found two or three congregations gathered by their means.
C hap. 58. Everywhere the keenness of the Malagasy Christians in studying

the Scriptures was noticeable,—another feature in w^hich the

converts in Uganda in our own day so strikingly resemble them.
In 1868, the queen died, and was succeeded by her sister,

Eanavalona II. The new queen's name was of bad omen, and
caused fears of w^hat might now happen ; but these fears were
soon entirely dispelled. On the very morning of her accession

she proclaimed that religious liberty w^ould be maintained ; then
she refused to receive the usual present from the idol-priests ; then
she had the late queen's principal idol removed from the palace

;

then she issued an order suspending all Goveniment work on
Sundays ; and then, at her coronation, on September 3rd, 1868, a
Bible was placed on a table before her, and the canopy over her
head was decorated with texts. The royal speech on this

occasion '•- was a striking manifesto of dependence upon God and
determination to do His will. Early in the next year the Queen
married the Prime Minister, and on February 21st they were
baptized together by a Malagasy minister. In the following

September, an edict went forth to destroy all the idols all over the

country. The description of the scenes reads like the sacred

narrative of the reigns of Hezekiah and Josiah.

The profession of Christianity now spread rapidly ; that is,

among the Hovas. The subject tribes remained Heathen, and
were hardly touched by the influence of the capital ; but their

Heathenism consisted mainly in a belief in evil spirits and
fetishes, and they had few regular idols. The more instructed

Christians at Antananarivo now felt the missionary call strong

upon them ; and voluntary teachers were enrolled by hundreds
and sent all over the land preaching and teaching ; while
everywhere arose native buildings for Christian w'orship. In
many places, where there w^ere no regular teachers, the local

Hova chiefs avowed themselves Christians and imitated the

services they had seen at the capital. Again and again we see

the recent history of Uganda anticipated. But not in one thing.

The people of Uganda are not musical ; but the Hovas would sing

hymns for hours together, quite wearying any white men who
might chance to be present.

This sudden spread of a nominal Christianity of course had
grave perils of its own. For one thing, the L.M.S. missionaries,

as was natural in men representing English Nonconformity,
dreaded anything like a State Church ; and they manfully resisted

the temptation to use their Court influence in favour of religion,

while rejoicing in the personal Christianity of the Queen and her
Consort. This, however, would hardly be regarded as a peril by
English Churchmen. But there was another and more serious

* Printeil in the ''..!/. JnieUigencer. June, 1871.
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one, and that was the union of aii eager profession of the new Part VII.

national rehgion with a continuance of long-estahlished evil 1862-72.

customs and immoralities. This is a certain result everywhere of ^ nap. 58.

large and sudden accessions of masses of Heathen to the

Christian Church. We have seen it in Africa, India, New
Zealand; and Madagascar became the, more signal example of it

because there the external triumph of Christianity was un-
precedented. The missionaries soon found that their chief work
was what may be called the ministry of correction; but they did Ministry of

not shrink from it, and despite every drawback true religion did

gradually spread, by the power of the Spirit working through the

written Word of God, as it has scarcely done in any other mission-

field.

The C.M.S. and S.P.G. Missions also felt the effects of this Difficulties

great movement, and that in a rather unwelcome way. Their Mi^sio'ns^.

work was not, in the main, among the Hovas, but among the

Betsimisarakas and Sakalavas, two of the more important subject

tribes; but the Hova magistrates, traders, farmers, &c., in the

districts occupied attended the Church services. Now, however,
they mostly seceded, and formed rival congregations ; now and
then from a conscientious preference for the less formal Congrega-
tionalist worship, but more often in order to identify themselves
with their Queen's form of Christianity. In some cases the local

magistrates sent men—unworthy men too—to rebaptize the

baptized converts of the Church of England ; of course without
the sanction or even knowledge of the L.M.S. missionaries, and
not from any instructed Baptist views, for the L.M.S. men were
not Baptists,—but merely to signify attachment to the religion of

the capital. At Vohimare it was worse than this. The Governor,
who had at first seemed so good a Christian, proved to be leading

a profligate life, and he formed an opposition body of professing

Christians in order to get away from the faithful teachings of

John Eatsiza and Simeon Ratsitera, and of Campbell himself

when there ; and actually began to persecute the Christians

adhering to them. So there was not a little to cause disappoint-

ment and anxiety.

We must now face the extremely perplexing and painful ^he^
^,^

controversy that arose in England over the pi'oposal for an question.

Anglican bishopric in IMadagascar. It had soon been evident to

both the S.P.G. and the C.M.S. missionaries that in a country like

Madagascar a Mission would have no permanent influence unless

it was at least represented at the capital. The original agi-eement

between Bishop Ryan and Mr. Ellis that the Church of England
should confine itself to the coast districts stood in the way of this

;

and both Societies, too, were sincerely anxious not to interfere with

the great work w^hich the L.M.S. had done. Meanwhile various

causes naturally took the coast Christians—especially the S.P.G.

converts, who at Tamatave were nearer than those of C.M.S., and
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Part YII. more numerous—from time to time to the capital of the country :

1862-72. and was nothing to be done for them there ? This, in fact, is one
C hap. 58. q£ ^j^g practical difficulties of the great principle of the comity of

Missions ; a difficulty which has led the Methodists in India and
elsewhere to decline compliance with it, feeling bound to follow

their converts wherever they may go. Nevertheless, not until

^oes^o the
-^^"^^ did Mr. Chiswell of the S.P.G. commence an Anglican

capfta?.
^ Mission at Antananarivo. The C.M.S. Committee, on the other
hand, resolved at the same time to give up the station at Ando-
voranto, which had proved so unhealthy, and concentrate their

Mission at the north end of the Island as at the first ; emphasizing
by its increased distance from the capital their purpose not to be
parties to planting the Anglican Church there. Thus each Society
could have followed its own plans independently, had it not been
for the question of the bishopric.

Perplexing Natm'ally, and rightly, the S.P.G. felt that a Church of England
pro em.

]\/[issiQj-^ must soouer Or later have a bishop. The C.M.S. felt the
same, but was more willing to be content with the general super-

vision and occasional visits of the Bishop of Mauritius, pending
the larger development of the Missions. One day, the Committee
thought, there must of course be a bishop ; but if meanwhile it

should be the coast districts that became Anglican while the capital

remained Congregationalist, would not the bishop's natural head-
quarters be among his own people ; and might he not, too, perhaps
be a Native? But the S.P.G., again quite naturally, considered
that if a bishop went out, he ought not to be excluded from the
capital, especially in a country like Madagascar, where the ruling

race was for the most part concentrated in the central district.

To this, when a definite proposal to that effect was made in 1870,
Decision of the C.M.S. objected. An S.P.G. Mission at /Antananarivo would

not compromise the C.M.S., as the L. M.S. would quite recognize
the mutual independence of the two Church Societies ; but if a
bishop went out, the C.M.S. Mission would naturally be under his

episcopal superintendence, and so if he lived at the capital, the

C.M.S. would be indirectly a party to what the L.M.S. would
consider an intrusion. In December, 1870, a careful Memorandum
was issued, stating the circumstances, explaining the Society's

attitude, and suggesting that, if a bishop were sent out, the
districts occupied by C.M.S. should be excluded from his jurisdic-

tion, and its missionaries should remain in connexion with the
Bishop of Mauritius.

di^^a'^'^rov 1
^^ might be expected, this decision brought a storm of dis-

approval on the Society's devoted head, and probably no eccle-

siastical controversy of later years has caused it nearly the same
difficulty. Not only was the whole High Church party naturally

indignant, but a great many Evangelical Churchmen were doubtful

regarding the Committee's attitude. It seemed to them that too

much was conceded to the L.M.S., and that a Church of England
Mission ought not to be subjected to such a disability ; and this
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feeling was strengthened by the fact that Bishop Eyan, who had Part VII.

made the original agreement with the L.M.S., considered that it 1862-72.

ought not now to be pressed in the face of the experience since Chapes,

gained as to the necessity of a coast Mission being represented

at the capital. So strong was the feeling, that a second Memo-
randum had to be issued three months later, to vindicate the

Committee's action ;

''= and this one laid great stress upon the

principle of non-intrusion by one Christian Society into the field of

another, showing that the L.M.S. deserved special consideration vvhy

in this respect from Church Societies, in view of its own unvarying
Jfe^rved

loyalty to the principle. Of this loyalty two instances were given, considera-

One, in Tinnevelly, has already be^n mentioned in this History.}
^'°"'

The other was also in South India, where, some L.M.S.

agents having unwittingly made converts in a recognized S.P.G.

district, they were, on appeal to the L.M.S. Directors at home,

at once withdrawn, and the new converts handed over to the care

of the S.P.G. One result of the C.M.S. Committee's objections

was that the Bishop of Worcester (Dr. Philpott) advised a clergy-

man in his diocese who was invited to go out as bishop, to decline

the offer, and he did so.

The controversy went on fiercely in the Church newspapers, pierce

Bishop Wilberforce was pressing Archbishop Tait on one side ;
contro-

the L.M.S. was protesting on the other; and between them stood

the C.M.S., torn by the internal differences of its friends on the

question. Bishop Jackson of London came to the Committee and
personally strove to induce them to give way ;

Bishop Eyan did

the same ; Dr. Miller, the famous Protestant orator, did the same ;

and the Archbishop at last summoned a conference at Lambeth
Palace, between representatives of C.M.S. and S.P.G. The result

was that Henry Venn and the Committee yielded so far as to

acquiesce in the appointment of a bishop for Madagascar, provided

that he did not reside at the capital ; but no formal agreement to

this effect w^as come to, and the controversy outside went on.

Discussions also ensued regarding the man to be appointed. At

length the Archbishop accepted the recommendation by the S.P.G.

of the Eev. Henry Eowley, who had been a member of the Mr.

Universities' Mission, + and submitted the name to the C.M.S. ^ow_iey^^

The Committee offered no objection, on the understanding that bishop,

the arrangement suggested at Lambeth was acted upon. The
L.M.S. now modified its attitude, and sent a cordial invitation to

the C.M.S. to send a Mission itself to Antananarivo, evidently

hoping that the presence of C.M.S. men might tend to prevent

friction between S.P.G. and L.M.S. ; but the Committee, with

warm thanks, declined to go to the capital, and determined to

concentrate their efforts more than ever on the northern districts.

But now a new difficulty arose. The x\rchbishop applied to the

* Both Memoranda are printed in the CM. Uecord, Feb. and May, 1871.

t See Vol. I., p. 321.

;J;
Now for many years Organizing Secretary of S.P.G.
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Part VII. Foreign Secretary, Earl Granville, for a royal license to consecrate
1862-72. ]\ii', Eowley ; and it was proposed that the consecration should
Clmp. 58.

\_.^y\^, place along with that of three C.M.S. missionaries, Eussell
foi- North China, Royston for Mauritius, and Horden for Moosonee,

Earl at Westminster Ahhey on Decemher 15th, 1872. But Lord Gran-

refuses'^^
ville, iniluenccd evidently by the strong Nonconformist party in

license. Parliament which formed an important section of the supporters

of Mr. Gladstone's Ministry, took the unusual step—unprecedented,

indeed, in the present century—of refusing the Queen's permission
for the consecration of a bishop for Madagascar. It was only
done at the last moment, and many went to the Abbey that

day expecting Mr. Rowley to be one of the new bishops. Dr.

Miller was the preacher, and he expressed his own personal dis-

appointment at the turn events had taken. His text was Acts xv.

26, " Men that have hazarded their lives for the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ "—words that applied well to Russell, Royston,
and Horden, and would have applied equally well to Rowley.

There was of course a fresh outburst of indignation at Lord
Granville's action. What right, it was asked, had the State thus

Archbishop to clieck the Church's progress '? The x\rchbishop's letter to the

th^e's^p^G. S.P.G. on the subject was a singularly able and judicious docu-

ment. •' He pointed out that if the lay members of the S.P.G. had
an equal right with the clerical members to vote that a bishop was
wanted in Madagascar, the lay authorities of the State also had a

right to a voice in the matter when State action in the form of a

license was asked for. Moreover he pointed out that the L.M.S.
had a special objection to an Anglican bishop consecrated by royal

license, because the Malagasy would regard him as sent by the

Queen of England to cast a slur upon the Nonconformist mission-

aries. He therefore suggested that the bishop should be conse-

crated and sent forth l^y the Scottish Episcopal Church, and then
the Government would neither have a hand in it nor be able to stop

A bishop it. This was accordingly done ; and on February 2nd, 1874, the

cmted in
'^^'^'^ bishop for Madagascar was consecrated at Edinburgh by the

Scotland. Scotch bishops. But it was not Mr. Rowley. The clergyman
ultimately selected was the Rev. R. Kestell-Cornish.

What The C.M.S. was now in a difficult position ; for with the strong

C.M.S. do? views its Committee had always held as to the Royal Supremacy
in Church matters—of which this History has afforded many illus-

trations—they would be naturally unwilling that their missionaries

should be licensed by one who was in effect a Scotch bishop ; and
yet it was clear that a large part of the Society's constituency would
not approve of the missionaries being unlicensed by the bishop, if

a bishop were there. From this perplexing dilemma the Society

was providentially delivered. At this time there was actually not

* Printed in tXxclAje of Arclihishop Tait, vol. ii. p. 3-i6. The fontrovorsy is

very well summarized by the biographers, but they make one mistake. They
say the C.M.S. missionaries were in Madagascar before those of the S.P.G-.,

which was not the case.
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one C.M.S. missionary in Madagascar. Maundrell and Dening Part VII.

had both failed in health, and were in the course of being ap- 1862-72.

pointed to Japan instead ; and Campbell was in Mauritius owing Chapes,

to the sickness of his wife. There seemed every reason therefore

to conclude that a resolution to withdraw from Madagascar would c.m.s.

not be inconsistent with the apparent indications of the Divine ^ '^^^^"

will ; and this resolution was accordingly taken on April 13th,

1874.

It is not necessary to pursue the history of the Madagascar subse-

Mission further. Bishop Kestell-Cornish went out, and many
^"s^tory

other S.P.G. missionaries; a large and successful work was carried

on
; and apparently the good work of the L.M.S. was in no way

interfered with. The relations between the different Missions,
these two, and the Norwegian Mission, and the Friends' Mission,
continued friendly ; and for many years the Bishop sat on a
Malagasy Bible Kevision. Committee of which an able L.M.S.
missionary, Mr. Cousins, was chairman. The really hostile rivals

were the French Jesuits, to whose intrigues most of the later

troubles in Madagascar are due ; and in view of much that is said and
written by advanced High Churchmen in England, it is significant

that an S.P.G. Mission of decidedly High Church principles and
methods found itself in Madagascar working alongside Protestant
Nonconformists in at least tolerable friendliness, but unable to

find common ground with the emissaries of Rome. The whole
history of Madagascar and its Missions supplies important lessons

in missionary methods and policy, and deserves much closer study
than this chapter has been able to give it, in view of current

problems in Africa and elsewhere.

It should be added that the Vohimare Christians who were the Thec.M.s.

fruit of the C.M.S. Mission applied to the Bishop on his arrival conve^rtsf

for his care and recognition, and that in due course he visited them
and included them in his fiock. The Society was but a few years

in Madagascar ; but the Lord Jehovah in His goodness did not

suffer it to earn a starless crown.

VOL. II. I 1



CHAPTER LIX.

India : Bulers and Bishops of the Period.

A Galaxy of Brilliant Englishmen—John Lawrence Viceroy— Sir H. S.

Maine and the Re-Marriage of Converts—Robert Montgomery in

the Punjab—Durbars at Lahore and Agra—The Punjab Mis-
sionary Conference of 1862—Donald McLeod—Bartle Frere—Lord
Mayo—Bishop Cotton : his Influence and Death—Duff's Depar-
ture—Bishop Milman—Milman at C.M.S. Stations—Chota Nag-
pore—Bishops Douglas and Gell—The Indian Government on
Missions.

Part VII.
1862-72.

Chajj. 59.

A lost op-
portunity.

A galaxy
of great
rulers.

had been
Dalhousie

"Governors . . . sent hy him."— 1 Pet. ii. 14.
" Elders Ihat ride irell . . . counted icortlitj uf douhle honour."—1 Tim. v. 17.

N resuming our siu-vey of the India Missions, let us

begin by viewing their environment during the period

covered by the present section of our History. It was
a remarkable era in the modern life of the great de-

pendency. The material and social progress which
so marked under Lord William Bentinck and Lord
but which had been checked by the tremendous con-

vulsion of the Mutiny, now appears again, flowing with stronger

stream than ever. Not so, however, the missionary progress.

Advance, indeed, there is, and much to encourage ; but we have
already seen that the period was one of diminished interest and
zeal at home, and India, like other Mission-fields, had to suffer

accordingly. If the promise of the 'fifties had been fulfilled in

the 'sixties, if Oxford and Cambridge, for instance, had doubled

their previous contribution of men instead of halving it,'''—what
might not have been achieved, CJiristo duce, under such rulers as

India now enjoyed, and with the Native mind opening as never

before to Western influences ! But the Church at home was
absorbed in internal controversies, and the vast populations wait-

ing to be evangelized were left, as William Wilberforce had
phrased it seventy years before, " to the tender mercies of

—

Brahma !

"

Never has India had such men at the helm of aft'airs as during

this period. Sir John Lawrence and Lord Mayo successively

Viceroys ; Sir Eobert Montgomery and Sir Donald McLeod

* See p. 336.
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Lieutenant-Governors of the Punjab ; Sir Bartle Frere, Governor Part VII.
of Bombay ; Sir Charles Trevelyan, Governor of Madras ; Sir 1862-72.

William Muir, Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces ;

Chap. 59.

Sir George Campbell, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal; Sir
Eichard Temple, Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces

;—all within om- period : where and when has there been such a
galaxy of brilliant Englishmen, seeking the best interests of the
people they governed, and many of them openly avowing them-
selves servants of the Most High God '? And this without count-
ing a host of commissioners and chief secretaries and hi'di

military officers working under them—a Henry Durand, a Robert
Napier, a Henry Norman, a Reynell Taylor, an Edward Lake, an
Arthur Cotton, a Robert Cust, a P. S. Melvill, an H. E. Perkins,
a Charles Aitchison, a Henry Ramsay—the time would fail to tell

of them.
We left Lord Canning Viceroy at the end of 1861. At the

beginning of 186'2 he quitted India, and came home, like his great
predecessor Dalhousie, to die. His successor was the Earl of Lord

Elgin, the author of the Treaties of Tientsin and Yedo, upon vlferoy
which rested for so many years our relations with China and
Japan respectively. His brief period of rule is chiefly notable for

the final separation of the Government from the patronage of

idolatry. This had practically been effected long before, ' but
now an Act was passed transferring the charge of all temples and
mosques still managed by Government to Hindu and Moslem
trustees respectively. But Lord Elgin only lived till November,
1863, and then died at Dharmsala. On November 30th, as Sir

John Lawrence, then a member of the Council of India in

London, was sitting in his room in the India Office, Sir Charles
W'ood, the Secretary of State, looked in and said, " You are to go Sir John

to India as Viceroy. Wait here till I return from Windsor with vfcero".'^^

the Queen's approval." Warmly did the Queen approve, and
warmly did the whole nation gi-eet the new appointment. Only
nine days after, John Lawrence started for India ; and on January
12th, 1864, he landed at Calcutta. His five years' term of office

was fulfilled to the very day ; for it was on January 12th, 1869,
that Ire received his successor on the steps of Government House.
Lawrence's Viceroyalty was marked by no great events. It Events of

was a time of peace, save for two or three " little wars " on the J^n^e's

frontier. But there were calamities of other kinds. A terrible period,

famine in Orissa swept off a million of people. Another famine,

in the North, was less destructive, owing to the energetic measures
of the Government. A great cyclone in 1864 carried death and
disaster all along the coast of the Bay of Bengal, and, as we shall

see, brought sorrow and mourning to a C.M.S. Mission. Inflated

prosperity having been enjoyed by the great merchants when the

American Civil War compelled Europe to look to India for its

* See Vol. I., p. 296.
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Part VII. cotton, a tremendous financial collapse occurred when peace
1862-72. again opened the ports of the Southern States. A succession of
Chap. .j9.

(jgfjgit,s baffled the skill of successive Finance Ministers at Calcutta,

until Sir Eichard Temple, appointed to that office by Lawrence as

the latter was leaving India, and adopting a policy which
Lawrence had in vain recommended to its previous holders, began

Material the epoch of surpluses. Yet amid all these troubles the material

pro'gress^' and social improvement of India was progressing. Lawrence
bent all his energies to carry on the great works which Dalhousie
had originated. In India, as Mr. S. Laing (one of the Finance
Ministers) said, "water is more than gold; it is life"; and
gigantic schemes of irrigation turned parched deserts into fruitful

fields, and moreover provided waterways by which food could be
conveyed to the starving people in days of famine,—schemes
connected with the name of Colonel E. Strachey in the North
and of Sir Arthur Cotton in the South,—schemes anticipated by
Lord Shaftesbury in one of the greatest speeches he ever delivered

in the House of Loi'ds (July 5th, 1861). Moreover, the railway

and telegraph systems were largely extended ; sanitary reforms
wei'e pushed forward, in the teeth of much native prejudice

;

barracks fit for British troops were erected on a large scale, with
reading-rooms, workshops, gardens, and j^rayer-rooms ; education

was vigorously fostered, especially for the poor villagers who
most needed it. Dr. George Smith, then the leading editor in

India, often criticized Lawrence's political views ; but of these

measures for the benefit of the people he wrote :

'

' He is great in

the work he has done ; he is great in the moral spirit in which he
has done every act ; in the lofty principle which has guided him

;

in his noble private character, which towers above that of any of

his predecessors." '- Of his foreign policy this is not the place to

speak ; but it may be observed in passing that the phrase
" masterly inactivity," first applied to it by one of its own ad-

vocates in the Ediiihurgh Review (January, 1867), and now
usually contrasted with a finer Imperialist policy, is very far from
really expressing Lawrence's views and practice.

Law- Lawrence, says Sir E. Temple,! " rejoiced to mark the progress

vtr^ol" ^^^ Christian Missions belonging to all Protestant denominations.
Missions. Tliis progress he deemed to be very considerable, and to be

fraught with results that ought to stimulate the zeal of the

Church in Great Britain." That zeal, indeed, was not stimulated

as it should have been, and therefore the results achieved are

significantly specified by Sir R. Temple. Lawrence, he says,
" placed a high value on the labours of the missionaries," (1) " as

bringing about the conversion of large numbers among tribes that

had not yet fallen under any one of the dominant religions in the

East "—such as the Santals and Kols,—and (2) " as diffusing by

* Life of Lord Lawrence, vol. ii. p. 589.
j" Men and Events of My Time in India, p. 331.
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means of education the leaven of Christian morahty among the Part VII.

masses of the rising generation." Exactly so : the conversion of ri^ Vq
tribes outside caste, and the moral enlightenment, but not the

conversion on any considerable scale, of Hindus and Mohamme-
dans. Further, " he held also tliat the existence of the Missions,

and the example set by the lives of the missionaries, produced a

good effect politically, by raising the national repute of English-

men in the esteem of the Natives." Here we see the statesman's

view of the subject. Lawrence, as a Christian man, desired to

see India converted to Christ ; but if the apathy and niggardliness

of the Church at home made extensive results hopeless, he knew
that God could still use the few true men that did go to India for

lower and yet not unimportant purposes. And though the

opponent of Neutrality, he advocated and practised Toleration. Law-_

After the Mutiny he restored to the Mohammedans the Great principle ot

Mosque at Delhi, the Great Mosque at Lahore, and the Pearl toleration.

Mosque at x^gra, when some intemperate Christians would have
destroyed them ; and when a Hindu Eajput chief turned Moham-
medan, and his abdication was demanded by his nobles, Lawrence
interposed, and insisted that so long as he governed well, his

people must be loyal and obedient without reference to his creed.

Thus Lawrence was an example of David's principle, " He that

ruleth over men must be just." And all the while, Christian

missionaries were cheered by the knowledge that, as Temple
again says, " their cause had the heartiest of friends at the head of

the Government."
One of the great men who served under John Lawrence must

here be mentioned as the man who delivered Christian converts in

India from serious disabilities regarding marriage. This was Sir

Henry Sumner Maine—a godson of Archbishop Sumner—theSirH. s.

greatest of Anglo-Indian legislators ; the greatest, indeed, observes ^'"^'

Dr. George Smith, " of all European and American jurists."

" Except the missionary," continues Dr. Smith, " who applies the

divine dynamics of Christianity to its people and their progress,

India has never had a statesman who has more widely or perma-
nently influenced it for good through the irresistible pressure of

Law." •'• With his general legislative work this History is not

concerned ; but the Act of 1866 on the Ee-marriage of Native ^g*
^°*'

Converts calls for a passing notice. If a Hindu was converted to marriage

Christianity, and his wife—perhaps a child-wife "married" to verts."

him from infancy who had never lived with him—refused to join

him, was he to remain celibate, with temptations of which we in

England have little idea? or if he married a Christian woman, was
he to be liable to a prosecution for bigamy ? There were other

cases of hardship, but this will suffice as an illustration. Maine
remedied them by legalizing re-marriage in such circumstances.

His Bill was opposed by the Eomanists and by some Anglican

* Twelve Indian Statesmen, pp. 251, 274.
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 59.

The con-
troversy
thereon.

Maine's
principles
of even
justice.

Divided
opinion in
C.M.S.
Com-
mittee.

Churchmen ; but he proved with immense leai'ning that the Early
Church had dealt with similar difficulties in similar ways, on the
basis of 1 Cor. vii. 15. Among those who supported his view were
the 8.P.G. missionaries in Tinncvclly, headed by Caldwell. Their
pronouncement on the subject was one of the ablest that appeared.
It should be observed that the Act, though permitting divorce,
was not intended to promote it. Many Heathen wives would have
gladly joined their newly-converted husbands, but were prevented
by their families from doing so. The Act only provided release for

the husband if the wife appeared before the judge, apart from her
I'elatives, and then by her own mouth refused to join him ; and
several other skilfully-devised precautions were provided. In the
issue, as INIaine predicted, the Act proved most effective in re-

uniting separated couples.* But even more important than the
Act itself were the great principles of justice laid down by Maine
in his powerful speeches on the subject. A good many leading
men, though not objecting to his proposals in principle, were
inclined to pooh-pooh them, or to raise difficulties, because they
Avere designed for the relief of such a small and contemptible
section of the population as the Native Christians. If, said Maine,
they had been for the benefit of Hindus or Moslems, they "would
have been praised by all as eminently prudent, moderate, and equit-

able; but because the converts are Christians, every point is taken
against them. . . . The very molehills of Hindu prejudice are

exaggerated into mountains, and difficulties which in everyday
Indian life crumble away at a touch are assumed to be of stupen-
dous importance." And he concluded with these noble and
memorable words :

—

" We loill not force any man to he a Chr{ntian : we will not even tempt
ony mail to be a Christum : hrct if he chooses to be a Christian, it would be

shameful if ire did not protect him and his in those rights of conscience which
we have been the first to introduce into the covntry, and if we did not apply
to him and his those principles of e(/nal deeding between man and man of
which ice are in India the sole depositaries."

No wonder that the Church Missionary Intelligencer {June, 1866)
regarded the passing of Maine's Bill as " one of the most remark-
able evidences of the progress which Christianity has made in

India." But the C.M.S. Committee were seriously divided upon
the provisions of the Bill itself ; and repeated and prolonged dis-

cussions failed to produce unanimity. At length, on June 27th,

1865, a Minute was adopted, which, after noticing the Biblical

arguments on both sides, stated that " as the majority of the

Committee" (a very rare phrase in a C.M.S. Minute) "are of

opinion that the existing law lays upon Christian converts a

burden, and upon ministers a restraint, which the Word of God
does not, in their opinion, impose, and as the proposed law is

purely permissive, and leaves all persons free to act according to

* A good account of the controver.'sy is given in tlie IMemoir of Bishop
Cotton, pp. 512—520.
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their conscientious interpretation of Scripture, the Committee Part VII.

generally agree in the opinion that such a law as Mr. Maine pro- l^^-^-'^.

poses is called for by the present circumstances of India."
^^'

'

Legal Members of Council like Maine, and sometimes the Punjab

Financial Members too, were appointed from England. When '"^°'

Lawrence had appointments of his own to make, ho constantly sent

for the Punjab men he had done so much to train ; and, not un-
naturally, complaints were made of the " Punjabization " of India.

Indeed the cry had arisen before Lawrence became Viceroy.

Protests were made to Lord Canning about his selecting so many
men from one Province ; to which he only replied that " he was
very sorry, but he should have to take more yet." Others might
forget, but Canning did not, that but for the Punjab men, the

Mutiny would have left no British India to be " Punjabized."

The simple truth was that God honoured the men who had
honoured Him. In the Punjab itself, two zealous Christians and
promoters of Missions were successively Lieutenant-Governors,
Robert Montgomery and Donald McLeod. The former we have Robert

met before in that office, as well as at his previous posts. He g°ml'ry-

terminated his able and successful administration of the Province

on January 7th, 1865, by a farewell Durbar at Lahore. A Durbar
in India is an official levee on a grand scale. He had held a very

interesting Educational Durbar two years before, at which medals His great

and prizes were distributed to the sons of chiefs and nobles, and
others, from the newly-established Government schools and
colleges ; the Commissioner of Amritsar, E. N. Cust, taking an
active part in the proceedings. But the Farewell Durbar was a

still more important function. Rajahs of protected states ; Native

chiefs, magistrates, assistant commissioners ; leading Hindus,

Moslems, and Sikhs,—assembled to do honour to the man who
had governed them so well, and in a remarkable address thanked

him for all his efforts for the material and moral improvement of

the Province. The missionaries also presented an address to him,

signed by John Newton, the senior American Presbyterian, and
Robert Clark, the senior English Churchman. ''=

But a greater Durbar than this one had been held at Lahore Law-_

only three months earlier, on the occasion of Sir John Lawrence's Durbar at

first visit as Viceroy to the Province of which he had formerly Lahore,

been Chief Commissioner. To that Durbar Mr. Bosworth Smith

devotes a whole chapter of l)rilliant desci'iption. Lawrence's

speech to the splendid throng of rajahs and nobles, delivered, as

no previous Governor-General could have delivered it, in

Hindustani, was indeed worthy of him. He concluded thus :

—

" I pray the great God, who is the God of all the races and all the

people of this world, that He may guard and protect you, and teach vou
all to love justice and hate oppression, and enable you, each in his

* Full accounts of both these Durbars were given in the CM. Intel! igencer,

September, 1863, and April, 186.5.
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Part VII. several ways, to do all the good in his power. May He give you all that
1862-72. is for your real benefit."

^^"

'

On this grand occasion the Queen's new Order of the Star of

The Star of India was conferred upon one Indian prince. And who was it
India.

\)cL2X was thus Selected for exceptional honour ? It was the

Maharajah of Kaparthala, the chief of a small protected state,

who had rendered essential service in the days of the Mutiny, and
who was a believer in Christianity—though not baptized,—and
heartily fostered the American Mission in his territory ; one of his

own sons, too, the Kanwar Harnam Singh, afterwards came out

boldly and was baptized in 1873. In 1866 a still more splendid

Durbar was held at Agra, when the Star of India was conferred

on others, Indians and Englishmen ; among the latter, upon men
interesting to us, Donald McLeod, Edward Lake, Keynell Taylor,

Eichard Temple. Of this Durbar a graphic account appeared in

the CM. Intelligencer (April, 1867) ; and one circumstance was noted
with special thankfulness. It was on a Saturday, November 10th,

that Sir John Lawrence entered Agra in triumphal procession,

amid thousands of admiring Natives on elephants, camels, and
horses, in carriages, and on foot. What was done on the next

Lawrence day, Sunday ? Nothing but the quiet ordinary services of the

Sunday. Church. The Durbar proceedings simply stood still until the

Lord's Day was past. " Nothing more striking occurred at Agfa
than this," wrote the C.M.S. editor; "it was a homage to

Christianity rendered by the English authorities in the presence
of this vast gathering of the native population. It was a solemn
avowal of our Christian faith, and the most eloquent testimony to

the one true religion which is by inspiration of God."
Punjab To return to the Punjab. In December, 1862, was held the

aryCon- Punjab Missionary Conference of various societies and denomina-
ference. tions. This Conference was especially interesting for the prominent

part taken in it by civil and military officers. The committee for

arranging it included Donald McLeod as Pi'esident ; Sir Herbert
Edwardes, Colonel Edward Lake, Mr. T. D. Forsyth, Mr. E. A.

Prinsep, and Captain McMahon ; as well as R. Clark, French, and
Bruce, as C.M.S. missionaries ; John Newton and C. W. Forman,
the leading members of the American Presl)yterian IMission ; and
two chaplains, Hadow, of the Church of England, and Ferguson,
of the Scotch Church. There was a good deal of discussion in

official circles as to whether a Conference so conducted ought to be
allowed. As John Lawrence wrote from England, "there were
people who believed that it was an unwise proceeding and produc-

tive of mischief." Sir Charles Wood, the Secretary of State,

asked Lawrence's advice, which was, " Let it alone "
; and as

Lord Elgin, the Viceroy, thought the same, let alone it was.
And so far as History records, no "mischief" ensued. Only

Decided thirty-five missionaries were present, but "great numbers of

godiy'^^
°^ influential men, mostly connected with the Government," attended,

officials. One of the C.M.S. missionaries wrote that it was " characterized
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by the bold, determined words and actions of many devoted lay- Part VII.

men. Edwardes, McLeod, Lake, Farquhar, Cleghorn, Maclagan, 1862-72.

McMahon, Perkins, Forsyth, Oust, and many others, joined hand P"

in hand and heart with heart in all that was done. The Eajah of

Kaparthala entertained tlie whole Conference at dinner." Among
many subjects discussed, the most important were Divorce and
Polygamy, Female Education, and Medical Missions ; and one
practical outcome was the formation of the PunjalD Bible and Tract

and Book Societies, which have done a remarkable work ever

since. United prayer was a prominent feature of the proceedings.

At the concluding meeting, of which the C'.il/. Intelligencer (August,

1863) gave a full report, admirable speeches were delivered by
McLeod, Edwardes, Lake, and Prinsep ; by John Barton (then of

Agra) and W. Ferguson ; and by Dr. Butler, the energetic head of

the American Methodist Episcopal Mission.

Donald McLeod, the President of this Conference, succeeded Donald

Montgomery as Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. He was
one of the two English ferishias (angels) in the estimation of the

people, the other being, as we have before seen, Eeynell Taylor.

A well-known Presbyterian clergyman, the Eev. Behari Lai Singh,

owed to him his conversion to Christianity, and to Christ.'''

Another Indian said that '

' if all Christians were like Sir Donald
McLeod, there would be no Hindus or Mohammedans." " He
was above all things a lover of the people, and one who made all

Natives love him and respect British rule for his sake. To him
India owes the originating as well as the most perfect applying of

these three great principles—the duty of caring for the aboriginal

and non-Aryan peoples ; the justice of the grant-in-aid system of

public instruction leading to independent effort ; the gradual train-

ing of the people to social reform and moral self-government." f

He was succeeded in 1870 by Sir Henry Durand, another godly Henry

man, a great soldier and most able civil ruler, who had been an
intimate friend of Judson in Burmah, and wrote a brilliant in

memoriam article on the devoted Baptist missionary in the Calcutta

Bcvieiv.

The Bombay Presidency, also, has been governed by great and Bombay
^

good men. The first chief rulers of Presidencies to subscribe to

Missions, Mountstuart Elphinstone and Sir John Malcolm—two
of the noblest names on the roll of Anglo-Indian statesmen—were
Governors of Bombay. Sir Evan Nepean had befriended the first

American missionaries before the Charter of 1813 opened India.

Sir Robert Grant, son of the elder and brother of the younger
Charles Grant, is known as a hymn-writer. James Parish, an
eminent civilian, who was Acting-Governor for a short time, was a

hearty supporter of Missions, and in his years of retirement became
an active member of the C.M.S. Committee. And now, from 1862

* Behari Lai Singh himself told this at the Liverpool Missionary Conference
of 1860.

t Dr. G. Smith, Twelve Indian Statesmen, p. 136.
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Sir Bartle
Frere.

Frere and
Lawrence.

Frere and
Mac-
kinnon.

Frere's
testimony
to Mis-
sions.

to 1867, Sir Bartle Frere was Governor of Bombay. As a younger
man Frere had come under the influence of the great Scotch
missionary, Dr. John Wilson ; he had taken charge of Sindh when
it was first conquered, and had done almost as noble a work there

as the Lawrences higher up the Indus ; and now he proved " one
of the best Governors Bombay ever had," as Sir E. Temple says,"

and is likened by the same brilliant writer to Thomason :
" Botli

felt enthusiasm for the cause of general improvement, and were
hopeful regarding the character of the people and its future

development." Bartle Frere and John Lawrence were wide as the

poles asunder in practical character and on important questions
of policy ; but these differences may be left in their respective

biographies, where they are fully described from opposite points

of view. The rather siTrprising line taken by Frere in the
Neutrality Controversy has been mentioned before.! But although
so strongly opposed on this great question to Lawrence and
Edwardes, he was a true and zealous friend of Missions, as mis-
sionaries in Sindh, Bombay, and the Deccan would warmly
testify. His great services in connexion with East Africa will

come before us hereafter ; but one of the greatest, though an
imconscious one, must be mentioned here. It was Frere who,
when at Calciitta as a Member of Loi-d Canning's Supreme Council,

befriended the young Scotchman, William Mackinnon, when he was
scheming a new shipping business beyond his slender means ; it

was Frere who, when Governor of Bombay, granted a subsidy to

Mackinnon's new line of coasting steamers ; and thus it was that

the British India Steam Navigation Company was launched, which
first opened up regular communication with Zanzibar, and has con-

veyed the missionaries thither, and to Mombasa, ever since. And
it was that same Scotchman, when he had become the wealthy
Sir William Mackinnon, who established the British East x\frica

Company, brought Uganda under British rule, and, in conjunction
with the Church Missionary Society, saved Uganda from abandon-
ment in 1891.

One of Sir Bartle Frere's most valuable services to the mis-
sionary cause on his return to England was the publication, in a

volume called The Church and the Age, I of his masterly and
graphically written Essay on "Indian Missions." Its picture of

an itinerant missionary visiting an Indian village, talking to the

elders, distributing his tracts, and going away downhearted at

the small impression he seems to have made,—and of the different

effects really prodiiced, though imknown to him, upon the different

minds of his hearers,—is vivid beyond anything else of the kind
ever published. Another service was his lecture before the Chris-

* Men and Events of Mij Time in India, p. 255.

t See p. 251.

X The Church and the Ane represented the moderate Anglican party, as
Essaj/s and R'vieiv.< did the Broad party, and The Church and fhe World the
Ritualist party.
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tian Evidence Society in 1872, on " Christianity suited to all Part VII.

Forms of Civilization." It was in this lecture that, speaking " just 1^6^-72.

as if he were a Roman prefect reporting to Trajan or the ^P' "

'

Antonines," he said :

—

" Whatever j'ou may be told t<> the contrary, the teaching of Chris-

tianity among l<i() millions of eiviii/AMl, industrious Hindus and
Mohammedans in India is ejecting changes, moral, social, and political,

which for extent and I'apidity of eO'ect are far more extraordinary than
anything you or your fathers have witnessed in modern Euroiie."

On January 11th, 1869, at a public dinner in his honour, John Law-_

Lawrence bid ofiticial farewell to India. His last word was, " Be fa"eweii to

just and kind to the Natives." Next day, his successor landed, 'nciia.

and took over the reins of government. Of all the eulogies which
the departure of the great Christian Viceroy called forth, none is

more eloquent than that which E. C. Stuart, then C.M.S.
Secretary at Calcutta,"'^' penned in the Annual Report of the

Corresponding Committee, and none is so suitable for transcrip-

tion to these pages :

—

" In reviewing the favourable conditions for the prosecution of the Stuart's

missionary enterprise, the present seems a siiitable opportunity . for ?"'°sy °*^

expressing, on the part of this Committee, their conviction of the debt
of gratitude wliich India owes in its highest interests to the wise,

temperate, firm, and far-seeing rule of that illustrious man, who for the
last rive years has, under Divine Providence, so seciu'cly held the rudder,
and guided the vessel, of the State. In Sir John Lawrence, as the Com-
mittee are well aware, an enliglitened interest in Missions rests on a

deeper foinidation than merely the consideration of their important
bearing on the social advancement of the country. But in this, the

public acknowledgment of the benefits derived to the cause of Missions
from Sir John Lawrence's administration as Viceroy, it is not private

convictions, however sincerely held, and consistently acted upon, which
they have in view. They refer iirincipally to that humane and just

])olicy which has ever treated the Natives of this country as men, with

the same feelings, the same inalienable rights as ourselves. The mis-

sionary duty of the Church of Christ rests upon this principle. It is to

men that the Gospel is sent, which is to bo preached to all nations ; and
its first great missionary struck the key-note when on Mars' Hill he pro-

claimed the one God and common Father who had made of one blood all

nations of men. And yet, so hard is it for us to see the truth which is

opposed to our prejudices and imagined interests, that Missions have, in

several notorious instances, been conducted on methods of forcible con-

version and repression of the Native races, directly contradictory of this

principle. Hapi)ily the daj-s for the employment of the unhallowed
means of fraud and force for the advancement of the Kinin;dom of

Righteo(isness and Truth have long since passed away, so far, at least, as

Missions in India are concerned.
" Yet something of the old leaven may still cling to us, showing itself

in a disregard of Native feelings, and an impatience at everything opposed
to our national predilections.

" Of incalculable value, then, has been the example of a Governor
whose whole administration has evinced a close study of the people, and

* Afterwards Bisliop of Waiapti, and now in Persia.
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Lawrence
in Eng-
land.

Part VII. a scrupvilous regard of their just rights. And in nii way coukl Sir John
1862-72. Lawrence have more eflectnally advanced the true work of the missionary
Chap. 59. than by thus fearlessly upholding in his public capacity those principles

of equity and good faith which the conscience of all men approves ; his

private life at the same time indicating the true sources of a Christian
ruler's strength. For such benefits, as well as for the maintenance, by
God's blessing, of the peace and tranquillity which, in the dark days of

the Mutiny, he was so signal an instrument in restoring", the Correspond-
ing Committee feel their Missions owe a debt of gratitude to the
distinguished Vice-President of the Church Missionai'y Society, the late

Viceroy of British India. They believe that his name, like that of Lord
William Bentinck, will be handed down to many generations as a tower
of strength to all who devote their labours, and are ready to sacrifice

their lives, to the great work of India's regeneration."'

On La'SATence's return to England, the peerage "so long

deserved, and so long delayed," '' was conferred on him by the

Queen, at the instance of Mr. Gladstone and the Duke of Argyll.

For ten years more he lived, i^residing for three years over the first

London School Board, engaging in other public works of useful-

ness, rendering valuable counsel to the Church Missionary Society

—we shall meet him hereafter in the Committee-room,—and ever

ready by voice and pen to promote the missionary cause. How
he vindicated Missions in reply to the Times leader on the Day of

Intercession we have before seen.t At a Wesleyan missionary

meeting he uttered these memorable and oft-quoted words : "I
believe, notwithstanding all that the English people have done
to benefit India, that the missionaries have done more than all

other agencies combined."

A shout of disapproval arose in England when it was announced
that Lawrence's successor was to be the Earl of Mayo. He was
Irish Secretary in Mr. Disraeli's Ministry ; but he had not made
any special mark in the world, and he was chiefly known for his

scheme, in opposition to Mr. Gladstone's proposed disendowment
of the Church of Ireland, of what was called concuiTent endow-
ment, that is, endowing the Eoman and Presbyterian Churches as

well. But Mr. Disraeli rarely made mistakes in the choice of

men for difficult posts, and Lord Mayo proved one of the ablest,

wisest, and most popular of Indian Viceroys. He did not profess

to be a religious man in the sense in which Lawrence was one
;

but in all material developments and social reforms he carried on
Lawrence's measures with an infectious enthusiasm to which
Lawrence could lay no claim. One of his appointments was that

of Sir Henry Durand to be Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, in

succession to Sir Donald McLeod ; and it is a strange and sad

coincidence that within two years all three died a violent death.

On New Year's Day, 1871, Durand was killed by accident at

Tank, on the Afghan Frontier, the elephant he was riding on
passing under too low an archway. Just a year after, February 8th.

* Bosworth Smith, Life of Lord Lawrence, vol. ii. p. 597.
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1872, Lord Mayo was stabbed to the heart by an Afghan prisoner Part VII.

in the Andaman Islands. On December 28th in that same year 1862-72.

Donald McLeod was killed on the Metropolitan Railway in
Chap^59.

London, as he was going to attend a meeting of the Christian

Vernacular Education Society for India.

So much for the Rulers of the State. Let us turn to the Rulers

of the Church.
Bishop Cotton of Calcutta has already been introduced. His ?'^^°p

Episcopate continued nearly half through our present period.

Calm, thoughtful, reasonable, impartial, his influence was more
and more valued year by year. In his care for the English
portion of his flock he was most exemplary ; and the letters to the

chaplains on various points, printed in his biography, are full of

wisdom. But he was a missionary bishop too. The more he saw
of Missions, the more thoroughly he believed in them, and the

more warmly he advocated and vindicated them. Of both S.P.G.

and C.M.S. as Societies—not merely the work they were doing,— ?*jf ^t"''

he was the hearty friend and fellow-worker. Few bishops have wards

taken a more judicious view of their relations to these " two arms of
Societies,

the Church of England," as he called them. He distinguished

carefully between his ecclesiastical and (in its legal and technical

sense) spiritual position as head of the diocese, with direct relations

as bishop to all the clergy and all the Christians, and his share, as

an individual member, in the proceedings of the two Calcutta

Committees, which, as lay bodies (though not necessarily composed
of laymen), directed the temporalities of the Missions. When an
Englishman who objected to be under a society applied to him for

ordination, he declined to confer it unless the apphcant joined the

S.P.G. (C.M.S. was not in question), whose system, he said,

" does provide for the combined subordination and independent

action of the clergy in a manner which ought to satisfy any
thoughtful Christian that he would have full scope for his activity

and originality, within such limits as must be imposed if we are

to have any order or discipline at all." " Cotton's views on some
other points will come before us in other chapters. Here let us

thankfully acknowledge the great service he rendered by what was
a small thing externally, viz., the composition and authorization

for use (extra-legal as this was) of his admirable collect, known His Prayer

as " Bishop Cotton's Prayer for Missions," and since so widely s°on^'^'

used. Here it is :

—

"O God, who hast made of one blood all nations of men to dwell upon
the face of Thy whole earth, and who didst send Thy blessed Son to

preach peace to them that are afar oft", and to them that are nigh, grant

that all tlie people of Heathen and Moliammedan lands may feel after

Thee and find Thee ; and hasten, O Lord, the fulrtlment of Thy promise,

to pour out Thy Spirit upon all ftesh, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

* Mtmoir of Bishop Cotton, p. -ill.
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Part VII. Cotton's accounts of his visits to the Missions are very
1862-72. interesting, especially the comments he wrote to friends at home
C hap. o9. ^yjjQj^ l^g knew not to be much in missionary circles. For
His eulogy example, thus he wrote to his successor at Marlborough, Dr.

veiT'""^
Bradley, now Dean of Westminster, after visiting Tinnevelly :

—

" I can assure you that I have Ijeen deeply impressed with the reality

and thorough-going character of the whole business ; and I entreat you
never to believe any insinuations against missionary work in India, or
to scruple to plead, or allow to be pleaded, in your chapel, the cause (jf

either the S.P.G. or the C.M.S. . . .

'• The whole country is mapped out into regular Christian districts, eacli

furnished with a substantial church, parsonage, and schools in its

central village, and with small prayer-houses in the minor hamlets. A
thoroughly good, simple vernacular education is given all over the
country. ... In every parish there are short services morning and
evening, whicli all attend when not hindered by house or field wurk;
and Bible-classes of men and women, systematically taught, some of

which I examined, and found the women most correct and intelligent in

their answers. Compare this, I entreat you, with the condition of

women in a zenana

!

" Industry, order, cleanliness, domestic purity, improvement in worldly
circumstances, are all conspicuous among the Tinnevelly Christians, and
if they are still somewhat given to prevarications and untruthfulness,
3'et we must remember that this is the national vice of India, and that
Christianity can no more eradicate it all at once than it eradicated by a
sudden blow impurity from Corinth or Ephesus. . . .

" Altogether, I do not think any one can go through the Tinnevelly
Missions without Ijeing tlie better for it ; antl I feel tliat my own faith

in the Gospel has been strengthened by the journey, and by the actual
sight of what Christianity can do. ' I have heard of Thee by the
hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth Thee.'" *

It was natural that a man of Cotton's temperament should be

specially interested in the remarkable intellectual movements
among the upper classes of Natives at this time, their keenness
for education, their dissatisfaction with the old superstitious, tlieir

movements towards social and religious reform—of which we shall

see more in the next chapter. But he saw the weaknesses and
dangers, as well as the hopes, of these movements. While some
of his friends in England, viewing them from a distance, were
enthusiastic about " the Educated Native," he, on the spot, saw
the hollowness, the bumptiousness, and, still worse, the profligacy,

of " Young Bengal." He saw how perilous was the tendency to

throw off the restraints of even a false religious system without

accepting the yoke of the new and true one. His able and
impressive Charge of 1863 dealt most wisely with this whole
subject. At the same time, he was eager to promote every effort

to bring this rising and influential section of the community to

* Meinoir of Bishop Cotton, p. 367. Cotton contributed an article on
Tinnevelly to the Calcutta Review, which is extremely able and graphic, as

an accouut both of the Province and of the Missions. It is reproduced in full

in the CM. Intelligencer of May, 1865.
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a knowledge of the Truth. He saw the importance, therefore, of Part VII.

Higher Education as a mission agency ; and it was at his instance ^^^ _^'

that the Church Missionary Society estabUshed the Cathedral
' ^^"

Mission College at Calcutta. In 1864 he arranged a course of

lectures in the Cathedral " On the Need, Evidences, and Diffi-

culties of a Supei'natural Eevelation." He gave the first himself,

and was followed by Archdeacon Pratt, the Rev. Krishna Mohan
Banerjea, and three missionaries, one of S.P.G. and two of

C.M.S.''' " It was an impressive sight," writes Cotton's biographer,
" a sight full of hope for the future, when a congregation of non-

Christian Bengalis voluntarily assembled in the metropolitan

church of India to listen to the grounds of the Christian's hopes,

and to be urged to accept the Christian's faith as the one answer
to spiritual cravings." f The same lectures were afterwards

delivered by the same lecturers in the Scotch Free Church College,

to a much larger gathering (800 against 250), which was partly

due to the better situation of the College in the native part of the

city, and partly, no doubt, to the great influence of Dr. Duff, who
had only left India a few months before.

Bishop Cotton was in the fulness of his energy and the ripeness Cotton -s

of his experience when he was summoned in a moment from the death."

scene of his earthly labours. In September, 1866, he was visit-

ing stations in Eastern Bengal. On October 6th he was at

Kooshtea on the Ganges, to consecrate a cemetery. In his

address at the service he reminded his hearers " that such con-

secrations were for the benefit, not of the dead, but of the living

;

that departed souls suffered no injury if their bodies were left on

the field of battle, or if in any other loay they were unable to

receive the rites of burial." Returning to the river steamer for the

night, he had to embark by stepping across a slippery plank. His

foot gave way ; he fell into the flowing stream ; he was never

seen again ; and his body was one of those that never '

' received

the rites of burial." But his soul was with the Lord he loved.

"The waters which engulphed him in a moment," wrote

John Mee in the next C.M.S. Report, '* have kept the dread secret

of his mortal resting-place, but his light has so shone before men
that they glorify his Father in heaven." The Minute of the

C.M.S. Committee on his death spoke of his "eminent wisdom
and zeal," and of " the largeness and soundness of his views of

Protestant missionary principles, especially with reference to the

organization of the Native Christian Church."
India had lost another great man three years before Cotton's Alexander

death, by the final return home of Alexander Duff'. The two leaves

men were very different ; but they thoroughly appreciated one '"'^•a-

another. Duff pronounced Cotton the greatest of Indian bishops,

and described him as combining the qualities of all his pre-

* The C.M.S. men were E. C. Stuart aud J. Welland.

t Memoir, p. 401.
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Part VII. decessors,—"the classical scholarship and the legislative and
1862-72. organistic faculty of Middleton ; the gentle, kindly, amiable, con-
C hap. o9. ciiif^tory manners of Heber ; the calm, quiet, practical sense of

Duff on James and Turner ; the warm attachment to the essential verities
Cotton. q{ tjig evangelical system which distinguished Wilson." Cotton,

Cotton on when Duff left India, spoke of him in his Charge as "that
Duff- illustrious missionary " whose " special glory " it was that " when

the new generation of Bengalis, and, alas ! too many of their

European friends and teachers, were talking of Christianity as an
obsolete superstition, soon to be burnt up on the pwe on which
the creeds of the Brahman, the Buddhist, and the Mohammedan
were already perishing," he, Duff, " burst upon the scene, with
his unhesitating faith, his indomitable energy, his varied erudition,

and his never-failing stream of fervid eloquence, to teach them
that the Gospel is not dead nor sleeping . . . but marching forward
in the van of civilization."''' Of Duff"'s "fervid eloquence" one

Duff's of the noblest examples is his farewell addi'ess to the Bethune

?dd^ss. t^ociety, representing all educated non-Christian Bengal.! He
had met its members many times on the common ground of

science or of philanthropy. Now he told them plainly that it

was not for such things that he had come to India and lived in

and for India, but because he had a message for India, a

message w^hich, if believed, and accepted, could save their souls.

In magnificent oratorical sentences he enlarged on the glory and
beauty and power of Christianity, and ended by avowing that

when his body should be consigned to the tomb, the only befitting

epitaph would be, " Here lies Alexander Duff, by natui-e and
practice a sinful, guilty creature, but saved by grace, through
faith in the blood and righteousness of his Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ." And so we bid farewell to the great Presbyterian

missionary, whose work has profoundly affected all successful

Indian Missions, and not least the Missions of the Church
Missionary Society, j

New epoch The death of Bishop Cotton proved to be an important epoch

chu"rclf" in the Church history of India. Of the twelve men who had
affairs. been appointed to Indian sees up to that time, not one had been

a High Churchman of modern type (Middleton was of an older

school), and six of them had been decided Evangelicals. But
now Palmerston was dead ; the Russell Ministry had been beaten

on its Reform Bill ; Lord Derby had come in, \A\X\. Lord Cran-

borne (the present Marquis of Salisbury) as Indian Secretary
;

Bishop and one of Cranborne's first acts was to appoint Robert Milman
Miiman. Bishop of Calcutta. Milman, who was a nephew of the poet and

histoi'ian then Dean of St. Paul's, was a Buckinghamshire rector

and Cuddesdon lecturer, highly esteemed by Bishop Wilberforce,

* L»/e 0/ D«f, vol. ii. p. 39-4. t Ihi<l., p. 387.

X Through Dnff's agency forty-eight Indians of the upper classes and castes

had been converted to Chi'istianity. Of these, in 1871, nine were ministers,

ten were catechists, seventeen were professors and higher-grade teachers.
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and known in Oxford diocese as a preacher and a conductor of Part VII.

Retreats for clergy. His going to India marked the advent of 1862-72.

new ecclesiastical principles ; and from that time the majority of ^P"
'

the Government chaplains have been men of distinctly High
Chm'ch views.

But Milman proved in many ways an excellent bishop. In
devotion to his work, and utter abnegation of self, he has never
been surpassed. And he took the tx-ue view of an Indian bishop's

functions—so different from that of the only one of his pre-

decessors who was in any sense a High Churchman—that they
were distinctly missionary, and that he was "responsible before

Christ for the Heathen round about him." Before leaving

England, he came to the Church Missionary House (February 7th, '^'I'p^Jl ^
1867), and met the C.M.S. Committee and, at his own request,

the Secretaries of some of the Nonconformist Societies with
which the C.M.S. had friendly relations. The men chosen to

address him on the occasion were of a stamp to make an im-

pression : not only Lord Chichester and H. Venn, but also Sir

Eobert Montgomery, late Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab

;

Mr. James Farish, who had been Acting-Governor of Bombay

;

Mr. J. F. Thomas, who had been Secretary to the Government of

Madras ; and the Rev. W. Arthur, the brilliant Secretary of the

Wesleyan Missionary Society. Bishop Waldegrave of Carlisle

commended the new bishop in prayer. Bishop Milman expressed

warmly his desire to foster the C.M.S. Missions ; and assuredly

he did, during the nine years of his episcopate, put his desire

into action. " We revered him," said E. C. Stuart long after-

wards, "as a true Father in God, who entered into our work with

all the cordiality of a brother missionary." Both they and he
found, in short, that widely as they differed on some important

points, they loved one Lord and were seeking the extension of one

Divine Kingdom. His Memoir contains many interesting notices Miiman-s

of the C.M.S. Missions he visited—sometimes in company with his c.1vi^s*°

chaplain Edgar Jacob, now the energetic and universally respected Missions.

Bishop of Newcastle. Here are two or three fragments from his

jovirnals :

—

(Annfield, October, 1867.) " The whole visit very interesting. I was
much pleased with this instance of a Christian village in the midst of the

vast surrounding Heathendom."
(Meerut.) " A great Mission belonging to the C.M.S. Very earnest

and promising."'

(Secundra.) " Wonderfully complete and well conducted."
(Lucknow, November.) " Mission-schools well taught and well at-

tended."
(Allahabad.) " Much good work carried on. Mission on the whole

successful."

(Benares.) " The CMS. work seems very good and thorough. They
gave me a hearty welcome, and I gave them all the help and com-
mendation 1 could. 1 am thankful for the comfort thus given and
received."'

VOL. II. K k
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Part VII. (Taljhari, December.) "A most interesting and successful Mission,
1862-72. worked admirably by Mr. Storrs. There is a great door and effectual
Chap. 59. open."

r (Amritsar, December, 1868.) " The most promising of the C.M.S.
Missions which I have seen. The wives of the missionaries are most
active and efficient, and much success accompanies their labours."

Observe the dates of these entries, and compare the dates in

our Fifty-first and Fifty-second chapters. This was the very time
when the great Evangelical attack on the advancing Eitualism
in England was being delivered. That attack was abundantly
justifiable, and in appearance it was successful. Though it failed

in Parliament, it succeeded in the Law Courts, and partially also

in the Eitual Commission. Yet was Eitualism checked? After
Where thirty years, is it less powerful in England ? But suppose the

gelfcar^"" same Evangelical energy had been thrown into the India Missions
energy? which the new High Church bishop was visiting and praising,

what might not have been the result in the Evangelical Church

-

manship of India to-day ! and what might not have been the
reflex influence at home !

As our notice of Bishop Cotton included a reference to a dis-

tinguished Presbyterian, so must our notice of Bishop Milman.
Norman It was during Milman's episcopate, in 1867-8, that Dr. Norman
India. Maclcod Went to India as a deputation from the Established

Church of Scotland. That visit gave striking opportunities for

the exhibition of Christian unity. At Madras a great meeting
w^as held under the presidency of Bishop Cell, and attended by
the Governor, Lord Napier ; and four missionaries, representing
the S.P.G. (Eev. A. E. Symonds), the C.M.S. (David Fenn),
the L.M.S., and the Wesleyans, spoke successively, giving an
account of their respective Missions. A similar gathering took
place at Calcutta, where Bishop Milman presided. Sir John
Lawrence attended, and five missionaries represented the Baptists,

the Scotch Free Church, the L.M.S., the C.M.S. (E. C. Stuart),

and the S.P.G. (K. M. Banerjea).-
One important incident of Bishop Milman's Episcopate must

not be passed over. It has been mentioned before that, after

the Mutiny, Pastor Gossner of Berlin had desired to transfer his
The chota interesting and successful Mission among the Kols of Chota Nag-
G^r^an^ pore to the Church Missionary Societv, his own funds having
Mission, failed; and that the C.M.S. Committee," in lieu of taking it over,

had gTanted it £1000 out of the Special India Fund. After

Gossner's death, a new Committee at Berlin sent out a band of

younger men, who looked down upon the older missionaries for

their lack of university education. The latter appealed in 1864 to

* It was in Milman's time, also, tLat another remarkable Scotchman
visited India, Dr. A. N. Somerville, who in his old age went round the
world as a " special missioner." He was the first, by many years, to do a
Work of the kind ; and much blessing followed his preaching. !See Dr. G.
Smith's very intere?ting Memoir of him, A Mod.crn Ap'sfJc (Murray, 1891).
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Bishop Cotton to receive them and their flocks into the Cliurch of Part VIT.

England, as Gossner had desired/'- Cotton and Archdeacon Pratt 1862-72.

visited them; and Cotton's journal gives a graphic account of P"

their methods of work and church services. He was present at cotton's

the baptism of 143 candidates with a Lutheran ritual which would ^'^'*-

have alarmed many good people at home ; and he wrote : " None
of the great functions of St. Peter's, with Pio Nono and all his

incense and peacock's feathers, could excel in conception or in

impressive solemnity the scene in the crowded church, the white-

robed candidates thronging the steps, the minister baptizing in the

midst, and the choir chanting out the triumphant hymn of

Ambrose and Augustine." " The effect of that grand verse, ' The
liohj Church throughout all the world doth acknowledge Thee,' sung

just as these people, reclaimed from savagery, were received into

the love and care of Jesus Christ, was quite sublime." Cotton

declined to receive this interesting community into the English

Church without first appealing to the Berlin Committee ; but he

wrote to Berlin, and also to H. Venn to prepare the C.M.S. to

take them over. The C.M.S. Committee, however, were unwilling c.m.s. de-

to involve the Society in so serious a dispute, and thus be the
[^nt"rfere.

instrument of division in the recognized field of another society
;

and for five years things remained as they were, the controvei-sies

continuing and causing much scandal in India. Charges of misuse

of funds (which proved to be fi'ivolous) were brought against the

older missionaries ; their supplies from Berlin were stopped ; and
they were ordered to hand over the churches, schools, and houses.

At length, in 1869, they and a large body of the Kol Christians

appealed to Bishop Milman ; and he, after a careful examination Bishop

of the circumstances on the spot, received them into the Church, adoptfthe

confirming the converts and giving the ministers English orders.
^'^I'?,"

He incurred much oliloquy for doing this, and so did the S.P.G.,

under whose charge the Mission was placed ; but it is hard to see

how they could have acted otherwise than they did. The same
toleration and recognition which are always extended to the

organizers of secessions from Church of England Missions ought

surely to be accorded to movements in the opposite direction, even

though the agents be an S.P.G. and a Bishop Milman.

In the Diocese of Bombay, Bishop Douglas succeeded Bishop ^'^^^^^jP^
^^

Harding in 1869. Douglas had been Dean of Cape Town, and Bombay,

had been of great assistance to Bishop Gray in his conflict with

Colenso. He was an advanced High Churchman, whereas both

his predecessors at Bombay, Carr and Harding, had been decided

Evangelicals. His views on missionary topics were in many
respects very different from those of the C.M.S., and he set them
forth ably in his Charges and in published letters ; but he heartily

co-operated with the C.M.S. Missions in his diocese, as is shown

* Gossner had written to the C.M.S. before his death, again proposing the

transfer.

K k 2
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Part VII. by several notices of his visits to the stations printed in the
1862-72. Reports, and he pleaded with the Society to send more men.
Chap^59. Meanwhile, good Bishop Gell still presided over the diocese of

Bishop Madras, to its great advantage. His visits to the Missions have
^^" ^^ always been highly valued ; and his successive Charges bore

emphatic testimony to the blessing that had been vouchsafed to

the Missions in his diocese. In the first sixteen months of his

episcopate, he confirmed 4219 Native Christians, and ordained

eight Native clergymen ; and similar functions marked his suc-

cessive visitations for many years. He fostered all the Society's

efforts for the organization and self-support of the Native Church
;

and in 1868 he manifested his appreciation of the Native clergy

by appointing four of them Bishop's Examining Chaplains, viz.,

W. T. Satthianadhan and J. Cornelius (Tamils, C.M.S.), D. Samuel
(Tamil, S.P.G.), and G. Matthan (Malayalam, C.M.S.).

The growth of the Native Christian community was now gene-

rally recognized. A very remarkable testimony concerning it was
Official afforded by the Report of the Secretary of State and Council of

M^J'raiVrTd I^idia upon the Moral and Material Progress and Condition of

Material India in 1871-2, published at the beginning of 1873, and there-

indfa*^.^^^" fore coinciding with the date to which our present Part brings the

history. This Report, which was drawn up by Mr. Clements R.

Markham, assisted by R. N. Cust, was received with unfeigned

thankfulness by the friends of Missions everywhere. It gave a

Its testi- systematic account of the Missionary Societies in India and

thel^hTe their work ; it acknowledged the co-operation of missionaries

and sue- with the Government in the promotion of social, moral, and

Mfs\ions. educational progress ; it commended their linguistic attainments

and literary achievements ; it emphatically praised the mission

schools and colleges ; it presented figures showing the substantial

and continuous increase in the number of converts ; it stated that

the favourable view taken by missionaries of both the direct and
the indirect effects of their labours was not theirs alone, but was
"accepted by many distinguished residents in India and expe-

rienced officers of the Government ;
" and it closed with these

memorable words, which have been quoted and printed over and
over again, but which cannot be omitted from this History, and
which are especially suitable as a conclusion to a chapter on
Indian rulers :

—

"The Government of India cannot but acknowledge the great obliga-

tion under whicli it i3 laid by the benevolent exertions made by these

six hundred missionaries, whose blameless example and self-denying

labours are infusing new vigour into the stereotyped life of the great

populations placed under English rule, and are preparing them to be in

evei-y way better men and better citizens of the great Empire in which
they dwell."



CHAPTER LX.

India : TIabus, Brajbios, Borderers.

Hinduism and Western Thought—Education without Rehgion—The
" Educated Native "—The Brahmo Samaj—Keshub Chunder
Sen—His great Orations—Keshub and " Ecce Homo"—Keshub
in England—"2 John, 10, 11"—Keshub's Progressive Samaj—The
"New Dispensation"—Educational Missions as a Counterpoise

—

Cathedral Mission College—"Borderers": Pathetic Cases.

" They profess fhaf they know God; but in irorks they deny Him."—Titus i. 16.

" Ye will not come to Me."—St. John v. 40.

|NE of the remarkable features of the period under Part YII.

review, in India, was the religious movement of which 1862-72.

the most conspicuous development was the Brahmo ^P"

Samaj . Missions in India—at least efforts to evangelize Brahmo
the educated classes—have been profoundly affected Samaj.

by that movement, and it therefore calls for special notice in this

History.

Hinduism has never satisfied the more thoughtful Hindus ; and Hindus

from time to time religious leaders have arisen, deeply feeling the fied with"

helplessness of such a system to give them peace or to promote Hinduism,

virtue, and protesting against its grossness and its puerilities. A
sentence from the Bijak, a work embodying the teaching of one of

the most famous of these reformers, Kabir (circ. 1400), will suffice

to illustrate what such men felt :
—" Of what benefit is cleansing

your mouth, counting your beads, performing ablutions, bowing
yourselves in temples, when deceitfulness is in your heart ? If

the Creator dwell in tabernacles, whose residence is the universe ?
"

A century later came Chaitanya, preaching bJiakti (faith) as

against karma (works),—strange to say, simultaneously with

Martin Luther in Europe ; but his bhakti only meant devotion to

Krishna, whose legendary immoralities are the burden of even

children's songs throughout India, and such a "faith" without
" works " only plunged its votaries into deeper vice. In the early

years of the nineteenth century appeared Eam Mohun Eoy, the Ram Mo-

remarkable Hindu whose timely assistance to Duff' we noticed in

a previous chapter. In 1820 he published a book entitled The

Precepts of Jesus a Guide to Truth and Happiness ; but he main-

tained that the same teachings were to be found in the ancient
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Hindu writings, the UjMuishads/'- and he propounded a kind of

Unitarianism, based partly on thein and partly on the New
Testament. It is a humiliating fact that one of his first followers

was a Baptist missionary, Adam—who in consequence was called
" the second Fallen Adam." In the very year that Duff landed at

Calcutta, Earn Mohun Eoy founded a society for the promulgation
of his views, and called it the Brahmo Samaj, the "Assembly of

Believers in Brahm "

—

Brahm being the neuter form indicating

the Supreme Divine Essence.
The influence of Western thought was now beginning to tell.

Christian Missions were in their infanc)'—except in the far South,
among the illiterate peasants ; but their teaching was like a
handful of leaven cast into a huge mass, and sounder ideas about
the unity and the goodness of God, the evils of idolatry and caste,

the supreme greatness of Christ, gradually spread, even where
there was but little indication of the change. A silent revolution

was going on ; and it is going on still. English education was
only in its infancy prior to the Mutiny ; but it was rapidly over-

throwing, in those who came under its influence, belief in the
old superstitions. The most elementary scientific teaching
destroyed at once, in them, a host of popular delusions. But it

gave nothing instead. The fables of the Brahmans could no
longer be borne with ; but the facts of the Gospel, which might
have replaced them, were withheld in the Government sj^stem.

"Empty, swept, and garnished" was the condition of "Young
Bengal " ; and the demon of superstition was succeeded hy
" seven demons more wicked than himself," of whom the demon
of infidelity was only one.

Education, indeed, without religion, only tended to supply
innumerable illustrations of St. Paul's words, " Knowledge puffeth

up." The one object of the young Hindu student was to pass
examinations and obtain degrees ; and this not for pure love of

knowledge, but because success was the high road to Government
employment. If he failed to obtain (say) his B.A. degree, he
would advertise himself as a "Failed B.A.," to indicate that he
had at least been under examination. As for religion and morality,

the vast majority "cared for none of these things." They lived

for the world and the flesh. Not a few, however, who were more
thoughtful, became avowed atheists ; and this tendency was
much fostered by the influence of some of the English professors

in the Government Colleges, who made no secret of their total

unbelief. While " neutrality " did not permit Christian teaching
and influence in a Government institution, it did not forbid open
sneers at Chi'istianity. A Native in high educational office said

to Mr. French, " It would spoil all m}^ chances of promotion if I

became a Christian. I should be detested and despised by my

* Not the Vtdas proper, i.e. the ancient sacred poems, which were not
known to him, but the philosophical writings of later date.
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European superiors. Besides, some of the Government school- Part A'II,

teachers are hke Heathens. When we used to read Milton, and 1862-72.

ail aUusion to the Bihle had to he explained, my teacher would P'

mock and make all sorts of fun." ' Milton is a classic, and could

only ])e dealt witli hy sneers ; hut it may he asked, What sort of

manuals were used ? The English Principal of the Government strange

College at Krishnagar published a World's History, for the use of ^"^^^^1
students. Such a work could not quite ignore a historical fact christi-

like the rise of Christianity ; hut this is literally all that it said on ^"'*y-

the subject :

—

" It was in the early time of the Roman Empire, in a.d. {j^ic], thut
Jesus Christ was born at Jerusalem [.v/c] near Pluenicia [_sic] ; and in the
course of 350 years the relioion of Jesns Christ became the religion of

the Roman Empire, persuading all men without the use of the sword." f

One wonders what sort of explanation tliis gentleman was
accustomed to give of " a.d." ! Some English pieces for learning

by heart, such as Jane Taylor's poems, were recklessly altered,

in order to exclude Christian teaching. For instance, " that

young Christian" was altered into "that young soldier"; and
even the name of Solomon was struck out, and " the wise man "

inserted instead.]: At the same time, other school manuals in

the vernaculars reproduced Hindu writings in both prose and
verse that were so indecent as to be untranslatable into English,

and moreover full of superstitious teaching. There were in

fact, as Dr. Murdoch said. Englishmen in India who would
tolerate " any superstition except Christianity."

Some of the best Natives perceived what a wreck of faith Evii effects

Western Education was effecting, and expressed themselves g^^Jd nJ-

mournfully about it. In 1864 a Bombay paper, the Indii Prakash, tives.

contrasted the new faith which enabled Christian converts, when
they lost their old one, to face the loss of all things, even the loss

of their nearest and dearest, with the emptiness resulting from

secular ediacation. " Education provided by the State," it said,

" simply destroys Hinduism ; it gives nothing in its place. It is

founded on the benevolent principle of non-interference with

religion, but in reality it is the negation of God in life. Christians,

hold.ing a faith pure and rational in its essentials, may receive the

highest education, and be only the more confirmed in their faith.

But education must destroy idolatry, and State education in India,

benevolent in its idea, pi'actically teaches Atheism. ... As soon

as this is generally felt, the cry will go up to England, ' Father,

father, give us faith ! "... If England will not hear our ci'v,

then w^ill the shriek go up to Heaven, ' Father, Father, give us

faith !
' "

§ That is the language of a non-Christian. Well might

Sir Herbert Edwardes, in quoting it in Exeter Hall in 1HG6,

* T. V. French's Aiimial Report fur 1871.

t Quoted ill the CM. InteUigtiicer, January, 1876.
+ Ibid., August, 1872. § CM. Record, January, 1865.
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Part Y3I. exclaim, " It seems to me like a cry from the edge of the bottom-
1862-72. less pit. It comes from the heart of a people from whose eyes
Chap. 60. ^]^^ ygQ jg falling, and who find themselves without God in the

world !

"

The Indian Meanwhile, English scholarship had revealed to Indian students

how ' their own classical literature. Its very language, Sanscrit, was
known.

^Y[ but uukuown until men like Sir William Jones, H. Colebrooke,

and H. H. Wilson recovered it ; and Professors Max Muller and
Monier-Williams have done more to introduce the Vedas to the
" Educated Hindu " than all the Pundits of Benares put together.

It was in the period we are reviewing that Max Miiller published

his Chii)s from a German Workshop ; and in that work he quotes

a learned Hindu writer in the Calcutta Beviexv who doubted if a

single complete copy of the Vedas existed in Hindustan. The
idea now so prevalent in England that the abominations of modern
Hinduism are merely excrescences on a pure Vedic faith held all

along by thoughtful Hindus is quite unfounded. The " pure
Vedic faith "—if so it may be called—is a modern discovery of

English philologists and students of Comparative Eeligion. It

was Dr. Mill, the Principal of Bishop's College in Bishop Daniel
Wilson's days, who explained to the Calcutta Pundits the relative

dates and characters of their own sacred books.'" As for popular
Hinduism, equal misconception exists in England among those

w^ho profess to know. The missionary who inveighs against its

cruelty and grossness is branded as uncharitable and narrow--

minded ; but it is not missionaries who have spoken the most
Moncure Severely of it. Let us hear the words of one advocate of free-

fndiTn re°-" thought and Opponent of orthodox Christianity, who was also an
ligion, honest man, Mr. Moncure Conway :

—

" Wlien I went to the great cities of India . . . the contrast between
the real and the ideal was heart-breaking. In all those teeming myriads
of worshippers, not one man, not even one woman, seemed to entertain
the shadow of a conception of anything ideal, or spiritual, or religious,

or even mythological, in their ancient creed. . . . To all of them the
great false god which they worsliipped—a hnlk of roughly-carved wood
or stone—appeared to be the authentic presentment of some terrible

demon or invisible power, who would treat them cruelly if they did not
give him some melted butter. Of religion in a spiritual sense there is

none. If you wish for religion, you will not find it in Brahmanism."f

ciaslls of
^° return to the " Educated Native." This creation of Western

educated influence was divisible into three classes, viz., (1) those who still
atives.

tried to retain some belief in their old superstitions, and at all

events clung desperately to old rites and observances
; (2) those

who cast aside all religion, joining in family religious ceremonies
to avoid reproach, but despising both the Brahmanism of their

fathers and the Christianity of which (being Government students)
they knew nothing,—and who generally became more unblush-

* Chips, vol. iv. p. 375.

t Quoted by Dr. Murray Mitchell, Hinduism Past and Present, p. 220.
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ingly profligate than the old Hindus
; (3) those who, having some Part VII.

desire for a religion and some sense of morality, were trying to j^^^'^^-

build up an eclectic system for themselves. Observe that all these
^^'

'

alike contrived to retain their caste. That was essential for peace
and comfort at home and among friends. The third class might
write and speak against caste, and might try and modify its strict-

ness ; but they took care not to break it, and so become excommuni-
cate. Its old power, indeed, was much weakened by the onslaught Effects of

of Western civilization. The railway was a great leveller. A ^^Hz"tion
holy Brahman might start l^ack in horror from entering a carriage on caste,

in which low-caste folk were already seated ; l)ut when he found
that while he hesitated the train had started without him, he took

care, the next time, to pocket his scruples. When the Calcutta

municipality Ijrought fresh water into the city, the Brahmans at

first protested that they could not drink from pipes which also sup-

plied others ; but after a time they found it convenient to declare

in solemn conclave that " impure objects are made pure by paying
the value of them," so that if only they paid the water-rate

regularly, they might safely drink the water !

' Nevertheless,

caste still remained a merciless tyrant ; and Young Bengal took

good care not to provoke it needlessly.

Let us now notice the third of the three classes more closely.

The Brahmo Samaj made little progress until it was joined, about Brahmo

1840, by a wealthy and influential man, Debendra Nath Tagore. eari>fdays.

Under his leadership the society denied the authority of all the old

sacred books, and, following Theodore Parker and F. W. Newman,
substituted Intuition for Revelation. An organ, the Indian Mirror,

was started, public services were established, and missionaries

were sent out from Calcutta to preach the new views in other great

towns. What those views were at any particular time, it is hard
to say. The Brahmos confessed that they had "no certainty, no
fixity "

; they " knew not whither reason would take them "
; when

they discarded the Vedas "they cut the cables, got loose from
their old moorings, and drifted about wherever wind and tide led

them." f But the Mirror acknowledged their obligation to

Christianity. "The Brahmo Samaj," it said in 1868, "will

always regard the true spirit of Christianity, as taught by Christ,

as a friend, not a foe. We live and move and breathe in a

Christian atmosphere, and the Brahmo Samaj is drawing its

warmth and vitality from it, though it has grown on Indian soil." \

By this time, however, the Brahmo Samaj, which aspired to be
" the future Church of India," had, small as it was, split into two
parts. A young and brilhant leader, Keshub Chunder Sen, who Keshub

had joined it in 1857, had introduced a bolder spirit into the sen."

society. He had persuaded Debendra Nath to forbid idolatrous

* Vaughan, Trident, Crescent, and Cross, p. 230.

t Statement by a Brahmo to Dr. Duff, quoted by tlie E.ev. J. Barton in an
address to the Cambridge CM. Union. CM. Intelligencer, February, 1865.

+ Ibid., July, 1868, p. 223.
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Part VII. rites at his daughter's weddmg, and even to discard the sacred
1862-72. Brahmanical thread ; but the old president would go no farther,

'^P' and indeed became more consei"vative with advancing age. At
length, in 1864, the action of Keshub in permittmg the mamage
of a young widow-girl to a man of different caste pi'ecipitated a
rupture ; and he and the more radical members were virtually

expelled, and thereupon formed a new society. The x\di (original)

Saniaj from that time showed a tendency to i-etrograde towards
Hinduism, and lost its influence ; and Debendra Nath ultimately

withdrew into the mountains and lived as a Hindu hermit.

Keshub's societ5% on the other hand, which called itself the
His new Brahmo Samaj of India, increased in strength, and soon attracted

the attention of Europe as representing a movement of apparently
great promise. The interest excited by it culminated when
Keshub, on May 5th, 1866, in the theatre of the Calcutta Medical
College, delivered his memorable lecture, "Jesus Chiist, Europe,
and Asia."

His great This remarkable address was printed in the Mirror, and on reach-
lecture, , .

*-

ing England was immediately published in full in the CM. Intelli-

gencer (September, 1866). It is a truly eloquent eulogy on the
character and work of Christ, as " the greatest and truest bene-
factor of mankind," as " the originator of that mighty religious move-
ment which has achieved such splendid results in the world."
" Humanity," continued the lecturer, " was groaning under a
deadly malady, and was on the verge of death. A remedy was

His view Urgently needed to save it : and Jesus Christ appeared in the
of Christ

fulness of time." But he calls Him "the son of an humble
carpenter," and as being inspired " by the divine Spirit working
within Him" and "laying down His life that God might be
glorified"; yet "verily above ordinary humanity." Then he
sketches in a very pictm-esque way the history of the Church.
The Eesurrection of the Lord is not alluded to, and obviously not

believed ; nor is Pentecost. The disciples are represented as

crushed by their Master's death, but roused again by the

martyrdom of Stephen. The preaching of St. Paul, the sufferings

of the early Christians, the triumph and then the corruption of the

Church, the "debasing system of Popery," the "restoration of

primitive Christianity by Luther," the " holy zeal and self-denial"

of the missionaries who " have diffused the blessings of enlighten-

ment from China to Peru," all pass before us. "East, west,

north, and south—on all sides we see the glory of Christ." " Tell

me, brethren," exclaimed the orator, " is Jesus of Nazareth, the
carpenter's son, an ordinary man ? Is there a single soul in this

large assembly who would scruple to ascribe extraordinary great-

ness and supernatural moral heroism to Jesus Christ and Him
crucified ? Was not He above ordinary humanity ? Blessed Jesus !

Immortal child of God !
" He then went on to accord high praise

and of to the missionaries who had brought the knowledge of Christ to

India, and to denounce "the I'eckless conduct of pseudo-Chiis-
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tians." " Behold," he exclaimed, " Christ crucified in the lives of Part YII.

those who profess to be His followers." He complained that the p^^^""^^^'

average Englishmen regarded all Natives as foxes, " wily, fraudu-
^^'

'

lent, and mean," adding that it was no wonder that the Natives
regarded Europeans as tvolves, " vindictive, ferocious, and blood-

thirsty." But he still hoped that " in Christ " Europe and Asia,

the East and the West, might " learn to find harmony and unity."

The sensation caused by such an address as this may be
imagined. " Another step," remarks Mr. Vaughan,''' who heard it,

"would have landed him within the Kingdom. Alas! that step The last

was not taken. To stand still in such a matter was impossible. taken"°*
To advance would have been to bow to the Divinity of Jesus and
accept His vicarious sacrifice. Eetrogression was the only alterna-

tive." Apparently to soothe the feelings of some of his followers

who thought he had gone too far, Keshub delivered another lecture

on " Great Men," in which he classed our Lord with " Moses,
Mohammed, Nanak, Chaitanya, and other regenerators of man-
kind." But the interest of Christian men in him did not flag.

Dr. Norman Macleod relates his experience in going to hear one of

Keshub's lectures in 1868. t He "arrived too late to get a seat,

and had, together with 8ir R. Temple, Dr. Murray Mitchell, and
others, to stand on a table in the crowded verandah "; the Viceroy
(Sir John Lawrence), the Commander-in-Chief (Sir W. Mansfield),

and the leading civic functionaries and celebrities of Calcutta,

being present, with a great throng of influential Natives.

Admiration and hope, however, did not silence faithful testimony.

Bishop Cotton was dead ; but a year or two before this, in a

lecture to the Bethune Society on the Clouds of Aristophanes, he Bishop

likened the Brahmos to Socrates, standing between the Conserva- iectu°re,'

tives and the Radicals of Athens, and entirely failing in his purpose
for lack of the guidance of Revelation—which, said Cotton, the

Brahmos can now obtain from Christianity, but will not. Bishop
Milman, in a very masterly and impressive lectui'e on Eclecticism And

and Brahmoism,]: drew a most graphic picture of Alexandria and Mnman's
its rival schools of thought in the second century, following this up
with a skilful comparison of the Eclectics of that day to the Brahmos
of Calcutta. He showed that Eclecticism " owed whatever light it

really possessed to the illumination of the Christian truth against

which it protested and upon which it looked down." " It had no
real supply for the wants of the human heart. It was not a power
which could move high and low, rich and poor. It had no life in

it, and so no power of reproduction. It receded like a thin vapour
from the glorious mountain of God and His truth. It was gone,

and left no trace." " But Christianity remained, conquering and
to conquer . . . for the Christian, tender-hearted as he was,
could part from father and mother, brother and sister, wife and

* The Triden^, Hie Crescent, and the Cross, p. 217.

I Uood Words, November, 1869. X Ibid., November, 1870.
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Part YII. child,—much more would he face the prison, the lion, the fire, for
1862-72. the Truth's sake." Just what the dilettante, timid, iiTesolute
Chap^O.

Bgi^igali Babu could not do ! Yet he could, if the empowering
Spirit worked in Him. And two men came forward to do battle

with Brahmoism who had actually suffered the loss of all for
Banerjea Christ's Sake—Krishna Mohan Banerjea and Nehemiah Nilkanth.

^iah reply The former published an able treatise entitled Dialogues on Hindu

Brahmos
I^^iHonophy , Urging on the Brahmos the all-important question,

"Where is saving truth to be found?" The latter issued two
Letters to the Brahmos, in which he told his own experience, and
showed how it was Revelation and not Intuition that had led

him to the truth. Did the Brahmos boast of having thrown aside

the idle tales and immoral legends of old Hinduism ? Well, but,

he asks, " whence have we got better light than our learned and
philosophic fathers who believed and sang those filthy stories ?

Will you say that we got it l)y our reason ? I for my part dare
not say so, for I remember my own past history full well. I got
this light from Christianity." '

^'^eeway The ChuTch Missionary Intelligencer, by Mr. Ridgeway's pen,
Keshub took a line of its own. In an article in the number next following

aCthor^of ^^'^^^ which Contained Keshub Chunder Sen's famous lecture,
"Ecce Ridgewav, addressing himself, not to Indian, but to EnjjlishH omo

readers, di'ew a parallel between the Brahmo leader and the
author of Ecce Homo. Whether he was aware at the time that

the writer of that anonymous work was Professor Seeley, son of

the Evangelical publisher by whom the Intelligencer itself and the
other C. M.S. periodicals were then issued, does not appear; but
he significantly contrasts the anonymous English author, " born
in a Christian land and amidst Christian opportunities," with the
Brahmo lecturer, " born amidst the pollutions of Heathenism
and disgusted with them." " They meet on the same platform

;

but there is this great difference between them—one is ascending
and the other descending the mountain." It was a natui'al

reflection, but it proved an incorrect one. The Brahmo did

appear to be ascending, but he soon turned round, and went
downwards again. As regards Professor Seeley it was not so far

"wrong. Many Christian readers of Ecce Homo, admiring its

beauty and acknowledging that it taught them much, fondly hoped
that the unknown author was ascending, and looked out eagerly

for his next book, trusting it would reveal a higher position. It

was long coming, and when it did come, the position was a lower
one.

Keshub in In 1870, Keshub Chunder Sen visited England. The question
ngiand.

.^|. q^^^q arose. How should orthodox Christians receive him ? He
was welcomed with open arms by Dean Stanley and the " Broad "

Churchmen ; by most of the leading Nonconformists, such as

* Large extracts from Nehemiah's Letters are given in the C. M. Intelligencer
of August, 1868. Banerjea's Treatise is described in the number for October,
1868.
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Dr. Henry Allon ; and of course by the Unitarians, in whose Part VII.

chapels he repeatedly preached. Evangehcal Churchmen greeted 1862-72.

him courteously at private gatherings, just as they would greet
^ ^^P- ^^-

even a Mohammedan or a Buddhist ; but they declined to receive

him as a Christian brother. Lord Lawi'encc brought him to the

C.M.S. Annual Meeting, and there were those who urged that he AtC.M.s.

be invited to speak ; but this was overruled. Among the speeches '^^^^'"s-

that he heard that day was one of the best that Bishop Crowthcr
ever made ; and another by Colonel Field,''' an address of rai'e

spiritual power, teeming with striking facts illustrating the influ-

ence of the full Gospel upon Indian hearts and lives. But towards
the end of the meeting, when (apparently) Keshub had left,

Joseph Welland of Calcutta, who had known him well there, spoke Weiiand
<. 1 • ,1

^ upon him.
01 hnn thus :

—

^

" The venerable man who was at the head of the Samaj shrunk before
the tyranny of caste, and there was a time in the history of the movement
when the result in that respect seemed doubtful ; the Reformer who
is now visiting this country ultimately came forward and declared
himself boldly against that great evil. The movement proceeded step by
step, and Jesus Christ was spoken of as the greatest of the prophets,
and there seemed to be a nearer and nearer approach to Christianity.

The Babu obtained great influence over the minds of many of his

conntrj'men, and at last he built a temple, where, Sunday hy Sunday,
there was carried on the worship of what they conceived to be the one
true God. To missionaries labouring in India these are matters of tlie

deepest interest. It seemed to them as if the Spirit of God were again
moving on the face of the waters, and as if there were about to spring
up out <if the chaos of Hindu idolatry a glorious system of eternal
happiness and i)eace. For the present, however, we have grave cause of

difference with our friend ; for there lies buried on the foiuidation-stoiie

of that temple which has been erected for the worship of God, language
which puts away the Lord Jesus Christ as very and eternal God, and
puts away the Bible as the inspired AVord of God. No man, it is there
declared, shall ever be worshipped in this church, and no book shall ever
be received in this church as the word of Go<b A'kI therefore it is that,

while we stretch forth willingly the hand of friendship, we withhold the
hand of Christian fellowship ; and however men may call us bigots and
narrow-minded, and whatever may he said on the other side by certain

dignitaries of our Church and men of high position, we will continue to
maintain that there can be no Christian fellowship unless men hold right

views of the Lord Jesus Christ."

Mr. Eidgeway now came out with a notable article in the R'dge-
WflV s

Intelligencer (July, 1870). It is simply entitled, " 2 John, 10, 11 "; notable

and the casual reader who did not look out the passage thus referred jj^ohn,"!",

to, and only glanced at the first few pages, might imagine that the "•

editor, being short of matter, had tilled up his space with one of

his Tunbridge Wells sermons. It begins, however, more sno, with

* Now Sir John Field, K.C.B. ; for many years Hon. Sec. of the Evan-
gelical Alliance. He had just returned from Abyssinia, where Sir Robert
Napier put him in command of the advanced brigade in the campaign against
King Theodore.
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Part VII. an "up-to-date" illustration, which does not look like a pulpit
1862-72. utterance :

—

Chap. 60.

"The adnltciiition <>f articles of food in this country has now become
so ])revalent that it lias attracted the attention of the lef^islatnre, and an
animated debate in tlie House of Commons has exposed to tlie public

eye the delinciueucies of dishonest tradesmen, and held them up to
general contempt."

"But," he presently goes on, "there are deeper wrongs even
than these." " Is there," he asks, " any adulterating process

going on, so that the hread for the soul, like the bread for the
body, is being subjected to a subtle deterioration ? " And so on
through several pages. Then, suddenly, " The proceedings at one
of the meetings held at Exeter Hall during the last month have

What and arrested our attention." It is not stated what the meeting was,
who were

Y)x\i the spcech of the (unnamed) chairman, which is highly

praised for its fearless advocacy of the Bible in education, is

contrasted with a speech that followed, by—Keshub Chunder
Sen. Another meeting is then alluded to in the same guarded
way, in which exactly similar circumstances occurred.* Then,
follow some remarks on such " strange conjunctions on religious

platforms "; and the article suddenly closes with a significant

extract from a letter that had come from India :

—

Effect in " We are very mvich concerned at the tidings which are reaching us of

Kes'hutf's
^^^^ reception given in England to Keshub Chunder Sen. . . . Telegrams

reception and letters tell of his wonderful popularity, of the thousands who hang
in England on his lips, of the cordial sympathy of the great and good in his 'great

mission for the regeneration of India,' &c. The effect of ail this out
here is peinicious in the extreme. Educated Natives have for years
been telling us that Christianity is dying out in Europe. ... * Why,'
say they, ' should you urge on us a religion which yt>ur own countrymen
are discarding?' It wanted nothing more than the reception Keshub is

receiving to contirm this impression. ... A letter has just come from
England, from one of Keshub's party, in which the writer states that a
gentleman in London assured him that the missionaries are a set of low
and ill-taught fellows, who palm off upon the Natives an exploded form
of Christianity, whilst all the sensible and educated people at home are
really one with the 15rahmos in sentiment."

Perhaps we can now understand why Ridgeway, at the risk of

being thought narrow-minded, wrote the article, and why he
entitled it " 2 John, 10, 11 "; for, turning to our New Testament,
we read these words of the Apostle of Love :

—" If there come any
unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your
house, neither bid him God speed : for he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds." It is highly significant that

* The two meetings were the Anniversaries of the Ragged School Union
and the Society for Promoting Female Education in the East, and the two
chairmen were Lord Shaftesbury and Mr. Haldane of the Record ! No wonder
Mr. Ridgeway felt obliged to utter his warning in a guarded and indirect

way ! Keshub's speeches at the two meetings, as reported in the Record at

the time, seem quite unobjectionable.
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on the very next pages of that same number of the Intelligencer Faut YII.

are letters from E. C. Stuart and J. Vaughan at Calcutta about the l«'32-72.

conversion to Christ of a young widow lady there, a near relative ^^^P- ^^'•

of Keshub Chunder Sen himself, and the violent proceedings— Brahmos
not of old-fasbioned Brahmans—but of the Brahmos, in their efforts °PPo.se

to keep her back from baptism. " While Keshub," writes Stuart, a relative"

" is disporting himself in England as the Reformer and the Apostle
°f ^^^shub.

of progress, here in Calcutta his relatives and confraternity are
denying to a poor woman the most inalienable rights of personal
liberty."

The Progressive Brahmo Samaj, as Keshub's society was called. Progress of

now became year by year a greater power. The number of actual
^"''

members, as indicated by the Census returns of 1871, was not
large, only a few hundreds even in Bengal ; but this was hardly a
fair test of its influence, any more than the number of baptized
Cbristians was a fair test of the growing influence of Christianity.

Externally the Samaj assumed more and more the character of a
semi-Christian Church. The services consisted of prayers, hymns, its imita-

the reading of passages from various sacred books, the Bible not christian

excepted, and a short discourse. Sometimes they were described services,

as cold and heartless ; sometimes, w^hen new members w^ere

received, there were scenes which visitors likened to revival scenes
in Christian lands.''' Rites of initiation and communion were
instituted, in avowed imitation of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.
Christian words were adopted, or rather adapted, such as " justifi-

cation," " sanctification," " regeneration," and the like. At the
same time, social and educational reforms were promoted. Indus-
trial schools were projected for artizans, and schools also for

women and girls ; and a Brahmo Marriage Act was obtained,
legalizing the union of different castes, but forbidding the marriage
of girls under fourteen. But the drift of the movement was
manifestly away from Christianity, and not towards it ; and the
correspondence of the leaders with Unitarians and others in

England, and their own occasional visits to England, did not
check this drift, but rather quickened it. For instance, when
Babu Protap Chunder Mozumdar, Keshub's chief lieutenant,! and ^°^^p^^^
editor of the Indian Mirror, came over in 1875, he interviewed fessor

Professor Tyndall at Belfast, on the occasion of the Professor's
'^y'^^^^^-

famous address as President of the British Association. Mr.
Mozumdar told Tyndall that the Brahmos felt the need of " a few
axioms of religion," and, when the great scientist objected to the

* " Keslmb had imbibed Vaishnava ideas. . . . The introduction of faith
(bliakti), emotional religion, and devotional fervour into the Brahmo system
was a real advantage. It infused warmth and light into a cold, inanimate
theology."—Professor Sir M. Monier-Williams, Religious Thought and Life in
India, p. 503. " One direction in which the devotional side of the movement
developed itself was in the rapturous singing of hymns in chorus, sometimes
in procession through the streets."

—

IhlL, -p. 510.

f And successor. It was he who represented the Brahmo Samaj at the
Chicago Parliament of Religions.
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 60.

Keshub's
strange
inconsis-
tency.

Seceders
from the
Samaj.

Another
eloquent
speech by
Keshub.

word " axioms," asked for " a few fundamental principles," urging

that without them there was in India no basis for ordinary-

morality. But Tyndall could only reply that he " feared he should

be found an atheist," and approved of Carlyle's expression, " That
long paraphrase which we shorten in the word God." It is to the

credit of the Babu that he went away unsatisfied.''' Meanwhile, in

India, the missionaries of the true Gospel felt bound more and
more to oppose the teachings of the Samaj ; and Dr. Dyson in

particular,then Principal of the Cathedral Mission College (C.M.S.),

attacked them in a series of very able pamphlets.

It will be well to bring the story of the Brahmo Samaj down to

a later date, although by so doing we come much beyond the

limits of our period ; for it will obviate the necessity of returning

to the subject hereafter, save in passing allusion.

Small eclectic bodies generally bear within them the seeds of

division ; and as the Progressive Samaj was a secession from the

original body, so in its turn it had to suifer from another secession.

Keshub's growing pretensions were resented by some of his

followers, especially when he permitted himself to be addressed as

a mediator with God, some of his followers kneeling to him and
saying, " Lord, be thou our intercessor," and writing to him in

these words, " Merciful Lord, leave me not: O Divine Teacher,

save me !
" + At length a crisis occurred. In 1878, Keshub gave

his young daughter, under fourteen (the age his own Act had
fixed), in marriage to the young Eajah of Kuch Behar, who was
also under age. At this strange inconsistency, the more pro-

gressive members openly revolted, and, led loy Babu Ananda
Mohan Bose, M.A., a Cambridge wrangler, founded for them-
selves a new society, the Sadharana (constitutional) Brahma
Samaj. Keshub, however, continued his fervent addresses, some
of which seemed to indicate a change in the right direction. In
April, 1879, he delivered one on " India asks. Who is Christ?

"

which was described as "an extraordinary effort of eloquence."

India, he said, was " destined to become Christian," and "could
not escape her destiny." " Gentlemen," he exclaimed,

—

"You cannot deny that your hearts have been touched, conquered,
and subjugated by a superior power. That power, need I tell you ? is

Christ. It is Christ who rules British India, not the British Govern-
ment. England has sent out a tremendous mortal force in the life and
character of that mighty Prophet to conquer and hold this vast empire.

None but Jesus, none but Jesus, none but Jesus, ever deserved this

bright, this precious diadem, India, and Jesus shall have it !

"

Two years later, in January, 1881, the Eev. E. H. Bickersteth

(now Bishop of Exeter) heard Keshub's annual address in

Calcutta Town Hall, and thus wrote :

—

" The huge hall was crammed : I should say 3500 men, and some six

* See the whole narrative, extracted from the Indian Mirror, in the CM.
Intelligencer of February, 1876.

t From a Brahmo pamphlet. See CM. Intelligencer, February, 1876.
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ladies—thoughtful, eai-nest-looking men—almost all Hindus. He spoke Pabt VII.
for an hour and forty minutes—a torrent of eloquence. He denies the 1862-72.

Godhead of Christ, though, with this grave and grievous lack, which Chap. 60.

overshadowed all, nothing in parts could be more impassioned than his

language of devotion to Christ. He thinks himself the prophet of a
Neio Dif>pens((tion, as he calls it, which is to affirm the unity of all earnest

creeds, of Hindu, Moslem, and Christian, who worship God." *

The " New Dispensation " was Keshub's fresh title for his society. The New

Its adoption was followed by strange and sad developments. The tion^^

imitations of Christian formularies and observances became mere
travesties. In putting forth a new creed, he actually threw it

into the form of thirty-nine articles. \ Some of the articles them-
selves are good; but while No. 20 is "I believe Jesus Christ to

be the chief of all prophets and teachers," No. 25 is, " I believe in

the inspiration ... of Keshub Chunder Sen." A sacramental

feast was instituted, at which the ritual was quiet and reverent, imitation

rice and water being used instead of bread and wine, and the Lord^s

verses in St. Luke xxii. relating the institution of the Lord's Supper.

Supper being read ; for, said the organ of the New Dispensation

when this was begun, " Are the Hindus excluded from partaking

of the holy eucharist ? Wilt Thou cut us off because we are

rice-eaters and teetotalers? Spirit of Jesus, that cannot be!":]:

But then there was a hymn, of fifteen verses, of which the

following are five :§

—

" Jesus dances, Moses dances, Devarshi Narad dances jilaying on the harp."
" Old King David dances, and with him Janak and Yudhisthur."

"The great Yogi Mahadeo dances in joy, and with him John and his

disciples."
" The Bible and the Vedas dance together with the Bhagavat ; the Puran and

the Koran dance joined in love."
" The scientist and the ascetic and the poet dance, inebriated with the new

wine of the New Dispensation."

Dances not unlike those of the Egyptian dervishes were

instituted ; and, worse still, a strange theatrical performance, in

which Keshub himself exhibited juggler's feats. The Sadharana

Brahma Samaj loudly condemned these extravagances, and their

author.
II

But a few months after this, in January, 1884, he died,
K^shub.^

at the early age of forty-five. His death did not much affect the

general movement : many independent Samajes have since been

established in different parts of India ; but they belong to a later

period.

One fatal flaw mars, and has ever marred, all these attempts to The fatal

form a religion apart from the true Christ, the Son of God and the
^'"'

Saviour of Men. They none of them take any account of sin, as

manifest in the alienation of the heart from God, as involving

* CM. Gltaner, July, 1882.

t Printed nearly in full in the CM. Intelligencer, September, 1861, p. 533.

J Ibid., p. 518. § Ibid., p. 519.

11
See extracts from their opgan, the Brahmo Public 02nnion, in the CM.

lnt> llig 671 cer, 'March, 18H4:.

VOL. II. L 1
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Part VII. guilt in His sight, as incurring His just judgment, as irremediable
1862-72. by human agency or effort. None of them provide a ransom from
Cliap. 60.

i^j^g penalty of sin ; none of them suggest a deliverance from the

power of sin. And therefore they exclude those essential truths

of the Gospel, the Godhead of Christ, His propitiatory Atonement,
and the work of the Holy Ghost. All true rehgion in fallen man
begins with a true sense of sin.

No : the Brahmo Samaj could not satisfy men ; and the gi-eat

majority of those whom it influenced for a time either became
Eminent Open atlicists or fell back into their ancestral superstitions. Even

ItUHdoia- ^^'hen Keshub Chnnder Sen was at the height of his fame, we
ters. read of the Durga Puja, the annual festival in honom' of the

bloodthirsty goddess Kali, being celebrated with more pomp and
parade than in previous years. We read of "a distinguished

M.A. of the Calcutta University sitting for hours in public at

Kali's famous shrine, attu'ed as a devotee of the goddess, in silent

contemplation of her virtues."'" "We read of the funeral of a

rajah's widow', at which the family idol, " a hideous stump," was
placed on a silver throne, and publicly worshipped by men of the

highest standing in Calcutta.! And we read of the Brahmoist
organ itself mourning over the declension of " Young Bengal ":

—

" Yesterday we saw thousands of educated youths in all parts of

the country marching valiantly forward in the path of reform, and
crushing all the evils in the land ; to-day hundi-eds may be seen

stealthily retracing their steps and ignobly vowing allegiance to

ancestral divinities." +

How to It was the conviction of most good and thoughtful Christian
cope with ixien that the best way to cope alike w^ith Heathenism, Infidelity,

and Unitarian Eclecticism among the upper classes of Hindus
was to provide definite and regular Christian teaching for such as

impor- could be brought under it, and to effect this by the establishment
tance of of Christian Colleges on Duff's system. In the C.M.S. Missions,

tionaf this was what Eobert Noble had been doing at Masulipatam, with
Missions, iiiarked blessing ; this was what French and Shackell and Barton

had been doing at Agra ; and at many other stations there were
High Schools of various grades. But the Society, indeed the

Church of England, had, in the early 'sixties, nothing of the kind

at Calcutta. Bishop's College was in the main a theological

institution for Christians. The High Schools of the Established

Kii-k and the L.M.S. were at that time of a lower grade. There
was only the Free Church Institution, founded by Duff after the

Scotch Disruption. Bishop Cotton earnestly begged the Church

* C.M.S. Report, 1872, p. 63.

t They were actually uamed in the Calcutta papers. Among them were Dr.
Rajendra Lai Mittra, C.I.E. ; the Hon. Sir Jotindra Mohan Tagore, K. C.S.I.

;

and the Hon. Krista Dass Pal, Editor of the Hindto Patriot : the two latter

being Members of the Legislative Council.

—

CM. IvteUigericer, March, 1884.

X Quoted by Vaiighan, Trident, Crescent, and Cross, p. 221.
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Missionary Society to establish such a College ; and the appeal Pakt V^II.

was supported by Professor E. B. Cowell, then Principal of the 1862-72.

Sanscrit College, and now Professor of Sanscrit at Cambridge. ^l^'^^P- ^f*-

E. C. Stuart, then C.M.S. Secretary at Calcutta, sent home a c.rZsT
scheme for using for this purpose the Cathedral Mission Fund p^^^s.

left to the Society by Bishop Wilson ; and in 1864, Mr. Barton
being in England, the subject was thoroughly considered. The
scheme was strongly opposed by a few members of the Committee,
notably by General Alexander, whose fervent protests against
Educational Missions, renewed again and again through many
years, are still a vivid recollection. But ultimately it was resolved
to establish " the Cathedral Mission College," for matriculated Cathedral

students of the University only, with Barton as Principal, assisted coulge"
in lectures by E. P. Greaves, J. Welland, and S. Dyson, as part
of their evangelistic work. The College was duly opened in

January, 1865, with every token of at least outward success, one
hundred and fifty men being at once enrolled out of a much larger

number of applicants. Much prayer accompanied the experiment.
" This Institution," wrote Greaves, " begun with a sincere desire

to promote the glory and further the cause of our blessed Saviour,
will, I doubt not, have the fervent prayers of our friends at home.
Nothing is further from the intentions of all connected with it

than that it should be merely an educational establishment. We
desire that it should be, as far as possible, leavened with the word
and spirit of Christ, and that the influence we may hope to gain
over the pupils should be, so far as God vouchsafes His blessing,

a sanctifying and saving one."

There was indeed good reason for hope that "the Gospel in Results of

the Class-room," as the Intelligencer called it, would prove tionarMis-

as much the power of God unto salvation as the Gospel when sions.

preached in any other way." This History, condensed as it is,

and so little able to enter into details, has recorded many in-

stances of direct conversion to Christ from missionary colleges

and schools. But the indii'ect influence of Christian education is

greater still. Again and again has it proved that men converted
through purely evangelistic agencies had already the knoivledge

of the Gospel which enabled them to understand the preacher's

meaning, and that this knowledge they had gained in mission
schools. Where there is faithful teaching, the one only thing vvhy
that stands between any of the students and Christ is tkeii- own """""^

'

will ; and that it is beyond the power of any missionary or The ///// at

mission agency to control. How many conversions from sin to
^*"'*"

righteousness, from self to the Saviour, take place in a year in a
public school or a college in England, however devoted the master
may be ? Yet the external conditions here are far less unfavour-
able than in the case of a Hindu youth tied and bound by the

* See the numbers for April and May, 1872, in which Educational Missions
are vindicated on Scriptural principles, and a mass of evidence adduced of
the blessing vouchsafed to them.

L 1 2
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Part Yll. chains of caste, and of a religion which rules the daily life of his
lst52-72. home in a way that not the strictest Evangelical Christianity rules
C hap. 60. ^^ English home. Mr. C. C. Fenn, who himself was once the

Principal of the (old) C.M.S. College in Ceylon, wrote thus in

the Society's Annual Report of 1870 :—

•

" There comes a time in the school life of almost every one of these
youths when his conscience is awakened, and bids him renounce all and
f,dve his heart to Christ. But too often he cannot make up his mind to

face the appalling trials to which such a course will generally expose him.

He is not prepared to be turned out from house and home, and lose the
friendship and favour of all that are naturally dear to him. So he stifles

his convictions as best he may."

And he quotes a Punjab missionary without naming him :

—

" They will read the Bible daily, and will even meet together for

prayer, and actually address the one true God through Christ. They will

hold debates among themselves, at which the majority will argue

eloquently on the side of Christianity. They will come to me, and
declare themselves Christians in heart, and by some clever shift will deny
that in their particular case there is any necessity for outward baptism.

They endeavour to reform their lives. Some of them become truthful,

lionest, and pure ; and in fact will do all but the one thing needful—take

up their cross and follow Christ."

In this way the large class of educated Natives called in many
Borderers, missionary reports "Borderers" has been produced. Of course a

considerable number of scholars in mission schools and colleges

become absorbed in the careless and worldly section of the com-
munity. That is inevitable. Only a few remain conscientious

Hindus ; and few, as has been ascertained, join the Brahmo
Samajes. Even if they are thoughtful enough, they know better.

They become Borderers. In their hearts they know Christianity

to be true ; but their wills are not moved. The Holy Ghost may
have striven with them ; but they have resisted His gracious

motions. Or, they not only believe Christianity : they openly

avow that they do ; and they shape their lives accordingly ; but

they cannot face the tremendous crisis of baptism. Let us look

at a few cases :

—

Remark- " In my visits I have met with several secret believers in Christ. One
able cases gentleman, intelligent and well educated, said he could not brave the

Christrans. storm of obloquy and persecution he should have to endure in embracing

Christianity. Even his European superiors, he said, would oppose

him in such a step. He hoped, however, to be baptized on his dying

bed." (Rev. A. P. Neele, Burdwan, I808.)
" The Lord, they say, will save them through Jesus Christ without

baptism. One Babu ivants to tie a Christian missionary without tx'iny baptized.

' If I be baptized,' he says, ' I shall lose my influence among the Hindus.

Without baptism I can do more for Christianity than as a baptized

Christian.' Another kneels down with us in private prayer and Bible-

readings, and prays most earnestly to be saved through Jesus Christ, in

Wliom alone he puts his trust for salvation. A third asked leave to open

a Bible-class in the Government School, out of school-hours ; and as there
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was no missionary there, he taught the class himself. A fourth has Tart Yll,
opened his house for prayer and reading the Bible." (Rev. C. F. Reuther, 1S62-72.

Fyzabad, 1869.) Chap. 60.

" Walking one day with several well-educated Natives, I mentioned, in

course of conversation, the late progress of Christianity in Madagascar
;

when one, in the hearing of all, declared that he would gladly join any
general movement in the direction of Christianity." (Rev. W. Ridley,
now Bishop of Caledonia; Peshawar, 1869.)

" Two ) oung men came, and stated that they believed in the Bible,

and sought to live in accordance with its teaching. They had given up
idols, yet could not bring themselves to be baptized, as their parents
would die of grief. They asked, ' Was not John the Baptist a good and
a saved man ? Yet he was not baptized. Cannot we, like John the
Baptist, remain unbaptized, but live as Christians ? ' " (Rev. C. S. Cooke,
Malegam, 1870.)

" A Hindu gentleman took us on the roof of his house, and there, with
the utmost sincerity, declared his unreserved acceptance of the doctrines
of the Gospel. He had long, he said, been feeling his way to the truth.

Jesus, he admitted, was truly divine, and the only Saviour of a ruined
world. But we saw the cloud which darkened his features when the
decisive step was urged upon him. A mountain of difficulty at once rose

lip before him : he saw the cross and trembled, yet he promised to take
it up. ' Wait,' he said, ' three months.' We waited three months,
and three times three ; and then, what ? He joined the Brahmo Samaj."
(Rev. J. Vaughan, Calcutta, 1870.)

" Their lack of moral courage is owing to a pernicious belief that one
may be a very good Christian without baptism. . . . Some of them have
meetings called Bible clubs. Most of the members seem in real earnest.

The most advanced is held at a house near mine, at which the members
baptize one another by laying on of hands, and commemorate the dying of our
Lord once a year, on Good Friday, by partaking in common of lohat they

term the Lord's Supper." (Rev. S. Dyson, Calcutta, 1870.)
" One of this class only lately begged that he might be permitted to

kneel at the Holy Table in our church, and partake of the sacred emblems
of the Body and Blood of Christ. It did not strike him as at all strange

that he should feel the need of the outward and visible sign of the one
Sacrament, while he repudiated that of the other." (Rev. J. Vaughan,
Calcutta, 1871.)

" They are, in everything but the name, professing Christians. They
attend our classes, meetings, services. They speak of the Church as
' their Church,' and subscribe to our Native Church Fund. . . . They
long for baptism, but shrink from breaking caste." (Rev. J. Sheldon,
Karachi, 1871.)

" Had a long conversation with a Native gentleman of wealth and
position, whose son is in England studying for the bar. He and his wife

are believers in Christ. Every day he gathers his family around him,

and reads with them the Word of Life. But with him, too, alas ! baptism
is the boundary he cannot pass." (Rev. J. Vaughan, Calcutta, 1873.)

" A Punjab missionary, while conducting divine worship, noticed

among those present several Heathen pupils. They joined in the

responses. On coming to the Apostles' Creed he stopped, and solemnly

warned all present against the liypocrisy of professing a belief they did

not entertain. Notwithstanding this, the Creed was audibly pronoiuiced

by every one of them. The missionary tirmly believes they were sincere :

yet they do not come forward for baptism." (Annual Report, 1873.)

What can be more pathetic than cases like these ? They are
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Part VII. but a very few, culled at random, out of three or four Annual
1862-72. Eeports. Hundreds more are to be found in those yearly volumes

;

Chap. 60. ^j-^^ they are but a fraction of the whole. It is not for us to judge
such men. They are in the hands of Eternal Justice and Almighty
Love. But let us not forget that they are almost entirely the fruit

of Educational Missions. That is to say, the teaching and the

influence have not failed, for they have done all that teaching, or

faiied? pxaching either , Can do. What is needed is a change of heart;

and to effect that is beyond the power of either school teaching or

bazaar preaching.
" Hinduism," said a learned and venerable Hindu, " is sick

unto death." " What," asks Sir M. Monier-Williams, "is to be-

come of the people when their ancient faith sinks beneath their

feet ? " This is how he answ^ers his own question :
—" Only two

other homes are before them—a cold Theism and a heart-stirring

Christianity. Both are already established in India. But Chris-

tianity is spreading its boundaries more widely, and striking its

foundations more deeply. It appeals directly to the heart. It is

exactly suited to the needs of the masses. In Christianity alone

is their true home."
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India : Agencies Evangelistic and Pastoral.
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English in India—Native Clergy—Memorable Ordinations—In-
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" There are diversities of operations, hiU it is the same God luhich icorketh all in

all."—1 Cor. xii. 6.

N reviewing the Society's India Missions during our Part VII.

present period, it may be convenient and interesting 1863-72.

to take them, not, as in former Parts, geographically, ^P"
*

but topically, i.e., examining in succession the varied

methods and agencies employed, with illustrations

from the incidents of the period. In this way we shall obtain a

fresh view of the " diversities of operations." And we will leave

the biographical element, the personal narratives of missionaries

and converts—which we have found so important a feature in all

our studies—for another chapter.

There are various methods of classifying the various branches How to

of missionary effort, evangelistic, educational, medical, literary, Mllsidn

&c. ; but the true division is between work among non-Christians agencies,

and work among those who have come out from Heathenism and
profess Christianity, in other words, betw^een evangelistic work
and pastoral work, or, as before illustrated from St. John xxi., the
" fishing" and the " shepherding." The former is of course the

first in order of time ; but it will be convenient in this survey to

take the latter first, to inquire what was being done to " shepherd
"

the Native Christians who were the fruits of the Missions in India,

and afterwards to notice—if a different metaphor may be used

—

the various forms of assault upon the great fortresses of Hinduism
and Mohammedanism.
During the period under review, however, there was another ^j^^j^^^'^^g

department of Christian work undertaken by the Society which at the chief

falls into neither of the two main divisions. This was the '^'^'^^•

provision of Church ministrations for English people and
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Part VII. Eurasians in the three Presidency cities. At Calcutta and
1862-72. Madras we have seen the importance of this before. The " Old
C hap, fa l.

Qi-^m-cli " at Calcutta, which Kiernander built, which Charles
Grant saved from Kiernander's creditors, and where David
Brown, Henry Martyn, Thomason, Corrie, and Dealtry ministered

for many years in the first half of the century, had been in those

days the headquarters, so to speak, of C.M.S. in India. At Madras,
the " Church Mission Chapel," in Black Town, in John Tucker's

time especially, had occupied a similar position. Both these

churches were attended, and valued, by influential English con-

gregations. The former, however, did not then belong to the

Society ; and the latter was primarily a mission church for Tamil
services. But from time to time proposals had been made by the

Trustees of an old endowment at Calcutta, called the Evangelical
The Old Fund, by which the Old Church was supported, for its transfer to

cakmta. the C.M.S. ; and this was effected in 1870, exactly one hundred
years after the church was built. Since then the Society has
appointed the Incumbent. Generally, the Society's Calcutta

Secretary has been either Minister or Assistant Minister ; and
when Joseph Welland was in charge, his powerful preaching
drew to the church a large proportion of the leading English

Christ residents. At Madras, a new church in the European quarter,

Mad'ras'. Christ Church, had drawn away the English congregation from
the old " Tucker's Chapel," as it was called. The patronage of

this church was in the hands of the Colonial and Continental
Church Society ; and in 1871 that Society appointed John Barton
Incumlient, on his going to Madras as C.M.S. Secretary.

At Bombay, the Government having, in 1867, offered a site for a

new church, and £2000 towards its cost, if the Society would
complete it and undertake the ministrations, the Committee
granted the further money needed from an old balance of the

Girgaum Jubilee Fund ; and in 1869 the church at Girgaum was opened,

Bombay. '^'^^ ^as cvcr sincc remained a centre of C.M.S. work.

Usefulness None of thesc churches have drawn from the Society's general

°h*^'^h^
funds for the maintenance of either the ministry, the services, or

the fabric. All are locally supported. But they have proved very
valuable as rallying points for Evangelical Churchmanship and
as affording facilities for Evangelical preaching and teaching

;

especially since, as mentioned in a former chapter, the modern
developments of advanced High Church doctrine and practice

found a footing in India. Without them, many Church people in

the three great cities might have been unable to enjoy the simple
worship, and to profit by the plain Gospel teaching, to which they
were accustomed. It is, indeed, not the direct work of the Church
Missionary Society to provide for their needs ; but they on their

part have been led by the connexion to take a sympathetic and
prayerfiil interest in the Society's Missions, and to render them
material suppcrt. Such churches, too, have given the C.M.S.
Secretaries opportunities of spiritual work which have refreshed
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their spirits amid the important but necessarily (more or less) Takt VII.

secular duties of their administrative office. 1S62-72.

Strictly speaking, too, it is only in a partial sense that a ^^^^1^1-

Missionary Society is responsible to provide Church ministrations pastorai

for even the Native Christians who are the fruit of its work. It ^?''f.°^

is right that poor villagers and Sunday-school children in England christians,

should give out of their poverty to send the Gospel to the Heathen
;

but it is not right that they should be called upon to maintain the
ministry and the worship of their fellow-Christians. At the same
time, an infant Native Christian community cannot be deserted

;

and even if its members could from the first entirely defray their

Church expenses and support their pastors and teachers, the
experience of the English missionary would still be needed for

their guidance, for a time, particularly in the training of their

ministers, evangelists, schoolmasters, &c. The plans set on foot

by the Church Missionary Society to promote among them self-

support, self-administration, and self-extension, have been de-

scribed in a previous chapter. Here we have only to notice the

condition and growth of the Native Chu.rches m India during our
present period.

The encouraging increase of the Native clergy during our period Training

has been noticed before ; and the prospect of committing to them cier'gy.

the greater part of the pastoral work led to a growing sense of the

importance of training them well. The Society's only regular

institutions for the purpose were the Cambridge Nicholson
Institution in Travancore, under the Eev. J. M. (afterwards

Bishop) Speechly, and the Palamcotta Preparandi Institution in

Tinnevelly, under the Eev. E. (afterwards Bishop) Sargent. In
the North, the number of suitable students had not been large

enough to suggest the necessity for a regular divinity school for

them ; and the few clergy there had been only trained in an
unsystematic (and yet practical) way, by working as catechists

under a missionary and receiving his instructions. But in 1868,

Mr. Welland began a small Bengali Preparandi Class at Calcutta

;

and just at the same time, Mr. French, in England, was planning,

as we have seen, a new Theological College on an important

scale, to establish which, at Lahore, he and Mr. Knott went out

in 1869.

Meanwhile, what was called " the Tinnevelly system " was pro- TheXinne-

ducing good fruits in the South. The system was as follows, system.

The district missionary had in his district several village schools,

in which both Heathen and Christian boys were taught together.

On his rounds he would inquire for the most pi'omising of the

latter, and after examining them carefully, choose two or three to

bring them in to his boarding-school at the station, where they
would be further edvicated under his own eye. In due time, such
of these as appeared to have given their hearts to the Lord, and
to be fit for mission service, were drafted off to the Preparandi
Institution, or to the Training Institution for schoolmasters ; and
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by-and-by they would become mission agents, either catechists or

teachers. It was from among these, after some years of practical

experience and good testing, that the men for ordination were
carefully chosen. In a former chapter we noticed the interesting

ordinations held by Bishop Dealtry. On January 31st, 1869, an
Ordina- ordiiiation unprecedented as regards the number of candidates

T-rnne" ^^^'^ \y^^ by Bishop Gell, at Palamcotta. No less than twenty-
veiiy. two Tamils (15 C.M.S., 7 S.P.G.) received deacons' orders, and

ten (3 C.M.S., 7 S.P.G.) priests' orders. Including the candi-

dates, no less than sixty clergymen, English and Indian, were
present at that service, an event at that time unique in the

Mission-field. The sermon was preached by a Tamil clergyman
(C.M.S.), the Eev. Devanayagam Viravagu, himself a convert from
Heathenism. The examining chaplains were two Native clergy-

men, the Eev. Daniel Samuel, of the S.P.G., and the Eev. Joseph
Cornelius, of the C.M.S. Of the eighteen C.M.S. men, ten had
been born of Christian parents, and eight were converts from
Hinduism. It was a token of Native Church progress that all of

them were ordained for service under the Native Church Councils,

not as the agents of a foreign Society. The new deacons had all,

before being examined, sent in brief autobiographical sketches,

telling the story of their own spiritual experience and call to

the ministry ; and these gave undoubted evidence of their true

faith and devotion.*

Several other interesting ordinations took place in India in our

period. One memorable day was February 7th, 1864. On that

day, at Masulipatam, Bishop Gell ordained the first two Native
clergymen in the Telugu country ; and those two w^ere the

Ordination first two converts in Eobert Noble's School, baptized in 1852,

converts!^ Manchala Eatnam the Brahman, and Ainala Bhushanam the

Vellama, both of whom had now for twelve years lived a con-

sistent Christian life and done excellent service. It is interesting

to observe that John Sharp f received priest's orders the same
day. The examiner was the Bishop's chaplain, a distinguished

Cambridge man, W. Saumarez Smith.]: Eobert Noble himself

preached the sermon, on Ephesians iii. 8—a text we have
before seen in this History to have been taken on memorable
occasions.

The most important ordination of the period in North India was
held by Bishop Milman at Amritsar on December 6th, 1868. One
of the men ordained was Imad-ud-din, the celebrated Mohamme-
dan moulvie, whose story will be told hereafter ; and the service,

for the first time in India, was partly in Urdu.
The Native At the close of 1872, there were seventy-five Native clergymen

^g'Y^^
'" i^ ^^6 Society's Missions in India, of whom fifty-five were in the

* Extracts are given in the CM. Lntelliriencer of November, 1868, in an
article entitled, " Are Missions a Failure ?

"

I Now Secretary of the Bible Society. % Now Archbishop of Sydney.
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South, viz., thirty-three in Tinnevelly, fifteen in Travancore, four Part VII.

in the Telugu country, and three at Madras. In Western India l«^^-7^-

there were four ; and in all North India sixteen. The C.M.S.
"^^^^l-

Committee saw clearly that their best hopes of progress lay in the
work of these sons of the soil, and the Annual Eeports continually
lay stress upon it, quoting with thankful satisfaction the letters of

the men themselves, as well as references to them in the letters of

the missionaries. And there were not clergy only. Lay catechists

and schoolmasters—for instance, Babu J. G. Singha, of x\mritsar

—

were again and again highly commended. Now and again there
were disappointments. In 1865, for instance, two Native ministers Some dis-

in the Bombay Mission, Daji Pandurang and James Bunter, with- nfl'nts.*'

drew from the Society on account of some grievance—though they
both came back. Sometimes trusted lay agents failed ; as, for

instance, at Burdwan in 1863, when a catechist in whom much
confidence had been placed was found to be leading an immoral life.

But it is plain that these were exceptions. Among the Tamils, But the

Joseph Cornelius and W. T. Satthianadhan were especially promi- ^ceiknt.

nent and valued. The former was at this time acting as a kind of

superintending pastor over a thousand Christians scattered over a
large district in North Tinnevelly. Subsequently, when at Madras,
he was the translator into Tamil of several Christian works. Satthi-

anadhan was pastor of the most important of three congregations

at Madras. Very interesting communications from him appeared
in the CM. Intelligencer^' In the North, Lei:j)olt's delight at

handing over the Sigra congregation, Benares, to a Native pastor,

the Eev. Davi Solomon, in 1864,^—and W. Smith's rejoicing over
the opening of a second church for a small congregation in the
heart of that city, in 1870, with the ordination of Samuel Nand to

minister there,—are recorded with special satisfaction. So is

W. S. Price's warm testimony to the excellence of Euttonji

Nowroji and Lucas Maloba—the one born a Parsee, and the other

born a Brahman—the one brought to Christ by Nehemiah Goreh
and Sorabji Kharsedji, as before related, and the other picked up
as a beggar-boy by Price, and brought up in the Sharanpur
Orphanage,—when the two, both of whom Price had baptized,

were ordained together by Bishop Douglas, along with another
Brahman, Shankar Balawant, on June 12th, 1870. Both were
commissioned to be pastors of churches in the Deccan, at Aurang-
abad and Buldana, wherethe good workhad been begun by vohmteer
evangelists from Sharanpur.

Sharanpur, it will be remembered, is a Christian village near christian

Nasik. There was a good deal of discussion in our period '
^^^^'

* A valuable letter from liim, in reply to a paper of questions on the
attitude of the Natives to Christianity and Western Culture, sent to him by
H. Venn, appeared in the number for September, 1865. In December, 1871,
there is an extremely interesting account of a round of visits paid by him
to various Missions in South India, including his own former district,

Tinnevelly.
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Part YII. respecting the Christian village system. Some m-ged that Native
18G2-72. Christians ought to live among their Heathen countrymen, and
C hap. 61.

^j-j^^g l^g more ready to testify of Christ and His salvation.

Others, perceiving the exceeding difficulty of this, owing to the
convei'ts heing cast out of their regular trades or employments,
justified their segregation as inevitable, and for their good. But
there were Christian villages and Christian villages. Where the
village consisted of a row or two of native houses within the
Mission compound, so that the missionary was practically the
ruler or patriarch of the settlement, the effect was to raise up a

sigra. dependent community. Such, for instance, was Sigra, in the out-

skirts of Benares : and hence the gladness of Leupolt when the
Sigra people were put under the pastoral charge of a Native
clergyman. At several town stations the same system had existed

from the first ; and the Society now sought to commit all these
small congregations to Native pastors, and thus reduce the doubt-
ful results of segregation to a minimum. One interesting com-

Basharat- munity w^as at an agricultural settlement called Basharatpur, near
P"""' Gorakhpur. Of this village Bishop Milman wrote :

" I wish to record
my sincere admiration of the whole work of the C.M.S. here. The
schools are good ; the industrial education promising ; the village

agriculture apparently successful ; the people well-mannered ; the
Muirabad. houscs good." Another was a pretty Christian colony, with its

church and circle of houses in a grove of fine mango-trees, a mile
or two outside Allahabad, inhabited mainly by Christian clerks and
workmen employed daily in the city. To this village was given
the name of Muirabad, after its kind and generous patron, the
Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces, Sir William
Muir. Lady Muir laid the first stone of the church on May 17th,

Sharanpur. 1872. Sharanpur was industrial, and manufactured carts and
carriages. In 1864 it gained a prize offered at an Industrial

Exhibition at Nagpur for the best pony-carriage. The Tinnevelly
Christian villages were moi-e independent than those in the North.
While many of the Tamil Christians continued living in towns and
villages with a population mainly Heathen, some gathered into

villages of their own ; and though for many of these villages the
Mission provided a catechist or schoolmaster, or both, the
Native Church itself in due time took this obligation, and fulfilled

it. In Travancore it was much the same ; and also, though in a
less advanced form, in the Telugu country.

Native In and around Calcutta there were now several Native congre-

tionl'^af^' gations connected with the Society. The lai'gest was at Trinity
Calcutta Church, Mirzapore, the old headquarters of the Mission, in the

heart of the city. A smaller one was at Christ Church, Cornwallis
Square, a church originally built for K. M. Banerjea, but which
came to the Society through Bishop Wilson's Trust. Then at

Kidderpore, a southern suburb, a new church, St. Barnabas', was
built and endowed in 1867-8 by Mr. W. Dent, a wealthy merchant,
at a cost of £4000 ; and the first minister was the Eev. Modhu
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Sudan Seal,whom we have met with hefore as a convert and catechist Part VII,

at Karachi. Thakurpuker, hard by, the former scene of Mr. 1862-72.

Long's labom's, was also put under his charge. At Kistopore, a
^^^P-^^-

village on the Saltwater Lake east of Calcutta, a congregation of

simple fishermen was ministered to by the Eev. Eajkristo Boss,
a converted Hindu, who had been baptized by E. P. Greaves,
had laboured zealously as a catechist, and was ordained in 1870.

A Native congregation of a different character was provided with
a pastor in 1870. It comprised the Christian servants, mostly
Tamils, in the European families residing at Ootacamund, the chief and

sanatorium in South India. At that time there were over two mund^"
hundred of them, of whom eighty-five were communicants. The
pastor was a Tamil clergyman from Tinnevelly. His principal

trial with his people was the habit of intoxication, which is

not uncommon among the servant class.

The whole number of Native Christian adherents, of all ages, in-

cluding candidates for baptism, connected with the Society's

India Missions at the close of our period, 1872, was 70,000, of

whom only 13,000 were communicants—a small proportion, indi- Low pro-

eating a low average of spirituality. It has much risen since then, communi-
There were then, in fact, in the South, no less than 13,000 un- cants,

baptized people " under Christian instruction," who are included

in the figures ; while in the Krishnagar district, the condition of

the nominal Christian community was still very unsatisfactory.

One important branch of missionary work for the Native Education

Christians was the education of their childi'en, especially with a christian^

view to the best of them becoming teachers themselves in after children,

years. But except in Tinnevelly—the system of which has been
already noticed^—this work was still in its infancy in the period

under review. The children attended the Vernacular Schools, and
in some cases the High Schools ; and some were received as

boarders into the Orphanages, or into Boarding-schools for Girls like

the well-known one carried on by Mrs. Sharkey at Masulipatam.
There was also training for young men as school-teachers, at

Benares and Krishnagar, and in Tinnevelly and Travancore. One
of the most interesting institutions calls for a passing notice— sarah

the Sarah Tucker Institution at Palamcotta, the foundation of
Jt^tu't^on""

which, in memory of John Tucker's sister, has before been men-
tioned. It was designed to train Christian girls as school-

mistresses. From 1859 to 1865 it was carried on by one of the

few ladies employed by the Society in those days. Miss Mary
Eichards, who had been infant-schoolmistress at St. Michael's,

Bristol. After six years' service, she married an officer and
retired. Then the Committee engaged Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Lash
to go out and take charge. Mr. Lash was ordained l)y Bishop
Gell ; and at the beginning of 1868 the Institution started on a new
lease of life. From that time it flourished greatly ; and its

influence became far-reaching over the Province of Tinnevelly,

when handsome donations from Miss H. Usborne enabled Mr.
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Part VII. Lash to start what were called Branch Schools in several of the
1S62-72. towns and villages, to be worked by Sarah Tucker students.
Chap. 61. ijiiggg -were day-schools for caste-girls, the daughters of Brahmans,

Vellalars, &c., who were never sent to the ordinary village schools

of the Mission. A solution was thus provided for the question,
" When you have trained your Christian girls in the Sarah Tucker,

where and how are you going to find them employment as

teachers ? " And many of these young Tamil women became, in

their way, valuable missionaries in places where there was no
Mission agency but the caste-girls' schools. In some cases they

married catechists, and then opened schools of the kind in the places

where their husbands were stationed.

Another agency for the good of the young Christian students
Peter

^ _ of South India was furnished by the liberality of Mr. Peter Cator,

who had been a judge at Madras, and who on his return to Eng-
land joined the C.M.S. Committee. He invested a sum of money,
the interest of which, amounting to £50 a year, was to be expended
in prizes, chiefly, but not exclusively, for Bible knowledge, to be

competed for by students in schools and colleges ; and by the

triist-deed he gave the administration of the fund to the C.M.S.
Corresponding Committee at Madras. The first examination w^as

in 1862, and ever since then they have attracted many competitors,

and done much to foster Scripture study. The majority of the

candidates are of course Native Christians, and they come from
the institutions of various Churches and Societies, S.P.G. and
C.M.S., L.M.S. and the Free Church of Scotland, &c. ; but special

prizes are offered to non-Christians, and thus a kind of evangelistic

agency is provided, Hindu and Moslem boys being led to study the

Bible carefully. Which circumstance may serve to turn our
thoughts now to the other branch of our subject—evangelistic

work among non-Christians.

Work Evangelistic preaching, of course, was a primary and regular

n^n-"^ method at all stations. Even where a missionary had several
Christians, gchools to be visited and classes to be taught, he never—or

scarcely ever—failed to " cast his bread upon the waters " by bazaar

preaching, or village itineration, or some other form of direct

proclamation of the Gospel, particularly at the great vielas

Village or religious festivals, when thousands were accessible. Village
preaching, poaching purc and simple was already producing consider-

able fruit in the Telugu country. In 1872, J. E. Padfield

wrote :
" We have much cause for joy and rejoicing at the

workings of the Spirit amongst the poorer portion of the rural

population. The seed cast abroad in faith during twelve years

is now rapidly springing up. From village after village the

cry comes for a teacher of the word of life. No sooner is a

fresh post occupied than urgent entreaties come from another

still further on. . . . In my last tour, I brought away no less

than fifty-two idols, given up by new inquirers." This Telugu
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movement gradually spread into the adjoining great Native State Part VII.

of Hydrabad, usually called the Nizam's Territory. Not less in- 1^62-72.

teresting was another movement in the villages round Aurangabad, ^'^'^P- ^'•

on quite the other side of that State, bordering on the Bombay
Presidency. The Gospel was carried thither by Native Christians

from Nasik, and from 1860 onwards there were a good many
baptisms yearly. In 1870 this growing Mission was committed
(as already indicated) to the excellent converted Parsee, the Rev.
Ruttonji Nowroji.

One new field of systematic itineration must be noticed, which Madras

is connected with the name of a famous missionary. The North
'^'"^'"^"'^y-

Tinnevelly Itinerant Mission, started by Ragland, became gradually
absorbed into the regular " Tinnevelly system," as village after

village " placed itself under instruction," and Native catechists and
schoolmasters were stationed at them ; and Eagland's plan was
now applied to another field. David Fenn, one of his original

comrades, began itineration on the same lines in the country
districts around Madras in 1867, and was joined for short periods

by E. C. Macdonald, V. W. Harcourt, George Maxwell Gordon, George

and W. P. Schaffter. Gordon, who has already been introduced Qo^rd^nl^

in this History as a candidate for missionary service, was ap-

pointed by the Committee to this new Madras Itinerancy ; and the
letters printed in his biography '•' give a vivid picture of the tent

life to which he took so kindly, and which prepared him for his

more important labours in after years in the Punjab. He was for

four years connected with Madras—which period, however, in-

cluded his visit to Australia (of which more hereafter) and other
changes for the benefit of his health ; and ultimately he was com-
pelled to abandon the climate of South India. The Itinerancy

was carried on for several years, and became known as the

Palaveram Mission, from the name of the district chiefly worked

;

and to its care were transferred some old . S.P. G. congregations

in the neighbouring Punamalli district.! In 1880 the whole work
was handed over to the Madras (C.M.S.) Native Church Council.

The ordinary station missionary has many ways of spreading Evange-

the glad tidings of salvation besides bazaar preaching and cold- in toJn°s'^

weather itineration. His groups of vernacular primary schools

not only give direct teaching to the children, but give him oppor-

tunities from time to time of coming in contact with the parents.

The catechists working under his direction bring him inquirers for

private conversation. He makes friends with the leading Natives
in the town, and they soon know what his one absorbing thought
about them is.J The town work, however, has never been so

* George Maxwell Gordon, the Pilgrim Missionary of the Punjab, by the
Rev. A. Lewis. (Seeley & Co., 1889.)

t Transfers and exchanges between the two Societies were not infrequent.

The S.P.G. Digest, which is on the whole a model of accuracy, does not
happen to mention this one.

% A fi;raphic picture of " domiciliary visitation," as calls on Native gentle-

men are termed, is given in Vaughan's Trident, Crescent, and Cross, p. 259.
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outwardly successful as the village work. It influences individuals

rather than communities. In Benares or Agra, for example, there

are no whole villages or clans to " come under instruction," as in

the South. All the circumstances are different. Leupolt of

Benares, on retiring in 1872 after forty years' service, made an
analysis of all the baptisms there during that time. The total

number baptized was 1451 ; but of these, only 131 were direct

converts from Heathenism, won either through preaching or

through school work. Of the rest, 655 were the children of

Christians, either of those same converts or of others who came to

live at Benares ; and these childi'en had grown up and become a

part of the Native Christian community of the North-West
Provinces, either in Benares or elsewhere. The remaining 665
were orphans, taken into the Orphanage in famine times, thus

brought under Christian teaching and influence, and in due time

admitted to the visible Chiu-ch. Of the mission agents taken into

employ from time to time, seventy-seven had been orphans, and
fifteen converts from Heathenism. This analysis gives a good
idea of the particular lines on wiiich, in North India, the Visible

Christian Church was growing. At the same time, interesting

converts were being gathered in some places from among very low
and despised people. H. W. Shackell, the Cambridge scholar who
had been sent to the Agra College to use there his sanctified learn-

ing, found his happiest and most fruitful work among the mehfars,

the sweepers and scavengers of the city ; and J. Vaughan, at

Calcutta, was bringing lepers to Him who could say to their souls,

" I will ; be thou clean."

Of evangelistic methods, one of the most important is Education.

There cannot be a greater mistake than to distinguish, as is so

often done, between Educational Missions and Evangelistic

Missions. What is meant by the latter phrase, no doubt, is bazaar

or itinerant preaching ; but this is only one branch of evangelistic

work. Education, if for non-Christians, is another. Opinions

may naturally differ as to the value of education as an evangelistic

agency ; but the one purpose of Missionary Societies in under-

taking it is that it shall be so, and this ought never for one moment
to be disputed. Of course many missionary educational institutions,

such as Boarding Schools, Training Institutions, Divinity Colleges,

etc., are for Christians, and these are not in question. What we have

to do with are schools and colleges for non-Christians. Of these

there are three kinds, Vernacular, Anglo-Vernacular, and English.

In the first, the native language alone is used ; in the second,

English is taught, and used ; in the third, a knowledge of English

is assumed, and all lectures are in English. The first class of

schools date from the earliest commencement of Missions ; the

second and third date from Dr. Duff's great experiment.

Vernacular Schools are part of the ordinary machinery of a

mission station in India; and in 1872 the C.M.S. was carrying

on about eight hundred of them, containing about 26,000 bovs and
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7000 girls. During our period, a new plan was worked by the Part VII.

Christian Vernacular Education Society, an organization started as 1862-72.

a memorial of the Mutiny by Christian men of various Protestant
^W-^ ^-

denominations. In some parts of India, particularly in Bengal, The
there were some thousands of little independent native schools, c.v.e.s.

taught, of course, by Heathen teachers. The C.V.E.S. offered

these teachers a capitation grant (only one anna, or three half-

pence, monthly) on the attendance of their scholars, on condition
that the school was put under the supervision of a Native Christian
Inspector, who should have chai'ge of a " Circle " of such schools,

and give Bible lessons to the children in them at his discretion.

This ingenious device was successful, and in a few years 4000
children were thus receiving Christian teaching.* The same
society did useful work by establishing Training Institutions for

Vernacular Schoolmasters. In these schemes Henry Venn and
the C.M.S. Committee took a keen and sympathetic interest.

But Missionary Education is generally understood to mean High ^°y®J?\
Schools and Colleges in which English is taught, and also used as schooi'l'.

a vehicle of insti'uction ; aiid, in particular, in which students are

prepared for the examinations of the Calcutta, Allahabad, Lahore,
Bombay, and Madi'as Universities. The success of these examina-
tions, and of institutions that prepare students for them, in

attracting " Young India," we have seen in our preceding chapter
;

and most of the Missionary Societies were now fully convinced of

the importance of establishing good schools and colleges on a

Christian basis, as a means of bringing boys and youths of the

middle and upper classes under Christian teaching and influence
;

that is, of carrying out Duff's system more and more vigorously.

The whole problem was frequently discussed in the C.M.S.
Committee, and in the pages of the G.M. Intelligencer. It is not

necessary here to do more than notice briefly w^hat the Society

was practically doing in this direction. In North India, three of C-M.s.

its institutions were affiliated to the Calcutta University, which
enabled students who had matriculated to prosecute in them their

studies for the degrees of F.A. ("First Arts") and B.A., thus

continuing under Christian influence and teaching while so engaged.

These were Jay Narain's School at Benares, St. John's College at

Agra, and the new Cathedral Mission College at Calcutta, the

establishment of which, at Bishop Cotton's suggestion, was noticed

in our last chapter. Besides these there were Anglo-Vernacular

Schools at several stations, teaching up to the Entrance Examina-
tion but no further. In Western India there was the Eobert

Money School at Bombay, an institution of this second-class type.

In the South, the only affihated college was Mr. Noble's School

at Masulipatam ; but there was a High School at Ellore, also iu

the Telugu Mission, and another at Palamcotta ; and there was the

* See an account of the system in the CM. Intelligencer of December,
1868 ; also an eloquent eulogy of it by Sir Herbert Edwardes, in his Life,

vol. ii. p. 404.

VOL. II. M m
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Harris School at Madras for Mohammedans, and the Cottayam
College in Travancore. All these needed able and scholarly men
at their head,—men also of real spiritual power, to use earnestly

and wisely such opportunities of winning souls for Christ. One
drawback was the inevitable necessity of employing Heathen
and Mohammedan assistant-teachers, because Native Christians of

sufficient education were still comparatively few, and there was a

keen competition for them. Of course the non-Christian masters

taught only secular subjects, such as mathematics ;* but still the

persona,l influence of Christian masters was earnestly desired, and
every effort was made to substitute them for the others.

It would be unfair to judge these Schools and Colleges by the

number of direct conversions among the students. No man applies

such a test to a Public School or College at home : it is enough
for even the most particular parent if the institution to which he

sends his son is conducted on sound religious principles
;
yet is a

clerical headmaster of a great English School less responsible

before God for his boys than a missionary who is Principal of a

School in India? Even if there be no dh^ect conversions, the

School, if rightly conducted, is an evangelistic agency : that is, it

makes known the Gospel and invites the scholars to embrace it

;

and bazaar preaching can of itself do no more, and in fact does

less. Moreover, the influence of such a School on the general

preparation of the non-Christian mind is by no means to be
despised. Still, the missionary aims at conversions, and prays

for them; and in scarcely one—if one—of the C.M.S. High
Schools was he disappointed, though in most of them the number
was few. From the old Tinnevelly English School, under its blind

master Mr. Cruickshanks, thirty-six scholars came out boldly and
confessed Christ in baptism during his twenty-seven years—

a

notable result if cases are tccighed as well as counted—Satthianad-

han was one of them. From Eobert Noble's School came several

converts, including nine Brahmans, whose influence for good as

leaders, clerical or lay, in the Telugu Church has been incalculable.

Here a specialty of Noble's work may be referred to. He allowed

the caste system to prevail, to this extent—that a low-caste or no-

caste boy was not admitted. It was his view that to admit such
an one would be like receiving a ragged-school boy at Eton ; but

the cases are not quite parallel. The C.M.S. Committee were not

happy about Noble's system ; and while in deference to him, they

forbore to direct it to be changed, they did direct that at the

Ellore School in the same Mission there should be no conditions

* But in many primary village schools, all the daily teaching is neces-

sarily given by non-Christian masters, including the reading and learning
of Scripture. There are not nearly enough Christian masters to man such
schools ; but the regular religious instruction is given by ^nsiting superin-

tendents who are Chi'istians. It was in this way that all missionary
education in India originally began (see our Fifteenth Chapter) ; but now,
year by year, more Christian teachers are available.
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as to caste. This order, though not affecting him, led Noble to Part VII.

think he had lost their confidence ; and his resignation was with p?^^~^£'

difficulty averted. About the same time, in the North, John ^^'
'

Barton was acting on the opposite principle, and braving serious Barton ig-

difficulties at St. John's College, Agra, rather than exclude a at°A|ra^^*^
scholar (a Christian boy) of the sweeper class. Out of five hundred
pupils, two hundred left, mostly boys in the upper classes of the
School ; but Barton declined to yield, and in this decision he was
strongly supported by Bishop Cotton. • The result was the starting

of an opposition school by the Brahmans ; but St. John's soon
recovered its position, and an important victory over caste twanny
had been gained. In justice to Noble, however, it should be added
that the power of caste is not so great in the North of India as in

the South.

Another difficulty in the working of High Schools arose from
the conditions under which Government grants-in-aid were made. Grants-in-

It was part of Sir Charles Wood's great Scheme of Education in ooveri^

1854 f to assist voluntary schools—whether missionai-y or otherwise ™«"*-

—by grants-in-aid, on such conditions as might secure efficiency
;

and thus to promote the more rapid spread of education by
enlisting non-official zeal in the cause. Lord Ellenborough and
Sir G. Clerk, in pursuance of their anti-Christian policy,:!; tried

to alter this ; but an able Minute by Mr. Halliday, Lieutenant-
Governor of Bengal, prevented their succeeding, and when Sir

C. Wood again came into office under Lord Palmerston, his wise
policy was resumed. Some of the local Indian Governments,
however, made very onerous conditions for the gi'ants, as for

example, that the missionary in charge must teach secular subjects

for four hours a day. The C.M.S. Committee engaged in vigorous
controversy on these points, and obtained, through Sir C. XVood,
important concessions from the Bengal and Madras Governments.
In the Punjab, no concessions were called for ; the judicious and
Christian rulers of that highly-favoured Province were too sensible

of the value of missionary co-operation to burden their grants with
conditions that could not be accepted. The Missionary Societies

were also pressing the authorities to expend more of the money
voted for Education upon Primary Vernacular Education, and
less upon the Higher Education of the few w^ho could well afford

to pay for it themselves ; and the Duke of Argyll, when Secretary

of State for India in 1870, responded favourably to a weighty
memorial on the subject. Lord Mayo, the Viceroy, was also

favourable ; but the Education Departments in India were not.

The results we shall see hereafter.

Work among women was progressing, though slowly. Most of Work

the Societies now had Women's Branches. The C.M.S. had not, t^m"^.
as the Committee looked to the Female Education Society and the

Indian Female Normal School and Instruction Society to supply

* Life of Bishop Cotton, p. 289. f ^ee p. 240. % See pp. 223, 246, 2.51.

M ni "I
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the need ; and we have before seen how, in view of this, they

decHned the offers of ladies to go out in direct C.M.S. connexion.

But the C.M.S. owed more to these two Societies than the being

reUeved by them of an important branch of work. It owed to them
the wives of some of the missionaries. Long before our present

period, as far back as 1839, Leupolt of Benares married Jane C.

Jones, of Burdwan, the very first lady sent out by the F.E.S. to

India. The work of single women, indeed, was still in its infancy

even at the end of our present period ; and the few employed

by the I.P.N.S. were mostly Eurasians, trained in the Cal-

cutta Normal School. In 1869, the I.P.N.S. had five English

ladies at Calcutta, and Eui-asian or Native teachers at Benares,

Lucknow, Meerut, and Lahore ; and in Travancore Miss

Blandford had begun in 1863. But the missionaries' wives were

doing the great bulk of the work, Mrs. Sandys at Calcutta in

particular ; and here and there a missionary's widow, as Mrs.

Andrews at Madras ; while there were wives of Native clergymen,

like Mrs. Sorabji of Poona and Mrs. Satthianadhan of Madi-as,

who were showing what valuable influence a Native Christian

lady might exercise.

One branch of missionary work which is now recognized as

among the most important—Medical Missions—is still younger

than Zenana Missions. In the period under review they were

scarcely beginning in India. The one C.M.S. medical missionary,

Elmslie of Kashmir, will be introduced in the chapter on the

Punjab.
Another important branch, by no means young, but rarely

noticed, is the translation of Scriptures into native languages, and

the preparation of Gospel tracts for distribution, and of works on the

non-Christian religions for the use of the more educated of their

professors. All this comes under the Evangelistic department of

Missions. Then also there is the translation of the Prayer-book, of

hymns, of devotional and theological books, and the preparation

of an indigenous Christian literature ; all which, being for the

benefit of the Native Christians, belongs to the Pastoral department

of Missions. In all these labours, the C.M.S. missionaries have

taken an active part. They have combined with the missionaries

of all Protestant Societies in the preparation, and in the revision, of

Versions of the Bible in the various languages ; and they have com-

bined with other Churchmen, particularly with the S.P.G. mission-

aries, in translating the Prayer-book. Eevisions of one or more
Versions are always going on, with a view to removing imper-

fections. India in the nineteenth century has in this respect been like

England in the sixteenth. It is much to be wished that some
systematic record of all that has been done were available."''' An ex-

tremely interesting article in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1873,

* The S.P.Gr. Digest contains a complete and valuable list of all the

translations and publications done by its missionaries, or in which they have

taken part.
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by Ashton Dibb, C.M.S. missionary in Tinnevelly, gives a history of Part VII.

the successive versions of the Tamil Bible, under the title of " The q?^^"'.?,'

Tamil Book and Its Story." A very vivid idea of the difficulties

of the work can be gained from this article. Among controversial Contro-

works, the most important have been those by Dr. Pfander, on ^orks.

Mohammedanism and Christianity, referred to in our Forty-second

Chapter; and those of the Eev. Dr. Imad-ud-din on the same
subject, to be noticed hereafter. Tracts of all kinds were of

course very numerous. One of them is worthy of special mention.

In 1863, there suddenly appeared all over South India—no one

knew how—a document in four languages headed, " Eama
Victorious : Proclamation of Vasanta Eayar," announcing the

immediate advent of the " Illustrious King " {Vasanta Rayar in

Tamil) to overthi^ow British rule and bring in general prosperity.

Sargent of Tinnevelly immediately wrote and printed a tract
f^.^^^^"*'^

entitled, " Truth Victorious : Glorious News of the True Vasanta
Eayar," in which, in the form of dialogues between different readers

of the proclamation, he most cleverly exposed its fallacies and
pointed to Christ as the real coming King.'-'

But publishers were wanted as well as writers ; and Missions in

India owe a deep debt of gratitude to the x\uxiliary Bible Societies,
^°^gs^°'

Tract and Book Societies, and Christian Knowledge Committees,

established in the Presidency cities in connexion respectively with

the Bible Society, Tract Society, and S.P.C.K., at home. They
and their work will call for further notice in a future chapter.

Two branches of missionary work in which the Society was
engaged—or rather, missionary work among two special sections

of the population—have such peculiar features that they are more
conveniently treated separately than under the foregoing divisions.

(1) During our present period, and indeed a little before it, the

Society was led to seek the evangelization of some of the Non- work

Aryan Hill Tribes, Santals, Gonds, Kois, &c. To these, however, N^n"^

a chapter will be devoted in our next Part, so we pass them over ^[y^^"

now with this bare mention. (2) Efforts to reach the Moham-
medans ought to be separately noted, although they have already

been incidentally referred to in various parts of this chapter. In

the cities of North India, such as Agra and Lucknow, where
Moslems are numerous, the general missionary operations are work

directed as much to them as to the Hindus. The same language, Moslems.

Hindustani, suffices. But in Bombay where the vernacular is

Marathi, and in Madras where it is Tamil or Telugu, Hindustani

is still needed for the bulk of the Mohammedans, and therefore

missionaries have to be told off for work among them. Inter-

mittently and inadequately, however, has this been done ; and
great has been the faith and patience called for in the few that

have given themselves to it. The Harris School at Madras was

* A full account of this curious episode, with extracts from Saro-eut's tr:ict,

appeared in the CM. Gleaner of May, June, and Julj, LS?-!-.
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Part VII. avoided by the Moslems for whose benefit it was established, on
1H62-72. account of the Bible being read and taught : and now and again

'^^^" the suggestion was made that Hindus should also be received

—

which the Committee again and again negatived. At Bombay,
Deimierat j_ Q_ Deimlcr laboured for maiiy years with gi-eat perseverance,
°^

' preaching in the streets in Hindustani, and attending at the book-

shop to converse with visitors there—a good plan in Moslem
lands. He had two or three faithful catechists, converts fi'om

Islam, one of whom, Daoud Mokham, was on one occasion stabbed
in the street and seriously wounded. Many inquirers appeared
from time to time : most of them from doubtful motives, who
sorely disappointed the missionary ; a few who came out boldly

for baptism and remained faithful to the Lord. Deimler also gave
special attention to the rescued slaves from East Africa who were
brought to Bombay by British cruisers, as we have already seen.

But it was in the Punjab, and on the Afghan Fi'ontier, that the

most important work among Mohammedans was done ; and that

we take in a separate chapter.

We have thus passed in brief review the various methods of

C.M.S. work in India—"diversities of operations" indeed. It is

a happy thing that the missionary brethren themselves, of many
Mission- societies and denominations, have found it well to confer with one

fe?enc°es"in another from time to time regarding these varied methods, and to
India. compare notes regarding the progress of their respective Missions.

In the Presidency cities there are organized Conferences meeting
monthly for the discussion of various topics ; and gatherings on a

smaller scale are held in some other places where more than one
Mission is represented. But especially interesting and profitable

have been the larger Conferences, either for all India or for a

Province. The first of these, the Bengal Conference held at

Calcutta in 1855, has been before mentioned. So also has the

Punjab Conference held at Lahore at the end of 1862. There was
also one for the North-West Provinces, at Benares, in 1857, and

General one for Soutli India, at Ootacamund, in 1858. But the first General

at°AUah"
^ Missionary Conference for all India, held at Allahabad at the end

abad. qJ 1872, calls for special notice.

The idea of such a meeting occurred to the Eev. John Barton, of

the C.M.S., and to Mr. H. E. Perkins, then a civil officer of rank,

while on the voyage back to India after furlough in 1871 ; and they

mentioned it to the Eev. John Newton, of the Amei'ican Presby-

terian Mission at Lahore, who was also on board. On reaching

India they conferred with other brethi'en ; and the result of

much correspondence was the assembling of 136 members (122

missionaries and 14 independent persons) at Allahabad at

Christmas, 1872. They represented nineteen Societies, of which
the C.M.S. sent 25 members ; the American Presbyterians, 21 ; the

American Methodist Episcopal Mission, 18; the L.M.S., 13; the

Free Church of Scotland, 12 ; the Baptists, 10 • and so on. Among
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them were 28 Natives of India. No important body was im- Part VII.

represented, except the S.P.G.—much to the detriment of 1862-72.

Chm-ch of England Missions as a whole. Chap. 61.

The proceedings of the Allahabad Conference are contained in a
stout octavo volume of 575 pages, published at Madras in 1873.
It is by far the most comprehensive account of Indian Missions
that had appeared up to that time ; and it is only now exceeded in

value by the similar Eeports of the two other General Conferences
that have been held since—for the meeting has become a decennial
one. The subjects at Allahabad were grouped under seven heads. Subjects

viz., Prayer for the Holy Spirit, Preaching, Education and the speakers.

Educated Classes, Medical Missions, the Native Church, the
Press, and Miscellaneous. Among the most notable papers were,
on Preaching to Hindus, by Dr. John Wilson of Bombay (a perfect

inasterpiece) ; on work among Mohammedans, by T. V. French
and Imad-ud-din and Safdar Ali (two converts to be mentioned in

a future chapter) ; on Higher Education, by S. Dyson, and by
Miller of Madras (both most able) ; on Missions to Wo men, by
Mrs. Winter, wife of the veteran S.P.G. missionary at Delhi, and
daughter of T. Sandys (C.M.S.) of Calcutta—(she was not present,

but sent her paper) ; on the Training of Native Agents, by T.

Spratt of Tinnevelly ; on the Native Church in South India, by
W. T. Satthianadhan ; on the Indian Church of the Future, by
John Barton ; on Industrial Missions, by A. Wenger of the Basle
Mission ; on Bible Translation, Vernacular Literature, &c., by Dr.
Wenger, Baptist, by T. S. Wynkoop, American Presbyterian, and
by J. E. Payne, L.M.S. ; on Hindrances, by J. M. Thoburn, Ameiican
Episcopal Methodist (now bishop) ; on Progress and Prospects, by
M. A. Sherring, L.M.S. Among other C.M.S. men who took part

were E. Clark, B. Davis, W. S. Price, H. W. Shackell, J. Vaughan,
J. S. S. Eobertson, &c. The subject on which most difference of

opinion appeared was naturally Higher Education ; but except the

Baptists and one or two American Presbyterians and Methodists,

almost all were strongly in favour of it. The chairmen were senior

missionaries of seven leading Societies in turn. The Bishop of

Calcutta (Milman) was invited to preside on the first day, but

declined. There was a Communion Service, J. Barton and J. S. S.

Eobertson administering in the Church of England form. The
final address on the last day was given by Dr. Murray Mitchell of

the Free Church of Scotland. An Appendix to the Eeport contains

Statistical Tables, Statistics of Vernacular Literature, and a notice

of Eoman Catholic Missions.

The Decennial Statistical Eeturns of Missions in India, a Decennial

summary of which this Eeport gives, were first planned by Dr.

Mullens of the L.M.S. in 1851. They have since been collected

at the end of each decade. The two decades, 1851-61 and 1861-71,

correspond roughly with the preceding and present sections of

our Histoiy, and the figures, therefore, well illustrate the results

of the work during the two periods. In 1851, the total of Christian
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Part YII. adherents connected with Protestant Missions was 93,739. In
1862-72. 1861 it was 138,577. In 1871, it was 211,497. The rate of
Chap. 6 1.

ij-jgj^gagg^ therefore, was higher in the latter decade than in the

former ; and the details show that although the lai'gest absolute

increase in the second decade (our present period) w^as, as might
be expected, in the Madi-as Presidency, the largest relative increase

was in the Bengal and the North, principally due to the successful

Missions to aboriginal tribes. The increase in the C.M.S. Missions

in this second decade was from 51,000 to 70,000.

Church's But the failure of the Church at home to take advantage of the

seizTa^° openings and opportunities of the period in India is significantly

great op- and sadly illustrated by the fact that the number of C.M.S. mis-
por uni y.

gj^j^^.-^j^-^gg^ which in the preceding period rose from 54 to 107—just

double,—only rose in the eleven years of the period now' before

us from 107 to 109, an increase of two ! The lesson is a plain

and a solemn one. Why did not Evangelical Churchmen, when
challenged, as we have seen that they were at this time, to throw^

their w^hole energies into this or that home controversy, reply in

the words of Nehemiah ? In his day, it was a band of heretics

and schismatics that challenged his attention ; and his answer
was, " I am doing a great w^ork, so that I cannot come down:
w'hy should the work cease, W'hilst I leave it, and come down to

you?" But did he neglect means of defence against them?
Nay, every builder had his sword at his side, ready for use if

attacked, But if they had left the building to go out and take the

offensive against their foes in the field, where would the wall have
been ? It is often said that Church Extension is the best Church
Defence. Certainly the preaching of the Gospel is the best way
of championing the Gospel. And the fearless and unshrinking
fulfilment of the one great Commission of the Divine Head of the

Church would have been the surest way of spreading Evangelical

Truth. For it is obedience that brings blessing.



CHAPTER LXII.

India : Death and Life.

Deaths of Missionaries in this Period—H. Baker, Peet, Hawksworth,
&c.—Schaffter, J. T. Tucker, John Thomas—^John Devasagayam,
P. Simeon, V. Sandosham—T. Brotherton—Robert Noble—The
Cyclone at Masulipatam—Noble's Converts—Other Losses—Deaths

of Young Missionaries in the Punjab—^J.
W. Knott—Tulsi Paul

—

R. P. Greaves—T. Sandys and W. Smith—"From Death unto

Life ": Conversions—Safdar Ali—Native Christian Death-beds.

"That they may rest from their labours; and their irorls do follow them."—
Rev. xiv. 13.

" Passed froin death unto life."—St. John v. 24.

N the beautiful prayer used at the meetings of the Part VII.

C.M.S. Committee of Correspondence, we ask God to ^^^'^'''^^

support our missionary brethren " under spiritual ^ ap^'-

distresses, temptations of the adversary, bodily sick-

ness, domestic anxieties, and hope deferred." All

these are trials indeed, in every part of the Mission-field. But

there is another trial which might well deserve to be added to

this list—the death of fellow-labourers ; which of itself is some- Deaths

times the cause of every one of the others. It may be the death
Mil^sion-

of a promising young recruit ; it may be the death of one who has field,

in a few years grown into his work, and seems marked out for a

long career of blessing ; it may be the death of a veteran who
has deliberately put aside the attraction of an honoured old age in

the homeland, and has determined to end his days among the

people for whom he has lived and laboured. Of course, in every

section of our History since the earhest, losses of all three classes

of workers have had to be recorded. But in the period now under

review, the India Missions lost, on the field, so many of their

best men, that it seems well in this chapter to bring them

together, to stand in succession beside their graves, and thus to

recognize the more clearly the abundant goodness of the Lord in

giving such men to the work.

South India was the chief sufferer by the deaths of veterans, or
Y^^^J^^"^^

of men of experience but in the prime of life. Within five years, india.

1862-67, P. P. Schaffter, J. Hawksworth, J. Peet, E. T. Nol)le, J. T.
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Part VIT. Tucker, H. Baker, senior, and H. Andrews, were removed, one
lcS62-72^ after the other, after services respectively of thirty, twenty-three,
lap^b^.

thirty-two, twenty-four, twenty-four, forty-seven, and eleven
years ; and three years later, in 1870, died John Thomas, after

thirty-three years' service. Thus one group of Missions lost in

eight years eight men after an average missionary career of

twenty-eight years. Six of them died at their posts ; one at sea
when on his voyage back to his post after furlough ; one in

England, a few months after his arrival invalided. In the same
Veteran period the senior Native clergyman of Tinnevelly, and the two
Clergy. Senior Native clergymen of Travancore, were also taken, after

thirty-four, twenty-six, and twenty-three years' service respectively
in the ministry, besides in each case several years of previous lay
work as catechist.

Bake? sen
^®* ^^^ ^^'^* \oo\. at the Travancore men. Henry Baker, senior,

' we met long ago as the fifth Englishman trained for holy orders
by the Society. For forty-seven years he laboured with untiring
zeal, only taking one furlough in the whole of that time. In a
small boat rowed by three coolies, he was wont to traverse the
i-ivers and lagoons of Travancore, preaching to the Heathen,
visiting the schools, encouraging and instructing the converts, as

year by year they increased by hundreds. Several of the churches
and schools which he visited he had erected at his own expense,
his little private means being wholly devoted to the work. He
may be called the Psalmist of the Anglican Church in Travancore,
his perfect knowledge of the Malayalam language, and also (which
is not usual in South India) of the classical Sanscrit—of which
many words occur even in the Dravidian tongues—enabling him to

write real native poetry. He died quietly and without pain,

July 22nd, 1866. His son, Henry Baker, junior, perpetuated for

twelve more years his honoured name in the Mission ; his widow,
one of the well-known Kohlhoff family of S.P.C.K. Lutheran
missionaries in Tanjore, lived on, a true mother in Israel, for ten
years beyond that ; three of his daughters married missionaries

;

his daughter-in-law long linked the name of Baker with the work

;

and his grand-daughter does so still.

We have taken Baker first, as the oldest veteran ; but Travan-
core lost in our period two admirable missionaries before him.

joji^e^ph Joseph Peet was one of the most remarkable men ever on the
Society's roll. We have already, in our Forty-fifth Chapter, had
just a glimpse of his work in the fanatical Brahman town of

Mavelicara. Let us now see the principles on which he worked.
They were very definite, and some of them would not be endorsed
by all ; but he stated them afresh after more than twenty years'

experience, and they are worth recording :

—

His state- " 1. That he should not undertake any indirect labour that might unfit

principles.
'^^ prevent him doing the work of an evangelist ; and therefore,

" '1. Tliat he could not advocate Mission orphanages and similar

establishments, these being the work of a Christian Church ; whereas
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his business is to raise tliat Church from, in the first instance, the adult Part VII.

population. 1862-72.
'• 3. From historical knowledge, years before he came to India, he had Chap. 62.

learned to know, and, in India, afterwards saw, the practical evil of

establishing workshops, &c. By this the first missionaries in Bengal
voluntarily placed their Mission, in Hindu estimation, on a caste level

with the despised low classes and outcastes ; and, not to speak of the
folly of hoping to compete with Indian mechanics, those low castes

would necessarily oppose it, for trying to depiive them of the profits

of labour.
" 4. Another principle has been, never, as a rule, to give temijorary

support to any adults, under the plea that embracing Christianity

deprives them of the means of gaining a livelihood. It is a home-
supported mistake, which at least generates a puny, stunted, slavish

spirit. It creates a hot-bed race, usually requiring a constant depen-
dence on Mission support, which failing, the people are scattered to the
winds ; and at best it produces an unfitness to bear, or to honour, the
cross of Christ in the midst of an opposing blaspheming race.

" o. Above all, or including all, the principle of this Mission has been
to repudiate and entirely ignore caste in every form."

The result of Peet's work was a Christian community of 2500 Results of
. • 1 1 1 1 ] "'^ work.

souls, assembhng regularly in eleven substantial churches built

by his exertions and in numerous smaller prayer-houses. Eight

of the Malayalam clergy had been more or less under his training,

and some of them were his spiritual children. One of the latest

tokens of his ministry was a remarkable Brahman family of ten Conversion

persons, father, mother, three grown-up sons, the wife of one of Brah^an^
them, a mother-in-law, and three younger sons. The mother had family,

had from her childhood doubts about the truth of the religion she

was brought up in ; but she never dared to mention them, until

one day her husband was reading to her some Bible stories which,

with the Pilgrim's Progress, had been given him by some Syrian

Christians, when she exclaimed, " That is the truth I have long

been seeking !
" The whole family continued reading the Scrip-

tures, and at length were discovered by a catechist, who brought

Peet to them. They were all baptized together in 1861, amid
tremendous excitement and the bitter reproaches of relatives and
friends.* The father was baptized by the name of Cornelius

Justus ; and the sons, according to local custom, took the name of

Justus as well as their own baptismal names, Joseph, Jacob,

Matthew, John, Philip, Samuel. The mother was named Sarah,

the young wife Mary, and her mother Elizabeth. All became
consistent Christians ; and the eldest son, Joseph, was sent to the

Cambridge Nicholson Institution at Cottayam for training. In

1864, Peet was invalided to England ; but he could not stay away
from his people, and he entreated the Society to let him go back

and die among them. Leave could not be refused, and within a

few weeks of his arrival in England he sailed again for India.

* Tlie full narrative, wliic-h is of thrilling interest, appeared in the

CM. Record of September, 1862, and the CM. Intelligencer of October, 1862.
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Part VII. On August 11th, 1865, he entered into rest, with Charlotte
1862-72. ElUott's hymn upon his dying lips :

—

'hap.

Death of
Peet.

Just as I am, without one plea,

But that Thy blood was shed for me,
And that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee,

Lamb of God, I come !

"

John
Hawks-
worth.

Henry
Andrews.

Matthan
and
Chandy.

The inscription he had himself put on his first wife's tomb might
well have been adapted to his own likewise—" She lived for Christ.

She died in Christ. She reigns with Christ." Three months after

his death, Justus Joseph, the young Brahman, was admitted by
the Bishop of Madras to holy orders in the Church of England,
How the great Enemy afterwards marred the good work, we shall

see by-and-by.

John Hawksworth had been a Sunday-school teacher under
Hugh Stowell of Manchester. One day, after attending the great
Manchester C.M.S. Anniversary Meeting, he was visiting an old

woman, and trying to interest her by telling what he had heard,
and explaining how all might help, by prayer, contributions,

collecting, &c., and in some cases by personal service. "Why
don't you go yourself?" suddenly said the old woman. It was
God's call through a humble instrument. Hawksworth responded
at once, offered to the Society, passed through Islington College,

and went out in 1840. He proved a very superior man, and at

one time he had charge of the Cambridge Nicholson Institution
;

but his great work was among the slave population, and this has
been already described in our Forty-third Chapter. He died of

dysentery, universally beloved and lamented, January 23rd, 1863,
at the age of forty-seven. He had married the sister of a fellow-

student at Islington, John Mason (who was afterwards drowned
in New Zealand), and Mason had married Ms sister. Mrs. Hawks-
worth remained in the Mission after her husband's death, and died
in India. Two daughters were married to E. Collins and V. W.
Harcourt.

Henry Andrews shared with Hawksworth the work among the
slaves ; and having been a medical man before taking orders,

he used his professional skill effectively for their benefit. When
ill-health brought him to England, he deeply interested many
meetings by his manly and vigorous speeches. On his return
voyage to India, cholera broke out among the crew. Forl)idding

two young missionaries who were with him to risk infection, he
ministered to the stricken sailors himself, caught the fell disease,

and died on board, October 19th, 1866, in his fortieth year. W^as
not Andi'ews a true missionary martyr ? His excellent widow went
on to India, and laboured for some years among the women and
girls of Madras.

Travancore also, as before mentioned, lost in our period its two
senior Native clergymen, George Matthan and Jacob Chandy.
Matthan, who was a Syrian Christian by birth, was educated at
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Bishop Gome's Grammar School at Madras and at the old G.M.S. Part VII.

Theological Institution there under J. H. Gray. He was ordained l«f>2-72.

in 1844 by Bishop Spencer, and his name stands No. 8 on the ^*"^P- ^^-

roll of C.M.S. Native Clergy. He was greatly valued as a minister
of Christ ; and being a man of literary taste, he was able to enrich
by his works the Christian vernacular literature of Travancore.
His chief work of this kind was the translation of Butler's Analogy
into Malayalam. He was Bishop Cell's Examining Chaplain for

that language. He died March 4th, 1870. On August 2nd in the
same year died his fellow-labourer Jacob Chandy, "blameless in

life, faithful in death." Of the dying hours of both these brethren,

touching accounts are given. It is in such accounts that we see
the final proof of the reality of God's work in the Mission-field.

Turning to Tinnevelly, we find the commencement of our period

—or rather the last month of the preceding period—signalized by
the removal of the oldest member of the missionary band at that

time, Paul Pacifique Schaffter. He was a Swiss, a Basle man in p. p.

Lutheran orders, and went out in 1827. He joined in the seces-

sion that followed the disconnexion of Ehenius in 1835 ; but three

years later he rejoined the Society. He w^as a district missionary
of the old type, and did steady and excellent service. His two
sons, W. P. Schaffter and H. J. Schaffter, became his worthy
successors, and the latter is now the able Principal of the Tinne-
velly College. P. P. Schaffter's last letter to the C.M.S. Madras
Corresponding Committee, written only a fortnight before his

death (which occui'red December 15th, 1861), contains a touching
comparison of himself with St. Paul, evidently in reply to some- was he

thing the Madras Secretary had written to him :

—

st.^Paui ?

" In a few particulars I have certainly some similarity with the great
Apostle. Like him, I have been called by pure gi-ace to preach among
the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ. Like him, I feel some
desire to bring poor souls to the cross of Christ. Like him, I feel also

that He assists my great weakness, and enables me in spirit and conver-
sation in some degree to forget the things that are behind, and to stretch

forward towards the things that are before—towards the prize of our
high calling in Christ Jesus. But this I believe is the portion of every
missionary called by the grace of God. As to the other good and excel-

lent gifts which shine so conspicuously in the Apostle, I know myself too
well to lay any claim to them ; and as I do not wish to think of myself
higher than I ought to think, neither do I wish others to think so of me.
I have a very merciful Saviour, and He enables me to walk in His ways.
This is all I oan boast of."

In 1866, J. T. Tucker died in England while on furlough. He J- t.

had for more than twenty years been in charge of the Paneivilei

district in Tinnevelly. In that district and in that time he had
baptized with his own hands over 2000 converts, besides 1000 ^'^ e""^^*

more in a contiguous district, and not counting the children of

Christians. He had seen forty devil-temples demolished by their

former worshippers, and sixty simple village churches built upon
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Part VII.
] 862-72.

Chap. 62.

John Whit-
church.

John
Thomas.

His virtual
episcopate.

His cathe-
dral.

His death.

his own plans, besides the large central church at Paneivilei, in

which an average congregation of 1200 souls worshipped. Tucker
was not in any sense a brilliant man, or a leader of his fellows

;

but he was " single-minded, resolute, persevering, and it was ever

in his thoughts to win men to Christ." He had been a young
doctor before offering to the Society. What a mighty work he
was permitted to do as a physician of souls, before he was called

away at the early age of forty-eight !

''•'

Another Tinnevelly missionary, who laboured in the next dis-

trict to Tucker's, Panikulam, and who also died (1871) while on
furlough after tw^enty years' service, was John Whitchurch, one of

the sons-in-law of Henry Baker, senior. He was another quiet,

steady, spiritually-minded man.
But before him, in 1870, died one of the three greatest C.M.S.

Tinnevelly missionaries, John Thomas of Mengnanapuram (the

other two being Ehenius and Sargent). We have before visited

the " Village of True Wisdom " and its great church, the finest in

South India, and its flourishing people, and its numerous Native

clergy and catechists. In 1868, Thomas drew up a report embody-
ing a retrospect of the thirty years' W'ork which he had begun in

1838. t In the Mengnanapuram district there were 125 villages in

which there were some resident Christians, a few of them being

entirely Christian. The number of professing Christians was
11,000. In all the larger villages there were small churches or

prayer-houses ; also schools, every one of them taught by Christian

teachers only ; and fifty-four Native catechists were acting as quasi-

pastors of the little bands of Christians under Thomas's supervision.

Twelve of these he presented to Bishop Cell for ordination in

January, 1869, on the memorable occasion mentioned in our last

chapter. Practically Thomas was a bishop, in everything except

the performance of distinctively episcopal functions. In the primi-

tive Church, bishops often had smaller dioceses than the district

of Mengnanapuram, though in area it is one of the smallest in

Tinnevelly. And certainly few of them had such a cathedral as

St. David's Church, Mengnanapuram ! The top-stone of its lofty

spire was raised to its place in October, 1868, on the occasion of

the visit of the Governor of Madras, Lord Napier of Merchistoun,

with Lady Napier,—who not only saw the central station and its

church and schools, but rode to outlying villages on purpose to see

the less conspicuous work, and from that time gave unstinted

testimony to the importance and value of Missions. It was
little more than a year after that visit, and after the great ordina-

tion, that John Thomas's fatal illness declared itself. Dr. Strachan,

the experienced medical missionary at the neighbouring S.P.G.

station of Nazareth, J treated him with loving and skilful care ; but

* See his Memoir, entitled Sowing and Reaping, by the Rev. G. Pettitt

(London, 1872).

I Printed in the CM. Intelligencer, July, 1868.

X Now Bishop of Rangoon.
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he died on Mcarch 28th, 1870. Bound his grave gathered the Part YII.

twelve Tamil clergymen, and a host of the people to whom he 1^62-72.

had been, not only a messenger from God, but a father and a ^'^^^P- ^^-

friend.

At John Thomas's dying request, his son, J. Davies Thomas,
was appointed to succeed him. His widow and daughter also

remained at Mengnanapuram, carrying on with loving devotion
the Elliot Tuxford Girls' Boarding School; and there they are
still, sixty years after Mrs. Thomas's first arrival there with her
husband.

Tinnevelly, like Travancore, also lost veteran Native clergymen
at this time. On January 30th, 1864, died the Eev. John Deva- John

sagayam, the first ordained in South India, being No. 2 on the ya^m""^^^^'

C.M.S. roll of Native clergy (No. 1 being Abdul Masih). His
parents were Tranquebar Christians of Schwartz's time, and as
a boy he himself had been a student under that great missionary.
In 1815, when Ehenius went out to Madras, he was engaged by
him as a catechist ; and in 1820 he accompanied Ehenius to

Tinnevelly. In 1830 he was ordained by Bishop Turner of

Calcutta ; and during the greater part of his ministerial career he
was pastor of Kadachapuram, where we have before seen him at

work, and where he at length entered into rest, at the age of

seventy-eight, after almost half a century's connexion with the
Society. On the Sunday before his death, he was carried into

his church in an arm-chair, to bid farewell to his people. He
did not select his exhortation from the Gospel lesson of the day, His last

as he had done before, but simply said :

—

sermon.

" My dear friends, Jesus is precious. Don't despise Him as you have
hitherto been doing. Don't despise Him by your acts. If j-ou wish to
do according to His will, you must earnestly pray to God to give you
His Holy Spirit, to teach you and guide you in all your ways. This is

all I should say to you. May God be with you all
!

"

Almost his last words were, "Tell the Madras Committee that

I pray God to bless the Society more and more"; and the very
last were, "Jesus is precious, precious, precious." Some of the
readers of this History were familiar in their childhood with the
name of the Eev. John Devasagayam. Ought not a name then
so justly honoured to be honoured still, to the glory of that

"precious" Lord by whose grace alone he was made a faithful

minister of the Gospel? Devasagayam's son, the Eev. Jesudasen His sons

John, was ordained in 1847, and laboured as a clergyman forty- daughters,

two years. Another son, the Eev. Samuel John, is still a C.M.S.
missionary at Madras. A daughter, Anna, became the wife of

the Eev. W. T. Satthianadhan, and w^as widely known for her
beautiful character and useful work. Their childi-en, a clergyman,
a Government Professor (Cambridge graduate), a clergyman's wife,

and a la^^man's wife, are now among the leading Christians of

Madi'as. The text we ha/e before applied to English missionaries

we may apply also to the old Tamil Christian veteran—" The
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Part VII. children of Thy servants shall continue, and their seed shall be
1H62-72. established before Thee."
C hap, b^. ^ £g^ weeks after the death of Devasagayam, another veteran

p. Simeon. Tamil clergyman was called to his rest, the Eev. Paramanandham
Simeon. He was not, like his older fellow-minister, a child of

Christian parents. He was a convert direct from Heathenism,
converted in 1835. He was the fourth Tamil ordained in con-

nexion with the C.M.S., in 1851. He also was for some years

in charge of a district, and himself baptized 1037 of his country-

men. Sargent wrote of him: " He was grave, studious, diligent,

generous, and loving in his disposition. As pastor of a Native

flock, he gained the confidence and esteem of his people." He
died in perfect peace, commending his wife and children to his

Divine Master. His aged father came to see him, but was himself

struck down by fever the day before his son was taken, and
followed him into the presence of the Lord within five days, ex-

pressing with his latest breath his sure trust in Christ. " Such,"
wrote Sargent, "was the end of two men, father and son, once
Avorshippers of demons and dumb idols, then renewed and sanctified

by the Spirit of Christ, and now, we trust, added to the multitude

that no man can number who stand before the Throne and before

the Lamb." One of Simeon's brothers was afterwards ordained,

and, only a few years ago, two of his sons.

One other Tamil clergyman must be mentioned, a man worthy
to rank with that powerful and brilliant preacher, Paul Daniel,

V. sando- whom we met in our Forty-third Chapter. Vedhamanikham
sham. Sandosham's early history is told in full detail in the auto-

biographical sketch which he had to write when a candidate for

orders, which the Eev. W. Gray sent home to England, and
which was (as an exceptional thing) published in the CM. Becord
(July, 1862). He was one of the children of a Heathen family at

Sathankulam, to whom a missionary gave a little medicine for the

sick mother. The mother died, and the father and sons thereupon
" got exceedingly enraged with the devil, pulled down the devil-

houses in the house and garden, flung out the furniture, and ate

all the victuals that had been prepared for the feast to the devil
"

—and began to read little books given them by the Mission. By
J. T. Tucker and John Devasagayam they were instructed, and
by the latter they were baptized—the father and seven sons

—

in 1842, receiving the family name of Sandosham (Joy). The
His youth- experiences detailed in the rest of V. Sandosham's sketch are

ences^^"" singularly like the experiences of a young Christian in England,
such as, fifty years ago, would have probably been recorded in a

journal in much the same way. We see the good and industrious

schoolboy, more anxious to win his master's praise than to please

God ; we see him convicted of sin during an illness at the age of

fourteen, crying to God for pardon, and vowing to live a godly life
;

vve see him going in a right and humble spirit to Confirmation and
Holy Communion ; we see him sent to the Preparandi Institution,
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to be trained for mission service ; we see him further convicted Part VII.

under the fii'st sermon he heard from Sargent, and saying, "The 1862-72.

whole of that sermon was preached for me "; we see him then in
^^^''

earnest prayer for the full blessing of the Spirit ; we see him
growing in grace. Then we see him married (early, of course, in

India), commissioned as a catechist, preaching Christ up and
down everywhere with all his soul and all his strength, and then
presented for ordination in 1862. In due time he was appointed
to a pastorate at Madras, and quickly won a great reputation as

an earnest and powerful preacher. " As a preacher and speaker," His power-

wrote David Fenn, "I have often thought him the very first of [ng^"^''''"

Tamil ministers. His style was very simple
;
yet there was a

freshness and fulness about all he said. I shall never forget an
exposition he once gave at family prayers in my tent in North
Tinnevelly. He chose the Epistle to Philemon, and made you
almost see Onesimus in the streets of Eome and Paul in his

chains." This remarkable man died of small-pox, August 2nd, 1871.

Before leaving the Tamil country, we must not fail to mention
one most devoted and highly-valued missionary, not of the C.M.S.,
but of the S.P.G.—Thomas Brotherton, whose life truly illustrated Brotherton

his name, for he was regarded by all the C.M.S. men as in a very ° • •

special sense a brother beloved, a brother in evangelistic work
and in the perfecting of the Tamil Bible. A Cambridge man
(Corpus), he laboured in Tanjore, Tinnevelly, and Madras, for

thirty-three years. He died June 28th, 1869 ; and Bishop Cell, in

his Charge delivered in the following October, used language
regarding him which would be endorsed ex animo ])y men like

Eoyston, Gray, Sargent, and Barton :

—

" His happy, open countenance, his very simple habits, liis untiring

readiness for work, his perfectly unselfish nature and good temper,
combined with his thorough knowledge of the language, unfeigned piety,

and earnest desire to spend himself in his Master s work of saving souls,

made him a very model of an evangelist. His studious habits and tastes

put him in possession of a considerable acquaintance with Hebrew and
Syriac, which rendered his presence as one of the delegates for the

revision of the Tamil version of the Scriptures peculiarly valuable."

We now go on to the third great division of the Society's South
India Missions, the Telugu Mission, which also suffered at this Teiugu

time the loss of its surviving founder and leading spirit, Eobert ^^'^^'o"-

Noble. But the shadow of death first fell upon this Mission with

peculiar suddenness and heaviness in another way. On the night

of November 1st, 1864, one of the most terrible cyclones ever known The great

in the Bay of Bengal- swept along the eastern coast of India.
'=y'^^°"^-

The sea rose in its strength and broke over the wide flat delta

of the rivers Kistna and Godavari, in the midst of which stands

the town of Masulipatam. In that one night sixty miles of open
country were ravaged by the resistless flood. The town was
a complete wreck ; scores of villages were swept away ; and

VOL. II. N n
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Part VII. some 30,000 people perished. Through the goodness of God no

rvf^^'fi-?
^^i^'^io^^iT <^ied, though Eobert Noble and Mr. and Mrs. Sharp

^P' ""• had narrow escapes. But one of the best beloved of Noble's

itsvictims. Brahman converts, Mulayya, was di'owned, with his young wife;
also a sweet young Christian woman, the fiancee of another,
G. Krishnayya ; also the wife and child of Ainala Bhushanam, the
convert who, with Eatnam (the two first-fruits of Noble's School),

had been ordained to the ministry of the Church only a few months
before ; also no less than thirty-three girls in Mrs. Sharkey's
delightful Boarding School. The sea totally destroyed the building
in which these childi'en were sleeping, and the waves swallowed
up in a moment just one-half of them. In the morning the

Its ravages Waters had subsided ; but now sickness and starvation stared the
survivors in the face. Not only had furniture, books, and all

sorts of private effects disappeared, but no provisions could be
procured ; the very wells had become filled with salt water, and
the thousands of corpses quickly made the air intolerable. The
details in the letters written at the time are indescribably sad

;

but nothing is more touchingly beautiful than the simple trust in

the Lord manifested by the bereaved young men who had found
Him their Eefuge and Strength when they gave up caste and
position and family to follow Christ, and now knew how to rest

in His unfailing love. Eobert Noble begged for prayer in these
words—" Ask that we may glorify the Lord Jesus." That request
was responded to in hundreds of English homes, for few calamities

have called forth keener sympathy in the C.M.S. circle, especially

because many ladies were interested in Mrs. Sharkey's Girls'

School ; and the prayers thus offered received, it is evident, an
abundant answer in the faith and patience granted to the sorrowing
survivors.

Death of Eobert Noble had been ill for some time before the great

Noble. disaster ; and the shock did not make him better. Friends urged
him to go home ; but he had never left his post during twenty-
three years, and he declined now to desert the bereaved Mission.
But though it was thus not to be further bereaved through his

return to England, the further bereavement did come in another
form. On October 17th, 1865, nearly twelve months after the
cyclone, the devoted educational missionary was called away to

be with the Lord.
Very striking was Mr. Eidgeway's " In Memoriam " of him in

the Intelligencer. It was entitled "A Contrast"; and the con-
trast drawn was between two missionaries of the same name,

Nobi"^
^^ Eobert de Nobili, the great Jesuit of the seventeenth century, and

Robert Eobert Noble, the Protestant of the nineteenth. There were points
Noble. of likeness. Both gave their whole lives to India ; both were

celibate ; both aimed at the Brahmans. The contrast lay in their

methods. Eobert de Nobili, the grand-nephew of a Pope and
nephew of Cardinal Bellarmine, was the author of the scheme for

converting the Brahmans by becoming one of them. He and his
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followers, De Britto and Beschi, not only adopted Hindu dress Part VII.

and food, but claimed to be Brahmans themselves of the highest 1^62-72.

rank, producing a forged parchment in Sanscrit characters which ^'^' "'

declared that the Eoman Jesuits were descended from Brahma, Jesuit

and were an older line than the Brahmans of India ; and they forgeries,

publicly took a solemn oath that it was authentic, and its state-

ments true. De Britto also forged a " Fifth Veda," claiming to

be equal in authority with the four great Vedas. In this clever

work he mixed up Biblical and Brahmanical lore, in order to show
that Christianity (if we can allow that honoured name to a system
so promulgated) was the true development of Hinduism. A
French version of it was made, entitled L'Ezour Veclam, and sent

to Europe ; and Voltaire, entirely deceived by it, cited it to prove Voitaire

the superiority of the Vedas to the Christian Scriptures ! The '^^'^^'^^'^•

history of this strange imposition is given at full length by Jesuit

writers, with entire approval of the principle that the end sancti-

fies the means. The results were large at first. Many Brahmans,
and hosts of lower caste folk, did embrace the new religion ; but a

reaction came, the lie was discovered, and thousands went back

to their old idolatry. Successive Popes, warned by the more
honest Franciscans and Dominicans, issued brief after brief con-

demning the proceedings of the Jesuits ; and at length the Bull of

Benedict XIV., Omnium SoUiciticdinum, in 1745 put an end to the

Mission, and soon after that the Jesuit Order was suppressed—for

a time—altogether. It is needless to dwell upon the " contrast " The con-

as drawn out by Mr. Eidgeway : Eobert Noble of Masulipatam
setting forth the simple message of salvation through a crucified

Eedeemer, and winning to Him only a little band of converts

—

but every one of those converts the true work of the Spirit of

holiness and truth. There were but eleven of them ; but nine of

these were Brahmans, one a Vellama, and one a Mohammedan

—

a result more than worth all the labour of twenty-four years. For
these men, and others converted subsequently, became the leaders

of the Telugu Church, into which many thousands of lower class

people have been admitted.

We have seen that Eobert Noble's School had been stigmatized as

a caste school, because he excluded from it those whose presence

would have cleared out the very boys he wanted to reach. But
no distinctions of caste were allowed inside the School. Just

before the cyclone, the numbers were 102 Brahmans, 135 of

other Hindu castes, 48 Mohammedans, 9 Christians ; total 294.

The real influence of the School and the Mission in proclaiming

"the brotherhood of man" was seen when Noble's body was The

carried to the grave by six Christians, one of whom had been by hood'of

caste a Brahman, one a Vellama, one a Sudi-a of a lower section, man

one a Pariah, while one had been a Mohammedan, and the sixth r. Noble's

was an Englishman. In the whole history of Indian Missions ^unai.

there has been no more significant object-lesson.

The influence of the School was indeed not confined to the con-

N n 2
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Pakt VII. verts brought to Christ. Noble's non-Christian pupils were now
l«(i2-72. occupying important positions all over the country, and exhibit-
Cliap. 62. -j-j^ ^^ entirely new standard of justice and uprightness. The
General Government, at least, knew how to appreciate this. Sir Charles
moral in- Trevelyau called the School the Cambridge of South India.

Noble's Government wanted just magistrates and honest revenue-col-
Schooi.

lectors ; and in the Northern Circars (as that part of the Madras
Presidency is called) they were now to be found. And, though for

themselves they had resisted the personal call of Christ—as hun-
dreds of our most honoured statesmen and judges and officials

have at home,—they had no enmity to their few brethren who had
obeyed that call. Another object-lesson was presented when a

public meeting was held to start a Noble Memorial Fund. A great

His old company of old pupils, who were now gentlemen of rank and posi-

honourhis ^io^^' assembled, in a Christian schoolroom, with a non-Christian
memory. Hiudu, Gudur Krishnara Pantulu Garu, in the chair, to do honour

to a Christian missionary. The secretary of the movement was a

Brahman convert, the Eev. Manchala Eatnam ; and the address

of the day w^as delivered by a young Christian convert from Islam,

Jani AUi—so well known to us all in later days. That remarkable

address is printed in full in Noble's Memoir.'" Let us take a few
sentences from it :—

J^ni Aiii's "His conduct was qviite consonant with liis name. His name was most
significant: he w&?, noble by nanie, noble in mind, noble in action, noble in

purpose. He was altogether noble, made of a noble stuff, and endowed
with 72oble faculties. By his nobleness he was endeared to people of

different ranks, creeds, and dispositions : he became the friend of young
and old, rich and poor, master and servant, high and low, enlightened and
ignorant. . . .

" Several times he was violently opposed by Europeans and Natives.

He had open enemies to contend with, and treacherous friends to guard
against. . . . He might well have groaned under his difficulties, and
cried,

—

" ' My soul, with various tempests tossed,

Her hopes o'erturned, her projects crossed.

Sees every day new straits attend.

And wonders where the scene will end.'

" But he had, with John Newton, ' a frame of adamant and soul of

fire.' . . . And all the time an Unseen Hand was supporting and
delivering him, so that in the end he rose superior to every obstacle,

trial, and trouble; his enemies were vanquished and put to flight ; and he
lived to see the desire of his heart accomplished. Thus he has left

behind him a glorious name and imperishable fame. It can truly be said

in honour of his memory,

—

Bi monu7nentum quaris, circutns%)ice.

" The real cause of our friend's true greatness was his love and grati-

tude to his greatest Benefactor, best Friend, most merciful Sa\iour,

which were reflected in his love to the souls and bodies of his fellow-

sinners. If there be any love and gratitude in our bosom to our friend

* Memoir of Rev. E. T. Nohle, p. 333.

address
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and benefactor, tlicy can no longer extend to him, but can and ought to Part VII,
be manifested in aiding that cause for which he Hved and died, and, so 1862-72.

to speak, in which his spirit is sure to take deHglit." Chap. 62.

When Noble first began work at Masulipatam, he was assisted

by an Eurasian catechist from Madras who was familiar with the

Telugu language, J. E. Sharkey. This excellent missionary, as he Mr. and

proved to be, was ordained by Bishop Spencer in 1847. He did ^y^/
^^^^'

not long survive Noble, but departed in May, 1867. His widow,
whose much-valued Girls' School has been mentioned before, con-

tinued her work for eleven years after his death, and then also

died at her post, universally beloved and lamented.

Once more, the Telugu Mission was again bereaved in 1871 by
the death of a young English missionary, John Conn, of cholera, j. conn.

while travelling with a still younger companion in a distant part

of the country. Thus either the veteran or the young recruit may
at any time be summoned into the presence of the King.

Coming to the Bombay Presidency, we must note the death, in g°^f^^ ^*

1862, of Mrs. Jerrom, widow of an excellent missionary of an
earlier period, who carried on good schools after his removal

;

in the same year, of her step-daughter, Mrs. Kogers; of the latter's

husband, the Eev. Edward Eogers, in 1865, after eighteen years

of good service at Bombay and Malegam ; of C. W. Isenberg,

who died in Germany in 1864, shortly after leaving India,

and whose long and useful career has been before us in a

former chapter; of his son, C. W. H. Isenberg, who died, like

his father, just after being invalided home to Germany, in 1870,

after five years' service ; in the same year, of Miss C. White, the

admirable superintendent of Marathi Girls' Schools for thirty

years ; and in 1872, of Mrs. Carss, wife of the Principal of the

Money School. Also, remembering that Sindh was at that time

included in the Western India Mission, we must here mention
Joseph Wareing Bardsley, of Worcester College, Oxford, one of

Jp^^p'}
'^•

the seven clerical sons of James Bardsley of Manchester, and ^^ ^ ^^'

therefore brother of- the present Bishop of Carlisle, who died of

consumption at a Bombay hill-resort in 1868, after a short but

promising career of three years and a half. His widow is well

known for her work down to the present day in connexion with

the Church of England Zenana Society.

Next we go on to North India. Two great losses marked the ^°T^^

period, outside C.M.S. ranks, but not outside C.M.S. interests and
sympathies. Bishop Cotton was drowned, in the midst of his

career of usefulness, in 1866, as related in a previous chapter.

Archdeacon J. H. Pratt died of cholera in 1871, after an unin- Arch-

terrupted service in the Diocese of Calcutta of thirty-three years. r4au."

He was a Cambridge mathematician (2nd Wrangler), and had
been a Fellow and Tutor of Caius ; and all his life he continued to

engage with deep interest in scientific studies, writing from time
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Chap. 62.

Grievous
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the Punjab.
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Fitzpatrick

to time papers and treatises on astronomy, natural philosophy,

&c. His most important work was ficri'pture, and Science not at

Variance, which went through several editions, each new edition

dealing with fresh phases of scepticism and sceptical criticism.

He was untiring, as Archdeacon of Calcutta, in his efforts for the

good of the English soldiers and civilians in India ; and, as might
be expected of a son of Josiah Pi'att, he was a never-failing friend

of all Missions, particularly—though in no exclusive spirit—of

C.M.S. Missions. He ought unquestionably to have been ap-

pointed bishop of one of the Indian dioceses. He could scarcely,

indeed, have been more useful even in the higher office ; but his

great services to the Church in India would have been more fully

recognized.

The C.M.S. Missions in the North were not so severely bereaved
in our period as those in the South

;
yet there were grievous losses,

and in some respects even more serious, because of the less

advanced state of the work, and because the men removed were for

the most part promising recruits who had, it was fondly anticipated,

a career before them. The Punjab especially suffered in this

respect. Our period opened with the deaths of three young men
there of whom much had been hoped, viz., Robert B. Batty, Fellow
of Emmanuel, Cambridge, Second Wrangler and Second Smith's
Prizeman iw 1853 ; Thomas Tuting, of Lincoln College, Oxford

;

and Roger E. Clark, of Trinity, Cambridge, a younger brother of

Robert Clark,—after services respectively of nine months, five

years, and three years. Batty sailed in October, 1860, and died at

Amritsar in the June following, only six months before our period

begins. His young widow became in after years the much-
valued Secretary of the Coral Missionary Fund. The other two
died at Peshawar. Tuting fell a victim to dysentery in October,

1862. Three months more passed by, and then Roger Clark took

the fatal Peshawar fever, and died, asking that on his tombstone
might be inscribed the words, " Thankful to have been a

missionary." Just then, another recruit for the Punjab arrived,

Frederic AVathen, of Wadham, Oxford ; and before three years

had passed, in November, 1865, he also succumbed to dysentery.

He had been a rowing man, and was one of his college eight when
Wadham held a forward place on the river ; he was a man of parts

intellectually, had mastered Urdu quickly, had begun to work the

important High School at Amritsar with energy and success, had
started a bookshop in the city ; and his whole soul yearned for the

conversion of his boys to Christ. To these four University men
must be added John Stevenson, a promising Islington man, killed

by the Peshawar fever only six weeks after Wathen 's death, after

just a year's service. And within another six weeks, the Punjab
Mission had to mourn for one of its two original founders, T. H.
Fitzpatrick, who, however, had previously retired from the field

invalided, and died in the Cumberland parish, Dalston, to which
Bishop Waldegrave had just appointed him. Henry Venn
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'

married him to John Barton's sister in September, 1865, and Part VII.

read the Burial Service over him in February, 1866. His one ^^^^'"^'L

posthumous son is now a missionary at Madras. ^'

We have repeatedly noticed the general character of the period

we are now reviewing as one of discouragement and disappoint-

ment ; and it will be understood how all these inroads by death

into the Society's attenuated ranks must have added to the general

sense of depression. In this chapter we are only thinking of India,

and we are taking the different provinces separately ; but other

fields also were suffering, and we must not forget that while each

Mission felt its own losses acutely, Salisbury Square felt them all

alike ; and now and again in this period news came from different

parts of India and of the world simultaneously of the removal of

valued labourers. For instance, within a few weeks at the end of

1865 and beginning of 1866, the Committee were mourning the

loss of Eogers, Peet, Noble, Wathen, and Stevenson, in India ; of

Pfander, the great missionary to Mohammedans ; of Kissling and
Hamlin in New Zealand ; of Cockran in Eupert's Land ; and a few

months later, in the autumn of 1866, H. Baker, J. T. Tucker, and
H. Andrews were called away one after another.

Eeverting to North India, we come on to 1869-71. In

September, 1869, the Intelligencer burst into an unusual wail of

sorrow over the death of a young missionary, Eobert Fitz-Frederick

Trench, a very bright Trinity, Cambridge, man, nephew of Arch- Trench,

bishop Trench of Dubhn, who went out in 1868 with an interesting

young wife, a niece of Dr. Merle D'Aubigne, the historian of the

Reformation, and who died at Lucknow six months after his arrival.

So few, wrote Eidgeway, are the assailants of Satan's strongholds, An edi-

" that each new arrival is eagerly welcomed, and the old soldiers lament,

who have been long in the field rejoice as they see their young
brother buckling on his armour, and wish him many days, and
results of a more decided character than they have themselves been

privileged to gather in ; when lo ! there comes a sudden stroke,

and the promising missionary whose arrival had caused so much
gladness—whose generous impulses, mingling with the experience

of the elder missionaries, seemed so well fitted to impart a new
enthusiasm,—is removed, and his place knows him no more. He
came out to look on the grandeur of the work, and then to close

his eyes ; like Moses on the top of Pisgah, when he looked abroad

upon the Promised Land, as in all its beauty and variety it lay

expanded at his feet." And so he went on, applying^ these

thoughts to the case of young Trench and the Mohammedans of

Lucknow, and pouring out his soul, as in his editorial dignity he

rarely did, on the mysteriousness of God's ways, " past finding

out !

"

Then came another Peshawar death—that of the noble and

beloved Knott, the Fellow of Brasenose, the trusted of Dr. \i^{^
Pusey, the Incumbent of Pusey's own church at Leeds, the

"confessor" of Yorkshire Tractarians, the "confessor" in a
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Chap. 62.

His brief
career in
India.

Part VII. higher sense of Evangehcal truth when the Lord opened his eyes,
1862-72. the rector of a rich college living giving up all to go out in Christ's

name to India. We have before traced the story of this most
remarkable man, and seen him start with T. V. French to

establish the Lahore Divinity School. They arrived at Karachi,

the port of Sindh, at the end of January, 1869. Knott gave a

lecture there to English-speaking Natives—Hindus, Moslems,
and Parsees, and a few Christians,—of which French wrote :

—

" He was very powerful, almost prophetic, rapt into a kind of unearthly
fervour which thrilled through his audience. I have seldom or never
heard a more remarkable specimen of simple Christian oratory, or more
burning and piercing words."

During the time of preparation for the proposed College and
correspondence about it, both brethren engaged in temporary work
—Knott at Peshawar. Besides helping in the Mission and study-

ing the necessary languages, he frequently assisted in the chaplain's

duties at that lai'ge military station. "Many," wrote T. P.

Hughes, " were moved by his loving, eloquent, heart-stirring dis-

courses. The Europeans considered it a great privilege to watch
that heavenly face as it lighted up when speaking of the joys of

heaven, and became grave and solemn as he warned of the terrors

of hell." Unhappily, as human judgment would say, he stayed on
too long in that fever-stricken valley, and worked too persistently.

His sudden and On June 28th, 1870, he died suddenly, after a few hours' ill-

ness. The greatest grief was manifested by the whole English
community ; and the funeral was a very striking scene :

—

" The body was conveyed to the cemetery on a gun-carriage, lent by
the officer commanding the Royal Artillery, and was carried to the grave
by eight soldiers, who were members of a Bible-class which he had for

some time conducted with marked results. Nearly every officer of the
station was present, including the General and Deputy Commissioner,
and upwards of 500 men of Her Majesty's 5th and 38th Regiments
obtained leave to attend."

French on French's words regarding his beloved colleague are very
Knott. ... o o D J

stnkmg :

—

" His example was forcible and impressive, full of rich and striking

teachings never to be forgotten. His prayer was, like his Divine
Master's, ' with strong crying and tears,' and that both by night and day,
a Jacob's wrestling indeed. Such expressions would break from his lips

as this :
' Oh, when once my tongue is loosened, my lips opened !

' At
such times he would seem all on fire to utter his pent and struggling
thoughts, meditated appeals and yearnings of heart after India's regene-
ration and the ingathering of her sons to Christ in the Kingdom of God.
His removal has seemed a strange and almost unparalleled mystery. It

is comforting to rest assured that God is His own interpreter."

Once again Peshawar fever claimed a victim when, in 1871, the
young wife of the Eev. T. E. Wade was taken from his side just a
year after her marriage. She, too, was a missionary of great

promise, who was already superintending the girls' schools, and
diligently studying the language.

death.

His mili
tary
funeral.
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Meanwhile, Bengal and the Valley of the Ganges were losing Part VII.

others besides Trench. In 1870, one of the best of the Native 1^(5^-7^.

clergy, the Eev. Tulsi Paul, was called away. French's account ^P' "'

of him when he was ordained by Bishop Cotton—his " majestic Tuisi Paul,

appearance," his studies in St. Augustine and Bishop Butler, his
" wonderful preaching "—will not have been forgotten. ""^ He was
a convert from Hinduism, and had been a Christian twenty-four
years, for half of which period he had been a faithful minister of

Christ. In his later years he was pastor of Basharatpur, the

industrial Christian village near Gorakhpur ; and H. Stern, the

superintending missionary of the district, called him " a Natbanael,

in whom there is no guile." " During his last illness," wrote
Stern,

—

" he was a bright example to us all ; and he gave, to the very last, the
most eminent proofs of the sincerity and power of his faith, and of his

thoroughly Christian character. His greatest delight was in prayer and in

having the Word of God read to him ; and he brightened up particularly

when the orphan girls sang to him some of the songs of Zion. The fifth

chapter of the Romans was a favourite chapter with him. He was com-
pletely dead to the world, and lived in the anticipation of the realities of

a blessed eternity."

Then, in the same year, on November 25th, 1870, died E. P. R- p-

Greaves, the greatly-beloved missionary of Burdwan. We have seen

a little of him before, and here it need only be added that he was
one of the best Bengali scholars, writers, and preachers in India,

and that, besides diligent educational work, he did good service in

Bible revision and in composing Bengali hymns. His wife was a

daughter of J. A. Jetter, the Smyrna missionary ; and her untiring

exertions since his death, in connexion with the Zenana Societies,

are well known. One of Greaves 's children in the faith should be

specially mentioned—Eajkristo Bose. The conversion of this

high-caste Hindu illustrates the diversity of God's ways of bring-

ing men to Himself. A Hindu friend of his, who had heard of

Christ and His salvation, and was strongly inclined to believe and
embrace Christianity, mentioned the matter to him ; but he only

jeered, and ridiculed the religion of Jesus. Like Philip of old, the

friend said, " Come and see." Bose thereupon began to I'ead the

Bible, and as he read it, " the entrance of God's word gave light."

He came to Greaves, was instructed by him, and ultimately

baptized. For twelve years he worked faithfully as a catechist

;

and in 1870, Greaves, only five months before his death, had the

joy of witnessing the ordination of Eajkristo Bose to the ministry

of the Church.
In 1871, a young missionary, one of Thomas Green's Lancashire

2Voteges, Samuel Carter, died after five years' service, and only Samuel

a month after his young wife, to whom he had been only a few

weeks married. His brother Joseph had died at Abeokuta thirteen

years before, after little more than twelve months in Africa,

* See p. 269.
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Part VII. But now the roll of Nortli India missionaries, i.e. of living mis-
1862-72. sionaries, was to be deprived of the names of its two oldest veterans.
Chap. 62. Timothy Sandys and William Smith both entered Islington College

T. Sandys In the first year it was opened, 1826. Both went to India in the

w'^Smith ^^™® year, 1830. Sandys laboured forty-one years at Calcutta
;

Smith laboured forty-one years at Benares. In addition to all

sorts of preaching and teaching, both did much valuable literary

work, Sandys in Bengali, Smith in Urdu and Hindi. Sandys
retired in 1871 ; Smith in 1872. And strange to say, both met
their deaths by accident. Sandys was thrown out of a carriage

while on deputation work in Lincolnshire, and died from the

injuries he received, on November 8th, 1871. Smith survived him
three years, and then was killed by a fall from a bridge over the

Great Western Eailw\ay at Ealing on January 1st, 1875. The
latter's death, therefore, does not properly belong to our present

period ; but two such similarly sudden calls " to go up higher,"

after careers in many ways so parallel, must be recorded together.

We must also not bid farewell to these two honoured servants
The best of the Lord without just referring to the gifts they gave the

hl^^wy. Church in their children. Smith was the father of Mrs. H. D.
Hubbard and Mrs. G. H. Weber. Sandys was the father, by
his first wife, of the present Public Orator at Cambridge ; of an
esteemed Indian chaplain ; of an S.P.G. catechist at Delhi, who
was killed in the Mutiny ; and of Mrs. Winter, the admirable

wife of the leading S.P.G. missionary at that city in after years.'''

His second wife, a sister of E. C. Stuart of Calcutta (now Bishop
Stuart), has, like Mrs. Greaves, spent her widow^ed life in most
valuable labours for the Zenana Societies. Of her children, a

son and a daughter are now missionaries at Calcutta. It is

delightful indeed to trace out this best and highest form of

" heredity."

One other deeply-lamented death marked the close of our period,

Eimsiie. that of Dr. Elmshe, of Kashmir, on November 18th, 1872. But
this sad event wdll be more appropriately noticed when his work
has been described, as it will be in our next chapter.

This chapter is entitled " Death and Life." On the face of its

pages Death would seem to have been the more prominent. We
have followed to their graves thirty-seven missionaries and six

valued Native clergymen. Yet has not Life been in reality no less

conspicuous—and this in more senses than one ? The dying men
and women themselves, whether veterans or recruits—were they not

in possession of the truest and highest life already ? and were they

not in literal fact leaving a world of death to enter the world of

" From the life that knows no ending ? Especially must we realize this in

\\iT^
""*° ^^6 C'l-^e of those who had been raised up, not merely out of the

* Mrs. Winter's daughter has been a teacher in the C.M.S. Alexandra
School at Amritsar.
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death of sin, but out of the darkness of Heathenism. But this is Part VII.

not all. Throughout our study we have seen these dying men 1862-72.

themselves the channels through which the river of life has flowed ^^'

to others. Think of Peet's Brahmans, of Hawksworth's slaves, of

the thousands baptized by Tucker and Thomas and the Tamil
brethren, of Noble's noble band. Yet it has not been the special

object of this chapter to tell of conversions from Heathenism.
They have only, as it w^ere, come accidentally within the field of

vision. The preceding and succeeding chapters tell us more of the

fruits of the work. Let it here be added, however, that the period

we have been reviewing—albeit, as we have seen, one in many
ways of unusual depression—saw thousands of souls in India pass
" from death unto life"; and as the eleven Annual Eeports are

successively turned over, we not only read of " so many baptized,"

but of individual cases—scores and scores of them—of converts

notable in some way.
For example, here is a young Parsee, a member of one of Some cases

the leading families in Bombay, brought to Christ while teaching of "ewhfe.

in the High School at Karachi. Here are two Brahmans of the

highest grade from a famous centre of Brahmanism in Bengal,

one of them, convinced of the falsity of their old system by the

scientific teaching of a Government school, joining the Brahmo
Samaj, finding no peace there, and then brovight to Christ by
his brother, who meanwhile had found Him in a mission school.

Here are Heathen masters finding a Saviour and a Lord in the

Mission High Schools at Gorakhpur and Jabalpur and Hydrabad,
where they were reluctantly employed for lack of Christians.

Here are Brahmans still coming out at Noble's College under his

successor Mr. Sharp ; and another at the similar school at Ellore,

in the same Telugu Mission. Here is a Mohammedan officer

in a Madras regiment, hearing of Christ from an L.M.S. mis-

sionary, baptized by a Baptist while serving in Burmah, and then

taught by C.M.S. Telugu missionaries. And here, on one page

of the Eeport reviewing the last year in our period, 1872, we
find the following :—An aged man hearing the name of Jesus in a group in

a Calcutta street fifty years before, and at length led to Him by °"^ ^^^''"

a bed-ridden nephew ; a zemindar's son in Gudh, a Brahman,
found dying by the roadside, deserted by his friends, but relieved

and taught by the Christian catechist ; a Moslem moulvie at

Lahore receiving spiritual light while teaching the language to a

missionary ; a Kulin Brahman widow at Krishnagar ; a Eajput at

Kotgur ; five Afghan youths at Peshawar ; a Brahman Govern-

ment schoolmaster who had been in the C.M.S. College at Agra
;

a Brahman at Malegam ; another Brahman, and a Hindu religious

teacher, in the district of Junir. Eich fruit to gather in one

year

!

But let one story be told more fully. Safdar Ali was the son SafdarAii.

of a Mohammedan gentleman who had been Qazi (judge) of the

Native State of Dholpur, but had come to reside at Agra ; and the
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Part VII. boy not only attended the Government College there, and got a
1862-72. good English education, but also studied the Mohammedan
Chap. 62. ;L.g]igion closely, under his father's guidance. His mind was a

philosophical one, and all metaphysical questions interested him.

His early Hc read the Hindu books also, and the works of the old Greek
studies. philosophers in their Arabic dress ; and although he soon found

that even the orthodox Koran was incorrect when it touched

scientific subjects, and that its statements were quite inconsistent

with the undoubted facts of astronomy, physics, and medical

science, he fortified himself with the common saying, " What has

reason to do with revelation ? " One study, however, he entirely

omitted, that of Christianity. It was not worth while wasting

time over such an obviously false and corrupt system ; and even

when Christian books came into his hands, he could not con-

descend to read them. Jesus, no doubt, was a prophet ; but had
not Mohammed superseded him ? On leaving the Agra College,

Safdar Ali became a moulvie ; and he was present at that great

At the public controversy between Pfander and the leading moulvies, in
Agra Dis- 1354^ which was noticed in our Forty-second Chapter. He then

obtained the coveted post under Government of Deputy Inspector

of Schools, and was ordered to Eawal Pindi, in the Punjab.

There he came across Sufi philosophers and fakirs, and, being

much drawn to them, began to practise various austerities enjoined

by their system. But all external observances seemed to him
unreal, and he became persuaded that inward purity was the

thing to be aimed at. To obtain this desideratum, however, an

infallible director, the Sufis said, was necessary ; and as he

travelled about on his official duties, he diligently sought for such

an one as he could trust. But all the sheikhs and fakirs

seemed to him worldly and hypocritical, and at length he resolved

to obtain leave of absence and make a pilgrimage to Mecca.

While preparing for his journey, and arranging his books, he
Reads the " chanced " upon the Mizan-al-Haqq, which he possessed but had

aL^Haqq." uevcr read. Whereupon the thought came to him that perhaps

he had better study the Christian controversy also, and find out

exactly how far Islam and Christianity were antagonistic, before

proceeding to Arabia. This was the turning point of his life.

Instead of going to Mecca, he spent all his leisure time for three

years, from November, 1861, to December, 1864, in the close study
Studies the of the Bible, the comparison of it with the Koran, and the study
^''^^^'

also of controversial works on both sides. In the first year he

became convinced that the Koran was not from God, and that

Mohammed was not the prophet of God. In the second year, he

perceived more and more clearly the beauty of Christ's religion.

"In the Holy Scriptures," he afterwards wrote, "I found a

detailed statement of the diagnosis of spiritual disease, an account

of its cause and origin, particular directions for its true and
perfect cure,—all so accurate and correct, that I was assured of

the Divine character of its medicinal prescriptions." Nevertheless
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all sorts of Biblical difficulties ])reyecl upon his mind, and he Part VII.

could not find full conviction. " A mountain of anguish oppressed 1862-72.

my sad heart. I rejected food, and neglected sleep." And in
Chap^62.

his distress he poured out his soul in verses, the burthen of which His mental
was, distress.

" Neither Hindu nor Moslem nor Christian nor Jew am I

;

Sore perplexed is my soul to know what the issue will be !

"

In the third year, there came to Jabalpur, where Safdar All

was now fulfilling his ofincial duties, the learned Christian convert
from Brahmanism, Pundit Nehemiah Nilkanth ; and from him Helped by

the inquiring Moulvie received essential help. Nehemiah took Nehemiah.

him also to the C.M.S. missionary there, E. Champion, who for

many months continued the Pundit's instructions. At length,

on Christmas Day, 1864, the long period of suspense and suffering

came to an end, and Safdar Ali publicly and joyfully confessed
Christ in baptism. Along with him was baptized a Moslem Baptized,

who had been his confidential friend all through, Kasim Khan
;

while another friend, Kai^im Bakhsh, who still had doubts, came
forward a short time after, and also entered the Church of Christ.

Safdar All's family, though w^ell aware of his lengthened
struggles, were completely astounded at the final result. His
wdfe threw herself on the ground and remained lying there for

three days, refusing to move or to take food ; and eventually she
and her father and her child left him entirely and went off to Deserted

Agra. He met wdth utter contempt and reproach from his fellow- by his wife,

officials, and all sorts of petty annoyances were heaped upon him,
—harder to bear, perhaps, than the actual persecution from which
his position secured him. Nehemiah was his faithful friend and
constant adviser, encouraging him to bear his cross without
flinching ; and among his English superiors there w^ere four

gentlemen who showed him much sympathy. On the news
reaching England, letters were at once sent off by the C.M.S.
Secretaries to comfort and strengthen him. In due course his

reply came, and it was at once published in the Intelligencer

(July, 1866), in which it occupies eleven columns. It begins

thus :

—

" To the Gentlemen of High Offices,—Exalted, &c.
t^ c M*!*^" After customary salutations, Greeting.

" With my respects and Christian love, I beg to inform you that your
valued letter, dated March 1 7tli of the current year, came to hand and
I became apprised of its contents.

" I am thankful to the Lord of lords for the kindness and attention

which have been shown me by all you gentlemen. For of His un-
bounded mercy and love, through the precious body and blood of His
only Son, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, He has made us few
strangers, who lived in a state of estrangement and separation from His
elect ones, to be now participators with them of true faith, of perfect

charity, and of assured hope, and members of His Church ; and so has
granted us intimate friendshi}) in the way of external and internal

agreement, conformity, and unity. And in like manner also, through
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His retro-
spect.

Part VII. your kindness in opening a correspondence, usvially considered the half-

1862-72. way stage to personal intercourse, He has given me, before unacquainted
Chap. 62. with you, the opportunity of paying my respects to you in writing.

" Indeed, the grace of a tender and merciful God towards one so

wretched and helpless, has been boundless ; for, as His goodness and
care have been manifested and evidenced in me, by my creation, my
preservation, and my security in body and spirit, from the beginning
until now, continually and uninterruptedly, at all times and every
moment ; so, over and above all this, His illimitable grace and love are
shown in perfection by His kind bestowal of the means whereby I have
access to the high presence of Jesus Christ, the glorious King of kings,

the most bounteous Lord. So that, although I, contemptible and un-
worthy that I was, in my recklessness and wickedness, was guilty of

very grievous rebellion and refractoriness ; and though, in spite of

repeated checks, and successive testimonies of conscience, I disobeyed
His commandments, and never even so much as looked at His Holy
Word

;
yet that gracious and merciful One willed not to let me continue

in the way of everlasting destruction, or to give me my way, or let me
alone, that I might be laid hold of by eternal pains. On the contrary,

in His exceeding love and pity He drew me gradually onwards, after a
wonderful fashion, in an exquisite method and order, until He called me
into that inestimable and incomparable love which is openly proclaimed
to the whole race of Adam.

" ' If every hair of mine became a tongue,
E'en then the story of His love would be untold.'

"

Then the letter relates in full detail the history of his mental
struggles—from which account the above particulars are mostly
taken. Then, when it comes to the point of his conversion, the

Moulvie bursts forth as follows :

—

His joyful
praises.

"And now, thovisands upon thousands of thanks and praises be to God,
the wise and the gracious, who, of His compassion and goodness, not on
account of my pains and toils, but according to His own love and kind-
ness, took jiity upon the miserable and forlorn condition of me a sinner,

and gradually, by the leading of His wonderful Word, by means of

commentaries and expositions of learned Christians, and by the in-

strumentality of certain brethren who laid the truth before me, put to
flight all my difficulties and doubts, my temptations and fears, and
solved for me every question ; thus clearing my mind of the darkness of

all its doubts, and illuminating it with the light of counsel and luider-

standing. He bestowed upon me full assurance, so that I knew His
way to be the way of salvation, and accepted with confidence, as my
master and leader, Him who is the infallible Pilot, the Guide of the
erring, the Saviour of sinners, the Redeemer of the world, the most
merciful One, the Lord of heaven and earth, the Sun of righteousness
and Prince of peace, to whom all the prophets and apostles, since the
world began, successively bore testimony ; whose innumerable perfections
and illimitable beneficence surpass the limits of understanding—our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, whose grace and mercy are everlasting.

Amen.
' On the day when I obtained the full assurance of salvation, my

relieved heart breathed forth these lines :

—

" ' My Friend was near me, and I roamed far in search of Him
;

My well was full of water while I was parched and thirsty.'
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And these also

—

Part VII.

" ' Praise upon praise, to-day my journey is ended :

pv, «^>
Now the last stage is reached—my pilgrimage is o'er.'

" Onap. bz.

Who can read such outpourings as this unmoved ? It is the
Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes. And from that

day to this—thirty-four years—Moulvie Safdar AH has continued His subse-

a consistent Christian—" wise, kind, earnest," wrote J. Stuart of
^"^"^ '

^•

him in 1868, " ever about his Master's business, yet speaking and
acting in the quietest way, 'giving none offence,' ' speaking the
truth in love.' " On one occasion an Englishman, supposing him
to be a Mussulman, began to attack the Bible before him, expect-

ing a hearty response. But Safdar Ali knew much more of the
Bible than the so-called Christian did, and by quiet, cogent
argument compelled him to withdraw^ his statements.

But there is yet one more way in which Death and Life come
before us. The missionary journals—more detailed thirty years
ago than they are now—take us to the death-beds of Native Deaths ot

Christians, and show us how they died. Turning the pages over,
rh'-'^t^

we come almost at random upon such as these :—An aged cate-

chist at Madras, Vedhamuthu, who had been a pupil of Schwartz
in the eighteenth century ; w^ho for years went about like a
London City missionary, speaking to coachmen, horsekeepers,

servants, and visiting the sick in hospitals ; still preaching in the

bazaar at 7 a.m. at the age of ninety-eight (at least that
; probably

more !) ; arranging on his dying bed about a small payment due
by him for repairs of his house, and, on being reminded of the
more important account to be settled at the bar of Heaven,
exclaiming, " Oh, that account is settled long ago ; Jesus paid it

all; while He is for me, who can be against me?" Again, a
catechist in Tinnevelly, seized with cholera during the morning
service, saying, "I am now to use what I have learned and
taught to others for twenty-five years : Jesus has washed away
my sin ; I am going to receive the crown of glory,"—and dying
in perfect peace the same afternoon. Again, a Tamil school-

master of thirty years' standing, saying, in reply to the question

whether he believed in Christ, " I fully aiid fervently believe in

Him," and then lifting his hand as if grasping something, " like

an anchor, like an anchor." Again, a sick convert uncertain as

to the issue of his sickness :
" If I die, I go to Christ ; if I live,

Christ comes to me, to be with me and guide me still." Once
more, a subordinate officer in a Native regiment : no dying words
of his recorded; but after his death the Heathen saying, " We
are ivont to turn mvay in disgust from the face of a dead man, but

this face is calm and beautiful."

What shall we then say to these things? " Death, where is

thy sting? O Grave, w^here is thy victory ? Thanks be unto God,
which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
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India : A Flag fob Christ in the Punjab.
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" Jehovah-nissi."—Exod. xvii. 15.
" In the name of our God we will set up our banners."-
" Valiant for the truth."—Jer. ix. 3.

-Ps. XX. 5.

Part VII.
1862-72.

Cliap. 63.

Shamaun's
Flag for
Christ.

OW the Punjab was conquered " for England," and
invaded " for Christ," we have before seen. The very
first convert was a Sikh Granthi, a "reader" of the

Granth, the Sikh sacred book, in other words a priest

of the Sikli rehgion. He heard the Gospel, at a village

near Amritsar, from the lips of Fitzpatrick and Daoud Singh,

and the Spirit of God opened his heart then and there. He
was baptized by Fitzpatrick on July 3rd, 1853, taking, by his

own choice, the name of Shamaun (Simeon), because the words of

the Nunc Dimittis had struck him. For fifteen years he was a

faithful teacher of the new faith ; and when he died, in 1868, he
bequeathed all he had—a little house in Amritsar and about £26
—to the Mission, ** to set up a flag for Christ.'' The fakbs of

India, Hindu and Moslem, are wont to hang a flag, or even a bit

of coloured rag, on the nearest tree, to indicate the presence of a

religious devotee of one of the gods ; and Shamaun thought that

a flag should be raised for Christ likewise. His small dwelling

was transformed into a catechist's house, with a large room for

meetings, and there, day by day, the "flag" of peace was waved
in the name of the Lord. In 1873, the site was required by the

municipal authorities in connexion with some public improvements,
and the compensation money granted for it was used to build a

complete mission-hall and library in a more suitable part of the

city; and there the "flag" has been waved ever since by both

English and Native evangelists. Frances Eidley Havergal thus

commemorated the incident :

—

The golden gates were opening The first in far Umritsur
For another welcome guest

;

Who heard the joyful sound
j

For a ransomed heir of glory The first who came to Jesus

Was entering into rest. Within its gloomy bound.
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He spoke :
" Throughout the city First convert of Umritsur, Part VIIHow iiuiny a flag is raised, Well hast thou led the way

;

1862-72
Where loveless deities are owned, Now, who will rise and follow F Chap 63
And powerless gods are praised. Who dares to answer " Nay "

?

'

" I give my house to Jesus, Oh, children of salvation !

That it may always be Oh, dwellers in the light !

A ' flag for Christ,' the Son of God, Have ye no " flag for Jesus,"
Who gave Himself for me." Far waving fair and bright ?

And now, in far Umritsur, Will ye not band together.
That flag is waving bright, And working hand in hand,

Amid the Heathen darkness. Set up a " flag for Jesus "

A clear and shining light. In that wide Heathen land,

To Him beneath whose banner
Of wondrous love we rest

;

Our Friend, the Friend of sinners,

The Greatest and the Best ?

Shamaun's Flag for Christ is typical of all the work in the
Punjab, particularly in the period we are now reviewing. Let
the story, therefore, be accepted as providing a motto for this

chapter.

At Amritsar, all the machinery of an important station was, Amritsar

during our period, being kept at work, by Eobert Clark, W. Keene,
'^°"^^'''^*

J. Mortlock Brown, Townsend Storrs, and others. Bishop Cotton
wrote warmly of the encouragement he derived from a sight of

it in 1865 ; and Bishop Milman, not less warmly, in 1868 and 1872.
Year by year a few converts were reported. " None," writes
E. Clark, " can tell of the trials of our first converts, the indignities

and insults they endured for the Master's sake, when singly and
alone they were willing to give up all they had for Him when all

were against Him." '^'- One of these was Mian Paulus, the Moham-
medan lambadar or headman of the small town of Narow^al, who,
like Shamaun, was a convert of Fitzpatrick's, and who himself

conducted Sunday services, expounded the Scriptures, supervised

schools with 200 scholars, and employed his own two sons as

catechists under him—one of whom is the Eev. Mian Sadiq Masih,
ordained in 1875. But the most important conversion of the
period calls for fuller notice.

Dr. Pfander's public controversy with the Mohammedan moulvies
at Agra in 1854 will not have been forgotten. We have seen in

the preceding chapter that Safdar Ali was one of the moulvies then
present. Another was Imad-ud-din, a man of good family, whose imad-ud-

ancestors had for generations been leading men among the Mussul- '^'"•

mans of the Punjab, and who, like Safdar Ali, had been a student

of the Government College at Agi^a. Like Safdar Ali also, Imad-
ud-din, who was not satisfied with the ordinary system of Islam,

and was a sincere seeker after truth, became a Sufi. Of this part As a seeker

of his life he afterwards wrote :— ^^'"' '"""''^-

" As soon as I was entangled in this subtle science I began to practise

speaking little, eating little, living apart from men, afflicting my body,

* Punjab and Sindh Mission, p. 53.

VOL. II. O O
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Part VII. and keeping- awake at nights. I used to spend whole niglits in reading

1862-72. tlie Koran. I put in practice the various special penances and devotions

Chap. G3. that were enjoined. 1 vised to shut my eyes and sit in retirement, seeking

by thinking on the name of God to write it on my heart. I constantly

sat on the graves of holy men, in hopes that, by contemplation, I might
receive some revelation from the tombs. I went and sat in the assem-
blies of the elders, and hoped to receive grace by gazing with great faith

on the faces of Sufis. I used to go even to the dreamy and intoxicated

fanatics, in the hope of thus obtaining union with God. And I did all

this, besides performing my prayers five times a day, and also the prayer

in the night, and that in the very early morning and at dawn ; and always
W'as I repeating the salutation of Mohammed, and the confession of faith.

In short, whatever afflictions or pain it is in the power of man to endure,

I submitted to them all, and suffered them to the last degree ; but nothing
becanie manifest to me after all, except that it was all deceit.''

His reputation was now growing, and he was appointed to

As a preach against Dr. Pfander in the royal mosque at Agi-a. But his

'^°^'1T. inner soul became more and more agitated :

—

preacher. o
" My only comfort was in engaging in more constant acts of worship.

I retired into my private chamber, and with many tears I prayed for the
pardon of my sins. ... I sought for union with God from travellers

and fakirs, and even from the insane people of the city, according to the
tenets of the Sufi mystics. The thought of utterly renovuicing the
world then came into my mind with so much power, that I left everybody.

As a fakir, and went out into the jungles, and became a fakir, putting on clothes

covered with red ochre, and wandered here and there, from city to city,

and from village to village, step by step, alone, for about 2000 cos (2-0OO

miles) without plan or baggage. . . .

'• In this state I entered the city of Kariili, where a stream called

Cholida liows beneath a mountain. I had a book with me on the doc-
trines of mysticism and the practice of devotion. ... I took up the
book, and sat down on the bank of the stream, to perform the ceremonies

His as they were enjoined, according to the follov/ing rules :—The celebrant
strange ob- niust iirst perform his ablutions on the banks of the flowing stream, and,

wearing an unsewn dress, must sit in a particular manner on one knee
for twelve days, and rej^eat the prayer called Jugopar thirtj' times everj^

day with a loud voice. He must not eat any food with salt, or anything
at all, except some barley bread of flour, lawfully earned, which he has
made with his own hands, and baked with wood that he has brought
himself from the jungles. During the day he must fast entirely, after

performing his ablutions in the river before daylight ; and he must
remain barefootetl, wearing no shoes ; nor must he touch any man, nor,

except at an appointed time, even speak to any one. The object of it

all is that he may meet with (iod, and from the longing desire to attain

to this, I underwent all this pain.
" In addition to the above, I wrote the name of God on paper during

this time 125,000 times, performing a certain portion every day ; and I

cut out each word separately with scissors, and wrapped them up each
in a little ball of flour, and led the fishes of the river with them, in the
way the book j^rescribed. My days were spent in this manner ; and
during half the night I slept, and the remaining half I sat up, and wrote
the name of God mentally on my heart, and saw Him with the eye of

thought. AVhen all this toil was over, and I went thence, I had no
strength left in my body ; my face was wan and pale, and I could not
even hold up myself against the wind."

servances.
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The result was that he acquired fame as a fakir, and was resorted Tart VII.

to by many Moslems :

—

1862-72.

.
Chap. 63.

Many people of the city came to me, and became my disciples, and .

gave me much money, and reverenced me greatly. As long as I re- His fame,

mained there I preached the Koran constantly in the streets, and houses,
and mosques, and many people repented of their sins, and regarded me
as one of the saints of God, and came and touched my knees with their
hands.

" Ikit still my soul found no rest; and in consequence of the experience His dis-

I had had, 1 only felt daily in my mind a growing abhorrence of the law tress of

of JNh)hammed. When I arrived at my home, after traversing 200 cos
more, the readings of the Koran and my religious performances had be-
come altogether distasteful to me ; and during the next eight or ten years,
the examples of the Mohammedan elders, and their holy men, and moul-
vies, and fakirs, whom I used to meet, and my knowledge of their moral
character, aiid of the thoughts that dwelt in their hearts, and their
bigotry, and frauds and deceits, and their ignorance, which I used to
observe, altogether combined to convince my mind that there was no
true religion in the world at all."

He now abandoned his fakir life, and became a master in the HisChns-

Government Normal School at Lahore, under Mr. Mackintosh, a studies,

religious man. Jvist then he heard that his old friend Safdar All

had abjured Islam and been baptized. To try and win him back
to the trvie faith, Imad-ud-din obtained the Christian Scriptures,

and with Mr. Mackintosh he began to read the Gospel of St.

Matthew. By the time he finished the seventh chapter, the deep
conviction of its truth entered his soul ; but for a whole year after

that, he continued his studies, inquiring of both Moslems and
Christians. He was much helped by the American Presbyterian
missionaries at Lahore, John Newton and W. C. Forman ; but

Eobert Clark had written to him at an earlier stage in his mental
struggles, and to him, at last, Imad-ud-din went, finally resolved

to give up everything and follow Christ. After his baptism he His bap-

w^rote the well-known Autobiography from which the above extracts
*'^'"'

are taken. It opens with these words :

—

" May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ dwell on the whole world

!

The writer of this little Pamphlet became a Christian on the 29th of

April, LS66, with the single object of obtaining salvation."

And after detailing the writer's spiritual history, it describes his

condition of mind after the great step had been taken ;

—

" Since my entrance into the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ I have His peace

had great peace in my soul. The agitation of mind and restlessness of ^' '^^*-

which I have spoken have entirely left me. Even my health is improved,
for my mind is never perplexed now. Bj^ reading the Word of God I

have f(jund enjoyment in life. The fear of death and of the grave, that
before was a disease, has been much alleviati'd. I rejoice greatly in my
Lord, and my soul is always making progress in His grace. The Lord
gives peace to my sovd. My friends and acquaintances, and my disciples

and h^Uowers, and others, have all become my enemies. At all times
and in all manners they all try to afflict me ; but having found comfort
in the Lord, I think nothing of this, for, in proportion as I am dishonoured

o o 2
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Part YII. and afflicterl, He gives me peace and comfort and joy. Amongst my
1862-72. relatives, only my brother, Movilvie Karim-ud-din, and Munshi Khair-
Chap. 63. v;d-din, and my relative, Mohammed Hosein, and my father, still write

to me, and show me any aflection. With these exceptions all mj' rela-

tives and friends are turned awaj- from me. I tlierefore pray for them.
May God give them grace, and open the eyes of their minds, that they
also may be partakers of the everlasting salvation of the Lord, through
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ ! Amen."

The triumph of God's grace was not yet complete. On New
Year's Day, 1868, his aged father, one brother, and the brother's

wife, were received into the Church together, leaving only one
brother still unconverted. On December 3rd in the same year,

they were all confirmed together by Bishop Milman. On Decem-
Hisordina- ber 6th the Bishop ordained him a deacon of the Church of

England; and four years later, on December 15th, 1872, admitted
him to priest's orders. By-and-by we shall have to praise God
again for the Eev. Imad-ud-din.

Derajat
Mission.

A Native
Christian
doctor.

At Kangi-a, under J. N. Merk, and at Multan, under G. Yeates,

progi'ess was slow. And the Derajat Mission, established by
Colonel Eeynell Taylor's liberality and T. V. Fi'ench's devotion,

was giving little encouragement. After French's failure of health

and return to England, Eobert Bruce was in charge at Dera Ismail
Khan. In 1865, a new station at Bannu was opened by a young
Islington man, H. S. Patterson, who, however, was soon invalided

home. Bruce was joined by D. Brodie, who laboured in the
country live years. The Native agents working under them were
interesting men. A converted Bengali Brahman from Duff's Col-

lege at Calcutta was headmaster of the High School at Dera
Ismail. Two converts from Islam were the Bible colporteur and
the manager of the book-shop. Another converted Brahman, from
Delhi, was at Bannu. But the most notable was John Williams,

son of a Hindu convert of the Gorakhpur Mission, who, having the

official medical qualification, came up to the Frontier as a Govern-
ment doctor, and there was found by French when the Derajat
was first visited. He was actually holding prayer-meetings and
Bible-readings for the English soldiers quartered in " the desolate

little fort built out in the howling waste," as French expressed it.

It was proposed to him to become a missionary, and though the
military authorities were reluctant to spare him, he left Govern-
ment service, and joined the Mission on a lower stipend. At first

he taught in the Dera Ismail school, but in 1868 the Deputy Com-
missioner, Lieutenant Graj^, offered to erect at his own expense a
dispensary at Tank, a little town at the foot of the frontier moun-
tain-barrier, if a Native missionary doctor were stationed there

;

and to this important outpost John Williams was appointed, and
One of his did a noble work for over a quarter of a century. One convert of
converts,

j^j^g ^^.^^g ^ most remarkable case. A Kulin Brahman from Oudh
had become a temple-keeper inider the Maharajah of Kashmir,
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and while there l)ecame convinced of the helplessness of the idols Part VII.

which he daily washed and dressed. A Mohammedan soldier 1862-72.

advised him to go and see the Akhund of Swat, the great Moslem '^P"

Pope of the Afghans, and to him he went ; hut finding no satisfac-

tion there, he wandered from place to place until, falhng sick, he
found himself in John Wilhams's hospital at Tank. From him
the Brahman heard the glad tidings of salvation ; and after careful

instruction and probation he was baptized by Brodie.* Another
notable convert in the Derajat was a youth of high Moslem family, other con-

a Syad (descendant of Mohammed), baptized by Mr. Bateman at
^^"^ ^'

Lahore in 1871. A third was Khem Chand, who was afterwards
for some time in England, and subsequently became headmaster
of the C.M.S. High School at Multan. But it was always diffi-

cult to persuade a Mohammedan that Christianity was w^orthy of

the attention of a religious man at all. "Why," said one to a
missionary preaching in the Peshawar bazaar, " ask us to give up
our creed? We are more religious than the English. They only
worship God once a week, and then they do not kneel down to

worship Him !
" This is too often one of the greatest difficulties

in raising a " flag for Christ."

Peshawar was proving, as could be foreseen, a Mission-field Peshawar,

of singular difficulty. The Peshawar fever, also, was a serious

foe. Three young missionaries died there within three years,

1862-65, as was related in the previous chapter ; and two or

three others were quickly invalided. The princij)al labourers
during our period were T. E. Wade until 1869, W. Eidley from
1866 to 1870, and T. P. Hughes, who began his twenty years'

service in 1864. Eidley's brief spell of service among the Mr. and

Afghans is especially interesting to us as exhibiting those quali- leyf'

ties which in later years seemed to fit him so eminently for the

bishopric of Caledonia. His letters in 1867-69 are as graphic in

style as those which are looked for now with such deep interest

from the North Pacific coast. The mission-houses at Peshawar,
which had been presented by the Christian officers who initiated

the work, were—and still are—-in the large British cantonments
outside the city ; but in 1862 the Commissioner, Colonel Eeynell
Taylor, allotted to the Mission, at a nominal rent, a part of the

Gurkhutri, an old royal serai on the top of a hill within the walls,

which has some interesting historical associations. The first

Mogul Emperor, Baber, sojourned there on his conquering march
into India in 1525 ; and from its stronghold Eunjeet Singh's

governor tyrannized over the smTounding tribes in the early years

of the present century. It was not very suitable for the residence

of Europeans, and the premises were at first used only for meet-
ing inquirers, &c.; but E. C. Stuart of Calcutta, then Secretary of

the whole North India Mission from the Bay of Bengal to the

* See the whole very curious narrative, by Mr. Brodie himself, in the
GM. Qleaner of January, 1879.
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Part VII. Afghan Frontier, strongly ui'ged, when he visited Peshawar,
1862-72. that one missionary at least should live there. Mr. and Mrs.
Chap. 63. j^ifjigy both went." The move cut them off from intercourse

Their resi- with English fidends, for only one individual in the entire (non-

missionary) European community would venture to drive across

the fanatical city and visit them. Once or twice, however, on the

occasion of a prize distribution at the school, some English ladies

did dare to do so ; riding on elephants, however, "so as to be out

of the reach of the shining knives that seemed so di-eadful to

them"—as Eidley's picturesque language expresses it. But he
and his brave wife found that they '

' gained in the confidence of

the Natives" more than they " lost in the isolation from fellow-

countrymen." Moreover the Afghan Christians dwelt in the

buildings. "We live," ^vrote Eidley, "together under the same
roof : the Christians below in what were once soldiers' quarters,

and we in rooms built over them. We form one group at family

prayers. One evening a week we all take tea together and dis-

Mrs. Rid- course on the topics of the day." Mrs. Eidley, "having good
ley s work.

]-,gj^n]^^ ^xidi being free from the cares of a family," threw herself

energetically into work among the women and girls, and into the

study of the languages. She acquired Urdu and Pushtu suffi-

ciently for her purpose, and then took up Persian ; and to the

astonishment of all who heard of it, she contrived to get into the

zenanas of leading Mohammedans. The failm-e of her husband's

health put an end to their self-sacrificing labours among the

Afghans. God had another sphere for them, as we all know,
among the Indians of British Columbia—a sphere in which would
be required the same quiet courage, the same linguistic talent, the

same devotion, at any cost, to the honour of Christ and the salva-

tion of souls.

Perils from The perils of Peshawar were not imaginary. In 1861, one of

asfas^his. the missionaries, T. Tuting, had a narrow escape from being

murdered. While he was speaking from the steps outside the

preaching chapel, an Afridi rushed forward and struck at him
behind with an Afghan sword two feet and a half long. A native

servant, seeing the man, com^ageously threw his arms round him,

and they fell and rolled down the steps together. It was a critical

moment. Which side would an Afghan crowd take ? The Lord
who had averted the blow swayed their hearts, and they kept

still w^hile the Native police seized the assassin. Tuting, unmoved,
opened his Bible at Matt. v. 44, " Love your enemies," &c., spoke

a few words on the passage, and then quietly dismissed the people.

In 1864, an accomplished American missionary, Isidore Lowenthal,

was shot by one of his own servants ; in 1865, a gallant English

officer. Major Adams, was stabbed to death by an Afghan fanatic

;

and shortly after, Mr. Wade was laid in wait for by another, and

* The Gurkluitri mission-buildings are now occupied by the C.E.Z.M.S.
Mission.
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had a narrow escape. But if men of such a race were converted Pakt VII.

to Christ, what fine Cliristians tliey might make, and what a 1^^62-72.

triumpli it would be for the Gospel ! This triumph was achieved l'"^^'

in some cases. Let two or three Afghan Christians now bo intro-

duced.

Dilawar Khan had been an Afghan brigand chief—an honourable Diiawar

calling in Pathan estimation. One of his devices was to seize

wealthy Hindus on the east bank of the Indus who were about
to be married, tie them up inside inflated cow-hides, paddle the
water-tight vessel thus constructed across the river, carry the

unfortunate captive into the mountains, and keep him there till a As a border

heavy ransom was paid for his release. When the British forces "^^" '

crossed the Indus and occupied Peshawar, a price was set on the

head of this daring and dreaded robber ; but it occurred to Major
Lumsden, when raising the famous Guide Corps from among the

border tribes, to send and offer a post in it to Dilawar Khan,
hoping thus to turn his far-famed energy into a better channel.

He rejected the offer with scorn ; but afterwards he reflected that

he might as well secure for himself the price of his capture, so,

carrying his head fas he expressed it) on his own shoulders, he
walked into the British lines and claimed the reward ! Enlisted

in the Guides, he soon became a jemadar (lieutenant). One As a

day in 1853, he heard that devoted Christian soldier. Colonel
fjldie!^,

Wheeler, preaching in the streets of Peshawar, before the Mis-

sion was established. Dilawar, who was an ardent and well-

instructed Mohammedan—having been the pupil of a moulvie in

early life,—at once began to argue with the Colonel, who replied

by giving him a copy of Pfander's Mizan-al-Haqq. It deeply

impressed him, and when Pfander himself came to Peshawar, As a stu-

Dilawar sought him out and learned more of the fallacies of Islam christi-

and the truths of Christianity. He then challenged the moulvies *"'*y'

to refute the book, and on their refusing or failing to do so, his

convictions deepened. He did not manifest anything like heart-

religion ; but just as he had joined the English army to be on the

stronger side, he allied himself now to the religion which seemed
the stronger, and he began to go out with Eobert Clark on his

preaching tours. One day, when riding with Herbert Edwardes,

who had been instructing him in the Gospel, he asked for fresh

arguments wherewith to " confound the mullahs." Edwardes
told him of the love of Christ, which he had not realized before ;

and now his heart began to follow on the same path that his mind
had already trod.

When John Lawrence sent all the troops he could spare to the

siege of Delhi, the Guides were among them ; and in the desperate

fighting that ensued, Dilawar displayed such conspicuous valour As a

that he was promoted to the rank of subadar (captain), the highest
o^'c^er!

that a Native could attain to. His regiment returned to Peshawar,

laden with their share of the spoils of Delhi ; but Dilawar came
empty-handed, "doubting," he said, "whether looting was not
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Part VII. contrary to the law of Christ." He now avowed himself a cancli-

1862-72. ^ate for baptism, and he was admitted to the Chiirch on Whit
Chap^63.

s^j^^ay, 1858, by T. H. Fitzpatrick, who was at Peshawar on a

His bap- visit. He retained his old name, Dilawar, "bold," but added to
tism.

it " Masih," to signify that he would be "bold for Christ." We
shall meet him again presently.

Next we will make the acquaintance of two men from the

Eusufzai District. One of these was Nurallah (Light of God),

who had been a Moslem mullah, and also a Haliz, knowing the

Fazi-i- whole Koran by heart. The other was Fazl-i-Haqq (Grace of
Haqq. Truth), a constable in the police force, converted through reading

the Mizan-al-Haqq, which was given him by Dilawar Khan.
Neither of them needed to have new baptismal names : their old

names were confimied to them, but with a Christian meaning.
There were difficulties in the way of Fazl-i-Haqq remaining in the

police as a Christian ; and as he would not come into mission

employ, lest his Moslem friends should say he had changed his

religion for gain, he enlisted in the Guide Corps, in which his

friend Dilawar Khan was an officer. Under the protection of that

redoubtable member of (in more senses than one) the Church
Militant, he was fairly safe, and was able to remain in the corps

five years ; but when the excellent colonel, Lumsden, was removed,

the enmity of his fellow-troopers broke out, and he was obliged to

take his discharge.

These two men, Fazl-i-Haqq and Nurallah, were now to brave

imminent perils for Christ's sake. It was on this wise. In the

midst of the mighty mountain masses of the Hindu Kush, north-

east from Peshawar, between Afghanistan and Chitral, lies

Kafiristan, a country inhabited by a strange Heathen people

called by the Moslem Afghans Kafirs, i.e. Infidels—which name
they have themselves accepted. To distinguish them from other
" infidels," such as the Hindus or the English, they are known as

The Si 'ah- the Si'aJi-jJosh ov " black-clad " Kafirs, from the black goat-skins
pos a rs

.^^^i^-g]-^ they wear. For centuries they have successfully resisted

all Mussulman invaders, and have remained independent both in

nationality and in religion.* At the time that Edwardes and
Nevile Chamberlain and Lumsden were raising irregular troops

from among the Frontier tribes, a few Kafirs enlisted in the Guide
Corps, and thus came under the notice of Fazl-i-Haqq. The
Christians and the Kafirs, being alike " infidels," naturally drew
together ; and Fazl-i-Haqq taught them to read the Pushtu Gospels.

Two of them in due course went on leave to visit their own
country ; and the result was the appearance in Peshawar, in 1864,

of a deputation of four Kafirs, asking for teachers to be sent to their

people. It was quite impossible for an English missionary to go.

The British authorities allowed no one to cross the frontier.

* But within the last few years, with the consent, alas ! of the British

Government, the couutrj has been annexed by the Ameer of Afghanistan.
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Thereupon Fazl-i-Haqq, who was just then quitting the Guide Part VII.

Corps, and Nurallah, offered to go themselves. Let us not forget 1H62-72.

that for them, as Afghans, the peril was extreme. Their race was ^^ '^^P- ^3.

the irreconcilable foe of the Si'ah-posh Kafirs. It was the Afghan
Afghans who had again and again tried to subdue Kaiiristan. ^jangeiists

No Afghan was safe there for a moment. Yet these two men, tan.

who, had they been still Mussulmans, might have led a raid into

the Si'ah-posh villages, now, as Christians, were ready to go and
set up there a peaceful " flag for Christ."

The account of their journey, as compiled by Mr. E. Clark from
their own Pushtu diaries, is one of the most extraordinary
narratives that ever appeared in an English periodical.* In
order to reach Kafiristan, they had to cross a considerable belt of Their

Mohammedan territory, some two hundred miles, and here they fo^rn^y.

were in equal danger, only not as Afghans, but as Christians.

The Afridis and other mountaineers frequently visited Peshawar
for trading purposes, and many of them knew both Fazl-i-Haqq
and Nurallah well. Recognition would assuredly mean opposition
to their proceeding, and might mean violence and murder.
Recognized, indeed, they were, over and over again ; but sometimes
by a little bribery and persuasion, and sometimes by stratagem,
they got through safely. For instance :

—

" Where do you come from ? " " From Eusufzai " (their native place).
" Do you know Mullah Pasanai ? " (This was Fazl-i-Haqq's own father

!)
" Yes." " Did you ever see his son, Fazl-i-Haqq, whom I knew as a child,

when I was the Mullah's disciple ? " " Yes, we know him." " How are
they all ? are they well ? " " Yes, they are all quite well." " Come in,

then, and have something to eat, for you have brought me good news !

"

Daily and hourly they committed themselves in prayer to their

God and Saviour, and some of their escapes show unmistakably
His special providence over them. The chief human means of

their preservation and the success of their attemj)t was
medicine It was little enough that they knew of it ; but Healing^

Mrs. Robert Clark had provided them with some simple drugs, fn"'
and given them simple instructions how to use them ; and
repeatedly this saved them from violence, and obtained for them
food and lodging, and leave to pass through a village or a defile.

In some places the providential relief by quinine of a fever-stricken

patient brought the whole village with their sick around them.
On reaching the borders of Kafiristan, they found an Afghan chief

who managed such peaceful traffic as was possible between the two
races ; and under his guidance, disguised as women, they entered
the country, and were joyfully received by Ghara, one of the
Kafirs who had been in the Guide Corps, and who, having picked
up some Pushtu, could interpret between them and the Kafirs.

* Printed in the CM. InteUigencer, July, 1865. In the March number of
tliat year there was a geographical and ethnological article on Kafiristan and
its people, based on a paper by Capt. Raverty in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1859.

and teach-
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Part VII,
1862-72.

Chap. 63.

Death of
Fazl-i-
Haqq.

Dilawar
Khan and
the mul-
lahs.

Dilawar
and the
mission-
aries.

For three weeks they remained, talking and teaching from morn-
ing to night, and during the night writing their Pushtu diaries in

lime-juice, which kept the characters invisible until heated over a

fire. They had a startling and painful illustration of the perils of

their position when, while they were in the district, twenty-eight

armed Afghans were decoyed over the border and cruelly murdered
in cold blood. They returned in safety to Peshawar, after an
absence of nearly three months.
On Fazl's return, it was proposed to train him to be a catechist

;

but he found a studious life impossible for him, and eventually he
again joined the Guide Corps, assuring the missionaries that he
could do more good as a witness for Christ among his fellow-

troopers. The regiment was stationed thirty miles from Peshawar,
but he had leave to ride in every Saturday and attend the Christian

services on Sunday, which was his special enjoyment. Within a

few months, however, he showed signs of consumption ; and in

May, 1868, he died in a regimental hospital at Abbottabad, to the

last "a good soldier of Jesus Christ." Subsequent attempts to

raise " a flag for Christ " in Kafiristan will come before us here-

after.

Dilawar Khan did not long survive his comrade. For ten years

he had continued his fearless testimony to the truth. The mis-

sionaries were sometimes distressed at his too bitter sarcasms and
polemical style. He "confounded the mullahs," but he did not

win them. He justified himself, however, thus :
" Every man to

his work ; it is mine to cast down and yours to build up."

Eobert Clark thus described him :

—

" If we wish to picture to ourselves Dilawar Khan, we must fancy that

we see before us a shrewd, elderly Afghan, with broad, muscular shoulders

and a very rugged and deeply-lined face, clad in a postin, or sheepskin

coat, with the long warm wool inside, and the yellow-tanned embroidered
leather outside, seated on the ground, or in an armchair, in the barrack-

yard of the Guide Corps in Murdan. His sword is on his knees, or else in

a broad leathern belt which is strapped round his waist, and which also

contains a pistol firmly attached to it by a strong loose cord, to prevent

its being snatched away. Ho is arguing eagerly with both hand and
tongue with a Mohammedan priest, who is seated before him, while

numbers of excited Mohammedan soldiers are listening all round. You
can see by the twinkle in his eye and by the puzzled, angry look of his

opponent, that he has the best of the argument. He has got the priest

fast as in a vice, and he will not let him go."

He liked to test the knowledge and skill of the mission-

aries also. One day he came to Hughes, then a new-comer,

with the insoluble problem of the origin of evil. " I took," writes

Hughes, " considerable trouble to explain matters. At last I

appealed to him for a reply, for he had been listening attentively,

and his bright, intelligent eyes had been fixed on me all the time.

'Yes,' he said, 'that is exactly my view.' 'Then why did you
trouble me on the subject?' 'Ah,' he replied, 'it is important

that you should have an answer ready on any subject, and I
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thought I would try you '; and then, with a thoughtful nod of the Part VII.

head, he added, ' I think you'll do.'
" 1K62-72.

Dilawar Khan was a man of means, and was extremely chari- ^"''^P^^^-

table to the poor. He would offer money to missionaries' widows, Features of

and bring presents to missionaries' wives,—gifts which it was hard
^'arrc^er^

to refuse and unwise to accept. By his will he left all his property
to the Government, committing his wife and family to its care.

He had immense reverence for the British nation, and high ideas
of discipline and obedience. Emphatically he was " a man under
authority," accustomed, like the Eoman centurion, to obey and be
obeyed. Eegarding baptism he said, "Did Christ command it?

If so, that is enough for me." The same sense of loyalty brought
him at last to the Holy Communion, after years of abstention
because the words in the service, "The Body of our Lord Jesus
Christ," seemed to him inconsistent with the fact that the bread
was unmistakably bread still.

Dilawar Khan met his death in the service of the British "is death.

Government. Lord Mayo sent him on a secret mission into Central
Asia. Not only was he the bravest of the brave, the strongest of

the strong, for a service of such danger ; he was also a Christian,

and his superior officers had learned to trust the once untamable
brigand to the utmost. For a year or two he was lost sight of,

and rumours reached Peshawar that he had been put to death by
one of the chiefs he had gone to. At length it transpired that he
had perished in the snows of the Hindu Kush, through the
treachery of the King of Chitral. He died acknowledging who
and what he was, and expressing thankfulness at having been
able to lay dow^n his life for the British Government. He was
never of the highest type of Christian. He lacked much of the
spirit of Christ. But he "did his duty," as E. Clark says, "to
the best of his power, and acted up to the light he possessed. He
died as he had lived, zealous, consistent, faithful, straightforward,

and brave." ''

That was not the only occasion on which the British authorities Native

gave special commissions to Peshawar Christians because their trustedTy

loyalty and truthfulness could be relied on. In the Umbeyla War ^g^^j™"

of 1863, two of the converts were selected to go on a dangerous
errand and collect information regarding the hostile tribes ; and in

1875 another Afghan Christian was sent to report upon a band of

Wahhabi fanatics whose movements were causing alarm. An
Afghan who is a true Christian is one of the noblest of God's
creation.

Let the pastor of the Peshawar congregation, a convert from
Islam, though not an Afghan, be now introduced. Imam Shah was imam

• ... . Shah
the son of a Moslem farmer in the Amritsar District, and received

a fair Mohammedan education at a mosque. Having left home to

* See detailed accounts of him, by R. Clark, in CM. Intelligencer, July,

1870, and by T. P. Hughes, in CM. Intelligencer, March, 1877.
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tism.

His ordi-
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seek his fortune in the city, he engaged himself as servant to the

Rev. Daud Singh, on the understanding that he was to be allowed

time for the fuller study of the Koran. He was a bigoted Mussul-
man, and would not even drink water out of the vessels of his Chris-

tian master ; but what at length arrested him was the expression

"Our Father" applied to God—so strange a phrase in Mohammedan
ears. At length he spoke to Daud Singh, who at once gave him
a St. Matthew's Gospel and the Mizan-al-Haqq ; and after much
struggle and some months of definite instruction, he was baptized

in 1861 by R. Clark, at Khairabadon the Indus, where Daud Singh
was at that time ministering to the Christians in the Mazhabi
Sikh regiment. His apostasy from Islam dissolved, by Moham-
medan law, his marriage years before with a child of eight years

old who had never lived with him, and her father now gave her to

another man ; whereupon Imam Shah married Daud Singh's eldest

daughter. For ten years he laboured faithfully as a catechist at

Peshawar, receiving at the same time theological instruction from
Mr. Hughes. In 1872 he went for some months to the Lahore
Divinity College under French ; and in December of that year he
was ordained by Bishop Milman. He has ever since served as

pastor of the Peshawar congregation.

Appeal
from high
British
officials to
C.M.S.

Although Kafiristan had not presented an open door, another

country on the Frontier proved to be at least partially accessible

to missionary pioneers of courage and discretion. This was the

Kingdom of Kashmir, a protected Native State with a British

Resident, but with a Hindu Maharajah reigning over a Mohamme-
dan people. The country was notorious, even among Asiatic

countries, for its terrible vice and wickedness '/•' besides which it

was guarded by Moslem bigotry as bitter as that of Peshawar, and
wdthout the strong arm of British authority to keep it in check.

Englishmen were only allowed in the country at all during the

summer months ; and it was evident that a Christian Mission

would meet with unusual difficulties. Nevertheless, after a holiday

visit by Mr. R. Clark and Mr. Phelps (a military chaplain) in 1862,

and a sermon by the latter at the hill-station of Murree, several

high British officials put down their money to start a Mission, and
wrote an appeal to the C.M.S. Committee. Here is part of it :—

•

"We, the undersigned residents in the Punjab, feeling deeply our
responsibility, as Christians living in a Heathen laud, to use every means
that lies in our power to spread abroad the knowledge of the Word of

God, desire to express to the Committee of the Church Missionary

Society our confidence in its principles, and our earnest hope that its

* What added to the bad reputation of Kashmir was that young English-

men, when on leave from offioial or other duties, went there with the

undisguised purpose of indulging in sinful excesses away from the restraints

—not so very strict, after all—of ordinary English life in India. A Kashmiri
official inquired if certain sins were coDiiiianded by the Christiati religion, as

the English did openly what the Hindus and Mussulmans only did secretly.
—CM. Intelligencer, June, 1864, p. 143.
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work in this and in other countries may be abundantly blessed. We Part VII.
have observed with niuch thankfulness the extension of the Society's 1862-72.

labours in the Punjal) to Uniritsur, Kangra, Peshawur, Multan, and the Chap. 63.

Derajat ; but we continually witness many other important districts

which still remain unevangelizcd ; and we trust that their efiorts in this

province may be yet very largely increased. A great desire has been
lately felt by manj'^ persons in the Punjab for the introduction of the
Word of God into the neighbouring country of Cashmere, where no
systematic eflbrt has as yet been made to preach the Gospel. We wish
now to draw the attention of your Society to that country, for we hope
that the door to Cashmere is now open, inviting you to enter in ; and
we feel that the time has come for the propagation of Christianity in

that land. Cashmere is very populous, and its inhabitants are in-

telligent. The country is healthy, and presents great advantages. We
apjjeal therefore to you for missionaries, whom we will endeavour to aid.

About 9600 rupees have been already subscribed towards a Mission at
Cashmere (afterwards raised to £'loOO), and we confidently express our
belief that a considerable sum will be yearly raised in the Punjab to
meet its expense when once established.

" We therefore ask urgently for labourers : we feel how gi'eatly they
are required. We ask for them as soon as they can be sent ; we feel

the importance that no time be lost in such a cause."

This was signed by many of the leading Government officials

in the Pmijab, inchiding the Lieutenant-Governor himself, Sir

Eobert Montgomerv, Sir Donald McLeod, Sir Herbert Edwardes,
General Lake, Mrl' E. N. Oust, Mr. E. A. Prinsep, Sir Douglas
Forsyth, Generals Maclagan and Crofton, &c. Can we wonder
that God blessed the Punjab, when such men governed it ?

In the following year, 1863, E. Clark again went over the great Mr. and

mountain-passes into the " Happy Valley," accompanied by Mrs. ciari< in

Clark ; and again in 1864, in w'hich year medical missionary Kashmir,

operations were openly commenced, in Srinagar, the capital, Mrs.
Clark starting a dispensary, and receiving a hundred patients a

day, and Native catechists brought over by Clark going in and
out among the people. One convert from Islam was given them
almost immediately, and he was baptized on July 30th ; and
thereupon " the bright prospects were soon overclouded. The
Governor of the city himself organized a disturbance, and the

hired house was attacked ' by order.' The Christians closed the

doors and engaged in prayer. The missionary sped hastily to the

palace for assistance, but the Governor was ' asleep and could not

be awaked.' A French gentleman (a Eoman Catholic), the agent

of a large Paris house for Kashmir shaw^ls, was the one to come
to the rescue. The people slunk away, saying, ' What could we
do ? We w^ere told to do it.' " All sorts of opposition and outrage

now ensued. Fathers who sent their children to the mission

school were thrown into prison. Inquirers w^ho visited Clark

were publicly whipped, threatened with death, and expelled the

coimtry. The British Eesident, Mr. F. Cooper, was friendly, but

he could do nothing, as the Maharajah claimed that the British

Government had promised that thei'e should be no proselytizing.
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Part VII. Clark now appealed for liberty to stay in Kashmir through the

1862-72. winter, but this was peremptorily refused, and every English
Chap. 63.

yjj^i^Qj,^
c^^-^^ every Christian of any nationality, continued to be

turned out every October.

Meanwhile the energetic Christian officers in the Punjab,

though they had appealed to the C.M.S., did not wait for the

Committee, but corresponded themselves direct with that re-

markable organization, which was already proving a rare instru-

ment of good in God's hands, the Edinburgh Medical Mission,

with a view to obtaining a medical missionary for Kashmir. A
Dr. W.J. young doctor of distinction, W. J. Elmshe, M.D., oii'ered for the
Eimsiie.

-^Yovli ; but he, like most Scotchmen, was a Presbyterian,—how
then could he join the C.M.S., or the C.M.S. employ him?
The Punjab officers were not to be baified by this difficulty.

They wrote another appeal to the Society, asking that in con-

sideration of the zeal and liberality of the Christian Englishmen

in the Province in supporting its Missions, and of their promise

to pay all expenses of the proposed Medical Mission beyond the

personal allowances of the missionary, the Committee would
" make an exception to thek general practice," and engage Dr.

Elmslie, " provided that he w^as prepared cordially to act vipon

the principles of the Society." It need scarcely be said that the

C.M.S. always regards Presbyterians and other non-Anglicans as

Christian brethren, and wishes God-speed to their efforts to spread

the Kingdom of Christ ; but obviously a Church of England

Society must accept the restrictions of its Church connexion as

w^ell as enjoy its advantages, and ought to employ those only who
are members of the Church. In this case, however, the circum-

stances did seem exceptional ; the Committee gave a cordial

welcome to Dr. Elmslie, he undertaking to obsen-e all the

Society's ordinary rules and practice, and he sailed for India

as a C.M.S. missionary in September, 1864, and opened his

dispensary at Srinagar on May 9th, 1865—a date worth remem-
bering.

Bishop What did the Bishop of Calcutta think of this ? The Bishop

Eimsiie°r "^^'^^s the sensible and large-hearted Cotton ; and being himself on
work. a visit to Kashmir during Elmslie's first summer there, he wrote

as follows :

—

" During my present stay in Cashmere I have been twice present at

Dr. Elmslie's reception of patients, and bear willing testimony to the

great interest and practical usefulness, as well as to the wise and
Christian character of his proceedings. He presents Christianity to the

people in its most obviously beneticent aspect ; and for this union of

care for men's souls with the healing of their bodies the Gospel narrative

furnishes us with the very highest jnstitication and precedent. It is but

little that we can at present do to make known to the people of this

country the blessings of Christ's salvation ; but I quite believe that Dr.

Elmshe is knocking at the one door which may, through God's help, be

oj^^H^'iicd for the truth to enter in. I heard two Hindustani sermons
from his catechist, addressed to the sufferers from various maladies, who
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were gathered in the verandah, (ine on the Lord's Prayer, and tlie other Part VII.
on the parable of tlie sower. Both were excellent, simple, unpretending, lKfi2-72.

suited to the hearers
;
placing before them plain Christian truth, and Chap. 63.

without any ofi'ensive remarks on their own religion, or the very slightest

political allusion."

It was indeed true that the "door" Elmshe was " knocking Difficulties

at" was the only one that seemed practicable. His clerical Mission,

missionary companion, W. Handcock of Peshawar, found himself

beset with spies, denied leave to buy food in the city, rudely

stopped when attempting to preach, and driven away into the
further parts of the Valley. Even Elmslie's dispensary was
surrounded by a cordon of soldiers, w'ho were ordered to prevent
people attending, and to take the names of those who insisted.

The Maharajah opened an opposition hospital—a result to be
I'cjoiced at, for nothing of the kind had been known in Kashmir
l^efore ; and offered Elmslie a large salary (about £1000 a year)

to quit the Mission and take charge of it—an offer, needless to

say, respectfully declined. The people thronged the mission
hospital ; nothing could stop them ; they quickly saw the dif-

ference in skill and kindness between Elmslie and the Hindu
doctor over the way ; and they listened quietly to the Christian

teaching and gratefully carried away Christian tracts. Thus the

w^ork went on for five summers, Elmslie leaving each October and
returning in April. A fine old catechist, a Kashmiri himself,

named Qadir Bahksh, who had been connected with the American
Mission at Lahore, proved a most valuable helper ; the Eev.

W. G. Cowie, the summer chaplain,''' gave cordial assistance ; and Cowie and

important aid w^as also rendered by the Eev. A. Brinckman, who
had been an officer in the army, had temporarily joined the

S.P.G. as an honorary missionary, and had the evangelization of

Kashmir much upon his heart. In the summer of 1867, w^hen

tliere was a serious outbreak of cholera in the Valley, all the

English left hurriedly except Elmslie and Mr. Brinckman, who
devoted themselves unreservedly to the relief of the victims.

The Spirit of God was at work, and two Kashmiri converts were
baptized that year by Mr. Brinckman. But all the men converts

were expelled from Kashmir, while, as no women were allowed

to quit the country, they had ta leave their wives behind. Up to

this time the Society had refrained from publishing much that

had been received from its missionaries, for fear of adding to the

difficulties ; but Brinckman on his return to England in 1868
issued a pamphlet entitled Tlie Wrongs of Cashmere; and Eidgeway
in the Intelligencer now spoke out, and asked why the British

Government tolerated such proceedings in a protected State as

had taken place in the "f7«-happy Valley."

In 1870, Elmslie came home for his health's sake, and W. T.

Storrs of the Santal Mission, himself a qualified medical man,
took his place for that summer; and in 1871, E. Clark and

* Now Bishop of Auckland, New Zealaud.
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Part VII. T. V. French went over, taking with them John WiUiams, the
1862-72. Native doctor of Tank ; so the work was not interrupted, so far
C hap. 63. ^g ^j^g summers were concerned. While in England, Elmslie

produced a valuable vocabulary in the little-known Kashmiri
Eimsiie's language ; and in 1872 he returned to India with a young and
last year, clevoted wifc. That summer was a very trying one, and cholera

again broke out. Crowds attended the hospital ; the evangelistic

preaching went on vigorously ; opposition was less troublesome

;

and Elmslie tried hard to get leave to stay through the winter
—but in vain. On October 21st he and his wife started to cross

the high mountain-passes. Exhausted with his labours, and suffer-

ing sadly from the difficult journey—though Mrs. Elmslie put
him in her litter, and walked the whole way herself,—he arrived

at Gujerat in the Punjab on November 16th, with inflammation
of the lungs ; and though received with all loving kindness by
Mr. H. E. Perkins, the Commissioner there, and Mrs. Perkins,

His death, he, on the 18th, aged forty, passed away into the presence of the

Lord. "I gazed on his features," wrote R. Clark, who was
telegraphed for from Amritsar, "as he lay in his coffin. On his

face there was a smile, the smile of rest and victory. We laid

him to rest on the battle-field of Gujerat. Surely his death was
more glorious than that of those who died on the field of victory

in 1849 !

"

One more scheme for raising " a flag for Christ " in the Punjab
Lahore must be referred to—the Lahore Divinity College ; a scheme all

Coiie"gey the more important because it was designed to prepare Christian

standard-bearers who were sons of the soil, and who should wave
the flag before their own countrymen,—and not in Lahore only,

but in many parts of Northern India.

We have seen Thomas Valpy French buckling on his armour
for the third time to go forth into the front of the battle. The
first time he went was as an educationalist, to found a college for

the higher education of Heathen and Mohammedans and thus
bring them imder the sound of the Gospel. The second time was
as an itinerant preacher among the Moslem tribes of the Frontier.

This third time he goes as the founder and head of a school of

the prophets. We have seen him joined by J. W. Knott ; and
we have seen him losing his much-loved colleague before the

work they were to do together could be begun. Let us now
see its actual beginning.

c. M.S. at Lahore, the capital of the Pimjab, was not a mission station

of the Church Missionary Society. The excellent Mission of the

American Presbyterians had occupied it before English missionaries

crossed the Sutlej . But at the generous suggestion of the American
leaders, Newton and Forman, a C.M.S. Native pastor, the Rev.
James Kadshu, was sent there in 1867 to minister to the Native
Christians connected with the Church of England who, in piu'suance

of their various callings, found themselves in the capital. And

Lahore.
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now, with the Scame generosity, they welcomed French's plan of Part VII.
establishing his new Divinity College at Lahore, as being the 1862-72.

most easily accessible centre for students from a distance. In ^^ap. 63.

due course French purchased a garden belonging to an old chief,

which covered three or four acres of ground, and had some native
buildings on it. It was not his wish to begin on a grand scale. French's

It was quite in accordance with his ideas that on the night he
p'*"^'

arrived at Lahore, there was no one to receive him, and he took
his baggage in a hand-barrow to the dak bungalow, and found a
sofa to pass the night upon—"beginning," as he said, his new
life "in an inn, according to the best precedent that could be
followed." But he did intend the College to grow into an
important institution ; and gradually building after building in

the garden was adapted or added, until " the place assumed quite

a collegiate aspect. In the first quadrangle were all the greater
buildings, the lodge, the library, and chapel ; in the second, the
bath, and the rooms for unmarried students ; in the third—

a

novel feature as compared with English universities—the quarters
of the married students." *

But this is anticipating. Before thus adapting and enlarging
the premises, French had to announce his plans and invite

students. He did not meet with a ready response from all

missionaries. Some preferred to keep their promising young
men under their own eye ; and some doubted the wisdom of his

scheme. Certainly it was a remarkable one. It was to give a

really high-class theological training. The Hebrew Old Testament,
ftu°J'i°|^a'nd

the Greek Septuagint, the Greek New Testament, the Latin and miethods.

Greek Fathers, were to be studied; and although English, with

its wealth of Christian literature, was not to be excluded, the

instrument of instruction was to be the vernacular Urdu. That
is to say, the students were to read (say) Ezekiel in Hebrew and
Ephesians in Greek, and French and his helpers were to lecture

on them in Urdu, with occasional use of Persian, Pushtu, Punjabi,

Sanscrit, and Arabic ; while Chrysostom and Augustine, Dorner
and Tholuck, Hooker and Owen, were to be laid under con-

tribution :

—

"A Mohammedan convert, brought up all his life in distaste of and
prejudice against En^-lish, should fiud that his want of English docs not
disqualify him for perfecting his curriculum of theology. Christianity

should be domesticated on the Indian soil. Here (in the College) should be
f(mnd men who, by severe and close attention bestowed on Mohammedan
and Hindu literature, can express the delicate shades, the nice distinctions

of thought which some at least of our standard works of theology involve,

—

by continued intercoiu'se and sympathy with native minds, (juick to

discover what each word and phrase and idiom suggests when uttered

in native hearing."

The task of thus finding in Urdu the nearest equivalents of

technical theological terms, and of gradually using them with

* H. A. Birks, Li^e of Biahoi^ French, vol. i. p. 223.

VOL. II. P p
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Part VII. ease, was an appalling one, and there were not a few who could
1862-72. put, no faith in its successful execution. But French thoroughly
^P_' believed in the plan of highly training a few men, rather than

His pur- superficially training many.
pose, to
polish a "To lead forward in the way of God,"—so he expressed his design,

—

rate instru-
" ^"*^ ^^ ground and establish in the doctrines of Christ, some few whose

ments. tried convictions, sufficient mental qualifications, spiritual views of truth,

and sense of being entrusted with a commission and embassy from God,
would lead us to regard them as the brightest hope and promise of our
Native Church ; and to feel that no amount of effort expended for their

sakes would, in the long run, fail of being amply remunerated. It is

for the yift of the risen and ascended Saviour that we wait. ' He gave
evavf/elisis, pastors, and teachers, for the perfect'mti of the saints.^ . . .

We desire that to each workman the great Workniaster should saj'^,

'/ have made thy mouth like a sharp sword: in the shadoiv of My hand
have I hid thee, and made thee a polished shaftT^

After many delays, which French took quietly and patiently,

never doubting that every obstacle or disappointment was specially

ordained of God to throw His servants more wholly on Him, the
The Col- College was opened, with four students only, on November 21st,

opened. 1870. Seveu others joined soon afterwards, and with these eleven

French considered that he was starting well. We shall meet some
of them by-and-by, and it will be best to defer notice of them
to our next Part. For four years French went on, though with
intervals of serious illness, assisted by E. Clark, Bateman, Wade,
and G. M. Gordon. His annual reports—all of which appeared
in the CM. Intelligencer and were also published separately

—

were read with deep interest by thoughtful men in England.
"Those noble letters," Lightfoot (afterwards Bishop of Durham)
called them at an S.P.G. meeting, " which Mr. French has sent

to the Church Missionary Society.". Men like Westcott and
J. Wordsworth (now Bishops of Durham and Salisbury) sent

him pecuniary help ; and the former wrote :

—

" The West has much to learn from the East, and the lesson will not
be taught till we hear the truth as it is apprehended by Eastern minds.
May it be that in the good time of God the Catechetical School of Lahore
may be reckoned among the fruitful centres of Christian teaching."

How the Lahore College, thus nobly started, set up "a flag for

Christ " in the Punjab, we will see more fully in a future chapter.



CHAPTEK LXIV.

China : New Missions and Old.

"Onward and Inward"—China Inland Mission—C.M.S. Missions:
Hong Kong, &c.—Ningpo and Hang-chow—Progress in Fuh-kien
—Bishop Alford—Wong Kiu-taik—Christian Death-beds in Che-
kiang—Alford's Great Scheme of Extension—Missionary Bishopric

Controversy—Yang-chow Riots—Duke of Somerset and Bishop
Magee—Tien-tsin Massacre—Russell Bishop of North China.

" Tlie Lord, He it is that doth go before thee ; He rcill he irith thee, He icill not

fail thee, neither forsake thee : fear not, neither be dismayed."—Deut. xxxi. 8.

"Men that have hazarded their lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."—
Acts XV. 26.

E left China " bleeding at every pore"— as one writer Part VII.

expressed it—after the suppression, at last, of the 1862-72.

T'aip'ing Rebellion. The whole country was now open Chap^4.

to missionary enterprise as never before. Temples
were in ruins ; idols were destroyed. Great was the a chance

opportunity ; but the opportunity was not availed of. Certainly ^g^° '^°^'

not by the Chiu'ch Missionary Society, or the Church of England, inward.-

" Onward and imvard" was the motto suggested by Mr. Russell;

and some little advance was made, as we shall see. But the

Church at this time, torn by intestine divisions, totally neglected

its duty to China—more so even than its duty to Africa and India.

The S.P.G. had as yet no work there. It had sent two men to

Peking in 1863, but they only stayed a few months. There was
no Universities' Mission as in x\frica. The C.M.S. stood alone as

representing the most important Church in Protestant Christen-

dom ; and what did the C.M.S. do? In 1862 it had ten men in The chance

China ; during the eleven years it sent out eleven men and one "f by^*"'^**

lady missionary ;

-' at the end of 1872 it had fifteen men and the c.m.s.

lady missionary. Moreover, whereas the Mission was originally

in effect an Universities' Mission, eight out of the first nine men
sent being graduates—indeed thirteen out of the whole twenty sent

prior to our present period,—in this period not one graduate was
added to the staff. The " failing supply " of men and means, of

* One other man, a schoolmaster, and one other lady, joined the Mission
in the country, being already there in other capacities ; but each only
stayed in it two or three years.

p p 2
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Part VII. which we have ah'eady seen so many signs and such lamentable
1862-72. results, affected in an especial degree the China Mission.
Chap. e^. Happily the evangelization of China has not depended upon the

' Church Missionary Society, or upon the Church of England. But
Nor by the period was not one of marked advance in the Missions of the
others.

other leading societies. The American Missions were crippled by
the terrible civil war in the United States in the earlier 'sixties ;

and the English Nonconformist Societies were feeling the general

decadence of missionary zeal at home which, as we have,seen.

Dr. Dale of Birmingham perceived and lamented. The L.M.S.,

however, and the American Presbyterians and Methodists, did

advance up the Yangtse to Hankow, Wuchang, and Chin-kiang,

and also northward to Chefoo, Tien-tsin, and Peking. Yet, in 1865,

when China had been more or less open for twenty-three years,

there were under one hundred Protestant missionaries, or one

to every three or four millions of souls ; and of the eighteen great

provinces of the empire, there were mission stations in only

seven. Meanwhile the overwhelming " need and claims of

Hudson China "—as he expressed it—lay heavy upon the heart of Hudson
Taylor, who had been invalided home, and was in England for

some years. He was chiefly occupied in assisting F. F. Gough,
the C.M.S. missionary, in revising for the Bible Society the

Ningpo Colloquial Version of the New Testament ; and the two
men, who were close friends, were in daily conference and prayer

upon the whole subject. The subsequent influence of Mr. Taylor

upon the cause of China's evangelization—indeed upon the world's

evangelization, and, not least, upon the C.M.S. share in it—has
The crisis been SO remarkable that his own account of the crisis in his life

which led to the establishment of the China Inland Mission must
be quoted here :

—

" On Sunday, June 2oth, 1865 [at Brighton], unable to bear the sight

of a congregation of a thousand or more Christian people rejoicing in

their own security wliile millions were perishing for lack of knowledrje,

I wandered out on the sands alone, in great spiritual agony ; and there

the Lord comjuered my unbelief, and 1 surrendered myself to God for

this service. I told Him that all the responsibility as to issues and con-
sequences must rest with Him ; that as His servant, it was mine to

obey and to follow Him—His, to direct, to care for, and to guide me
and those who might labour with me. Need I say that peace at once
flowed into my burdened heart? There and then I asked Him for

twenty-four fellow-workers, two for each of eleven inland provinces
which were without a missionary, and two for Mongolia ; and writing the
petition on the margin of the Bible I had with me, £ returned home with
a heart enjoying rest such as it had been a stranger to for months, and
with an assurance that the Lord would bless His own work and that I

should share in the blessing. I had previously prayed, and asked prayer,

that workers might be raised up for the eleven then unoccupied pro-

vinces, and thrust forth and provided for, but had not surrendered
myself to be their leader." *

* A Retrospect, by J. Hudson Taylor, p. 119.

of his life.
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The China Inland Mission was accordingly established, with Part VII.

very little organization in the first instance, but with three i?^'^"'^
definite principles : (1) "no restriction as to denomination, pro-

^^^'

vided there was soundness in the faith in all fundamental truths," China in-

(2) " no guarantee of income," the missionaries to depend entirely s?on.
'^'^"

on the Lord, (3) " no collections or personal solicitation of money."
On May 2Gth, 18GG, Mr. Taylor sailed for China with fifteen

missionary companions, six men and nine women, in the

Lainmermuir. Seven labourers had gone out previously at his

instance ; but the Lavivicniiuir party have always been regarded
as the C.I.M. pioneers. The occupation of the eleven then un-
occupied provinces proved, of course, a task demanding much faith

and patience ; and within our period only one of them, Ngan-hwei,
was reached, the work being principally in Che-kiang, alongside

other Missions. But gradually, as more labourers appeared, nine

of the provinces, including the remote western and north-western
ones, were si;ccessfully entered ; and many of the societies have
since followed the example of this " onward and inward " Mission.

We shall see more of God's gracious dealings with it in future

chapters.

Let us now review more particularly the wox'k of the C.M.S.
We shall find that, totally inadequate as the small staff' was for

working a substantial Mission, it pleased God to give strength, and
blessing, to the few scattered labourers. An average of four men
in Che-kiang, and of two in Fuh-kien, were permitted both to con-

solidate and to extend the operations in those provinces, especially

through the agency of Native evangelists. But let three other

centres be brietiy noticed first. In the opening year of our period,

1862, two important advances were made. Hong Kong and^.M.s. at

Peking became C.M.S. stations. Hitherto the Society had at Konf.

Hong Kong only rendered a little assistance to Bishop Smith in

St. Paul's College ; but in 1862 a regular Mission was begun by
T. Stringer. Good work was being done under the Bishop's

auspices, and his influence with the European community secured

both personal and pecuniary help. A Diocesan Native Female
School was established, chiefly at their expense, which was worked
by Miss Baxter of the Female Education Society, assisted by
several English ladies in the Colony. They also supported lay

evangelists both for English sailors and for the Chinese ; and a

monthly missionary meeting held in the College was attended by
fifty Europeans.''' From time to time the Bishop baptized Chinese
coiwerts ; in 1863 he ordained an excellent catechist, Lo Sam Yuen,
who had been working among the Chinese gold-diggers in

Australia ; and everything pointed to a successful Mission. After

three j'ears. Stringer was appointed Colonial Chaplain, and was
succeeded in the Mission by C. F. Warren ; and in 1866, St.

* Bishop Smith's Report to the Archbishop of Canterbury, 1863, quotfd in
the C.M.S. Report of that year.
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Part VII. Stephen's Church was erected for Chinese services, at the expense
1862-72. again of the Enghsh residents. Meanwhile, J. S. Burdon was at
lap^

. ^^^ great northern capital, Peking. Bishop Smith took him there

And at in 1862, and although the only regular missionary allowed in the
Peking. ^jj.y ^,.^g j)^. Lockhart of the L.M.S., on account of his medical

skill, Burdon was able to remain as gz^asZ-chaplain to the Bi'itish

Embassy while studying the Mandarin dialect ; and in the following

year, the restrictions being removed, he was joined by W. H.
Collins from Shanghai, and the two set to work cautiously and yet

earnestly to find openings for the Gospel. Sir Harry Parkes,

then British Consul at Shanghai, being in England at the time,

discussed the situation with the C.M.S. Secretaries, and strongly

recommended the Society to enlarge its work in the north rather

than in the centre. Shanghai, therefore, was left for some years

without a C.M.S. missionary. The small Chinese congregation was
ministered to by the Rev. Dzaw Tsang-lae, who was kindly advised

by the missionaries of the American Episcopal Church ; but he
died in 1867.

che-kiang The Che-kiang Mission was carried on during the earlier years

G.'E.'and of our period b}^ the two brothers George and Arthur Moule, who
^- ^: were quite alone for more than a year after Russell and Fleming

left for England in 1862-3. They were joined in 1864 by J. D.
Valentine, and in 1867 b}' J. Bates and H. Gretton ; but in China
a young missionary is of little service for two or three years.

Both Russell and Gough were several years in England, partly

engaged in important trauslational work, and the former detained

also b)^ certain difficulties to be noticed presently. George Moule
likewise left in 1867 after nearly ten years of unusually trying

experiences, and Arthur Moule was then for nearly two years the

senior missionary in the province, although of only six years'

standing himself, and was also the only clergyman in full orders,

and therefore had to travel frequently to the various out-stations.

Can we wonder if a Mission is not marked by gi'eat progi'ess

in such circumstances ? Nevertheless it was not stationary.

Boarding-schools for boys and girls were carried on at Ningpo
;

Mrs. A. E. Moule had Bible-classes for Chinese women ; literary

work was being done by both her and her husband ; daily preach-

ing in the mission chapel was not suspended ; special addresses

were given to the foreign-drilled Chinese troops in the city

;

and the promising out-stations, Kwun-hge-we and other villages

on the San-poh plain, Z-ky'i, Tsong-ts'eng, Tsong-gj'iao, and in

the Eastern Lake district, were regularly visited. And exten-

sion had not been neglected. In 1864, when the T'aip'ings had
been finally suppressed, two of the Chinese evangelists came to

Forward to Gcorge Moule and begged him to go forward to Hang-chow, the

cho^. capital of Che-kiang, which Burdon had been the first to visit in

1859. " After all its sufferings, surely there must be repentance.

Strike the iron, sir, while it is hot." How could he be spared, he
asked, just then from Ningpo? " Sir," they replied, "this may
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be God's opportunity; let it not slip." George Moule looked at Part Vli.

the elder of the two men, who was in feeble health and had an 1^*5^-72.

aged mother to care for : " Mr. Dzang, it is impossible for me to
^^^^P- ^ -

go just now : will you go? " " I will go," was the reply, " God
helping me." '- Moule first inquired whether any other of the
Missions at Ningpo were going to occupy the great city ; and
finding they were not; he started himself with Dzang on a re-

connoitring visit. Thirty years before, while China's gates were
yet closed, Gutzlaff f had recommended Hang-chow to the C.M.S.
for occupation ; and now at last it was to be invaded in the name
of the Lord. In the autumn of 1865 George Moule moved g. Mouie

thither with his family—which was the first definite case of residrhi^"
inland residence of a settled Mission away from a treatv port, ^n interior

-r-«
J L CltVWhen Moule left for England, the younger men took his place.

At the same time, the American Presbyterians, encouraged by the
report of the C.M.S. evangelists, opened a station also in the
city; the American Baptists followed; and when, in 1867,
Hudson Taylor arrived with his Lammernmir party, he too

went forward, and made Hang-chow his headquarters. These
advances, and visits to other cities, were not made without some
opposition. In 1867, J. D. Valentine, Hudson Taylor, and
Mr. Green (American Presbyterian), united in a petition for

protection to the Chinese authorities ; and Mr. Taylor, later in the

same year, had to appeal to the British Consul at Ningpo. But
upon the whole, the higher Mandarins behaved well.

Turning to the Fuh-kien Province, we left the infant Mission at ^H*'-.^'^"

Fuh-chow under the charge of a new-comer, J. E. Wolfe, after

the death of the young pioneer, George Smith. Only two months
after burying his companion, Wolfe, at the close of 1863, was
struck down by dangerous ilhiess and obliged to retire for a time
to Hong Kong. But the little flock of thirteen baptized converts

and five catechumens, thus bereaved, was not forsaken by the

Great Shepherd. Ministered to by a Christian Chinaman, named
Wong, an artist, who had been baptized by the American vvongKiu-

Methodists and named Kiu-taik (seeker of virtiie), they held
^^'^'

together, and held firm to their new faith ; and when Wolfe
returned in renewed health, the number of inquirers quickly

increased, despite bitter persecution from relatives. In 1864,

another young missionary arrived, Arthur W. Cribb ; and in that

year the first forward step beyond Fuh-chow city was taken, by
Wolfe stationing a catechist at Lieng-kong, a large city thirty woife

miles to the north-east. In the following year a similar step was ward.^
^°'^

taken to Lo-nguong, another city thirty miles further ; and
another to Ku-cheng, some eighty miles inland from Fuh-chow,
to the north-west. Ning-taik, beyond Lo-nguong, followed ; and
besides these four cities, many villages were gradually visited,

and some of them occupied as out-stations. Deeply-interesting

* A. E. Moule, Story of the Che-kiang Mission, p. 80.

t See Vol. I., p. 466.
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Chap. 64.

Wolfe's
journeys.

Part VII. evidences of the work of the Holy Ghost upon Chinese hearts were
1862-72. soon presented ; the converts and inquirers multipUed year by

year ; the Fuh-chow merchants, struck with the work, built a
church for the Mission at a cost of $5000 ; and Wolfe's letters,

which were among the most graphic the Society had yet received

from any part of the world, were read in England with eager and
thankful interest. John Mee, in one of the picturesque Annual
C.M.S. Eeports which he wrote (1867), thus summarized the

leading features of Wolfe's journeys over the Province :

—

" The grandeur of tlie scenery contrasted strangely witli the mud walls

and wretched hovels of the Chinese towns. Art seemed afraid to
attempt anything in the pi'esence of the grandenr of creation. Often
the messengers of Christ, like the Apostle of the Gentiles, continued to
preach and speak of Christ through the greater part of the night. The
people in many of the places visited had never heard of a Saviour, and
had never even seen the foreign teacher. Under such circmiistances,
tlie missionary felt a deep, inispeakable joy in preaching Christ. On one
occasion the crowd throngs a shop, or public room, which has been
offered to the missionary ; on another, in an idol temple, the Gospel is

preached beneath the sliadow of the idol itself ; on another, the people
rush into the great theatre of the place, in order to hear the new
doctrines of the strangers ; and on another, the Word is preached, late

in the evening, in a large empty space, when the people fui'nish lights,

and the missionaiy, already exhausted by two addresses, is succeeded by
the colporteur, who long continues the preaching of Christ, with such
clearness and impressiveness as the missionary had never before heard
from the lips of a Chinaman."

" Why doesn't he ride in a chair ? " asked a man of his fellow

on seeing another itinerant missionaxy, Arthur Moule, walking
over a pass in the hills on a wet day. " Oh," said the other, " he
wants to save money." "No," said a third, "he is a preacher,
and if he were shut up in a chair, how could he talk to the people
by the way ?

"

After all, how^ever, it was not the itinerating missionary that

really did the work, either in Fuh-kien or in Che-kiang. In the
former province especially, the Gospel spread by the agency of

the converts themselves ; not merely of the regular evangelists,

but by individual men and women telling their neighbours and
relations of the new faith they had embraced, and of the Saviour
Whose name they had learned to love. From the first, this has
been a marked characteristic of the work in Fuh-kien.
The Church of England in China had now a new bishop.

Bishop Smith resigned in 18G4, after an eventful episcopate of

fifteen years. Some delay ensued in the aiDpointment of his

successor ; and the C.M.S. Committee tried to obtain the sanction
of the Government to the formation of a missionary bishopric

pure and simple at Ningpo, under the Jerusalem Act, independent
of the colonial See of Victoria, Hong Kong, with a view to Mr.
Eussell being consecrated to it, and to authority lieing given him
over all the C.M.S. Missions on the mainland of China. To this

But the
best work
done by
Native
Christians.

Bishop
Smith re-
tires.
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Archbishop Longley agreed, and the scheme seemed to be coming Part VII.

to a successful issue ; but suddenly the appointment to Hong j:^^'"^^-

Kong was made, and the new bishop had to be consulted. The ^^_
'

clergyman designated, the Eev. C. E. Alford, Vicar of Holy Bishop

Trinity, Islington, and formerly Principal of Highbury Training ^'f^rd.

College, was selected in a very curious way ; but it must suflfice

here to say that he was a cousin of Mr. Eobert Baxter, the well-

known senior partner in the great firm of solicitors, Baxter, Eose,
and Norton, who were the chief electioneering agents for the

Conservative party, which was then in power. Mr. Alford was a

strong Evangelical, and an active member of the C.M.S. Com-
mittee ; and his appointment, though quite unexpected, was
heartily welcomed by the Society. But he at once expressed
strong objections to the missionary responsibilities that had
hitherto attached to the See of Victoria being detached from it.

He very naturally preferred being bishop over all English Church
clergy and work in China, as his predecessor had been, to being
limited to the small island of Hong Kong, with its British

merchants, seamen, &c. ; and so Henry Venn's plan for putting

a missionary bishop at Ningpo fell to the ground. Eussell

was therefore sent back to the field after his long absence—caused
latterly by these negotiations—with the newly-devised office of

Secretary for China conferred upon him, which made him almost

a g^^asi-bishop, with powers of superintendence, though without the

power of exercising properly episcopal functions.

Bishop Alford went out to China in 18G7, reaching Hong Kong
in October. He at once threw himself energetically into the whole His ener-

work. Within about twelve months he visited every place on the ^^ "^ '^°^ '

Chinese coast and up the Yang-tse, at which there was an Anglican
chaplain or missionary, and also some of the treaty ports in

Japan. He held twenty-one confirmations, mostly of little bands
of Chinese converts, 212 in all, with sixty-four Europeans. He
gave priests' orders to six C.M.S. missionaries, and deacon's

orders to one Chinaman. He worked hard amid peculiar difii-

culties among the English community at Hong Kong ; and his

visits to the mission stations much encouraged the brethren.

His accounts of these visits were very gi-aphic. In Fuh-kien he
travelled, on foot or in a sedan-chair, between two and three

hundred miles among the out-stations, for there were already

converts at the recently-occupied cities of Lieng-kong, Tang-iong,

Lo-nguong, and Ku-cheng, as well as at Fuh-chow itself ; and
it was at Fuh-chow that the ordination of a Chinese clergyman Ordination

took place. This was Wong Kiu-taik, the artist and catechist Kiu^ta^f.

before mentioned. Bishop Alford thus wrote of him :

—

" He is a well-informed and educated man. His reading is clear and
impressive ; his preaching, both in matter and manner, is excellent ; and
the diocesan register contains his ' Declaration of Assent to the Thii-ty-

nine Articles of Religion,' written beautifully in Chinese character by
himself. In appearance he is somewhat slight, self-possessed and polished
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Part YII.
1862-72.

Chap. 64.
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in address, with a calm eye and pleasing countenance—a Chinese gentle-

man whom no European clergyman need be ashamed to acknowledge as
a brother.

" The ordination charge was given by myself. It was given by me in

English, and rendered into Chinese by Mr. W(jlfe, and listened to by
Kiu-taik, and both English and Chinese, with gveat attention. The
service was, of course, conducted in Chinese ; the ordination questions
by myself in English, being put to the candidate by Mr. Wolfe in

Chinese, and his replies in Chinese were rendered to me in English by
Mr. Cribb. Thus all parties present, English and Chinese, thoroughly
understood and joined in the whole service. After ordination, Wong
Kiu-taik read the Gospel and administered the cup to his country people
in the Lord's Supper.''

One extract may be given from Bishop Alford's account of his

country torn', as the first episcopal visit to Ku-cheng has an
interest of its own in view of the subsequent history of that

station :

—

" I never spent so interesting a Sunday as the 24th of May at Ku-
cheng. Both toilet and breakfast were soon made, and the services of

the day arranged. Three catechists were present : one had brought
two men candidates for baptism, and another a third ; these were to be
examined and exhorted privately. At noon I proposed morning prayer
and the baptismal service ; at 3 p.m. the litany and confirmation service

;

and at 7 p.m. the Commimion service and sacrament of the Lord's

Supper.
" We took up our quarters for the day in the schoolroom. Here Mr.

Cribb examined the candidates for baptism. One was a tailor, from a

village fifteen miles distant, and another a carpenter, from a village

three miles further oft" in the same direction ; and these two Chinamen
had travelled since Christmas last these thirty miles and more, arriving

on the Saturday and returning on the Monday, and sojourning during
the Sunday with a friend and relative in Ku-cheng, to meet the catechist

and receive instruction. The third candidate lived in the town of

Sek-paik-tu, where the Society has a station and a catechist, a con-

siderable distance from Ku-cheng. Mr. Ci"ibb had examined this man
for baptism on his last visit, but dela3'ed his baptism till he had been
further taught. He was a sweetmeat vendor ; very poor, but he never
stjld on Sunday ; very regular at the catechist's week-day as well as

Sunday services, though often wearied by his walks to sell his sweet-

meats. ... At our noonday service I preached on baptism, and baptized
these three men, and rejoiced to do so.

" No bishop (perhaps no European besides the missionaries) had been
to Ku-cheng before ; catechists, therefore, as well as more recent con-

verts, awaited confirmation. The three catechists present I requested to

take a part with Mr. Cribb and myself in the services of the day, reading
the lessons and giving out the hymns. One is a literary man, a B.A.,

residing at Ku-cheng, evidently a clever, and I hope also a good man.
. . . Eight men and three women from Ku-cheng, three men from
Sek-paik-tu, and one man from Sang-iong, were confirmed. The three

men baptized at noon I did not confirm, preferring in the case of

heathen converts that an interval of probation should pass between
baptism and confirmation.

" At the evening sacramental service twenty Christian converts com-
municated. The collection made at the oftei'tory was encouraging

—

upwards of two dollars ; all present contributed, and with apparent
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readiness. So far from being paid to come, as some disingenuously have Part VII.

said, the Christian profession of these converts costs them something, 1862-72.

for they are expected to give in support of the means of grace. . . .
Chap. 64.

The communicants themselves, the place, the occasi(m, were all worthy
of notice ; and I covdd not but remind them that at the institution of

the Lord's Supper only twelve were present, but those twelve Christians

were those to whom Clirist gave the injunction 'to go into all the world,

and pi'each the Gospel
'

; and they obeyed. So now what might not
these twenty Christians do for China ? for Christ is the same, and His
Gospel the same, and His Spirit is not straitened. I never spent a more
profitable Sabbath."

In 1871, Bishop Alford, after a time of absence in England,
paid a second visit to Fuh-kien, travelling again for nine days
from station to station ; and although in the interval there had
been severe persecution, not a few open outrages, and much
consequent drawing-back of inquirers and catechumens, he was
able to report that there were over three hundred steadfast

members of the Church ; and from that time the work went
forward rapidly.

Meanwhile, Burdon and Collins were at Peking, and John c.m.s.
mission-

Piper at Hong Kong, with much less outward success, though at anes in the

both places there were conversions, baptisms, confirmations ;

^orth.

and McClatchie, after an interval of service as a chaplain, had
rejoined the Society, and was once more at Shanghai. The two
veterans, Russell and Gough, and the bi'others Moule, were
again together in Che-kiang, and were joined by R. Palmer,

A. Elwin, and Miss Laurence ; also by Dr. Gait, who went out

to take charge of the new Opium Refuge at Hang-chow, which
soon proved an agency for much blessing ; while a new city,

Shaou-hing, "the City of Perpetual Prosperity," was occupied

by Valentine in 1870. Russell actively supervised the whole

Che-kiang Mission, starting several fresh agencies, and, in par-

ticular, initiating a tentative Church Council for the infant

Native Church. Meanwhile the spiritual work of saving indi-

vidual souls was being crowned by the Chi-istian deaths of
chfnele°*^

converts. It is a grievous mistake to gauge the results of Missions Christians,

by the number of living members of the Church at a particidar

date ; and Arthur Moule's words in 1869 are very significant, and
worth remembering :

—

" The many deaths which have saddened our little Church are, I

trust, with but one exception, gatherings into the heavenly garner ; and
as such, they are tnore to he rejoiced over than many baptisvis. It is

delightful to welcome one and another into the visible Church ; but to

feel that one and another is safe for evermore, where the wicked cease

from troubling, where it is no longer a hard struggle to keep the

Sabbath, where the voice of mockery and the whisper of enticing

temptation are never heard,—this is a deep and wonderful joy, which in

great measure hushes the mourning over the departed. Such joys God
has given us during this sorrowful year."

It was not, however, easy for the missionary to behold the
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Christian death-beds themselves. There was a current behef
that when a convert was dying, the missionary was hastily sent
for by the Native catechist, and, as soon as the breath left the
body, proceeded to remove the eyes and liver of the deceased,
using these parts and organs for some mysterious and magical
purpose. For this reason, and because it was found that in-

quirers were repelled by hearing the rumour, it was thought best

to avoid death-beds, and to forego the privilege of ministering to

the djdng Christian and hearing his last words. But the influence

of a convert's death was not thereby lost. In 1866, an elderly

farmer was baptized, and soon afterwards he fell sick and died,

speaking words of peace and hope to the last, and exhorting his

famih' to seek the Saviour he had found. His widow and other
relatives then came under instruction and attended the mission
church ; but one day a Chinese witch offered to bring from the
unseen world the dead man's spirit, and the widow begged her to

do so, and to ask him if he were in peace. Presently the witch
reported the reply as, "I am an outcast spirit, and miserable : the
foreign religion has brought me to this." The family, terribly

frightened, gave up attending the services—except one son, who
said, " I heard father's last words; I saw him die in peace ; and
that weighs with me more than that witch's lies." A woman,
soon afterwards, was dying of the same disease ; remembering
the farmer's words, she sent for the catechist : he prayed for her
and she recovered ; and proving a sincere convert, she was
baptized by A. E. Moule.
We must now revert to the controversy between Bishop Alford

and the Society. It was not confined to the question of the
new bishopric which the Society desired. In February, 1869,
the Bishop delivered his Primary Charge in the cathedral at

Hong Kong. He spoke warmly of the Missions he had visited,

but dwelt on the claims of China for far more adequate efforts for

her evangelization. He complained of the neglect by the C.M.S.
of China, as compared with India and Africa, and also criticized

freely some of the Society's arrangements. It is needless to go
into details ; but the matter cannot rightly be omitted. One
cannot read the Charge without feeling that Alford had gi'ounds

for his discontent. Here was an active and earnest bishop,

yearning over the gi'eat empire on which he looked from his little

British domain at Hong Kong, and yet dependent wholly upon
one society for the missionary work to be done there ; and that

society overweighted with other responsibilities, and moreover
not at one with himself upon some important questions of Church
organization. It is scarcely to be wondered at that he boldly

faced the question of founding a new society. If there was a
Church Missionary Society " for Africa and the East," let there,

he said, be another " for the Far East," " for China and Siam, for

Japan and Corea, for Mongolia and Manchuria, for Formosa and
the Loochoos," and he would appeal to British merchants at the
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various ports to contribute on a scale worthy of such an object, Part VII.

as the civil and military officers were doing in India. 1862-72.

Naturally, on the other hand, the Society received the printed ^ ^^P- ^^-

Charge when it arrived with surprise and concern ; and a notable surprise of

article appeared in the Intelligencer (May, 1869). There had c.m.s.

been a debate in the House of Lords on China Missions—of

which more presently—and missionaries had been blamed for too

great forwardness and lack of caution. " Now, however," wrote
Ridgeway, " we find ourselves exposed to another accusation, and
that from an unexpected quarter. Some consider we have gone
too far ; another declares that we have not gone far enough !

"

The " unexpected quarter " is not named, and though quotations

are made from the Bishop's Charge, their soui'ce is not indicated.

But Ridgeway goes on to condemn Alford's proposed new Mission Ridgeway

on the ground that it would be an imitation of the China Inland A^fo°d"
Mission ! Hudson Taylor's scheme of reaching the unreached scheme.

Provinces is referred to :
" the conception is grand ; the execiition

impracticable, and, if attempted, disastrous." Like the Balaklava
charge, it might be " magnificent," but it was " not war." It

was better to work quietly at or near the treaty ports, and advance
step by step very gradually, establishing each station thoroughly
before goilig further. Parenthetically it may be observed that

this is exactly what was urged against the Uganda Mission a few
years later. Moreover, the article goes on to condemn the idea

of sending "numerous missionaries" to China, declaring that

this only meant a lowei^ng of the standard, and a mistrust of

Native evangelists who would do the work better. And as so old

and good a friend as Alford could not pass without mention, " the

Bishop of Victoria's Charge" is adduced in reply to statements

and suggestions that were really its own ! Its favourable accounts

of the existing Missions are cited, to show that the " cruder

schemes" from the "unexpected [and unnamed] quarter" were
not needed. And in conclusion Hong Kong itself is submitted as
" a fair field for such an experiment." Perhaps such an article,

clever as it was, might have been spared. The Society naturally

did not like the idea of being superseded in China ; but the danger

was remote enough. Alford's scheme in itself was, as we can

now see, worthy of a Christian bishop ; but it was an exceed-

ingly difficult one to carry out, and in fact it never was carried

out. The pioneer work in the interior of China was to be done

by the humble and despised agency which Alford was supposed to

be imitating.

Meanwhile the differences about the additional bishopric were North

still acute. It would be tedious and unprofitable to describe the bisho^ic

various phases of the controversy. Bishop Alfoi'd contended that contro-

no new bishop was needed at all, considering how small the woi'k
^^'^^^

as yet was ; but he conceded this point under pressure. Granted,

however, that there should be a bishop, the further problem was
really not an easy one. Should he have jimsdiction over all
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Part VII. Church of England Missions in China, or only over those in

1862-72. North China (as it was then called) ? In other words, should the
Chap. 64.

](\iii.]^ign IMission be under the new bishop, or remain under
Hong Kong? Again, should he be a bishop for the Mission only,

or also for chaplains and others in the northern ports ? or for the

Native Church only, the English missionaries still being licensed

by the Bishop of Victoria? Between Bishop Alford, the C.M.S.,

Archbishop Tait, and the Foreign Office, these questions were
under discussion at intei-vals for no less than five years. At one
time there was a sharp duel between the Colonial Church Chronicle

—ever on the watch to catch the C.M.S. tripping—and the
Could an IntclUgcnccr .'''• Eidgeway, for the C.M.S. , objected to a State

^Jionfa^ bishop like the Bishop of Victoria ordaining Chinese clergymen,
^'s{j°P and putting to them the question, " Will you reverently obey your

ordain a Ordinary and other chief ministers, to whom is committed the
Chinaman.'

gj^^j^^.gg ^^^ government over you?" on the ground that this

connected them with the Established Church of a country not

their own, thus bringing the subjects of the Emperor of China
under the Royal Supremacy of England. China, of course, was
unlike India or Ceylon or Sierra Leone or New Zealand, all of

which were British territory. The Colonial Church Chronicle, in

reply, regarded the difficulty as indicating " the hopeless confusion

of an Erastianism which cannot distinguish canonical obedience

to a bishop from political allegiance to the Crown of which he
happens to be a subject"; and urged that "outside British

territory, in dealing with Natives, the bishop acts in all the

primal freedom of the apostolic ofiice, not needlessly departing

from the canons and ritual of the mother Church, yet able to

modify and supplement them according to the change of circum-

stances." Certainly, however, the Society was not chargeable

with Erastianism in this case ; for it was asking for a bishop who
would exercise, not an authority committed to him "by the

ordinance of the realm," but an authority "given him," said the

Intelligencer, "by the Word of God." The difference, therefore,

between the two organs was not so great as it seemed to be.

Both parties laid stress on the inherent powers of a bishop in an
Episcopal Church ; but the Intelligencer thought that a man
could not be a crown bishop and a missionary bishop at the same
time. The dispute shows us how perplexing were these questions

when they first arose. They have in some measure settled them-
selves since, on the principle of " solvitur amhulando"—not very

logically, but sufficiently for practical purposes.

These prolonged controversies were more than once interrupted
Riots at by grave events in China. In 1868, serious riots occurred at

ch "w" Yang-chow on the Yang-tse. Although Hudson Taylor could not

at that early period reach the still untouched Provinces, he
did visit and occupy cities previously unvisited, within the two

* CM. Intelligencer, April and October, 1869; Col. Ch. Chron., June, 1869.
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provinces of Che-kiang and Kiang-su in which there were already Part VII.

various stations. One of these fresh attempts was made, with a 1862-72.

large party, at Yang-chow. The result was a dangerous riot,
Chap. 64.

great loss of property (i.e. personal effects of the missionaries), and
painful injuries to some of the brethren and sisters. The accounts
WTitten at the time were most pathetic ;

'' and the deliverance of

the missionaries from a cruel death was assuredly of the Lord's
doing in answer to prayer.

It is evident that the Mission which had suffered was some- China

what blamed by the older societies for so acting as to bring upon Mission

itself an outrage which affected China Missions generally. The bia^ned.

Intelligencer, referring to a despatch of Lord Stanley's to Sir R.
Alcock, which expressed a hope that missionaries would "conduct
themselves with circumspection," observed :

—

" By all the great Societies with whose principles and modes of action
we are acquainted this has been done. There has been no startling
invasion of the interior ; no sudden irruption of a strong body of
Europeans into the midst of a heathen city, with wbich tlu;y have had
no previous acquaintance, and in the direction of wliich they have not
first felt their way. Usually a new place has been visited, in the first

instance, by an itinerating missionary, accompanied by one or two
Native Christians. After a short stay, the missionary leaves, repeating
his visit after a time, and prolonging it as the disposition of the people
seems favourable to his doing so. After a tentative process of this kind
a room is hired, a Native catechist is placed there, and the work of

instruction commences."

This was the method followed in Fuh-kien, undoubtedly with
success ; and yet the Fuh-kien Mission has never been long
without riots and outrages of some sort. But Hudson Taylor, Hudson

ever ready to learn the lessons of God's providence, himself draws dwlT^the
much the same moral from the Yang-chow affair. " One lesson," moral,

he writes, " was to be longer known in a city, through itinerant

visits, before seeking to rent houses and attempting to settle down.
Another was not to take much luggage to a newly-opened station.

A third lesson was not to commence work with too lax'ge a staff."

He justly adds, " The lessons thus learned have stood us in good
stead, and have since enabled us peacefully to open many cities

in remote parts of the Empire."
But whatever variety of opinion there might be at the time The real

touching procedure, there was no lack of sympathy for the mis- the^gu^n-°*

sionaries who suffered, or of approval of the action of the British boat.

Consul at Shanghai in going up the river at once in a gunboat,

examining into the affair, and demanding reparation from the

authorities at Nanking. The attack on the Mission, however, was
rather the occasion than the cause of his action. There had been
many violations of the treaties and much interference with British

ti'ade ; and the English Government had been on the look-out for

a convenient opportunity of making a demonstration. It was in

* See Story of the China Inland Mission, vol. i. pp. 362—387.
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the interest, therefore, more of the merchants than of the mis-

sionaries that a fleet of seven ships-of-war presently appeared.
But of com'se it suited the anti-missionar}^ puhlic at home to

indulge in the usual tirade about " the Gospel and the Gunboat "
;

and this was done with the omission of no element of offensive-

ness by the Duke of Somerset in the House of Lords. It was in

the debate that ensued that Bishop Magee delivered, on the spur of

the moment, his maiden speech in that assembly, which at one
bound established his fame as one of the most brilliant debaters of

the day. It was a crushing rejoinder to the Duke, and a masterly
vindication of the right of an Englishman to take Bibles to China
as much as cotton or opium, and of his right under the treaties to

the same protection as the merchant, neither more nor less. This

right exists whether he claims it or not. He is not obliged to

claim it ; in some cases it is better for his mission that he should

not claim it ; and the members of the China Inland Mission have
been among the least forward to claim it. But as against the

Duke of Somerset's cavils. Bishop Magee's argument was con-

clusive. He protested that—

•

" British subjects should be secured in their treaty rights by the
Government whether they were traders or missionaries, whether they
sold cotton or Bibles. It was one thing to say what rights a missionary
mifrht forego for the sake of the cause of Missions, and quite another
thing to say what treatment he should receive from his own Govern-
ment, which is surely bound to maintain the rights of its citizens, whether
missionaries or traders. If the stringent nieasui-es against missionaries

which the Duke had advocated had always been successfully pursued,
neither the Duke nor himself would have been Christians at the present
day. As to following in the wake of trade—what kind of trade was
intended ? There were trades carried on by British subjects and pro-

tected by the Government which would make a most unhappy pre-

liminary to the preaching of the missionary. Should he wait till the

beneficent influence of fire-water or opium had made the people more
amenable to the preaching of the Gospel ?

"

But then came another outbreak, more terrible in its results.

On June 21st, 1870, occurred the Tien-tsin massacre, when the

French consul at that city, and several Eoman Catholic mis-

sionaries, including nine Sisters of Mercy, besides some fifty

Roman Catholic Chinese, w^ere killed ; while the French Consulate,

the Romish cathedi-al, the Sisters' house, and several Protestant

preaching chapels, were destroyed. The mob further di'agged to

the Yamen several Protestant converts ; but w"hen it was found

that they belonged, not to the Tien-chu kiotv (religion of the Lord
of Heaven, i.e. Romanism), but to the Je-su kioiv (religion of Jesus,

i.e. Protestantism), the magistrates released them. There can be
no doubt that the indiscretion of the poor Sisters brought upon
them and their Mission this terrible blow. They were accustomed
to piu'chase children, with a view to baptizing them and thus

saving their souls. Many that were sold to them were sickly ; and
also an epidemic broke out ; and the result was that small coffins
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were continually coming out of the establishment for burial. This Part VII.

seemed to the ignorant populace to confirm the belief that the eyes 1862-72.

and hearts of children were used in the manufacture of drugs ; and Chap. 64.

one woman who had been employed as cook declared that she had
herself witnessed the whole operation and had fled in horror. No
wonder the people were enraged. The result was the massacre

;

and the result of the massacre was unrest and disturbance in all

the Chinese cities where Europeans were settled. In Che-kiang,
missionaries and converts alike were openly threatened with
extermination ; but they quietly clung to their posts, and looked
to the Lord's Almighty Arm for protection.

The French Government demanded instant reparation, and French de-

failing that, threatened war ; and the question arose. Should reparation.

England join in a hostile expedition? The CM. Intelligencer

protested against our punishing the Chinese nation for an outrage
committed by a few—an outrage provoked by the policy and
proceedings of the Romanists. However, at that very time the

Franco-German War broke out, and then France had no thought
for anything else. A few months later, a Chinese envoy arrived

at Paris, charged with apologies, and assurances that twenty-four
Chinamen had been executed. He found France prostrate at the

feet of Germany ; the Emperor Napoleon gone into captivity ; and
M. Thiers at Versailles. Thiers humanely replied that France
wanted no blood-shedding, but due protection for Frenchmen.*
The Chinese Government then issued a Circular to the Powers,
complaining of the missionaries;! in which no distinction was
drawn between the Tien-chu kimv and the Je-su Mow, although all

the complaints were in fact of Romanist practices and from places

occupied only by Romanists. The Times (October 31st, 1871),

espousing the cause of trade, expressed a strong desire to suppress The trader

British missionaries, but was forced to acknowledge that even if ^iss\onary
this were done, the British Government co^ild not interfere with

French Romanists, who were not British subjects. "Those who
have never sold a Bible in their lives, and whose only stock-in-

trade is opium," said Mr. Knox in the Intelligencer (January,

1872)—he had just become editor,—"might be involved in one

common ruin with French Jesuits, and their warehouses sacked

and gutted as readily as if they were nunneries." " It might be

essential to throw Jonah overboard, but there was not the smallest

prospect that the storm would cease, that the sea would cease

from her raging, and that the ship would reach Tarshish without

serious loss or damage, if at all. It might, then, be a fair question

whether Jonah might not be let alone." The British Government, g.^^
however, was not disposed to " thi-ow Jonah overboard." In a wade ex-

long and admirable Reply to the Chinese Circular, Sir Thomas Chinese

"Wade had already torn to ribands its excuses and pleas, and fallacies.

* See the original documents, printed in the CM. Intelligencer, Jan., 1872.

f Printed in the CM. Intelli'jencer, September, 1871.

VOL. II. Q q
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in an important despatch (August 21st, 1871),* Earl Granville

endorsed Wade's Eeply, distinguished between British and French
missionaries, and, while acknowledging fully that Chinese
Christians are, of course, subject to the laws of their country,

affirmed that " Her Majesty's Government could not be indifferent

to the persecution of Christians for professing the Christian faith."

In the midst of these prolonged controversies, on December 14th,

1871, died Bishop George Smith, whom we have seen as one of

the first tw^o missionaries of the Church of England in China
twenty-seven years before, and who had lived to see—notwith-

standing Confucianism, and the T'aip'ing confusion, and opium,
and war, and persecution, and the inadequate supply of mis-

sionaries—seven thousand Chinese Christians connected with
Protestant Missions. It was but the beginning of the harvest, but

it was a good and promising sample of what would be reaped in

the next quarter of a century.

Just a year after Bishop Smith's death, the long-delayed project

of a Missionary Bishopric was brought at last to a successful issue.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, indeed, had decided it some time
before that. It was to be for all China north of the twenty-eighth

parallel of latitude, thus leaving a large slice of the Empire,
including Fuh-kien, open for the Bishop of Victoria's jurisdiction

over missionaries. On the other hand, it was not to be for

Missions only, but to include the supervision of chaplains at

Shanghai, Peking, &c. The scheme, therefore, gave neither

Bishop Afford nor the C.M.S. all that they had asked ; and it was
delayed owing to Lord Granville's reluctance to move until the

Tien-tsin question had been disposed of. But at length the

Archbishop summoned home Russell for consecration, and there-

upon Alford, still dissatisfied with the arrangement, resigned the

bishopric of Victoria. His place was not filled for some time, and
the appointment does not come into our period ; but Russell was
consecrated for North China on December 15th, 1872, on the

memorable occasion before referred to, when Royston became
Bishop of Mauritius and Horden Bishop of Moosonee, and when
Mr. Rowley of the S.P.G. was to have been consecrated for

Madagascar, but was not. The service, therefore, was sug-

gestive of the two great Church controversies that troubled the

last years of Henry Venn. But it settled the long-standing

question of the China bishopric, while it left still vmsettled the

still more thorny question of the Madagascar bishopric. On one
point at that service all men were agreed : the text of Dr. Miller's

sermon was in a peculiar degi'ee applicable to Mr. Russell. His
long residence and labours in China had given him an indisputable

claim to be counted among the "men that have hazarded their

lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."

* Printed in the CM. Intellige^icer, January, 1872.



CHAPTER LXV.

The Land of the Bising Sun.

Closed Japan—The Jesuit Missions—The Locked Door—The Unlock-
ing—Treaty of Yedo—American Missions—First Converts—The
Revolution of 1868—C. M.S. Mission: G. Ensor at Nagasaki—New
Japan.

" The mighty God, even the Lord, hath f^polien, and called, the earth from the

rising of the mm unto the going doirn thereof."—Ps. 1. 1.

" Arise, shine ; for thy light is come."— Isa. Ix. 1.

long as the sun shall warm the earth, let no part Yll
Christian be so bold as to come to Japan ; and let 1862-72.

all know that the King of Spain himself, or the Chap. 60

Christian's God, or the Great God of all, if he impious
violate this command, shall pay for it with his Japanese

head." Such was the impious proclamation, posted up in all t'io°n.^'^^'

public places, that greeted the eye of the first English missionary
who landed in Japan. For over two hundred years this pro-

clamation had expressed the law of Japan and the purpose of its

people. How came it there ? .How came
. . . it there ?

If China's gates were virtually closed during the earlier years
of this century, Japan's gates were absolutely sealed until more
than half the century had run its course, and had been sealed for

two centm'ies. How was this?

The existence of Japan was revealed to Europe by Marco Polo. Marco
" Jipangu," said the enterprising Venetian, "is an island towards ra°p°n°"

the East, in the high seas, 1500 miles distant from the Continent,

and a very great island it is. The people are white, civilized, and
well-favoured. They are idolatex's, and they are dependent on
nobody, and I can tell you the quantity of gold they have is

endless." Marco Polo, however, never visited Japan, or his

geogi'aphy might have been more accurate. Two hundi'ed years

later, when Columbus, who had deeply studied Marco Polo, sailed

out into the West, it is probable that the "very great island" of
" Jipangu " was the land he expected to find first.* But not until

1542 did any European reach Japan, and then not across the Japan first

Atlantic, but round the Cape ; and not a Spaniard, but a Portu-
^'^''^ "

guese, whose vessel was driven thither by stress of weather.

* See the sketch of Behaim's Globe, 1492, in Yol. I., p. 28.

Q q 2
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Japanese historians note that year as the date of the first

appearance of foreigners, Christianity, and fire-arms.

In 1549, on August 15th, arrived Francis Xavier, landing at

Cangoxima (Kagoshima), the southernmost port of the southern

island of Kiu-shiu. He was induced to go by a young Japanese
brought to Goa by Portuguese merchants, who was baptized

there, evidencing what appears to have been true faith in Christ.

"His story," says Hem-y Venn,* "presents one of the most
remarkable ilhistrations which the history of Missions affords of a

living ' man of Macedonia,' and his invitation, ' Come over and
help us.' " Xavier's letters are the earliest extant account of

Japan in those days. He was there two years, and then returned

to India. But his successors reaped a great harvest. In a few
years, at least half a million people had embraced Christianity,

as the Japanese historians testify as well as the Jesuits. Of the

two religions of Japan, Shintoism had then not even the political

power it has exhibited in the present century ; and Buddhism had
lost the life it once had. The Jesuit priests gave the Japanese all

that the Buddhist priests had given them—gorgeous altars,

imposing processions, dazzling vestments, and all the scenic

display of a sensuous worship—but added to these a freshness and
fervour that quickly captivated the imaginative and impressionable

people. And there was little in the Buddhist paraphernalia that

needed to be altered, much less abandoned. The images of

Buddha, with a slight application of the chisel, served for images
of Christ; and the roadside shrines of Kuwanon, the goddess of

mercy, became centres of Mariolatry. Temples, altars, bells,

holy-water vessels, . censers, rosaries, all were ready, and were
merely transferred from one religion to the other. But there

were other causes of the external success. _
Some of the Daimios

(nobles) who embraced the new religion compelled the people

under them to do the same. The spirit of the Inquisition was
introduced ; Buddhist priests were put to death ; and their

monasteries were destroyed.

Then came the reaction. A different political party was in

power ; the Dutch traders discovered plots of the Jesuits against

the Mikado ; in 1587 their expulsion was decreed ; fifty years of

civil war and horrible persecution followed ; and every effort was
made to exterminate the Christians. The unhappy victims met
torture and death with a fortitude that compels our admiration

;

and it is impossible to doubt that, little as they knew of the pure

Gospel of Christ, there were true martyrs for His name among
the thousands that perished. They were crucified, burnt alive,

torn limb from limb, put to unspeakable torments ; and historians

on both sides agree that but few apostatized. At length, in 1637,

thirty-seven thousand were massacred, and the open profession of

Christianity was finally suppressed. Even after that, the police

* Life of Xavier, p. 167.
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were always on the look-out for Christians, and suspected persons Part VII

were compelled to trample upon crosses or crucifixes. And ^fS^^'^^'f:

yet, as we shall see, a remnant did i^emain.
lap^w.

In 1624, all foreigners except Dutch and Chinese were hanished closing of

from Japan ; all vessels above a small size were ordered to be J^p*"-

destroyed ; and from that time no Japanese was allowed to leave
the country. For just two hundred and thirty years the Land of

the Eising Sun was closed to the outer world. "The curious
cabinet which had so suddenly opened, and into the secret

drawers of which the eyes of Portuguese, Spaniards, English, and
Dutch had so eagerly pryed, was as suddenly locked, and the key
hid carefully away."'' The Chinese were allowed to live at

Nagasaki, but at no other port. The Dutch—who owed their Dutch ex-

exemption to their discovery of the Jesuit plots, and to their careful
^"^p*'""-

disclaimer of being Christians themselves—were confined to the
little artificial islet of Deshima in Nagasaki harbour. Efforts were
made from time to time by England, Eussia, and other nations to

open communications with the Japanese Government or people
;

but all in vain. And throughout the two hundred and thirty years
the impious proclamation with which this chapter opened flung

defiance at all Christians from every notice-board in the country.
It was in 1853 that the United States first essayed to unlock

the " curious cabinet " ; but ten years before that, some English
naval officers who had been engaged in the war which opened Naval

China to the Gospel extended their Christian sympathies to the Mission to

mysterious empire still further east. Japan itself being inacces- h°ands°
sible, they bethought themselves of the Loochoo Islands : if some of

the islanders could be converted and instructed, might not they be

able to pass on the glad tidings to the Japanese ? Accordingly in

1843 they applied to the Church Missionary Society for a man to

send to Loochoo. At that time, as will be remembered, the

Committee were retrenching rather than extending ; and if they

sent a man to Eastern Asia at all, China had the prior claim

—

whither the first two Church missionaries, Smith and McClatchie,

went in the next year ; they therefore declined the proposal.

But British sailors are not easily beaten, and they at once raised

a fund themselves, and sent out a converted Jew named Bettel-

heim. He stayed in the Islands a few years, amid distressing

difficulties, and in 1850 was visited by Bishop George Smith.

Soon after that, he was compelled to retire, and was succeeded by
G. H. Moreton, whose ordination by Bishop Smith was men-
tioned in our Forty-ninth Chapter. When Moreton's health broke

down, this interesting and courageous venture of faith came to an

end; and the promoters of the Mission, in 18G1, handed the

balance in hand of their funds, £654, to the C.M.S., in hope that

the Society would one day use it in aid of a Japan Mission—to

which object the money was eventually put.

* C.J/. Intelligencer, December, 1861.
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The unlocking of the "curious cabinet" was on this wise.

The American Government wanted additional open ports for the

coaling and provisioning of steamers to run between San Francisco

and Hong Kong ; and moreover, they were determined to forestall

possible aggression on the part of Eussia, which Power had lately

seized the Kurile Isles, to the north of Japan. They therefore in

1853 sent Commodore Perry, with a squadron, to demand a

treaty. In the following year, after prolonged disputation, Japan
yielded to the inevitable, and agreed to open two ports to foreign

vessels. Other nations immediately claimed equal privileges, and
lengthened negotiations ensued. At length, the " curious cabinet

"

having been thus unlocked by others, England lifted the lid. On
August 12th, 1858, Lord Elgin, fresh from his successes in China,

where the Treaty of Tien-tsin had been signed six weeks before,

steamed up the Gulf of Yedo, and to the horror of the two-

sworded officials who tried to wave back the ships with their fans,

cast anchor opposite the great city of Yedo itself. The Japanese

were shrewd enough now to perceive that their old policy of

isolation could no longer be maintained ; and within a fortnight,

on August 26th (Prince Albert's birthday), the Treaty of Yedo was
signed. It arranged for the opening of six ports ; for the

stationing of a consul at each ; for the residence of an envoy at

Yedo ; and other important concessions. Fi-om time to time this

treaty was supplemented by various conventions, but for thirty-

six years, until 1894, it remained the basis of our relations with

Japan.
Could anything now be done to carry in a purer Gospel than

the Jesuits had preached? Between 1854 and 1858, American
missionaries paid brief visits to Japan, but could do no more ; but

when Lord Elgin's treaty came into force in July, 1859, two
clergymen of the Episcopal Church of the United States, the

Eev. J. Liggins and the Eev. C. M. (afterwards Bishop) Williams,

were already at Nagasaki. In the following October, Dr. Hepburn,

of the American Presbyterian Board, went to Yokohama ; and he

was followed by other Presbyterians and a Baptist. Within a

year, America was represented in Japan by seven missionaries.

Meanwhile the Church Missionary Society had been approached

by some of its friends on the subject ; and in July, 1859, the

Committee passed a resolution expressing their readiness to

undei'take a Mission whenever men and means were specially

provided. In the following year Bishop Smith went across from

Hong Kong and visited Nagasaki, Yedo, and other places ; and

his very graphic and entertaining book, Ten ^Yce]i8 in Japan, was
the result. In 1861-64, the Americans were crippled by the civil

war in the States ; and some of the Episcopal missionaries who
were compelled to retire for lack of support from home appealed

to the C.M.S. to take up their work. But God's time for an

English Mission was not yet.

The ten years that followed the conclusion of Lord Elgin's
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treaty were a period of great confusion and disturbance in Japan ; Part VII.

and various outrages upon foreigners took place from time to 1^62- 72.

time. Tlie American missionaries could do no open evangelistic P'^"'

work. They were suspected, and watched, and hampered at

every turn. Nevertheless, by quiet influence, and the cautious
distribution of Scriptures and other books in Chinese—which the
educated classes could read—they contrived to bear their

testimony ; and while some taught English to young men
desiring to learn it, others (a little later) engaged themselves to

the Government to teach it in schools opened for the purpose. The mis-

" From 1859 to 1872," says Dr. Ferris, " there was no preaching fnTh/'^^
worthy of mention. God led our missionaries into the schools, schools,

and the Kingdom of Christ entered Japan through the schools."

The very first Japanese convert was a teacher of the language First con-

named Yano Eiu, who was baptized at Yokohama in October, 1864,

and died shortly afterwards, fully trusting in the Lord. The next
were two brothers, officials under the Prince of Hizen, in the

island of Kiu-shiu. As far back as 1854, when H.M.S. Baracoota
was in the harbour of Nagasaki, a midshipman dropped his

English Prayer-book into the water. Some time after, it was
accidentally fished up by a fisherman, who sold his strange
" catch " to one of those two officials, Wakasa by name. Wakasa
inquired of Dr. Verbeck, an American Presbyterian missionary,

what it was ; and Verbeck sent him some Chinese Scriptures and
other books, which were blessed to the conversion of both the

brothers. On Whit Sunday, 1866, Verbeck having gone back to

America, they were baptized by Bishop Williams. In after years

several persons were converted through their influence. One
other Japanese must be mentioned, the famous Joseph Niisima, ^?^?^
who, having in 1864 been struck by the first verse of Genesis,

which began a book of geography in Chinese compiled by an

American missionary, went to China, and thence to America, " to

find the God who made heaven and earth "
; and at Boston he did

find Him in very truth. After several years in the States, he

went back to Japan in 1875 as a missionary to his countrymen.

God's word to Israel, " Ye shall be gathered one by one," is

equally true of His elect among the Gentiles.

But in 1868 came the great Revolution—one of the most j^^?,^^^"'

wonderful for its completeness, and for the rapidity of its results, ises.

in the history of nations. For seven hundred years the feudal

system, and many features of what we know in Europe by the

name of the x\ge of Chivalry, prevailed in Japan. The great

nobles, or Daimios, in their fortified castles, were as independent

as the old earls and counts and barons of Germany or Scotland.

The military caste of Samurai, or " two-sworded men," corre-

sponded with the knights of our Middle Ages. Even in externals

the resemblance was striking. Every trooper, and his horse,

wore a complete suit of armour ; every clan had its banner

emblazoned with its lord's arms ; every Daimio had his well-
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known crest, the Mikado's own being the national flower, the

chrysanthemum. The virtual ruler of the country was a great

Daimio called the Shogun,''- who resided at Yedo ; but he only

ruled in the name of the real emperor, the Mikado, whose court

was at the sacred capital, Kioto, and w^hose almost divine

supremacy none di'eamed of challenging. The Mikado was,

indeed, kept in sacred seclusion, and had little real power ; yet he
was worshipped as the descendant of the gods, and all down the.

centuries the loyalty of the Japanese people never swerved. As
Mr. Griflis, the eloquent iVmerican author of the best book on
Japan, The Mikado's Evqnrc, says, "No Japanese Caesar ever

had his Brutus, nor Charles his Cromwell, nor George his

Washington." And the great Revolution of 1868 was ostensibly a

revolution in behalf of the Mikado, overturning the Shogunate,

and putting the sacred emperor at the head of his people. A
young Mikado had lately ascended the ancient sacred throne at

Kioto ; and him the Daimios who led the Revolution brought

forth from behind the screen of ages. He moved his court from

Kioto to Yedo, re-named the latter city Tokio (Eastern capital),

entered it in state on November 26th, 1868, and received the

foreign Ministers in public audience on January 5th, 1869. The
date is Worth noting ; for only a few days after, on January 23rd,

the first English missionary landed in Japan.

But this is anticipating. A year before the Revolution, an
anonymous gift of £4000 was made to the Church Missionary

Society to start a Japan Mission. It was in that year, 1867, that,

for the first time since the Jubilee, men ready to sail for the

Mission-field were kept back for lack of funds. One of the men so

kept back, the Rev. George Ensor, Scholar of Queens' College,

Cambridge, had been assigned to China, and was taken leave of,

for China, in July of that year ; but two months later, when four

others were detained on financial grounds, it was resolved to send

him, not to China, which would be a charge on the General Fund,
but to Japan, upon the special donation. He did not sail,

however, tUl the following year ; and being detained for a time

at Ningpo, he did not reach Japan until the Revolution was
completed.

Meanwhile, in November, 1868, Bishop Alford of Victoria paid

a brief visit to Japan, and ministered to the few English, official

and mercantile, at the treaty ports. He found a few American
missionaries there : Bishop Williams of the Episcopal Church at

Nagasaki, and Dr. Hepburn and others at Yokohama ; and so far

seven Japanese had been baptized. Dr. Hepburn had produced a

valuable Japanese Dictionary, and he and others were at work on

the translation of the Scriptures, though no part had yet been

* lu the early days of the treaties, the Shogun was called by Europeans
the Tycoon, as in Sir R. Alcock's book, The Capital of the Tycoon; but this

name is not known to the Japanese.
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published. Chinese Bibles and poi'tions were available for those Part VII.

who could read them. 1862-72.

On January 23rd, 1869, as before mentioned, Mr. Ensor landed
^hap^o.

at Nagasaki. One of the first things that met his eye was that Ensor
impious proclamation quoted at the opening of this chapter ; and

Nagas\*^ki
soon afterwards a new one was added: "The laws hitherto iu

force forbidding Christianity are to be strictly observed." Mr. Ensor
wTote :—

" I read those words in Japanese, and I realized at once that the
missionary work in Japan was thenceforward to be one of excessive
difliculty. What were we to do ? I couldn't gather tlie little ones into
the Simday-school, or stand and preach in the streets. Tin; only oppor-
tiniity I had was simply to receive the visits of any inquirers who
chose to come to me to my own house ; and would a Japanese venture
thus? ..."

They did venture :

—

" Ere a month had passed, day by day, hour after liour, my liouse

would be thronged with Japanese visitors, all curious to know something
about England and her science and art progress, but, most of all, about
her religion ; they knew that she was a power among the nations, and
believed that religion and power in a State are inseparable. More
serious inquirers would wait till the darkness of uight, and then steal

into my house ; and we used to liave the doors closed and the windows
barred, and as I bade them farewell when they left, I scarce ever expected
to see them again—for I was informed that an officer had been specially

appointed to keep watch at my gate."

Before Mr. Ensor had been there a year, an event occurred Persecu-

which showed that the old laws against Christianity were indeed Romanist
not to be trifled with. Eoman Catholic missionaries were already Christians,

in Japan as well as Protestant ; and they had discovered a village

in Kiu-shiu called Urakami, inhabited entirely by a people whom
they identilied as descendants of the old Jesuit converts, and
containing an image of the Virgin and Child, which the country
folk supposed to be a Buddhist idol, and believed that it cured

diseases. Notice bemg drawn to these poor people, they were
torn from their homes and banished, mostly to the Goto Islands,

and, it was said, most cruelly treated. They were driven past

Mr. Bnsor's house in Nagasaki. "My heart bled for them," he

wrote : "I had no sympathy with their doctrines, but I had
sympathy with them in their sufferings ; and I felt that the arm
which had been lifted to suppress one section of Christendom in

Japan, if the motive were political, could not afford to spare

another." Still, intelligent Japanese were beginning to see the

difference between them. About this time Mr. Eussell went ovei

from Ningpo to see Mr. Ensor, and found several people visiting

him and other missionaries, speaking with reserve about religion

till they saw that they were Protestants, and then talking freely.

But serious inquirers were rare indeed. Here is Ensor's account Ensor s

^t «»,„ .
converts.

or one :

—

" I was sitting by myself in my study, and heard, in the darkness, a
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knock at the door. I went myself to answer it, and, standing between
the pahn-trees of my gate, I saw the dark figure of an armed Japanese.
He paused a moment, and I beckoned to him to enter ; and he came in

and sat down, and I asked him what his business was. He rephed, 'A
few days ago I had a copy of the Bible in my hands, and I wish to be a
Chi'istian.' I said, ' Are you a stranger in these parts ? Don't you know
that thousands of your people are being detained as prisoners for this ?

"

' Yes,' he said, ' I knovv\ Last night I came to your gate, and as I stood
there, thinking of the terrible step I was about to take, fear overpowered
me, and I returned. But there stood by me in the night one who came
to me in my dreams, and said I was to go to the house of the missionary
and nothing would happen to me, and I have come.' And, drawing his

long sword, he held it up to me in a form signifying the Japanese oath,

and promised that he would ever keep true to me, and I received him."

This man was afterwards baptized by the name of Titus :
" for

God," says Mr. Ensor, " who comforteth those who are cast down,
comforted me by the coming of Titus." It is mysterious and
humiliating to find so often in the history of Missions that first

converts disappoint the missionary'. This man afterwards became
a Government teacher at Osaka. He does not seem to have
given up his new faith altogether ; but he grew cold.

Meanwhile, Sir Harry Parkes, the British Minister in Japan,

and other Foreign Ministers, had been remonstrating with the

Mikado's Government upon the treatment of the Urakami villagers,

and pointing out the impolicy of thus commencing the new course

of civilization on which the country was entering. The reply of the

Japanese Government is very significant :

—

Memorandum.
" The Japanese Government have learnt with much concern that their

action in regard to certain of their subjects at Urakami, who call them-
selves Chi'istians, has caused displeasure to their foreign representatives.

" Nothing is further from the intention of the Japanese Government
than to punish their people on account of a difference of religion, unless

this is followed and accompanied by a mutinous and rebellious disposi-

tion shown by such actions as have lately taken place at Urakami.
" The Government has never thought of taking notice of the private

religious opinions of any of their subjects. The fact that many persons

who come as missionaries to this country are at present in the service of

the Government, and employed in teaching foreign languages and
sciences at public schools and colleges, and the perfect freedom with
which foreign books, even such as contain religious matter, are translated,

and have been sold by all booksellers, may aflbrd sufficient proof of the

liberal views which the Government takes with regard to religion.
" But when our people take the religion of foreigners, Christianity,

and make it a cloak for dangerous conspiracy ; when an ostentatious

disregard of the fundamental laws of this country is openly indulged in
;

when the Native Christian communities disown, to a great extent, the
authority of the Japanese Government, and are led by their teachers to

rely on foreign protection, and consequent immunity from punishment
because they are Christians, then the Government can remain no longer
inactive, and is obliged, in self-defence, and in support of the authority
of His Majesty the Emperor, to adopt such measures as will bring his

misguided subjects back to the established laws and institutions of this
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country. The Japanese Government has been obhged to take this Part VII.
course from a conviction of its necessity, and particuhirly in consequence 1862-72.
of a jj;rowing pressure of public opinion, which arose from the memory of Chap. 65.

the deplorable events connected with the introduction of Christianity by
Roman Catholic missionaries some centuries ago. Public opinion even
now demands that the same seeds of discord should be removed which
at that period so nearly succeeded in overthrowing the Government,
and endangering the independence of this country."

There was another influence now at work to incHne the Japanese Good •"-

leaders to toleration. Able and excellent Christian laymen, chiefly American
Americans, had engaged themselves to the Government as teachers

teachers
of science, manufactm-es, and agriculture, in the new colleges by
which young Japan was being trained for official service. The
cream of the younger portion of the upper class thus came under
their influence, and gained from them correct views—at least—of

the high character of the Christian religion in its purer forms.

Let one illustration be given, from the experience of one of these
American benefactors of the countr-y, Mr. E. W. Clark.'' He was
engaged as a teacher of science in the city of Shidzuoka. When
he arrived from America, he found in the agreement to be signed

by him a clause undertaking that he would not teach Christianity,

and would be silent regarding it for three years. He at once
refused to sign this. " It is impossible," he said, " for a Christian

to dwell three years in the midst of a Pagan people, and yet keep
entire silence on the subject nearest his heart." After a long

struggle the Japanese gave way, and struck the clause out.

From the very first Sunday, he held a Bible-class for as many as

would come ; and when he was transferred to the Imperial

College at Tokio, he held three every Sunday, for the convenience

of different classes of students. "I confess," he wrote, "that
when the feeling floods upon me that these are the souls for whom
Christ died, and mine is the privilege to make the fact known to

them, it breaks through all the bounds of mere expediency, and
forces me to speak the truth at all risks." It was from men like

this that educated Japan derived its notion of Christianity ; it is

to men like this that the Christian Church in Japan owes many of

its most influential members.
Very much less favourable were the views of Christianity which

the many young Japanese who visited Europe and America
derived from Christendom. But they did take back with them that

ardent desire for Western civilization, and that ready assimilation Japan

of it, which resulted in the most extraordinary and rapid western

changes, during the four years following the Eevolution, that ever civilization

occurred in the history of a nation. Especially was the year

1872 one of astonishing progress. The Army, Navy, and Civil

Service were entirely reconstructed ; the Imperal Mint at Osaka
was opened, and a new coinage introduced ; the Educational

Department opened hundreds of schools, and established the

* Lijt and Adventures in Japan. Published in Euglaud by Nisbet & Co.
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Part YII. Tokio Universit}' ; the Post Office was organized ; an Industrial

1862-72. Exhibition was held in the sacred city of Kioto ; on June 12th
Chap. 65. |;}-^g f^j^.(5^ railway in Japan was opened ; telegraphs were rapidly

girdling the country ; lighthouses appeared on the headlands and
at the ports ; many newspapers were started ; and on New Year's

Day, 1873, the Calendar of the civilized world was adopted. More-
over, an embassy of nobles of high rank, headed by Iwakura, the

Minister of Foreign Affairs, went round the world, visiting the

great nations and courts of the West ; and on December 4th,

1872, they were received by Queen Victoria at Windsor Castle.
Feudal The old feudal system was now at an end. Under an enthu-

aboHs'hed. siastic impulse of patriotism, and with a self-abnegation scarcely

to be paralleled in history, the great Daimios had voluntarily

surrendered the w^hole of their feudal rights, lands, and revenues

into the hands of the Imperial Government, and had taken the

position of private citizens. Their retainers were exhorted to give

their entire allegiance directly to the Mikado ; and the clans

became absorbed in the nation. The " two-sworded " Samurai
lost their exclusive privileges, and the two swords were laid aside

;

while the eta, or pariahs of Japan, were admitted to the rights of

citizenship.

And now, at last, came a decided step in the direction of

Hbli-fy."^ religious liberty. At the end of 1872 all the proclamations

prohibiting Christianity were withdi-awn from the notice-boards

;

and although this did not alter the law itself, it was most signifi-

cant of an intention not to put the law in force. Then the poor

Eomanists of Urakami were restored to their village ; and a

convert of Ensor's who had been imprisoned for two years,

nominally on a political charge, but really for his Christianity,

was at last released. He had undergone cruel treatment in

prison, and yet had contrived to tell his fellow-prisoners of Christ.

Mr. Ensor had now gone. His health failed, and he returned to

England in 1872, after a short but most important career, in the

midst of difficulties that were now gradually disappearing, as the

first missionary of the Church of England in Japan. He had
Burnside. i^een joiued in 1870 by the Eev. H. Burnside, who, after Ensor's

departure, found himself able to hold public Christian services
;

not, indeed, in the city of Nagasaki itself, but in his house in the

foreign settlement.

In the memorable year 1872 another anonymous donation of
Mission £2000 was given to the Church Missionary Societv to enlarge its
to be ^ J tj <j>

enlarged. Japan Missioii. How that enlargement was effected, how other

Missions also pressed into the now opening Empire, how little

bands of Japanese Christians began to be gathered,—all this

belongs to our next period, and will appear in future chapters.

Then we shall see a "laud of the East " awake, and that

On her far hills, long cold and gray,

Had dawned the everlasting day.



CHAPTER LXVI.

Lands of the Utmost West: Manitoba; 3Ietlakahtla.

Bishop Machray—Progress at Red River—The Dominion of Canada
—Summary of the Missions—The New Dioceses of Moosonee,
Saskatchewan, Athabasca—Captain Prevost's Appeal for the
North Pacific Indians—William Duncan—Duncan at Fort Simpson
—First Baptisms—Metlakahtla—Its Influence, Social and Spiri-

tual—Baptisms of Chiefs—New Missionaries.

" The ivest border was to the great sea, and the coast thereof."—Josh. xv. 12.

"Living in malice and envy, hateful, and hating one another. But . . . the

kindness and love of God our Saviour toward man appeared."—Titus iii. 3, 4.

UR last chapter took us to the utmost East, and we Part VII.
beheld the Sun of Righteousness arising upon the 1862-72.

Land of the Rising Sun. If from Japan we sailed on Chap. 66.

eastward, we should at length find ourselves upon the East and
shores of the utmost West ; and having left one new West.

Mission behind us, we should see another new Mission before us.

The Japan Mission and the North Pacific Mission face each other
across the gi"eat Pacific Ocean.
But before tracing out the story of the deeply-intei'esting

Mission among the Indian tribes of the western shores of British

America, there is a little more to be seen of the work in the Lands
of the West which are not the utmost West. Travelling to the

North Pacific Mission, w^e should not naturally go via Japan.
We should rather cross the Atlantic, and traverse the vast fields

of the old North-West America Mission before crossing the n.-\v.

Rocky Mountains and descending upon the Pacific coast. And mIssVo^h.

the Mission-field we thus pass through claims some further

attention first.

In our Fiftieth Chapter we brought Bishop David Anderson
home to England after his fifteen years' episcopate. In the following

year, 1865, he preached the C.M.S. Annual Sermon at St. Bride's,

when his appeal for the work in the Far North resulted in the

ofi"er of W. C. Bompas for service there, as mentioned in our
Fifty-fourth Chapter. He was succeeded in the See of Rupert's

Land by the Rev. Robert Machray, Fellow of Sidney Sussex New
College, Cambridge, and Vicar of Madingley. Was there ever Rupe'n's

a happier appointment to a colonial bishopric ? Has there Land,

ever been a bishop who in nearly equal degree, for over thii'ty
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Part VII. years, has unreservedly devoted himself and all he had to the
1862-72. -work of the Church in one of the most arduous spheres in the
Chap^66.

^vo^-ia?

Bishop Bishop Machray proceeded to his distant diocese in the autumn
Machray's ^f 1355 f^u of plans for the development of Church life in
cncrEfCtic .

work. Eupert's Land; and most vigorously, and most patiently, were
those plans carried out. Vigorously, for it needed all the strength

of a resolute man to grapple with the overwhelming difficulties of

the Church in the Great Lone Land. Patiently, because the

enormous distances and the scanty and scattered population made
it not only wise, but unavoidable, to "make haste slowly."

Although, as we saw in our Fiftieth Chapter, there were alread^^

signs and tokens of the future greatness of the country, it was
only a future prospect. There was nothing that could be called

colonial life except in the Red River Settlements, where a few
thousand people were scattered along the banks of that river and
the Assiniboine. Beyond, there was nothing but the immense
and almost uninhabited tracts, first prairie and then forest,

stretching from the United States boundary to the Polar Sea,

peopled by wandering bands of Indians, and dotted with " posts
"

or "forts" of the Hudson's Bay Company. Even when Bishop
Machray had been six years in the country, the largest " town "

was a village of three hundred people at the junction of the Red
and Assiniboine Rivers, which had already been named the city of

"City" of Winnipeg. In 1865 there was " no one in the whole country fol-
innipeg.

j^^^jj-jg ^j-^^ business of a tailor, a shoemaker, or a watchmaker." *

All manufactured goods were more cheaply procured from England,
notwithstanding that the only direct communication was by the

annual ship to York Factory.

In our previous chapter on the Great Lone Land we saw that

Possibiii- the C.M.S. was anxious to see a beginning made of local self-

supp°o^rr"^
support, i.e. of support of church ordinances. At the remoter
stations, where the work was entirely among Indians, there was
of course little or no prospect of this. The Indians in those wilds
" possessed absolutely nothing in the world but their tent, blanket,

gun, and kettle, and these they almost always had in advance
from the Hudson's Bay Company." But in the Settlements the

population consisted mainly of half-breeds, with a few half-

civilized Indians, living on the land ; and these, it was thought,

should support their churches and clergy themselves. Help was
rightly given them by the S.P.G. and the Colonial and Continental

Church Society ; but the C.M.S., being instituted specifically for

work among the Heathen or converts from Heathenism, could only

properly assist the Indian congregations.! Bishop Machray accord-

ingly began by forming a Diocesan Fund, and enjoining the

* From a Statement issued by the Bishop oii his arrival, and signed by
himself, three clergymen of C.M.S., one of S.P.G., and two of C. k CCS.

f But at some of the C.M.S. stations, as York, many of the people classed
as Indians are not of pure blood, the intermixture of race being considerable.
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weekly offertory for its suppoi't ; and then he summoned a Con- Part VIT.

ference of clergy and lay delegates, which afterwards developed 1*^62-72.

into a regular Diocesan Synod. The weekly offertory was at ^^^P- ^^

that date still regarded in Evangelical circles at home, and in the v/eekiy
older-fashioned High Church circles, as a douhtful innovation ;

offertory

and diocesan synods were strongly objected to-—only one as yet cesan

having been formed in England. The C.M.S. Committee, how- ftart°ed.

ever, had long encouraged the collection of offerings every Sunday
in the mission stations in Africa and India, and both they and
the S.P.G. had asked the Bishop to institute it in Eupert's Land.
It was in fact indispensable in a country without church endow-
ments; besides which. Bishop Machray urged—rightly, as we all

now see—that such offerings are a natural part of Christian
worship. But he found it "impossible to call forth efficiently

self-support without also calling out self-government"; hence
the necessity for a synod in which the laity would take their

due place. All this seems very elementary now ; but it was a
matter of grave discussion thirty years ago. The arrangements
issued in the transfer of no less than ten churches in the Settle- Transfer ot

ments, " originally formed and fostered by the labours of the ^hlfrches

CM. S.," being " transferred to a settled ecclesiastical system of *°^°i°"'ai

self-support," assisted, as already mentioned, by the S.P.G. and
C. & C.C.S., and also in collateral ways by the S.P.C.K.
The C.M.S. Committee "regarded this arrangement, like the
Sierra Leone Native Church, a signal success of Missions, for

which they thanked God and took courage."''' It did not indeed at

once relieve the Society financially : that would come gradually
;

and the first reduction was made in the grant of £600 a year for

schools. On the other hand, the Society voted an annual grant
for tuition and exhibitions to St. John's College, which the Bishop St. John's

was reviving and developing, in consideration of the theological College,

training to be given in it to men designated for work among
Indians.

Into the work of this College, the Bishop threw his most ardent
energies ; and in raising the funds for it, and for many other
Church objects, he contributed largely from his own private

means. He obtained a Warden for it in the person of a fellow-

Aberdonian educated in Canada, the Rev. John McLean ; taking
himself the title of Chancellor, and allotting to himself an impor-
tant part of the actual teaching. Mr. McLean was also appointed
Archdeacon of Assiniboia in succession to Cockran, who had
lately died ; and Cowley was appointed Archdeacon of Cumber-
land in succession to Hunter, who had remained in England.
A great epoch in the history of British North America was now Dominion

approaching. In 1867, Upper and Lower Canada, New Bruns- ° '-^"*'^^-

wick, and Nova Scotia, were united under the name of the
Dominion of Canada. In 1868, arrangements were made for the

* From the Minutes, February 6th, 1866.
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acquisition by the Dominion of all territorial rights in the North-
West territories from the Hudson's Bay Company, that Company
remaining a trading association only. In 1869 a rebellion broke
out in the Eed Eiver district, a considerable number of Eoman
Catholic French half-breeds objecting to the new rule. To quell

the revolt, Colonel (now Lord) Wolseley made the memorable
expedition from Eastern Canada which first established his

military fame. The live hundred miles between Lake Superior
and Eed Eiver were traversed successfully by Garnet Wolseley'

s

force, in large boats on the rivers and lakes, involving the crossing

of troublesome portages en route. But meanwhile, the insurgents

had been satisfied by the arrangements made by the Dominion
authorities under the advice of the Imperial Government ; and
the Indians remained loyal. The Eed Eiver district was
then (1870) formed into the Province of Manitoba, with the
" city " of Winnipeg (population only 300) as the capital. In
1871 the Colony of British Columbia also joined the Confederation,

and became a Province of the Dominion of Canada ; and the

great Canadian Pacific Eailway was projected, Avhich it took

fourteen years to complete." These remarkable developments
were accompanied by excellent measures for the benefit of the

Indians. Lands were specially reserved for them ; f liquor was not

allowed to enter these reserves ; and presently the conveyance of

liquor at all into the remoter unsettled districts was prohibited.

Two extracts may here be given, describing the effect of all these

changes upon the Christian Indians. The first is from a letter

from Archdeacon Cowley in 1871, referring particularly to the

Indian Settlement at Eed Eiver :

—

" The changes resulting in the confederation of this country with
Canada have benefited the settled Christian Indians in many ways.

1. Pecuniarily. There is a ready market for their labour—for the pro-

ductions of the chase, the fisheries, the farm, itc. 2. Mentally. Contact
with men of larger experience in their everyday life, in buying and
selling, in labour, in household economy, in providing for the future, in

their mode of cultivating the soil, in horticulture, in the introduction,

management, and application of machinery to various uses, in combining
to effect objects otherwise unattainable, itc,—tends to quicken their

perception and enlarge their understanding. 3. Physically. A promi-
nent evil, resulting in oeneral debility, has been the want of a regular

supply of suitable food. Every able-bodied man is now capable of fully

providing for the wants of himself and family. 4. In promoting the

education of tlie rising generation.—But, alas ! morally and spiritually,

the stranger might learn lessons of wisdom from many a poor Christian

Indian. In these respects we fear our people are likely to sufler, unless

the isolation of the families should, under God, be a means of pre-

servation."

The other is from a letter from the Eev. James Settee, the

* Eight years in preliminary negotiations, and six years in construction.

f Not in all cases the most suitable lands ; but that was not the fault of the

authorities. The Indians in several cases chose their own, and chose badly.
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second Indian clergyman in the country, ordained by Bishop Part VII.

Anderson in 1853. It also is dated 1871 :— 1862-72..... . . Chap. 66.
" The Indian tribes in general were always under the impression that

the foreigners were usurpers and destroyers of their race and country
; James

that this land belonged to them exclusively ; that they had sole claim to Settee's

the rock, the ground, grass, timber, the fish, and its waters ; that all

these things were created for them only : with these feelings they
opposed every stranger and everybody that did not belong to their

ti-ibe ; and very often they murdered and killed each other from
jealousy.

" Now that impression is dying away from the mind of the Indian.

The political change which has been carried out among the Natives
within the province of Manitoba, and the policy to be adopted through-
out the whole territory, may, we trust, exercise a favourable influence

upon Mission woi'k among the different tribes. Her Majesty's Commis-
sioner secured for Her Majesty's red subjects the means of education
and other facilities for their mental and moral improvement.

" The Indians now understand that Her Majesty has at heart their

welfare. Nothing ever so forcibly convinced them as when they held
the silver in their hands, and were told by Her Majesty's Commissioner
that the silver was from their great mother, the Queen of Great Britain.

" With these impressions and convictions in the bosom of the Heathen
that Mission work is the work of God, it becomes natural for them to

cry out and ask your Committee for more teachers. Their call is, ' Give
us the Protestant praying fathers, the Protestant teachers.' They do
not want teachers that teach to murder and to shed blood, in allusion

to the murders that were committed in Red River in the late rebellion.
" Many of the Indians find it easier to raise food out of the ground

than to obtain it by chase, and in that way many of them will be brought
to settle and form themselves into villages, as many of their relations

have done."

All this while the C.M.S. Missions were steadily progressing, c.m.s.

At the older stations in what was now the Province of Manitoba, Missions,

there were labouring Archdeacon Abraham Cowley, J. P. Gardiner,

H. George, and R. Phair ; with three Indian clergymen, J. Settee,

H. Cochrane, and Baptiste Spence, and one, G. Bruce, of mixed
race. Cochrane was pastor of the Indian Settlement on Eed
River, in which he had been educated as a boy. Beyond the new
Province, on the Saskatchewan and English Rivers, the work
was entirely in Native hands, viz., of Henry Budd and Luke
Caldwell, and of J. A. Mackay, of mixed race. In the Far North,

on the Mackenzie and Yukon Rivers, were W. C. Bompas,
W. D. Reeve, and (of mixed race) R. McDonald; and of their

work and travels, especially of Bompas and McDonald among
the Tukudh Indians and even the Eskimo of the Arctic coast,

long and most deeply-interesting journals came home and
were printed in the Society's periodicals. Then on Hudson's
Bay there were J. Horden at Moose, T. Vincent (of mixed race)

at Albany, and W. W. Kirkby at York ; and in these districts

also the work was very encouraging. For about four years at

this time, 1868-72, a new Mission among the Chippeway Indians

of Ontario (Upper Canada) was started and carried on by the

VOL. II. K r
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Part YII. Eev. E. F. Wilson, a son of the Vicar of Islington ; first at Sarnia,
1862-72.

g^^ ^;]^Q south end of Lake Huron, and then at Garden Eiver, near
Cliap^e.

(^^^^ gj. ]\Xarie, at the east end of Lake Superior. A good
beginning was made ; but the Society felt that the field was one

rather for the Canadian Church, and its connexion was dissolved

in 1873.
Bishop Meanwhile Bishop Machray was hard at work. His growing

journeys.^ responsibilities at Eed Eiver did not prevent his undertaking many
long journeys ; and one maj^ be mentioned, as showing the strange

detour by which a remote station had sometimes to be reached.

Bishop Anderson, it will be remembered, travelled from Eed
Eiver to Moose, at the south end of Hudson's Bay, by the in-

numerable small rivers and lakes lying directly between the two
points. In 1868, this route was not available ; and Bishop
Machray went southward to the United States boundary, and,

crossing that, came, three or four hundred miles from Winni-

peg, upon the rapidly-extending x\merican railway system. Trains

took him to St. Paul, and to Milwaukee on Lake Michigan

;

thence trains and steamers northwards to Marquette, on Lake
Superior ; across that Lake to Michipicoton ; and then by canoe

on the rivers northward to Moose. In this way he had touched en

route what were then the American dioceses of Dacotah, Minnesota,

Wisconsin, and Michigan, and the Canadian diocese of Toronto.

Of course sub-division has since made the dioceses on this route

different. The journey occupied from May 16th to June 26th.

Then the Bishop was taken by Mr. Horden across Hudson's Bay, in

one direction to Eupert's House and in another direction to Albany,

over 600 miles by canoe on the open sea. He was greatly

pleased with the hundreds of Christian Indians he met ; and for the

Licensing benefit of the outlying posts he licensed four Indian lay readers to
lay readers, perform the chm'ch services. Apparently this was the first case

of licensing laymen in any C.M.S. Missions, unless New Zealand

was a little earlier.

Bishop But now, in 1872, the Bishop was forming plans for giving more

proposes effective episcopal supervision to his vast diocese. In fact, if any
division of episcopal work at all was to be done in the Far North, where

Bompas and McDonald were labouring on the Arctic Circle, new
measures had to be taken. As Captain Butler observed in his

picturesque book. The Great Lone Land, which was published

about this time, the distance from Eed Eiver to the further posts

on the Mackenzie Eiver was as gi-eat as " from London to Mecca "
;

and having regard to the mode of travel, it would have taken

Bishop Machray from the headquarters of his work for two years

to visit those Arctic Missions with profit. The scheme he now
propounded was this : to divide his diocese into four. The reduced
Diocese of Eupert's Land would comprise the new Province of

Manitoba and some adjacent districts; the coasts and environs of

Hudson's Bay would form a second diocese ; the vast plains

of the Saskatchewan, stretching westward to the Eocky Moun-
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tains, a third ; and the whole of the enormous territories watered Part VII
by the Athabasca and Mackenzie Eivers, and such part of the 1862-72.

Yukon basin as was within British territory, a fourth.
C hap. 66.

The Bishop came to England to set forth his proposals, and
they were at once accepted as statesmanlike by all concerned,
including the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Church Missionary
Society. The three new dioceses were named Moosonee, Sas-
katchewan, and Athabasca. For Moosonee, Bishop Machray Bishops

suggested the veteran missionary Horden, and for Athabasca the h*;!^^!?.?-.^^^oo
. •;

.
dioceses.

younger but not less energetic missionary Bompas ; and these two
being C.M.S. men, and their future work wholly among Indians,

the Society undertook to guarantee them suitable allowances as

bishops. For Saskatchewan he nominated the able Warden of

St. John's College, Archdeacon McLean ; and for that see it was
determined to raise an endowment, towards which the S.P.G.
gave £2000 and the S.P.C.K. £1750. This Diocese of Saskatche-
wan was expected to be one of growing importance, as the great

railway was to traverse it, and the country and climate were sure

to attract emigrants. Practical steps were at once taken to give

effect to these proposals. The C.M.S. wrote to Horden and Horden

Bompas to come to England for consecration. Horden was able Bompas.
to come by the return ship in the autumn of that same year, 1872

;

and on December 15th he was consecrated Bishop of Moosonee at

Westminster Abbey, on that memorable occasion already I'eferred

to three times in this History, when Eoyston was consecrated to

Mauritius and Eussell to North China. It took more than twelve
months to get a letter to Bompas and to bring him to England

;

and McLean had to wait a little, while practical arrangements were
made for the endowment of his see ; so their consecration did not
take place till 1874, as we shall see hereafter.

Let us now go on to the Utmost West.
The field of the North Pacific Mission was first suggested to Field of the

the Society so far back as 1819, as we saw in our Eighteenth pj^cific

Chapter. Enterprising pioneers of the old North-West Fur Mission.

Company had crossed the Eocky Mountains and made their way
to the western coast of the great Continent, Mackenzie in 1793
and Eraser in 1806—the two men after whom have been named
the great river of the Far North and the great river of the Far
West ; and the agents of that Company had established a few
trading posts in the still almost unexplored country. A member
of the Company, a highly- respectable Canadian merchant, informed
the Society in 1819 that the Indians beyond the Eockies were
a superior people likely to respond to Christian instruction.

Nothing, however, was done ; and when, a few months later, the

Society did begin to go elsewhere than to " Africa and the East,"

it was to the Eed Eiver Settlement. The remoter territories,

however, did not entirely fade away from the Society's memory.
In 1830, seven Indian boys belonging to the tribes beyond the

R r 2
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Part VII.
1862-72.

Ohap. 66.

Captain
Prevost's
appeal.

Eockies were being taught by Cockran at Eed Eiver ; which
circumstance was reported by the Committee with evident

pleasure. But it was not till 1856 that a clear opportunity arose

for sending a missionary to the other side of British America.
In the spring of that year, 1856, the editor of the CM. Intelli-

gencer met, at a C.M.S. meeting at Tunbridge Wells, a godly naval

officer, Captain James C. Prevost, E.N., who had just returned

from the Pacific Ocean, and who was deeply impressed by the

heathen degradation of the Indians of the British possessions

there. Their natural condition was bad enough ; and they were
now exposed to a new danger, for white traders and miners were
beginning to find their way to those coasts, bringing their " fire-

water," their reckless immoralities, and their contempt for
" savages." Captain Prevost earnestly appealed to Mr. Eidgeway
to induce the Church Missionary Society to attempt a Mission
there. The reply was not encouraging. The Committee were
just then proposing to signalize the conclusion of the Crimean
War by planting a Mission at Constantinople, to extend the

Punjab Mission by occupying Multan, and to advance into the

newly-annexed Kingdom of Oudh : what chance was there for

the " few sheep in the wnlderness " beyond the Eocky Mountains ?

Eidgeway's sympathies, however, were always w^orld-wide, and
he, at least, did what he could : he invited Captain Prevost to

write a memorandum for the Intelligencer. In July of that year,

His article 1856, appeared an article entitled "Vancouver's Island," in which

'"inteiii- t^^6 editor briefly stated the case, and introduced Captain Prevost's
gencer." contribution. Let us read a few sentences from the latter :

—

" It is difficult to ascertain, with any degree of accuracy, the total

amount of the Native population : a mean, however, between the
highest and lowest estimates gives 60,000, a result probably not far

from the truth. It is a fact well calculated to arrest the attention,

and to enlist in behalf of the proposed Mission the active sympathies
of every sincere Christian, that this vast number of our fellow-subjects

have remained in a state of heathen darkness and complete barbarism
ever smce the discovery and partial surveys of their coasts by
Vancouver in 1792—1794 ; and that no effort has yet been made for

their moral or spiritual improvement, although during the last forty

years a most lucrative trade has been carried on with them hy our
fellow-countrymen. We would most earnestly call upon all who have
themselves learned to value the blessings of the Gospel, to assist ' in

rolling away ' this reproach. The field is a most promising one. Some
naval officers, who, in the discharge of their professional duties, have
lately visited these regions, have been most favourably impressed
with the highly intelligent character of the Natives ; and, struck by
their manly bearing, and a physical appearance fully equal to that of

the English, whom they also resemble in the fairness of their com-
plexion, and having their compassion excited by their total destitution

of Christian and moral instruction, they feel it to be their duty to

endeavour to introduce among them the knowledge of the Gospel of

Christ, under the conviction that it would prove the surest and most
fruitful source of social improvement anil civilization, as well as of

spiritual blessings infinitely more valuable, and would be found the
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only effectual antidote to the contaminating vices which a rapidly- Part VII
increasing trade, especially with California and Oregon, is bringing in 1862-72.

its train. Chap. 66.

" There is much in the character of the Natives to encourage
missionary effort. They are not idolaters : they believe in the existence

of two great Spirits—the one benevolent, and the other malignant

;

and in two sepai'ate places of reward and punishment in another world.

They are by no means bigoted. They manifest a great desire and
aptitude to acquire the knowledge and arts of civilized life ; and,

although they are addicted to some of the vices generally prevalent

amongst savages, they yet possess some virtues rarely displayed by them.

Some of the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company, who have married
Native women, bear the highest testimony to their characters as wives

and mothers, and to the manner in which they fulfil all their domestic
relationships. Drunkenness was almost wholly unknown, until lately

introduced by increasing intercourse with Europeans ; but it is now
spreading with rapid and destructive effect among the tribes."

There, perhaps, the matter might have rested, had not the

good Captain, four or five months later, been suddenly ordered

back to the North Pacific coast in command of H.M.S. Satellite ;

upon which he instantly came to Salisbury Square, and offered a

free passage for a missionary. Here is the entry in H. Venn's
prfvost

journal : offers free
passage to

*' Tuesday, December 2nd. — Captain Prevost, who is going to the a mission-

Pacific, in one of the finest steam-frigates in the navy, to settle a

boundary question in the mainland opposite Vancouver's Island, called

on me. He had been on the station two years ago, and had taken great

interest in the Indians on the west of the Rocky Mountains, and now
being suddenly called to the same station and intending to take his wife

with him, he was anxious to offer a free passage to a missionary and his

wife. He would himself introduce them to their new station, and do
everything in his power to support them as long as he should be in that

neighbourhood."

But where was the missionary who should go ? There was
a young man training under C. E. Alford at Highbury Training

College for Schoolmasters, who had been one of the half-dozen

people attending a village missionary meeting in Yorkshire on a

drenching wet night, when Charles Hodgson, who was the deputa-

tion, had insisted on going on with the meeting despite the Vicar's

proposal to abandon it ; and the speech that night to those

half-dozen listeners had resulted in the offer to the Society of

William Duncan. And now Duncan was to sail at a few days' ^,'"'^1?
, -1 Uuncan.

notice as the only English missionary to a hitherto unreached

race in one of the remotest corners of the British Empire. On
December 19th he was taken leave of by the Committee, along

with two other men also going out suddenly. Again let us read

Venn's journal :

—

" Friday, December 19^A.—A dismissal at the CM. House at twelve. It
^"^'led"*-'"^

was an occasion of special interest, because each of the three missionaries tory Dis-

had gone out on short notice. Mr. Greaves, late of Manchester, only missal,

offered himself to the Society and was accepted in November and
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Part VII. to-day he goes to join a steamer for Calcutta. His mother was with
1862-72. )iim. Mr. Macarthy, going to Peshawar, was ai>pointed a montli ago;
Chap. fif). he will be ordained next Smidaj', and start on Monday. Mr. Dnnran, a

schoolmaster, was appointed <inly ten days ago, upon the noble oft'er

of Captain Prevost, H.M.S. Satellite, to give a free passage to any
missionary agent whom the Society would send to labour among the Red
Indians on the western coast of North America. Captain Prevost was
present on this occasion. Mr. Knight gave a noble address, in which he
spoke of the new station we are about to occupy in North-West America,
as immediately opposite to Shanghai, so that we now complete the girdle

of missionary stations round the globe. Captain Prevost was then
obliged to leave the room, and he said, in a few words, that he regretted
his public duties obliged him to leave before the conclusion of this most
interesting occasion. That he could not do so without entreating the
friends around him when they remembered before the throne of grace
the missionaries whom they sent out to distant parts of the world, to
pray also for the captain and the crew of the Satellite, that wherever
they might go, however they might be employed, they might bear
witness for Christ. . . . Mr. Ridgeway concluded Avith a most fervent
prayer for the outpouring of the Spirit."

Observe that Knight regarded the new Mission as completing
the girdhng of the world because on the opposite side of the Pacific

there was a Mission at Shanghai. No thought then of Japan !

On December 23rd the iS'rt^^////c sailed from Plymouth ; and having
doubled Cape Horn and traversed almost the whole length of

the North and South Atlantic and the South and North Pacific

Oceans, she cast anchor in Esquimault Harboui', Victoria, Van-
couver's Island, on June 13th, 1857. But Duncan had still five

hundred miles to go further northward. His mission was to the

Tsimshean Indians on the mainland, and to reach them he must
Duncan get to a post of the Hudson's Bay Company on the coast, Fort Simp-

simpson. SOU." He had, however, to wait three months for a passage thither,

and meanwhile the Company's officers at Victoria raised strong ob-

jections to his going. He might get to Fort Simpson ; but then he
could only go outside it at the risk of his life, and the Indians
would not be permitted to come inside : what work, then, could

he do ? Duncan could only reply that he was ordered to Fort
Simpson, and to Fort Simpson he must go ; and he found a friend

in the Governor of Vancouver's Island, who gave him letters to

the officer at the Fort, directing that accommodation be afforded

him and facilities given him for getting into touch with the

Indians. At length a vessel was going up ; and on the night of

October 1st he landed at the spot where the new Mission was to

begin.

Like other Hudson's Bay Company trading posts, Fort Simpson
consisted of a few houses, stores, and workshops, surrounded by a
palisade twenty feet high, formed of trunks of trees. The inmates
consisted of about twenty white men or half-breeds, with the

wives and children of some of them ; and Duncan at once began

* To be carefully distinguislied from the Fort Simpson on the Mackenzie
Eiver, which Hunter reached a year later (p. 324).
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Sunday services for this little community, a day-school for the Part VII.

children, and a night-school for some of the adults. Outside the 1862-72.

Fort was a large village of Tsimshean Indians, comprising some ^P'

two hundred and fifty wooden houses. In the next few months Tsimshean

Duncan visited every house and counted the inmates, finding 637 ^'"^e^-

men, 756 women, and 763 children, 2156 in all ; and about 400
more w^ere stated to be absent at the time. Their degrading and
barbarous customs were very painful, but this, of course, only
emphasized their need of the Gospel. Duncan did his best to

indicate to them his friendliness, and by means of one Indian who
had acquired some little English, he began gi-adually to pick up
the language. At length, after eight months of patient labour,

he found himself able to make his first attempt to convey to them Duncan's

definitely the Gospel message, by a written address, which he had sermon,
composed with infinite pains :

—

" Last week I finisher! trauslatinp' my first address for the Indians.
Although it was not entirely to my satisfaction, I felt it would be wrong
to withhold the message any longer. Accordingly I sent word last night
(not being ready before) to the chiefs, desiring to use their houses to-

day to address their people in. This morning I set ofl', accompanied by
the young Indian (Clah), whom I have had occasionally to assist me in the
language. In a few minutes we arrived at the first chief's house, which
I found all prepared, and we mustered about one hundred souls. This
was the first assembly of Indians I had met. My heart quailed greatl}'

before the work—a people for the first time come to hear the Gosjiel

tidings, and I the poor instrument to address them in a tongue so new
and difticult to me. Oh, those moments ! I began to think that, after

all, I should be obliged to get Clah to speak to them, while I read to

them from a paper in my hand. Blessed be God, this lame resolution

was not carried. My Indian was so unnerved at my proposal, that I

quickly saw I must do the best I could by myself, or worse would come
of it. I then told them to shut the door. The Lord strengthened me. I

knelt down to crave Gods blessing, and afterwards I gave them the
address. They were all reintirkably attentive. At the conclusion I

desired them to kneel down. They immediately complied, and I offered

up prayer for them in English. They preserved great silence. All being
done, I bade them good-bye. They all responded with seeming thank-
fulness. On leaving, I asked my Indian if they understood me, and one
of the chief women very seriously replied, ' Nee, nee ' (' yes

') ; and he
assured me that from their looks he knew that they understood and felt

it to be good.
" We then went to the next chief's house, where we found all ready, a

canoe-sail spread for me to stand on, and a mat placed on a box for me
to sit upon. About loO souls assembled, and as there were a few of the

Fort people present, I first gave them a short address in English, and
then the one in Tsimshean. All knelt at prayer, and were verj' atten-

tive, as at the other place. This is the head chief's house. He is a very
Avicked man, but he was present, and admonished the people to behave
themselves during my stay.

" After this I went in succession to the other seven tribes, and
addressed them in the chiefs' houses. In each case I found the chief

very kind and attentive in preparing his house and assembling his

people. The smallest company I addressed was about fifty souls, and
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Part "VII. the largest about 200. Their obedience to my request about kneeling
1862-72. was universal, but in the house where there were over 200 some con-
Chap. 66. fusion took place, as they were sitting so close. However, when they

heard me begin to pray, they were instantly silent. Tims the Lord
helped me through. About 800 or 900 souls in all have heard me speak

;

and a great number of them, I feel certain, have understood the message.
May the Lord make it the beginning of great good for this pitiable and
long-lost people."

Progress of
the work.

First bap-
tisms.

Bishopric
of British
Columbia.

From this time the work went quietly on, some two hmidred
adults and children attending daily school and listening to Chris-

tian instruction ; and on Christmas Day, 1858, Duncan made his

first attempt to address the people extempore. But no sooner did

the medicine-men of the tribe realize the growing influence of the

missionary than they raised an outcry against it ; and Duncan's
life was more than once in imminent danger. Nevertheless he
simply went on, with unruffled patience and courage ; and within
about a year and a half the outward change in the people had
become very manifest. Drunkenness and profligacy were diminish-

ing, and the consequent quiet and decorum impressed the Indians
themselves. On April 6th, 1859, the head chief Legaic, who had
distinguished himself by his violence and murderous threats,

appeared at school, and sat down to learn with the rest. Here
and there were plain tokens that the Holy Spirit was at work
upon the heart ; and in October, just two years after Duncan's
arrival, a young man on his death-bed gave striking evidence of

his faith in Christ. The C.M.S. Committee received these tidings

with thankfulness and hope, and in the following year, 1860, they
sent out an ordained missionary, the Rev. L. S. Tugwell. By
him, on July 26th, 1861, the first converts were baptized, fourteen

men, five women, and four children.

The increase in the number of white men on the coast—chiefly

near Vancouver's Island and on the Fraser River, far south of

Fort Simpson—led in 1858 to the establishment of the Colony of

British Columbia, to comprise the whole of the British territories

in America west of the Rocky Mountains ; and Miss (now Baro-
ness) Burdett-Coutts came forward with a handsome contribution

to the Colonial Bishoprics Fund for the endowment of a bishopric.

Dr. Hills accordingly went out in 1859 as first Bishop of Columbia.
The S.P.G. already had clergy in Vancouver's Island, working
among both the whites and the Indians there, and in after years

others followed on the opposite mainland. But as Tsimsheans
from time to time went south to Victoria for trade or otherwise,

the Bishop more than once invited Duncan, as knowing their

language, to go down and seek these wandering sheep.

So far, we have been looking back into the years before the

period under review in the present section of our History. We
now come to the opening year of the period, 1862, and we find

that at the very time when the Society was moving into its new
House, the now fast-increasing community of Tsimshean Indians
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was arranging to move to a new settlement. No. 16, Salisbury Part VII.

Square, and Metlakahtla, come into view in the same spring of the 1H62-72.

same year. Duncan had for some time perceived that if the Chap. 66.

Mission was not only to save individual souls, but to become a The move
centre of good and wholesome influence upon the coast, it must to a new

fix its headquarters at some place removed from the contamination
of ungodly white men. He therefore planned a Christian colony,

the objects of which he subsequently thus summarized in a report

to the Government :

—

" 1st. To place all tlio Indians, when they became wishful to bo tauglit Objects of

Christianity, out of the miasma of heathen life, and away from the
sgtti"^rit

deadening and enthralling influence of heathen customs.
" 2nd. To establish the Mission where we could efl'ectively shut out

intoxicating liquors, and keep liquor vendors at bay.
" 3rd. To enable us to raise a barrier against the Indians visiting

Victoria, excepting on lawful business.
" 4th. That we might be able to assist the people thus gathered out

to develop into a model community, and raise a Christian village, from
which the Native evangelist might go forth, and Christian truth radiate

to every tribe around.
" 5th. That we might gather such a community around us, whose

moral and religious training and bent of life might render it safe and
proper to impart secular instruction.

" 6th. That we might be able to break up all tribal distinctions and
animosities, and cement all who came to us, from whatever tribe, into

one common brotherhood.
" 7th. That we might place ourselves in a position to set up and

establish the supremacy of the law, teach loyalty to the Queen, conserve
the peace of the country around, and ultimately develop our settlement
into a municipality with its Native corporation."

The Indians themselves pointed out the locality for such a

settlement, a place called Metlakahtla, occupying a beautiful Metia-

situation on the coast, seventeen miles south of Fort Simpson. It

had formerly, indeed, been their home ; they had only removed to

Fort Simpson for convenience of trade ; but they had now learned

that the too close contiguity of the white man and the red man
meant the ruin of the latter; and, moreover, at their old habitat

they would have room to cultivate a little land, and there would be

an inlet specially abounding in salmon and shell-fish, the leading

staple of the country. On May 27th, 1862, Duncan and fifty

Indians left Fort Simpson for Metlakahtla ; and although many
had shrunk back when the moment of departure came, fearing the

strict rules to be enforced at the new settlement, within a few
days they thought better of it, and on June 6th a fleet of thirty

canoes brought three hundred more people from Fort Simpson.

Others quickly followed ; and very soon a flourishing village was village

in full working order. The rules were as follows :

—

1. To give up their " Ahlied," or Indian devilry; •

2. To cease calling in conjurers when sick

;

3. To cease gambling

;

4. To cease giving away their property for display
;
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Part VIT. •'J. To cease paintiiif^ their faces
;

1862-72. (j. To cease di'iiikiiig intoxicating drink
;

Cliap. 66. 7. To rest on the Sabbath
;

8. To attend reHgioius instruction
;

9. To send their cliihlren to school

;

10. To be clean
;

11. To be industrious
;

1 2. To be peaceful
;

13. To be liberal and honest in trade;
14. To build )ieat houses

;

15. To pay the village tax.

Wide in- ]\[etlakahtla proved to be no hermit's cell in the wilderness,

Metia- removed far from the haunts of men, and exerting no influence
kahtia. ovcr them. Eather did it become a harbour of refuge, v^dth its

lights radiating forth into the darkness, inviting the distressed bark
to seek its friendly shelter, and guiding the passing vessel on its

course. It rapidly acquired a recognized position of importance
and influence as the centre—one might almost say the ofiicial

centre - of all good work of every kind among the coast Indians.

Not only was Duncan the lay pastor and missionary—for Tugwell
had been invalided home before the removal to Metlakahtla,—not
only was he treasurer of the settlement, clerk of the works, head
schoolmaster, and counsellor in general to the people ; the Colonial

Government also appointed him a magistrate, in order that he
might have legal power to dispense justice, not only within the
settlement, but along the whole coast, wherever his influence ex-

tended. And vigorously did he exercise this power, impartially

upon white man and red man, until his name became famous, and
he was regarded as the very incarnation of just and energetic rule.

But the Colonial authorities generally were conspicuous for wisdom
and fairness in dealing with the Indians ; and perhaps there can be
no better way of exhibiting the condition of affairs upon the coast,

and the policy of the Government, than by extracting some singu-

larly effective sentences from an address to the Indians by
the Chief Justice, Sir Matthew Begbie, at a trial of two men for

murder :

—

Sir M. " Many years ago there were some poor white men on the sea. Men
rernarka^Dle ^" ^^^ ^^^ ^"^^ always in danger from the winds and the waves ; but
judicial these men trusted in God, who rules the winds and waves, and they

th '^f^d^
*° were not afraid. Neither were they afraid of the men whom they might

meet, for they did not intend to hint anybody, and they were ready to
do good. And, indeed, if the white men intended to do harm to the
Indians, the whites could destroy them oft" the face of tlie earth. The
whites could send up one man-of-war, which could easily, and without land-
ing a man, destroy all their houses and canoes and property-, and drive them
naked and helpless into the woods to starve. No canoe could venture
to go fishing. In one year the white men could destroy all the Indians
on the coast without losing a man. One of our cannon could swallow up
all the muSkets of your tribe.

" Now these poor white men on the sea met with some Indians. The
Indians said they were hungry, and the white men gave them bread.
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Was that the act of a friend or an enemy? Then, when the Indians saw Part VII.
that tlie white men were good ami confiding, and saw a Htth) bread, and 1HH2-72.

a saw and some tools, and a musket and a pistol, the devil came to them Chap. 66.

and said, ' Fvill these white men ; do not stop because they gave you "

bre;i(l when you were hinigry; kill them, iuid take the saw and tlie

musket and the breaih' Tlii'se things the devil put on his hook with
whicli he was tishing for the souls of the Indians, as men put a small lish

on a hook to catch salmon and halibut. And the Indians listened to the
voice of tile devil, and slew these men, who were not fighting, nor had
either they or the Indians declared war or anger at all. They slew these
men wliile the bread of charity was still in their mouths. This is

treachery and murder. All people hate miu-der; all people seek to have
revenge for murder. This is the law among Indians also. If a white
man kill an Indian, the In(h'ans desire that wliite man to be put to
death. Now my people come to me and ask for satisfaction. The law
among the whites is that they cannot have revenge unless I permit it.

Now my people come and ask me for revenge.
" But many snows have fallen upon this blood, and they hide it

from my sight. Many snows have fallen also on my head ; my
head is very white, and I have seen many things. When the head
is white, the heart ought to be jarndent and moderate. I will not
therefore take the lives of these Indians now before me, though they
are all in my hand, and if I close it, it will strangle them all.

M,y head is white, but my hand is strong, and my heart is not
weak. If I punish them less than by killing them it is not because I

am weak, nor because I am afraid. But I want to do good to these
Indians. What good would their lives do me 't Their lives are of no
use to me to take at present. But I wish to preserve their lives, and
to change their lives. I wish to change their hearts, and to let them see

that our laws are good and our hearts are good, and that we do not kill,

even when we have a right to kill, and when we have the power to kill.

" There is a rock at Metlakahtla, and a rock at Victoria, upon which
their okl canoe has split. Now I oiler them a new canoe. When men are

sailing in an old broken canoe, and have with difliculty got to shore, and
made a small camp, if anybody offer them a fine new canoe with which
to continue the voyage of life, they should accept the offer gladly. Now
there is a much better canoe, as they may see at Metlakahtla. I wish
them to sail in such a canoe for the future, and to adopt a better rule

of life, and a better law of religion. They nuist at present go back to

prison, until I speak with the other great chiefs of my people, and see

what is best for them to be done. I shall try and persuade the other

chiefs to send them away to Metlakahtla, to do what Mr. Duncim shall

tell them, and to live as they shall direct. And so long as they live well

and quietly, and learn and labour truly to get their own living, I shall

not remember the blood which they have spilt."

The social and moral influence of Metlakahtla was accompanied
by unmistakable spiritual results. The Bishop of Columbia him-

self twice took the five hundred miles voyage to receive the

converts " into the congregation of Christ's flock." In 1863 he

ba^jtized fifty-nine adults and some children, and in 1866 sixty-five More bap.

adults ; besides whom, during nearly the same period, one hundred
and thirty-five adults and thirty-one children were baptized by
two other clergymen from Victoria, making a total—with one

other—within ten years of Duncan's first arrival on the coast, of
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Part VII. 278 baptisms of adult converts and about fifty of the children of
1862-72. Christian parents. What was that "one other" case? It was

^P' Quthray, a cannibal chief, who had been a violent opponent of the

Gospel, but was softened by the grace of God in the prospect of

Cannibal death. He was baptized by the lay hands of Duncan himself soon

tized.
^^ after the move to Metlakahtla, when no clergyman was within

reach :

—

" Saturday, October 18th, 1862.—Just as I was rising this morning I

received intelligence that poor Quthray, the young cannibal chief, was
dying. I have frequently visited him during his illness, and was with
him for a long time a few nights ago. As he has long and earnestly

desired baptism, and expressed in such clear terms his repentance for his

sins, and his faith in the Saviour of sinners, I told him that I would myself
baptize him before he died, unless a minister from Victoria arrived in

time to do it. He always appeared most thankful for my visits, and,

with the greatest force he could command, thanked me for my promise.

Accordingly this morning I proceeded to the solemn work of admitting a

brand plucked from the burning into the visible Church of Christ by
baptism. Though I was not sent here to baptize, but to preach the

Gospel, yet I had no fear but that I was doing what was pleasing to God
in administering that sacred rite to the poor dying man, as an officially-

appointed person was not within several hundred miles of him. I found
the sufierer apparently on the very verge of eternity, but quite sensible,

supported by his wife on one side, and another woman on the other, in a

sitting posture on his lowly couch spread upon the ground. I addressed
him at once, reminding him of the promise I had made to him, and why.
I also spoke some words of advice to him, to which ho paid most earnest

attention, though his cough would scarcely permit him to have a moment's
rest. A person near expressed a fear that he did not luiderstand what I

said, being so weak and near death ; but he quickly, and with great

emphasis, exclaimed, ' / /lear ; I understand.' While I was praying his

expression of countenance was most lovely. With his face turned up-

ward, he seemed to be deeply engaged in prayer. I baptized him, and
gave him the name of Philip Atkinson. I earnestly besought the Lord
to ratify in Heaven what He had permitted me to do in His name, and
to receive the soul of the poor dying penitent before Him. He had the

same i-esignation and peace which he had evinced throughout his sick-

ness, weeping for his sins, depending all upon the Saviour, confident of

pardon, and rejoicing in hope.
" This is the man of whom I have had to write more than once to the

Society. Oh, the dreadful and revolting things I have witnessed him do !

He was one of the two principal actors in the first horrid scene I saw at

Fort Simpson about four and a half years ago, an account of which I sent

home, namely, that of a poor slave woman being murdered in cold blood,

thrown on the beach, and then torn to pieces and eaten by two naked
savages, who were supported by a crew of singers and the noise of drums.
This man was one of those naked cannibals. Gloriovis change ! See him
clothed and in his right mind, weeping—weeping sore for his sins

—

expressing to all around his firm belief in the Saviour, and dying in peace.

Bless the Lord for all His goodness."

Among the converts baptized by Bishop Hills on his first visit

Head chief in 1863 was the head chief Legaic himself,—a still more remark-

baptlzed. able triumph of Divine grace than even the case of Quthray, for
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Legale was no dying man, but still a vigorous and powerful leader Part VII.
of his people. He had given Duncan much anxiety. After he 1862-72.

appeared tamed, his old ferocity and love of sin had got the Chap. 66.

mastery again and again. On one occasion he gathered the
Indians together and bid them farewell, saying he could bear the
restraints of Metlakahtla no longer, and he must go, even if it

meant eternal perdition. He got into his canoe, and paddled away
alone, to the grief of the Christians he was leaving. Next day he
reappeared. " A hundred deaths," he said, " would not equal the
sufferings of that night." And now the "blasphemer and perse-
cutor and injurious " was baptized by the name of Paul. In him
indeed did " Jesus Christ show forth all longsuffering, for a pattern
to them who should hereafter believe on Him to life everlasting."
For Legale' s story has been told over and over again all round the
world, and who shall say what miracles of grace the Lord has
wrought by its means ? For six years the once-di-eaded savage
lived a quiet and consistent life at Metlakahtla as a carpenter, and
then died while on a journey, •' very happy," he said, " not afraid

to meet God," " always remembering the words of the Lord Jesus
Christ."

In 1870 Duncan visited England, and was warmly received by Duncan in

the Committee and many other friends. He chiefly occupied his
^"^^land.

time in learning various trades, and purchasing machinery, &e.,

for the settlement. He went to Yarmouth purposely to learn
rope-making and twine-spinning ; at another place he acquired the
art of weaving ; at a third, that of brush-making ; at a fourth,
" the gamut of each instrument in a band of twenty-one instru-

ments." In 1872 the Governor of British Columbia, Mr. Trutch,
went up the coast with two ships-of-war, to inquire into an act of

savagery committed by drunken white miners ; and while on a
visit to Metlakahtla he laid the first stone of the celebrated church. Metia-

Laying the stone, indeed, was one thing ; building the church was church,
another. The Governor and the naval officers saw lying on the
ground huge timbers to be used in its erection ; but how these
were to be reared up was not apparent. Very kindly they gave
Duncan a quantity of ropes, blocks, pulleys, &c., but even then
they sailed away in considerable scepticism as to the possibility of

unskilled red men raising a large and lofty church. Nevertheless,
after two years' labour, it was completed, through God's goodness,
without a single accident, and was ojDened for Christian services on
Christmas Day, 1874, seven hundred Indians being present.

"Could it be," wrote Duncan, " that this concourse of well-dressed

people in their new and beautiful church, engaged in thrilling songs
of praise to God, made up, but a few years ago, the fiendish

assemblies at Fort Simpson !

"

All this while, and for years afterwards, Duncan worked practi-

cally alone. Five times did the C.M.S. Committee send out an c.m.s.

ordained clergyman to take the more regular pastoral care of the ordained*
Christian Indians, while their trusted lay brother continued his ""^n

;
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T'ART VII. work both of evangelization and of the moral and material improve-
1862-72. ment of the people. Tugwell has already been mentioned.
Chap^66.

jj j^ ^ Doolan, a Cambridge man, went out in 1864 ; but he was
detached to start a new Mission on the Nass River, north of Fort
Simpson ; and after three years his health failed, and he returned
to England. In 1865, F. B. Gribbell was sent out ; but his wife's

health failing, he took colonial work at Victoria under the Bishop.
In 1867, R. Tomlinson, a Dublin graduate, was appointed to the
Mission ; and he worked in it for several years, but on the Nass
River, carrying on the station founded there by Doolan. In 1877,
A. J. Hall was sent, with the express object of his taking the

clerical superintendence of the Mission ; but he too was soon
requested by Duncan to start a new work on Vancouver's Island,

as we shall see in a future chapter. The real reason why all these

butinvain. plans failed, and others too,—for example. Bishop Hills at one
time offered Duncan ordination,—we shall also see hereafter.

Much trial was in store for this Mission. No good work is ever
let alone by the great Enemy of mankind ; and the more success-

fully his visurped kingdom is assailed, the fiercer and more bitter

will the conflict be. Especially, where grosser temptations are

not available, will he sow discord and division among Christian

brethren. But although the day came when the Society had to

separate from Mr. Duncan, to oppose his proceedings, and to

mourn over some at least of the results of his influence, he must
always be honoured as the courageous pioneer missionary of the
North Pacific coast, and the founder of a Mission which in other
hands has since received more abundant blessing from on high
even than this chapter has recorded to the praise and glory of

God.



CHAPTER LXVII.

New Zealand: War, Apostasy, Fidelity.

Veteran Missionaries—Progress and Trials of the Maori Mission

—

Land Disputes—King Movement—Taranaki War— Sir G. Grey
and Mr. Fox—Pai Marire Movement—Hau-hau Outrages : Murder
ofVblkner—Widespread Apostasy—The Bright Side: Chivalry of
Maori Chiefs—Tamihana and Hipango : their Conversion ; their

Visits to England ; Death of Hipango—Other Christian Deaths
—Maori Clergy—Death of Archdeacon H. Williams : Peace pro-
claimed over his Grave—Bishop Selwyn's Farewell—Harvest of
Maori Souls gathered in.

" Nay ; hut we will have a king over ufs."—1 Sam. viii. 19.

"Didst not thou sow good seed in thy field ? From whence then hath it tares ?

. . . An enemy hath done this. . . . But qather the wheat into nn/ l/arn."—
St. Matt. xiii. 27, 28, 30.

T is long since we reviewed the Maori Mission in New Part Yir.
Zealand. In our Sixteenth and Twenty-fourth 1862-72.

Chapters we traced its early history, and in our tJhap. 67.

Twenty-eighth Chapter the events in the decade com-
uiencing with the estahlishment of the British Colony

in IBdO and the arrival of Bishop Selwyn in 1842. Then our
Thirty-eighth Chapter was devoted to the subject of the organiza-

tion of the Colonial Church, comprising both EngHsh and Maori,
as illustrating (along with the Twenty-seventh and Thirty-third

Chapters) the difficulties which in the middle of the centuiy beset

all efforts to promote Church life in Greater Britain. But the
actual work among the Maoris since about 1850 has scarcely been
noticed in our pages. We have now, therefore, a long period to

review.

No Mission in the world has retained its veteran workers to old veteran

age like the New Zealand Mission. The men whose names will «"fssion-

1 (•
• 1 • 1 !• 1

aries in

come before us ni this chapter are, for the most part, the men New Zea-

we have met before. Throughout the 'fifties and 'sixties, W. ^"'''

Williams (Archdeacon, then Bishop), W. G. Puckey, C. Baker, A. N.
Brown (Archdeacon), T. Chapman, J. Matthews, B. Y. Ashwell, R.
Maunsell (Archdeacon), R. Taylor, 0. Hadfield (Archdeacon, then
Bishop), R. Burrows, all of whom went out before Bishop Selwyn,
and eight of whom ultimately exceeded half a century in their

service, were actively at work ; while R. Davis died in 1863,
Hamlin, Morgan, and Archdeacon Kissling in 1865, x'Yrchdeacon H.
Williams in 1867, after forty, forty, thirty-three, thirty-three, and
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Part YII. forty-five years' service respectively. S. M. Spencer, too, who went
1862-72. out a year after Selwyn, laboured all through the period, and long
C hap, by.

g^f^g^.
• ai^(3^ g Williams (now Archdeacon), who joined the Mission

in the country in 1846, is still at his post to-day. Very few new
men were sent out after the Jubilee. The C.M.S. Committee con-

sidered that, the whole Maori nation having been brought under
Christian instruction, and the permanent Colonial Church organi-

zation being in course of establishment, the Society ought to be

relieved from responsibility beyond the support, moral and
material, of the missionaries already in the field, and that all

further work should be done l)y a Native Pastorate, backed by the

rising Colonial Church. During the quarter of a century follow-

New men ing the Jubilee, only four new men were sent out—i.e. men
perk)d

"^^^ already connected with New Zealand. There were, however,
in addition, four sons of missionaries in the field, viz., W.
Leonard Williams (now Bishop), from Oxford; B. K. Taylor,

from Cambridge ; E. B. Clarke (now Archdeacon) and G. Maun-
sell, who were at Islington ; also one Islington man already con-

nected in a remarkable way with New Zealand, W. Eonaldson.*

Of these five, Taylor died after sixteen years' service, and
Eonaldson took colonial work after fourteen years ; the other

three are still labouring, after forty-five, forty-tw^o, and thirty-four

years respectively (including a few years of lay agency as young
men before definite enrolment, in the case of Clarke and Maunsell).

The four new men were T. Lanfear, A. Stock, and J. W. Gedge,
all from Cambridge, and T. S. Grace, a St. Bees' man. Stock soon
took colonial work ; Gedge returned home ; Lanfear and Grace
fulfilled many years' service.

Condition We havc before seen how great a change came over the Native

church"un- Christian community as the British Colony developed. It was, of
satisfac- coursc, impossible to keep the Maori Christians in the simplicity

and fervour of their first acceptance of the Gospel, amid such
surroundings. They had to be adapted to their new environment,

and the process was one that sorely damaged their religious life.

The C.M.S. Committee, by the pen of Henry Venn, again and
again, in the x\nnual Report, pointed out the disappointment already

experienced and the danger of further backsliding ; and Ridgeway
did the same in the Intelligencer. Thus, in 1855, the Committee
dealt very gravely with the subject. "The god of this world,"

they said, "has not withdrawn himself from the field where he
has been so signally overthrown. He only changes his mode of

operation, that those who no longer serve him as Heathen may yet

continue to serve him as professing Christians." "Christianity,"

they continued, " has taught the Natives to lay aside their wars
and to cultivate their lands. The discovery of goldfields in Australia,

and the increase of settlers there, have immensely increased the

* See p. 76.

tory
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value of the agiicultural produce of New Zealand, and the Part VII.
Maoris obtain highly-remunerative prices. At this moment the 1^^62-72.

ungodly white man presents himself with his low vices and grog- Chap. 67.

shops. The reports of the missionaries convey mournful intelli-

gence that drunkenness, with its attendant evils, is on the in-

crease. In some instances disease and death have thinned the
population, and a withering blight has come over many a hopeful
congregation."

Yet, all the while, the disappointment felt was only the inevi-

table reaction from too sanguine expectations in earlier days. All
the while, spiritual fruits were being reaped which would have Yet fruit

caused transports of joy in less fertile fields, such as North India, re^a'lje""

All the while, most touching narratives were coming home of the
Christian deaths of old converts, once ferocious cannibals, after

years of faithfulness and consistency in daily life. On earth there
was much to cause pain

;
yet, all the while, heaven was being

peopled. Is not that the true purpose of missionary work ?

Moreover, new stations were opened, particularly on Lake Taupo important

in the centre of the Island,- where T. S. Grace settled in 1855 ^edocT.'^*^^

with a warm welcome from a tribe scarcely reached before. Fresh
agencies, too, were being started as need arose. Schools of various
kinds for young and old were opened ; E. Maunsell had an im-
portant industrial school on the Waikato Eiver ; Leonard Williams,
on joining his father in the East District, began a theological insti-

tution for training Maori evangelists and pastors ; a similar institu-

tion for the Northern District was begun at Auckland by Kissling
(in which the Chief Justice, Sir W. Martin, took a much-valued
part), and a third at Tauranga by Archdeacon Brown ; while a
fourth was projected at Otaki for the South-West District, to start

which J. W. Gedge was sent out. Translational work also was
being prosecuted as far as time and strength allowed ; and in 1856
E. Maunsell was able to announce the completion of the whole
Bible in the Maori language, the New Testament revised from
W. Williams's edition, and the Old translated by himself. The
Society also hoped much from the establishment of the new
dioceses of Waiapu and Wellington in 1859. Bishop Williams of

Waiapu was keener on the Native ministry than Selwyn had
been ; and as we have before seen, the increase of the Maori
clergy, which afterwards proved so great a blessing, was mainly
due to his initiative. Moreover, he gave priests' orders to two
veteran missionaries whom Selwyn had left as deacons for several

years, and thus provided for the Holj- Communion, of which
many Native congregations had long been deprived,—an example
which, in one other case, Selwyn then followed.

But meanwhile, the environment was becoming more and
more unfavourable, and the difficulties were increasing in every

* The " Island" iu tliis chapter is always the North Islaud of New Zea-
land, in which almost all the Maoris lived, and iu which alone the Society-

worked.

VOL,. II. S S
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Part VII. direction. Continual disputes arose about the sale of land by the
1862-72. Maoris to the settlers. The tenure of land had always been tribal.
C hap. 67. ^ tract of country occupied by an individual Maori was not his

Land dis- property, but the property of the tribe ; and the individual, accord-
putes. ij^g t^Q q1(J Maori custom, had no power to alienate it without the

consent of the tribe. This the settlers did not understand ; and
they were not at all disposed to pay attention to the compli-

cated "rights" of "savages."''' During Sir George Grey's first

Governorship, 1845-54, his sympathy with the Maoris and appre-

ciation of their character enabled him to settle many disputes

Colonial satisfactorily. But in 1853 the Colony was invested by the
Legisia-

British Parliament with powers of self-government, and represen-

tative institutions were set on foot. The Governor was no longer a

benevolent despot, responsible only to the Colonial Office at home
;

he had to be guided by a ministry, dependent on the votes of the

legislature. This in itself was not only inevitable, but right.

But the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840, between the Queen and the

Maori chiefs, by which alone England had come into peaceful

possession of one of the finest of her colonies, should have been

remembered, and provision made for the due observance of the

native rights which that treaty had recognized. So far from this

being done, the new legislature and ministry were composed
of men who for the most part thought that the sooner the

Maori disappeared from the earth the better for New Zealand.!
Friends of Bisliop Selwyn, and the Chief Justice, Sir W. Martin, and other

J^pXr.""" men like William Fox (brother of H. W. Fox of the Telugu

Mission) and J. E. Gorst (the present Educational Minister in the

British Government), constantly pleaded for just dealings with the

Maoris, but only brought unpopularity upon themselves—as also did

Archdeacons H. Williams and Hadtield, for the same reason, viz.,

that they had the courage to speak out. As for the Maoris, they

said, " The Gospel came to us first, and we embraced it, and found

it good, without any mixture of evil, for it was from God. After,

came the Law [meaning the Queen's sovereignty] : that also was
good, but it brought with it some evil, for it came from man."

* Bishop Selwyn "used to say that ho was quite ashamed to travel with
his Native deacons, who in Auckland wei'o accustomed to sit at his own table

and behave as gentlemen, because he could not take them with him into

public rooms where a drunken carter with a white skin would have been
considered perfectly good society."—L//e 0/ Bishop Selivyn, vol. ii. p. 161.

I One lawyer seriously proposed, in a newspaper, that when " the savages

were entirely subjugated," the males should be sent over to Australia " to serve

as slaves for seven years," and the females be "carried away and disjiersed

as wives for the Chinese and for well-conducted white convicts." (Quoted in

the CM. Intelligencer, January, 1861.) Tliis same lawyer, at a later period,

charged one of the best of the Maori clergy, the Rev. Heta Tarawhiti, with

disloyal acts, and at the trial the judges severely censured the accuser, and
said, " The Rev. Heta Tarawliiti leaves this Court with his name untainted
as a loyal subject of Her Majesty, and with his character high in our estima-

tion as a good and courageous clergyman." (See the whole judgment,
printed in the CM. IntdUgencer, October, 1867.)
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The Maoris only knew one book—-the Bible ; and they were Part VII,

wont to apply its words in the most unexpected way to the l^^'-~''i^„

circumstances of the time. "We have heard," said one, at a t^*'=4'*"-

tribal meeting, " of Japhet's dwelling in the tents of Shem ; and japhetand
we were very willing to receive him—nay, we opened our tent- shem.

door and said, 'Come in, Japhet.' But what we do not like is

this : now that Japhet is inside, he spurns us "—and the speaker
struck out with his foot as he spoke—"and says, 'Get out,

Shem.' " '' But now the Maori " Shem " proceeded to take Israel

in Samuel's day as their example. "Nay," they said, "but we
will have a king over us."

The "King Movement" was at first by no means intended to ^*^^ '^'"s

express any lack of loyalty to the Queen of England. Its

promoters, in suggesting the election of a king for the Maori
people, had principally in view the importance of uniting them
together. In the olden times, each tribe had been independent of

all the rest ; and when disputes arose, there was no supreme
authority to appeal to. "In those days there was no king in

Israel : every man [at least every tribe] did that which was right

in his own eyes." The more enlightened of the chiefs professing

Christianity quite realized that British rule of itself made for

peace, and they valued it on that account. But in view of the

increasing number of " pakehas " (white men) in the country, and a good

of the unfriendly attitude of man}' of them towards the old °''J^'^*-

owners of the land, it was felt that the Maori people should be

one, and speak with one voice. Ephraim and Judah, Eeuben and
Dan, should no longer indulge in tribal disputes : let them stand

together. "Japhet" had the Governor and his ministers: let

"Shem" have a king; and let both acknowledge the Queen as

ultimately supreme. This was the letter sent all round the

country in 1853 :

—

" Listen, all men ! The house of New Zealand is one : the rafters on
the one side are tlie Pakehas ; those on the (ither, the Maori. The ridoe-

pole on which both rest is God. Let therefore the house be one. This

is all."

Four years, however, elapsed before any overt action was taken.

The leading chiefs were reluctant to give occasion for complaint or

suspicion. But now appeared another influence. The French Bad in-

Roman Catholic priests saw their opportunity. They could truly prlnch
°^

say, " We are not English ; no settlers or soldiers follow us hither "
;
Romanists

so they added, "We come in the name of God only: you can
safely take our advice." They quietly went about, encouraging

the Maoris in their discontent. One showed an egg, and likened

it to New Zealand, saying that the English were only the shell or

exterior, because they held the coast ; the Maoris were the

chicken ; why should not the shell be broken, and the chicken

come out ? ] But the Maoris interpreted the illustration differently :

* Our Maoris, by Lady Martin, p. 166.

f R. Taylor, Pad and Prtsetd of New Zealand, t^. 122.

S S 2
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Part VII. "Let the Queen and the Pakehas occupy the coast, and be a
1862-72. fence round us "

; and when in 1857 they elected Te Wherohero,
Chap. 67. ^j-^g great chief of Waikato, as king, with the name of Potatau the

Election of Fii'st, they hoisted the union jack and the king's flag (a cross and
a king. three stars) side by side. The real leader of the movement,

Wiremu Tamihana (William Thompson) Tarapipipi, called the

"king-maker," was a true patriot, without personal ambition, and
only seeking the welfare of his race.

Taranaki It was not the King Movement that led to the distressing and
sanguinary war of 1860-65, though when hostilities had com-
menced, it undoubtedly tended to give cohesion to the revolt.

The origin of the war was a land dispute. A chief sold to the

Government some land at the Waitara on the west coast, in the

province of Taranaki, which was in the occupation of another

section of his tribe. The Governor, Colonel Gore Browne, pro-

ceeded to occupy the land, whereupon the occupants resisted,

and the women pulled up the pegs used to mark it out. The
Governor at once proclaimed martial law in the district, sent

for troops from Australia, and on Sunday, March 4th, 1860,
The best began the campaign." Bishop Selwyn and Chief Justice Martin

posed to it. earnestly vindicated the Maoris, but only increased their un-

popularity with the colonists. Sir William Denison, Governor-
General of Australia, wrote to Governor Browne as a friend,

warning him of the danger of his policy. "It would," he said,

"lead to steps which, if backed up by England, would in a

short time annihilate the Maori race, and permit the occupation

by the white man of the rich land yet in native hands, upon which
for years past greedy and longing eyes have been cast." t " It is

savage frenzy," wrote Archdeacon Henry Williams, " to the

extermination of the Maori race." \

The war went on in a desultory way, and was practically

confined to the Taranaki country. The great majority of the

Maoris held aloof, though in their hearts sympathizing with their
The "king- brethren. Tamihana, the king-maker, wrote an admirable letter

to the Governor, proposing that the forces on both sides should

withdraw from the territory in dispute, and that the whole
question should be referred to the Queen's Council in England, all

parties undertaking to abide by the decision ; but this sensible

advice was rejected. A suspension of hostilities occurring in

the summer of 1861, the missionaries, headed by Bishop Selwyn,
presented a memorandum to the Governor ; and the Bishop, in

another communication, thus defended their right to be heard :

—

'' While all other classes of Her Majesty's English subjects are

* This was not the only occasion when the Maoris, who, like children as
they were, had been taiiglit to observe the Lord's Day strictly, and did so,

were shocked at what seemed to them the disreg'ard of Ciod's law exhibited
by the English commanders.

I Quoted in CM. Oleaner, November, 1861.

X Life of Archdeacon H. Williams, vol. ii. p. 340.
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expressing their opinions upon the native question, and supporting a Part VIT.
policy wliich we believe to he unjust, we should be guilty of betraying 1862-72.

the native race, who resigned their independence upon our adviee, if we Chap. 67.

did not claim for them all the rights and privileges of British subjects,
as guaranteed to them by the Treaty of Waitangi. As the earliest

settlers in this coiuitry— as agents employed by Government in native
affairs—as intimately ac(juainted with the language, customs, and
feelings of the native race and above all as ministers of religion having
the highest possible interests at stake,—we assert the privilege, which the
law allows to every man, of laying our petitions before the Crown and
the Legislature."

Meanwhile the C.M.S. Committee at home had, in January, c.iyi.s.

1861, gone on deputation to the Duke of Newcastle, then Secretary home!
**

of State for the Colonies, and found him, though ollicially cautious,

decidedly sympathetic ; and in June they were delighted to find

that he had superseded the Governor, and was sending Sir George sir g.

Grey once more to his old post. This appointment was also re- Governor,

ceived in New Zealand with enthusiasm. There was, in fact, some
reaction among the colonists, and the ministry which had encou-
raged Governor Browne in his comhative policy was defeated, and a
new one was formed with Mr. Fox, the advocate of conciliation, as Mr. Fox
Premier.* Sir G. Grey issued reassuring proclamations; Fox, ^"'^"''^'•

after making an admirable speech in the Legislature,! went and
met the Maoris, and proposed reasonable terms ; the Bishop and
the missionaries used all their influence to soothe their offended
feelings ; and all looked hopeful again. But the English troops,

of whom there were now 10,000 in the country, although in no
one fight had there ever been more than a few hundred Maoris

—

still remained ready for action ; and this kept suspicion and dis-

affection alive. Then, in 1863, an unfortunate thing occurred. Unhappy

The lawyers at length decided that the Maori claim to the land at

Waitara, which was the cause of the original dispute, was a just

one, and Sir G. Grey resolved to give up the land honourably;
but before announcing this, he proceeded to eject them from some
Crown lands which they had seized as security for it. "It would
have been better," said the Duke of Newcastle afterwards, " if the

two things had been done simultaneously." This mistake caused
the renewal of the war. The Maoris, unconscious that the

Waitara land was to be restored, resisted the ejection from the

other land ; and Grey, perhaps badly advised (Fox was not now
Minister), made up his mind that a real struggle was unavoidable.

On July 13th—a Sunday again !—General Cameron and a large General

British force crossed a certain river, to put down the King
movement. "The Eubicon is passed," wrote Selwyn, " and war
is declared against New Zealand." Desperate fighting ensued,

with heavy loss on both sides. The British were always the

* Mr. Pox's chief allies were Dr. Featherston and Mr. Fitzherbert. They
were called " the three F's." — R. Tavlor, Pa^t and Preaenf of aVor Zenlavd,

p. 130.

t Printed in the CM. Rerorl, March, 1862.
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Part TII. stronger, but they were not used to bush fighting, and they some-
1862-72. times failed in their assaults on the Maori po/js or stockades. The
C hap. 67. jj^iggion stations in the Waikato districts were destroyed, and the

missionaries were sometimes in great peril. Archdeacon Maunsell
and his family had to flee from his ruined house and take refuge in

the forests, where they lived for several days until they could

escape.
Yet many Evcu uow, a large part of the Maori people held aloof from the

not°con- conflict, notwithstanding that many tribes, previously quiescent,

*^"th^1
caught the war spirit, and, impelled by the race feeling which is

always such a motive power, joined the insurgents. The settled

congregations in the far north, under Archdeacon H. "Williams

and other veterans, and those in the Waiapu district in the east,

under Bishop W. Williams, remained quiet ; while in the south-

west, the tribes under the influence of Hadfield and E. Taylor

were openly loyal to the Government. It was at this very time

that the first two Native Synods in the new Diocese of Waiapu
w'ere held, as described in our Thirty-eighth Chapter. Moreover,

the fighting Maoris continued to show noble chivalry in their

warfare. Many touching incidents are recorded of their saving

wounded English soldiers at the risk of their own lives ; and all

the time, fully believing in the righteousness of their cause, they

prayed and read the Scriptures before fighting, and regularly kept

their Sunday services. On the other hand. Bishop Selwyn and
some of the missionaries, while unpopular wdth the colonists on
account of their sympathy with the Maoris, to some extent lost

the confidence of the Maoris because they ministered as chaplains

to the British troops. The Bishop held that this was his plain

duty. The soldiers were part of his flock, and must not be

neglected. " It was my rule," he wrote afterwards, " to minister

to the wounded Natives as well as to the British. They were
both part of my Christian charge. Indeed I ministered to the

fallen Maori first, to give a practical answer to their charge

against me of forsaking and betraying them." *

hrsToToniai ^^ ^^^ points in the long struggle, after British victories. Sir

ministers. G. Grey wished to hold out the olive-branch to the unhappy
people whom he loved and desired to save ; but his ministers

would not consent, and, on the contrary, and against the earnest

protest of Sir William Martin, decreed the confiscation of large

territories, partly ow'ned by Maoris who had taken no part in the

conflict. Grey complained bitterly to the Home Government, and
Cardweii's Wy- . Cardwcll (who had succeeded the Duke of Newcastle at the
espa c es

q^jq^j^j QQ^^e) wrote admirable despatches, exhibiting minute
knowledge of New Zealand afl'airs, and supporting Grey's con-

ciliatory policy. Here is one sentence :

—

" The Imperial and Colonial Governments are bound so to adjust their

proceedings to the laws of natural equity, and to the expectations which
the Natives have been encouraged or allowed to form, as to impress the

* Curteis's L»/e 0/ Sehcyn, p. 174,
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whole Maori race at this critical moment with the conviction tliat their Part "VII.

European rulers are just as well as severe, and ai-e desirous of using the 1862-72.

present opportunity, not for their oppression, but for the permanent Chap. 67.

well-being of all the inhabitants of Now Zealand."

Mr. Cardwell's despatches produced immediate effect. On the

one hand, the ministry of the day resigned ; on the other, a large

section of the Maori insm-gents heard of them, and at once laid

down their arms, in the assiu^ance that they would he fairly

treated. Practically the war came to an end ; the British troops End of the

were withdrawn ; and the colonists w^ere left free to manage their
^^'"'

own affairs. Under the guidance of some of the kindly men who
now came into ofiice, " peace and happiness, truth and justice,

religion and piety," might again have hcen estahlished. But,
alas ! it was not to be.

For the great Enemy and x\dversary of God and man had
already produced a new weapon. It was in the summer of 1864
that the submission of some of the tribes took place, and the

new policy of conciliation was announced. But before that, in

April of that year, arose the strange Pai Marire or Hau-hau Pai Marire

movement, a Satanic device indeed to destroy the last hope of hau Move-
revival and restoration for the Maori people. In one of the latest ment.

skirmishes. Captain Lloyd of the 57th Eegiment was killed, and

—

according to an old Maori custom, which had been abandoned
along with cannibalism—his head was cut off.* This head was
embalmed, and carried about as an oracle, that the captain's

spirit, speaking through it, might become the medium of communi-
cation from the Unseen. At the same time a half-insane chief

named Te Ua, who was a ventriloquist, and had some notions of

mesmerism, w^as suddenly put forward as a prophet, commissioned
by the Angel Gabriel. The real leader of the movement, however,

was a man of bad character named Patara, with a lieutenant

named Kereopa. With extraordinary rapidity a new superstition

was developed. " Pai Marire "
I was a strange mixture of the old

Heathenism and new Eomanism. Gabriel, it was said, had told it? Romish

them to cast off the English teachers, to burn their Bibles, to
°"^'

abolish Sabbath observance, and to adopt " the religion of Mai'y";

while with these ideas, derived from the French priests, came a

revival of many of the old barbarous Heathen customs, and a

justification of them based upon misinterpretations of passages in

the Old Testament. A kind of worship of God was instituted, in

which remnants of the Christian services they had been used to

were mingled with much that was blasphemous.

* The Maoris said this was in retaliation for a similar act by the English.

It seems that a doctor had taken the head of a dead Maori for medical
purposes.—R. Taylor, Past and Present of New Zealand, p. 146.

t The name " Pai marire " was said to have been derived from a sentence

in the strange jargon of a kind of prayer-book prepared by the sect. But
the present Bishop of Waiapu states that the words mean " all right " or

"quite well," and were uttered by Te Ua when he professed to restore a

child's hand that had been cut ofif,
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This sad apostasy was accompanied by further desultory war-
fare and fresh outrages, although " the war," properly so called,

was at an end. While the old " king" party remained sullenly in

the fastnesses to which they had retired in the centre of the island,

the new Hau-haus—so named from their barking like dogs—set

about inciting the still loyal Christian tribes to join them. At
first they met with rebuffs and resistance. In the south-west
especially, they were defeated and di'iven back more than once by
the loyal Maoris under the command of a famous chief, Hoani
Wiremu (John Williams) Hipango, who fell in the moment of

victory, and of whom more presently. But in the east they were
unhappily more successful ; and the revived savagery culminated
there, on March 2nd, 1865, in the murder of a missionary.

The Maoris at Opotiki were already excited by letters re-

ceived from the Hau-hau leaders, brought to them by a French
Eoman Catholic priest named Garavel. The Eev. Carl Sylvius
Yolkner, a German missionary who had been taken up by the

C.M.S. in the country and ordained by Bishop Williams, reported
this to the Government ; and the Eoman bishop shipped his

too-zealous follower off to Australia. '' Then appeared the Hau-
hau fanatics at Opotiki under their leader Kereopa, and quickly

"w^on over the Natives of the place, who had been left a long time
without a resident missionary, and were among the least well-

instructed of the Maoris. Volkner was away, but on his return,

with Mr. Grace, the two missionaries were seized, and Volkner
was put to death by the Hau-haus in the presence of his ow^n

people. They allowed him to kneel down and pray ; then he
shook hands w^ith his murderers and forgave them ; then he said,

" I am ready "
; and they hanged him from a willow-tree under

which he was standing. Unspeakable barbarities were perpetrated
on his remains ; and his head was stuck on the pulpit in the
church, in revenge, it was said, for the removal of Pere Garavel.
Why they spared Mr. Grace is not apparent. He was kept a
prisoner; but Bishop Selwyn, ever brave and self-denying, sailed off

at once to Opotiki in H.M.S. Eclipse (commanded by the present
Admiral Sir E. Fremantle), and Grace contrived to escape.

f

This horrible crime naturally caused a great sensation in

England, and was held to justify all the hard things that had been
said of the Maori race ; while of course it was the text for many
homilies on the " failure of Missions." "Behold," exclaimed the

Times, "the measure of the depth to which this much-talked-of
Christianity has penetrated !

" In vain did the CM. Intelligencer

point to the many warnings that had appeared in its pages for

several years past against a too-sanguine estimate of the Maori
Christians. In vain did it point out that the Opotiki people in

particular, who had let their own missionary be cruelly killed

* R. Taylor, Past and Present of Nen: Zealand, p. 158.

t A brief statement of a complicated affair. There was iilso a trading
schooner called the Eclipse, the captain of which had a share in the rescue.
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before their face, had always been spoken of as "an ill-instructed, Part VII.

unsettled people, now carried away by the love of gain, now
p^^^^^J.

yielding themselves to the inflxience of old superstitions." It is
^^'

ever so. Nobody notices at the time the carefully-guarded

language in which tlie C.M.S. is wont to speak of even the most
flourishing and hopeful Missions ; and when some grievous exhibi-

tion of poor unrenewed human nature occurs, the Society is

taunted with it, and accused of publishing coulcur dc rose Reports.

But even touching the Opotiki murder, the last word had not

yet been spoken. Seven years passed away : then Kereopa was Repent-

captured, tried, and sentenced to death. Mr. Grace earnestly executron

interceded for him, but the Government did not think it right to of the

spare him, and he was executed. In his last days he was visited

by Bishop Williams, and by the Rev. Samuel Williams (now
Archdeacon). He thoroughly understood the Gospel, God's way
of forgiveness and salvation for the vilest of sinners ; he confessed

his crime, and appeared truly penitent. " If," wrote Bishop
Williams, " we are right in hoping that Kereopa died in the faith

which was possessed by the thief on the cross, shall it be said that

the attempt to Christianize the Maori is a failure?
"

But to return to 1865. From Opotiki the Hau-haus went on to

Turanga ' on the East Coast, where Bishop Williams lived, and

w^here his son. Archdeacon Leonard Williams, had his Theological

Institution. The station was broken uj), and the Bishop and his Turanga

family had to retire, though the Archdeacon remained in the de^tr°oyed.

neighbourhood. In 1868 a party of Maoris under Te Kooti who
had escaped from prison in the Chatham Islands committed

further outrages in this district, massacring several settlers.

Turanga in after years became the pleasant little town of Gis-

borne. Meanwhile Bishop Williams had changed his head-

quarters to the town of Napier, the capital of the eastern province

of Hawke's Bay.

For several years—certainly from 1864, when Hau-hauism Sad results

arose, to the end of our present period, 1872—New Zealand was and the

for the most part a grief and a distress to both the missionaries in
^nd'^T''

the field and the C.M.S. circle at home. It was true that in the drink,

country north of Auckland the numerous Maori Christians were

never affected either by the war or by the apostasy
;
yet they

were affected by evils accompanying increasing trade and con-

sequent pecuniary gain, and the white man's di-ink-shops were

the ruin of many a professing Christian Maori. It was true that

in the south-west, under Hadfield and Taylor, the Natives re-

mained loyal
;
yet they too were subject to the same unhappy

influences. It was true that in the north-east, the congregations

under the Native clergy ordained by Bishop Williams remained

* Not to be confounded with Tauranga, on the Bay of Plenty. Turanga is

on Poverty Bay. In the Life of Bishop Selwyv, the two Bays are not dis-

tinguished.
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Part VII. for the most part outwardly faithful, and gave large sums to
1862-72. ixiaintain their own churches and pastors

;
yet there was little of

^P" '' the old fervour. But in all the central districts missionary work
was practically suspended ; and the missionaries, most of them
now old men, were at Auckland or Tauranga, waiting and praying

for opportunities to resume it, and meanwhile doing useful work
in other ways, helping in the settlers' churches, revising Maori
translations, &c. The old "King Movement" and Hau-hauism
were now closely allied, and together kept the disaffected Natives

in the forests and mountains, something like the Highlanders of

Scotland in old times, not interfered with by the Government, but

holding aloof from the life of the Colony and allowing no white

men to pass through their country ; though Mr. Grace did get to

them occasionally, and so did Heta Tarawhiti. "The Hau-hau
seiwyn's superstition," wrote Bishop Selwyn,''' "is simply an expi'ession of
pinion.

^^ utter loss of faith in everything that is English, clergy and all

alike. The only wonder is that the whole people did not become
Eomanists, as the missionaries of that persuasion are chiefly from
France." And again he wrote : f—

-

" I have now one simple missionary idea before me, of watching over

the remnant that is left. Our native work is a remnant in two senses

:

the remnant of a decaying people, and the remnant of a decaying faith.

The works of which you hear are not the works of Heathens : they are

the works of baptized men whose love has grown cold from causes

common to all Churches of neophytes from Laodicea downwards."'

But he knew that besides the tendency of "neophyte Chris-

tianity " to backsliding, there was another important cause of the

apostasy. What was that ? Let the words of his most trusted
Hadfieid's lieutenant, Hadfield, answer:—"When a race of noble, honest
opinion.

Ya%w, recently converted and brought from darkness to light, are

treated with injustice and cruelty hy men of the same race as that

of those preachers of the Gospel under luhose teaching they accepted

it, how could it be expected that their confidence would continue

unimpaired? " Yet, after all, it was but a minority of the Maori
race that openly apostatized. In 1870, Bishop Williams estimated

the whole " remnant " of the Maori nation at 35,000, of w^hom about

9000 were either Hau-haus or of the disaffected "king" party.

Even the Hau-haus as a w^hole ought not to be judged by the

shocking outrages of some of them. They were a fanatical sect,

but they were not a band of murderers. The account of them by
Lady Martin, the accomplished wife of the Chief Justice, is worthy
of being carefully noted :|

—

Lady " Some people in England suppose that our Natives gave up Chris-
Martin s

tianity when they formed themselves into the sect called Hau-haus. It

was only embraced by a certain number in the middle and south of the

Northern Island, and grew up when the people were maddened by
defeat, disease, and confiscation of their lands. . . . But, wonderful to

* Life of Bishop Sehvyrt, vol. ii. p. 208. t J^''f?-, P- 193,
+ Our Maoris, p. 212,

opinion.
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say, they never Avent back, as the Northmen to the worship of Odin, Part VII.
or as the Britisli to Druidical rites. There was no calling on Papa, the 1862-72.

earth-mother, nor on Rangi, the sky-god, nor on Tane, wlio pi'otects the Chap. 67.

forests. From tlie Bible, which was their only literature, they got their
phi-aseology. The men who excited and guided them were prophets

;

Jehovah was to Hglit for them ; the arm of the Lord and the sword of the
Lord were on their side, to drive the English into the sea. There was
wild talk about angels, and nuich superstition, but no relapse into
Heathenism pure and simple."

It was, nevertheless, a i^ejection of the pure Christianity they
had been taught. One chief said to Bishop Williams, "Bishop,
many years ago we received this faith from you : now we return
it to you ; for there has been found a new and precious thing by
which we shall keep the land." Yet there were those who from
time to time felt like the spouse in Hosea :

" I will go and return Better

to my first husband; for then was it better with me than now."
*°''^"^-

Many were like a party visited by Archdeacon Maunsell, who
said, " We are glad to see you and to have our old service again.

We get no benefit from our Hau-hau karahia : it is like a person
trying to cross a river in a large square box. There is neither
head nor stern, and when we try to steer we cannot get it to move
rightly." There were, in fact, two things to be done: to win
them back to the Queen and to the Church. The efforts to do
either were successful only with individuals, within the period we
are now reviewing. The work of after years will come before
us in a future chapter. But there was another task, no less

important, and no less hard : to save from sin the more numerous
loyal and professedly Christian Maoris. Let one illustration be
given. Writing of the Maoris who joined the colonial troops in

fighting the Hau-haus, E. Taylor says :

—

" What has been the efiect of this alliance upon the Natives ? Has it ?^''

benefited them? Has it raised them in the moral scale of society ? of white
Alas ! it has been quite the reverse. The^^ have had their rations of troops,

rum, and hiive acquired a love of ardent spirits, and now curse and
swear, literally, as a trooper. They may now be seen haunting the
public-houses, a disgusting and painful proof of their new teaching.
Having had no Sabbath observance, they have learned to neglect it, and
to believe it is of no consequence. And thus those men who have
jeopardized their lives in our defence, and been signally instrumental in

preserving onr provinces from destruction, have been ruined in return
;

and from being, many of them, high-principled men, have become
besotted, worthless characters. Nay further, the best way we have
found out of showing our admiration and good feeling towards them has
been by inviting them to resuscitate the past customs of barl)arous life,

to dance their revolting war-dances, which even our colonial ladies

attend with as much apparent gusto as the Spanish dames do their

disgraceful bull-fights." *

We have looked at the dark cloud : let us now look at the

silver lining. First, take one instance—one of very many—of o/'m^'J^
the chivalry of the Chi'istian Maoris even when fighting on what christians.

* Fast and Present of Nev: Zealand, p. 71.
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was called the rebel side. There was a chief named Henare
Taratoa, who had been educated at Bishop Selwyn's College for

the ministry, but whom the Bishop had hesitated to ordain

because of his excitability.* He joined his countrymen when the
war broke out, and was in command of the Maoris at the famous
Gate Pah, near Tauranga, when the British forces met with their

most serious repulse, and when twenty officers fell. The officers

had got inside the pah (the native stockade) but were deserted by
their men, and remained, dead or wounded, in the midst of the
Maoris. Henare himself carefully tended the wounded all night,

at the peril of his life. The English colonel, who was dying,

begged for water. There was none in the pah, nor within three

miles on the Maori side of it ; but there was water within the
English lines on their side of the pah. Henare crept out, and
cautiously felt his way in the darkness to the place, close to

where English sentries were on duty, filled a calabash with
water, and crept back again—but hit, and wounded. Next day
the English attacked again, and drove out the remnant of the
Maoris, killing most of them as they fought with desperate
courage to the last. The wounded Henare fell with the rest,

and on his body were found the " orders of the day " for the fight.

They began with a form of prayer, and ended with the words, in

Maori, "If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him
drink." f The dead English colonel and his men, and the dead
Maori chief and his men, were buried in two great graves, Arch-
deacon A. N. Brown, the veteran missionary, ofiiciating. In
memory of Henare's chivalry. Bishop Selwyn afterwards put a

window in the chapel of the Bishop's Palace at Lichfield, repre-

senting David pouring out the water which his three mighty men
fetched from the well of Bethlehem.
Next take an incident showing the reverence of the Maori

Christians for Divine ordinances, and especially for the Holy
Communion. In 1865, Mr. Taylor went up the Wanganui River
to conduct services for a large party of loyal Maoris who had just

fought and defeated a Hau-hau band. He found them anxiously
doubtful whether they could rightly approach the Lord's Table
after they had been fighting and shedding human blood :

—

" I told them that their cause being a just one, having fought against
those who came with the avowed intention of killing and eating them,
and of destroying the European settlement, and likewise of putting an

* " Once when the bishop was telling a party of Maoris ^sop's fable of the
cat that was changed into a princess, and how the princess leapt out of bed
when she saw a mouse, he suddenly turned to Henare, and said, ' What's the
mouse?' ' Te riienga Maori' (old Maori customs), was the reply. 'What's
tlie princess ?' said the bishop. 'The Maori heart,' said the conscience-
touched youth."

—

Life of Bishop Selwyn, vol. ii. p. 204.

t On another occasion the Maoris, remembering this same text, took several

milch goats and a quantity of potatoes, and under the protection of a white
flag, presente;! them t') the opposing English force.
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end to the Christian faith, they were perfectly justified in taking up Part VII.
arms in their own defence. Still, they said, their hands were defiled 1862-72.

with blood : was it right they should partake of the Lord's Supper ? I Chap. 67.

told them I thought they miglit, and that the Bishop of Wellington had
said the same.

" They said that another thing troubled them, viz., the way their foes

were treated when slain, not by themselves, but by their Popish allies,

who took their ear-ornaments and other things : thureforo they ought
to make an atonement-ottering to God ; for although they knew that the
ancient offerings of bulls and goats were only typical of Christ, still they
should give some token of their sorrow; and they proposed to rebuild

their church, both as a memorial to Hoani, their late teacher and chief,

who had first built it, and also as a token to God of their sorrow."

It was at one of the many remarkable Christmas Communions
which Taylor used to hold, and which were attended by hundreds
of Maori Christians from all parts of his wide district, that a

chief, kneeling at the rail, suddenly found that he was kneeling a hard

next to another chief who had in the old days killed and eaten his
*^^^'

father. He rose up trembling, and went back to his seat, feeling

that he could not forgive such an act, and could not partake of

the saci-ed feast without forgiving it. Twice he went up, and
twice he returned, overcome by his feelings. At length he
reflected how the Lord had forgiven hivi : that melted his heart,

and he went up the third time, and partook, with every shade of

natural resentment gone from his mind.

On two occasions, leading Christian chiefs visited England.

In 1851 William Williams brought over Tamihana (Thompson)
J^^^^^ti^^

Te Rauparaha, and in 1855 K. Taylor brought over Hoani chiefs.

Wiremu (John Williams) Hipango. Both were remarkable men,
and in one respect their stories are most singularly alike. Te
Rauparaha was the son of a very great and warlike chief of the

same name at Otaki in the south of the Island. Before any Rauparaha

missionaries had visited that part, a Maori from there came back,
^

who had been a prisoner in the North and had been in a mission

school, and could read ; and he had with him a torn copy of St.

Luke's Gospel in Maori and a Prayer-book, not indeed received

at his school, but taken from the body of a little Christian girl

who had been killed l)y his tribe, and her remains horribly ill-

treated. He had not himself embraced the Gospel : he only

carried the books (then rare) to add to his importance ; and when
young Rauparaha and another young chief asked him to read to

them the white man's book, he only replied that it was a bad

book, teaching them not to fight, not to drink rum, not to have

two wives. Yielding, however, to their importunity, he did read

to them night after night. The result was that the two young
men secured, by the payment of some pigs and potatoes, a

passage in a small vessel going north to the Bay of Islands, then

the headquarters of the Mission, and went straight to Henry
Williams and begged for a missionary ; in response to which call,

Hadfield, who had just arrived from England (it was in 1838),
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Part VII. went to the scenes of his Hfe-long labours.* But this is not all.

1862-72. H. Williams accompanied him to Otaki, and then returned by
C hap. 67. land ; atid on his way back, passing Wanganui, he found a young
Hipango at chief of another tribe, named Hipango, who had been awakened
Wanganui.

]-,y g^ single leaf of the Church Catechism, containing the Ten
Commandments, which (as in the other case) he had got a Maori
who had been at school to read to him. He and his people had
already cast away their images, and were worshipping the One
God, keeping the seventh day, and obeying the other Command-
ments, without ever having seen a missionary. In these strangely

Similar similar ways, the Gospel was planted at the two south-western

events.°*^ Stations, Otaki and Wanganui ; there, for many years, laboured
respectively 0. Hadfield and E. Taylor; there the Maori Chris-

tians were loyal throughout the war ; and there the young chiefs,

Eauparaha and Hipango, baptized as Tamihana and Hoani
W^iremu, faithfully served the Lord.

Tamihana and Hoani Wiremu both lived in Islington College

when in England, as before mentioned.! The latter was com-
Hipangoin missioned by his tribe to make presents to the Queen, and he
England.

^^^^ ^-^^^ Taylor were received by Her Majesty and Prince Albert

at Buckingham Palace. | He was greatly interested in the Jews,
and went to the London Jews' Society's Mission at Bethnal
Green, where he spoke to them himself ; and when some were
baptized, they specially asked that he should be present. He
was shocked at the Sabbath-breaking in London streets, and in

one case brought an apple-woman to tears by his exhortation to

her.§ When taken leave of on his departm-e for New Zealand,

he addressed the C.M.S. Committee in Maori. "He stood,"

wrote Ridgeway, "like a tower in the strength and firmness of

his frame, and his self-possession and forcible manner of address
were very striking."

On his return to New Zealand, John W^illiams desired to be
prepared for holy orders, and went to St. Stephen's College at

Auckland under Archdeacon Kissling ; but his industrj' in studying
by dim candle-light affected his eyes, and he had, to his great

sorrow, to forego his wish. Then the Governor appointed him to

an office of trust and responsibility at Wanganui, where he won
general respect. When the Hau-haus came into the district,

Hipango threatening to destroy the town, he took command of the loyal

Hau-haus. Maoris to resist them,—the English force under General Cameron

* Tamihana's own full narrative of the reading of the books and of his

journey to the Bay of Islands, is printed in the CM. Liie/hV/eiice;' of July, 1852.
j" See pp. 74, 319. It was Tamihana that picked up the old lady from Bath

who fell downstairs, and who afterwards gave £1000 as a thankoffering- to

found the " Islington " station in Rupert's Land. His own account of his

stay in England, and of his efforts to induce his countrymen to adopt
English way.'! — a most amusing narrative,— is printed in the (old) CM.
Oleaner, September, October, November, December, 1852.

X See Memoir of H. Venn, p. 306.

§ Past and Present of New Zealand, p. 254.
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being some miles away, waiting for reinforcements. The enemy Part VII.

sent four men to lie in ambush and kill John Williams : he 1862-72.

caught them, fed them, and sent them back unhurt. The next P"

night ten men were sent for the same purpose ; they too were
caught, and they too were released. " I will not," said the brave
Christian Maori, "be the first to shed blood." Next day,
February 23rd, 1865, the Hau-haus came forw^ard in open attack.

They were completely defeated, and their chief captured ; but in

the moment of victory a ball struck John in the chest. He His death,

turned and walked away erect with the ball in him, but presently
fell, was carried into Wanganui, and died the following morning.
He was buried with military honours, white men insisting on
carrying their deliverer's body to the grave, and all the English
officials following. Here is John Williams's last letter, written

two days before he fell :

—

" Respected Mr. Taylor,—Health to you and all your children. Your
word is good, very good, to all our hearts. Strive constantly in prayer
to God for us, that He may preserve us from the deceitful and hostile

men who are striving to destroy and cast down the dwelling-place of

tlie Spirit of God. Do you strive day and niglit. But we too liave

lu-ged the teachers of every pah to pray to God that He may go in the
midst of us. This is all from your loving son,

" HOANI AViREMU HiPANGO."

There were other deaths, more peaceful, but not less touching.
Wiremu Tamihana (William Thompson) Tarapipipi,='= " the king- Tamihana

maker," has been already mentioned. No more remarkable figure mak'er"^"
appeared among the Maoris. The son of a cruel cannibal chief, he
himself was a gentle Christian, a diligent teacher of his people, a
firm lover of peace. Although the real head of the " king party,'

his purpose, as before explained, was entirely loyal and peaceful

;

and he resisted every inducement to join in the war, until that fatal

day when Sir G. Grey, overborne by his advisers, permitted the
British forces to cross the river. "Now," said Tamihana, "I
am absolved from my promise : it is a defensive war." Yet again
and again he tried to restore peace, advocating submission on the
one side and pleading for considerate terms on the other. When
the Hau-haus murdered Volkner, he instantly separated himself
from their alliance, and gave himself up to the Governor, who
received him with great honour. He went back to his people, but
took no further part in public affairs, and died in the following

year, holding in his hands a Bible, which he read to the last. His
final words to his tribe were, " Stand by the Government and the His last

law: if there is evil in the land, the law will make it I'ight." ^""j^^' ^""^

When near death, he was carried some distance to a place where
the wdiole tribe could be assembled to see him ; and each time he
was lifted this prayer was said :

—

" Almighty God, we beseech Thee, give strength to Wiremu Tamihana,

* Not to be confounded with Tamihana Te Rauparaha, also mentioned above.
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Other
Christian
deaths.

Part VII. whilst we remove him from this place. If it please Thee, restore him
1862-72. again to perfect strength; if that is not Thy will, take him, we beseech
Chap. 67. Thee, to heaven."

Here are three other deaths, in the very district afterwards deso-

lated by war, reported in one year by one missionary, Ashwell :

—

(1) Wesley Te Pake, a once leading medicine-man, for ten years a

faithful and influential Christian, a specially gifted speaker ; when
dying, repeating text after text, and exhorting his people to " hold

fast Gospel principles," "be decided for Christ," "pray without

ceasing," " hear what St. Paul says, 'If God be for us, who can
be against us '?

' " " O Christ," he exclaimed with his latest breath,
" Thou art my Sav

—"—the word was not finished, and he entered

into rest. (2) Thomas Eangiunoa, a teacher, once a cannibal

;

"my devoted fellow-helper," wrote Ashw'ell ; "a man whose
consistent conduct, cheerful disposition, sterling uprightness, deep
humility, and unw^earied perseverance in doing good, gained the

esteem and love of all who knew him." (3) Levi Mokoro,
"formerly a most desperate, bloodthirsty cannibal, and licentious

beyond the generality." The first time he was visited he was
" feasting on the bodies of his enemies." He received the Gospel
message at once, was baptized after due instruction, became one
of the most consistent of Christians, was made an assessor by
Sir G. Grey, and died after ten years of faithfulness, saying,
" Christ only is my support, my hope, and my salvation."

But the most conspicuous fruits of the work were the Maori
clergy. Rota Waitoa was ordained in 1853, and Eiwai Te Ahu in

1858 ; Eaniera Kawhia, Hohua Te Moanaroa, Heta Tarawhiti, and
Pirimona Te Karari, in 1860 ; Tamihana Huata, Ihaia Te Ahu,
Matiu Taupaki, and PiripiPatiki, in 1861 ; Matiaha Pahewa, in 1863

;

Mohi Turei, Hare Tawhaa, and Watene Moeke, in 1864; Eihara
Te Eangamaro, in 1866 ; Eenata Tangata and Eaniera Wiki, in

1867 ; Wiremu Katene Paraire and Hone Pohutu, in 1870

;

Eawiri Te Wanui, Heneri Te Herekau, Wiremu Turipona, and
Wiremu Poniare, in 1872 ;'—twenty-three up to the end of our

present period, of whom three died within that period. Nine of

these were ordained by Bishop Selwyn ; ten by Bishop Williams
;

two by Bishop Hadfield ; two by Bishop Cowie. l\ot one of these

failed in the hour of trial. That is one of the great facts of the

history of the New Zealand Mission, to the praise of God's
grace.

t

* Rota is Lot ; Riicai is Levi ; Eaniira is Daniel ; Hohua is Joshua ; Heta
is Seth ; Pirimona is Philemon ; Uiaia is Isaiah ; Matin is Matthew ; Pirijyi is

Philip; Matiaha is Matthias; M oh i is Moses ; Hare is Charles; Watene is

Walter; Rihara is Richard; Eenata is Leonard; Hone is John; Heneri ia

Henry.

I The senior of these Maori clergymen, Rota Waitoa, was a great favourite

of Bishop Selwyn, whom he often accompanied on his journeys. His " parish "

was in the eastern district of Waiapu, and he received priest's orders from
Bishop Williams. Lady Martin gives a very pleasant account of him (Our
Maoris, p. 175). Au old Scotch-woman who was matron at St. Stephen's

Maori
clergy.
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The year 1867 saw the departure from the scene of their labours Part VII.

in New Zealand of two great men, Bishop Selwyn and Archdeacon 1862-72.

Henry Williams, the former to an English diocese, the latter to
^' '^P-

"

'

•

his heavenly rest. Throughout the war period, Henry Williams Death of

had lived on quietly at Pakaraka in the far north, where, under
^J^^^^^

his influence, the tribes always remained loyal both to the Queen Henry

and to the Chm-ch. As age and infirmities increased, he built a
'^'"'^'^^•

small vessel for himself, to save the fatigues of overland travelling
;

and he happily named it the llainhow, "in memory of God's
mercy and promise after the destroying flood.

'

'

'•' He and his family
built and endowed a church ; and he raised funds for other small
endowments in aid of the Maori ministry. But the most
wonderful triumph of his influence was achieved by his death. In
June, 1867, a strange thing happened in that peaceful part of the

country. A local dispute between two tribes led to a sudden Remark-

outburst of excitement, and on July 16th, after a violent meeting, on'hosttie*

at which Williams's sons strove hard but in vain to reconcile the tribes,

parties, it was agreed to fight it out next day in open battle. But
after darkness fell that evening, the word went round both camps,
" Te Wiremu is dead ! " iVlthough the Archdeacon had been very
weak for some days, no immediate danger had been apprehended

;

but that eveniiig he suddenly fainted, and died in a few minutes.

The Maoris were paralyzed ; a truce was at once proclaimed ; the

chiefs on both sides came forward to carry the great benefactor of

their race to his grave ; and after the funeral, one of them said,

"My hand has touched the pall; I can no longer go back to Peace

fight." A day or two afterwards the two tribes met on the
'^^*°''^ •

intended battle-field. One of the chiefs took out his Maori Testa-

ment, and read several texts, concluding with, " Blessed are the

peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God." Then
they all knelt down, and he offered up a prayer to the God whom,
after all, they did honour. Then both sides went through the old

war-dance, with every demonstration of mutual defiance ; but as

it closed, instead of rushing upon each other in fury, as of old,

they again fell to prayer. After this, speeches were made for

several hours, and then each side made valuable peace-offerings to

the other. The day closed with the whole body wailing and
weeping as if their heai'ts would break for their departed fi-iend.

Thus died the greatest of New Zealand missionaries. We have The

seen him before as the young naval ofiicer fighting in the battles wlw^zea"

of his country: we have seen him taking leave of the C.M.S. '^"'^ "1'^-

1 ci lA-T'iT I sionanes.
Committee as he went forth to the Antipodes in the days of

darkest Heathenism ; we have seen him working for forty-four

years without once returning to England ; we have seen him mis-

understood, disconnected, and restored ; we have seen the results

College said of Rota after his death, " He was a gude men, was Mr. Rota, a
o-ude moil. I never knew a better nion." Then ("as a climax," says Lady
Martin) she added, " I never knew a better Scotch-mon "

!

* H. Carleton, Life of Henry Williams, vol. li. p. 3-49.

VOL. II. T t
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Part VII,
1862-72.

Chap. 67.

Maori
memorial
to Henry
Williams.

Bishop
Selwyn
Roes to
England.

Appointed
Bishop of
Lichfield.

of his and his brother WilHam's untiring labours—results marred
indeed by the mistakes of others and the malice of the ^reat

Enemy ; and now we have seen him die, at- the age of seventy-five,

triumphing by his very death over the evil passions of the race he
had so dearly loved, and to whose salvation in l)ody and soul his

life had been devoted.

Yet even this was not all. One of the chiefs of those contending
tribes, though long an "adherent" of the Christian community,
had never been baptized. Now he came forward and announced
that for the future he would be a soldier of Christ. He put him-
self under instruction, and was received into the Church. When
he failed to answer some doctrinal question put to him, he said,
'

' You may puzzle me with your questions ; but one thing I know :

Jesus Christ died for my sins upon the cross, and I depend on
Him."
A few years passed away, and then the Maoris, headed by the

Eev. Matiu Taupaki, and declining any help from white men,
raised £200, and put up a great stone cross in the churchyard at

Paihia, the scene of Henry Williams's longest labours, with an
inscription in English and Maori, " In loving memory of Henry
Williams, forty-four years a preacher of the Gospel of Peace, a

father of the tribes. This monument is raised by the Maori
Church. He came to us in 1823. He was taken from us in

1867." The monument was unveiled by Bishop Cowie of Auck-
land on January 11th, 1876, in the presence of an immense throng
of Maoris from all parts of the country, several of their leaders

speaking ;
'' and among the aged men present was the second

Maori convert, David Taiwhanga, the once ferocious cannibal

chief baptized by Henry Williams himself in 1830, forty-six

years before.! The Bay of Islands choir sang Mendelssohn's
exquisite chorus, " How lovely are the messengers that preach
us the Gospel of Peace!" Has it ever been sang on a more
appropriate occasion ?

In the same month that Archdeacon Henry Williams died,

July, 1867, Bishop Selwyn sailed for England—not to retire, but

to attend the first Lambeth Conference. Of that Conference, and
of the Wolverhampton Church Congress, at which Selwyn was
enthusiastically received, this History has already spoken. Bishop
Lonsdale of Lichfield, who presided over the Congress, died only
a few weeks later ; and the Premier, Lord Derby, offered the

vacant see to Selwyn. He said No at once, decisively ; but then
Archbishop Longley intervened and begged him to accept, and
Selwyn, on the same principle of obedience to Church authority

that had originally sent him to the Antipodes, bowed his head and
said Yes. He went out, however, to New Zealand to wind up
various matters and bid them all farewell. He presided over the

* The speeches are given in an appendix to Carleton's Life of Htnry
Williams.

t See Vol. I., p. 357.
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fourth meeting of the General Synod of the Church of New Part VII.

Zealand, at which six bishops and a large number of clergy and 1862-72.

laity were present ; and he left the Colony finally amid every
^^^P- ^ '^-

demonstration of affection and gratitude. Among the addresses
presented to him was the following from the Maori Christians :

—

" To Bishop Selwyn, greeting ! Ours is a word of farewell from us Maori
your Maori people who reside in this island. You leave here these two farewell

peoples, the Maoris and the Europeans. Though you leave us here, God ° ""'

will protect both peoples ; and Queen Victoria and the Governor will

also protect them, so that the grace of Providence may rest on them
both. father, greetings ! Go to your own country

;
go, the grace of

God accompany you ! Go on the face of the deep waters. Father, take
hence with you the commandments of God, leaving the peoples here
bewildered. Who can tell that after your departure, things will be
as well with us as during your stay in this island i Our love for you and
our remembrance of you will never cease. For you will be separated
from us in your bodily presence, and your countenance will be hidden
from our eyes. Enough ! This concludes our words of farewell to you.

"From your children."

It is fitting that there has been only one " Bishop of New
Zealand." The title belongs to Selwyn, and to Selwyn only. His
original diocese was already divided into six, and Melanesia made
up the perfect number of seven in the New Zealand Ecclesiastical

Province. On Selwyn's departure his own reduced diocese was
named Auckland ; and the bishop sent out to succeed him was
Dr. W. G. Cowie, a former army chaplain in India, who knew Bishop

the Punjab Missions well, and whom we have already found ^°^'^-

working with Dr. Elmslie in Kashmir. In 1870, Bishop Abraham
resigned the see of Wellington, and was succeeded by the veteran

missionary Hadfield. Thus the two C.M.S. men who had been Bishop

the pioneers of Christianity in the eastern and southern portions ^ ^ "

of the Island respectively, William Williams and Octavius

Hadfield, at last both presided as bishops over their own
mission-fields.

We now leave New Zealand for the present. When we again

visit it we shall find an immense development of the British

Colony and a decided revival in the Maori Church. There were
signs of better days coming before the close of our present period, improved

The improved relations between the two races were strikingly the%wo^
°

described by the New Zealand correspondent of the Times 'aces.

(February 6th, 1872). "The policy of conciliation," he wrote,

"has triumphed over the jealousy of races. Our fire-eating

politicians no longer talk of ' conquering a permanent peace.*

The spade, the pickaxe, the telegraph-wire, and the stage-coach

are doing what legions of men with ' arms of precision ' failed to

do." Then he referred to the able and intelligent Maoris who had
been elected to the Legislature. "They demeaned themselves

with so nmch tact and propriety that they became the favourites

of the House, and even the few ' British lions ' were tamed or

T t 2
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Part VII. awed into courtesy. . . . We may reasonably predict that ' peace
1 862-72. conquered ' by such means will be ' permanent.'

"

'" ^^P^'- As for the Maori Church, there was still much depression at the

time that our period closes. In 1868, Mr. Kidgeway felicitously

described the position, as he often did, by an illustration from

Harvest natural history. " There was a spring-time in the Mission, when
marred, ^|-^g |-^,gg y^,^^ ^^^^ -^^ blossoms. A plentiful harvest of golden fruit

was calculated upon, perhaps too confidently. Then came an
ungenial season, with cutting winds, and very much of the fruit

perished while it was yet crude ; so much so, that some now
doubt whether there be any fruit at all to be found among the

branches." But, justly, he went on to observe that the figure

failed, like most figures, to express the whole facts of the case,

but first "There has been a blight upon the crop; hut a first crop loas

gathered, gathered in and honsed." Yes, let that never be forgotten. No
one who has read this chapter will doubt that the Great Husband-
man had^already gathered from Maori New Zealand much wheat
into His garner.



CHAPTER LXVIII.

Henry Venn's Latter Days.

Venn as Secretary—Philological Studies—Writing the Annual Report

—Venn in Committee — "An Anvil, not a Hammer"— Lord
Chichester's Reminiscences—Venn at St. Paul's—The " Life of

Xavier "—Venn on the Royal Commissions—As Editor of the

"Christian Observer"—His last Instructions to Missionaries

—

Resignation and Death.

" Jf;/ father, my futlicr, tlic chdriof of InracJ, and the horsemen thereof,"—
2 Kings ii. 12.

" I Idhottred more uJni ndantJ ij than they all : yet not I, but the y race of God
u'hich %vas ivith me."—1 Cor. xv. 10.

UE History is now completed up to the epoch of the Part VII.

deatli of the Society's great Secretary. Before we 1862-72.

move forward into the next period, let us look once ^^'
'

more at Henry Venn himself. Through thirty years

of our History he has been the chief figure, and
we have seen him in the most varied circumstances

;
yet

this supplementary chapter is still needed before we bid him
farewell. The personal particulars now to be given would have
caused unsuitable interruption in preceding chapters

;
yet they

must not be omitted if the man is to be fully understood who,
more than any other, has represented to the Church and to the

world the spirit and principles of the Church Missionary Society.

Let us first have a few glimpses of his busy life as Secretary

;

then notice three special undertakings outside Salisbury Square,

the Memoir of Xavier, the Eitual Commission, and the editorship

of the Christian Observer ; and finally come to the closing scene.

We have already observed that even when he had three and
four colleagues in the office, Venn held the labouring oar. This Venn the

was emphatically the case from the death of Dandeson Coates in secreta"f

,

1846 to about 1865, when he began to try and throw more
responsibility upon the others. A few brief extracts from his

Private Journal will give a vivid idea of his busy life. They belong

to the period of the early 'fifties, as his journal was only kept up
to 1856 ; but they are equally typical of the later period :

"—
(1849) " Dec. 7th.—kt CM. House before 10. Usual prayer-meetiiig A flood of

and Scripture. A flood of callers detained me without intermission till
'^^

* Some of these entries have already been printed in Venn's Memoir ; others

are new.
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Chap. 68.

Letters to
Africa.

Late talk.

A day's en
gagements

3 o'clock : Capt. Layard (Sec. Lond. Jews' Soc), Rev. A. Tidman
(Sec. L.M.S.), Rev. Mr. L. (to inquire about curacy); Mr. J. (ditto);

Townsend and Gollmer. At 3, Gorhani cause committee. At 4.30,

darted out to catch an omnibus at Westminster Road, which took me to

Kennington Gate, where another omnibus was full, but I stood on the
step to save time. To J. Thornton's. Stayed dinner. Returned home
[to Highbury] at 11.

(I80C)) ''April 2nd.—Wrote letters till six. X.-W. American letters

arrived ; brought them home : engaged reading them till 1 a.m.
" April -it/i.—Began letter-writing at 7.30 a.m. Half an hour for

breakfast, half an hour occupied in going to CM. House. Left off

writing at o.30. Home to dinner. Sat down to Report at 8.

(1852) " Dec. of/i.—Writing letters for Africa, to prepare the Sierra

Leone missionaries for the Bishop's arrival and a new Church con-

stitution, to induce the Chief Justice to act on the Finance Com-
mittee, and to stir up Mr. , the merchant, to promote the growth of

cotton. Also to Lagos and Abeokuta to heal a dissension, to establish an
institution for native teachers upon a right basis, and to stir up the

missionaries to branch out in answer to the earnest invitations from the

neighbouring tribes. Met a committee at the new Children's Home.
Aft; rwards to Salisbury Square : finished African letters. Home at 7.

(18-13) "Feb. 12M.—Wilson, Mesac Thomas, Arthur Stock, Williams

to breakfast. Conversation upon the prospects of Colonial Church
Legislation. To CM. House. Home to dinner. Lord Chichester came
at 8.30. Long discussion upon Sierra Leone Church Constitution. Sat

up till 1, discussing sundrj^ interesting matters.
" March 23rd.—Breakfast at 7. Began to write African letters at 7^.

Wrote till 1. Dinner. Called on D. Wilson. To C.M.H. ;
writing

African letters from Sh to d^- Walked back to Highbury.
" March 2~th.—To CM. House before 10. Determined to minute

my engagements. One hour opening letters : 20 minutes for 2 days'

newspapers ; 40 minutes writing 8 letters. Mrs. V. called and kept

me three-quarters of an hour. Students from the Training School, and
Hassan from the College, one quarter of an hour. Mrs. over the

grievances of her widowhood, and memoir of her husband, one hour and
a half. Chevalier Bunsen, three-quarters of an hour, who came to

inquire about the latest accounts of Y.&st Africa and Palestine, for his

annual letter on the King's birthday. Drawing up mintites of Tuesday's

Committee. 2 hours, ended at o minutes past o. To ' Portugal,' for

dinner, and back to the office at o.30. Tea and coffee with the clei'ks

til) 3. Prayer-meeting till 6.30. Home."

It was at the same period that he was deep in linguistic discus-

sions, in view of the reducing of "SYest African and other languages

to writing. On this point we had some glimpses of Venn in

our Thirty-ninth Chapter. Here are some more, from his

Journal :—

-

Linguistic
discussions

Venn and
Bunsen.

(I80O) "Jan. 28tJi.—From till 1 engaged without intermission in the

investigation of the Yoruba language and the translation of the Praj'er-

book.
" Oct. Wth.—Breakfast with Chevalier Bunsen. In his study for

two hours. Discussed African philology. Eastern and Western. He
was much interested by the information I gave him respecting the

syllabic sj'stems of orthography among the Cherokee and Cree Indians.

He gave me an account of the progress he had made in the study of
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Chinese. This led to my informing him of a key for finding Chinese Part VII.

words in the dictionary, which Mr. Edwin Norris had invented and 1862-72.

explained to me. Chap. 68.

(1853) " March \(Mh.—Koelle in the evening. Three hours' hard •

discussion upon Chinese orthography."
" March mth.—GM. House. Watts the printer, Koelle, Mr. E.

Norris, and several members of Committee. Long discussion as to the

form in which Koelle's Polygk)t should be printed, and his researches

displayed on the map. . . . Home to dinner. Schon, Koelle, Knight

;

question of orthography thoroughly discussed.

(1854) " Jan. '^th.—Another long day at Chevalier Bunsen's about
the Alphabet.

" Feb. Isf.—Another four hours at Chevalier Bunsen's.
" Fel). 4th.—Another whole day at Bunsen's. I left home at 9, and it

is now past o before I reach the ofhce. In the end, separated wider

apart than when we began, such is the inherent difficulty in the questions

at issue."

Venn was on intimate terms with Archbishop Sumner, and w^as Venn and

constantly consulted by him as to appointments to Indian and simner.
°^

Colonial Bishoprics. Here is one entry about Lambeth, typical

of many more :

—

(1852) " Dec. l.sf.—Went to Lambeth to dine tete-a-tete with the

Archbishop. We dined in the waiting-room adjoining the library, the

Archbishop only being in town for one night. He was full of spirits,

taking a very cheerful view even of the state of the Church—all the

events of Convocation, and the prospects for February—the state of the

Colonial dioceses and several at home—the prospects of the Ministry

and the University Commissions, interspersed with numerous domestic

topics, made the time pass too rapidly. . .
."

It is not easy to understand how, with all his multifarious

C.M.S. work, and his scarcely less multifarious calls touching all

sorts of matters affecting Evangelical interests—for his counsel

was indispensable on such questions,—he had time to w^rite the }j^"*'"s^

Society's Annual Eeport. Of course it did not involve half the Repor"""^

work it does now : still it was even then no light task. With
Venn it was a really solemn and important yearly duty. Here is

an illustration of the aspect in which he viewed it. He w^as at

Manchester wath Mr. Clegg, the merchant who, at his instance,

began the West African cotton trade :

—

(1855) " Sunday, Nov. IGth.—Mi: Magrath preached for the C.M.S.,

a plain but forcible sermon, and read in the course of it two passages

from the Report, each of which had cost me much thought and trouble

while hammering them into their proper shape ; but when I looked

upon that large and wealthy congregation, many of them among the

first merchants in the world, and saw the deep attention with which

they listened, I felt the solemn responsibility of preparing the Annual

Report."

Again, he whites to his daughter, March 19th, 1859 :

—

"I feel it to be a high privilege, as well as responsibility, thus to

stand between the Church abroad and the Church at home, and bring

forward a Report of the Lord's work. My main fear is lest I should not Reports to

give a sufficiently faithful report of the disct)uragements, as well as the be faithful.
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Part VII. brighter parts. Many a bright part I suppress, that the effect may be a
1862-72. faithful representation of facts on the whole."
Chap. 68.

In that same year, letters to his daughter give glimpses of

the pressure of preparing the Abstract in time for the Annual
Meeting :

—

" Wednesday, April -JTt/i, 1859.

Hard work " We had a most pleasant evening
;
prepared a little of the Report

MeeUne*^ for copying the Abstract. At 11, Aunts E. and C. arrived. I was
draws near, bothered about Sierra Leone, and sat up till near 3. Even this morning

I could not get a fair start till near 11. I make them write two copies,

one for Uncle J., one for the printer of the Abstract. They have just

finished Sierra Leone, Yoruba, the Niger, Mediterranean, Bombay, and
are half-way in North India. I must work hard to keep ahead.

" April 28^1, 1859.

"We sat up last night till 1.30. All the Report was copied to the
end of China. Two copies to the end of North India. . . . C. wrote
nobly till past 12.

" April 29th, 1859.

"Yesterday evening and this morning have been wholly spent in

prepai'ing the full Abstract for the printer, so we hope to have it out on
Tuesday next to satisfy our Association Secretaries. It will then be
reduced to the usual size. Uncle J. has his copy, which he prefers

reading from in the MS. I have still to prepare N.-W. America and
New Zealand. . . . The conclusion will be Sunday work. If I preach
a Thanksgiving Sermon for Hambleton, as he has asked me, it wiU be all

one.
" April SOth, 1859.

" All the Missions are now copied. The conclusion is only to be a few
sentences, ending with

—

While the nations are contending,
And the tumult louder grows,

Through the earth our God is sendiug
News of peace to heal our woes.
Sounds of mercy sweeter are
Heard amid the diu of war.

I have been at home and at work all this morning, but easy work com-
paratively. I am quite well, and feel no pressure. My three scribes on
Wednesday broke the neck of the work, and Aunt E. has done all the
bye-work caused by revision.

" Sunday, May 1st, 1859, 3.30.

" I have given the conclusion to Uncle J. Have selected the passage,

Isaiah xxvi. 1-12. I have sent breakfast tickets for the three aunts and
C, so I have nothing more upon my mind. Two copies of all this were
written out upon that Wednesday after 10 o'clock. Did they not work
hard P and I sent their copies to the printer."

Venn's first Eeport was written in 1842 ; his last in 1866. He
never missed for twenty-four years. The concluding paragraphs of

Venn's last the last One describe, in a few vigorous lines, the inviting open-
Report,

-j^gg -j-^ Africa, Turkey, India, and China, and tlien appeal earnestly

for men, especially exhorting motliers and sisters, " with whom is

lodged a mighty powder to witl:ihold or to prompt forward those

who are anxiously resolving the searching question, Why should
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I not go?" He concludes with the further request for prayer, Part VIZ.

pointing out that "one of the richest promises of answer to
i'^f'^^'i?;

prayer is given in immediate connexion with the full establish-
^^'

ment of Christ's Kingdom"—Isa. Ixv. 24, 25, "It shall come to

pass, that before they call, I will answer ; and while they are yet

speaking, I will hear. The wolf and the lamb shall feed together.

. . . They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy mountain,
saith the Lord."
Henry Venn never read his own Reports at Exeter Hall. His

brother John, the Prebendary of Hereford, had a better voice,

and therefore always performed the duty for him. In 1867, he
was absent from the Meeting, for the first time, and the circum-

stance was sympathetically referred to by Lord Chichester and
Dean Close.

It is needless to say that Venn was a gi-eat power in the |^^"" '."

Committee. But it was the natural and legitimate power of a

master mind, and of an unequalled experience. He always
earnestly deprecated, and avoided to the u.tmost, anything like

secretarial dictation to the men around him, whom he regarded as

the real governing body. At the same time, he repudiated the

idea that C.M.S. secretaries, whether honorary like himself, or On the

obliged to take the usual stipend, were only in the position of secretaries

superior clerks, to listen silently to debates and register decisions.

His view was clearly expressed in the last letter he wrote to the

Committee, only a month before his death, and it was officially

endorsed by the Committee ordering the letter to be entered in

full upon the Minutes. He said :

—

" The relation of secretaries to the Committee is not that of secretaries

or clerks to a Parochial Board or ordinary Company, but rather that of

secretaries to a Scientific Institution, or of Secretaries of State to a

Cabinet Council. The secretaries of our Society are the originators of

the measures to be passed, the chief authorities on its principles and
practice, and must often act upon their own discretion in cases of

emergency, and in confidential interviews with Church or State

authorities. At the same time I must bear my testimony that this large

confidence reposed in the secretaries is not inconsistent with the inde-

pendence of judgment and ultimate supremacy on the part of the

Committee. I could give innumerable instances to show that the Com-
mittee never resign their opinions in any important point without a

frank discussion of the difference, and that great principles are never

sacrificed in deference to the authority, age, or experience of others."

How this view worked out in practice he explained in his

memorable address on entering the New House in 1862 :

—

" A notion often prevails that a Secretary is apt to assume an auto-

cratical position in this room. As eaily as the daj's of Claudius

Buchanan the notion arose. He used to speak of ' King Pratt,' and
to argue that in an infant- government a monarchy was better than a

republic. But whatever apparent supremacy a Secretary may maintain,

if we look below the surface it will always be found that the Secretary

reflects the Committee. If tlie image is distoi'ted, the defect will soon
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Pakt YII. show itself and be rectified. In that whicli sometimes appears as an
18UJ-72. autocratical dictum, he is only the mouthpiece of the present and former
Chiip. 6S. Committees, by whom the subject may have been many times discussed

and settled. Sufficient checks are always at hand for a presumptuous
Secretary. The ('ommittee possesses a plastic power which few minds
can resist. Your Secretaries owe many obligations to those who in this
room help and guide and correct their plans. May this Committee ever
regard their Secretaries as a part of themselves, uphold them by their

sympathy, their counsel, and above all by their prayers, that their

shortcomings may be pardoned and their mistakes overruled."

His biographer, William Knight, speaks from long personal
knowledge of Venn's skill in conducting the business of the
Committee. "His great desire was to avoid the formation of

parties in it, to have each topic thoroughly discussed from every
His skill in point of view, and so to frame each resolution or despatch as to

resoiutfons cover the views of all present, or at least to make the minority—it

might be of one—feel that its arguments had received due con-
sideration. He had a happy tact in perceiving when a subject

was exhausted, and discussion was degenerating into desultory
talk." Knight gives an illustration of his anxiety not to dictate :—

-

" On one occasion he brought forward a plan which he had elaborated
with much care and patience. It was not acceptable. At once he
withdrew it without a wa^rd. Some time afterwards a Committee-man
proposed the same scheme, and it was imanimously applauded. He
merely called for his paper, read it aloud, and said, ' I read this to the
Committee three months ago, but they would not hear of it.'

"

As far back as 1833, eight years before Venn became Secretary,

"William Jowett concluded the Instructions to John Tucker on his

departure for Madras with some words found in the letter of

Ignatius to Polycarp on the latter's position at Smja-na

—

'S.ttjOl

€8pa2o<; ws aKfXMv TvirTopievos, " Stand stcachj as an anvil when it is

struck." Tucker in after years often recalled them, saying, "Be
An anvil, an a)ivil, and not a hammer"; and Knight quotes them as

hammer, embodying the spirit in which Henry Venn acted in Committee,
and indeed in life generally. But while quite ready to stand still

and be struck himself, he would not allow his beloved Society to be
struck with impunity. After his death. Bishop Wilberforce wrote
of his devotion to the C.M.S. in very striking terms :—

" Once or twice, through the Record and otherwise, he has smitten me
hard when he thought I in any way wronged C.M.S. ; but I no more
resented it than I should have resented Sir Lancelot's chivalry for his

Queen.'" *

Moreover, Venn would ever do what he could to prevent

* Life nf Bishop S. Wilberforce, vol. iii. p. 407. But the reference to the

Record is misleading. That paper was always ready to fight the Bishop, no
doubt, and needed no impetus from Venn in that direction ; but Venn's
personal influence with it was small. Even an outside reader in Mr.
Haldane's time could see that Venn was no favourite of his ; and Venn's
private journals reveal his not infrequent dissatisfaction with the editorial

utterances.
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conflict or friction between others. Missioncaries knew him well Part VIT.

as a peacemaker ; and there were occasions when his peace- 1^62-72.

making efforts were directed at men in higher position than they.
^^^'

'

It is interesting to find in his Private Journal an account of his venn as a

success in healing a breach between Lord Shaftesbury and the
j^^^l^

Duke of Marlborough, which had arisen upon the question of

parliamentary tactics as to bringing forward the question of the

Bible in Indian schools, in 1860.

Lord Chichester, in a letter written after Venn's death, wrote Venn and

of the ability he displayed when on deputation to a Minister of of'state!^^

State :

—

" During more than thirty years I was in the constant habit of going
with such deputations to the heads of different public departments, and
have always come away impressed with the fact that whatever wciglit

was due to the deputations, and whatever impression made upon tlie

Queen's Minister, was mainly owing to the clear, intelligent, and
business-like statements of our honoured Secretary. I know that this

was the opinion of several of the Ministers with whom I conversed upon
the subject afterwards."

And in another paper, Lord Chichester gives a pleasant glimpse Lord chi-

ef Venn's home life at Highbury, before he moved to East Sheen, recoiiec-

where he died :

—

tions.

" Among the friends I used to meet at Highbury were—the present

Lord Teignmouth, Sir J. and Lady Stephen, the Trevelyans, E. Bicker-

steth, Baptist Noel, Charles Hodgson, &c., &c., besides some of the

most interesting of our missionaries, students from Islington, Bishop
Crowther and his family, and other African Christians.

" H. Venn had a wonderful talent for drawing out a missionary,

both at his own table and in the more august presence of the C.M.S.

Committee. He did this, not by leading questions, but by saj'ing,

' Now, Mr. , what have you to tell us 'i
' Then, if the witness

hung fire, he was prompted by ' You have seen so and so, now tell us

about this.' The process always answered. I was once dining with him
at Highbury, when the j arty consisted of four German students from

Islington, and one German missionary. The conversation began by a

discussion upon a corn-mill which Prince Albert was to send as a present

to the chiefs of Abeokuta. H. Venn and I had been to several shops,

and the engineers recommended a handmill with steel gi'inders,

instead of stones, because it was supposed that the Natives would never

learn to dress mill-stones. H. V. asked one of these young Germans
whether he could ttach then, if he went to that country. 'Oh yes,' he

said, ' I have dressed many myself. My father was a miller at our town.'

It appeared afterwards that four out of the five had either dressed

mill-stones or seen them dressed."

Venn held one ecclesiastical office. He was a Prebendary of
^g^„"d"ar^''o"j

St. Paul's, having been appointed by Bishop Blomfield. He st. Paul's,

valued the distinction, as giving him an official right to be preserit

at the ordinations of missionaries. The emolument attached to it

was £2 a year, and the one duty was to preach on every alternate

St. Thomas's Day. Venn's journal of that day in 1849 gives a
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Part TIL signiiicant glimpse of the condition of the great national cathedral
1H62-72. at that time :—

'

(1849) " Dec. 2lst.—This is my turn for preaching at St. Paul's. My
Cold ser- only connexion with the public ministry of the Church of England is

vices at comprised in a single sermon on the shortest day in the year, each
alternate odd year, to the handful of people whom curiosity brings to the
Morning Service. In the afternoon, the anthem and saint's daj'^ without
preaclung collects a respectable congregation, tenfold that of the
morning ; so low has the Protestantism of the Church of England sunk
in the present day."

These services, it must be remembered, were in the choir only.

Dome and nave were not used till the Special Sunday Evening
Services began in 1858. We Evangelicals do not like all that goes
on at St. Paul's now ; but surely, with all deductions, we may
thank God for the change from what Venn describes.

Venn as an Venn's influence among Evangelical Churchmen has been

fa^r"^^'' illustrated again and again in the pages of this History, and need
not be further dwelt upon. It was for the most pai't exercised

privately, because he felt that he could not appear before the

world as a party leader without compromising the Society. He
would not sign Protestant declarations and the like. He said,

" H. V. and C.M.S. are synonymous." He never sympathized
with the common complaint that " Evangelicals are a rope of

sand." "Thank God it is so," he would say; "so is the sea-

shore." He did not wish Evangelicals to be a " party," and
preferred their acting independently, although on the same
principles.

It is difficult to imagine Venn writing a book in the midst of

such pressing duties as constantly came upon him. Yet he did

Venn Write One book of great value. The Missionanj Life of Francis

Li7eoV^^ Xcu'/cr.* At first sight the subject seems a strange one for a

Xavier. Protestant Missionary Director ; lout Venn had a singularly candid

and open mind, and he really desired to study for himself the career

of the greatest of Roman missionaries. Was all that was said of

him true ? What work did he really accomplish ? What manner
of man was he personally ? Was he a pattern, or a beacon ? or

was he something of both ? For fourteen years Venn was carefully

stud^'ing, searching, inquiring, regularly devoting his holiday hours

to the work, year by year. There was no English Life of

the great Jesuit ; but there were two biographies, one in Latin

and one in French, compiled by Jesuits in 1596 and 1682. These
works, however, proved to be full of geographical and other

blunders and confusions of dates, quite sufficient to discredit the

legendary wonders they contained, even if the legends had been

Materials Credible ill themselves. But Xavier's own letters were accessible,

having been published in various forms abroad, and particularly

in a carefully-edited Latin translation of one hundred and forty-six

* He also wrote the Life of his grandfather, Henry Venn of Huddersfield
and Yelling ; but that was before he was Secretary.

for the
book
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long letters or reports, made at Bologna in 1795—of which a Part VIT.

French translation appeared in 1838. These letters revealed the 1^62-72.

real man, and proved to be evidently veracious accounts of his ^P"

travels and trials. Uj^on these Venn based his biography, treating

the whole story with careful impartiality, "nothing extenuating,
and nought setting down in malice." He undertook it, he says in

the preface, " under a deep sense of the dignity of the missionary
subject, and of the sacred obligation of exercising the candour
enjoined by the Lord of Missions, in His rebuke of one of His own
Apostles who would have repudiated the acts of all who ' followed
not with them.' " The result is a book of rare value, though
somewhat deficient in literary form, and very unattractively "got
up " as to externals. Why has it never become, as it well deserved
to become, a standard work ? First, because most readers likely why not

to accept a book of Henry Venn's cared little for the biography of
^"'='^«^^*^"'-

a Eomanist ; and secondly, because those who liked to think of

Xavier as the most brilliant and successful of missionaries did

not care to see what Venn might say of him.
But the book remains, an able, authentic history of a great man,

whose real greatness has been over-stated by fervid admirers not
knowing anything of the facts, and whose weaknesses and failures,

recorded by his own pen, are simply ignored by the multitude
who prefer to be deceived ; and yet a great man, with great

qualities, which Venn dwells upon sympathetically. Xavier's Life important

suggests most significant lessons for Christian Missions and be^derfved

missionaries. People who demand that Missions should be 0^°"1
,

1 1 1 • 1 • 11 Xavier s

romantic
;
people who thmk a missionary ought always to be an career,

ascetic
;
people who think a bishop the one essential element of

missionary success
;
people who think that the absolute rule of

one man, bishop or director, over a Mission will preserve it from
disunion ;

people who judge of results by counting the heads of

nominal converts
;
people whose test of success is the planting of

their own particular church organization ;—all these would have
their eyes opened to advantage by reading the hard facts related

by Xavier's own pen. On the other hand, those who believe that

a Mission must begin with the true conversion of individual souls,

that these souls must be spiritually fed with the Word of God in

their own vernacular, that diversities of gifts and administrations

and operations will all be blessed of God if these foundation

principles are observed,—will find abundant confirmation of their

convictions in the contrast presented by the work described by

the great Jesuit missionary.

No regular review of Venn's book appeared in the CM.
T^f^tgHj.

IntdUcjcncer. Presumably he forbad it. It is only casually men- gencer"

tioned and quoted from in an article on Eoman Catholic Missions, bCok!'*""'^

evidently by Eidgeway, in January, 1863. But in 1871, Dr.

Hoffmann, of Berlin, produced a German work on Xavier, partly

a translation of V^enn's, and partly an enlargement of it ; and this

work is the subject of an article in the Intelligencer of September
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Part VII. in that year, signed " J. B. H.," * in which, curiously enough,
1862-72. Venn's picture of Xavier is rather severely criticized. "J. B. H."
lap^

• complains of Venn's leniency towards the great Jesuit. "Xavier,"
he says, "comes out from Mr. Venn's hands as a kind of incom-
plete Henry Martyn—with similar excellencies and similar faults

'—with all that singular man's purity of motive and zeal for the
truth, so far as he knew it." That is a perplexing sentence in

itself ; and the whole article, though distinctly an able one, is more
or less strange.

Perhaps the most unexpected duty that ever fell to Henry Venn
Venn on ^y.^g j-^jg membership in two Eoyal Commissions on Church
missions, matters. Statesmen and journalists, even then, supposed the

Evangelical body to be dead ; and in each case the list of the

Commissioners was made up before some one pointed out that

the Evangelical clergy had no representative among them. And
then, presumably, the authorities woke up to the fact that even if

they imagined that there were no Evangelicals left who were
known in home circles, the Church Missionary Society was still

alive, and it had a Secretary. It is difficult otherwise to account
for the choice of A^enn. In the " dead " party there were Bishops
Baring, E. Bickersteth, Waldegrave, and Pelham ; there were
Deans Close and Goode ; there were Dr. McNeile, Dr. Miller,

Eyle, Garbett, and the Bardsleys
;

yet not one of these was
chosen. Either the statesmen were unaware of their existence,

or some astute wire-puller had warned them against appointing

"party men." Suddenly, at the last moment in each case, the

name of Henry Venn was added. In the first of the two Com-
Commis- missions, that on Clerical Subscription, in 1864, the absence of

ciedcai EvangcHcals did not much matter. There was a general feeling

Subscrip- that relief must be given to sensitive consciences, and the new
form of subscription did not require much trouble to arrange

;

but Venn and others had to contend for an adequate recognition of

the Thirty-Nine x\rticles as the true standard of Church of England
teaching—in which contention they were successful, defeating

Dean Milman, who proposed to exclude the Articles from the

terms of subscription. But the Eitual Commission of 1867 was
a different matter.

Ritual It will be remembered that this Commission was appointed by
sion. Lord Derby's Government to evade the necessity of dealing with

Lord Shaftesbury's Bills for checking the advance of Eitualism.

It was to inquire into and report upon the " differences of practice
"

which had arisen from "varying interpretations put upon the

Eubrics, Orders, and Directions for regulating the course and con-

duct of Pu])lic Worship . . . more especially with respect to the

ornaments used in the churches, &c., and the vestments worn by
ministers during the time of their ministration "

; also to revise

the Lectionary. The list of Commissioners, twenty-eight in

* No doubt the Rev. J. B. Heard.
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number, comprised several leading High Churchmen, Broad Part VII.

Churchmen, and men indifferent, clerical and lay ; with three 1^62-72.

peers of strong Protestant tendencies, Lords Ebury, Harrowby, P" ^^'

and Portman,^'' and one Eegius Professor of Divinity, Dr. Payne
Smith, who would be on the same side ; but not a single repre-

sentative of the working Evangelical clergy. An outcry at once
arose ; whereupon, probably, the list of the previous Commission
was looked up, and Venn's name being noticed on it, he was added
as a twenty-ninth member.
He was now seventy-one years of age ; many infirmities were

on him ; he was already seeking to retire gradually from regular

C.M.S. work. But he felt that he must not hesitate to obey this

new summons ; and he became one of the most regular attendants Venn's

at the numerous and prolonged sittings of the Commission through the Ritual

two years, being present himself forty- four times, although 5;°^""'^

latterly he had to be carried in a chair from Dean's Yard into

the Jerusalem Chamber. He resolved from the first to be no
mere party voter. He set himself to master the whole sub-

ject of the history of English ecclesiastical law and ritual,

though a subject not previously familiar to him. " I was
astonished," wrote Lord Chichester, "when he told me of the

books which he had read up to qualify himself." The part he
actually took in the long discussions, not only on controversial

questions of ritual, but on the revision of the rubiics one by one,

and also on the Lectionary, was no small or secondary one. He
wrote careful notes of all the proceedings, which are extant ; but

many of the points most hotly debated are now almost archaic,

and no practical object would be gained by reprinting even the

small fragments which Mr. Knight felt able, without breach of the

confidence of the Commission, to publish in Venn's Memoir. His
speeches on the eastward position in the Holy Communion, on the

repetition of the words of administration to each individual com-

municant, and similar matters, which Knight gives, are interesting,

but do not concern this History. There is no doubt that he

regarded the labours of the Commission, upon the w^hole, with

satisfaction, notwithstanding his failure to obtain the exclusion of

the Apocryphal books from the Lectionary ; and that he regretted

the fruitlessness of those labours, so far as the amendment of the

rubrics by legislation was concerned.! Of the personal esteem in

which his fellow-Commissioners came to regard him, the following

striking words are an illustration, written by Dean Stanley on

hearing of his death :

—

" Amongst the recompenses for the many annoyances of the Ritual Dean

Commission, I consider one of the greatest was the opportunity it gave
gn^ve^n^n.

* Lord Shaftesbury was asked, but declined.

t He suggested to the friends who sympathized 'n-ith hina on the Com-

mission that they should hold a short prayer-meeting before some of the

sessions ; and this was held at the house of Canon Conway, then Rector of

St. Margaret's.
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Part VII. me of becoming acquainted with so venerable and beautiful a character
;

1862-72. often dili'ering from him, but more often agreeing, and always finding him
Chap. 68. the same candid, upright colleague, I learned to value him highly. You

will doubtless have many sympathizers who will speak from a far more
intimate knowledge, but in the outside world you will not have many
more sincere expressions of sympathy than this." *

If it is surprising that Venn was able in the midst of the busiest

period of his secretaryship to wi'ite a book, and that amid the

infirmities of old age he could give such strenuous labour to the

Eitual Commission, it is still more astonishing to find him, while

Venn the latter work was on, undertaking the editorship of a monthly

"'^chris-^
periodical, and continuing it almost up to his death. The Chris-

tian Ob- tian Observer belonged to a small band of proprietors, of whom
Venn was one. Since John Cunningham's retirement from the

editorial chair, it had not prospered. The editor, J. B. Marsden,
was an able man, and no one can now look through the volumes
from 1860 to 1868 without being struck by the interest and
excellence of many of the articles. But there were old contributors

whom it was not easy to shake off, and who were distinctly dull.

When Marsden died, there was a difficulty in finding a successor ;

and in December, 1868, we find Venn writing to his brother that

he himself had been obliged to " do something for the forthcoming

January number "; and again, " I have not yet found any one to

take the editorship ; but with Auriol's help I can get through
another number or two." Again, in the following March, "I
have scrambled through three numbers, but not satisfactorily : I

have had to take articles which my judgment did not approve of."

Of course no periodical could go on long in that way
;
yet Venn,

with his indomitable perseverance, actually continued at the helm
for more than three years, assisted by his cousin C. J. Elliott, of

Winkfield, and by Mr. G. Knox ; and it is indisputable that the

volumes of those three years show a variety and a brightness, and
withal a dignity, which it had not exhibited for years. One is

struck, in particular, by the courageous independence of the

editorial utterances, especially as shown in the frequentl}' severe

reviews of books by well-known Evangelical writers. Venn was
a thorough Evangelical, but he could not be a mere party man, to

praise what his own side said and did, and to find no good in what
came from the other side. Many of Venn's own contributions are

easily recognizable. One appears so late as November, 1872, only

two months before his death.

Venn in It will be Well Understood how anxious Venn would be all this

waitmg for ^^^^^^ ^o^' ^^^^ C.M.S. Secretariat to he occupied by capable men, and
a successor in particular that his own post should be filled up. We have

before seen f how" he viewed the frequent changes in the personnel

in his later years, and how for long there seemed no light on the

question wdio should succeed him. In 1870, the Committee fixed

April 5th as a day of prayer on which all the Society's friends

* Memoir of H. Fc^m, p. 268. t In Chapter LIU. Sec p. 375.
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should unite in asking the Lord to indicate his successor
;
yet Part VII.

two years more passed away before he could be released from 1862-72.

office. He had to bear the brunt of the very difficult contro- P" ^^'

versies of the China and Madagascar Bishoprics ; and in 1871,
only a year and a half before his death, we find him performing a

task so relatively easy for a younger colleague as the writing and
delivery of the Instructions to departing missionaries. They
began thus:—"The Committee address you on the present Venn's last

occasion by the lips of their aged Secretary, who might plead tions to

exemption on account of the infirmities of advancing years, but ^^sion-^
who throws himself upon your candid indulgence, under the aries.

exceptional circumstances caused by the absence of younger
secretaries." Very significant is the tone of these Instructions, significant

In them Venn acknowledges that thirty years' experience had moderated
taught him to moderate his expectations of great and speedy expecta-

results from missionary effort ; and one cannot but remember at

the same time that this was the very period of almost low-water
mark in missionary zeal and interest which we have already
observed in various aspects. All the moi'e touching are the
following sentences :

—

" The time is, indeed, long gone by, when the sending forth of a body
of missionaries raised a song of triumph, as though the world were turned
from darkness to hght. It has often struck us as significant of this

liygone assumption, that a well-known and beautiful hymn, and its

appropriate tune, were composed for the departure of the first set of

missionaries sent by the London Missionary Society to the South Seas :—

' All hail the iDOwer of Jesus' name

!

Let angels prostrate fall

;

Bring forth the royal diadem,
And crown Him Lord of all.'

We trust the hymn is sung with no less fervour of adoration than in

olden times, but now rather in the assurance of faith, and in the
surveying fields white unto the harvest, than in the bringing in of
sheaves into the Lord's garner.

" We were accustomed to tell our missionaries that the Christian's

weapons are mighty, through God, to the pulling down of strongholds.
So we tell you still, but we are compelled to add that you are not yet so
armed. Some of you have to acquire the vernacular, so as to be able to
unsheath the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God. Others of

you have laboured abroad ; but you tell us that the strongholds of Satan
still frown in de6ance upon the feeble Christian efltbrts which are
directed against them, and your minds are now agitated with the
anxious question how you may best recommence the assault.

" We were accustomed, also, to say of our missionaries that thej'' would
be among the Heathen like a candle to give light to all around. Alas

!

what luimbers have failed to impress the Heathen with the beauty of

holiness, through their unsubdued carnal infirmities

!

" We assured our young missionaries that they went forth bearing the
good seed, of which some must spring uj) to the glory of the grace of God.
Alas ! how few comparatively have found any good-ground hearers, or

even rocky soil, or a lodgment among thorns ; they have found notMng
but the hard wayside, and not one seed apparently has vegetated.

VOL. II. U U
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Part YII. " To sum up, we have often in days past likened these occasions to the
1862-72. scene at Antioch of old, when the Spirit said, ' Separate Me Paul and
Chap. 68. Barnabas for the work to which I have called them.' But year after

year we have sent forth our evangelists, and other societies have sent
forth theirs, and generations have passed away in many a missionary
field without our receiving back the glad intelligence which the Church
I if Antioch received after two years and a half, when two Apostles
gathered the Church together, and rehearsed all that God had done for

them.'"

Venn at
last resigns

His fare-

well letter.

His death.

Minute of
Committee

Basing his further counsels on these considerations, he goes on
to exhort the brethren above all to honour the Spirit, to act in

the humble confidence of the Creed, " I believe in the Holy-

Ghost." Though ruan's work might fail. His work would never
fail.

At last, in the autumn of 1872, Henry Wright having come into

office, the long-contemplated resignation could take effect. The
Committee at once appointed Venn a Vice-President, which they
described, patheticalh^, as "the highest distinction it was in their

power to bestow," expressing at the same time their sense of its

" utter inadequacy to represent the indebtedness of the Society to

their beloved and honoured friend." Venn's reply to this was
characteristically full of humility

;
yet he took the opportunity to

state once more his view of the position of a C.M.S. Secretary, in

words already quoted in this chapter. He concluded by saying

that it had been the highest honom' and privilege of his life to be

associated with the Committee. "Under all the vicissitudes of

life, both in days of joy and in days of sorrow, I have ever found
in the work of the Committee-room that Divine presence which
calms, consoles, and sanctifies the soul." Many can testify that

this is no mere language of unreal eulogy, but the strictest truth

;

and if ever we were tempted to forget it, Henry Venn's portrait,

looking down upon us from behind the chah, would call us back
to the sense of the calming, consoling, sanctifying Divine Presence

that is with us " all the days."

It was on December 9th that this last letter from Henry Venn
was read to the Committee. On January 13th, 1873, he quietly

and without suffering passed away into the presence of his Lord.

On January 17th a vast concoui'se of friends from all parts of the

country stood around his grave in Mortlake Cemeteiy, and the

Bishop of London (Dr. Jackson) committed his body to the earth,

" in sure and certain hope of a resurrection to eternal life."

In their Minute on his death, the C.M.S. Committee recalled,

" with thankfulness to God, Mr. Venn's untiring industry, his

complete self-devotion to the work, his immense powers of appli-

cation, his strength of memory, his firmness of purpose, his vast

practical knowledge of human nature, his calm and correct

judgment, his patience and self-restraint, his deep and loving

sympathy, his warm and generous friendship, and his kind and
watchful consideration for the interest and reputation of all the
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Society's agents, European and Native ; and still more would Part VII.

they call to mind his strong faith, his deep spirituality, and his 1862-72.

zeal for the honour of God." Comprehensive as this eulogy is, ^P"

no one who knew Henry Venn would say that there was a word
superfluous or undeserved.

Among the numberless testimonies from all quarters to the

estimation in which he was held, perhaps the most touching of

all came from an old personal friend to whom he had often

been seriously opposed on Church questions. Bishop Samuel
Wilberforce :

—

" I feel his death to be the breaking of no ordinary tie. His father Bishop

baj^tized me, and lived and died an honoured and beloved friend of my
^J-'g ^^

father and mother. The inheritance of Christian love, always a precious Venn,
one, descended ; and when added years lessened, as they always do, the

disparity of age between us, he was always to me a kind and considerate

friend. I honour especially in him the dedication of a life to a noble
cause with an uncompromising entireness of devotion which had in it all

the elements of true Christian heroism. You must look on his life as a

grand epic poem which has ended in an euthanasia of victory and rest."

Exactly six months afterwards, Bishop Wilberforce himself was The bishop

suddenly called away, thrown from his horse on the Surrey ' ^ '

Downs, and killed on the spot.

Thus the most brilliant of Anglican Bisiiops and the most
sagacious of Missionary Directors finished their course together.

Widely as they differed, frequently as they were in conflict, it is

good to remember that both loved and trusted the one Saviour of

men, and both believed that the Evangelization of the World was
the great duty of the Church. In the light and life and love of

Heaven all differences are lost for ever.

The Church Missionary Society wall never have another Henry Henry

Venn. No one man could now carry the whole work upon his unique,

shoulders, as he practically did ; and no man could in these faster

days w^ork on as he did for thirty years. But the Lord raises up
just such instruments as He needs for this and that period of His
Church's history, for this and that sphere of work for Him. And
though it is right and good that we should love and honour those

who have gone before, and in whose steps we seem so feebly to

follow, let us remember that all alike are but as earthen vessels,

and that God uses such for the express purpose that the glory shall

be His alone. Not Pratt or Bickersteth, not Venn or Wright or

Wigram : it is the Lord of Hosts Himself that is with us for our

•Captain.
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